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Oral evidence

Taken before the Trade and Industry Committee

On Tuesday 12 December 2006

Members present:

Peter LuV, in the Chair

Roger Berry Mr Lindsay Hoyle
Mr Brian Binley Mark Hunter
Mr Peter Bone Miss Julie Kirkbride
Mr Michael Clapham Judy Mallaber
Mrs Claire Curtis-Thomas Rob Marris

Witnesses: Mr Martin Temple CBE, Director General, and Mr Stephen Radley, Chief Economist, EEF,
The Manufacturers’ Organisation, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to the first
evidence session of the Select Committee’s inquiry
into aspects of manufacturing industry. We are
conducting a number of separate but closely related
inquiries in an hour which will require some
discipline from all of us. Thank you very much for
your understanding. For the record, I begin by
asking you to introduce yourselves and tell us what
you do.
MrTemple: I amMartin Temple, director general of
EEF. Obviously, we are a business organisation that
provides services to members but also represents
them in Europe and nationally on issues related
particularly to manufacturing and industry. My
colleague is Stephen Radley, chief economist of
EEF.

Q2 Chairman: I begin with what may seem to be a
stupid question but is often most interesting: what is
manufacturing?
Mr Temple: It is a good question and it is one which
in many ways is quite hard to answer nowadays.
Manufacturing has changed quite a lot and it
continues to do so and it is responding to very
intensive international competition. People tend to
talk a lot about competition, but today there is also
enormous opportunity internationally. As the
Committee will be aware, there has been an
enormous shift in the economic balance around the
globe. All of the influences of technology that come
into play change both the nature of business and the
type of products and speed of product life cycles. All
of those matters aVect the way that business
competes. Finally, there is the way that even society
views business and how it conducts itself, and
essentially that is around the brand. If you like,
companies have to protect their reputation and be
seen in the modern world as acceptable in many
ways. As a consequence, whilst a manufactured
product may well be at the heart of a manufacturing
business very often it is earning a lot more
profitability from things around that product,
particularly the service side of the business. Nowone
sees companies with much greater focus on
innovation, design, marketing and the service

element of their business. More and more one sees
exporting as a major part of any company today.
One sees it in the trade figures but also in the way
that companies set themselves up. All of these
matters put demands on skills within companies
which include everything from the traditional things
in manufacturing right the way through to the
ability to manage global networks, suppliers’ agents
and detailed working with customers at many
diVerent locations. There are lots of dynamics at
play.

Q3 Chairman: What you are saying is that the
boundaries between manufacturing and services are
eVectively breaking down and a company could be
classified as a manufacturing company in the UK
and not make anything in this country?
Mr Temple: Certainly there are examples of that.
Usually there is a manufactured product at the heart
of it, but often the shift in the balance of the number
of employees has moved to all those other things
around the product. That is why companies have to
change shape and the emphasis on the type of skills
that they are looking for.

Q4 Chairman: Presumably, research and
development would remain a very important part of
your definition?
Mr Temple: It is a key part. Very often, it is a
question of how these companies relate within their
organisations from R&D through to how they
introduce innovation and develop their products,
processes and lead manufacturing and then to
marketing, design, recycling and all those sorts of
activities. A lot of people regard innovation as
traditionally something that comes from an R&D
base, which is still true to a large extent, but now one
sees a lot of highly innovative companies in the way
they present their product to market. It is not only
the marketing of the product; very often it is the way
they put it to the customer. For example, it is not
always a matter of selling the product.
Chairman: We must not spend too long on the
philosophy, but that is an important scene-setting
introduction, and I am grateful for those answers.
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Q5Roger Berry:Over half of your submission comes
under the heading of skill shortages. Over the past 20
years half the jobs in manufacturing have
disappeared.We all know from local experience that
there are people who used to work in manufacturing
but who can no longer find jobs in that sector. How
do you explain what appears to be a paradoxical
situation? Manufacturing needs far fewer people
than in the past and yet you say that the key issue is
skill shortages.
Mr Temple: I think that it relates partly to the first
comments that we have made today. There is now a
vast array of skills needed by manufacturing
companies. Within the manufacturing scenario we
used to use quite a lot of unskilled labour. Today, we
need more and more skilled labour at various levels.
That trend will continue right the way through the
next decade or so. Therefore, there is a shift from
unskilled to skilled and within that there is a
changing range of skills. In some areas there has also
been a loss of traditional skills, one example of
which is welding. We used to have a lot of welders
and as a result of the diYculties of industry a lot of
that work fell away. We now need those sorts of
skills. Therefore, there is a new mix as well as a loss
of certain skills.
Mr Radley: I think we can go into more detail later,
but in many cases what has happened is that
industry has lost important skills because it has not
taken appropriate action. A good example of the
opposite is the Rover task force where the great
majority of the skilled people were able to find jobs,
a fair number of them in manufacturing and others
in other parts of the economy. We have perhaps
failed to do enough of that in the past.

Q6Roger Berry: In paragraph 27 of your submission
you draw attention to EUROSTAT data and say
they show that UK employees are among the most
trained in Europe, although in your report Skills for
Productivity, as I recall, you suggested that one
aspect of the problem was that there was a gap in
skills between the UK and other European
competitors.
Mr Radley: To answer it properly one must unpack
it. There are some issues about attracting suYciently
qualified people tomanufacturing, due in part to the
fact that too few people take science, technology,
engineering and mathematics subjects at school and
in higher education. There are issues about careers
advice and probably about promoting the image of
manufacturing. There is a range of issues about
getting suYcient numbers of people to take the
subjects and develop skills that manufacturing needs
and getting them to work in that industry. As to our
paper, we have found from our researches based on
the Sector Skills Development Agency, the labour
force surveys and the EUROSTAT survey
mentioned in our paper that companies in
manufacturing and business generally are highly
active in training, but there are issues about the
eVectiveness of that spend. In many cases we have
found that too many companies, particularly the
smaller ones, do not link what they do in training

suYciently to their business strategy. In some cases
the money that is spent is not expended as eVectively
as it could be.

Q7Roger Berry: Before we come to what companies
themselves do, you quote evidence to show that UK
employees are highly trained. Is the problem that
these employees do not find manufacturing
interesting or that they do not have the very specific
and particular skills required for modern
manufacturing?
Mr Radley: I think it is a range of issues. In part it is
to do with the image of manufacturing. In some
cases where one is looking at people with very
high levels of technical skills other parts of
the economy—particularly financial and business
services which are often able to oVer higher wages
and are not subject to the same degree of
international competition—are very well placed to
attract some of those skilled people. That makes life
hard for manufacturers in terms of competing to get
them. Manufacturers’ skill needs have also changed
so one is aiming at a target that is moving quite fast.
What companies tell us now is that they are looking
for people with personal skills, which are often
referred to as “soft skills” but that probably does not
do them justice. It is a question of commercial
awareness, problem-solving, team-working and
things like that. By “team-working” we mean the
ability to work together in multidisciplinary teams,
bringing a range of diVerent skills to develop a
proposition for the customer.

Q8 Roger Berry: Are other European countries
doing better than we are in terms of meeting
manufacturing sector skills; and, if so, how are they
doing it?
Mr Radley: If you look at some of the international
comparisons and analyses just released in the study
by Lord Leitch, there is certainly evidence that there
are more people qualified particularly at the
intermediate level in other countries and countries
like Germany are ahead of us. Looking at more
recent evidence, even at very high levels of
unemployment a lot of German firms are now also
reporting skill shortages.

Q9MrHoyle:Youmentioned a shortage of welders,
platers and people like that. I understand that. Do
you not think that the industry itself has something
to answer for its failure to train people?
Mr Temple: When one looks back at the history,
there has been an enormous reshaping of
manufacturing industry. It has had to change its
relative size and the areas which it has concentrated
upon. Inevitably, therewere some diYculties around
that. Some of those traditional skills were lost in that
period, and we have acknowledged that there have
been issues in that regard. That is why we now have
to address some of these things.
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Q10MrHoyle: I note that this year aManufacturing
Forum conference took place and quite rightly
delegates expressed their view. Do you agree with
delegates who called the sector skills councils “a
waste of time”?
Mr Temple: We certainly would not say that the
sector skills councils are a waste of time. In thewhole
skills agenda we believe that the preferred emphasis
is to develop below what might be called the generic
levels of skills across all sorts of sectors and types of
business. The greatest emphasis should be upon the
development of those sector skills areas and the
councils have a big role to play there. A number of
them lack critical mass and do overlapping things.
We could perhaps see a reduction in the number of
the sector skills councils to give them greater
resources, power and influence to develop that
activity on behalf of businesses down the sectoral
routes. We are rather supportive of that kind of
approach and to that extent supportive of sector
skills councils. In the whole scheme of things they
are relatively new and have a big task ahead of them,
particularly as, following the Leitch report, they will
play a much bigger role in the way the money is
spent.
Mr Radley: One of the problems that the councils
have had to face is that there are too many parties
involved. It has been very diYcult to get a demand-
led system going that reflects the needs of employers.
One of the most valuable recommendations of
Leitch, which we hope to see implemented, is that
the sector skills councils will have a much greater
degree of control of the funding and only
qualifications that expressly meet employers’ needs
will receive funding in future.

Q11 Chairman: Just to clarify it, you are more
sceptical about the regional skills partnerships, are
you not?
Mr Temple: That is correct.

Q12 Mr Hoyle: You slightly disagree with the
delegates, but that does not matter. To move on to
Lord Leitch’s report, what impact will his proposed
reform of the skills system have on manufacturing?
Will that report help manufacturing?
Mr Temple:We think there is a lot of good stuV in
the Leitch report, particularly the point about the
sectoral approach which we have just covered. He
talks quite a lot about clearing up the confusion in
the landscape of supply, of which we are very
supportive. He also recognises the demand end
of it, that is, helping both the identification but
particularly the quality of provision. Those have
been issues for us in the past. If the Leitch proposals
are followed much of that should start to come
into play.

Q13 Mr Hoyle: If I have it right, you stress the need
for a demand-led skills system. How can such a
system ensure that the industry’s long-term strategic
needs are recognised?
Mr Radley: The first point is that we are a long way
from a demand-led system and need to do a lot more
work to make sure that happens. In terms of looking

at longer-term needs, that will probably be a job for
the new Commission for Employment and Skills
which will have an overarching role to look at where
manufacturing is going; which are the markets in
which it will be competing; which are the products
and services that it will be developing; and what
demands that makes on skills in areas such as
innovation, design, marketing, technical matters or
whatever. We need a body that has an overarching
role, and that is probably where the sector skills
development agency has failed to punch its weight
so far.

Q14MrHoyle:Do you agree that companies do not
take a strategic view on training or the right
approach to it?
Mr Temple: Quite a lot of companies are absolutely
superb, particularly the very big ones.

Q15 Mr Hoyle: The majority?
Mr Temple: No, but they employ a lot of people in
the manufacturing workforce, so there are a very
large number of good exemplars. But it is true that
particularly the small to medium companies spend
quite a lot of money. How much they are spending
will come very much as a surprise. It is not always
linked to company strategy. Because they are small
and do not have specialists they do not always have
the expertise to identify the training gaps.We believe
that perhaps through MAS-plus,( Manufacturing
Advisory Service) and the new skills academy for
manufacturing, if it really picks up in the right area,
companies can be helped to identify the strategic
training needs and link up to much better orientated
training providers. Organisations like Investors in
People, which have fallen behind awee bit in the past
few years, could be very helpful here. To go through
that process a company has to look at its strategy
and how the training needs of people start to match
and deliver that strategy. If that can be linked into
companies it will be helpful. We have to try to
persuade companies of its value.

Q16MrHoyle:Presumably, there is recognition that
apprenticeships can play a major role in that?
Mr Temple: Of course.

Q17 Mr Hoyle: What would you say if I told you
that one third of manufacturing employers do not
train their staV?
Mr Temple:We would say that there are very large
numbers of employers who are training their staV.
By all estimates, they are spending £33 billion a year
on training. We would put very big emphasis on
trying to ensure that we improve the quality of
training and value for money spent. We also see real
value in the individual learning account-type
approach where people see the value of it and the
responsibility on them to push themselves forward
and make sure companies recognise that and
encourage them to take those opportunities.

Q18 Mr Hoyle: My colleague across the way keeps
shouting “Not true!” It was the Labour Force
Survey that came up with that statistic. How can the
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smaller employers in particular be persuaded to
invest in the right areas of training? I think you are
absolutely right that they do spend money on
training but it may not be the right training.
Mr Temple: That is the point we are making.

Q19 Mr Hoyle: Do you think that can be achieved?
Mr Temple: I think it can. They are committed to it
in some form and it is a matter of giving them the
right assistance. These are people who have
relatively little expertise in evaluating these things.
We think that it is possible. If you look at the
approach of things like MAS and MAS-plus that is
where you start looking at the detail in the smaller
companies. They can be helped in a practical way to
identify their training needs, particularly to embed
some of the things that they have learnt in theirMAS
programmes. I believe that it is very do-able.

Q20 Chairman: To be clear, you are talking about
the Manufacturing Advisory Service?
Mr Temple: Yes.
Mr Radley: There are some early promising signs
from the Train to Gain programme. That will be
aimed very much at harder-to-reach employers. If
one promotes Train to Gain, which has an element
of subsidised training, one of its key elements is good
quality brokerage to help employers find the training
that they really need for their business. If you
promote that well, probably alongside some of the
other areas of advice that can be provided to
business such as the Manufacturing Advisory
Service, but perhaps advice on design, energy
eYciency and other factors, it will start to make a
real diVerence.

Q21 Mr Hoyle: If we look at training in the
construction industry, that industry brings the
trades through. Do you believe that that is a good
example?
Mr Temple: Are you saying that that is because of
the levy?

Q22 Mr Hoyle: I am talking about the training
board.
Mr Temple: We recognise that in one or two areas
the levy can work for some sectors. Construction is
a good example. One has lots of diVerent people
coming on to sites at diVerent times. I think it has
been seen to work in the film industry, but by and
large we do not believe that this is the right
approach. A very large amount of money has
already been spent in these areas andwhatwe should
concentrate upon at the moment is getting value and
a good strategic direction from that spend. To spend
lots more money at this stage may well clutter the
system even more, and that we see as highly
damaging. The really important thing is to make
what we do today eVective.

Q23 Mr Hoyle: You want it both ways, do you not?
At the beginning you said that there was a real
shortage of welders and apprentices and yet in the
construction industry which has been subject to a
levy apprentices have been brought through so there

is continuous training and the skills are being passed
on. On the one hand, it has been good for the
construction industry, but if welders, platers and
people like that had been subject to a levy we would
not have had a shortage.
Mr Radley: But the construction industry has very
specific circumstances.

Q24 Mr Hoyle: But engineering can be the same.
You can reflect across engineering because you have
admitted that there is a shortage of welders. If there
had been a training levy for welders we would not
have had a problem.
Mr Temple: It was the construction industry that
suVered the biggest shortage, so your comment is
untrue.

Q25 Mr Hoyle: But construction creates the most
jobs?
Mr Radley: I think that you have to look at
particular factors, for example whether a levy would
command support from employers. In construction
almost 70% of employers support it. One then has to
look at the international evidence. Apart from some
very limited sectors, the international evidence is not
particularly supportive. If you look at a country like
Australia, where there is far more centralised
bargaining and perhaps a better chance of a levy
working well, the evidence suggests that it has led to
more training. There has been an increase of more
than 20% in the level of training. But if one looks at
the outcomes the improvements in productivity are
absolutely negligible. Therefore, there is a greater
volume but not more eVective training.

Q26Miss Kirkbride:A recentDTI survey found that
level 1 and level 2 vocational qualifications had a
negative impact on people’s wages and their
employability. Can you explain that?
Mr Radley: You are probably looking in particular
at NVQs, are you not?

Q27 Miss Kirkbride: Yes.
Mr Radley: One problem is that a lot of these
qualifications have not been particularly well
promoted. For a lot of employers, particularly
smaller firms that do not employ specialists, the issue
is that there are far toomany qualifications out there
and it is very diYcult to understand all of them.

Q28 Miss Kirkbride: What is your view on parity
of esteem between vocational and academic
qualifications? Should that be the route we go down,
or will that not work?
Mr Temple: Parity of esteem is a very diYcult area.
There is no doubt that the careers advice being given
to young people is not always as balanced and well
informed as one would like. Very often that carries
traditional connotations in relation to some of the
vocational skills that are inappropriate and unfair.
Therefore, we need to look at the waywe express and
value these skills particularly in the advice that is
being given. The key thing is to get people to do
absolutely the right thing for them but also in the
context of what society wants. Regardless of what
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you are doing, if you are doing it well because it fits
you and your capabilities well you will have esteem.
Those are the sorts of things where we have to start
to make sure that people find the right career that
allows them to excel and be a very useful part of our
business society.

Q29 Miss Kirkbride: Your submission also talks
about the need for more science and engineering
graduates, yet when they do graduate half of them
do not go into industry. Is the real problem that
graduates are not attracted to industry and that is
your fault, not the fault of the system in not
producing more graduates in these subjects?
Mr Temple: There two elements here. We need a lot
more science and engineering graduates.

Q30 Miss Kirkbride: How will you get them to go
into industry because half of them are not going
there already?
Mr Temple: First, we need them; second, we need to
attract them to industry because they tend to go into
other parts of the business world. This is a real
problem.
Mr Radley:We want a bigger cake and a larger slice
of it, but we are not uncomfortable with science and
engineering graduates going into other parts of the
economy. It is very important that people who go to
work in the City have a good understanding of
science, engineering and manufacturing.

Q31Mark Hunter: I want to ask about the changing
UKTI strategy. It seems to suggest a significant
change in direction for the organisation towards
what might be called a more focused marketing-led
approach. Do you think that this is the right change,
and a timely one, in strategic direction for UKTI?
Can you say a little about the significance of that
change and perhaps where you think it went wrong
previously?
Mr Temple:We are generally supportive of the new
strategy. We see some rather positive elements in
terms of the focus on emerging markets. That is very
important to us. When we look at today’s exporting
levels they are disproportionately directed towards
the lower rather than the higher growth economies.
Therefore, there is a clear benefit in that area.We see
the value ofmore resources in the field and think that
is very important.We also feel it is important to give
more support to those companies best placed to
make a diVerence in the exporting area. We should
not underestimate the importance of export support
which lost its position in previous UKTI policies
with very strong emphasis on inward investment
support. We regard both as being important. But
there was real suVering in the area of export support
which is very important. All the evidence suggests
that it is a part of UKTI’s activities that delivers
results.
Mr Radley: One of our big concerns with the way
that strategy developed in previous years was the
over-emphasis on new-to-exporting firms. There
is evidence of links between exporting and
productivity, but getting a lot of small firms into
exportingmay not be appropriate for all of them and

it is not necessarily what will give you the bigger
bang for your buck. One really needs to support
those firms that can make significant inroads into
emerging markets.

Q32 Mark Hunter: Do you accept that this is a
significant and fairly fundamental switch of
emphasis?
Mr Temple: Yes, I think it has been.

Q33 Mark Hunter: If we are to have this new
marketing-led focus for UKTI, which apparently
will be the way in the future, combined with moves
for it to generate revenues by charging more for its
services, that will require the organisation itself to
adopt a much more entrepreneurial culture than is
perhaps typical in the public sector. Do you think
that UKTI as presently constituted is up to it? Do
the staV have the necessary skill set?
Mr Temple: First, one needs the regionally-based
staV of UKTI to be really expert in understanding
the needs of business and identify how it can be
helped. What is very important is the key staV in the
field who have a good basic knowledge of themarket
and the available contacts. But there is new emphasis
on other support services.
Mr Radley: If you look at the people in the field, the
situation is extremely mixed. Some of them will
come from a business background and have those
entrepreneurial skills. Our take on it is that certainly
a lot of eVort is going into it now. UKTI is putting
a lot of resources into training up these people and
to develop skills in terms of things like targeting
particular parts of the market and aggressively
selling their services so that they can raise revenue.
But there will always be a trade-oV for people
working in organisations like UKTI in that they
have a public service obligation. You will not turn
away any segment of customers who come to you;
you have to provide at least a basic level of service to
all the businesses that have contact with you. At the
same time, you will be looking at targeting your
services more aggressively on particular segments of
the market.

Q34 Mark Hunter: I appreciate all of that, but does
your organisation believe that the staV of UKTI
have the necessary skill set to deliver on these new
objectives? Are you confident that they can do so?
MrTemple: I think we have said that it is patchy and
it will take time. There is no doubt that when one
talks to companies the quality of the individuals is
absolutely key to it working. When one speaks to
firms it is interesting that if it is a good story they
nearly always give the name of the person that they
have been dealing with either in the UK region or in
the field. It becomes quite a personal relationship
and the good ones are those who excel in every
respect. The objective is to develop the individual
qualities that we need. Whilst we would like to have
it today we have to recognise that these
organisations must develop to satisfy the new
demands being made upon them. In a way I am
always a bit uncomfortable with the word
“entrepreneurial” in this regard. I think that they
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have some real jobs to do and must be up to the task
if they are to charge, but “entrepreneurial” implies a
slightly diVerent set of abilities.

Q35 Judy Mallaber: You have welcomed UKTI’s
decision to focus on emergingmarkets, yet you point
out that a lot of manufacturers tend to see China in
particular, and India perhaps to a lesser extent, as a
threat rather than an opportunity. Why do you
think that UK companies seem less keen to exploit
emerging markets than our European counterparts?
Is that due just to lack of awareness and information
which you have highlighted in your evidence?
Mr Temple: I think it is very complex. The new
emerging markets are generally much more
challenging. One must look much more carefully at
one’s knowledge and ability to export and the
amount of investment one can put into exporting to
those sorts of markets. Therefore, one can see that a
company really must be confident about its export
base of skills and product to go and take on some of
those challenging markets. Onemay say that it is the
same for some of the other countries that are doing
work there, but one should not underestimate the
amount of support that they get. Very often they get
a very large amount of support—probably more
than we get in the UK—to go into those markets.
Mr Radley: I add two elements. First, what we have
failed to do in recent years is to provide suYcient
information to companies that look to enter these
more complex markets. Second, I think we have
lacked visibility. Companies tell us that their
experience in countries like China and other
emergingmarkets is that there are lots of high profile
and highly visible delegations from other countries
led by high-ranking ministers. We do not do enough
of that in this country.

Q36 Judy Mallaber: Is that something that you will
be looking to UKTI to organise if we are to make
any progress?
Mr Radley: Yes.
MrTemple: If one goes to a country likeChina, there
is a lot of government interest in what is happening
to its economy andwhat other countries are doing in
relation to that economy. That is why in those
countries a political dimension to give support to
UK companies is very important if one is to provide
the right atmosphere in which people can push their
products and services.

Q37 Roger Berry: In relation to UKTI’s work,
presumably in reference to RDAs, you view the
regionalisation of its activities as undermining its
ability to provide high quality export support and
present a clear message to potential investors in the
UK. That is a comment that this Committee has
made from time to time. Do you see evidence in
UKTI’s strategy that this problem will be corrected?
You talk about stronger coordination, but in
practice howdo you seeUKTI changingwhat it does
in order to address that specific problem?
Mr Radley: There are significant issues here. We are
doing some work at the moment on RDAs in terms
of looking both at the quality of their performance

and how that varies around the country and the
fundamental issue about which things are
appropriate to deliver, organise and fund regionally
and which things are better done centrally.

Q38 Chairman: Are you referring to every aspect
of RDAs?
Mr Radley: Yes. I do not believe that we have come
to a firm conclusion on UKTI but we probably lean
more towards central coordination. There are a
couple of aspects of the problem, one of which is
very well known. There is a range of RDAs all going
out promoting the UK as a place in which to invest
but often the focus will be on a particular region and
they will aggressively compete with one another.
That does not make sense. It is a waste of resources
and also sends out very confusing messages to
potential investors in this country. What is perhaps
less well known is the way that export support has
been organised. It makes life diYcult for companies
to engage with it and also diYcult for specialist
organisations such as trade associations to engage
with RDAs rather than with one national body. We
hear stories of companies perhaps only 10 miles
outside a geographical boundary that have been
excluded from strategically important trade
missions simply because they do not sit within the
particular RDA’s region. Clearly, that cannot make
sense. For some companies they will want a
coordinated activity where they go out with
companies in their supply chain. Again, those
companies in the supply chain may be in a diVerent
region and may get a diVerent level of funding and
are not able to take part in it.

Q39 Roger Berry: What role do you see for the
regions in attracting inward investment? The Welsh
Development Agency is always advertising. When I
get on a plane I usually find one or two RDAs on the
same flight advertising the North East, North West
or whatever. From their point of view that seems to
be a pretty sensible thing to do. What do you think
regions should be doing to promote inward
investment? Should they simply be taking
instructions from UKTI centrally or have their own
initiatives to promote what they see as the merits of
investing in their areas?
Mr Temple: Generally, we think there must be two
elements of coordination. First, there must be
coordination within the RDAs themselves
particularly to headline the approach toUKLtd and
look at developing a sensible way to rationalise
between themselves on how to invest around the
country. They must do a lot more talking among
themselves in relation to that because often we see
this as deeply damaging to the image in the country
in which they are promoting themselves. That is a
problem they must recognise and understand. I
believe that that particular matter will be hard for
UKTI to cope with unless there is a will within the
RDAs to do it and a strong commitment from
government that they must sort it out. As to support
for export assistance outside the UK, they should be
given a very clear role to ensure that there is an
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element of coordination in that regard. Without
support from government to do it that way they will
struggle in the argument with the RDAs.
Mr Radley: It is not just about attracting FDI into
this country but making sure it stays here and that
the companies that come here make an eVective
contribution to the economy. A good example of
what RDAs are doing is the soft landing schemes
which occur in theWestMidlands and other parts of
the country. One thing that does is broker
relationships between businesses that have invested
here and universities and scientific institutions, but
again a lot of the focus is just on brokering
relationships within their particular patch. For
many companies the people with whom they need to
work may be spread right across the country. They
are doing a lot of good things but they need much
better coordination of their activities between each
other.

Q40 Chairman: There is a new focus in the UKTI
strategy on financial services and other issues.
Do you think you will get a fair shout for
manufacturing?
Mr Temple: Yes. We want both of them to be
successful. We would hope there would be
competition in that respect. We are fairly supportive
of the current approach to manufacturing and
engineering. We are involved in the engineering
sector advisory group and we think there are some
very good debates going on there. But right at the
beginning of this we talked a lot about the new shape
of manufacturing. It is very hard to be black and
white about manufacturing and the service divide. I
know that you have picked specifically financial
services, but even in the case of the products today
very often people have to find packages to help the
company to buy their product in terms of finance
and all that sort of stuV. There is an interrelationship
there. Today, manufacturing itself is very involved
in the service company either in its own right or with
its partners to achieve its aims. I do not think we feel
uncomfortable at all about the new emphasis.

Q41 Chairman: Perhaps I may ask Rob Marris’s
question. To what extent do manufacturers need
help in overseas markets in building partnerships to
enable them to manufacture and produce in those
markets? To what extent should we be encouraging
outward investment from the UK in the long-term
interests of this country, or not?
Mr Temple: A few years ago I and a lot of my
colleagues were seriously worried about investing
outside theUK,moving jobs abroad and that sort of
stuV. All I can say is that if most of our companies
in manufacturing had not done some of that they
would not be here today. Therefore, investment
abroad in component supply or whatever has been a
vital part of themix that a company has to bring into
play to compete in today’s global market. One
just cannot avoid participating in that sort of
investment.

Q42 Rob Marris: I quite understand that. Do you
think it is appropriate for the UKGovernment to be
spending taxpayers’ money to assist companies in
so doing?
MrTemple: It is hard to answer that question in such
an all-embracing way other than that I think it is
fundamental for many of our manufacturing
companies to have good manufacturing bases
abroad, not to supply products and components
here but, more importantly, probably to invest next
to market. You find a very large percentage of our
investment today is aboutmarket proximity, not just
the low cost of labour which is a popular way to
define it. Therefore, one has to look at these places
to take advantage of the opportunities in both cost
and market.
Mr Radley: Alongside that, what one needs to do—
some RDAs working with the Manufacturing
Advisory Service are doing this—is to work with
companies and look at their particular business
challenges and problems and see whether investing
abroad is the appropriate answer to it. For some
companies it will not be. It is absolutely vital that
companies exhaust all the options before they make
a particular decision.
Mr Temple: I would hate that to be interpreted as
our desire to promote the unnecessary exporting of
jobs, but very often it has been the key to survival.

Q43 Chairman: When in Brazil and Argentina
recently I was struck by people referring to UKTI in
its various old incarnations. I have also been struck
when talking to UKTI people about how often they
have had to change strategy to suit changing
priorities. Do you agree with me that there is a need
for UKTI to set up a strategy, stick to it, keep its
brand identity and obviously to finesse it but not to
have any more big changes?
Mr Temple: There are today very limited funds
available. One must clearly decide on what to spend
one’s money to get the most value for it and stick
with it. It is so easy to get diverted in today’s world.

Q44 Chairman: Do you think there has been too
much change?
MrTemple:Historically, there has been. I think that
the key thing now is to see how well this strategy is
delivered and backed by the money made available.

Q45 Miss Kirkbride: In your memorandum you
draw attention to a survey which suggests that twice
as many companies find public procurement rules a
hindrance rather than help. Can you explain to the
Committee what the diYculties are with the public
procurement rules?
Mr Temple: It is a combination of factors. Very
often, there is a prescriptive approach to what is
being bought rather than an outcome approach.
There is an incredible safety approach by many of
the people who go through the purchasing process.

Q46MissKirkbride:What do youmean by “safety”?
Mr Temple: I mean the purchase of something that
is absolutely certain to do what you want it to do
without any approach to innovation, so it is in that
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respect that I make the comment. We always want
them to engage earlier with companies. This
happens a lot overseas. One finds that in the early
stages of the project in particular the local
companies have an involvement to understand what
is sought to be achieved and the basic parameters of
the project. That allows them to have greater
foresight as to the outcome of the project and
perhaps be better placed when it comes to bidding.
We tend not to have that to quite the same extent.
Therefore, it comes down to the skills and
confidence of the people doing the procurement on
behalf of government. I believe that the Kelly report
identifiedmany of these issueswhich showed howwe
could really develop a much more professional
approach to this.
Mr Radley: There is often a lack of joined-up
approach. Clearly, one of the priority areas for this
and many other countries is to address climate
change issues. There are big opportunities for
Britain to stimulate demand in environmentally
friendly and energy eYciency products and services.
What companies have told us is that when they have
tendered for a particular market and have been able
to oVer a product that is much more energy eYcient
than their competitors no weighting has been given
to this in the tendering process. That needs to be a
lot more joined up.

Q47 Rob Marris: Would those reservations about
the need for early involvement, lack of a joined-up
approach and so on, also hold good for smaller
companies trying to get R&D contracts?
MrRadley:Very much so. This is something that we
have played at in this country. We have made a few
attempts to do it but have not successfully dealt with
it and created more opportunities for smaller firms
to bid for public sector contracts. That can often be
vital to these firms because it can be one of their first
major orders and help get those companies to the
next stage. If you look at the example of the United
States where they have a small business innovation
research programme, this is something that it has
stuck at constantly over the past couple of decades.
They have pushed it forward and developed the
skills of procurers to make it work and it has
produced results. That has led to a lot more
contracts beingwon by smaller firms, but those firms
have also become more innovative and larger.

Q48 Rob Marris:Has it got any better in the United
Kingdom in recent years in term of the skills of
public sector procurers, addressing the diYculties
that you have just outlined and so on?
Mr Temple: I believe the defence sector would say
that the new procurement strategy has been a very
big improvement. Perhaps there has not been
enough improvement elsewhere. Other parts of
government procurement could look at the sort of
things that happen in the defence area, for example.

Q49Mr Binley:Much of what we have been talking
about and the terms we have been using today seem
so heavily bureaucratic that it has no impact on
many businesses in this country. A very sizeable

sector of the small andmedium size market finds the
whole complication of training a total turnoV. The
same thing applies to procurement. The whole
process is so bureaucratic particularly at levels
where small and medium size businesses can play a
part in local government, for example in local health
supplies and so on. How do you think we can make
it easier and less bureaucratic for small businesses to
play a part in tendering for public sector business?
Mr Temple: We acknowledge the complexity of
training towhich you refer. That is why I say that the
landscape needs to be tidied up. It is very similar to
my earlier comment about the over-prescriptive
approach to procurement. I suppose that within that
is the inference that the tender documents are very
often highly complex and large pieces of work. To
put them together is just too expensive for a lot of
companies. A good number of the approaches in
Kelly were to try to rationalise the whole approach
to this. Indeed, it is very often easy to point to the
private sector in this area. This is an area where
companies are much slicker in placing contracts and
the paperwork surrounding them. People just give
up on it or are too daunted by it in the first place.
This is the sort of thing for which we have been
pushing.
Mr Radley: You also have to look at the
fundamental causes of this. The forms are too big;
they take far too long to fill in. But why is this
required of companies? I do not think it is
necessarily the case that people who work in these
bodies like to write long forms; it is the whole issue
of risk aversion. There is a culture of risk aversion
within a good part of the public sector. Onemust get
away from that and the “heads must roll” approach.
One must train a lot more people who make
procurement decisions in how to be able to take risk.
The fundamental problem is to do with risk
management skills. Any exercise to cut down the size
of forms will not work unless one addresses the
fundamental cause.

Q50 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: What you say is very
interesting. What would the press coverage be if we
lost control of public procurement projects, as we
have done?We have been blasted for it, have we not?
Do you think there is a win-win situation there?
Mr Temple: In terms of relaxing some of these
things?

Q51 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Do you think that the
taking of more risks with no heads rolling would go
down well with the public?
Mr Temple: These are always challenges to face, but
that does not mean that what we are talking about
here is bad procurement. If one looks at the very
substantial contracts that many of the other big
industries undertake—automotive, aerospace and
what have you—they are very challenging and
demanding, but at the end of the day they work
together to deliver them. Complexity and
bureaucracy do not necessarily mean that one will
deliver the contract as one intended.
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Q52 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Earlier you said “less safe
and more innovative”, and you also talked about
intelligent procurement. You drew analogies
between the public and private sectors. Is not the
advantage that the private sector has over the public
sector at this time intelligent procurement, and how
do you suggest that organisations like yours help
government departments to address that particular
shortcoming?
Mr Radley: There are a couple of issues here, one of
whichwould be themuch better use of standards; the
other would be early briefing of companies of
particular needs in the market so that a lot of
companies aremuch better prepared for bidding and
working with government.

Q53 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: You talked about
companies being given a better and earlier
opportunity. One example is that at the moment the
government is looking at preferred bidders. The
criticism by preferred bidders for specific pieces of
work is that in order to become preferred they have
to lay out their stall and show that they can comply;
they have to put in a bid in advance for a particular
piece of work, and that process alone may be very
expensive. They say that they would prefer the
government to be far more prescriptive and reduce
the amount of work they have to do which they may
subsequently have to put in the bin because even
though they are preferred bidders they do not win
the contract. You are arguing for a greater degree of
flexibility and access by smaller companies and yet it
brings with it a very substantial cost across industry.
Mr Temple: The danger is that when we talk about
this in such broad terms we try to make one size fit
all. One might be procuring in entirely diVerent
areas. For example, if one is building a hospital there
is a diVerence between asking a contractor to supply
to the same design as opposed to getting in a whole
host of diVerent designs. There are lots of ways in
which one can approach that diVerently. If one is
looking at a technological area one should be
discussing what outcome one wants rather than a
pre-specification. It depends exactly on what one is
procuring.

Q54 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: You say that one shape
does not fit all?
Mr Temple: Yes.

Q55 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I accept that. The
approach of a more intelligent procurer is a given in
all conditions, but the position to which Mr Radley
referred, which is to make it easier for more, applies
only in some and not in other areas.
Mr Temple: It will apply in some areas but not
necessarily all.
Chairman: Can you give a practical example of an
issue that has worried me? I believe it was the
furniture industry which said that when it tendered
for oYce chairs it had to go through the full process.
Peter Bone asked the question.

Q56MrBone:When Iwas inmanufacturingwe used
to bid for government contracts. We were just
building electronic clocks linked to the atomic clock,
which was the main purpose. But the detail and
specification that the government built into those
contracts was ridiculous and meant that we had to
build clocks that were much more expensive than
necessary. They did not talk to us at the beginning
and say that they wanted a certain clock. We would
have told them not to build in things that they did
not need to do.
Mr Temple: That is the point we are trying to make
in certain instances.
Mr Bone: It happens in practice and it is a real bind.

Q57 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Is not the counter-
argument to the point put by my colleague that that
would have preferred his company? If it had been
allowed into the process of specifying the product it
would have had a significant advantage which it
could have used to disadvantage other competitors.
Is not the government in a very diYcult position
when it comes to specifying some types of product?
If it invites in a number of companies it will
automatically disadvantage other companies
because those companies write into the specification
those attributes that best suit their businesses. Does
it not disadvantage competition in its broader sense,
and is it pragmatic to have a balance?
Mr Temple: It is diYcult to answer that because you
end up trying to discuss that particular example. If
somebody wants clocks to be supplied I think it is
quite reasonable to invite people along and then
make a choice based on what he thinks does the job
best all things considered, not just on price. There
may be other perceived benefits. We may be missing
the point that you are trying to make here.

Q58 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: In your evidence you call
for an informed procurer which should have a
greater relationship with contractors and suppliers.
Mr Temple: Yes.
Mrs Curtis-Thomas: The counter-argument is that if
one lets suppliers dictate the terms of the contract
does it not lead to other suppliers who have not had
that opportunity of direct interaction being
disadvantaged?
Chairman: As an example, in the care homes sector
government allowed the big businesses to set the
kind of safety standards that should be imposed on
the industry which disadvantaged the small
contractors. The big boys could meet those
conditions and they squeezed out the smaller
suppliers by helping the government specify the level
of care provided in care homes. That is the point my
colleague is making, is it not?

Q59 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Yes. You have argued for
improved public procurement intelligence, but does
it not come with a disadvantage to companies that
are not involved in developing that intelligence?
Mr Temple: I think it depends on what is being
bought. One has to look atwhat one is buying. There
are some areas particularly in large-scale projects
where it is valuable to get people in to discuss
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precisely what outcome one wants and see how best
one can achieve it. There are other areas where one
may well want to put out a tender with a description
next to it. That is quite typical and understood in
some areas. But it is very hard to generalise in this
area. The examples that you give highlight the very
diYculty about which we are talking.

Q60 Chairman: I was interested in your observation
that the government was not looking at whole life
costs when it procured. If true that is an important
assertion. Can you produce evidence to support it?
Mr Temple: There are examples of companies but I
cannot immediately identify them. We can supply
you with examples.

Q61 Chairman: You have talked about how the
public procurement process is diYcult for
companies. The point that I was going to make
about oYce chairs was that sometimes a contract
would be let once and a fewmonths later they would
want it again and because of the risk-averse culture
the whole process would have to be gone through
again from the beginning rather than just buying
them oV the shelf from the same company that met
the test the first time. But if one does make it easier
for companies it will not necessarily help British
businesses; it will help everyone who applies. There
is no particular advantage toBritish companies from
that change.
Mr Temple: We think that the value to British
companies very often arises from the bigger projects
when one is talking about early involvement and
information. Typically, that is what one comes
across in other countries. After that, having had
access to early information it is up to them to win the
contract in a competitive way. One can give
advantage only so far and there are very strict rules
about it which we must recognise.

Q62 Chairman: The question of taking advantage is
one that Lindsay Hoyle often raises. One cannot
imagine the Italian police force buying a British car,
if there were such a thing. Somehow, miraculously
they always use Italian cars; the French use French
cars and the Germans have German cars. What are
they doing diVerently that we are not doing?
Mr Temple: I think there is a cultural as well as a
procurement element here.

Q63 Chairman: They are supposed to observe the
same procurement rules that we do but we seem to
get a diVerent result from the rest of Europe.
MrTemple:Wewould certainly encourage people to
look to stuV made in the UK as a general principle.
We would ask them to look favourably in that area.
One has that point in the back of one’s mind all the
time but obviously there are limits to which one can
take it.

Q64 Chairman: We have often heard from
manufacturing companies that in some sense the
British Government’s procurement processes are

much fairer, even-handed and open than that of
other Member States of the European Union or
other countries like the United States of America.
Mr Temple:We would say that in general it is very
easy to do business with government here compared
with some overseas countries.

Q65 Chairman: America keeps complaining about
subsidies to the aerospace sector in Europe but
subsidises it like crazy itself. Do you support the
view that anecdotally in other countries of the world
there seems to be a greater willingness to procure the
national champions’ products rather than go for
international solutions?
Mr Temple: I do not want to get trapped in a debate
about protectionism. A fundamental part of our
continued success will be free and open markets. We
compete on that basis and canwin on that basis. Yes,
we accept that we can also be challenged and lose on
that basis, but without free and openmarkets wewill
have real problems with the development of vibrant
and strong international manufacturing. I must
make that point very clear to begin with. That is not
to say that we do not wish sometimes for whatmight
be called a legal un-level playing field which looks
with favour on companies that base their operations
in the UK no matter where their ownership may lie
as long as that is a process which takes into account
all the parameters that one must to get fair
purchasing. Certainly, there are countries which
start with a basic predilection to buy from
companies based there, and that is why you see the
sort of cars of which you spoke earlier. People are
culturally more inclined to buy from home. We do
not have that culture to the same extent.
RobMarris:To ask a simple question, you are sitting
on the fence. Where was it made—in the UK or
abroad?

Q66 Chairman: That is a rhetorical question. I am
not sure that it is capable of an answer.
MrTemple:Perhaps wemay justmake a point about
the Wood review.
MrRadley:An important point tomake is that a few
years ago a review of this issue was made by Alan
Wood. Not surprisingly, it showed that there
was very limited evidence about breaches of
procurement rules in other countries, but there were
lots of shades of grey. One thing we need to do it was
a recommendation of that review is help UK
companies compete more eVectively for public
procurement contracts abroad. In some cases that
may involve them in setting up an operation there to
give themselves a better chance, but in many cases it
is about developing a better understanding of the
practices in diVerent markets.

Q67 Roger Berry:Do you not accept that on the one
hand you cannot assert the need for free and open
markets and, on the other, have a whole range of
interventions by government in skills, procurement
and so on, as we have been discussing in the past
hour? Is not the issue: in the real world where
government should intervene and where it should
not? But a dogmatic statement that we believe in free
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and openmarkets but on the other hand culture may
determine whether or not our police forces buy
British cars is an attempt to sit on the fence, is it not?
Mr Temple: I do not see the contradiction in terms
of the skills debate that we have had. There are issues
about society and what we provide to society
through government. We are talking here about an
entirely diVerent area. What we have to use is
intelligent procurement that works to proper rules
and gives people a real opportunity to do their jobs
professionally. We are saying that professional
procurement in other parts of society outside
government works very well, delivers well and is not
so bureaucratic and diYcult to deal with. I cannot
see why that cannot be translated more into
government procurement than it is today.
Roger Berry: I think that is an answer to a diVerent
question. I do not disagree with what you have just
said. I simply note that I think it answers a question
I did not ask.

Witnesses: Ms Frances O’Grady,Deputy General Secretary,Mr Adam Lent,Head of Economic and Social
AVairs, andMr Tim Page, Senior Policy OYcer, Trades Union Congress, gave evidence.

Q68 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much
for coming. I am sorry that we kept you waiting a
few minutes, but we are trying to pack in quite a
lot. I do not think we need to squeeze your evidence
to accommodate the slight overrun. Thank you for
your very good written evidence which I know the
Committee very much appreciates. I ask you to
introduce yourselves.
Ms O’Grady: My name is Frances O’Grady and I
am Deputy General Secretary of the TUC. My
colleague Adam Lent heads our economic and
social aVairs department. Tim Page is one of our
senior policy oYcers concerned with economics and
industry.

Q69 Chairman: I begin by asking the same
philosophical question that I put to the previous
witnesses. I should like to know whether you have
a diVerent understanding. What is manufacturing
industry in the UK?
Ms O’Grady: What we are interested in is the way
it has changed and modernised. We believe that it
has an important future in the UK economy. I hope
that we have moved on from the days when
manufacturing was seen as old industry. It is now
recognised that it is increasingly a sophisticated
industry and its future depends on moving up the
value chain, involving as it does much more
complex functions including greater emphasis on
design, technology and service and providing more
niche markets. I know that you want to get into the
meat of this quickly, but I should like to thank
you for the opportunity to submit evidence.
Manufacturing is very important to the TUC as a
crucial source of what we hope will be an increasing
number of quality jobs. Certainly, it is important
for the economic prosperity of the country, but we
believe that it is essential for a greener future for
the UK. There is huge potential including export

Mr Hoyle: What benefit does the UK taxpayer get
from buying Mitsubishi four-wheel drive vehicles
operated on motorways when we build the finest
four-wheel drive vehicles under the badge of Land
Rover? For the life of me I cannot understand why
we should waste taxpayers’ money supporting
Japanese industry. Do you?
Chairman: I believe that is a rhetorical question
although a very important one. It is also an
important philosophical point which I suspect the
next witnesses will explore with us. We have run out
of time. I know it is frustrating.We would like to ask
you more questions, but we are grateful to you for
your oral evidence and very good written evidence.
Some of the points that colleagues may believe have
not been made in this oral session are very firmly
dealt with in written form, for which I thank you
very much. We look forward to further dialogues in
future on other subjects in this ongoing inquiry into
manufacturing industry.

and production, not just technology, in green
manufacturing industries. We also make no
apologies for saying, particularly in light of events
in some northern towns, that we also regard it as
very important for social cohesion. There is also a
social dimension to this discussion.

Q70 Chairman: I wonder to what extent you think
that perceptions of manufacturing as being about
assembly and screwing things together are still
valid. Many of the companies that your member
unions have relationships with do relatively little
manufacturing now in the UK. They do a lot of it
overseas but they are still very much British
companies, for example in the pharmaceutical
sector.
Ms O’Grady: It is certainly a more complex picture.
In some instances there is still a future for relatively
low value manufacturing, not least because of the
proximity of markets and so on. I think that it
would be extreme to talk only about the high value
future. But we hope that in our contribution today
we will be able to challenge what we see as a false
polarisation between manufacturing and the new
knowledge economy when clearly there is a massive
overlap between the two, not least because
manufacturing provides three-quarters of all
research and development in this country.
Following on from the tail end of your previous
discussion, we would challenge what we see as a
false choice between free and open markets on the
one hand and a Stalinist central planning approach
on the other. There are a few choices in between.
As mentioned by one Member of the Committee,
the issue is not whether we intervene but whether
we are getting full bang for our buck in terms of the
eVectiveness of our intervention and how we define
what the benefits of that intervention should be and
what the future is.
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Q71 Rob Marris: Your submission talks about the
“post-voluntary skills policy framework” to break
the “low skills equilibrium”. Does that mean up-
skilling by compulsory training?
Ms O’Grady: Certainly, the TUC’s position has
been very clear not just in recent years but over a
number of decades. Clearly, the purely voluntary
approach has failed, and that was confirmed by the
interim and final report of Leitch. Currently, our
skills provision fails to meet the ambition that
would allow us to become genuinely competitive in
the world economy. What we argue is that there is
still scope for improvement on the supply side, but
sometimes the focus on that side has been
displacement activity and a ratcheting up of
demand. Clearly, how one does that is a big debate.
In this country one in three employers, despite the
fact that they have a fair bit put on a plate for
them, for example by Train to Gain, still do not
participate in the training of their workforces. Too
many workers never get trained at all. On the other
hand, we have not fully harnessed the demands of
the workforce, which are great. We know from our
own union activity that once people get the learning
bug, as we describe it, they are caught for life. We
believe that rights to train would help boost
demand. As a basic first step we have argued that
workers should have the right to train up to level
2. We are pleased that the Leitch report has said
that if suYcient progress towards ambitious targets
is not made by 2010 consideration should be given
to introducing a right to workplace training.

Q72 Rob Marris: You are talking about
compulsion on employers. What about the
anecdotal evidence, which is widespread in the
Black Country and West Midlands where I come
from, that there are training opportunities available
to employees who do not take them up? How do
we encourage workers to become enthusiastic
about training?
Ms O’Grady: All the evidence nationally, including
in the Midlands with which I am pretty familiar,
is that there is an enormous appetite amongst the
workforce. Clearly, we have a big job to do to build
people’s confidence and their ability to take
opportunities to train. Again, our experience
through our 15,000 elected union learning
representatives around the country is that it is very
simple: if you provide training in paid working
time, ideally where people are working, you will get
not just high take-up but high completion. I think
that through our union eVorts we have one of the
best completion rates because we tend to know our
own members and what suits them. When one
organises training around shifts, for example, and
people’s caring responsibilities in a way that suits
them and builds their confidence and does not put
them down, especially if they did not have a
brilliant experience at school, it can be incredibly
successful. What we still have diYculties with is
engaging employers. In manufacturing as much as
in the rest of the economy there is an hourglass
picture on skills. We do well when it comes to
highly educated numbers at the top. We have very

large numbers of low-skilled and under-qualified
people at the bottom and a shrinking number of
technical skills which are crucial to the future of
manufacturing in the middle. We have to tackle
that. The TUC argues that just doing more of what
we have done in the past, asking people nicely and
saying it is good for them, in itself does not seem
to work. We will have to do more. Certainly, we
believe in individual rights and in collective
bargaining and doing more in terms of getting
employers to invest and put their hands in their
own pockets, not just the public purse, must be part
of the answer.

Q73 Rob Marris: Do you support a training levy?
Ms O’Grady: A number of employers voluntarily
do. As you will be aware, two of the first sector
skills agreements in construction and broadcast
and entertainment employ that. Why do they do
that? They want a level playing field amongst
themselves.

Q74 Rob Marris: I appreciate that, but do you
think it should be mandatory in other sectors?
Ms O’Grady: The good employers are pretty fed up
with being undercut by poor employers and they
want a level playing field, too.

Q75 Rob Marris: Does the TUC support
compulsory training levies in other sectors where
they do not have those voluntary agreements such
as you have delineated in those two sectors?
Ms O’Grady: We are not hooked on one solution.
We know that we have to get more employer
contribution, in the same way we are very pleased
that there has been a significant increase in
government investment, but we want employers to
put more in, too. We know that individuals already
contribute a lot. Many of the collective agreements
that we have are about people training in their own
time. The first principle is that everybody has to put
in. How we do it is something that we are very
willing to discuss further. If there are better ways
of doing it we want to hear them, but it simply will
not happen if it is left on a voluntary basis.

Q76 Mr Binley: I am chairman of a company. I
welcome much of what you said. I think it is some
of the most commonsense stuV I have heard today
and in terms of training you have cut through to
where the real issues lie. In many respects it comes
down to the workplace. I was delighted to hear
that. Do you believe that artificially encouraging
formal training will lead to the “tick box” culture?
I believe that we have too much of that already and
it is holding back good training in this country. Do
you believe that to be the case?
Ms O’Grady: Certainly, we have no interest in a
“tick box” approach either. We have heard
concerns from a number of employers we work
with about the need for more flexibility and so on.
From our point of view, representing as we do
working people, in an increasingly globalised
economy where people have fingers wagged at them
and are told that they will not have a job for life
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and must expect to have many more jobs, and
perhaps diVerent skills, and upskill continually for
life, it is important for them to have qualifications
because that is their passport from one company
to another. It cannot just be training for the task.
Therefore, in relation to apprenticeships, which are
very close to my heart and the TUC’s more
generally, we have collaborated constructively with
employers through sector skills councils and the
LSC to look at cutting some red tape, making it
more flexible and so on, but there are certain
minimum quality standards that we want to see in
all apprenticeships. Perhaps I may be cheeky and
get in the point that we would also like to see a
better balance in terms of gender take-up
particularly in manufacturing and some of the
traditionally male-dominated areas so that
manufacturing companies are not left to fight with
half their armies and do not use the full pool of
talent out there, including a lot of young women
who with a bit more encouragement, information
and support would certainly be keener to take up
the better wages associated with engineering than
they might get from childcare, for example.

Q77 Mr Binley: To pursue this a little further, you
represent many industries that in terms of number of
employees are in sizeable decline. Many of those are
localised craft industries. I represent one of them: the
shoe industry in Northamptonshire. The numbers
have reduced dramatically. There is a smaller skills
board and training in-house is really the only way to
deal with it. We no longer have technical colleges
doing it. How do we properly get down to training
in-house in terms of financing it and the
responsibility of both the employee and employer in
a way that can really make it work and not have the
sort of bureaucratic nonsense in training that we
have had so often in the past that really does not get
through to the real core of the matter?
Ms O’Grady: I think credit should be given because
progress has been made in recent years. Whilst the
FE (further education) system is far from perfect—
not least because it is still under-funded in our
view—in our view there has been real progress in
satisfaction levels and participation by employers.
That must be good news for everybody, but clearly
we are not where we want to be. Frankly, it is more
expensive to train people on site than it is to get bums
on seats in big numbers in colleges. Some of the
economics of that need to be worked through. We
have a number of collective bargaining agreements
with employers, on which we base our experience,
where we have come to what we believe are
commonsense arrangements that are about
everybody putting in some money. For example, in
Cummins, an engineering firm in the Midlands, we
have recently established a workplace learning
centre on site. The union learning representatives
take an equal role with management in running that
centre and come upwith a training plan. For the first
time people do not just get the technical skills they
need, but a lot of people who have kept hidden for a
long time their literacy and numeracy skills are
coming out and getting those needs met. Sometimes,

when we talk in diVerent boxes about team-working
and communication skills, if people do not feel
confident about their literacy and numeracy, that
has a knock-on eVect on everything else. We have
some good news stories where in time-honoured
fashion workforce representatives in the form of
unions, employers and public sector providers get
round the table and hammer out a sensible approach
to meeting the needs of a particular company. But I
think all of us acknowledge that manufacturing
needs to do more to be forward looking and
strategic. I recognise that a number of
manufacturing companies in particular operate on
relatively slim profit margins. When they are
considering costs in terms of competition often the
training budget is the first to go. That is one area of
intervention that needs to be addressed and seen as
legitimate. If one is to help people break through
some of those diYculties and move up the value
chain not just skills but R&D, product development,
relationships with HE, (higher education) and all
parts of the package need to be put in place at
company and sectoral level. That is the kind of
hands-on practical thinking that we want to see
happen.
Mr Binley: I did not quite get the answer that I
wanted in terms of how we provide money for this.
Maybe you will think about it and write to us. I
would be really interested in that matter.

Q78 Chairman: Your answers are passionate and
persuasive, and a little on the long side. We have a
lot to get through. I should say that a number of
Members of the Committee have relationships with
trade unions of one kind or another. I do not regard
them as declarable interests because they are on the
record. It is just worth mentioning that to put other
colleagues’ minds at rest.
Ms O’Grady: I can relax on the promotional side!

Q79 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: One of the factors
highlighted in your submission is the “lack of a
robust social partnership approach to skills,
something that underpins arrangements in many
European countries”. Can you give me examples of
such a social partnership in another country? The
other question related to that is: would one define
such a social partnership in Europe as a company
that has sustainability at the heart of its business
plan? Sustainability means not just keeping the
customer happy and products and services going but
also ensuring that we have employers who are
knitted into the process and use the environment
from which they come to sustain the business in the
long term. I want to see whether there is an analogy
between those social partnerships in Europe and
what British companies are now beginning to talk
about in terms of the sustainability model for their
business.
Ms O’Grady: First, there is evidence if it is not cited
in the report we will follow it up from the World
Bank, the OECD, the Work Foundation and a
number of other organisations that there is a clear
link between high performance workplaces, ie good
productivity, and high performance work practices,
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including recognition of trade unions. When one
looks at skills, nearly 20% of the productivity gap
with Germany and France comes down to skills. We
see the logic of a social partnership on the skills front
as helping to close that gap. Clearly, in France and
Germany there are very diVerent institutional
arrangements, including collective agreements at a
sectoral level. I make no apologies for thinking
outside the box. In Germany employers are part of
their local chambers of commerce. Those bodies will
levy money and set out a skills plan for the sector
which all employers contribute to financially and
practically and which are subject to collective
agreements with trade unions. I know that Germany
is criticised for being a little too rigid, but it may
surprise you to hear a trade unionist say that one of
the problems in the UK is lack of organisation
among employers. We have the advantage of one
trade union centre in the UK, but there is diYculty
in making agreements that stick and can apply for
the long term. Therefore, we do see value in a social
partnership on skills. We would need to look closely
at how better to organise employers.

Q80 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: The euphemism “social
partnership” is something that needs to be defined.
What does it mean in this country? What would it
look like?
Ms O’Grady: We do have social partnership
arrangements, for example, in respect of the Low
Pay Commission where it is recognised that equal
weight should be given to the voice of employers and
representatives of workers in addition to support
and advice from independents. We have it with the
Health and Safety Commission. It is not unknown in
Britain, but it is very limited.

Q81 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Therefore, “social
partnership” means that the unions have an equal
voice to employers with government?
Ms O’Grady: Clearly, not equal with government.
Governments are elected by the whole people, but
there is recognition that two very important
constituencies in the country with a shared key
interest in the prosperity and, hopefully, decent
standards in the country should have a voice around
the table and there should be some parity between
the respective voices certainly a better balance than
we have now.

Q82 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: That is a very laudable
position, but if you are arguing for equal parity
between the unions and employers, through what
platform do you deliver that relationship? Where
does that exist?
MrPage:One would deliver that through the setting
up of a social partnership structure within a
company. There are examples where companies in
the UK have done this. If one has an issue like skills
training where there is a particular employer’s
interest because of the specific needs of the company
and the markets that it is now developing and in
future, but also a specific need of the workforce in
terms of the individual skills that workers need for
the job they are doing, or a job that they may be

doing in five or 10 years’ time, one has a common
interest in having a well-trained workforce, but the
specific needs of the employer are slightly diVerent
from those of the employees. You bring the two sides
together and they sit down and talk about it in a
holistic way.

Q83 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Why do you not deliver
that through the sector skills councils?
Mr Page:Maybe some of that work could be done
through sector skills councils, but within an
individual company a sector skills council would be
too big and bureaucratic. It is much easier for a
company to set up a social partnership body within
that company there are European precedents for
that in order to develop specific arrangements based
on those individual needs.
Ms O’Grady: As you know, there is a requirement
that sector skills councils have at least one trade
union place, but having one seat out of 12 is not the
same as having six.

Q84 Chairman: You are saying that you want
greater representation of the voice of the workers
and their representatives in every forum to do with
skills?
Ms O’Grady: That is our principled position.
Interestingly, the sector skills councils that are ahead
of the game in coming up with agreements and
implementing them are the ones where we have the
best representation. We are also a driver for change.

Q85 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: How do you justify your
claim that “unions often have a much clearer grasp
of the longer-term skill needs of the whole workforce
than employers”? How do you know that?
MsO’Grady: I know that some individual employers
would agree. Some can be very good in respect of
their own business in knowing what they need
tomorrow. With pressures on them they are not
necessarily brilliant about what they might need in
five years’ time. They are not necessarily very good
in thinking about what is good for their whole
sector, unless there is a good supply chain
relationship which tends to focus minds. They
certainly do not necessarily think in many ways why
should they? about what is good for the whole
economy. When we are all sitting round the table
together between us we can come up with a good
solution, but individual employers do not always
think beyond the borders of their own companies
and the longer-term interests of the sector and
economy.

Q86Mrs Curtis-Thomas: That reinforces the answer
you have just given that you need representation in
skills fora to capture the micro and macro-issues
facing skill shortages in the UK?
Ms O’Grady: Yes.

Q87 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: The next question is
something very close to my heart. How should
employers go about attracting more people into the
industry, especially women? What should be the
role of government and unions in that process?
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Ms O’Grady: I think that a lot can be done about
image. I would like to see the government acting as
a national champion to attract young people into
manufacturing and talking up, not talking down,
manufacturing.

Q88 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: One acute problem in
terms of completing apprenticeships is the lack of
employer engagement. What are you doing as a
union with regard to the employers that you are
working with to say to them, “If you oVer more
work-based training opportunities for young
people you are likely to bring in more women”? I
speak to women up and down the country who are
involved in training programmes that sit outside
the normal providers and who say, “Give us
job-based training and we will complete our
apprenticeships.” If the union does have a
significant voice are you saying to employers that
they should give maximum training opportunities
and then stipulate that those should be for women
and people from ethnically diverse backgrounds?
Ms O’Grady: You will be very pleased to hear that
currently we are running a campaign where we are
doing just that in terms of bargaining and training
our own union learning representatives who can be
great mentors for apprentices, young men as well
as young women. But it is particularly important
for young women to stay the course where they are
only three out of a hundred. It is important to get
it built into agreements at a sectoral and company
level that equality and getting a better balance of
apprentices is key. We have materials that we can
forward to the Committee.

Q89 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: The government has
£124 billion worth of public procurement contracts.
It has a major union involvement in terms of
employees. Are you going to the government and
asking what training opportunities it is instilling
and building into its contracts to ensure that
it delivers on apprenticeship and training
programmes in the public sector and through
public sector contracts? Are you doing that? If so,
I want to know about it. I cannot find much
evidence of it at all.
Ms O’Grady: I can say with absolute confidence
that we initiated this and in addition we have had
the guts to go to the Treasury on it. I would be very
happy to supply the Committee with that
information as well. That is a matter that we have
taken up as a priority in terms of vocational
training more generally, to which we are absolutely
committed, and the importance of building that
into procurement policy. This relates also to other
issues, specifically following the Women and Work
Commission where we argued the same point on
gender and race equality.

Q90 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Are you happy that
government departments are doing enough training
and oVering training opportunities?
Ms O’Grady: No.
Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Nor am I.

Q91 Mr Clapham: I refer to Mr Page’s reply
regarding the social contract and how that can
impact on skills. Do you agree with me that there
is a superb example at London Heathrow Terminal
5 where the trade unions and employers entered
into a long-term agreement that covered all aspects,
resulting in that terminal being a world quality
building delivered on time? Do you agree that that
is the kind of thing that can result from such a
contract?
Mr Page: That is exactly the kind of thing. You are
right that Terminal 5 is a model. I hope that as we
move forward to the Olympics in 2012 when some
of the big procurement projects arise we can look
at Terminal 5 and learn some of the very important,
positive lessons flowing from that experience.

Q92 Mark Hunter: I want to ask about the regional
dimension. In the evidence that you submitted to
us you expressed concern that the regional skills
partnerships “lack enough buy-in from employers
and the workforce”. Would you expand briefly on
why you think that is the case? Do you think that
regional skills partnerships have a useful role to
play in resolving problems, or do they simply get
in the way and muddy the waters?
Ms O’Grady: I suspect the practical answer is that
we have probably been overtaken by events. With
Leitch’s recommendations and greater focus on
regionalisation of the LSC we will see less
duplication at that level. I believe that that has been
a problem for employers and workers more
generally. That should not be read as a lack of
commitment to regional economic policy and
strategy. The TUC sees great potential in that
approach, but lots of people would admit that the
RSPs have been patchy.

Q93 Chairman: I want to end this session by asking
an overarching question. I still find this a very
complicated area. I know that there has been a
structural change post-Leitch; we have learning and
skills councils, national skills academies, regional
skills partnerships, sector skills councils, sector
skills development agencies, the Skills Alliance and
now the University for Industry. In evidence to us
the EEF said that, “Despite the best intentions the
raft of initiatives in recent years has created a
bureaucratic structure which employers struggle to
navigate and” this is the important bit “with which
the majority of them have become disengaged. The
very complexity of the system means that
particularly smaller companies just cannot cope
and so they give up.” Do you think that is a fair
analysis?
Ms O’Grady: I have a lot of sympathy for the
concerns about complexity, and we share an
interest in simplification. However, the one thing
that all these various quangos and bodies have in
common is that they are required to be employer-
led, not employment-led as we would prefer. Some
might say that it is a bit rich that those who have
been given the opportunity to run and control all
these various bodies should then complain that
they are not performing.
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Q94 Chairman: I take issue with that. In my own
region I hear complaints from employers that the
various bodies have to spend all their time
coordinating with one another. Because they are so
confused about one another’s responsibilities or
overlap they have no time to get on with doing their
actual job. There are people employed by the
regional development agencies to coordinate the
work of all the other players and they spend a lot
of time at meetings discussing what they ought to
do but never actually do it.
Ms O’Grady: Yes.

Q95 Chairman: That is an elusive “yes”. Is that a
“yes” of agreement or challenge?
Ms O’Grady: I recognise that I am the one who is
supposed to be here to give the answers, but if the
question is “why if it is employer dominated is it
not working? perhaps that should be put to the
employers.

Q96 Chairman: They believe that it is dominated
by state bodies, for example the learning and skills
councils, the regional development agencies and
so on.
Ms O’Grady: Every single one of them is required
by law to be dominated by employers.
Chairman: That is not the way most businesses see
the RDAs.
Mr Binley: The problem is that it is big business
dominated. It is CBI stuV all the way down the line,
and we ought to think about getting further down
into the SME chain.

Q97 Mr Clapham: Ms O’Grady, I am looking at
your submission. I note you are very concerned
about the way in which the positive contribution
that trade unions can make is not being recognised.
The pertinent part is in paragraph 22.3: “The TUC
is disappointed that Prosperity in a Changing
World”—a document published by UK Trade and
Investment—“does not make any reference to trade
unions and the positive role that unions can play.”
Can you say a little about the positive role that
unions can play in addition to what UKTI can do?
Mr Lent: We know that when overseas companies
look for a place to invest they make their decisions
based on many diVerent factors, but clearly one of
them is the nature of industrial relations in any
economy. We feel that to promote the very positive
industrial relations that many manufacturing
companies have in Britain must surely be a selling
point for the UK. Just to give a very practical
example of that, we know that some time ago it was
normal for trade unions and their representatives
to take part in trade delegations overseas, but that
seems no longer to be the case, even though trade
unions often take part in overseas DTI initiatives
on policy development, for example. We argue that
to encourage trade union representatives to take
part in overseas trade delegations would be an
extra factor to sell UK Plc overseas.

Q98 Mr Clapham: Have you raised this matter with
the Department of Trade and Industry; and, if so,
what has been the response?
Mr Lent: In truth, it was something that we really
began to consider when we were asked to
contribute to the Select Committee, but it is
something that we will probably take forward given
the more positive response that we get both here
and elsewhere.

Q99 Mr Clapham: I think that it is an important
point and one that should be raised with the DTI.
On what kind of strategic sectors do you believe
UKTI should be concentrating? If you think there
are sectors that should be concentrated upon how
do they diVer? What are the main features that you
think should be embodied in those sectors on which
we should concentrate?
Mr Lent: If you are talking about specific sectors,
one area where we think there may be considerable
prospects for promotion overseas is green
manufacturing and the development of the
environmental industry. We know that that has
grown very considerably in the UK in recent years,
but we believe that a great deal more can be done
certainly domestically by the government to
promote enterprise in that area and also to sell it
overseas. This is a global market that is growing
massively and the UK needs to take advantage of
it. Given the level of manufacturing experience and
expertise in some areas of research and
development, that should certainly be promoted.

Q100 Mr Clapham: We got some good news in the
announcement of the Chancellor on future
spending proposals. For example, he referred to the
fact that we would be likely to see a demonstration
project for carbon capture and storage. That is the
kind of thing you would like to see. At the same
time, you see it perhaps as one area in which jobs
will be created but in a regional context, and
therefore there is a need to think about how the
RDAs will play their part.
Mr Lent: Absolutely. Carbon capture and storage
is a very good example of where we think there are
British companies well placed to take advantage of
that. The current demand for power stations across
the world is phenomenal, especially given the
growth of the Chinese and Indian economies. We
are in a good position to do that. That was good
news but only to a certain extent. Our view is that
one carbon capture and storage demonstration
project is good, but we need far more than
that seriously to develop CCS in the UK.
Geographically, the UK is incredibly well placed to
develop that technology, so this should be
something of which the government now takes
advantage.

Q101 Mr Clapham: If the government gives more
encouragement for the replacement of old coal-
fired stations we may well see the new technologies
being established there, for example the use of
super-critical boilers and carbon capture?
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Mr Lent: A company like Babcock, for example,
which has huge experience in this area, is already
taking some orders in China. But this technology,
both clean coal and CCS, needs to be developed
further and that is where government strategies can
bring a huge advantage to the UK economy.

Q102 Mark Hunter: UKTI’s “Business UK”
campaign talks about the UK having six main
qualities, including its stable business environment
and the culture of creativity. Do you think that the
six qualities highlighted by UKTI adequately
represent the strengths of the UK economy as you
see it, or are there any glaring omissions from your
perspective?
Mr Lent: I think that the six qualities as they stand
are good, and I certainly could not object to
anything there. We feel that probably two factors
could be added. One of them is industrial relations,
which I have already mentioned, and the very
positive approach to partnership working that
unions and the best employers have within
manufacturing. The second one that is overlooked
is the regional dimension. London is given pride of
place in these six qualities, but we have very strong
regions. Certainly, manufacturing in the North
East is an example of an area where there have been
very significant success stories with regard to
overseas investment in manufacturing. That should
not be downplayed and we should not put all the
focus on London, important as that is.

Q103 Mark Hunter: And the North West?
Mr Lent: Yes. I give just one example.

Q104 Mark Hunter: Have you made
representations perhaps about having those factors
included as part of this? Has it been followed up?
Mr Page: We make the same point as before. We
have looked at it in that level of depth in order to
prepare our evidence, but it is certainly something
that we will take forward.
Ms O’Grady:We are actively involved in the RDAs
and, similarly, some are better performing and,
frankly, more imaginative than others. Sometimes
what is called intervention is all about having a bit
of imagination and using the resources that one has
eVectively. One way of describing it is industrial
relations, but it is about the UK workforce. I think
we should be proud of our workforce. People have
shown themselves in manufacturing to be
incredibly productive and willing and interested in
fair change and flexibility. We should be talking it
up, recognising and giving credit to some of the
eVorts of real people in real workplaces and what
they contribute to the UK’s image.
Mark Hunter: I certainly agree with you on the
latter point. I do not want to draw out the question
into another angle about RDAs; otherwise, we
would be here all day. My question was not
specifically about RDAs, although I accept that the
regional dimension, which is not one and the same
thing to most of us, is hugely important. That is
why I am keen that you follow it through.

Q105 Mr Bone:Why is it important to maintain “a
UK manufacturing process in certain key areas”?
Mr Page: Do you mean certain key industries
rather than geographical areas?

Q106 Mr Bone: Yes.
Mr Page: In a sense, this is related to the question
why manufacturing is important. Manufacturing is
important for exports, research and development
and the provision of high quality skilled jobs in all
kinds of diVerent regions of the UK. We believe
that there are certain areas of manufacturing where
the UK is competitive now and can be competitive
in the next five, 10, 20 or 50 years. Those are the
areas where there ought to be a specific focus. As
a trade union movement, we will defend our
members’ jobs in manufacturing wherever they are,
but we recognise that with globalisation and the
trend of low cost, low skill and low value
manufacturing migrating to cheaper economies
that will be a real struggle for us. Where will we be
competitive now and in the future? In the industrial
strategy document that we have produced we have
focused on aerospace, defence and pharmaceuticals
where the best British companies can compete with
the best companies anywhere in the world. Looking
forward and referring to the example that my
colleagues have given of green manufacturing
where with a bit of support and lead development
we can compete with the best in the world. We
should do what we do best, and there are certain
sectors where we can do that.

Q107 Mr Bone: The argument you advance is that
we do things like defence very well and that is why
we should pursue that, and we should sell
worldwide?
Mr Page: Yes.

Q108 Mr Bone: But it does not really happen in the
EU, does it? We talk about defence. Germany
builds roll on-roll oV ferries; the RAF has its flying
suits made in Germany, but it does not go the other
way, does it?
Mr Page: If you are asking me whether we should
have a level playing field, yes, we should. We were
very encouraged by the defence industrial strategy,
for example. That was an example of a government
department, the Ministry of Defence, saying to
industry, “This is what we need now; this is what
we will need in the future. Plan your capacity
accordingly.” That is a good example of
government working with British industry in order
to develop the UK industry and allow it to plan its
markets in future. There is nothing illegal about it.
There will still be defence equipment bought from
other countries by the Ministry of Defence, but it
gives our industry the best possible chance to
compete. That is what we would like to encourage.
In the previous evidence session someone
mentioned the cultural point, namely that the
French tended to buy French and the Germans
tended to buy German. There is a cultural history
here. We do not have a tradition of the British
buying British. We are not calling for a “buy
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British” policy, but we are calling for British
companies to be given the best possible opportunity
to compete, and there are ways in which the
government can do that.

Q109 Mr Bone: I believe that the EU Commission
has woken up to the fact that our European
partners protect their defence industries, for
example. I believe that very soon the Commission
will produce a report to get the ball rolling on this.
Do you agree that what happens in this country is
that our government plays by the rules and has a
very fair open market but British companies do not
have the same opportunity when they go to other
EU countries?
Mr Page: Yes.
Ms O’Grady: I think that it is about rigidity. It
seems to me that other EUMember States are more
creative in their approach. They help their
companies to be procurement-ready so that when
they put in bids they are more likely to win them,
not because they are given special favours but
because they can perform and show they will create
best value. They also take into account issues
like unemployment which I believe is perfectly
legitimate. If one has huge unemployment in one’s
local area and here is an opportunity to provide
quality jobs for people that is a good and fair thing
to do. What is more, it is perfectly allowable under
the EU directives. Why not use it?

Q110 Mr Bone: In the boot and shoe industry in
my area we have seen unemployment levels as high
as they were nine years ago. There has been a 17.6%
rise in unemployment in the past year. You are
saying that, for example, RAF boots should be
made in my constituency in future not based on
price but taking into account unemployment?
Mr Page:We lobbied hard on the way that the new
European procurement directives were
implemented in the UK. There are specific clauses
in the directive that allow us to take into account
in procuring social, economic and environmental
factors. In one example, known in legal circles as
the Nord-Pas-de-Calais case, a local unemployment
problem was specifically taken into account in the
way a particular procurement decision was made in
France. That was found to be legal by the
European Court. To take your example, a
procuring authority could say that it wants a
facility set up in your constituency and under one
clause in the contract it must bear in mind the needs
of local unemployed youth in the way that contract
is put together. That would be legal under
European rules. You would need to get the lawyers
to look at it, but we could do it legally under the
EU rules. That is what other European countries
have done creatively to satisfy the needs of
procurement but also their unemployment
problems. We are saying that we should try to learn
a trick from that. It is deliberately written into the
directive. Let us use it in the way others do.

Q111 Mr Bone: That is a very good point, which
leads on to my next question. There are examples
of Germany and France giving state aid to sectors.
There is no real evidence that that has produced
much of a net gain for those sectors, or am I wrong
about that?
Mr Page: I think the manufacturing employment
performance in some of our major competitors is
much better than ours. We have done some number
crunching of the latest EUROSTAT figures which
show manufacturing employment in some of our
major European competitors to be either stable or
in some places falling or increasing slightly. In
Germany it increased quite a lot; in the UK it has
fallen quite a lot. We are one of the few European
countries that have practically no sectoral aid at all.
What the TUC has said is that a small proportion
of government support should be given sectorally
as it is in France and Germany. We are not talking
about huge subsidies to industry. We like the
general emphasis on supporting skills and research
and development across the piece, but where there
are specific industries with specific needs trying to
reconfigure in the face of global forces which may
need a bit of sectoral support in order to do that,
our government ought to develop an aid policy that
is sympathetic to those needs under tight
conditions.

Q112 Mr Bone: Can you name one sector in the
UK where that might apply?
Mr Page: One can take as an example an industry
that wants to develop into green manufacturing but
is not producing in a way that is green at the
moment. With a bit of sectoral support it would
have the capacity to do that. That industry may not
survive for 10 years if it does not do that but it
provides a number of high quality jobs and can
continue to do that with a bit of government
support. That is the kind of imaginative approach
that we would like to see.

Q113 Judy Mallaber: On the question of
sustainable development, in your evidence you talk
approvingly of various other countries having gone
hell for leather for some green technology areas.
Are you suggesting that foreign governments have
done better than the UK in using public
procurement to promote sustainable development?
You mention the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership
initiative. There is also a suggestion that we have
not pushed clean coal technology as hard as we
might. Do you say that other governments are
doing more than us and, if so, what do we need
to do to use public procurement to promote green
technology and sustainable development? Are we
not following up those initiatives?
Ms O’Grady: Clearly, Germany and some of the
Scandinavian countries were straight oV the
starting blocks. We have been a little slower, but
there is potential for us to get in there. There is a
range of measures, including clean coal, that we
need to deploy but we must also get the Emissions
Trading Scheme right. We still do not believe that
it is right. At the moment our government’s
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approach I understand it is to treat every energy
source as equal, as it were, whereas if it is accepted
that we need a mixed energy economy, not least for
security of supply, and a balance between them we
believe there is a case for helping clean coal to get
up there. We are not talking just about technology
but potentially production. More could be done.
We think that we have been slower than we should
have been.

Q114 Chairman: We are talking here about public
procurement and energy and power stations are not
procured by the state but by private sector
companies. I do not quite understand the role of
public procurement in this area.
Ms O’Grady: I give one practical example. Today I
received an email from a company looking at water
treatment technology. The cost benefit ratio over
the longer term is good and it will certainly reduce
pollution, but in the short term it will be a little
more expensive. What is not clear I do not know
the answer yet, but I suspect there may be a
problem is the product specification and route for
that company in respect of procurement. I suspect
that there are green products and services like that
where our procurement policy is not yet so clear
that it incentivises the development of those sorts
of products and services.
Judy Mallaber: Take another example. I do not
know enough about it to understand how it would
work. I mentioned the Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership. In your evidence you relate that to the
amount of money that would go on transport
procurement and you suggest that that would
enable initiatives to support the supply of low
carbon vehicles and fuels which should help British
industry, but I am not clear how those connections
are made and whether or not we are doing anything
about it at the moment.

Q115 Chairman: Let me be practical about this for
a second and name names. I hope that I do not
oVend Judy Mallaber by saying this. Junior
ranking ministers have now got Toyota Priuses
because they are deemed to be a good thing for the
environment. Those cars are not made in the UK.
A lot of other UK motor vehicle manufacturers say
that there are big issues about recycling Toyota
Priuses and what you do with their batteries. They
are not as fuel eYcient as other conventional cars.
Other UK-based car manufacturers there is no such
thing as a UK-owned car manufacturer say that
they are doing carbon oVset programmes and their
cars are more environmentally friendly than
Toyota Priuses, yet the government has bought
those cars to appear environmentally friendly. For
me, that is a hard-edged example.
Mr Page: Perhaps I may name names as well. I take
the example of Eminox. I borrowed it from the
Manufacturing Forum which we have not
mentioned today but is another social partnership
body on which the TUC and employers sit to take
forward manufacturing. Eminox has developed a
stainless steel exhaust system that uses the best
emission-reducing technology. London Buses has

started to buy that technology to reduce pollution
through LT procurement. This technology has been
developed and is being sold wider than London
Buses. Here is an example of a British company
building an environmentally friendly product
developed through procurement. That has now
strengthened the company and it can sell that
product elsewhere. That is the kind of solution that
we want to see happen more and more.
Mr Lent: To go beyond specific examples and talk
about broader strategic approaches to this, we are
in an area of industrial development that is still
quite new. What many of the companies working
in this area need is stability and a degree of
certainty so they can start to do the blue skies R&D
that sometimes needs to be done to develop future
markets. That is where government procurement
can play a role. It comes down to a question of
planning. Major private sector companies do this
all the time. They nurture and work with their
supply chains and tell them their future needs so
that those companies can start to develop with
a reasonable certainty that they will be able to
make some profit out of that and then expand into
other markets. All we are asking government
procurement to do is replicate that good practice
and nurture some of the best green enterprise in
Britain so it can start developing into global
markets in the future.

Q116 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Has the TUC itself set
an energy reduction target that is to be achieved?
Ms O’Grady: Do you mean for our own car fleet
of three?

Q117 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: It goes to the point that
you argue for sustainability. Have you introduced
it at home? If I looked at your energy consumption
last year and this year would it show a reduction?
Ms O’Grady: As you would expect, we are
developing an agreement and audit with our staV

side trade unions which covers the full range of
activities from the examination of our extensive car
fleet to recycling and so on. We also have our
“Greening the Workplace” initiative which uses
what we believe is at least as important as leading
by example; namely, our collective bargaining
power. We are developing a whole range of
initiatives concerned with green issues in diVerent
workplaces that we have piloted.

Q118 Judy Mallaber: Going back to the use of
social clauses and other mechanisms to benefit UK
manufacturers, you gave some examples, but how
far can we go? If there is an area which would not
necessarily be regarded as having a high level of
unemployment and unemployment has reduced is
it legitimate to use those clauses to benefit local
people, and, if so, how do you do it? Is that just
us cheating and not playing by the rules?
Ms O’Grady:When we first started to work on this
we hit blank walls and found what we could not
do. We wanted to shift the debate into what we
could do. Recital 33 is very clear in terms of
vocational training, unemployment and broader
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labour standards which we believe we can show
lead to better performing workplaces. It is not
about charity. In many ways the expression “social
clause” is unfortunate because it makes it sound as
though one is doing good, whereas we regard it
as an essential part of being a decent, high-
performing business.

Q119 Judy Mallaber: Does that lead to UK
manufacturers getting the contracts? Cannot
foreign manufacturers say that they are assisting
the poor and dispossessed in our areas?
Ms O’Grady: Of course they can.

Q120 Judy Mallaber: Why do you think that will
benefit our manufacturers?
Ms O’Grady: The experience of other EU Member
States has been that where the parent companies
are nationally based they tend to know the local
area better and what the concerns are and take an
active interest in what will be the procurement
needs of the government or local authority in five
or 10 years’ time. These are models that have
already been put out by Transport for London and
are principles agreed by the, Olympic Delivery
Authority, and so on. This is to do with having a
bit of imagination and commitment.

Q121 Judy Mallaber: I return to the questions
asked earlier by Mr Bone in relation to other EU
Member States and state aid rules and whether or
not we are being fair to our own industries.
Whenever companies grumble that they have not
got contracts and other companies have benefited
from the actions of their own governments one asks
for the evidence because one cannot really argue
that there has been anti-competitive behaviour
without the evidence. What evidence do you have
that they are interpreting the rules diVerently from
the way we interpret them? You also referred to
looking at it creatively. I can give one example
where it is known that they could have used
arguments to do with raw material. You have
talked about the Cooneen Watts & Stone example.
I am sorry that Mr Hoyle is not here now but I
know that he took part in an Adjournment Debate
on the matter. We know that that was a particular
area where a very rigid view was taken in this
country. How much evidence do you have that
other European countries use the state aid rules in
a very diVerent way from the UK?
Mr Page: The Wood review set out the conclusions
on this and found that the breaking of procurement
rules happened very rarely, but it talked about grey
areas to do with history and culture.

Q122 Judy Mallaber: The problem is that it is very
vague and it is not suYciently pinned down for us
to be able to say that it is unfair and we have been
robbed. That makes it quite hard for us to be able
to argue the case or take it up under the EU rules.

Ms O’Grady: Frankly, I do not want to stop the
French doing what they are doing; I want our
government to be as committed to developing
quality jobs and opportunities here. This is not just
a case of ownership; it is a case of decent standards.

Q123 Judy Mallaber: That is very vague and does
not help me in terms of exactly what the
government should do other than say that it would
like to give a contract to so and so. What are the
grounds on which it can do it? We have just had a
reference to cultural factors.
Ms O’Grady: I would be very happy to share the
practical principles and protocols out there. Many
local authorities have been more forward-looking
than central government. Transport for London,
the Olympics and their approach are all very
positive. It is about making commitments to
apprenticeships and vocational training within
contracts, for example.
Chairman: If you have some hard-edged, practical
examples it would be good to have them. You
quote the Olympics in your evidence to us.

Q124 Mr Binley: The whole OJEC notice scenario
is, I believe, totally open to corruption. I wonder
whether you are making any overtures about that
particular process. I think that the whole tendering
process under OJEC very often favours specific
companies of a particular size. It is not very user-
friendly for those who do not have permanent
experts employed in the business of tendering. That
is my concern about the whole European approach
to procurement. Do you share that concern?
Mr Page: The general point is that procurement
ought to be less bureaucratic, more streamlined and
done in a way that allows a wider range of
companies to apply. If you imply that the OJEC
rules prevent that then we certainly would have no
objection to making such a proposal.
Chairman: To be clear, we are talking about the
OYcial Journal?

Q125 Mr Binley: Yes. My concern is that they are
made specifically to be exploited in particular areas
by certain countries. I do not see a level playing
field there, although it purports to be one. Do you
have any experience of that?
Mr Page: We do not have any experience of that
specific issue. There is the “warlike” point that we
make in our written submission. There are specific
procurements that fall under the category of
“warlike procurements” and do not need to be
open to tender for reasons of national security.
Given the very few number of military
procurements that appear in the OYcial Journal, it
suggests that companies give military procurements
to their own defence companies.
Mr Binley: I am delighted to say that most
companies that I come into contact with do not
make weapons.
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Q126 Chairman: Mr Page, are you suggesting that,
for example, the procurement of boots is being
treated as a warlike procurement by other
Member States?
Mr Page: That was the point we made in the
context of the Cooneen Watts & Stone
procurement, which was the example to which Judy
Mallaber referred.

Q127 Judy Mallaber: In that case the Ministry of
Defence wanted it as cheaply as possible so it would
not necessarily have been interested in that
question. There are diVerent arguments used by
diVerent government departments, which is one of
the diYculties.
Ms O’Grady: It is cheaper but, frankly, without any
international labour standards being respected,
which is disappointing.
Mr Page: It is cheaper and also leads to the loss of
jobs in Lancashire. That gives rise to costs in terms
of unemployment and social cohesion.

Q128 Judy Mallaber: How far is the diYculty
about public procurement and following the rules
to do with the fact that it is hard to have one
overarching policy if diVerent government
departments and also local government want to do
their own procurement to meet their budgets?
Ms O’Grady: What they can have in common are
certain principles. Frankly, the biggest problem for
businesses of all sizes is consistency between
departments and having to go through the same
hoops again and again, even though they have
already provided information for one contract that
can be stored if there is proper coordination
between and within departments, and better trained
procurement managers. Unfortunately, some
employer organisations will just describe it as red
tape. We share the concern about the need to
simplify, but that can be done without diluting
standards. One can simplify and also take into
account some of the key issues, for example labour
standards that we have been discussing and
vocational training and equality.

Q129 Judy Mallaber: What discussions have you
had with government ministers about how they can
implement the Warwick commitment to UK
manufacturing when it comes to procurement?
Ms O’Grady: We have had lots of discussions.

Q130 Judy Mallaber: Has it resulted in a change in
the rules and how the structures determine the
giving of contracts?
Mr Page: One body through which we are pursuing
this is the Manufacturing Forum which has a whole
sub-group looking at procurement and how it can
take forward some of these issues in that forum.
There was a line in the National Policy Forum
report, agreed at Warwick which said, “Labour will
be proactive to ensure manufacturing does not lose

critical mass and disappear.” Given the current
trend of manufacturing jobs which has been
steadily downwards and is likely to go below three
million for the first time next year, the question is:
at what stage will we lose critical mass? How do we
protect the critical mass? The TUC’s suggestion as
part of the solution is to focus on the areas where
we can have manufacturing strengths going
forward. That was the point I made earlier when I
referred to aerospace, defence, pharmaceuticals and
green manufacturing. We will not hold on to all of
it but we can hold on to a lot of it if we focus on
our areas of strength. In a sense, that is one of the
key lines of Warwick. We probably ought to be
talking more about ensuring that we protect our
critical mass in manufacturing. We would be very
interested to pursue that with you and every other
forum through which we can possibly raise these
issues.

Q131 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I do not think that there
is a shortage of opportunity for the government to
enforce contracts. There is no legal restriction
placed on it. We have two specific problems. One
is that we do not write into heads of contract major
requirements with respect to the employment of
people in a particular area, although we have the
right to do so. The other is that when we do that
we do not enforce the contract and we do not work
with employers who want to help us enforce that
contract. Is that your experience?
Mr Page: There is nothing that you have said with
which I would disagree.
Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I make that point because
there is nothing in the UK to preclude us copying
what happens on the continent except our
willingness to enforce that requirement and
negotiate it with the company.
Judy Mallaber: The reason I asked about the
government structure is that there are diVerent
issues of budgetary constraints in diVerent
departments, local authorities and so on where they
want to maintain the ability to sort out their own
procurement.

Q132 Chairman: You made one practical point
which we also heard from industry as well. You
believe that the quality of some of those doing the
procurement in diVerent parts of the government
needs to be addressed?
Ms O’Grady: I do. In particular because in many
cases we have longer contracts there is a real
opportunity to develop a relationship for
improvement over the medium term. I think that
we are missing that one.
Chairman: That is very useful. We are beginning to
have a rather interesting conversation, but perhaps
we ought to call a halt now. We are grateful to you
for your evidence which in many respects has been
illuminating and really useful. Thank you very
much indeed.
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Q133 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to this
evidence session on a variety of inquiries relating
to the future of UK manufacturing. We are very
grateful to you for coming. Before we go into the
specific sections of the questioning, may I ask you
a general question? One of the things we have seen
in the evidence and in all the public comment is that
one of the issues facing manufacturing is its image
and reputation as a sector in decline, which deters
people from joining it, and also, I think a lack of
understanding about what manufacturing actually
is, what people mean by manufacturing in Britain
now. What is UK manufacturing?
Mr McCaVerty: I think that is a very diYcult
question to answer in very specific ways because
manufacturing is in a state of constant and very
rapid evolution. I would say that manufacturing, as
we understood it 10 or maybe 20 years ago, is no
longer an adequate definition for manufacturing
today. Certainly the case then was to focus very
much on what we would call the assembly or
production element of manufacturing. If you read
the definitions included in the OYce for National
Statistics’ versions of manufacturing, how they
then classified and categorised economic activity in
this country, it is very much focused on that
transformation of raw materials into products. I
think that clearly still is an important part of
manufacturing but modern manufacturing is much
wider and we would want to suggest that the
assembly or production part of manufacturing is in
some cases only one small part of what a modern
manufacturing company does. The Institute for
Manufacturing at Cambridge, doing some work for
the CBI and the DTI jointly, came up with a notion
that manufacturing is transforming ideas into
physical products that customers want and that, of
course, embodies everything from research and
development through design and marketing, the
assembly, after-sales service: very complex and
technical logistical problems through to fully
serviced-based activities. We need to look at
manufacturing very much as a spectrum of activity
rather than concentrating on the traditional
assembly part.

Q134 Chairman: The spectrum of activity is
actually part of a wider spectrum encompassing the
service entity?

Mr McCaVerty: Very much so, and the distinction
between what we traditional understand as
a manufacturing industry or manufacturing
company and a service company is becoming more
and more blurred. I can cite a number of
examples—Rolls-Royce Aero Engines being an
obvious one—where in fact what is deemed to be
a manufacturing company creates as much value in
its service activities as it does in traditional
manufacturing.
Chairman: That is a very helpful answer and, unless
my colleagues want to pick up on that, it is a very
helpful scene-setter and I am grateful for it. We will
now turn to skills.

Q135 Anne MoVat: What skills are most in
demand, how have those demands changed over
the years and where is the shortage?
Mr McCaVerty: Perhaps I can give you just a very
brief overview and then I will defer to my colleague,
who is the expert on this area. CBI members would
say that there are two areas of specific skill
shortages in the economy at a generic level. The
first is of what you might call basic skills; those of
school leavers in terms of numeracy and literacy.
The second would be very high-level skills in what
we term the STEM subjects: science, technology,
engineering and maths. Those are the two areas
where, across the board, there are significant skill
shortages reported to us. I would suggest that in
terms of certain specific industries, there have been
very much more specifically defined skill shortages,
but I will rest with those two key areas to start with.
Mr Thompson: In terms of adding to that, across
the economy, as Ian McCaVerty has said, our two
priorities are on basic skills and on the STEM
issues and that impacts particularly perhaps on
manufacturing as well. The other area where we get
increasing levels of long-term concern from our
members is on management and leadership skills.
Again, this could well be an issue in manufacturing,
just as it is for other sectors. If you look at some
of the survey data that we collect and collected last
year, management and leadership was probably
third in terms of order of priority of training to
date but it was first in terms of employers’ order of
priority for training going forward. That is another
area where I would add to the two headline
concerns that Ian outlined.
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Q136 Anne MoVat:Do you find there is a diVerence
region to region and sector to sector or is that
just general?
Mr Thompson: What we would find, in terms of
shortages, is that there are particular pockets in
terms of shortages and that can be regional; it
could be sectoral. The issues that we are talking
about here as our major concerns are actually
economy-wide. At the basic skills level, there are
problems right across the economy: STEM subjects
across the education system, across the university
system and across the economy, although
particularly aVecting manufacturing there is a
problem. I think studies such as the Porter report
and certainly survey data that we have collected
show that the concerns on management and
leadership are economy-wide as well.

Q137 Mr Binley:My particular concern is based on
the relationship between the private sector and
government in terms of provision of skills. I get the
impression as a businessman that the private sector
does not do anywhere near enough to help itself,
quite frankly. Your evidence provided an overview
of changing skill demands in the areas in which
your organisation sees skills provision as
insuYcient—and you have already touched on
those in the previous question—but it oVered very
little comment on how successfully or otherwise
employers and government were responding to
these challenges. I am back to that bit about the
involvement of the private sector. I hear a lot of
moaning about what the Government is or is not
doing, but I do not hear very much about what we
in the private sector can do. Would you say that
the Government and employers are moving in the
right direction on skills issues or have I given you
the hint as to where I would like to see your eVort
addressed?
Mr Thompson: That is a valid question. To answer
it shortly, I think we have turned a corner in terms
of policy direction, but there is a huge amount to
do. I will break it down into diVerent areas. First
of all, where do the responsibilities lie? I think there
is shared responsibility across the economy
amongst employers, individuals and government;
and employers should be training their staV to do
the job that they have been recruited to do and
should be helping individuals access training that
will help their long-term employability and help
them access that. Individuals have the primary
responsibility for investing and identifying their
long-term training and employability needs and the
Government has to react to market failures and
gaps within the system. In terms of diVerentiating
between diVerent employers, we would say there
are four groups of employers. There are those that
invest heavily, who know exactly what they are
doing, are expert, world-class leaders in their field,
and we have plenty of those and many of them are
in CBI membership. We have employers who
recognise the benefit of training but are not always
able to find the appropriate training or the trainer
that they find first oV does not meet their need and
they are turned oV. There are those employers who

need a bit of cajoling, to be frank; they need a bit
of persuading. If they saw the economic benefits of
training, then they would be persuaded. Then there
is a group, and we recognise that there is a group
but we would say it is a minority, who do not
necessarily recognise the benefits of training and
would not be training all the time. I would add a
caveat there. We do not believe that all employers
should be training all of the time. It has to be
beneficial to the company and beneficial to the
individual to move forward over time, and that will
not always be the case. In terms of policy direction,
I would say that we are heading in the right
direction. The Leitch review is very clear that we
need to be moving towards a system that brings the
customer to the heart of the system and the
customer is the employer and the individual.

Q138 Mr Binley:May I say that I think that is very
loose talk indeed. Can I make the point to you that
every company trains all the time actually; it is just
how you define training. That is one of my
concerns. How should the responsibility for skills
matters be divided up between government,
employer and employees? Ought we to be changing
the emphasis to have more in-house, on-the-job
training rather than the sorts of packages that you
almost pull oV the shelf and give but that really do
not match up with the real needs at ground level?
Mr Thompson: In terms of answering your first
question, it is very definitely the responsibility of
employers to invest in either bespoke training
courses or, as you say and are quite right to say,
day-to-day training, investing in the person’s job
and making sure that they have the right tools,
knowledge and experience to do the job for which
they have been recruited to train for. I will not go
through the other responsibilities but we are clear
that employees should be primarily responsible for
their long-term employability skills and the
Government is there to facilitate where there are
gaps and where there are market failures. In terms
of your second question about whether we should
be shifting the emphasis, I think we have got to
come up with a system—and I think Leitch is
heading in the right direction here—where we find
the best training available that matches the needs
of the employer and the individual. In very many
cases, on-the-job training, as we find in many of
our surveys, is the most eVective way of training
individuals, rather then sending them oV-site.
Certainly, the trend of what employers want is to
be doing on-the-job training.

Q139 Mr Binley: My final question concerns
involvement really, and we are back to Leitch
again. I want to know whether the sector skills
souncils are performing a useful role. Secondly, I
want to know whether the private sector is involved
as much in the administration of training as it
ought to be? I went and visited my own local skills
council. I can truly say that out of 17 members only
four were genuinely from local industry and the
credentials of two of those were pretty doubtful.
That does not show a lot of commitment in a
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county like Northamptonshire, and I would have
wanted to see more. Is that because we are not
inviting and being inclusive in terms of involving
the sector, or is it because the sector is not playing
its role in the responsible way that it ought to be?
Mr Thompson: Can I perhaps take that question by
looking at what our concerns were before Leitch
and why we think that answers those concerns? I
think Leitch does get to the heart of this issue.
Employers have had four consistent concerns. One
is that government was spending an awful lot of
taxpayers’ money on training and on vocational
training and employers were not convinced that
that money was being spent in the most eYcient
and appropriate way. We had a qualification
system that was not focused on economically viable
skills. There are close to 6,000 vocational
qualifications. I think Lord Leitch actually found
22,500 qualifications in the UK. Employers are
both confused by that but also do not feel that their
concerns are at the heart of that or the concerns of
their employees. There is a careers advice system
which, to be frank, employers feel is letting down
young people and their employees. The skills
infrastructure—and part of your question covered
this—is increasingly diYcult for employers to
navigate and they do not feel that they are involved
in setting the strategic direction. A large part of the
most recent skills infrastructure emphasis has been
on employers being involved in the governance
rather than the strategic direction of skills policy.
Where do we think we get to with Leitch? We think
that the governing thought of Leitch is absolutely
spot on. It is saying that we need to make sure that
the skills system is reviewed and realigned so that
we have the customer at the heart of the system and
we are focusing on supply side changes and not
trying artificially to manufacture demand-side
changes, although there are some issues there. We
feel if we get the supply side right, we will get the
demand side right and the customer has to be the
employer and the individual. We have four big
messages coming out of Leitch. One is to end ring-
fenced funding so you get the best provision that
the customer wants. For employers that would be
through Train to Gain; for individuals it could be
through the new Adult Learning Account. We have
to have the customer setting the agenda, not some
funding ring-fenced to say: this is the training we
want to supply and you will have to fit into that.
We need a new careers advice system or a re-
energised careers advice system that has real
specialists in there. Particularly for manufacturing,
the careers advice system does not have
manufacturing specialists or people with experience
in the sector embedded in the careers advisory
system, and that could be a problem with
manufacturing. We have to allow employers to be
at the heart of the qualifications system. Part of the
new, re-energised role for the sector skills councils
could be to set the strategic direction and
qualifications are at the heart of that. We are very
supportive of what Lord Leitch is saying there, but
in addition we would say: give employers the power
to self-accredit some of their training. Employers
themselves might not value—

Mr Binley: You have not referred in answering my
question about the active involvement of the
private sector in helping to create a better training
environment. I have given you an example where
at local level there is not that involvement. You
have not referred to that. Could you do so?

Q140 Chairman: We will move on to that later.
Could you respond briefly to that?
Mr Thompson: It was going to be my final remark
because it is the most important bit. The fourth
part is making sure that the system has the full
involvement of employers in that system. We think
that Lord Leitch’s proposal to streamline the
system and make very clear that it is employers who
are at the heart of the sector skills councils can
actually re-energise the system. The short answer to
your question as to whether the sector skills
councils are delivering is that the jury is out. There
are some SSCs where there is very heavy employer
involvement and they are working incredibly well;
e-Skills in the IT sector would be a prime example.
There are other sector skills councils where
employers do not feel engaged and that is why they
are not getting involved.

Q141 Chairman:Does Leitch do enough to simplify
the system? It is a very bureaucratic and complex
system at present.
Mr Thompson: It is yet to be seen exactly how the
Government will react to Leitch. I think Leitch
provides a backbone to the system that we would
fully support. The new commission at the top is led
by business people with a focus on economically
valuable skills and sector skills reporting directly
into that to get this business focus and to have
some level of regional focus so that we are getting
the expertise that is on the ground at a regional
level filtering into the system. That is a backbone
to the system that we think will work. As a
consequence of that, we think there will be a need
for streamlining, but that needs to be worked
through. It is too early for the CBI, before we have
consulted our members, to talk about how that
would be done.

Q142 Chairman: You would agree that the UK’s
skills provision is a pretty crowded landscape at
present?
Mr Thompson: Yes. There are 49 bodies.

Q143 Chairman: Do we need a National Skills
Envoy in the landscape?
Mr Thompson: In terms of a skills envoy, and we
are talking in particular here about Sir Digby
Jones, with regard to the Treasury’s response, we
would say that there is a credible role for somebody
to go out there and, in Digby’s own words, bang
the drum for skills and make sure that people are
engaging. We are very confident that the vast
majority of CBI members are investing in their
workforce skills and trying their best to become
engaged in the system, but a whole lot more needs
to be done. If we can have somebody out there who
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is providing exemplars and persuading people of
the economic benefits of investing in training and
engaging, that is all the better for the economy.

Q144 Chairman: What skills does that envoy need?
Mr Thompson: This is an area where we have not
necessarily consulted our members and talked to
them about what exactly the skills envoy should
look like.
Chairman: I do not care what he looks like; it is
what he is going to do that interests me.
Mr Hoyle: It may be a she.

Q145 Chairman: When the appointment is made it
may be a she.
Mr Thompson: I can guarantee to you that our
members would say that they would have to have
a very passionate commitment to skills, both from
the side of the employers but also from the side of
individuals, and they would have to have a very
strong knowledge of what constitutes economically
valuable skills, what the skill needs of the economy
are, and how to leverage action from the
Government on the other side. From our point of
view, Sir Digby ticks all those boxes.

Q146 Roger Berry: I shall resist the temptation of
going further down that particular road! You
rightly talk about the customers in terms of
employers, although obviously employees are
customers as well. As you say in your submission to
the committee, employers are in a diYcult position.
Large manufacturers, for example, can relate to the
education system in a way that smaller industries
cannot, and to greater eVect. You do make the
point about smaller manufacturers lacking the
resources to engage with the education system but
you do not want to say what the policy implications
of that are. What is the CBI’s view? Is it that more
eVort should be targeted towards smaller
employers or smaller firms?
Mr Thompson: There are a few points there. Firstly,
there is some anecdotal evidence that small
employers are slightly more likely to be disengaged
in the benefits of training. I think what we would
lead on to conclude from that would be that more
of the resource in persuading employers of the
benefits of training should be focused at the smaller
end because there is more evidence of both their
commitment but also the costs associated with
training for small firms being disproportionately
higher than for larger firms. Our policy response to
that and the proposal that we have been pushing
very strongly over the last 12 months certainly is
that there is a lot of evidence that if you go into a
small firm proactively and give them a skills needs
analysis or a skills health check, however you want
to term it, if you sit down with the employer and
say, “Let us have a look at your skills needs and
the competencies and experience and capabilities of
your workforce” and then describe to the small
employer where the gaps are, where the shortages
are, and then marry the employer with the training
provider who can provide that training, then you
get a coherent policy response to this challenge.

There is precedent within government policy and
there is something called the Small Firms Initiative
that was carried out during Investors in People.
That had about 90% additionality, so 90% of the
training investment that occurred oV the back of
that scheme was additional training and only about
10% was deadweight. If you look at something like
the Employer Training Pilot, the precedent to Train
to Gain, deadweight was a much more significant
issue. We would say that that was a coherent policy
response.

Q147 Roger Berry: Who is it precisely that should
be sitting down with the smaller firms?
Mr Thompson: In the current framework in future
plans, we would say that the Train to Gain brokers
should have a specific target, which they have
already, to target what we would term hard to
reach employers and within that hard to reach
target, emphasis or priority, small firms would be
captured. I should also say that another way of
engaging small firms, in particular owner
managers, is to use leadership and management
training as a lever into the company. There is
evidence that if you provide leadership and
management training to owner managers of small
firms, they get benefits; they see the benefits of
training, and they are much more likely to invest
in training down the road in a much greater way
for their workforce than is needed for them.

Q148 Roger Berry: You make the point that it is
often lack of resources that prevents smaller
employers from engaging in the necessary training.
Some of these resources clearly are financial. How
do you believe that problem should be addressed?
Should we be providing less financial support for
larger employers and shifting that to smaller
employers?
Mr Thompson: If we can find bespoke training so
that the small employers can see the return on
investment in that training, then that should be
incentive enough. With something like the Small
Firms Initiative through Investors in People, we are
talking here about £1,000 per employer. These are
not huge figures, they are significant across the
public purse; per employer, they are not huge
figures. If we can marry the employer with the best
training provider, then we minimise some of the
other economic costs and barriers. Yes, per unit
cost for a small employer, the economies of scale
are much lower for small employers than they are
for large firms, but taking a person oV site to do
the training has a bigger impact on small firms than
it does for large firms. If you can find training
providers that do the training on site, on the job,
then you are getting a better rate of return and a
better level of engagement with the small firm.

Q149 Judy Mallaber: I was struck by a recent
article in which one of my local companies,
Rolls-Royce, are saying that they are having to
recruit half of their key staV overseas, in Germany
and other European countries, not necessarily for
immediate graduate skills but at a more skilled
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level: engineers and procurement executives. Some
of the diYculties they quoted were mirrored in
quite a lot of the written evidence that we have had
from other witnesses as well, particularly that
manufacturing is not seen as a prestigious or a
secure career necessarily, and also that it is just not
being promoted by universities, schools and
government as an attractive career opportunity. Do
you think that manufacturing is disadvantaged by
its public perception?
Mr McCaVerty: I think the answer to that is “yes”.
I sit on the Manufacturing Forum and this has
been a preoccupation of that forum now for a year
or two, to the extent that we are now trying to set
up a media centre which can perhaps counter some
of the negative image of manufacturing, not only
in schools but in the wider press as well. It goes
back to some extent to my first answer, which is to
say that manufacturing is seen very much
embedded in the old days, that it is an industry
involving oily rags rather than necessarily high
technology and it does not have the image of being
exciting, forward looking and secure. I think that
is all wrong. Certainly where CBI members have
developed individual links with local colleges and
local schools, where they are providing information
at a local level to school leavers and those coming
through the school system, there has been a
noticeable change in emphasis, but this needs to be
ramped up to a much higher level. I do think the
image of manufacturing needs to be improved.

Q150 Judy Mallaber: What is the CBI doing to get
your members to go out and bang the drum?
Mr McCaVerty: We encourage them on an
individual basis to form links, informally as well as
formally, with local schools and colleges, to try to
provide where possible careers advice, to provide
work experience and so on and so forth. This is not
always easy because, these days, of some of the
regulation that restricts the ability of those under 14
and 16 to visit certain industrial plants but, to the
extent that we are allowed to do that, we are
encouraging them on an individual basis to do so, as
well, as I say, asworking through theManufacturing
Forum, a body of which I am a member, which
brings together through the auspices of the
DTI diVerent members of the manufacturing
community. We are trying through this new
manufacturing centre, as it were, which is designed
to create some good news stories, to portray the
successes of manufacturing as well as the inevitable
stories that hit the press which perhaps have a more
negative view.

Q151 Judy Mallaber: Is there a role for government
in that?
Mr McCaVerty: To the extent that the DTI has
sponsored and continues to champion the
Manufacturing Forum, I think there is a role. I think
there is possibly a role for government in terms, as
Anthony has already mentioned, of careers advice
inside schools. I think the Government does have a
role in terms of the structure of the education system

and the structure of the curriculum and in particular
how important careers advice is within secondary
schools to help promote that, yes.

Q152 Judy Mallaber: Does the work that you do
equally involve images of young women getting
involved in industry?We are certainly losing half the
potential talent pool at the moment.
Mr McCaVerty: We do try and I think it is an
issue and certainly the image centre that the
Manufacturing Forum is setting up is concerned to
try to make sure that industry has access to all skills,
and that therefore includes both male and female, as
well as all sectors of society.

Q153 Mr Clapham: Mr McCaVerty, it is always
good to make international comparisons. In your
submission you compare Germany and France with
the United Kingdom with the indication that they
are doing much better in dealing with the skills issue.
What is it that France and Germany are doing that
we are not doing?
Mr McCaVerty: I would give you one example and
then I turn tomy colleague who studies this in a little
more detail. I think the issue with Germany and
France is two-fold. One, is the issue of basic skills. I
find it diYcult to believe, and it is unfortunately true,
that approximately one-third of our school leavers
leave school with insuYcient qualifications in terms
of literacy and numeracy, and that prevents them
from learning more technical skills within the
manufacturing sector on the job as well as perhaps
then going on to re-learn new jobs as a result of the
pace of change in the industry these days. There is no
such thing as a job for life and you therefore need the
basic skills of how you learn in order then to build
on an initial career going forward. The second issue
is one of apprenticeships. I would not claim expertise
in the detail of that system but certainly my
experience of French and German companies is that
the systems of apprenticeship are much more
eVective than those in the UK.
Mr Thompson: Building on Ian’s response, one of
the big diVerentiators on international comparisons
is the UK’s performance or perceived performance
at intermediate levels; that includes apprenticeships
but all sorts of vocational routes and training. We
stand 20 out of 30 on the OECD league table of
intermediate skills. We would say that some of that
is missing the fact that employers feel that their
employees are competent to do the jobs at that level,
but they just have not received the qualifications for
it. Certainly there is a lot of evidence that countries
such as France andGermany invest more in actually
qualifying people at those levels. It is not necessarily
the case that they are spending more on training. To
back that up, if you look at the international tables,
employers as a percentage of wage bill invest more in
training than our international competitors. There
has to be something behind what is going on at the
headline level, at the commitment and spending
level, that we are not doing to keep up with the likes
of France and Germany at these levels. We feel that
it is something around qualifications. We know that
our employees value qualifications, just as many of
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our members value qualifications, and we could be
doing more there. Perhaps there is more that we can
do to make sure that vocational training is suited to
the jobs, the needs of employers, just as it is to
individuals and we could be investing more money
there. Certainly for the manufacturing sector that
would have a big impact.

Q154 Mr Clapham: A little earlier we were talking
about perceptions. Obviously perceptions relates to
culture. The Germans have a very long culture of
qualification.Whenwe relate that to the answer that
you have just given,MrThompson, is culture also an
important factor here? Does government in France
and Germany play a stronger role, a more robust
role, in ensuring that the manufacturing sector, the
culture of manufacturing, is more known in schools
than, for example, here in the UK?
Mr Thompson: On the issue of the government role,
I am not sure that there is much evidence that the
role of government in skills policy, if we can take a
step back from manufacturing, has more beneficial
impact in Germany and France than it does in the
UK. If you look at France where they have training
levies or rights to time oV, there is a huge focus on
inputs there but no evidence at all that we are getting
better outputs, more highly qualified individuals,
better investments in training. There is lots of
evidence that more highly qualified people take the
right to time oV to get their qualifications and it
leaves behind lower socio-economic groups. There is
lots of evidence to suggest that firms that are not
engaged in skills investments they pay the training
levies but do not go on to do any training because
they find it all too bureaucratic. To answer your
specific question on government role, I do not think
there is any evidence of the role of government in
those two countries having any greater benefit on
skills outcomes in those countries.
MrMcCaVerty:On a more general basis, I do think
that there is perhaps a modest diVerence in the
degree to which senior government ministers are
active in supporting the sector. We have certain
examples where the primeminister, the chancellor or
other senior members of the cabinet in other
countries are perhapsmore visible in their support of
industry at trade fairs and in terms of foreign
delegations and so on than has been recently the case
in the United Kingdom. I think that contributes to
the image to manufacturing. We have been active in
discussing and lobbying the DTI and others in order
to ensure that the sector receives that sort of visible
public support—it is not necessarily support that
takes a great deal of time from busy diaries of senior
cabinet ministers—and that they can be seen to fly
the flag at important occasions for the sector.

Q155 Mr Clapham: Finally, is there any evidence
that there is, should we say, greater parity of esteem
in these two countries between vocational and
academic than what there is here in the UK?
Mr Thompson: Briefly, I think there is less parity of
esteem in the UK, from our members’ perception. I
am not sure that we have the evidence to provide you
of that but I think our members’ perception would

be that there was less for a whole host of diVerent
reasons. Up until recently, we have had a much
greater focus on the academic routes. I think our
members would want to see an equality of emphasis
so that we get the right people coming through to do
the jobs and gain the skills that are best for them.

Q156 Miss Kirkbride: I want to pick something
Mr McCaVerty mentioned for the second time in
this interview session, which is the issue of basic
skills. I am not sure whether that has been teased out
just quite enough. Basically, I wonder why it is that
in every international comparison France and
Germany can teach basic skills better so that people
arrive at work more employable in the first place.
Secondly, how do we reconcile what you are saying
with what the Government is telling us, which is that
education outcomes and achievements in the UK
have never been better?
MrMcCaVerty:To answer the second question first,
it may be the case that educational outcomes are
improving relative to the recent past but I go back to
the statistic I quoted earlier, which is thatwe still find
that there is a significant cohort of school leavers
who do not have the functioning numeracy and
literacy requirements of a mid-teenager, and to that
extent I think that is a serious shortcoming. It may
well be that simply the organisation of the
educational sector (the teaching methods and the
teaching structure) in other countries is better and
therefore delivers high basic literacy and numeracy
outcomes.

Q157 Miss Kirkbride: My final question is: in your
submission, you actually refer to the variable quality
of further education courses. Could you give us an
example of that so that we know exactly where you
are coming from?
Mr Thompson: If you look at the headline statistics,
you will find that about 18% of employers—and this
is the LSC’s own data, international data—engage
with their local FE college; that includes public
sector bodies, by the way. Only a tiny portion of the
£33 billion of employers’ training spend is spent in
FE colleges. I do not know the exact figure but we
are talking about less than 5% of that £33 billion
budget. We have got to a stage now where business,
certainly private sector business, does not always see
FE colleges as a natural business partner. We have a
long way to go to turn that round. There are large
numbers of great FE colleges out there. Certainly if
you look at the new 157 Group that has been set up
oV the back of the FEWhite Paper, you get the really
best colleges there. What are they doing? They are
listening to their customer. They are listening to the
local employer. They are going in and spending time
with them and saying, “How can we design a course
for you that will fit in with your needs, both in
substance but also in delivery?” Themessage that we
get back from ourmembers in the surveys that we do
is that sometimes the course content is relevant;
sometimes it is not. Most of the time, we are oVered
the delivery of the course on a basis that does not fit
with our business needs: it takes people out of
business at the wrong time of day, they only want to
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do it during term time. We have a lull during the
summer period.Wewant to be training people in the
summer period. There are many diVerent things
both on the course and content. I would reiterate
that there are a lot of great colleges out there.We can
learn some excellent examples from them and good
case studies. We are doing some work over the next
12 months to try and tease that out to try and make
business the natural business partner of colleges.
Certainly that attitude is not out there at the
moment.
Chairman: We may come back to you for written
answers on that but we still have two remaining
subjects, and the first is on Marketing UKplc:
UKTI.

Q158 Mr Wright: The UKTI strategy suggests a
significant change in direction for the organisation
towards a more focused, marketing-led approach.
Do you think this was a timely change in strategic
direction for UKTI? Where do you think it was
going wrong in the first place before the changes?
Mr McCaVerty: The short answer is: yes, we do
think it is a very timely change and we have
welcomed the strategy that was set out in the new
UKTI document last July. If we look at the reasons
that we put forward for why we felt that UKTI
needed to re-visit its strategy, it was the balance
between promoting inward investment and
promoting exports that we felt perhaps had become
unbalanced in favour of over-expenditure and over-
focus on inward investment at the expense of export
support. I think we were disappointed to see at that
stage verymuch a strategywhere export support was
concerned focusing very much on the new to export
firms to the exclusion of those that may be
recognised exporters but who could still break into
new markets or develop new products with similar
help from UKTI. The balance in terms of the skills
set within UKTIwhere they have focused verymuch
on sector expertise, we would argue was perhaps at
the expense of deep understanding of the markets
into which British exporters were going, and again
that balance of skills was not necessarily the optimal.
There are issues about the relationship between
UKTI at the centre and the role in trade promotion
and inward investment promotion of theRDAs. The
current structure does lend itself, as far aswe can see,
to a certain amount of overlap and in some cases to
an element of confusion.

Q159 Mr Wright: You mentioned earlier when we
were talking about skills that we are certainly
lagging behind the main European competitors. It is
also true that, looking at the export opportunities in
growing and emerging markets—and we have seen
evidence of that certainly with China and India or
indeed in South America—we are certainly lagging
behind our main European competitors. Why do
you think it is that theUK companies seem to be less
keen to develop these export opportunities out
there?
Mr McCaVerty: I do not think necessarily that UK
companies are less keen to develop those export
opportunities. Certainly the recent statistics suggest

that the total proportion of our exports to China is
slightly lower than that of French exporters or of
German exporters, but the statistics are not
dramatically diVerent between the three, for
example. That may well be explained less by
attitudes than simply the diVerences in the product
mix of exports or the nature of development in
China requiring high levels of capital goods in which
in particular Germany has a comparative
advantage. I do think that within that we have to be
careful, as we move back towards focusing a little
more on export support within UKTI, that we look
not only at very obvious candidates—and there is I
think an emphasis on China and India—but we do
need to make sure that the rest of the world is not
forgotten in the work that UKTI provides.

Q160 Mr Wright: Do you think UKTI is doing
enough to try to exploit the new and emerging
markets?
Mr McCaVerty: I think there is a new emphasis on
that, but I would say that it is perhaps work in
progress on the back of the new strategy.We are less
than sixmonths in. AndrewCahn, as far I am aware,
has fully recognised the need to move towards that,
and we will look to see that develop. As I say, I think
the issue is one of ensuring that you have the right
skills sets and the right organisation within the
UKTI so that we have people who do understand in
some detail the nature of thesemarkets; they are very
diVerent in terms of the way they operate from any
of the more traditional markets. You do therefore
have to have regional or country specialists
providing some of the advice.

Q161 Mr Wright:We have talked briefly about the
inward investment into the UK and obviously when
we are talking about UKTI, they have very limited
resources in that particular area because obviously a
lot of it is concerned with the tax and the regulatory
regime such as skills and infrastructure aswell.What
value do you think UKTI can add in encouraging
inward investment to the UK outside those areas?
Mr McCaVerty: I would say two things. One is to
come back to what we were suggesting earlier, which
is to provide a role as a national champion providing
the visible support and championing of the UK as a
place to do business and to point out the significant
benefits and advantages that the UK economy has
for inward investment. The second would be to
ensure that that message is made clear. I have
members who have told me anecdotally of stories of
visiting large prominent motor shows aboard where
there is a stand saying, “Invest in France” or a stand
saying, “Invest in Germany” and we have five stands
saying, “Invest in Cornwall”, “Invest in the West
Midlands” and so on. There is a role for the RDAs
but the danger is that the message about the UK
becomes diverse and rather confused if we do not get
the balance between the regional dimension and the
national dimension right.
Chairman: You have foreshadowed some of the
questions that Mike Weir was going to ask you but
he has others.
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Q162 Mr Weir: You talked earlier about UKTI
being previously unbalanced between inward
investment and trade promotion. Do you think that
the current split of one-third and two-thirds between
inward investment and trade promotion is a
sensible one?
Mr McCaVerty: I think it is an improvement on
where it was before and certainly looking at the
statistics before, they were very diVerent. Certainly
the emphasis on inward investment in terms of the
monies allocated I think is an improvement. Given
the nature of globalisation and the way in which the
world economy is integrating, I do think we need to
make sure that the money that we spend on export
development is well targeted and well focused
because the rate of growth in some of the export
markets that we are going to see is clearly going to
be much greater than that of the traditional ones,
and we need therefore to target those newmarkets in
order to provide support for our exports. That is not
to say that we should, as it were, shift it all. There is
a balance to be struck here. We do need to ensure
that we promote the UK as a place to do business
as well.

Q163 Mr Weir:Where do you feel that the balance
should be struck? Do you think there is a case for
UKTI perhaps charging business for some of the
services?
MrMcCaVerty: I think there is an element of public
good in some of these services. Where there is
perhaps a market failure and where there is very
specific advice to specific companies that otherwise
could be obtained in the private sector, I do think
that maybe there is a small role for charging at the
margins. I do think that the fact that export support
can be demonstrated to have significant multiple
benefits to the economy over and above the original
expenditure—and the latest assessment suggests that
for every £1 million spent on export support, the
economy derives some £17 million of benefit as a
result—does suggest that there is a public good to
this and that therefore the degree to which business
needs to be charged for this should be very limited.
I would not argue, for example, that broad trade
promotion—ambassadors’ time for example—
necessarily needs to be charged out. That is part of
the function of government, I would argue. In the
same way, I would argue that high level negotiations
on trade issues should be part of the function of
government and therefore should not be charged out
on an individual basis. Where there is information
on individual countries, that may well be more of an
interesting issue to look at, where there is the right
level of charging and where it should be provided, as
part of the role of government in stimulating trade
more generally.

Q164 Mr Weir: In your evidence you have criticised
UKTI for having contact with too few companies
and being excessively bureaucratic. Could you
elaborate on that? Could you say if this is because
companies are simply not aware of UKTI’s
existence? What specifically would you do to make
the UKTI less bureaucratic?

Mr McCaVerty: The evidence for the degree of
bureaucracy comes anecdotally from our members
who have had experience of UKTI. If there is a
generic lesson from that evidence, it is essentially
that the culture within UKTI, the understanding of
those who were operating on behalf of UKTI of
business methods and business practices, of quite
what business is looking for and the sort of
information and advice that it needs is not as good
as it should be. In that sense, I would look at the
skills set of UKTI and as it were make the individual
advisers more understanding of business or
businesslike, if you want, and that will solve a lot of
problems of bureaucracy.

Q165MrWeir: Is that bureaucracy at theUK end of
UKTI or is it in the UKTI oYces in other countries?
MrMcCaVerty: I am not sure I have a great deal of
evidence to give you a strong answer to that question
but I would say, just thinking of the anecdotal
evidence that I have, it applies across the board.

Q166 Mr Weir: You have also been critical of the
split in UKTI activities, and you mention it again
today, between central government and the RDAs.
Could you expand on where you see the problems
lying in that respect?
Mr McCaVerty: The problem arises because of the
way in which the links and the coordination between
the centre and the RDA is perhaps not suYcient. I
cited the example of individual RDAs going to
foreign trade fairs and promoting their individual
regions. Thatmay be appropriate but I think that we
do have to take a view as to what is the appropriate
level for individual export promotion, whether it is
at a national level when we are competing against
other national promotion organisations or whether
it is down at that more regional level. The fact that
RDAs have the autonomy that they do without
necessarily the coordination amongst themselves or
with anybody in the centre is, as I say, a cause for
confusion.

Q167 Mr Weir: Do you get the same split in other
countries represented? For example, you may go to
a trade fair and see diVerentGermanLander there or
indeed American states in, say, the oil industry?
Mr McCaVerty: There is certainly that but the
impression that we have from observation of where
this works in practice is that the coordination
between the Lander, the coordination between US
states, is in some cases greater than it is where the
real benefit is as a promotion at the national level—
“Come to the UK”—and then you can talk about
which is the best location within the UK. Where we
are competing against “Come to Germany” or
“Come to France” or “Come to the United States”,
perhaps that is the first stage, at which point you
need coordination between the organisations before
you get to the point of competition.

Q168 Mr Weir: In your view of a changed
relationship, say UKTI says “Come to the United
Kingdom”, who takes the next step as to which part
of the United Kingdom that company would be best
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to go to? Is there not a role for the RDAs and the
national agency involved in administration to be in
at the initial step and not at the later step once they
have decided to come to the UK, which is a very
diverse place?
Mr McCaVerty: I do think there is a role for the
RDAs, even at an early stage, but I do not think that
should be at the expense of that higher level message.

Q169 Chairman: I think the Committee is very
sympathetic with that view about the RDAs. How
would you cope, though, with the Scottish and
Welsh problem, as it were? No one is going to be
brave enough to abolish the Welsh Development
Agency or put it back in its box.
MrMcCaVerty:No, and I amnot suggesting thatwe
should. I am suggesting that actually all of the
agencies should try to coordinate their activities
rather more and where there is collaborative activity
that can be profitably achieved, and it may well be
that it is the RDAs together that go to the Detroit
Motor Show in order to promote the UK as well as
their individual interests, that that should be
encouraged.

Q170 Chairman: The English RDAs, the Welsh
Development Agency and the Scottish Enterprise
altogether?
Mr McCaVerty: Yes,
Chairman: That is a nice thought.

Q171 Mr Weir: But they have diVerent interests in
diVerent areas of the country for particular
industries. I do not see how that is going to work?
Mr McCaVerty: But there are existing examples of
coordination with the devolved nations and the
English RDAs. Certainly in the way in which the
RDAs as a block, both the nations and the regions,
work with business, it has been devolved that there
is a lead RDA, in this case it is Yorkshire Forward,
in terms of relationships with business. If the nations
and the regions can work together when it comes to
providing that coordination in order to speak to
particular stakeholders, there is no reason why they
cannot develop that coordination, with some
encouragement perhaps from the DTI and other
bodies in the centre on other issues.

Q172 Miss Kirkbride: I want to ask you quickly, on
that particular point, have you any evidence that
that you can draw to our attention whereby
competition between the RDA,s and mixing
therefore the message about what it is that we are
trying to do, has actually lost us a major contract or
a major piece of inward investment?
Mr McCaVerty: I have no data. All I have is
comment from people who have been visiting trade
fairs around the world and looking at the diVerent
stands, opportunities and oVers made by diVerent
countries that the oVer, as it were from the UK, in
some cases comes across as confusing and divisive,
and that then perhaps loses ground to some that are
better organised.

Chairman: We will change tack, if we may, and
Lindsay Hoyle will get the charge on public
procurement.

Q173 Mr Hoyle: Let us talk a bit about public
procurement. Do you think British taxpayers’
money should actually go to supporting UK jobs?
Mr McCaVerty: Only indirectly; I think the role of
government procurement is to provide the highest
value, best quality service for theUKpopulation. To
the extent that you can then combine that primary
role with others, and we do believe you can combine
that role with other roles in terms of providing
support in a qualitative sense to industry and hence
to UK jobs, then that we believe is the way forward.

Q174 Mr Hoyle: I will just give you an example. Do
you think we should buy Peugeot cars now that they
have pulled out of the UKor do you think we should
buy British-built cars?
Mr McCaVerty: I think it depends on which is the
best car for the job required by the Government and
the price and value of that car.

Q175 Mr Hoyle: Excellent. So it is jobs for Europe
at the expense of British jobs. Great! Let usmove on.
Mr McCaVerty: I did not say that. You did.

Q176MrHoyle:No, but you did not say you did not
say that either. How should the public sector create
and sustain competitive supply markets and what
exactly is it doing wrong at present? Are some
sectors better than others and, if they are, which is
the best example?
Mr McCaVerty: I think in terms of how do we
develop competitive supply markets, we need to do
two things. The first is to make sure that the system
for public procurement is as eYcient as it can be.
Certainly evidence from our membership suggests
that the current system is over-bureaucratic; it
involves significant up-front cost in a way that other
forms of private sector procurement does not and
therefore prejudices particularly the role of small
firms. I think in one sense it is simply getting the
system right. There is a number of detailed examples
of that involving the skills of public sector
commissioners, the distinction that is currently
made in the public sector between a commissioner of
public services and then those that deem themselves
to be involved in procurement. It is quite surprising
that a distinction is made amongst civil servants
between those two activities. We would argue that
those need to be better coordinated. I think other
elements of the system itself involve perhaps having
a responsibility on the part of an individual
senior level manager within the procurement
commissioning side for the delivery of a project. One
of the areas that we have discovered is that there is
such turnover in terms of those responsible for
individual projects, and of course the more complex
and more lengthy the project, the more that is the
matter. Then that is when delivery and value for
money starts to suVer in those cases as it does. There
is a number of issues to do with the current system.
I also think there are someways in which the broader
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system could be improved. Perhaps the most
obvious one is to develop a much greater dialogue
between those doing the commissioning and the
purchasing and potential suppliers. If we look at
other countries (and this is a specific example that I
think does have lessons for broader government
procurement activities) and at the United States for
example and at the way in which the body that tries
to specify in strategic ways where government needs
in terms of procurement will be going forward, and
then try to describe in terms of what government
needs to potential suppliers, there is a dialogue
about the needs over a number of years. That allows
business to plan, to innovate and to invest into that
government space, if you like. This comes back to
your original question; as well as providing best
value for money at least cost, it then provides
indirect support for business by allowing them to
plan far better for the future.

Q177MrHoyle: I suppose a good example would be
in the caseof someof the contracts on, say,Typhoon,
where it is a lifelong programme, not only in
manufacturing but in servicing right through to the
end of its life.
Mr McCaVerty: I think the Defence Industrial
Strategy is nowstarting to try and take that approach
and we welcome that. You asked which sectors are
doing well and which are not, as I say, the Defence
IndustrialStrategy is startingtotake thatapproachin
a much more detailed fashion and is very welcome.
Oneareawhere Iwouldsay itperhapshasnotworked
quite so well is the rolling stock industry for the rail
industry where we have seen significant changes in
demand over the last ten years. The underlying
demand of rolling stock in this country is roughly
£500million a year, but because of uncertainties over
that period we have seen rates of demand over
relatively short periods from half that to five times
that which does not allow the industry to plan and
protect its capacity, itdoesnotallowit todealwiththe
future. We can send a graph, if it is of interest, to
demonstrate that, but certainly over the course of the
recent past the demand of the industry has been
significantly higher than average, that will be
followed by a long period in which there would be
next to no demand for rolling stock for the UK rail
systemwhichmeans that employerswill have to close
down their plants and will have to lay oV workers
simply because of that unpredictability in the level
of demand.

Q178 Mr Hoyle: Mr McCaVerty, I could not agree
more except it does not quite add up, does it? That
height of contract has been awarded, we found not
only did Alstrom close a plant up in Lancashire but
we found that they closed Birmingham aswell.What
we have seen is a downturn in production capability
in the UK at the highest level of orders being placed
and in fact the orders were thenmoved abroad at the
expense of UK jobs. That is what worriesme. I agree
with you thatwill be aworry in the future, but it is too
late, we have seen the closures already.

Mr McCaVerty: My understanding was that the
closure of the capacity in the UK was done prior to
the latest roundoforderingandcameabout to a large
extent because of the dearth of orders in the
mid-1990s as a result of the uncertainty around
privatisation issues.

Q179MrHoyle:Wecandisagree but, just to give you
the facts, we do know that there were orders, in fact,
when the height of the orders were coming in some of
those contracts were moved over to Spain to give
work to Spain when they had no work, but when it
was coming the other way there was nowork coming
back.What I am saying is we knew therewas awhole
glut of orders about to come but instead we saw
Alstrom reduce their footprint in the UK and allow
that expansion capability to take place in other parts
of Europe, that is the part that worries me and, quite
rightly, I think we do agree it is about how do we
guarantee the future.
MrMcCaVerty: It is clear that one cannot provide a
flat line in terms of rates of demand, there is going to
be increase and decrease, but I think more strategic
planning and more information provided to the
sector so that it can plan and manage its capacity
against those swings in demandwould be helpful.

Q180 Mr Hoyle: I have noticed that you have used
this outcome based specification which ties in with
what you have said already. What procurements of
goods and services are going to happen? How do we
work around that? I know you have given us a hint
about you can see working together on designs,
working together to ensure full life programmes and
you have used the defence. A quick example is the
French. I understand when they had a van contract
for their post oYce, theymade sure the specifications
were exactly toaFrenchvehicle thatnobodyelsemet.
Do you thinkwe ought to be using that?
Mr McCaVerty: Not to the extent that it then
enforces higher cost procurement as a result and I
suspect that is probably the case in the case of the
example that you give. I do think that what we do
need to do is review, as I said, where we can provide
proper outcome based specification, not necessarily
using it as a formof backdoor protectionism, but as a
way of allowing companies to not only manage their
capacity, but also to innovate into more productive
space.One examplewhere that did not happenwhich
I can give you was to do with the budget a few years
ago involving the indirect taxation of spirits where it
was felt that because ofmovement across borders we
had to have a new system for that. The procurement
for that simply focused on the very old-fashioned
method of paper tax stamps across the top of the
bottle, andthoseofyouwhobought the spirits induty
free will be familiar with that. There are now very
diVerent and much more innovative ways of solving
that, including embedding computer chips in the
glass at the timeofmanufacturing thebottle.Thishas
anumberofadvantages in termsof the industry in the
sense that it allows you to track the spiritsmuchmore
eVectively,at thesametimeit isalsoa lotcheaperboth
for the product and in terms of monitoring, but
because the specification was focused on tax stamps
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and not saying to the industry, please come up with
the most cost-eVective way of tracking the transport
and trade in spirits, then, as I said, we probably came
upwith a less than optimal solution.

Q181MrHoyle: I will tempt you a bit further if I can
because if we go to France, you would not see an
ambulance or a police car being anything but French
built. Italy is the same, Germany is the same, yet you
cometotheUKandeverythinggoes.Agoodexample
of that is the Highways Agency at the moment. I
would have thought if you have a procurement you
mightbebetter oVdealingwith, say, LandRover and
oneof theDiscovery vehicleswhich they have used in
some quantity, yet what we have seen the Highways
Agency do is have the Discovery, British built; then
we see the Toyota, non-British; Mitsubishi, non-
British; Nissan, non-British built; four-wheel drives
all operating. How does that make sense in
procurement terms?
MrMcCaVerty:Theprimarypurposeofgovernment
procurement is to provide the best value, least cost
option for the consumers of the service that the
government provides. What we need to ensure,
therefore, is not somehow to rig the specifications so
thatwe excludeall competition, but to ensure that the
background climate permits British manufacturers
to compete fairly and openly for those contracts.

Q182 Mr Hoyle: You miss the point. Surely, it is
cheaper to operate one type of vehicle than five
diVerent vehicles. It does not make any sense at all
because scale should make it cheaper. The fact that
themaintenance across the line, because you are only
operatingonevehicle,makesmuchmore sense.What
I am trying to say is the fact only one of the five
vehicles is British built must surely be at the expense
of the British taxpayer.
Mr McCaVerty: I am not sure, I am not a motor
mechanic.

Q183 Chairman: I think we will leave Mr Hoyle’s
question as a rhetorical one. I was very interested in
your very helpful written evidence that you were

Witnesses: MrDerek Simpson,General Secretary andMr Roger Jeary,Director of Research, Amicus, gave
evidence.

Q187 Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much
for coming.Weare runningabout10minutes latebut
that is not bad for the volume of information that we
have to get through. We are very grateful to you for
your written evidence to us. As I always do, can I ask
you to begin by identifying yourselves.
MrSimpson: I amDerekSimpson,GeneralSecretary
of Amicus, and on my right is Roger Jeary, our
Director of Research.
Chairman: Thank you. We are going to try, in
accordance with your wishes as well, to concentrate
most of our time on skills, quite a lot on public

criticalof theGovernmentusingpurchasingpower to
support social and environmental objectives, for
example. Surely it has a right to do so, does it not?
MrMcCaVerty: I think the issue isoneofwhatare the
correct specifications to make your own product. I
thinkwhereaswewouldargue that the legislation, the
existing regulation, does provide the climate for
health and safety and for employment issues, as long
as those competing for a government contract are in
accordancewith the lawIdonot see theneed forother
specifications.

Q184 Chairman: Consumers are free to make
decisions about how they buy stuV on ethical
grounds. The Government has policy on disability
discrimination,onagediscriminationandallkindsof
issues, it should not bring those into public
procurement?
Mr McCaVerty: The diYculty is embodying those
regulations alongside what I have already stated I
think is the primary purpose of government
procurement which is to provide the highest value,
lowest cost option for the service or the product that
is being delivered to the public and to the extent that
environmental or social obligations conflict with
that, I think they are confusing and unhelpful.

Q185Chairman: I am following up in a slightly lower
key way the questions Mr Hoyle was asking. We do
get this feeling thatothercountriesare ratherbetterat
procuring their own manufacturers’ products. Do
you see any evidence for that in the rest of the world,
particularly in Europe?
MrMcCaVerty: I think it is one of those interesting
folk myths. Certainly the Wood Report,
commissioned from Alan Wood, the head of
Siemens, a couple of years ago looked into this in
significant detail and found it very diYcult to
substantiate the view that there is widespread foreign
rigging of the rules, if you like, in order to promote
domestic products.

Q186 Chairman: Perhaps you can invite Mr Hoyle
round for a tête-à-tête on this subject. We have done
very well in limited time.We are very grateful to you
for the help that you have given us, except possibly
Mr Hoyle on one subject! Thank you very much for
being such goodwitnesses.
MrMcCaVerty:Thank you for inviting us.

procurement and perhaps we might briefly have a
relatively economical use of time on the UKTI
section of our inquiry, that is probably how it will
work in practice.

Q188 Anne MoVat: I have read your
recommendations about skills and your report, the
report isverywellwrittenandeasy to read. Ihavealso
read thepress release thatyousentout, thepartwhere
you said taxpayers were being mugged on skills. I
want to know what you mean by that or have you
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covered that by giving us the recommendations in
terms of what we should be doing about skills. The
concern that I have got is that if we are beingmugged
onskillsandyouhavegotsomeverygoodideasabout
where we go, you are also saying that the skills
industry is being given greater priority than the
manufacturing industry. Does that not mean that
there is a conflict there? I do not quite grasp that.
Mr Simpson: The language is interesting and I think
there is a conflict. I think I have to start the answer by
suggesting that our concern is that manufacturing
has been given a lower priority in the skills industry,
the education industry, compared to, say, thearts less
than themanufacturing subjects. I think that follows
from the fact that our impression is that somewhere
along the line the UKGovernment or governments,
not just the current one, has given up on
manufacturing because of the belief that we cannot
compete on manufacturing and price. We have just
heard Ian McCaVerty say that quality and price are
amongst things thatcanbemutually exclusive.By the
way, “you get what you pay for” is another good
point. Ifprice is important thennoneofour industries
will be in existence shortly with local manufacturers
in charge because we cannot compete on price. How
does that link to this comment about being mugged
down in skills? The answer we are told, and not least
of all by my very good friend, Gordon Brown, who
regularly tells me this, is that we need a high-skilled
workforce so that we can concentrate on the new
creation of manufacturing and production skills,
science and so on. Why we say “mugged” is because
noneof theprogrammes that are inplace canpossibly
achieve that. The best are aimed at NVQ level two.
Mostof industrywouldtell youthat theywantat least
NVQ level three as almost a starting point and some
of that was reflected in what Ian was saying earlier,
that it iswhat comes to industry, but, of course, that is
education rather than what happens in training.
What happens in training is that it is not the aim to
achieve thekindof levels of skill thatwill beneeded to
compete in the event of a complete collapse of our
manufacturing industry, which is what is actually
happening and has been happening for some time
except people do not want to own up to it.

Q189 AnneMoVat: If we got it right and we focused
more on higher education rather than further
education, just on thepoints that youmadeabout the
highest level of qualification in terms of the skill
base, then would that sort out the problem of
manufacturingorat least oneof theproblems thatwe
havewithmanufacturing?
MrSimpson: It would certainly help. I am not overly
an expert in this. I used to be a governor of a local
college in SheYeld, I know what the dynamics are, it
is cheaper and easier and more attractive to train
hairdressers than to train engineering craftsmen. It
takes less resources to put in and you can turn them
around quicker, bums on seats, the funding regime
meant thatwaswhat theacademics lookedat andyou
got the results. It is much more diYcult to get the
results in themore science-based subjects so teachers
areunder pressure toproduce good results, increased
A-level results but, of course, it is easier to do that in

soft subjects, it is harder to do it inmaths, science and
technology. The whole system is driven to lean away
from manufacturing and against the background
that people are not going to demand manufacturing
training because the manufacturing industry to the
average person in the street is rapidly disappearing
down the plughole so why would they want to be
trained for an industry in which they may have no
future prospects of employment. Thewhole thing fits
together nicely and China happens to be very
conveniently coming along and doing it all much
cheaper, sowhybother.That iswhat thefundamental
problem is.

Q190MissKirkbride:That followson tomyquestion
about the high value-added approach and what we
can do to get that more embedded in the system. Do
you think that the National Skills Council and the
Leitch report, if it is implemented, is going tomake a
diVerence to exactly the scenario that you set out?
MrSimpson: I have got déjà vu of being sat watching
Question Time looking at you because I think I have
seen you on that programme.
MrHoyle: She has her hairmore done up here!
Chairman: Shewas attacking hairdressers earlier.

Q191MrHoyle: She has somemake-up on.
MrSimpson: I amnot that conversantwith theLeitch
report,buteverybodyquotes these things. Ihaveread
a littleof it and someof thehighlights.What I thinkat
the moment is there is a lot of people involved in this
exercise of trying to answer the question about skills.
There are many quangos, I am told by my piece of
paper that there are 17 quangos. I heard someone say
earlier on there were many more bodies looking at
skills. It seemstomethat there isanargument tobring
some of this, for want of a better word, bureaucracy
down. I would be more concerned if they were
addressing the real questions and I do not think
people are addressing the real questions. In fact, the
people who know what the real questions are are
trying very hardnot to let the rest of us address them.
What are we training skills for? I remember, again
from experience, the attempt to increase the number
of graduates and university places. That resulted in
the university graduates standing in dole queues
because therewereno jobs for them.It iswonderful to
talkabout skills, trainingandall the restbut, again,as
I keep asking my very good friend Gordon Brown
when we have got all of these high skills which, of
course, the planwill not produce, where are we going
to employ them; because they might be tied together
with the argument about how do you tackle the
problemof globalisation and its impact on industries
like manufacturing, which I believe is still key to our
economy, and what are we doing diVerent from, say,
for example, France, Germany and Italy and these
werematters that youmentioned earlier.Youneed to
askwhy is therateofdecline inmanufacturingdouble
in the UK that it is in France. When you look at
questions of procurement, you have got to ask
yourself thequestion,why is it thatGermany,France
and Italy are much more focused on trying to
maintain their industries in spite of China. You have
got to ask yourself the question why has theGerman
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heavy manufacturing industry got a positive and
growing positive trade balance with China whereas
we have not in that industry because we lost that
industry through the lack of the approach that is
needed.Theseare thequestions thatnobody is asking
because we are asking things that do not lead
anywhere. Let us get lots of skilled people through,
where are we going to position them? The answer is
unless you have got the other side of the equation in
place, it is going to result in the same eVect where we
are going to have highly qualifiedpeople andno jobs.

Q192 Miss Kirkbride: I would love to go down all
those roads but the Chairman will pull me to order
because I thinkmy colleagues are going to ask about
that. I thoughtyourfirst remarkwasquite fascinating
about whywe dowantmore hairdressers.Given that
there is manufacturing out there and given that
wheneveryougo toanemployer they talkabout skills
and all of this, why are the employers not demanding
more engineering skills and all of these things that
actually count in industry and what can we do to
make the system deliver?
MrSimpson: I think the first thing that Iwould say to
that is that manufacturing employers are diVerent
frommany other employers. Their real interest at the
end of the day is to produce a product for the
shareholders; and skills training, particularly in
higher skills, is very expensive.They are not prepared
to do it. What they say is why do you not provide it.
The object is to increase taxation to pay for that. At
the end of the day the only system that will work is
that the State will provide education up to a certain
level, people will go into industry and then the
training ispossiblysupportedbytheState,butalsoby
the employer. That will not happen unless there is
a statutory training limit, it did not happen in
engineering and as soon as the Engineering Industry
Training Board system was cancelled, training
virtually collapsed in the engineering industry.
Employers arehappy to let employees do the training
and then poach the result. It is classic, it is not a
criticism, it is what happens, and if I were in business
Iwouldprobablydo exactly the same thing. It is not a
political point it is just a fact of life. If you want to
produce a profit, let me say in fairness, some more
forward thinking employers will recognise that a
highly skilled workforce will produce profit so
training is in fact a good investment for them.
Unfortunately, that is only some and it is certainly
not themajority.

Q193 Miss Kirkbride: Do we assume from your
previous answer that the Germans, the Italians and
the French have a compulsory training method and
that is why it works for them and not for us?
MrSimpson: I am not entirely sure what the training
regimes are in those countries but the other driving
force therewouldbe if you link it to the procurement,
there is a push. Lindsay mentioned Alstrom and
Alstrom was a very good company. I know, and still
it is true, that there is not a French train built outside
France, there is not a German train built outside
Germany and there is not an Italian train built
outside Italy, andyet,we, as the second largestuser in

Europe, are almost down to our last train builder.
That is a driving force that will require, whether it is
bystateoremployer, theworkforce tobuild the trains
inGermany, tobuild the trains inFrance and tobuild
them in Italy.Wedo not require people to build them
andwewonderwhyour training systemsdonotwork
or are not in existence, the answer is apparent. You
know what they say about any business or any
organisation, follow the money. Follow the money,
that is where the answer is, follow the money, and
when you do that you see what a number of these
things are, you drive down to the bottom line. We
have not got training programmes and we are not
successfully addressing itbecause in relation to this—
and I do not know what we are doing in the service
industry, I am not commenting on that, it is
manufacturing—we just are not competing.

Q194Chairman:Iwould like toaskwhatyoumeanby
a clear skills matrix and career map for specific
workers, what that means in practice, who would
deliver it?
Mr Simpson: I probably said it but whoever wrote it
will answer.
Mr Jeary: I think what we are addressing there is
looking at skills not justwhat is needednowbutwhat
is needed in the future.Clearlywhat industrymaydo,
and we heard a lot about it from the previous
witnesses, is train people on the job to do the job they
are employed to do at that time, yet we live in
a completely changing environment the whole
time within individual factories, within sectors of
manufacturingandacrossmanufacturing asawhole.
What we are talking about is looking at building up
skills, matrices which attach to sectors which attach
to individual companies and which attach to
individual employeeswithin those companies so that
wehaveaprogrammeofskill trainingwhich isneeded
to equip those people not only to be able to do the job
they are currently doing but to do new jobs and to
encompass change within those sectors and those
industries. Who would do that? It has to be a
combination. Clearly, initially we are looking at the
employer and the individuals and the trade unions in
theworkplace towork together to formulate training
plans or training agreements in thatworkplacewhich
take account of the immediate and futureneeds as far
as that industry is concerned. There is a role for the
national skills academies as they comeon-streamand
the sector skills council working together, if we are
stuck with both, and there is a question mark as to
how many of these organisations you do need to
apparently domuch of the same thing it seems tome,
butcertainlyhavingabodywhichhasanoverviewfor
a sectoror formanufacturingasawhole to lookat the
ongoing needs of skills training as well as the
immediate needs is an essential part of maintaining
a manufacturing base which is competitive within
theUK.

Q195Mr Clapham:Roger, building on that, how do
we re-establish, if you like, the reputation of
vocational education? Derek referred to Gordon
Brown’s idea of nudging the economy to the higher
value end of the market, not fully taking into
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consideration that much of manufacturing has
already disappeared, so how do we re-establish this
credibility of vocational education?
Mr Jeary: I think you have to go down to base roots
again. Derek mentioned the fact that he was on a
college board. I was once Chair of governors of
a comprehensive school in the North-West and
what you see within the education system is a total
lack of understanding and knowledge of what
manufacturing is all about and what modern
manufacturing is all about. Also, I have to say my
experience of that was not a great enthusiasm for
manufacturing employers to come into the schools to
share that knowledge with both the teaching staV

and, more importantly, the students. You build up
this notion of vocational skills in an old-fashioned
way of saying that is the only right approach and
manufacturing, as any of you go around modern
factories will understand, could not be further from
the truth.Plus, of course, youhavegotawide rangeof
jobs and functionswithin amanufacturing factory, it
is not all about just the production side, there is the
design side, there is the marketing side, there is the
sales, but the whole area of manufacturing is simply
not conveyed into the education systemat the earliest
level.TheotherareawhereI thinkworkcanbedone is
in thewhole area of apprenticeships. Leitchhas come
forward with very ambitious targets in terms of
apprenticeships and, fine, if wedeliver those targets it
would be great to see that sort of increase. Leitch also
makes the point, and I think somewhat contrary
to current Government thinking, that by 2020 we
will still have 70% of the current workforce
in employment so we have got to look at
apprenticeships at adult level as well as at school
level and yet we see cuts in funding for
adult apprenticeships at the same time. Clearly,
Government have got to look at that if they are going
to adopt the Leitch proposition because we need
to be able to train and develop existing workers
and give them those vocational skills through
apprenticeships, through foundation degrees and
whatever is necessary to have the sort of workforce
that is necessary tomeet theoverall strategyofhaving
a high added-value, high-skilled workforce.

Q196 Mr Clapham: You would agree and
presumably, Derek, and I am thinking in terms of
Amicus generally, with the Government’s approach
on vocational education in secondary education
where, for example, in schools around Barnsley and
SheYeld you have got a number of new vocational
courseswhichwould bring youngpeople at the ageof
14 on to those courses with the opportunity of being
able toworkwithanemployer,haveaplacementwith
an employer, whilst they were studying but at the
sametime isgearedto theapprenticeshipscheme.The
kids, for example, at 16 or 17 who do not want to
follow the apprenticeship can stay onand, say, if they
areonavocational course that is skewed towards, for
example, construction,maybe able to stay on anddo
design. Within that course you capture a number of
aspirations, the girl or the boywhowants to go on to
do an apprenticeship and then the kid who wants to
stay on to doAS levels and go and do design, but it is

all within that framework of construction vocational
studies, so that would be very much what you would
like to see, Derek.
MrSimpson: I can answer that by saying yes.

Q197Mr Clapham: So now what we need to do is to
put pressure on Government, and particularly your
friend Gordon Brown, to take cognisance that it is
not just nudging the economy to the higher value end
of the market and concentrating on foundation
degrees, but really concentrating at secondary level
on vocational studies.
Mr Simpson: It is, and there are two sides to this.
There is the side thatyou raise byyour comments and
points there, which is whatwewouldwant to do if we
had a future in it because the other side of it is unless
we do something about the actual future in it, it does
not matter what we do, we can do the right or the
wrong thing, the result will probably be exactly the
same. There are two sides to it. I have to get a little
plug in for the one factor that I think Government
could look atwhen it looks atmanufacturing.We see
time and time again, and I am sure that this is the one
that is aVecting us now, when companies come to
look at the investment strategies, and particularly
when you are looking at new technologies, you have
got two things that come from that, one, it is very
expensive and, two, you generally only do it because
you want to improve eYciencies and that generally
means a reduction in labour. If you put those two
things together andacompany looks, as theydonow,
almost globally, but certainly pan-Europe, you
would say where would a car company put down a
new car plant, and Peugeot has been mentioned.
Peugeot has built a plant in Slovakia. It can take
advantage of the wage rates that are less than a third
of the UK rate, and that is probably a good
proportion considering someof thepotential areas in
the world that you can do this, so you have got the
advantage of cheap labour. In terms of laying down
plans like that, it is theother sideof it.Weare themost
expensiveplace tomakeredundanciesandreductions
and the costs associated with wind-up. Those two
things, will you invest, will you get cheap labour and
where it is easiest to shelve, all those things mitigate
against UK manufacturing. Eastern Europe, never
mindChina, has got the cheaper labour rates.We are
the easiest andcheapest todismiss in termsofwestern
advanced Europe. Our rates suggest that you would
not be able to competewithEasternEurope and then
when you look at the reductions we have got them in
the target. That is why, for example, Peugeot, a
French company, apart from its apparent un-
provable, un-established (according to the Siemens
director) loyalty toFranceneverthelesswill notmake
Peugeot workers redundant in France when they
transfer thePeugeotplant toSlovakia.TheUKplant,
despite it being profitable, will go because it is the
balance sheet argument. This is why I say follow the
money. If you do not address the economic factors
none of these other answers will amount to much
more than theoretical musings by all of us because
they will not be the basis for whatever the result is,
whether you get it right or wrong, it will not matter
because there will not be any jobs. You will not have
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to worry about who builds cars, trains or who does
this,we cannot all be design engineers.Quite frankly,
the number of posts available seriously in design at
the end of the day, if you think about it, would
be quite limited compared with the size of the
population and politically, as a government, you
would have to run a country in which the bulk of the
people have either no jobsor are unemployable.That
would be an interesting thing and that is probably
whywe see the rise in the BNP and the rise of fascism
and all that.
Chairman:We are ranging quite widely for a session
on training and skills. Interesting as your views are, I
think perhaps I am going to bring inRoger Berry.

Q198 Roger Berry: Despite this, we are told by the
CBI thatemployersobserveashortageof skillsacross
a whole range of areas. You have said that
manufacturing as an industry embraces a whole
rangeofskills, abroadspectrumofskillsarerequired,
and yet in your submission you have got a very
specific statement that I would like to explore a bit
furtherandDerek referred to itabit earlier.Yousaid:
“At present the majority of funding is directed at FE
to the detriment of higher education” and “there
needs to be a significant redirection of funding”,
which I assumemeans away fromFE towards higher
education. What is the evidence for that? What
exactly are you suggesting?
Mr Simpson:Again, it is the direction. I think I have
already referred to it. If we are saying that we cannot
compete in lower areas of manufacturing, then we
really have got to think about whether we can
compete in the higher end and that is what I am
saying. There is no good entering into further
education and so on to NVQ level twos when you
have got to be thinking higher than that, you have to
go beyond it, that is the point in that. As regards
the skills shortage, we do experience this. In
construction, for example, we have complained
about the importation of cheap Eastern European
labour but recognise very often that without that the
economy would not manage. I was across in Ireland
where ironically for their somewhat massive
regeneration programme. I was in Dublin, they are
talking about developing the Dublin harbour and
moving it 20 miles up the coast and then having a
marina they have not got the people to do it because
most of their people are over here doing things like
getting ready for theOlympics andsoonandso forth.
People require skills tobebrought in.That is fine, but
we probably do not experience that in some parts of
manufacturing. I do not know many engineering
factories that have to import skilled labour from
abroad but there are skills shortages.When I started
on the Training and Enterprise Councils, which was
“a fairlymoderndaystartofall thisbusiness”,wehad
the same phraseologies: hard to fill vacancies usually
got turned into“skills shortages”and thatusually got
turned into the fact that therewas not enoughmoney
to pay people to do these things. Again, if we have
abandonedmanufacturing, ifwehave allowed things
like the Engineering Industry Training Board to go
by the board, we are going to encounter shortages
becausewe have not been able to turn the people out.

I do not think the further education eVort we have
made has ever replaced proper apprenticeships in
termsofwhatwedointhe industriesandmanypeople
who have gone on into technical scientific and
managerial work, you will find have gone through
some process similar to an apprenticeship and they
have gone on in a career development because they
have been in the industries and very often the best
people are those who have grown up in the industry
because theyknowwhat the industry isandwhat they
are talking about. That has largely disappeared over
the last 20 or 30years. It is not surprising then thatwe
have a period where the CBI say, “There is a skills
shortage”.Well, whose fault is that?

Q199 Roger Berry: Would that not suggest more
emphasis on advanced apprenticeships rather than
higher education as such? Linked to that, if I might
add to that, peoplewhoaccess training these days are
usually the better educated staV and so one of the
things that worries me about saying basically we
should take themoney fromFEandput it intohigher
education is that it might increase that inequality in
skills which is, inmy view, already a problem.
MrSimpson: I amnotgoing todenyyourpoint just to
try and make our point sound better, but it is two
sides of the same coin. Again, what is the point in
concentrating on training people for jobs thatwewill
not have soon when the argument is we will not
have them, it is unavoidable, you cannot stop
globalisation, you cannot compete on certain
productswithChinaand Indiaandplaces like this, so
what do we do about the future. I am not denying
your point, I think you are right we have not got the
training right, but we will not have the industry
anyway if we get it right and our argument really is—
and this is the point about being mugged—here we
are trying to create a training system in an
environmentwherewewill have noneed for it andwe
arebeing told that the real answer is tohavea training
system that equips us for the higher skills and we are
not doing that either.
Chairman: In the interest of making reasonably
rapidly progress, you have said that once or twice
already very convincingly.

Q200 Mr Binley: Can I say I found myself nodding
more times than I thought IwouldwhenIwalked into
this room. There is still an important element of
industry left in this country that we tend to forget.
However, that industry is suVering from a verymuch
smaller skills pool because it is deflated, it is a
shrunkenpart ofwhat it used tobe.Youhave already
toldusabout thedriftofpotentialworkersawayfrom
the sector,maybebecause it is lookingold-fashioned,
and I accept that. We know why people are turning
their backs on manufacturing, I have not heard a lot
abouthowwecanchange thatandget themtore-look
at manufacturing in a more positive way. Part of my
thinking is that has got to happen on the job together
with the unions. The manufacturing sector and the
unions have got tomarket the whole concept ofwhat
we are doing there in a muchmore positive way than
has been the case for 30 years. That is my own view, I
really want your view.
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Mr Simpson: I think I am going to get the Chairman
sayingwhat he said again.

Q201 Chairman: You can enhance the answer you
have already given, if you like.
Mr Simpson: People are not going to be attracted at,
let us say, junior level production-type levels into
manufacturing. Apart from its image, it is true what
has been said, people regard it as oily rags, a dirty
environment, early morning starts, grabbed
lunchtimes, not really all that great, and the rewards
sometimes are not all that great. It is not as if you are
suddenly going to retire and you have got a villa in
Spain to go to and a nice lifestyle, it is not really well
paid so nowonder people are not attracted to it.

Q202 Mr Binley: You mean we have not got a
£63.1 million package to give them at the end, is that
what you are saying?
MrSimpson:Possibly. They do not do it for the trade
union leaders, that is my beef. To argue that is the
case, I cannot thinkof aworse job—Iprobably could
but, generally speaking—than coal-mining and yet
when we had the coal-mining industry we never had
any diYculty having people working underground
because people did it for economic reasons. That is
one of the factors that we have got a problem with
here, the economic factors suggest that it isnot agood
place to be in manufacturing even with all the other
shortcomings. If we could attract them, if there was
some confidence that manufacturing had got a
future, it would give an impetus to all those like your
good self and others like us who would be arguing to
bring out these better features because you are doing
it to people who basically will need to do that for
economic reasons. If you can put the right training in
and career developments you can generate it. If it is
turned oV, it goes the other way no matter what the
eVorts are from those in it, it goes the other way, and
youhavegot to link it to somedegree toprocurement.
If somebody working in a British train building
factory is faced with the prospect of redundancy and
knows that the British Government is going to stand
by and buy trains that we—

Q203Chairman:Wearegoingon toprocurement ina
minute.Wewill revise that in aminute.
MrSimpson: I was just cheering you along.
Chairman: I am enjoying greatly what you are saying
but, sadly, we have got a bit of pressure of time. We
willmoveonquickly tomarketingUKTIand thendo
public procurement so you can talk about trains.

Q204MrWeir: In your submission you state that the
benefits of inward investment are clear and the
Government needs to give consideration to the social
economic and employment impacts ofFDI.What do
youmean by this?
Mr Simpson:MyUKTI “specialist” is about to step
into the breach.
Mr Jeary: I think specialist is probably a bit strong.
What we mean by that is that obviously inward
investment where it creates jobs, where it introduces
higher skill technological innovation and enhances
activity across manufacturing has to be welcomed,

there are clear advantages derived from that, and
there is evidence to show that, where there have been
good practices within inward investment, increased
productivityhasalsoresultedfromthosepractices, so
there is much to welcome it in the sense of inward
investment. However, on the downside of inward
investment we have this picture whereby eVectively
you are talking about marketing UK Plc. “UK”
could be dropped from the title because increasingly
manufacturing is not UK-owned. It might be UK-
based in part but it is increasingly foreign owned
through the foreign investment processes and what
we have seen there are the downsides of inward
investmentwhere you have people coming in, buying
into existing companies, taking over companies,
merging with UK companies resulting in reductions
in workforces, in some extreme cases simply asset
stripping exercises, certainly factory closures and the
impacts on local communities which frankly end up
with whole social communities being decimated by
losses of industries in this way.What we are saying is
that there are aspects of what the Government needs
to do in terms of dealing with particularly greenfield
investment. I accept that the Government has less
influence over merger and acquisition approaches,
which is very much dealt with by the market, but
where there are inward investments and government
incentives to introduce foreign growth investment
intotheUKthenwethinkthat thereshouldbegreater
emphasis placed by Government on some of the
social requirements and that there should be laid
down commitments within the terms of certainly any
government incentives that are oVered in these
circumstances. One of those would clearly be a
commitment to ongoing training and investment in
skills and the commitment to raising skills levels.
What we also want to see is some commitment that
the profits made by these inward investors, a
proportionof thoseprofits, remain in theUKandare
reinvested into the operation. What we want to see
also is that incoming companies would continue to
recognise existing agreements of a collective nature
with trade unions and we would also like to see some
restrictions on those companies, and I guess there is
less of them now than used to be the case, who come
in, make promises, do not deliver those promises,
take public money and then leave. We would want
some stricter clawback of grants et cetera which
would ensure that didnot happen.That is reallywhat
we are referring towhenwe talk about the economic,
social and employment impacts ofFDI, thatwewant
to see governments having a stricter control and
maybe some aspect of more global agreements on
industry which ensure that they do honour the
commitments which they always promise when they
are coming but often fail to deliver on.

Q205 Mr Weir: Can you give us your view on some
successful examples of companies who have invested
in theUKgiven the criteria that you have set out?
MrJeary:I thinkoneof themostobviousonesto turn
to would be Nissan in Sunderland where there has
beentremendous investment inbothacapitalwaybut
also an investment in the people there. There also
have been good close working relationships with the
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trade union, with ourselves and the development of
that. There has been ongoing investment, the work
for newmodels being delivered toNissan showing an
ongoing commitment by a company whose own
investmentandworkwiththeworkforce—Ithink it is
thehighest productivity level in themotor industry in
Europe from that factory—goes to show that where
theeVort ismadeby theemployer in conjunctionwith
the trade unions working together to develop high
skills, high productivity manufacturing, then we can
succeed and we can compete with the rest of Europe
and, indeed, globally as well. It shows it can be done
and that, I would suggest to you, is one of the best
examples where FDI has worked to the benefit of
everyone.

Q206 Mr Weir: Given these concerns that you have
voiced, do you think thatUKTI have got the balance
right between FDI and helping with the export
market?
Mr Jeary: We are one of the highest attracting
economies of FDI at the moment and one wonders
why UKTI would need to spend an awful lot of time
or an excessive amount of time on its promotional
eVorts toattractyetmore.Ontheexportsideof things
then I think, yes, wewould like to see greater support
from UKTI, particularly probably for some of the
smaller and medium-sized employers that are
interested in export. I do think we have a problem
here in the sense that for a lot of UK companies the
notionofexporting is somethingwhich theyshyaway
from rather than wanting to go down that route and
there needs to be greater encouragement fromUKTI
and its agencies to assist in that process. I think the
other issue we have with their new five-year
programme is this concentration or certainly extra
eVort being developed for the financial services
sector. Whilst we have a great interest as a union in
that sector as well, it does rather smack of picking a
winner.

Q207 Mr Wright: This is regarding the UKTI
proposals on specific sectors. I believe that your view
is quite clearly that they should not be focused on the
City of London butmore on themanufacturing side.
What sectors do you think UKTI should focus its
activities on?
Mr Jeary:Clearly it should be looking at those areas
where we are strongest in terms of current
manufacturing and there are areas bothwithin the IT
areas, within the electronic areas, in the scientific
areas aswell, and also there is the opportunity clearly
as it comes on-stream to look at some of the
manufacturing areas as far as the green economy is
concerned.Whatwearereally saying is thatwhilst the
focus on the financial sector in the city is clearly
commendable, we would not want to see that at the
expense of the manufacturing sector. That is what
concerns us. AsDerek has already said, it appears on
occasions that people have given up on
manufacturing and UKTI in their proposed plan
over the next five years appears to us to smack a little
of that.

Q208MrWright:Doyouthinktheyhavegonefor the
easy option, “we are the leaders”, rather than take on
the change?
Mr Jeary: Yes, they cannot lose. Well, I say they
cannot lose, that is a dangerous phrase to use, but
certainly the finance sector, the financial services
within the UK, has shown itself to be leading in the
field globally as well as within theUK.

Q209 Mr Wright: You see them more as an
organisation actually taking on challenges rather
than saying “what we consider is the acceptable face
is the City of London”?
Mr Jeary: There has got to be a balance and I think
that balance should be tipped in those areas which
need it most, I would not call the finance services in
cities needing it most.

Q210 MrWright: One of the ways forward that you
consider is that UKTI should provide a one-stop-
shop for services to exporters and obviously inward
investors as well. How do you see UKTI needing to
change to oVer that one-stop-shop?
Mr Jeary: It was touched on a bit by IanMcCaVerty
and it is this link between regional and central
coordination. I think it couldprovideperhaps a great
coordination role in terms of providing information
through the regional structures, through RDAs and
the other agencies that exist within the regions.
Certainly when it is going abroad, when it is taking
delegations abroad, currently they may decide
EMDA, the East Midlands Development Agency
people on a trip somewhere, and EMDA will
represent itselfas theconstituency thatexists. Idonot
really think it is very helpful to see a factory thatmay
be tenmilesoutside theboundaryofEMDA,which is
not mentioned in the prospectus, being ignored. I
would imagine for potential foreign investors or
people lookingatmarketingopportunitieswithin the
UK, they will not really understand that nicety, that
just because EMDA only represents within that
border there may be factories that are equally
accessible but just outside that border, and I think
UKTI need to look at those sorts of issues,
particularly on overseas trips, tomake sure that they
are representative of theUK.

Q211 Mr Wright: What you are saying is that you
basically agree with UKTI’s views that when France
go international they go in as France or as Germany
whereas we would go as regions, there would be four
orfive there, andyouconsider thatUKTI shouldpull
these strands together and be a UK plc, so to speak,
rather thanUK eastern region orUKMidlands.
Mr Jeary: I am sure there are examples where that
would not be appropriate and there may be specific
areas of the UK which have a particular specialist
interest.

Q212MrWright:Oil and gas.
Mr Jeary:Yes, but in general terms I thinkwewould
be saying thatUKTI’s role is to promoteUKplc and
in doing that they need to draw attention to the
diVering areas of the UK which can oVer the
opportunities for inward investors.
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Q213MrWright:Are there specific roles carried out
byGovernment at the present time that you consider
UKTI should be taking on board?
MrJeary: I do not think I can answer that.
Chairman: We will move finally to public
procurement.

Q214MrHoyle:Obviously Amicus has clear doubts
that there is open competition for public sector
contracts in Europe and, indeed, the wider world. It
comes back to how does the UK deal with public
procurementandhowcouldwebemore innovative in
away thatwill helpUKplc because there is definitely
diVerent playing fields being operated.Do you know
what the diVerences are and how they get around the
rules?
Mr Simpson: I am afraid I do not know how they get
around the rules but theymanage todo it andnobody
seems to be able to challenge. I do not think there is
the common goal all the way across to get to the
bottomof it. Peoplewho are on the losing end of that
probably complain but are not in a position to do
much about it. I noted Ian McCaVerty’s comments
when you asked him about whether you should buy
this product or that product, his answer was the
Government’s role is to get the best value for the best
cost. I do not fundamentally disagree with that, but
what is often not taken into account when you
evaluate costs is not just the cost of the product, it is
the cost to the taxpayer if, as a result of buying some
cheap goods somewhere else, even if the quality is
right, but very often it is not, you end up with people
unemployed in your own country who have to be
supported in some way on some sort of benefit. It is
the social costs of a product as well when you are
talking about government procurement. When I say
quality is not right, I do not know the detail, I do not
carry the detail around in my head, but I know, for
example, one of the points we would make is that
there is one area where you certainly would expect
and are allowed to diVerentiate within the European
rules and that is on defence spending, military
spending forobviousreasons. Itdoesnotmatterwhat
it costs, you do it yourself to a point.

Q215MrHoyle:Unless it is uniforms.
Mr Simpson: I was just going to make the point that
definition can be loosened so, for example, a rather
large order placed for uniforms outside the UK or
placed to—which is even worse—aUK supplier who
thenpromptly sub-contracts it outside.Thenet result
of it, as I understand, was that initial order had to be
scrappedbecause thequality couldnotmatch. I think
that however they do it we do not push the rules like
they presumably push them. In fact, we are almost
veryproper, if you like, theBritishwith the stiVupper
lipapproach,wedonotdoanythingwrongbutothers
seem to manage it somehow. As I said, how do you
endup ina situationwhereyouget somany industries
pointing thefinger saying,“Howis it thatnoneof that
ever gets done but ours gets done”? I mentioned the
trains. How is it that every French train is built in
France.YouthinkaGermantrainmightcompetebut
no, every French train is a French built train. One or
otherhasgot tobecheaperbutnoneof themare in the

other people’s country. You have got to say they are
doing something.Whenwedid the steel,whenwehad
thereadaptationbenefit schemeandtherestructuring
in steel, I can tell you how they got round that. The
Germans were shutting mothballed plants and
nobodywasbeingmade redundant;wewere shutting
in active working plants and people were beingmade
redundant, so they went to the steel work and were
made redundant inGermany.

Q216 Mr Hoyle: It is interesting because you have
touched on trains and quite rightly you mentioned
the French, Italian and Germans. What can we do,
given that the train operating companies are private
companies, to persuade them that they should buy
British anyway?
Mr Simpson:We have not got direct control. Maybe
youwill forgiveme for being somebodywho believes
we ought to have a planned economy and that the
Government have a greater role andwould bewilling
to re-nationalise the rail industry, for example.Given
that now we do not have direct control the
Government still has a very significant influence by
the money that is put into that industry and one
wonders, given the rest of the attitudes, whether in
fact we do apply whatever pressure we could apply
even indirectly. I suspect we do now because I think
the tendency is the other way entirely.

Q217 Mr Hoyle: In reality you are quite right, what
you are saying is that money that is given to rail
companies to operate ought to have conditions in it
about rolling stock and procurement.
Mr Simpson: I think there could be. I know it is a
delicate subject and I know it gets people really irate
even in the CBI, Confederation of British Industry,
and they baulk at the idea of us insisting that
their members produce goods under government
procurement because of the wider concern that they
do not want to be regulated, they want to be
unregulated and they are almost caught between two
stools.Theywould love tohave theordersbut theydo
not want it that way because it goes against some
basic ethics. I am sorry, I also believe that charity
beginsathome.YouareaUKGovernment,youhave
got to thinkhowcanwe run this countryunlesswedo
something and one of the things we can do on
procurement is try and ensure that we underpin
wherever possible theUKmanufacturing industryor
UK jobs generally, and I do not suggest that is done
by tariVs because I do not think they work.

Q218 Chairman: Can I ask you a question, we will
comeback toLindsay in a second.TheWoodReview
was quoted by the CBI in defence of their view that
there was no problem. Your document you gave us
quotes theWoodReviewextensivelyandmakesquite
the opposite point and you have evidence in here
drawn from the Wood Review which supports
Lindsay’s view, sowhat dowemake of that?
Mr Simpson:You cannot see the trees for the wood,
I suppose!
Mr Jeary: I think the diVerence is that what Wood
said was that it was diYcult to get evidence of
consistent breach of European Directive rules as far
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as procurement was concerned. However, what
Woodwas able to getwas a lot of anecdotal evidence,
someofwhichwequote inourownbookthere. I think
theother issueonthisprocurementandthe reasonfor
the diVerences is that when you think about it
companies that aregoing intoaprocurement exercise
and bidding for contracts and believe they do not get
thembecauseunfairpracticesbythatgovernmenthas
given thework to their ownworkforce, are theygoing
to complain? If they are going to bid again and they
have a record of complaining against a national
government, the view that has been expressed by a
number of employers is, “If we complain, then we
need not bother bidding ever again because clearly
that is going to work against us.” I think Wood’s
Report recognised that they can only ever get
anecdotal evidence of these practices and you will
nevergetpeople toactuallycomment. Iremember the
time the Chief Executive of Alstrom, when they still
made trains over here, recounted a trip to Germany
where theGerman IndustrialMinister was present at
a meeting, where there were journalists present,
where there were a lot of highflying people present
making the very point which Derek has made, and
Lindsayhasalsomade, that therewasnoway that the
German Government would be buying any trains
fromanybodyunless there aremade inGermany and
yet thosecommentsbyaGermanMinisterwerenever
reported in the press, were never leaked or never
mentioned outside that meeting. You can imagine if
the reverse happened in theUK and we, God forbid,
hadaministersayingwewouldonlybuyBritish,what
sort of headlines ourmedia would give that.

Q219 Mr Hoyle: You are absolutely right, it is
important, and it is a point of view that UK
manufacturingmakes and I thinkDerek touched on,
it has still got the importance it should have and
Derek is quite right and spelt that out. You go on to
say in your evidence that there are two main factors
listed by us disadvantaging UK companies: cultural
diYculties and the de-centralised nature of many of
the largest European Member States. Are these
factors to which UK companies should adapt if they
want to export their goods and services and do
companies make no eVort to cope with cultural and
constitutional diVerences? Do they deserve to
succeedbecause theyreallywillnotchallengebecause
of what is perceived as a real diYculty when it is not?
MrJeary: I can answer that in part. If you look at the
procurement processes in some European countries,
if I can use Germany, and I think Spain is another
good example, in Germany I understand there are
35,000 diVerent procurement agencies because they
delegate procurement all the way down the line and
getting to grips with that sort of structure—this is
wherewe thinkUKTImaybecanhelpabitmorewith
the smaller andmedium-sized employers—probably
in terms of cost would be insurmountable in terms of
making a bid for a process. There are structures
inbuilt in some of the other European States which
makeprocurementextremelydiYcult andwedoneed
to have companies that have succeeded in getting
business there acting asmentors for other companies
to assist them in the process as well. Culturally, I

think, again, we have instances in parts of Europe
wherepartof thebidprocessor thebid requirement is
that thebid shouldbe in the languageof that area and
that is one of the problems that we have in UK
business, nothelped,of course, bygovernmentpolicy
on education and removing language training, as
fundamental part of education for youngsters. All
these things are tied together, it is about the whole
process, but certainly in terms of cultural diVerences,
there is this cultural diVerence in Europe which says
“We have companies or we have sectors of industry
that we think are strategically important for this
country and, therefore, we will bear that in mind as
partof thesocial costwhenwearetaking intoaccount
procurement and the allocation of contracts”.We do
not do that in theUK.

Q220MrHoyle:That is very interesting because it is
very small indigenous industries where we cannot. I
think you touched on something which I will just
move you on to and that is SMEs. I wonder what
suggestions have you got for the Government as to
how they could help SMEs tender and win public
procurement contracts?Theproblemis thatgiven the
recent announcement, for example, in the Gershon
Report on economies of scale for procurement, will
SMEsfind it harder toobtain contracts becausewhat
they said is that it is about size, they should be bigger,
yetwe are always saying that SMEs are the backbone
ofUKmanufacturing?
Mr Jeary: It is indeed diYcult. I mentioned the
mentoring systemwhich I think is something that the
Government could take on board. They have
provided some additional help through the small
business sector and they have adopted some
simplification of processes in terms of internal
procurement. I think the other thing which needs to
be looked at—and I am not sure to what extent
the Government has done this already—is
e-procurementand theprocurementprocess through
technology because when you look at the forms and
the requirements of abidprocess you canunderstand
why some smaller employers without the resources
available to them shy away from that whole process,
the cost involved in making the bid is
disproportionate to what they might gain from
securing that bid at the end of the day. I do think that
the simplification process in terms of the
procurement process of bidding and certainly the
greater use of technology in that process, which I
thinkhasbeensuccessfully introducedinGermany, is
something that the UK Government should be
looking at.

Q221MrHoyle:Onafinalpoint, shouldwebebuying
Peugeot cars now and should the Government rule
them out fromprocurement?
Mr Simpson: We, as you probably know, are
campaigning to try and persuade the British public
not to buy Peugeots for that reason because we want
to encourage Peugeot to build cars in the UK, so my
answer to that would be no, but people make their
own choice.
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Q222MrHoyle:Have you any concerns about India
and Brazil bidding for UK steel or European steel
companies for us?
Mr Simpson: No, no more than the concern that I
have got with what is happening generally.
Chairman: It is getting a bit broad for public
procurement.

Q223 Mr Hoyle: We know that if you do not have
steel manufacturing in the UK you have no
manufacturing base so, therefore, you cannot have
public procurement, it is all linked. What do you
think?
Mr Simpson: I would like to see British Steel remain
British Steel, quite frankly, because all that will
happen is that rationalisation will reduce our ability
to supply and steel is one of the core businesses and
you knowour view on energy.

Q224 Chairman: You have answered Lindsay’s
questions. I have onemore question on procurement
if Imay, justbeforeyoufinish,unless there isanything
else you want to say. You heard my last question to
CBI about social policy achieving objectives in
Government through public procurement. Their
objection particularly in their written evidence to us,
was that makes it more diYcult and more
bureaucratic, for small andmedium-sizedbusinesses.
What is your view on the Government using public
procurement to achieve wider policy objectives?
Mr Simpson: I think I would be in favour of it to
be honest. I think whatever Government does
somebody will criticise it because not everybody is
happy all the time, but I do generally think that if a
Government is working proactively to achieve a
better society in theUKand it is usingall its resources
to do it, its policy legislation and its procurement,
then Idonothave a concern on that.Theremaybe an
odd instance when something happens and I say I do
not agreewith that but in general terms Iwould agree
with it, not disagree, if it is an appropriate measure. I
do also believe that to judge procurement simply by
price is not the right way to do it unless you take the
full socialcostsandifyoutakethesocialconditionsas
part of that then I think it is an appropriate thing to
do.
Mr Jeary: I think one of the positive things which
has come out, which is not necessarily directly
linked to manufacturing, about procurement is the
comments currently being made by the Olympic
Delivery Authority where they have totally taken
on board this concept and have said in their own
document that they will apply weighting to
evidence of environmental and sustainable
management systems and socio-economic
commitments as appropriate to the procurement
taking place and it is absolutely right and if it is
right that will impact on manufacturing, it will
impact on new construction obviously and that is
exactly the right thing. I do not think that we can

accept that you automatically assume additional
bureaucracy arises simply because government
takes certain views in terms of where it places its
procurement contracts.
Mr Simpson: It strikes me on procurement,
amongst the other tasks that I have, I sit on the
IMF Executive Committee. (That, by the way, is
the International Metal Workers Federation, in
case there is any possible lingering doubt. It may
occur to people I mean the other one, I have to say
all sorts of strange people get on that.) I was sitting
behind the Indian executive member who stood up
and in very impassioned tones complained bitterly
about how the Indian textile and clothing industry
was being undermined by China and how
outrageous this was and what we should do about
it. It prompted me to lean forward and say, “Well,
comrade, do you realise how you got it and where
from?” The concern I have got is that unless you
have some strategy for dealing with that, it is not
even the case, I have to tell you, what happens here
is that globalisation is seeing the world develop and
other countries are developing within Europe, why
should we argue, because I watched a programme
on this exact issue, I think it was about Bangladesh,
and there was a lady from War on Want who had
studied this exercise and had established that the
influx of work in Bangladesh had seen wage levels
halve. In other words, it was not a question that
work is going from the advanced countries now to
the cheaper source of labour and that is seen as
social development, it has seen a drop in
development. If you study the North American free
trade area of Mexico, Canada and North America
and look at the strategies that they have applied
economically which have been dressed up in all
sorts of things, they have actually seen productivity
rise but wages in all three countries, not just the
richest, also the poorest, almost in decline. You
need to understand what is happening in this
process and it is not about this is going to be a
greater world because people have got greater
opportunities and so we are losing out and they are
getting better, that is not happening either.

Q225 Chairman: This is very interesting stuV but
given that you are talking on procurement I want
to make sure you have covered your issues on
procurement. I think coupled with the written
evidence we have, and the very good written
evidence, and the very colourful and engaging oral
evidence that we have had today, probably you
have covered your issues.
Mr Simpson: Well, if we have achieved the
objective that you get brainwashed by Cameron
and Blair and Companies House, but now we have
given you a bit of our stuV you might have a
broader view of life.
Chairman: Thank you very much, indeed. I am
very grateful.
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Q226 Chairman: Welcome to this slightly delayed
session. I apologise for the delay; there are a
number of rival parliamentary attractions which
are detaining some of my colleagues, so I am
grateful for your indulgence. Thank you very
much. Can I begin, as I always do, by thanking you
for your written evidence and asking you to
introduce yourselves?
Mr Fisher: Thank you. I am Chief Executive of the
Sector Skills Development Agency. We are
responsible for 25 sector skills councils of whom
five have a prime interest in manufacturing, two of
whom are here today: Lynn Tomkins from
SEMTA and Jack Matthews, Chief Executive of
Improve. I have just one or two words by way of
introduction, Chairman, if you do not mind. Our
perspective is that manufacturing still represents
14% of our GDP; it represents 50% of our exports;
and in many aspects of manufacturing we are
almost the world’s best. Our food and drink
manufacturing sector is the second most productive
in the world, our aerospace sector is the second
largest in the world, so we do not come with the
perspective that this is a sector in decline. However,
we do come with a perspective that this is a sector
that needs to prosper going forward, and to prosper
going forward we believe we must invest more in
skills, and that will require two things to happen.
One is for the publicly-funded skills system to align
itself behind employers in the manufacturing
sector, and, secondly, for employers in the
manufacturing sector to invest more in skills. If
those two happen, which is the kernel of what Lord
Leitch has to say about skills in general, then
manufacturing in this country will prosper and
deserves to prosper, and we can talk about how we
think that might be allowed to happen.

Q227 Chairman: Could you explain briefly, I know,
Mr Matthews, your organisation does food and
drink, and that is quite simple to understand, but
SEMTA, the other manufacturing sector skills
council, is a little more diYcult to understand. Are
you happy with the division between yours and the
other manufacturing-based councils?
Ms Tomkins: Yes. SEMTA stands for Science
Engineering Manufacturing Technologies, about
40% of the total manufacturing, and I think
it is probably best explained as engineering
manufacture, and obviously the science, so it is a
clearly defined sector.

Q228 Chairman: Thank you. Let’s begin with a
question that you obviously could answer for the
whole of the rest of the session, if we are not very
careful, so it is an opening theme for the rest of the
session rather than a subject for a thesis. I am
trying to get a handle on what skill shortages are
most acute—it may be “all of them”, is the answer.
The CBI have emphasised to us basic skills, literacy
and numeracy, as being the real problem; others
have said, “No, it is technical skills, soft skills,
leadership and communication that are the real
problem.” So where does your concern, looking
particularly at manufacturing industries, primarily
rest? What are you worried about in terms of skill
shortages?
Mr Fisher: If I can start, diVerent sectors have a
diVerent perspective on that question. A sector
skills council’s primary task is to identify skill gaps
and skill shortages in sectors, and you will find, as
my colleagues will say, that they have a very
diVerent perspective on what those skill gaps and
shortages are at quite a detailed level—diVerent
sorts of qualifications, diVerent levels of skill. I
think there are some common themes, if you like.
One is in a sense the theme for the whole economy:
which is that there are gaps at all levels in terms
of qualifications in attainment—not just basic skills
and certainly not just soft skills but fundamental
points about higher education, further education—
there are skill gaps at all levels, and one point Lord
Leitch makes, of course, is that when you address
those skill gaps at all levels it builds up across the
economy. But in the manufacturing sector, there
are common issues: manufacturing and leadership
would be one common across manufacturing;
technical skills at level 3 is probably another across
all manufacturing, but within that there are specific
issues sector by sector which I might ask my
colleagues to comment on?

Q229 Chairman: Briefly, please.
Mr Matthews: Within food and drink
manufacturing, for example, and managing a
leadership it is first-line supervisors we really have
to focus on to give the skills for people coming
through from the technical and from process rules
into first-line supervisors, and our graduate intake
at the top, particularly for large branded
companies, is excellent but getting that throughput
on the factory floor is an issue for us, and we have
to invest much more thoroughly in that process.
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Q230 Chairman: I should say I am particularly glad
to see you here because my constituency has a large
amount of food manufacturing in it, and people do
not always think of food as being a manufacturing
business, but it is, and I am glad to see you here.
Ms Tomkins: Certainly for science and engineering
manufacture, in their sector skills agreement
employers broke their skills down into four key
headings: management leadership; productivity and
competitiveness, (which is key because they are
competing in a global market; technical workforce
development) and manpower planning and
recruitment. Those were the four key areas mainly
at level 3 and above.

Q231 Chairman: So what goals are the various
councils setting themselves, and how do they
measure themselves?
Mr Fisher: Each sector skills council has as one of
its key products a sector skills agreement, which I
have mentioned, which is a systematic
identification of the skill gaps and skill shortages in
a sector, and in a sense a requirement to the supply
side of the Learning and Skills Council in England
and the higher education system to go away and fill
it, if you like, and quite often employ themselves
to do the same, so that in a sense is the customer
need. That is what a sector skills council is then
wanting to see happen. The whole point of doing
that is to increase productivity in the sector. That
is ultimately what a sector skills council is for,
working through skills investment to increase
productivity, but the detail of how that is done
sector by sector is all about a sector skills
agreement and what it says and the sort of things
it contains and how that is to be worked through.

Chairman: We will go into greater detail, but that
is fine to begin with.

Q232 Mr Weir: I think you have answered
some of the questions but given that the term
“manufacturing” covers a whole range of
industries, as you have demonstrated already, is it
reasonable to say that manufacturing skills are
common across industry? Give us examples of what
is needed. You say lack of skills but is it lack of
the same skills across industries or does it vary
from sector to sector?
Mr Matthews: The situation is we have very
common generic skills needs, whether that be in
terms of production management and the basic
tenets of production management, or whether it be
management and leadership, but we have also
diVerentials and it is the diVerentials based on
where the demand is taking each of the diVerent
sectors. For example, within food and drink
and manufacturing, for food scientists and
technologists one in four vacancies are permanently
vacant, we cannot fill them. Neither do we have the
throughput in general science we are looking for for
conversion programmes. Our growth pattern is
forecast by 2014 to demand level 3 based skills at
an absolute minimum of level 2 qualifications
across the sector.

Q233 Mr Weir: Other witnesses stress deficiencies
in literacy and numeracy as a problem but from
what you are saying it seems to be your problems
in the food industry are at a higher level than that,
scientific and research problems rather than basic
literacy and numeracy problems. Is that correct?
Mr Matthews: We have 28% within the food and
drink sector who have no qualifications, and 52%
have below a level 2, so basic numeracy and literacy
is an issue, basic skills is an issue, employability
skills are an issue, but the trend in the sector overall
is to move the skills base into much more added
value areas.
Ms Tomkins: Certainly I can confirm for science
and engineering manufacture it is at the high levels.
Obviously literacy and numeracy are key
cornerstones to skills but one of the key areas for
our sector skills agreement was productivity. Also
competitiveness skills and business improvement
techniques was a key skill area for our sector.

Q234 Mr Weir: You are talking about competitive
skills and business improvement skills. Are these
skills that are required, if you like, on the shop
floor, or is it further up the chain that you are
finding diYculty?
Ms Tomkins: It is at all levels. They are required
on the shop floor and right up to senior
management level.

Q235 Mr Weir: We talk about sectors but can you
tell us, is there a diVerence, or how important are
regional and national diVerences within the UK
by sector?
Mr Fisher: We think both sectors and regions are
important and there is a regional perspective on
skills and skills issues which is important and sector
perspective on skills and skills issues which is
important, and we are working with the RDAs and
the LSC at regional level in England to try and sort
out how that works better together, because we are
one of the very few countries that has both a sectoral
approach and a regional approach to skills and we
have lots of work to do to try and make that fit
properly together so that employers can talk to
sector skills councils in the knowledge that what they
want to get done happens in the nine regions of
England, and also that regional economic priorities
and local priorities are very much put into that mix.
I think we have a bit of work to do to get that
absolutely right.

Q236 Chairman: Just coming in for a second there, I
was interested that you say that we are one of the
very few countries that has both approaches. Should
we? Are the other countries getting it right or getting
it wrong?
Mr Fisher: International evidence says that a
sectoral approach to skills is the one that is most
likely to work, so obviously as the sector skills
councils we firmly support that.
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Q237 Chairman: And Leitch says that, does he not?
This is your own summary of the review: “Current
regionally based skill strategies do not address UK-
wide needs: those are your words.”
Mr Fisher: Yes, so we think sectoral view is really
important and there are really important sectoral
diVerences at national and regional level that have to
be exposed. We also agree very much that you
cannot sort everything out nationally. In regions
there are very important local perspectives and in
cities and towns and in geographies there are very
important perspectives.

Q238 Chairman: But regions are awkward. I have
got an FE college beingmerged at present with other
FE colleges in Warwickshire because it is the same
region, and there is a very strong case for saying
it should be merged with an FE college in
Gloucestershire which is a diVerent region, but that
would not even be considered because of the
regional structure, when actually the fit may be
better.
Mr Fisher: There is certainly an argument about
regional boundaries and how they work, clearly, but
generally speaking we would agree that it is
absolutely right that for what I would call the
geographical perspective there is a view about local
economic priorities that government skills need a
particular geography, whether it is a city, a county
or a region, and we need to find some better way of
getting a sectoral perspective and a geographical
perspective to work together.

Q239 Mr Weir: I am interested in what you are
saying but it possibly does not apply in Scotland so
much because it is more devolved, but on the
question of the interplay between the regional and
the sectoral approach, like the Chairman, my area
has a lot of foodmanufacturing based on agriculture
but there is also, or used to be, a lot of engineering
as well. So how do you divide up the approach in an
area with a mixed economy, if you like? You cannot
say, for example, that it is purely a food
manufacturing, a regional area. It is an area with a
mixed economy, as many will be on a regional basis.
So how do you approach that diVerence?
Mr Fisher:My own view is it is absolutely right at a
regional level or a local level for the public
authorities to decide the allocation of money across
the skills system, to decide the various local
priorities. I think it is fundamentally the role of the
sector skills council to influence all of that and to
ensure that what is funded is what the sectors say
should be funded, and the nature of the qualification
and the products and programmes that get funded
and what employers want.

Q240 Mr Weir: But would you look at a region and
say: “Well, the dominant sector in that region is, say,
food manufacturing”, and that is your prime focus,
or would you say: “Well, both sectors need to be
equally looked at in that area”, or does it depend on
the make-up of manufacturing industry in the area?

Mr Fisher: I think we would say that it is up to local
government and the local economic priority setters,
if you like, the regions, to have that debate and
discussion and decide what is important in their
region, and we would then say the sectors have a
very important role to play in helping to make those
decisions.

Q241 Chairman: Building on that, the complaint I
get from local businesses in my constituency is they
think all the various bodies involved in the skills
debate spend all their time coordinating their
activity and not doing very much. The RDAs, the
learning and skills councils, yourselves, the local
education authorities, the chambers are all busy
coordinating, there is an industry of coordination on
skills, and not much actual output.
MrFisher: I think that is a very fair challenge. I think
the onus is on the bodies and the skills system to
work more closely together. There is lots of good
work being done but it is not simple to employers, it
is not clear to employers who they should talk to
about what, when whether to us, the skills broker,
the local learning and skills councils, the local
college, the local RDA, et cetera—there are a lot of
players, and there is a lot of work to do to signpost
to employers who they should talk to about what,
when. I do not favour a radical restructure of the
skills landscape because I think we would all have a
happy time for three years doing that achieving even
less. The real issue is to make the system work and
part of that is much clearer signposting to employers
about who they should talk to about what, because
I can understand their frustration.

Q242 Mr Weir: Moving on, the evidence we
have received suggests that the trend in UK
manufacturing is towards increasingly specialised
companies focusing on high value-added activities.
What impact will this have on skill demands in the
manufacturing industries?
Ms Tomkins: Certainly in our sector skills
agreement we identified a need for employers and
training providers to work closely together because
of the rapidly changing skills needs of the sector, and
our national skills academy for manufacture will
bring together those two processes to make sure
provision does meet industry standards.

Q243 Mr Weir: We talked earlier about basic
numeracy and literacy. If we are talking about
specialist companies, high value-added activity, do
you see yourselves moving away from dealing with
the base problems, if you like, to the problems that
MrMatthewswas talking about on a scientific basis?
Moving up the chain, if you like? Do you see that as
part of your remit?
Ms Tomkins:Yes. Certainly our skills issues were at
level 3 and above and in productivity areas as well.

Q244 Mr Weir: Do you see level 3 as being the
baseline?
Ms Tomkins: We do, certainly. That is what came
out of our sector skills agreement. Level 3, 4 and 5
for science and engineering.
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Q245 Mr Weir: And how do you then see the basic
problem of literacy and numeracy being dealt with?
Do you still see that as part of the job, or do you see
that as being moved on to the general education
sector?
Ms Tomkins: I think that is clearly a matter for the
14–19 agenda particularly.

Q246 Judy Mallaber: This Committee is embarking
on a study on the report of the Women in Work
Commission on the huge gap in opportunities, skills,
pay, et cetera, between men and women, and when
we have looked at this before the question about
men and women going into diVerent areas of work
and in diVerent skills and the subsequent loss of a
huge range of population for potential skills was one
of the key factors we looked at. Could you say
something about how the sector skills councils are
approaching this; indeed whether they are
approaching it at all, and whether it is a subject of
importance to you?
Ms Tomkins:Certainly for SEMTA and for some of
the other sector skills councils we are getting
involved in the Women into Work initiative and we
have been approved to take forward a project that
will look at this area, and how we get more women
involved in our sector, but also progress them
through to all levels, to the top board level within the
sector, and what are the barriers on that.
Mr Fisher: In the last Budget we received some
money from the Chancellor for special initiatives for
getting women into work, and both Improve and
SEMTA bid for money to have special projects for
getting women into work.

Q247 Judy Mallaber: Are you looking at ways of
making manufacturing in general, for example, a
sexy subject that people might like to go into? It is
often not of attraction to boys as well as girls, but it
is particularly oV-putting to girls because it is not
regarded as something they would be expected to
want to go into. Do you have any programmes
around seeking to address that education and the
image of those industries?
Ms Tomkins: There are a number of initiatives that
run: women into science and engineering is one of
them, but they are targeted at young people be they
male or female. But certainly for the women into
work project we will look at the barriers, what are
they, why do women not get involved, what puts
them oV initially, and we are working with the trade
unions to look at that area as well. So they will be a
partner on this.

Q248 Judy Mallaber: Do you have any links with
schools? This goes again beyond the gender gap but
if people are going to be encouraged to go into the
areas where they might need particular skills, that
will be important.
Ms Tomkins: Sector skills councils are heavily
involved in developing 14–19 diplomas. We are
leading on the one for engineering and Improve are
leading on the one for manufacturing. There are
GCSEs now up and running with pupils on them for

engineering and manufacture, so they will be
another key cornerstone encouraging both girls and
boys into a career in manufacturing.

Judy Mallaber: If you have any further information
on that that you can send us I think we would find
that helpful.

Q249 Mr Wright: In terms of manufacturers, when
they were asked to outline their strategic priorities
60% said that reducing their cost base was their most
important priority. Is there tension between
reducing costs and raising the sector’s qualifications
profile, both in terms of the cost of training and
obviously with the increasing wage demands as well?
Mr Matthews: Cost will always be a feature, of
course, for employers but of equal importance has to
be a ready supply of skilled talent to be able to fill the
vacancies, in the examples we have been giving so far
this afternoon, especially in a growing economy.
Research shows that employers generally spend
about £33 billion a year on training.What employers
in manufacturing and in the broader economy are
looking for is value for money. As their cost base
goes up in terms of supply chain and raw materials,
the training they are looking for has to have a
payback, so the investment that employersmake has
to then return itself in hard productivity and
business performance, and that is what they are
really looking for. Employers are prepared to spend
and invest money on the basis they get that payback.

Q250MrWright:Myown experience as an engineer,
when I was an apprentice many years ago, or a few
years ago, was on the basis that you were an
apprentice, you were not there to earn the company
money but you were there to train skills for the
future. Do you think that element has gone out now?
That there is this element that there is a need to get
some payback at an earlier stage?
Mr Matthews: I think the emphasis employers
would give is more to do with flexibility of how the
qualification and the competence of the skill is
achieved, that cuts either their opportunity cost or
allows the person to start to deliver skills at an earlier
stage as they work through their qualification. Take
the example of the apprenticeships and the fact you
have got apprenticeships being done oVsite but the
money is having to be paid for that first year of the
apprenticeship, but the payback to the employer is
coming much later on. 360-odd hours takes up a full
apprenticeship and that is not necessarily productive
time from the start of that scheme.

Q251 Mr Wright: Do you see a tension between the
need to reduce the cost but also being able to aVord
to take on apprentices on that basis?
MrMatthews: Sector skills councils are all involved
in sector qualifications reform, and that is looking at
what qualifications are out there in the marketplace
just now that are being purchased by employers and
whether they are fit for purpose, because a lot of
qualifications have not necessarily been developed in
conjunction with employers up till now. Now is the
opportunity to do that and, once the employers are
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engaged in the curriculum development, then they
can start to give emphasis to where that payback
starts to bite as well as delivering the competence
and skill required by the individual.

Q252 Mr Wright: Just moving on to the Training
and Enterprise Councils, a few years ago there was
a study carried out which probably has associations
today where it was concluded that the “anomaly of
a private company closely subject to political and
government control may be too great to tackle.” Is
there tension between the need for sector skills
councils to appear to be independent in their
increasing role when implementing government
policy?
Mr Fisher: I think there is tension between sector
skills councils being employer-led, which they are,
and the extent to which government funds them to
do certain things like what Jack has said about
qualifications reform. I think this is a tension we
have to manage on a weekly/monthly basis but there
is a bias in the network which is always to be
employer-led, and always to represent the voice of
the employer in our system, and we will do that
unambiguously to government because we think
government is paying us to do that, and at times our
voice will conflict with government policy and we
will say uncomfortable things because our job
fundamentally is to put grit in the oyster, to
represent the employer voice and to move the skill
system on a demand-led, employer-led basis, and
that will require us to be occasionally not perfectly
in tune with the government of the day and the
policies of the day. That is a bias we recognise in the
system, that there is a tension between government
funding and employer leadership but we look at the
heart behind employer-led organisations and sector
organisations.

Q253 Mr Wright: Just moving on to the employers
involved within the sector skills councils, many of
those will be involved in investing in formal training,
or aremaking serious eVorts to do so.Would that be
a fair statement? Can an employer-led organisation
create demand for training as well as respond to it?
Ms Tomkins: Certainly our sector skills agreements
articulated what employers needed to do. It gave
them an action plan alongside that; it agreed action
plans with what stakeholders and trade unions
needed to do for the sector to be globally
competitive, so it is actions on all sides that are
agreed between employers, stakeholders and trade
unions.
Mr Fisher:At heart we believe this is a deal, and it is
what Lord Leitch says is a deal where it gives
employers control over the supply side and the skills
system for qualification reform in return for
employers investing more in skills. That puts a huge
onus on sector skills councils to drive up employer
investment in skills in their sector with the threats or
the promise that in 2010 a new Commission will
come along and see whether that has worked or not.
If it has not worked then something else might have
to happen but there is a huge onus now on sector

skills councils to deliver employer investment in
skills, and that is a real leadership challenge I think,
but one they recognise.

Q254MrWright:Briefly returning to the question of
training skills, and it was Mr Matthews who
mentioned that there was quite a burden placed on
employers to send apprentices away for one year and
I mentioned I was in that position a few years ago,
at that particular time there was a training levy
which was put on employers, so the burden was
shared across the board there. Should that be, as the
Engineering Employers’ Federation would suggest,
a matter for the sector skills councils to look at, and
have any of the sector skills councils that represent
manufacturing looked at the possibility of
reintroducing the training levy as part of the
agreement?
Mr Matthews: I think it depends what works for
some but does not work for others. For example,
within my own sector there is a levy imposed but it
is imposed by the Sea Fishing Industry Authority on
the catching and the processing industries. There are
also levies which are quasi touching base with
manufacturing across the diVerent primary
production boards like the Meat Livestock
Commission, et cetera. We do not, however, have
any compulsion, nor I would say any appetite, for a
levy within manufacturing per se. Leitch makes it
quite clear that he does not favour compulsion and
that position, I believe, is prevalent across the sector
skills councils. Compulsion is really a last resort
rather than a first choice, and the sector skills
councils through the sector skills agreements are
driving forward what is eVectively the pledge that
Leitch refers to but delivering that now is part of the
sector skills agreements. If we can get that body, that
critical mass, as we expect to, on employers who are
willing to invest, then it really puts the levy onto the
back burner.
MsTomkins: I think I would like to add that it is key
that we get a better return on the investment in skills.
Certainly in undertaking our sector skills agreement
that was identified as key, whether it is public purse
providing skills or whether it is private investment,
and in our sector it is approximately £2 billion they
invest per annum on skills. It is ensuring they are on
the right skills and they make a return to the bottom
line of the business, the performance.

Q255 Mr Wright: Again, looking at my own
experience as well, it was always the case that there
was an element of poaching going on and that
companies that did not invest in training could
probably oVer a slightly higher salary to attract the
trained personnel from the company which had
taken the time and obviously the finances to bring
the skills up to an individual. Is that a significant
problem, do you think, with industry at the present
time, and what is there that the skills councils can do
to try to discourage that, apart from institute a levy
across the board?
Ms Tomkins: I think the sector skills agreement
looked just at that. If I give the example of the
marine sector, they have just produced their sector
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skills agreement and they have looked at poaching,
at migrant workers, at the long-term success of UK
marine manufacturing, and I think that raises those
issues with employers that they look to address all of
those issues, that they are addressed within a
planned sector skills agreement and employer
actions in terms of recruiting apprentices for the
long term.

Q256 Mr Hoyle: Moving on from that, last year
there was a Manufacturing Skills Summit organised
by a trade magazine who said that sector skills
councils were a waste of time. Do you agree? Do you
disagree?
Ms Tomkins:We would clearly disagree on that --

Q257MrHoyle:Have you any evidence to disagree?
Ms Tomkins: We followed it up, actually, with the
magazine, The Manufacturer, and a number of the
manufacturing sector skills councils had a discussion
with them to find out what evidence there was to
back up their statement. They could not provide any
but we have done some work with them and it
culminated at a summit atKomatsu in the north east
to talk to some of their members, and I have to say
SEMTA, Improve and Proskills were there and we
got some very positive discussions. One of them was
that it was for employers to be encouraged to engage
with their sector skills council.

Q258 Mr Hoyle: So what evidence can you give us
today to show that there is something taking place
that is making a real practical diVerence for
manufacturing employers?
Ms Tomkins: My sector skills agreement for
aerospace, automotive, electronics and marine and
the fact that the rest of our sector for science, metals,
engineering metal products, mechanical and
electrical, are buying into that process and have
committed to actions, and we could clearly send you
some evidence—

Q259 Mr Hoyle:Why do we have skill shortages in,
say, aerospace?
MsTomkins:There are a number of reasons for that:
rapid growth in terms of technology, it could well be
poaching, but we are looking at the Skills Academy
in helping address that provision to meet the new
skills demands. In the sector skills agreement it is
about bringing together training provision to deliver
the skills that meet industry standard.

Q260 Mr Hoyle: That is the big cry, is it not, that
there are skill shortages in aerospace. Do you think
that is a failing on your behalf, that you are not
meeting the requirement when it is needed?
Ms Tomkins: I just have had a meeting with some of
our key aerospace companies this morning and they
feel collectively it is also industry that needs to step
up to the mark, so collectively everyone has to work
to address skill shortages.

Q261Mr Hoyle: I understand that but you have still
not answered the question that there is a problem
there.How long dowe need to put the problem right;
and have we failed because we have not got it right
yet?
Ms Tomkins: I think for sector skills agreements we
are still in the early days of delivering.

Q262 Mr Hoyle: But the problem is that when
somebody wants something today, it is no good
saying: “Well, don’t worry, we will get there in a
couple of years.”
Mr Matthews: The development, whether it be
occupational standards or the other things that
sector skills councils are all involved in in terms of
setting standards for frameworks for training,
whether it be apprenticeships or whatever, does take
time, there are no two ways about it, and when you
have to answer the question that employers
constantly pose of, “What’s in it for me?” it is
extremely diYcult to do so until you get to the point
of delivery and you have the products and services in
place to do that; but all the sector skills councils are
doing just that now andLynn has alreadymentioned
that the sector skills agreement is about setting up
that partnership between what the employer is
demanding andwanting and showing labourmarket
intelligence is needed, and what the supply side is
able to start doing, using all of the work that the
sector skills councils have been involved in over the
past two years. If I can give an example from food
and drink, you heard me say before about
apprenticeships and about the dearth of, what, one
in four vacancies in food and drink scientists. Over
the past year, for example, using the very changes
that Improve has made to qualification reform and
to standards and frameworks within our sector we
have increased the number of apprentices by 76%,
and we have addressed the shortage of food and
drink scientists by increasing a take-up on
foundation degrees of 30 which it was the year
before to 124 last year, and that might not sound
great numbers but when you have to start eating it
into it and convincing the supply side to start to take
on these changes, that is what takes time. But
employers will only wait for so long, you are quite
right, and what they have to start seeing now is
delivery starting to take place.

Q263 Mr Hoyle: Moving on, part of what we are
being told is that it is a bureaucratic organisation;
there is confusion within the system; and people
cannot negotiate round it very easily. What are you
going to do to ensure that employers can navigate
the system more easily in the near future, or is it an
unfair criticism?
Mr Fisher:My own view is it is a fair criticism of the
skills system as a whole. It is quite, in some cases
very, diYcult for employers to work out who they
should talk to about what. Should they talk to their
BusinessLink, their skills broker, the sector skills
council; there is a whole raft of bodies that they can
engage with, and the onus is on us to provide clearer
signposting to employers about who they should
talk about what when, because sector skills councils
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have a key role to play. Skills brokers and other
bodies have key roles to play too but I think we
confuse employers. The system does not need to be
bureaucratic but it is a very fair challenge that it does
appear bureaucratic.

Q264 Mr Hoyle: Do you have consultants who
advise you?
Mr Fisher:We have tried to cut down dramatically
the number of consultants working the network.

Q265MrHoyle: So when specialist advisers come in
and say: “Look, this is what industry is saying, they
find it bureaucratic, hard to negotiate”, who is giving
you the advice to change and how to change?
Because that worries me. You might think
everything is right because you are steering the ship
but underneath it could be dropping to pieces.
Mr Fisher: The key advice we rely on is the views of
employers themselves. Every sector skills council has
a board comprising employers and unions active in
their sector; they have complex arrangements for
engaging and consulting with a range of employers,
including SMEs, in their sectors, and it is that
feedback and those views which are most important.
Ms Tomkins:One of the key factors of a sector skills
agreement was five key stages asking employers
what their current and future skills needs were; then
looking at training supply fit-for-that-purpose; then
identifying the gaps, and in that process we had lots
of discussions with employers around the country
and across the UK on their views on accessing skills
and training. There was the gap analysis; and then
we committed to action. The sector skills agreement
allows that process so we take our advice and
discussions from our employers.

Q266 Mr Hoyle: So you do not need special
advisers?
Ms Tomkins: We obviously take it in terms of
working with the supply side, but in terms of
employers and their skills needs we are taking that
information from employers and having discussions
with the Learning and Skills Council—

Q267 Mr Hoyle: Is that a no or a yes?
Mr Fisher: I think it is a no.
Ms Tomkins: It is a no.

Q268 Judy Mallaber: You were talking about
aerospace and I have a particular example where I
am not clear how the issue would get taken up. We
had at our last evidence session an article in front of
us about the position in Rolls-Royce, one of my
local companies, who were having to recruit half
their key staV overseas, and what was said was that
it was not a problem of recruiting the required skills
at graduate level, that was not a diYculty, but the
problem was getting the right skillsets at mid career,
so engineers and procurement executives. Whose
responsibility should that be? Is it a responsibility
for the sector skills council, or for the employer to
carry on training up their own staV?Howwould that
diYculty, that skills gap, be tackled?

Ms Tomkins: We would support the employer in
how they would meet that particular skills gap, but
clearly it would be the responsibility of the employer
to meet that skills gap with support from their sector
skills council. Some of those issues you are raised are
cross-sector in terms of perhaps procurement
professionals so there may be some cross-sector
themes for the network such as management
leadership and those sorts of areas.

Q269 Judy Mallaber: They are saying it is technical
skills as well at a more advanced level that are just
not there, and that part of the problem is not having
those basic skills at an earlier level.Whereas they can
get the graduate skills, they have not got the level of
experience and training.
Ms Tomkins: They are raising their apprenticeship
intake to meet those demands.

Q270 Judy Mallaber: But at the moment they are
taking half their people at those levels from
Germany and other European countries. Theremust
be a problem in our skills system if we are unable to
provide those people. Who is it who should be
dealing with that, and what is the mechanism for it?
Ms Tomkins: It is attracting people into the sector.
There are issues about employers having skills gaps
to meet now, and a lot of aerospace is using workers
from other countries. That is a fact.

Q271 Judy Mallaber: So is the problem that we are
not attracting enough people in at the first lower
entry to train up, or is it that we are somehow
missing a level of training at a more advanced level?
Ms Tomkins: It is both, I would have to say.

Q272 Chairman:We had very strong evidence in the
last session that the image of manufacturing was a
problem in terms of building a willingness to skill.
MrMatthews: Yes, and every sector skills council is
involved in careers development as part of what they
do, trying to raise the attractiveness of the sector to
potential school children and adults.

Q273 Mr Hoyle: We have touched on part of the
problem, and we have touched on aerospace and
Judy has absolutely hit it right, but the problem is
how long do you need to get it right? How long have
you been in existence now?
Mr Matthews: Two years.

Q274 Mr Hoyle: And within two years it does not
seem to have improved, either in Derby or
Lancashire, where you have key skills within the
specialist aerospace industry and you do not seem to
be covering them, apart either from moving the
work abroad or perhaps bringing people in from
abroad to cover those skill shortages.
Mr Fisher: In one sense this is a long-term game we
are in. Essentially reforming the skills system is not
a short, quick fix. On the other hand, you are
absolutely right to pose a challenge about getting
early wins; employers are certainly wanting to see
what the sector skills councils are all about, and why
they are waiting two or three years for something to
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happen, so the pressure is definitely on the system to
produce early results. We have a number of case
studies about how sector skills agreements have
already shown their value, already proved they are
making changes; we have new courses being put on
that have resulted directly from sector skills
agreements, so that evidence exists but I can
understand your frustration in particular areas. We
have not quite got round to the process of
redesigning the system, the qualifications; we are just
helping to redesign the provision to deal with certain
skill gaps and skill shortages, and that is one of the
reasons why we have taken in workers from abroad
in particular sectors: because the system is not
working properly, in a complete way, to move
people, for example, fromwelfare into workwith the
skills that employers want.

Q275 Mr Wright: I have a supplementary. Again,
through my own experience I was involved in an
organisation called Protran which went around the
schools. It does not start when somebody is on
welfare and we are trying to get them in, but it starts
from the 14–19 section. What element of work do
you do within the schools, because there was a
barrier that I experienced myself when I was with
Protrain, which was a number of companies that
went round the schools trying to attract young
people coming up to their GCSEs to say: “Look,
engineering is not a dirty trade any longer, there are
probably hundreds of diVerent facets of engineering
you can go into, and there is a considerable amount
of money to be earned there.” What element of your
work starts at that level rather than trying to get
somebody who has been on welfare, for instance?
That is where I consider it should start from, the
14–15 year olds and trying to attract them and giving
them consideration to learn their skill through this
avenue. The other aspect is we always aspire to 50%
of the youngsters going to university, but the other
50% are the ones I consider should be attracted into
these industries and who quite clearly need that
encouragement, not when they have left school but
before.
Mr Fisher: In my view one of the most important
things that sector skills councils are doing is helping
to develop the newdiplomas. There are fourteen new
diplomas and a sector skills council is at the heart of
each one of them. SEMTA is at the heart of the
engineering diploma; Cogent is at the heart of the
processing diploma: they are all working hard on
new diplomas for 14–19 year olds which will make
a real diVerence to the choices available for children
and, hopefully, increase the attractiveness of the
manufacturing sector amongst others by giving not
an alternative to academic study but a real
qualification driven by employers with a view to
working in a particular sector.
MsTomkins:Certainly, and that follows on from the
success of the GSCE in engineering and
manufacturing. It is another product to encourage
young people to consider a career in manufacturing.
Mr Fisher: But as well as the qualification I think
careers advice is really important. One of the key
ingredients in the Leitch review is about the

importance of advice and guidance for young
children and adults, but particularly children. I
think children being signposted properly and the
attractiveness of the manufacturing sector being
emphasised to children is really important. I think
we have got into a mindset that somehow this is a
declining industry. It is not and it does not need to
be if we address the skills needs that the sector has,
and making it attractive to children coming into
school and to graduates is absolutely essential, and
these diplomas play a part.

Q276 MrWright:How much of your time would be
spent on the 14, 15, 16 age group as opposed to, for
instance, encouraging people within the welfare
system?
Ms Tomkins: On the 14–19 agenda, I would be
giving you a best guess at this stage in terms of the
product development of those; possibly about 20%
of SEMTA resource would go on working on the
14–19 agenda.

Q277 Mr Wright: This is where I disagree with my
colleague, to say that you have been there for two
years, I think it is going to be a long-term issue. I
think to spend just 20% is probably the wrong way
around. I believe we should be looking to the future,
to admit past mistakes and errors of not investing in
skills training and say, “Let us start investing heavily
at the 14, 15, 16 age group sowe can get them towant
to come into these skills rather than saying, “We are
going to balance the two together, try to get them
from welfare into work, and try to encourage young
people who would not necessarily go to university
into these particular trades”. I think perhaps we
have got the balance wrong. Would you not agree
with that?
MsTomkins:Our role is to develop those standards,
the frameworks, and the modern apprenticeships be
taught in schools, and the image is something
everyone has to work on employers, government
and stakeholders to improve the image of
manufacturing in the UK.
Mr Fisher: Our view is these issues arise at all levels
in schools, colleges, universities and the 70% of the
workforce in 2020 who are already in the workforce;
we think all those issues are important. In a sense, we
would not want to tilt the playing field too far in any
one direction because I think the issue about
manufacturing skills, just as the issue is about skills
in the economy more generally, is real at all those
levels. It is even real at things like higher education.
We are now only eleventh in the world in terms of
investment in higher education. Those issues need to
be addressed, not instead of but aswell as skills in the
school. We feel there is a broad gap.

Q278 Mr Hoyle: I want to finish oV what Tony
started because I think Tony hit the point. Do you
think theGovernment got it wrong when it came out
with this obsession that 50%must go to universities,
because I think that is where we are really hitting the
people whomay have gone intomanufacturing, they
are being put oV because they feel they are a failure
unless they have been to university? Whereas, if we
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got them into manufacturing young they could do
workplace degrees and qualify their way through.
Somehow we have put young people oV ourselves
with the statements we make.
Mr Fisher: I do not think we think there is anything
wrongwith a target about going to higher education,
what we would say is it is essential that the courses
which higher education oVers are the right courses.
That is where we have got somework to do to ensure
that when universities oVer degree courses that are
career orientated, they oVer degree courses which
have been designed with and by employers.

Q279 Chairman: It is a question we want to ask a
little later if we have time.Wewant to getmore detail
on this and that is why I think it is a really important
point. Before I bring Mike Weir in, this question
has rambled around rather from a starting point
about bureaucracy, complexity. The Leitch report
recommends quite significant structural changes,
simplification, and one of your earlier answers, Mr
Fisher, suggested you did not want more structural
change because it would waste another two or three
years and therefore makeMrHoyle evenmore upset
about lack of progress. Do you back the Leitch
review suggestion which would involve quite
significant mergers and eVectively your replacement
with the new Commission for Employment and
Skills?
Mr Fisher: We very much support the notion of
creating a Commission, merging my own
organisation with the National Employment Panel
but, beyond that, Lord Leitch basically said we
should build the structure on the basis of the
organisations which are already there.

Q280 Chairman: The Leitch recommendations you
support?
Mr Fisher: Absolutely.

Q281 Mr Weir: Your supporting evidence cites
service studies showing a link between better
qualifications and greater productivity, yet your
letter to the Committee said that “existing
qualifications add little or nothing to the employers’
business”. Given that service studies are showing
higher productivity work based in UK workforce,
can you explain the discrepancy?
Mr Matthews: The current qualifications that are
oVered across the range of manufacturing sectors
have not been developed specifically with the
employers in mind. Some of the existing providers
do engage with employers, but the majority
have developed these qualifications apart from
employers. What we are now looking at is to bring
that entire shift in what is delivered to increase skills
and competence in the workplace firmly into a
demand-led rather than a supply-driven agenda. The
Sector Qualifications Reform Programme, which all
of the SSCs are engaged with to one extent or the
other is looking at how they can increase both
flexibility and relevant content whether it be a
qualification or an award. I think the critical thing to
take in mind here is that not all qualifications are
what are needed as the end product, it is the

competence and skill which is needed as the end
product. Qualification is a means of measuring that
competence and skill has been achieved but it is not
the only means. Increasingly, employers are looking
at a much more flexible qualifications process, one
which is modular, one which can be, as I would term
it, put into bite-sized chunks so the employee gets the
skills they need to do their job and can build up over
time into an equivalence award of whatever form
that is, but the employers are buying the skills
which are needed to increase performance and
productivity.

Q282MrWeir: Is the employer going to go down to
the basics of looking at these modules? Is he not
going to look at whether a person has a qualification
or not when he is looking to employ someone? You
talked earlier about the lack of scientists higher up
the chain, which I was finding a little confusing given
the conversation about higher education and skills.
It does seem to me that many of these people would
be looking at degree courses or at least highNVQ for
these types of jobs, so there is an element of higher
education in that as well. It is not as simple as saying,
“50% are university, 50% are not” because there
must be a cross-over in that.
Mr Matthews: Which is why we are looking at
developing foundation degree frameworks, which
have a shorter access route than further education or
higher education and, even below that, transition
programmes which may only last a year.

Q283 Mr Weir: How does the demand-led attitude
mesh in with degree courses, for example, which
tend not to be exactly demand-led in very many
cases? How are you changing that structure with the
colleges and universities?
Mr Matthews: That comes back to the sector skills
agreements and looking at sector skills agreements
as a partnership to achieve an outcome. That
outcome is that the supply provision will take on
board the demand-driven requirements of industry,
of the manufacturing sector, and of other sectors
across the economy and will start to shift how
their programmes are developed and how their
programmes are delivered, whether those be a
typical classroom approach or whether they bemore
increasingly on the job. In my own sector, 85% of
our training is delivered on the job, only 7% goes
through FE colleges, the rest goes through private
providers. If we are going to engage with the public
sector and increase the delivery from the public
sector, then we have to address what employers are
buying from the public sector. Those have got to be
muchmore relevant to the needs of the employer and
the employee.
Ms Tomkins: I think Lord Leitch puts it quite well
that we should all be investing in economically
valuable skills, whether it is the private investment of
an employer or the public investment of learning and
skills councils or Scottish Enterprise. I think that is
the key.
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Q284MrWeir: I accept that, but it seems to me that
you are talking about the employer, you are talking
about the university or college, but you are back to
the young person who has to be encouraged in the
first instance. They are the ones who are going for a
college course, so they must want to go in that
direction before you get them into the college course
which will lead to the demand which the sector
wants?
Mr Fisher: The key to me is really clear careers
advice, and sector skills councils are working hard to
boost the image of manufacturing and get that into
the schools, get that into the careers advice, and get
that into the careers system, build on the
recommendation which Lord Leitch has about a
single unified advice and guidance service, which I
think is really important, and then ensure that
universities, as well as colleges, put on the provision
that employers want. That is not saying that colleges
and universities should not teach English or
medieval French, but it is saying that when they
teach courses which are designed for a particular
career path, for example IT, they should put on
courses that have been designed with the IT industry
in mind. There are good examples of new degree
courses which have been produced by e-skills UK to
that end. We need more examples of where
universities have engaged with employers through
sector skills councils to design degree-level provision
which meets the needs of the sector. That is a
discussion we are having on an ongoing basis with
higher education institutions.
MrWeir: This is perhaps one forMrMatthews. The
UK food and drinkmanufacturing industry is one of
the most productive in the world and the most
profitable manufacturing sector covered by a sector
skills council, yet below average numbers of people
qualify to levels 4 and 5. Is the link between
higher qualifications and higher productivity as
straightforward as it is often portrayed?

Q285 Chairman: You have got a low skilled
workforce who are doing very well.
Mr Matthews: If you are going to take the measure
as Jagger does in his study on total factor
productivity, then that is where we hit that globally
competitive advantage number two in the world.
Where you have a look at what the skills
contribution is towards that, that can be
significantly improved because we need to trade-up
our skills levels. We have too many people who are
both unskilled in terms of recognition of a
qualification or people who are capable of getting a
higher qualification and being more productive but
the system currently prevents them from doing so. I
give an example of the age range limit on
apprenticeships as being one of those. If we are going
to increase the skills of the food and drink
manufacturing sector in line with the growth of
the manufacturing sector and the trade-up in
productivity required to keep us at a globally
competitive advantage, then we have got to have the
ability to shift and change what is oVered to the
workforce at the present time, because 75 to 80% of
those people are going to be in jobs within our sector

in 10 to 14 years’ time. Workforce development and
trading-up those levels from level 2 to level 3, from
level 3 to level 4, from level 4 to level 5, is the critical
element for us, that is howwewill retain our position
in productivity.

Q286MrWeir:Being the devil’s advocate here, what
would you say then to employers who appear to be
moving manufacturing out of the UK because they
can get workforces to work cheaper doing the same
sort of job?Are you not painting a picture where you
are training-up your workforce, getting them ever
more qualified, and it is going to become an even
more expensive workforce?
Mr Matthews: It may become a more expensive
workforce in terms of unit cost, but the productivity
generated by someone who gains good management
skills is a significant step-change.

Q287 Mr Weir: For example, in my area there is a
lot of fish processing, management skills on the fish
processing floor, what qualitative diVerence is that
going to make to the company which is looking for
a fast throughput of fish to be frozen to bemarketed?
Many of these jobs are now being taken, for
example, by migrants from Eastern Europe who are
coming in and taking jobs in fish processing and
agriculture where local people are not willing to do
these jobs anymore. What impact is up-skilling our
workforce going to have on that sort of industry?
Mr Matthews: If you go back to the example you
gave of management, by skilling our managers to be
better managers, to be leaders—
Mr Weir: I am not talking about managers, I am
talking about the person on—
Chairman:Who guts the fish.

Q288 Mr Weir: Yes, exactly, a gutter, I could not
think of a nicer word. You are talking about the low
skill end of the market. There are many people, you
say yourself, who are working with very low skills.
What I am trying to get at is I fully follow the idea
and the argument of up-skilling your workforce and
making them better but, as I say, being the devil’s
advocate, are you not in danger of cutting away a
whole swathe of jobs at the lower end, jobs which
may go out of the UK or be taken up by migrants
from other countries?
Mr Matthews: OVshoring will always be an option
and there are companies that are oVshoring their
production, but it is predominantly not in areas
where the freshness of the product or the shelf life of
the product is the critical element. Where we are
getting a trend is looking at long shelf life products
which may move overseas because it easy to
transport them back without any deterioration.

Q289MrWeir:Young’s are sending langoustines to
Thailand to be processed.
Mr Matthews: Absolutely. Young’s decision to
move oVshore, you would have to ask them
specifically what the reason was for that.
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Q290 Mr Hoyle: That will be known as the
langoustine question, will it not! The National
Manufacturing Skills Academy, which was set up
last autumn, obviously set goals and objectives, but
we are talking about it being merged with the
successful Automotive Academy. Does that make
sense? Should we not be having special academies to
cover specialist sectors?
Ms Tomkins: It has been merged with the
Automotive Academy.

Q291 Mr Hoyle: Yes, but is that good or bad?
Ms Tomkins: It is very good.

Q292 Mr Hoyle: Does that not dilute where the
Government went out of its way and what we saw
were job losses taking place up and down the
country, closures, Peugeot and everybody else, they
all said, “Skills are a big point, we ought to have an
automotive sector academy. We ought to have this
great academy with a flag waved about how this will
then put us back as the leaders in design and car
manufacturing”, only to find that we havemerged it.
Has it diluted the eVect that it was meant to have,
that is the question?
Ms Tomkins: No, we do not think it has diluted it.
Our sector skills agreement covered automotive,
aerospace and electronics. They all had the same
four key skill priorities, which were management,
leadership, productivity, and technical workforce
development, and by merging the two we are going
to get that added value. The need for the National
Manufacturing Skills Academy came out of the
Sector Skills Agreement.

Q293 Mr Hoyle: The Government got it wrong in
the first place?
Ms Tomkins: I could not say that.

Q294 Mr Hoyle: Can I move you on to degrees.
Studies show that the low and intermediate level
vocational qualifications are dismissed by
employers, in fact it can have the opposite eVect that
people would sooner have no skill levels at that low
level, but what theGovernment is saying is we ought
to have higher qualifications, which makes sense,
which are more appropriate to business. Do you
think we are getting there? Do you think employers
like this new idea rather than the low level vocational
qualifications?
Mr Matthews: I would say yes. In terms of what
employers are getting, they are getting people who
are able to lookmuchmore constructively at the role
they actually perform.

Q295 Mr Hoyle: The new diplomas and foundation
degrees would be the way forward?
Mr Matthews: Not just diplomas and foundation
degrees, I think there is a range of awards,
qualifications, standards, frameworks, which can be
used to raise skill levels. You do not have to end up
with a qualification. The idea that a qualification is
the one and only measure of skill and competence
needs to be dead and buried. We need to now move
into something which is about, “does the skill and

competence you have gained improve your ability to
do your job better, your contribution to your own
benefit, added-value benefit”?

Q296 Mr Hoyle: You are not worried about what
was said earlier that people are being pushed away
from manufacturing and going into vocational
education, people are leaving that and leaving
manufacturing because they do not think it is the
place they ought to be?
Mr Matthews: No, I do not think that is the sole
reason at all. What we have got to look at in terms
of manufacturing is we are looked upon as a bit of a
Cinderella grouping. If you ask, whether it be a
school pupil or a graduate, “Do you want to come
and work in food and drink?” they normally think
very long and hard about it, but if you say, “Do you
want to come and work for Nestlé?” they think,
“That sounds okay”. It is that perception of what
manufacturing is about, whether it be food and
drink, engineering, processmanufacturing; what it is
about is something which you can get a better job
somewhere else. What they do not realise is the jobs
with these companies who are involved with that are
probably some of the best in the economy. We have
got to get that shift in perception.
Mr Hoyle: Food and drink is important but
obviously engineering is also.

Q297 Chairman: I want to follow up on that with
my personal experience. My son is on a vocational
course but the Government has deemed it to be a
higher education course, and to get the funding
arrangements it is better, so he is now having to
tick all kinds of boxes, pass all kinds of tests, have
all kinds of continuous assessment the course has
never had before to meet the requirements of the
Government that it is an HE course. That is the
kind of thing which puts young people oV from
what are actually vocational industries and
qualifications.
Mr Matthews: Yes.

Q298 Chairman: Are you suggesting radical
changes to the names of the qualifications? You say
the qualifications have changed, but one of my
worries is that employers get lost about the range
of qualifications. They are just beginning to
understand it and settle down, people think they
know what things mean, are we going to change
those names?
Mr Matthews:We have changed the names, yes, we
have. For example, before you may have received
a vocational qualification in butchery but that
qualification was very limited, that title described
exactly what had to be in that qualification, but
what we are moving to are food manufacturing
qualifications and then we are describing what the
specialisms are that can be attached to that.

Q299 Chairman: The level 1, level 2 level, you are
not proposing changes in that area?
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Mr Matthews: No.

Q300 Chairman: Because that is beginning to say
precisely what that means, at last.
Mr Matthews: It is descriptive.

Q301 Chairman: Finally, small and medium-sized
enterprises: it is very easy for big companies to
make all these changes, keep up to speed with all
the various organisations which are involved and
be represented on your boards as well. Are you
happy that the interests and concerns of SMEs are
properly represented in the work you do?
Mr Fisher: I think the sector skills councils have
made great eVorts to try and engage SMEs, and
there are lots of good examples of how they have
done successfully. As you say, a number of the
sector skills councils are chaired by leaders of
SMEs. However, I am not entirely confident that
we have got it exactly right. We are in discussion
with the Small Business Council and others about
how to get it better because I think it is a big and

Witnesses: Mr David Cragg, Regional Director for the West Midlands Learning and Skills Council, and
Ms Jaine Clarke, Director for Employers, Skills, gave evidence.

Q304 Chairman: Thank you for coming, and thank
you also for being patient and waiting; we began
late and did not want to cut our last witnesses
short. As I was just saying informally to the
Committee, I understand that you are not at full
strength yourselves. Perhaps you would like to
introduce yourselves to the Committee and explain
the weak link, as it were?
Mr Cragg: I hope it will not be that!

Q305 Chairman: I meant to say the missing link!
Mr Cragg: If I can formally place on record
apologies from my colleague, David Way, who is
our National Director of Skills. As you have said to
the Committee already, Chairman, unfortunately
he had to have an emergency eye operation last
week, so he is going to be out of action for a couple
of weeks. I am David Cragg, Regional Director for
the West Midlands Learning and Skills Council,
and Jaine Clarke is my national colleague, who is
the National Director with responsibility for skills
for employers. That would include also all the
changes which emanate from Leitch and the
introduction in particular of the national Train to
Gain programme.

Q306 Chairman:We are grateful to you for coming
and, in your case, stepping into the breach. We may
have a conversation afterwards about one local
issue; I am very glad you are here.
Mr Cragg: I would be more than pleased to talk
to you about whatever that might be, I cannot
possibly guess!

Q307 Chairman: I think you can probably guess!
Let us look overall at the Learning and Skills
Council. One of the purposes for your creation six

long-running issue for the economy, and there is
more we need to do on engaging SMEs in the work
of the network.

Q302 Chairman: Mr Fisher, how many of your
board members are SMEs?
Mr Fisher: Certainly of my board at least two
are SMEs.

Q303 Chairman: Out of a total of?
Mr Fisher: Something like 12 or 13 altogether. I
will check that for you, but I think it is right. They
are represented around the Network but there is
more to do.
Chairman: I am sorry it has all been a bit rushed
as we started late, but we are very anxious not to
keep our next witnesses too late either. If you feel
there is anything you have not been able to cover
during the oral evidence session, we would
obviously welcome supplementary written evidence
from you. We are very grateful to you for the way
in which you have answered our questions. Thank
you very much indeed.

or seven years ago was to modernise and simplify
the post–16 system, but one of the really strong
overarching themes, the evidence we have had from
everyone in this trade unions, employers, other
people in the skills business is that the system
remains immensely complex, indeed Leitch
proposes dramatic simplification. What exactly has
the Learning and Skills Council done to make the
system more accessible to employers and learners?
Mr Cragg: Over the last two years we have
instituted a whole range of changes which run very
much with the grain of what Leitch is proposing.
We have, for example, through the work we started
on our Agenda for Change programme two years
ago, looked to significant simplification of funding.
Again in the light of Leitch, together with the
Department for Education and Skills, we have
published only in the last month the major reforms
around creating a demand-led system which fits
with Leitch. I think we have moved to what again
Leitch is seeking, which is a much clearer inter-
relationship between budgets and skills priorities
and, for that matter, wider 16–19 education and
training priorities. I would, of course, in this
context say that overwhelmingly the biggest change
we have introduced is Train to Gain. I would not
underestimate it given that Leitch has very strongly
endorsed that, and I would say that is going to be
one of the most significant bits of simplification in
the whole system. I would equally say to the
Committee that it is obviously clear that the whole
of the landscape on skills was not invented by the
Learning and Skills Council, but I think it would
be important for us to place on record that in terms
of the structural simplification proposed by Leitch
we would wholly support that. In fact, again to
emphasise the steps we have taken, we have not
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only reduced the size of our organisation by
something like 30% over the last 12 to 15 months
but we have substantially streamlined our own
operation so that the regional and local parts of our
system are much more tightly integrated, with far
less duplication of function, and we have similarly
reduced in size our own national oYce by
something like 40%. We have taken a whole range
of steps but in particular, if you were looking at
this from an employer perspective, I think the
creation of Train to Gain is by far the most
important step we have taken.

Q308 Chairman: A couple of years ago now the
Foster Review of Further Education said the sector
“suVered from too many initiatives”, a common
problem across Government in my view; it always
has been and probably always will be. How many
initiatives are you currently running? Do you think
that sector skills councils have made the system
more initiative overloaded?
Mr Cragg: I would say we have moved very
radically away from initiatives. If you are looking
at Train to Gain, I would not regard that as an
initiative, I would regard it as a long-term strategy.
I am delighted to say that it is embedded within
Leitch. It is a very simple proposition. In
investment terms, it is very clear where the public
investment lies, which in particular is to fix market
failure, ie to address basic and essential skills needs
among the workplace and, in particular, to take
anybody without the minimum threshold of a level
2 I think that is regarded universally as a
reasonable threshold for employability in the
workforce to a level 2, but then most importantly
and it has been at the heart of a lot of your
discussions earlier with the sector skills councils
to create a ladder of opportunity within the
workplace, overwhelmingly shifting the focus of
skills for employers and vocational training for
employers to a work-based model, and through
creating a universal skills brokerage to ensure
that we get the right kind of advice looking
at organisational development and individual
employee needs in the context of the business. I
would say those are really important pieces of
work. If we come back to your initiative
observation, I would say we have moved very much
away from initiatives to a clear long-term strategy
linking budget priorities much more clearly to
national and regional priorities and delivering
them, in particular as far as employers and their
workforce are concerned, through a single, simple
set of mechanisms, which are still bedding down; I
would be the first to concede that.

Q309 Chairman: Do you share my concern,
particularly when dealing with the small and
medium sized businesses, that it is very important
you do not keep on changing the system too often,
the way it is badged, the way it is organised,
because it takes a long time to get used to it? My
generation still talks about O levels, we have not
come to terms with GCSEs yet, and if you keep on

changing the names, the badges, it makes it diYcult
for employers in particular with lots of other things
to think about to engage in the system.
Mr Cragg: I could not agree more with you. I think
our most fervent hope is that we do not change
either the badge or the delivery system now over
the next three to four years. Train to Gain was built
on a three-year pilot programme through the
Employer Training Pilot. My experience of
operating that pilot in three out of six of the sub-
regions in the West Midlands was the longer we
kept the simple, single message going out and the
same mechanism going out the more success we
had with small and medium-sized businesses, so
that in that Employer Training Pilot, 80% of the
businesses taking part were employing less than 50
people and very significant proportions were
employing less than 20 people. We would say it is
exactly what you are saying, Chairman, which is
keep it simple, do not chop and change, if Leitch
is right and we believe the overall ambition of
Leitch is right, that the mechanisms essentially are
right embed that and keep it there for the medium
to long-term.

Q310 Chairman: On that subject of keeping it
simple, which I strongly agree with, we have also
heard this criticism that it is very diYcult for
employers, particularly again the small and
medium-sized ones, to understand the system. Who
do they go to? There is the Learning and Skills
Council, the Sector Skills Council, the Regional
Development Agency, the Local Education
Authority, and there is a whole stack of other
acronyms and organisations around the place. Do
you share that concern?
Mr Cragg: I think I would have said in the past I
absolutely share that concern. The way we are
organising the interface with employers means that
in delivery terms, in practical response terms, that
is done through the brokerage service. I do not
think we have been universally successful, I preface
my remarks by that, but if you took the best
examples and I think in the West Midlands we have
got an excellent example there are not two
brokerage services, there is a business support
service which has skills brokerage fully integrated
within it, and that is in its early stage and will be
fully operational from April of next year. That will
be, at last, not just sloganising about having a one-
stop-shop, that will be the one-stop-shop for
practical advice and support. We have positioned
and SEMTA is a good example sector skills
councils behind that in the region providing an
advisory service to those people delivering
brokerage on the ground. The way we have worked
with Advantage West Midlands, for example,
means that whilst we are a separate legal entity
from them and vice versa, we have a parallel
process of procurement. We have arrived at one
common integrated service and that is being
delivered through a common set of mechanisms
right across the region, incidentally, in the context
of manufacturing, with the Manufacturing
Advisory Service fully embedded within that.
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Q311 Chairman:Do you recognise this concern and
tension between sectors and regions? We were told
in the last evidence session that we are one of the
few countries which has a regional approach as well
as a sectoral approach.
Mr Cragg: I do not think there is, I think it is both/
and. It is absolutely right that as far as standards
are concerned, and as far as some of the other
wider issues you are dealing with in your
Committee and your inquiry around inward
investment and around external trade, there must
be a national approach. Frankly, if you look at the
structure of the labour market in the West
Midlands in manufacturing compared with the
North East, it is fundamentally diVerent. If you
look at the demographics of the labour market in
the West Midlands versus the South East when it
comes to manufacturing, let alone the clustering of
particular kinds of niche manufacturing in certain
regions, then you have to have a both/and
approach and a diVerentiated approach. My belief
is where that is working well it is working extremely
well. If you are looking at a really diYcult industry
sector, which manufacturing is because of the scale
of restructuring, because of the impact of
globalisation, then one of the things you have got
to look at in a regional context is that you
maximise the opportunities for redeployment of
people losing employment in parts of the
manufacturing sector which are downsizing, or in
extremis are closing, to redeploy them and not lose
their skills. I think it is one of the things which
Martin Temple said to you in his evidence. My
experience, and I led all the work on the retraining
of the Rover workforce, is we managed to get 40%
of the 90% of the people who were back into work
for Rover, and that in itself was a very significant
achievement, 40% have gone back into
manufacturing employment and, overwhelmingly,
we have not only redeployed them, we have re-
skilled them.

Q312 Chairman: I must not get bogged down in this
discussion, but the RDA would claim credit for
that.
Mr Cragg: No, they would not, they would say
they did it as a partnership. I sat around the same
table with John Edwards, my colleague from the
RDA, and we took the lead responsibility jointly
with Jobcentre Plus to deal with all the retraining
and employment issues and we stood as one.

Q313 Mr Weir: We have touched on this already
and perhaps answered part of the question but, as
we have heard, the Skills for Business Network
state in its evidence that: “existing qualifications
add little or nothing to the employers’ business”.
What is the Learning and Skills Council doing to
meet these concerns?
Mr Cragg: First of all, Mr Weir, we are not
responsible for the development of qualifications,
so I think I should preface my remarks with that.

Q314 Mr Weir: Presumably you design these
qualifications?

Mr Cragg: We do not do any of the design of the
qualifications, that is the responsibility jointly of
the QCA under the sector skills councils. We would
say one thing which is absolutely crystal clear to
all of us is there is a very, very urgent need for
a radical overhaul and rationalisation and
simplification of qualifications recognised fully by
sector skills councils and recognised, not least, in
Government policy and specifically in Leitch. The
speed at which some of that is taking place might
frustrate us as much as you, but I think one of the
things which is absolutely clear to us is that we have
to have a significant cull of a lot of qualifications
which are no longer, if I might use the expression,
fit for purpose. It is high time that instead of just
saying that public funding will be available for level
2 qualifications or level 3 qualifications, we are
much, much clearer about the value which
employers place on that as opposed to providers,
and there should be real evidence of the relevance
to competence and productivity in a business
context.

Q315 Mr Weir: What impact have sector skills
councils had in the design and delivery of
vocational education?
Mr Cragg: I think having hogged it this far I am
going to pass over to my colleague who is much
better equipped to talk about that.
Ms Clarke: You heard some of the evidence from
the sector skills councils themselves earlier,
particularly manufacturing. They have been
fundamental in terms of working with us in
clarifying which qualifications and at what levels
the learning and skills councils should be firstly
commissioning through the way we can procure
provision and funding so we work very closely
SEMTA is a very good example of that in terms of
prioritisation of our funding into that sector. It is
clear to us admittedly it is early days that the sector
skills agreements are having an impact on us as
purchasers and on the way employers behave. It is
easier for employers through the sector skills
agreement to understand which qualifications will
make a diVerence to their business. It is very clear
the impact they have had. You touched earlier on
the National Skills Academy for Manufacturing,
and I think that is another example of where the
sector skills council, working with the learning and
skills council and other partners, can make a
fundamental diVerence to the way that employers
behave and to the way their supply side behaves.
Again, it is early days, but as part of their remit
as the National Skills Academy for Manufacturing
they will ensure that employers and young people
and adults are very clear on which qualifications
will be economically valuable, which will make a
diVerence to the individual and the employer and,
where necessary, they will work in terms of the
design of that curriculum, the design of the
qualification, so that it clearly makes a diVerence
to the employer and to the individual. The other
thing I would say in terms of qualifications
is certainly our experience through Employer
Training Pilots is that sometimes it is about the way
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a qualification is delivered. The Pilots taught us
that delivery in the employers’ premises at a time
and place which suits the employer improves the
application of the skills which derive from that
qualification, improves them being embedded in the
business, and then the employer can more easily
and more directly see the benefit of the qualification
and the benefit of the learning. It is not just a
matter of the qualification in the design and
content, although that is important and critical, it
is also how is it delivered, and the Pilots clearly say
delivery in the workplace is the most direct way
to—evidence to employers that that qualification is
making a diVerence to them and their workforce.

Q316 Mr Weir: Who is going to deliver in the
workplace? Are you looking at employers to do the
delivery or do you see further education colleges
going into the workplace to deliver that training
within the workplace?
Ms Clarke: Again through the Employer Training
Pilots the evidence shows that colleges and
independent providers, who are base learning
providers as well, have had to gear themselves up
to be better able to deliver in the workplace. There
is evidence, of course, of some being quicker to
respond to the skills needs and the approach they
would need to do that eVectively. What I would say
about the Employer Training Pilots, and indeed
now Train to Gain, is it oVers a real partnership
opportunity of the employer and the provider
working together to ensure that what is delivered
is absolutely meeting their needs.

Q317 Mr Weir: We have heard evidence that the
competition among training providers today has
failed to provide the courses that their major
customers, employers, and employees want. Is that
changing with the new system?
Mr Cragg: I would say that is changing quite
radically. Again, if we have the opportunity of
submitting further evidence to you after your
hearing, then I think just looking at all the evidence
of employers’ satisfaction: 90% satisfaction with
the overall operation of the programme, including
the way the brokerage service is working. If I look
with more of a worm’s eye view of that, I certainly
have no evidence whatsoever that we have not got
very satisfied customers within the region building
on what we have done on the Employer Training
Pilot.

Q318 Mr Weir: Obviously many industries are a
fast-changing environment where the materials
they are using move very quickly. We have also
heard evidence that many further education courses
were being run with out-of-date materials and
techniques. Does the system have the capacity to
be responsive to these rapid changes in demand
from fast-moving industry, or do you see the
movement into the workplace as being a way to
deal with that to take it out of the college
completely?

Mr Cragg: I would say, and it is elsewhere in some
of the evidence you have taken, what this is taking
us towards, which is also very much signalled in
Leitch, is to much greater specialisation right
across conventional further education and private
sector providers. Especially in manufacturing, if
you are looking at the kind of demands and the
specialist niche markets which providers are going
to have to work in, they need to be very, very close
to their employer customer-base. What we are
doing and this is really a growing trend up and
down the country is developing specialist networks
right across the regions so that individual niche
providers can work on a region-wide basis in
providing a much better service. I was delighted,
for example, earlier in the summer last year when
the EEF, the Engineering Employers Federation,
came to me with the major FE and private
providers and said, “We are contemplating
establishing a specialist consortium to deliver Train
to Gain” which they have duly done, again
capitalising on their individual strengths. I do not
want to divert you too much, but one of the pieces
of work we have done with SEMTA in the West
Midlands is to undertake a piece of work which is
called a skills balance sheet. That has looked at the
critical occupational skills shortages and linked
that across to the relevant qualifications, but even
more importantly, from my perspective, it has
taken a serious look at the geographical
distribution. Chairman, I think if I referred it back
to you, you would probably say to me in South
Worcestershire or in Herefordshire it would
be pretty hard to have the capacity to deliver
specialist training relevant to a really specialist
manufacturing business. However, if we work on a
region-wide basis and those providers work
together, they can tackle that issue much more
systematically.

Q319 Mr Weir: You talk about specialisation and
dealing with the demands of the employers, but
you talked also about the situation with Rover
where there had to be massive retraining and
redeployment. If it gets too specialist, is there a
danger that if the industry moves on or closes down
or oVshores or whatever, there would have to be a
massive amount of retraining of the people who
had already been trained?
Mr Cragg: I would not underestimate the broader
challenges for globalisation, and it is not just in
what we hope are very much exceptional one-oV

cases like Rover. Frankly, there is no alternative
but to improve our skill base.

Q320 Mr Weir: What I am getting at is are we
talking about people basically retraining and
retraining, getting qualification after qualification
and passing it on?
Mr Cragg: You are talking about people reskilling
and reskilling, and if we believe it is any diVerent
then, frankly, that is a phenomenon right across the
developing world. Unless we can move to a much
higher value-added base, the great problem we face
in the West Midlands is we come from a very low
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skill base, from a lot of basic manufacturing
industries and we are trying to make that leap
across. Certainly I would say the closer you align
not just the facilities and not just the qualification
but the workforce, the best example I could give
you on my patch is the work done inside BMW.
BMW commissioned two FE colleges which have
now been working for four years inside their major
plant at Hams Hall and they provide all the
structured specialist vocational training at level 2
and level 3 for BMW personnel.

Q321 Mr Weir: That brings me on to my last
question. You mentioned BMW and their
involvement with further education colleges, but we
also heard that only 18% of employers engage with
further education colleges. How does the learning
and skills council intend to encourage more
employers to engage directly with the further
education sector in order to meet the new focus of
employability promise from the 2006 White Paper?
Mr Cragg: I would say two things. First of all, we
are very much in line with policy, moving away
from a world where, as far as adult skills are
concerned, further education colleges enjoy virtual
monopoly. We are moving to a position where in
Train to Gain we look at the most appropriate
provision rather than just looking at institutional
provision. Having said that, if you look at the track
record of colleges progressively in responding to
the challenges of a more specialist role, you have
got examples right up and down the country of
Centres of Vocational Excellence which are
delivering absolutely to employer requirements,
and increasingly so. I think it would be interesting,
from our point of view probably, at the end of these
first 12 months of the full roll-out of Train to Gain
nationally, to see how much greater the market
penetration is of FE colleges. I would be confident
that it will be very, very significantly greater than
the quoted 18%.

Q322 Mr Weir: Let us turn it on its head, are you
looking for further education colleges to go to the
employers more than the other way around?
Mr Cragg: Yes, absolutely, and that is what Train
to Gain is doing. I could give you again I will not
do it a legion of examples.

Q323 Chairman: We do not want to drag the
session out too long, but there are some interesting
examples, so some written examples would be
really welcome.
Mr Cragg:We will give you some written examples.
There are many, many case studies we can give you
of that kind of responsiveness which we are
looking for.

Q324 Mr Wright: One of the key recommendations
of the Leitch report is that the Sector Skills
Councils should be given the power to approve all
vocational qualifications before they receive any
public funding. If sector skills councils are going
to play an ever increasing role in developing

qualifications you already alluded to the fact that
they do that and also training programmes, what
role will remain for the learning and skills councils?
Mr Cragg: The role of the Learning and Skills
Council, as set out by Leitch, is a logical
development to where we are now, which is to
ensure that only quality providers are funded, to
develop that further accrediting providers, again
Leitch is very clear about that, we should ensure
that providers are accredited so that if an employer,
a customer is making use of that provision, it is
very clear, and that we should act to promote
eVective competition. That is precisely what we are
doing through Train to Gain. It is more and more
a question of the right provider for the right task
in terms of quality and responsiveness. If you are
looking at the role of Sector Skills Councils, it is
going to be essential that we provide the bridge
working with them between supply and demand. If
Leitch is fully implemented, we are talking about a
scale of expansion which is colossal. The big job we
will have in doing that will be to ensure the capacity
is available on the ground, coming back to all the
questions about are FE colleges fit for the task,
have we got the range of provision, have we got the
facilities, because not all of this will take place in
the workplace and, underpinning all of that,
making sure we continue to drive up standards. We
have introduced for the first time very clear
national benchmarks this year on minimum
performance levels right across the board, so that
if you are looking at each sector we are
benchmarking performance and where that is
inadequate, then we will be taking that out,
whether that is through a planned approach with
an FE college through its mainstream grant-in-aid
budget or whether it is through Train to Gain, we
will be systematically raising the bar. All of those
tasks are core tasks as seen by Leitch. The other
thing we are tending to forget, which is right at the
heart of your inquiry, is that we have not best-
served adults by having a policy which focuses
separately on employment in one box and on skills
and competitiveness in another. One of the most
important recommendations which Leitch brought
forward was the integration of employment and
skills, because we have done brilliantly nationally
in raising the employment rates; in terms of
productivity rates, we have done far from
brilliantly. One of the critical tasks in
manufacturing, given where the pool of labour will
lie, will be to create a mass adult apprenticeship to
pull people through. That will require an enormous
amount of local work in local labour markets to
get the right provision to make people work-ready
and progress them on through the Train to Gain
mechanisms once they are in work. That is a huge
task for us.

Q325 Mr Wright: Is not one of the real problems
of trying to get people into manufacturing related
courses the fact that, as one witness told us, quality
education in technology-based subjects is scarce
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because it is cheaper to train hairdressers than
engineers? Is that not a real issue, or do you think
it is because of lack of demand for those courses?
Mr Cragg: I do not think that is the primary issue.
I could have probably looked five or six years ago
and said there was far too heavy a preponderance
of low cost areas of provision, I do not think you
could say that now. I think we have got some really
fundamental diYculties in manufacturing about the
perception of manufacturing, and you have heard
some of that already. There is a perception that
there are no longer any jobs left in manufacturing,
it is “manufacturing is declining”. You have heard
this afternoon that is far from the truth. Shifting
that perception requires an enormous amount of
eVort and a long-term eVort and, in particular,
serious influence and input from employers. If I
gave you a simple example of that from our point
of view, again a regional perspective, the net
recruitment requirement in manufacturing over the
next eight years will be 60,000 additional jobs.
Because two-thirds of the skilled workforce in
manufacturing is over the age of 45, over the
next 10 years we are going to lose 140,000 people
from the workforce. We estimate that we are only
going to lose between 60,000 and 80,000 jobs in the
region as a whole, so we have got a massive
replacement demand.

Q326 Mr Wright: That is in the West Midlands?
Mr Cragg: Yes. Trying to get that message across
to young people and trying to get that message
across frankly to teachers, we have had a long-term
campaign, for example, in our region with the
Engineering Employers Federation which has been
built around creating partnership centres for
schools for 14–16 activity in major manufacturing
plants, back to BMW, back to Jaguar, and yet we
still feel as if we are pushing the stone up the hill.
We do need a national concerted campaign and,
frankly, anything the Committee can do would be
enormously helpful, but perceptions are proving a
major, major barrier.

Q327 Mr Wright: You heard the evidence session
beforehand, a particular bone of contention with
me is the fact that I do not consider enough eVort
is put into the 14, 15, 16 age group, we are talking
about 14–19. How much of your eVorts are put into
that because I see a terrific void there? By the time
these youngsters have got their qualifications, or
failed to get their qualifications, they have already
determined what they want to do.
Mr Cragg: Two-thirds of our budget goes on
16–19; I could put a bracket around that and say
14–19.

Q328 Mr Wright: Is that nationwide or is that in
the West Midlands?
Mr Cragg: No, that is nationally. Two-thirds, it is
huge, £6 billion goes into our core statutory
responsibilities. If I looked at the West Midlands
alone, over the last three years we have spent £150
million in the whole development of 14–19 and the
evolution of specialised diplomas. I am saying to

you also that crucially in all of that, from our point
of view, is to try and get a realistic and balanced
view of where the critical opportunities are and in
particular where the manufacturing opportunities
still lie.

Q329 Mr Wright: What other constraints exist to
the provision of quality or vocational education in
areas that are related to manufacturing?
Mr Cragg: There are certainly challenges around
maintaining the workforce because if out there, in
the industry as a whole, we have got critical skills
shortages, you can be absolutely certain they will
be reflected back in the education and training
workforce. On the other hand, I think in the kind
of work we have been doing nationally, we have
done significant work, for example, on workforce
development in further education and training with
the SMMT, the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders, so we have been developing almost an
expert trainer kind of approach and cascading that
down into colleges in particular and providers as
well. We have tended to use Centres of Vocational
Excellence as the key vehicles for developing the
manufacturing and engineering and technology
science curriculum 14–19. A lot of energy and work
has gone into that. I would say we are still in a
position where relative to the importance of
manufacturing, relative to the scale of the sector,
we ought to be doing more 14–19. Your experience
will be our experience. There are still not enough
14–19 potential diplomas on the ground in
manufacturing engineering technology.

Q330 Chairman: Building on Tony’s points just
then, we heard criticism of the careers advice
available to the younger school children that they
are probably not fully aware of the opportunities
in manufacturing. Is that a concern you share?
Mr Cragg: Yes, I think there was a serious risk,
with a focus on social exclusion which was an
entirely legitimate focus when the connection
services was created, that we threw the universal
career service baby out with the bath water. I think
we are starting to get a more balanced view of that,
and certainly many of us in regions have been
trying to work with Sector Skills Councils in
particular to produce useful careers education,
careers guidance documentation. I do think we
have ended up in a position where institutions are
influencing too much the decisions being taken by
young people and we have not got suYcient
impartial advice in too many places.

Q331 Chairman: Is that from the manufacturing
perspective?
Mr Cragg: From a manufacturing perspective in
particular it is the same. We have got a whole range
of campaigns which we have run in various parts
of the country with the EEF in particular and with
SEMTA, but I still think it feels like an uphill
battle.
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Q332 Mr Hoyle: The LSC have a target of 90% of
all 16–18 year olds to be in training or education
of some kind by 2015, which is a good target, but
now the Government has come along and said,
“We want every 16–18 year old to be in some kind
of training or education by 2013”. Not only have
they reduced it by two years but they have actually
said all. Can this be met, is this over-ambitious, or
is it just a flag-waving exercise?
Mr Cragg: I think it would be reasonable, if you
looked at our position internationally, to say we
ought to adopt the same kind of practices. If you
look at one of the great strengths of the German
system, for example and it has suVered some
challenges in recent times, especially with the
integration of the old GDR into the single state is
that there was a legal and statutory framework in
which that all took place. Most would say that the
strengths of that 16–18 statutory framework were
reflected in the strength of intermediate skills in
Germany, especially at Level 3. It seems to me
where the policy is taking us is towards that same
position compared with similar arrangements
which we have got, especially in other EU Member
States. We would have to look at, by definition, the
whole issue of capacity, the whole issue especially
of how this sat alongside all the rest of the work
with employers, because I think the chief challenge
would be persuading employers right across the
board that every young person should be trained
and trained to a minimum qualification in that
16–18 group. Of course until we have seen the
detailed proposals from Government we are not in
a position to respond sensibly at this stage. We
could not deny the fact that that would simplify a
great deal of the work which goes on in 16–18 and
guarantee that many of the young people who sit
outside the system at the moment do get
systematically trained to a minimum level.

Q333 Mr Hoyle: You think you can achieve it?
Mr Cragg: I am not going to answer that, Mr
Hoyle, I am going to say the timescales will be
crucial and the resources to do the job will be
crucial. If you are asking me whether it is desirable,
I am saying it is desirable.

Q334 Mr Hoyle: If you got the funding you could
do it, that is what it is about?
Mr Cragg: Yes, give us the loot!

Q335 Mr Hoyle: If the investment goes with it, it
is achievable?
Mr Cragg: I am sure the Secretary of State would
see it the same way. I am sure at this stage clearly
that is a policy intent and it would have to
be accompanied by the resources from the
Comprehensive Spending Review.

Q336 Chairman: Can the FE sector keep up with
the changing industrial demands of the more
specialised manufacturing? Can it keep up with the
expectations of employers?

Mr Cragg: It has to work with employers. There
have to be adequate opportunities and that is
certainly what we have been creating with sector
skills councils for people who have been maybe 15,
20 years away from a manufacturing workplace to
up-skill themselves. It is going to be really
important that we have got opportunities for
exchange between FE colleges and significant
manufacturers.

Q337 Chairman: A few quick ones from me just to
finish oV. They are questions you might want to
come back in more detail on later. I want to look
at apprenticeships quickly. There is a target in the
Leitch report of 500,000 apprenticeship places by
2020. It is a similar question to Lindsay Hoyle’s: is
that realistic?
Mr Cragg: It is realistic because Leitch has said
young people and adults, the thing we are short of
at the moment is an adult apprenticeship, and we
absolutely support that proposition.

Q338 Chairman: Is progress being made towards
that?
Mr Cragg: Definitely. Train to Gain gives us a very
important building block in doing all of that. If I
might just pause and reflect a little bit to you. One
of the reasons we recruit so few unemployed people
into manufacturing is because we do not prepare
them suYciently to be work-ready, we do not get
them to a suYcient skill base for them to be
acceptable to employers, which means we cannot
even get them to the threshold, which means we do
not progress them in the workplace. All the
evidence from my experience is that if we put that
kind of programme in place, do not try and skill
them to a qualification before they get into the
workplace, but get them work-ready, have
minimum levels of skill and competence which the
employer wants then up-skill them when they are
in the workplace.

Q339 Mr Hoyle: I heard mention of the
Automotive Academy, which was obviously
launched because of what had happened in the
West Midlands with a great fanfare, a great idea.
Do you think there are benefits in merging it with
manufacturing, or do you think it dilutes from the
principle of what it was set out to do?
Mr Cragg: No, I do not think it does. I have been
very close to the Automotive Academy and I have
been working personally with John Kushner, the
project director of the National Manufacturing
Skills Academy, to bring the national base to the
West Midlands. We set up, with our colleagues in
the RDA and SMMT, the spoke of the Automotive
Academy. The model for the National
Manufacturing Skills Academy was very much
built on that same developmental idea. It is not the
idea of having a great big single national provider,
it is about creating a developmental function which
brings best practice especially from business and
international global players into the sector. That is
particularly applicable across automotive and
aerospace.
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Q340 Chairman: Meanwhile, back on
apprenticeships, completion rates are quite low,
well not that low, maybe just a little more than half
complete their apprenticeships.
Mr Cragg: Completion rates have gone up
spectacularly, and I can tell you, for example, I
have just looked at the numbers for my region, they
have gone up another seven percentage points in
the last 12 months, so well over 60% there.

Q341 Chairman: That is very wide, but what is
happening?
Mr Cragg: What is happening is we have focused
more and more on quality, we have focused more
and more on getting the right specialist providers
it goes back to specialisation and we have started
to gain serious commitment and support from
many more employers so that the employer
contribution in the workplace means better
retention. Remember, success rates are the total
number that start and the total number that
complete. Therefore, if you get a lot of movement,
if a young person is unsettled in the workplace they
will move on and go to another job. I think we are
getting better buy-in from employers, a better
reputation for apprenticeship, because it is a
virtuous circle, and, most importantly, better
specialist providers.

Q342 Chairman:A lot of manufacturing employers,
particularly smaller ones, do not have enough
vacancies to justify the investment in
apprenticeship. Is there a way around that?
Mr Cragg: I will try and prove my credentials and
show you that I know your patch. If you looked
at the Herefordshire Group Training Association,
who I think you probably know reasonably well,
now operating in both Herefordshire and
Worcestershire, they do a great job in supporting
a whole range of very small businesses, especially
in an environment like that, in a rural environment
or a semi-rural environment. They are a Centre of
Vocational Excellence so they meet my specialist
criterion. They have success rates of over 70%.

Q343 Chairman: The answer is collective
apprenticeships are a good idea?
Mr Cragg: They are definitely a good idea, and
group training associations, which is the kind of
networking which especially sits under the umbrella
of EEF, works extremely well.

Q344 Chairman: I will not lead you on this
question, it is a slightly separate one, but how do
we get more women into manufacturing?
Mr Cragg: It is enormously challenging to break
through the conventions. One of the best ways to
do that is, firstly, do pilot programmes which
genuinely demonstrate to young women and girls
that they can progress and, secondly, keep banging
on about where the pool of labour is available to
employers, and demonstrate how if they continue
in my region, I would say to you, to just recruit
white males, then they are in serious trouble. If

they ignore women and ethnic minority people,
especially in the conurbation in the West Midlands,
they are fishing in a very, very small pond.

Q345 Chairman: Our predecessor Committee found
that adult training programmes, talking about the
age of apprenticeships as being important here,
were particularly useful in bringing women in, is
that correct?
Ms Clarke: I think it is important, as Dave said,
to demonstrate the opportunities for young people
but also to clearly demonstrate the opportunities
for adults who live in regional atmospheres with
BME—black and minority ethnic—communities as
well. I think apprenticeships are fundamentally
important to that because otherwise what are the
route ways for women to go into that industry.
There is some evidence from some of the piloting
work that these sector skills councils have done as
a result of the Women in Work Commission, but
we are not making enough of it in terms of
demonstrating some of those route ways, not just
for young people, because I think we have made
some significant steps forward, but for adults.

Q346 Chairman: If you want to give a bit more
detail on these points, please feel free to do so.
Mr Cragg: I think we would be more than happy
to do that.

Q347 Chairman: Yes, because these are important
issues and we would be delighted to get further
written evidence from you. Admittedly 18 months
or so ago now the Institute of Fiscal Studies said
Train to Gain was not adding much, that people
who were part of it would have trained anyhow.
You said that Train to Gain is a really important
flagship strategy for your Council. Do you think
those concerns were fair? Do you think Train to
Gain has been adapted to address them, or were
they unfair, and are you happy that enough eVort
is being made to attract in new employers to Train
and Gain?
Mr Cragg: I would like Jaine to comment
specifically on the survey. All the experience on the
ground for me is whilst they might have been fair
in the early stages of Train to Gain, because there
is a certain tendency towards initiative-itis to just
sell things, I do not think they are fair now. To
reassure you, the thing we have embedded in the
new programme is a very, very clear set of light-ish
touch, but very important, customer satisfaction
checks to guarantee that both the employer and the
individual employee is feeding back on the quality
of training and the training experience and that we
are not caught in the area which is I think where
the diYculty lies of just assessing people who have
already got skills and are simply going through an
assessment process.
Ms Clarke: What we have learned from the
Institute of Fiscal Studies report is all of the
evaluation, the checks and balances that we have
in place clearly focus on testing how satisfied the
employer is with the service. The skills broker
organisations, which operate in each of the nine
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regions, are challenged and paid on the basis of
getting to small hard-to-reach employers. We are
very keen that that is a real focus of that valuable
skills broker resource. In the majority of regions,
not in all regions at the moment, the regions are
performing well above the targets that we set for
small hard-to-reach employers, in fact in some
regions we are at the 80-90% mark of it being small
and hard-to-reach. I think we have very much
learned from that initial exercise. We are also very
clear that Train to Gain is a service and that an
element of that is what we will fund from the public
purse, but we are also very clear that actually this
is about the employers’ entire workforce, some of
whom might already have a First or Level 2, so the
Government will not fund for that, others might
not, but also looking at the skills needs of those
who are at level 3 and level 4. We think the service
is much more holistic than the Pilots, and we think
there are suYcient checks and balances in the
system to ensure that we do not get ourselves into
some of the issues we did in the very early days, to
be fair, of the Employer Training Pilots.

Q348 Chairman: Finally, do you think there is a
problem of a lack of aspiration and motivation
amongst some of the young people you are trying
to reach and train?

Mr Cragg: Yes. We would have much higher
participation rates, would we not, if there was not
a problem of motivation? Equally, there is a
challenge to us to make sure that the oVer is right,
especially if young people have disengaged
completely from education, probably often well
before they have got to Key Stage 4 or 14–16. I
think there are real challenges for us to do things
diVerently. Interestingly, we are embarking again in
my region this year, on a wholly new approach
looking at young people not in education,
employment or training so that we target in a much
more individual way. We are looking at individual
skills assessment or individual educational training
assessment and looking at ways in which we bring
them back into the system. Those are quite
significant challenges to us to change the way we
are purchasing what happens out there.

Q349 Chairman: You have done a sterling service,
Mr Cragg and, indeed, Ms Clarke, this afternoon.
We are very grateful to you. If, when you review
the record of this, you think there are things you
would like to have said more about you have
indicated some of those already to us we would be
very, very receptive to additional written evidence
to back up the points you have made.
Mr Cragg: Thank you, Chairman.
Chairman: Thank you very much.
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Q350 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to this
evidence session of the Trade and Industry
Committee’s inquiry into aspects of manufacturing
industry mainly, but this is a session on marketing
UK plc. We may stray a little wider than that given
your organisation’s interests. Can I begin by asking
you to introduce yourselves and roughly what
you do?
Mr Hand: Graham Hand, Chief Executive of
British Expertise. Nigel Peters is my deputy. My
own personal background is more in diplomacy
than in the private sector. Nigel’s however is more
private sector with an added mix of some public
sector. British Expertise is probably, we think, the
leading organisation for assisting in the export of
professional services from the UK, by which I
mean anything from architecture to engineering, to
consultancy generally, to legal services and security
services. That is our habitat abroad. We do not get
very much involved in domestic issues for
companies that are members so we are not a typical
trade association. We organise trade missions
abroad. We organise meetings in London. We work
with the government for the benefit of our members
in general terms. We organise training and above
all we always try to organise good networking for
our members.

Q351 Chairman: Can you give some specific
examples in the context of this particular evidence
session of the way in which you have helped your
members?
Mr Peters: Nigel Peters. I am Graham’s deputy. I
have a private sector background. I worked for
Taylor Woodrow for a number of years. They
seconded me to the DTI and what is now UKTI as
the first of the export promoters for the private
sector. I had three years promoting British business
in Central Asia and the former Soviet Republics.
I then went to work for Business Link in
Bedfordshire helping companies in export
development counselling. Amongst other things, I
am project director for an outsourced unit of UKTI
which advises companies on winning aid funded
business around the world, so particularly with that
as well as UKTI, we work with DFID a lot. In
terms of some examples of how we have helped
members, we run seminars for UKTI around the
world. Consultants like seminars as a way of
talking.

Q352 Chairman: You run seminars for UKTI?
Mr Peters: Yes, under contract. As a couple of
examples of where members have benefited, we
have done two seminars in Trinidad in the last
couple of years, a booming economy on the back
of gas at present but with a long history of lack of
investment in infrastructure. We did a regeneration
and development seminar last year and one of our
members is now working with the Trinidad
Ministry of Housing looking at regenerating social
housing schemes in Port of Spain. Likewise in
Estonia we ran a seminar looking at British
expertise in heritage and museum services. One of
our members there now has a local oYce in Estonia
and throughout the Baltic states is advising them
on heritage museums and visitor attractions.
Through our work with DFID we have a regular
working group with DFID as British Expertise.
Now they are untied, it is even more important for
us to understand what contracts DFID are letting
around the world. One of our members has recently
won a water sector framework contract from them
as a result of some of the meetings we organised.

Q353 Mr Hoyle: You provide export services for
your clients. Which are the main countries?
Mr Hand: It is a worldwide focus. OV the top of
my head, it is not an exhaustive list but certainly
China and India, are huge emerging markets;
Eastern Europe to an extent and Poland and
Hungary, both European members, Romania and
Bulgaria further east; North Africa and the Middle
East very much so, especially naturally the wealthy
countries of the Gulf, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Dubai
et cetera. We focus on the United States for specific
things like green build, which is use of advanced
environmental techniques in building which the
Americans do not have or at least they do not apply
but not for a lot else because it is a diYcult market
and the best way into it is to have a subsidiary in
the United States. South America, not much at all.
There is no great interest from British business.
Sub-Saharan Africa really is confined to aid-funded
business and South Africa.

Q354 Mr Hoyle: You mentioned India and China
doing very well and yet we have Brazil and it does
not seem to be coming on the radar.
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Mr Hand: You open a very big topic which is the
question of how well focused is the list of key
emerging markets that have been developed by UK
Trade and Investment. Our attitude would be that
is it not a question of size.
Chairman: We are going into specific emerging
markets a little later.

Q355 Mr Hoyle: The types of services which you
oVer to your customers seem on the face of it to be
very similar to those oVered by UKTI. To what
extent do you see yourselves as being in competition
with UKTI to provide export services to your
companies or are your roles complementary? Do
you think it is just duplication?
Mr Hand: We see ourselves very much as
complementary to UK Trade and Investment. We
obviously do not and cannot competewith them.We
are holders now of three outsourced contracts so it
is a close, becoming ever closer, relationship but
UKTI is a government department, albeit of a
special type. We would not as a trade association
consider ourselves to be in competition with that
structure.
Mr Peters: We very much look upon the network
of embassies around the world UKTI manage
the commercial sections of those embassies and
consulates as our local ears and eyes.We cannot and
would not want to organise an outward event in a
market where UKTI does not have a presence. That
is true with incoming visitors as well. Where for
instance the UK has no commercial presence and
obviously that list of countries has grown over the
last couple of years through budgetary pressures we
cannot be proactive in promoting our members’
interests.
Mr Hand: It is a synergy between ourselves and UK
Trade and Investment therefore. We represent some
absolutely first class companies in the consultancy
field, generally speaking. UK Trade and Investment
value the insights that we are able to give them into
what those companies are thinking and what they
want. At the same time, we value both the regional
and,more importantly, the overseas structure ofUK
Trade and Investment without which we could not
do our job.

Q356 Mr Hoyle:What is your weakness?
Mr Hand: Our weakness is I lie awake at night
worrying about the bottom line. Trade associations
are not wealthy creatures. We are not in any sense
directly funded other than by our members’
subscriptions. We have to sell our services and I
hope that, in as much as we win contracts from
UKTI or other organisations, they feel they are
value formoney. If they do not feel they are value for
money, they need to ask themselves some questions.

Q357 Miss Kirkbride: What exactly do you charge
on top of your membership fees, or do you? What is
the structure of your fees?
MrHand:Broadly speaking, we charge for historical
reasons by numbers of staV. That tends to become a
rather grey area because, if a company has quite a
small overseas exposure but a lot of staV working in

the UK on domestic things, we can only ask them to
subscribe to the tune of the eVort they are making
abroad. We have to negotiate a bit but broadly
speaking it is about strength of staV. Over and above
that we charge for the meetings that we hold and
under the old arrangements for seminar missions
abroad we would charge a management fee for each
person who goes, not an enormous amount of
money, of the order of £250 a head. Under the new
arrangement with UK Trade and Investment which
is amuch better arrangement, we work on a fee basis
tendered and won fromUKTI which tells us exactly
what we are going to receive up front and that gives
us a much greater certainty over what we are doing.

Q358 Miss Kirkbride: What about UKTI? It does
charge for some of its services but you have some
experience in this. Should it be doing more to charge
for its services?
Mr Hand: I know that it is an ambition of Andrew
Cahn to charge more. I have seen the quite
reasonable suggestion of doubling and doubling
again the amount of income they get. As someone
who has been directly involved in the services that
they provide abroad I was an ambassador; I
supervised people who provided those services at
post their problem is ensuring consistency. If you are
going to charge £1,000 to a company for what they
call an OMIS report which reports on the sector of
the market, something like that, the company is
entitled to know that they are going to get a standard
of servicewhich is always going to bemore or less the
same from each embassy. If one embassy is just
going to photocopy the local trade directory and put
a paragraph in front of it and another embassy is
going to get out there, find out new facts and be able
to say, “These are the leading companies in the
sector. These are the people you want to work with.
These are the people you want to avoid because we
think they are corrupt”, that is a great deal more.

Q359 Chairman: Mr Peters, you talked about the
Aid-Funded Business Service which you run on
contract now fromUKTI. Is it a good idea forUKTI
to outsource these services? You are bound to say
yes, I think, so why?
MrPeters:At the end of the day with the pressure as
with all government departments on the numbers of
civil servants and oYce costs in London, we can
deliver a better service. They can use fewer civil
servants. They can use less oYce space. In our case,
we run the service from Birmingham so it is a service
they are not delivering from central London any
more. Through our contact, we run the service
jointly with Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
and through our joint network contacts I think we
understand the needs of the private sector better
than the civil servants in a lot of cases.

Q360 Chairman: I do not know how many UKTI
services are outsourced. Should they be doing much
more of this?
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Mr Peters: It is a general trend that we would
support in terms of organisation, yes. At the end of
the day, a small, lean team in London is centrally
managing a series of outsourced work.

Q361 Chairman: Presumably the service is not
restricted to yourmembers. Anyone can apply to use
the service. Should they not pay for it?
Mr Peters: The Aid-Funded Business Service has a
series of projects and services that we oVer, not just
to our members but to any qualifying UK company.
We put on training seminars on, for instance, how to
win work from the World Bank or Europe Aid. It is
heavily subsidised through UKTI. Companies pay
£50 to attend or whatever.We have a raft of services.
Graham mentioned the OMIS charging system.
There is a network of liaison oYcers at the
headquarters of the diVerent development and aid
agencies. We help them develop their chargeable
services by saying to companies in the UK, “If you
want some market research on, for instance, what
the World Bank is doing in the water sector in
Africa, the liaison oYcer inWashington can provide
that for you”, obviously at a cost.

Q362 Chairman: Do you agree with the philosophy
I have often heard expressed that businesses value
things they pay for and do not value things they
get free?
Mr Peters: Very much so. It can just be £20 or £30
but nothing in life is free. That is our philosophy
both in running the Aid-Funded Business Service
and British Expertise.

Q363 Chairman:You always hear British businesses
complain about high levels of corporate taxation.
Then they ask for more money from UKTI to do
their work for them. Is there not a certain
contradiction there?
MrHand:What we look for, for and from UKTI, is
to support British business abroad, not to subsidise
it. For example, if there are some opportunities in a
very diYcult place take the Yemen, for example it
does seem to us that business needs to be encouraged
perhaps to go there and that is the function of
sending a team led by us with some cost subsidy.
That makes companies say, “We will go and take a
look. That is a fair deal.” That is what it is about. It is
certainly not about subsidising people to go
to Berlin, Rome or Washington. Washington is
perhaps a bit diVerent because the World Bank is
there but the way the funds are being applied in that
sense, in taking missions to diYcult, emerging and
perhaps sometimes even dangerous markets, is
appropriate.

Q364 Chairman: Is it true in the Aid-Funded
Business Service in particular that government to
government contact is sometimes needed as well and
it cannot just be left to private sector involvement.
You need to coordinate the activities of ministers
here in the UK as well with their counterparts in the
countries you are dealing with?

Mr Peters: That is a fair point. We organise visits to
the headquarters of the diVerent agencies. There is
positioning work to be done in Washington,
Brussels and Manila. That is best done through a
liaison oYcer attached to the local British embassy
or through the UK director’s oYce. As you may
know, DFID provide staV for UK directors’ oYces.
Some are more amenable to helping companies than
others perhaps so you do need that dedicated,
commercial resource tomake sure that you have that
access. With a lot of aid funding now, the contracts
are devolved to the borrowing country. You also
need that network through local embassies there to
access the right ministries.

Q365 Chairman: Finally, a slightly cheeky question
because it is not really on the order paper for this
session. Given that you are tendering for
government contracts our next session is on public
procurement how well does the government run its
tendering exercises for the things you are involved
with?
Mr Hand: Oh dear, oh dear. I have great respect for
senior people at UK Trade and Investment. I think
Andrew Cahn is a very smart guy. We have every
reason to support them andwe do support them, but
they are still feeling their way very much in the
procurement area. A direct comparison is with the
Department for International Development who do
this sort of thing day in, day out, all the time. Their
procurement people are very savvy. They do not
waste money and they give a lot of responsibility to
their task managers. For example, if a DFID task
manager wants to run a contract for whatever
reason and he needs to buy in something, he can do
so up to the OYcial Journal of the European Union
limits, the European limits for public procurement,
about £93,000 or £94,000, without running any sort
of competition if that is what he feels is appropriate.
He can simply call up a company under defined
circumstances and say, “Do this for me.” He or she
has to be able to justify doing that and that could be
a diVerent matter but they can do that. We have the
greatest of diYculty with UK Trade and Investment
in getting them to spend three and sixpence without
planning a public competition. If the value of the
work is quite low and you are using a lot of Civil
Service time in organising a competition, clearly that
is wasteful. We want to see them having much more
authority at desk level. We are really not going to
cheat them because, at the end of the day, they can
come back to us and say, “You cheated us. We are
not going to work with you any more.” We cannot
aVord for that to happen.

Q366 Chairman: That is an interesting answer. I am
most grateful to you for your frankness.
Mr Hand: I do hope that I shall not be beaten up as
I walk back up Victoria Street!
Chairman: Your admiration for Andrew Cahn was
noted as well.

Q367Mr Bone:Can wemove to the UKTI strategy?
Previously, as I understand it, it was focused to a
certain extent on new to export SMEs in other
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words, small and medium sized companies helping
them get into the export market. Your note to the
Committee seems to support what appears to be a
change in policy. Why do you support a change in
policy because the original policy seemed quite
sensible to me?
Mr Hand: It was and it was not quite sensible. This
was a Treasury imposed notion because there was
research which showed that the biggest impact on a
company came at the point where they were new to
export. In other words, the biggest impact that the
Civil Service could make. Therefore, the Treasury
with its economic focus said, “Right, that is the point
at which we must operate.” That completely ignores
the real world of the big companies. I do not
necessarily mean the British Aerospaces and Rolls-
Royces of this world but, for example, the big
consultancies with 10,000 staV, serious companies.
They go for a project to build an airport in China
somewhere. They can make a lot of rain fall on those
SMEs that might need a little bit of help in getting
into export and need nurturing. That seems to me a
very sound approach. Again, it is not that those big
companies should be subsidised in any way but, to
win these big contracts, you need support from the
government at a number of levels up to and
including the ambassador in the country.

Q368 Mr Bone: That concerns me a bit because that
is exactly the view that I thought you were getting
away from. You have huge companies, very
chummywith theUKTI, very nice chaps and they all
get on very well together. We are subsidising
multimillion pound companies to do private
business. Yet, the poor old little guy who is just
starting up, who has a pretty successful business,
who wants to break into export markets but has no
idea how to go about it is being ignored. Is this not
entirely the wrong attitude?
Mr Hand: It is not quite like that. There is still an
enormous amount of work being done for and with
SMEs at local level. There has not been a complete
reversal of policy. I would characterise it as the
strategy accepting and acknowledging that large
companies too need some assistance in specific ways.
What they do not need is fat cheques written for
them, whereas if you can subsidise the eVorts of an
SME to get into exporting, they may be very
successful. They may not, but you are probably
making a crucial diVerence as towhether they bother
or not. I do take your point. That eVort still goes on,
not least through the Aid-Funded Business Service.
That is what we are all about.We are not helping the
big companies. We are helping the small companies
that do not know anything about aid-funded
business which is out there. It is worth billions and
all you need to know is how to bid for it and deliver.
Mr Peters: I spent 18 months just over the county
border from you in Bedfordshire advising SMEs in
export development work. It is terribly resource
intensive with a lot of one to one work with very
small companies at the end of the day perhaps with
the potential to sell two widgets instead of one
widget. If you help position a medium to larger
company towin a project I say it is positioningwork;

I do not buy into the subsidy argument they in turn
through their supply chain will give the work to the
SMEs that they know. I saw it when I was export
promoter for central Asia. You have the oil
companies working in places like Kazakhstan. A lot
of those companies were using their supply chain
links that they had made around Aberdeen through
the development of the North Sea. With a little bit
of help, they were getting the contract fromChevron
Aberdeen, for instance, so we did not need to hand
hold them one to one. There is always going to be a
place for SMEs within the work of theUKTI but the
pendulum has swung too far over the past four or
five years into ignoring the larger companies and
putting too much resource into smaller companies.
Within the confines of a smaller budget, UKTI are
right to say, “Hang on aminute.We have to support
larger companies as well.”
Mr Bone: I understand the trickle down eVect but I
think that would happen anyway. Large companies
can quite happily look after themselves. When I was
in manufacturing and we were developing what was
a unique product in Europe many years ago, there
was zero help from the Department of Trade and
Industry. I thought we had improved that over the
years so that someone in my situation would have
got help. We seem to be drifting away from that
situation and that worries me. When we wanted to
do inward investment, people were falling over
themselves to help us. We are missing in small and
medium sized manufacturing the opportunity to
help them expand because they really do need help.
I just do not accept that these big companies like
Virgin need it.

Q369 Chairman:We are dealing with investment in
amoment so could you concentrate on promotion at
this stage?
MrHand: It is a fact that British Expertise is an SME
organisation. We are over 70% SME members but
there are big companies too. We have some very
loyal members amongst some decent-sized
companies, not the likes of Virgin and so on but
Arup, Mott McDonald, Halcrow and Scott Wilson.
Famous, decent companies are loyal members
because we are providing, with our links with UK
Trade and Investment, a service they value, so that
there is something there.
Mr Peters: UKTI looks at sectors as well as
geographically and there is an argument for saying
within the way they look at and prioritise sectors
that they should perhaps look at the engineering
sector, for instance, and ensure that within that
sector team’s profile greater help is given to SMEs
there than in, say, the aerospace sector or whatever.
I am not convinced that their sector prioritisation
exercise has kept pace with the country review so
that they are now looking at emerging markets
more. Most of the money goes through the sector
teams rather than the country teams. I think they
need to review the sectors. For example, at the end
of this financial year they are stopping all support for
the leisure and tourism sector which is one of the
world’s largest areas where I have a lot of good,
small companies working. That sector is being cut
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oV completely. I am not sure that reflects the new
focus on major, emerging countries like China and
India.
Chairman:Dubai’s golf course is the most profitable
in the world now.

Q370Mr Binley: I am concerned about what I detect
as a cultural problem. I declare that I am chairman
of an SME so knowwhere I am coming from. I heard
two comments which point to a cultural problem.
One, talking about really serious companies. That
comment suggests that the rest are not greats. The
second comment I heard is companies which make
one widget, not two widgets or a statement to that
eVect. I think you are missing the point. It seems to
me that you are right to say the focus has to be on
large exporters, but surely there is a combination of
piggy-backing, of working in that respect, that can
help what is the largest growth sector in terms of
employment in this country at a time when UK plc
is shedding jobs dramatically. I would have expected
to hear a culture of helping those people on the backs
of the bigger companies. We see that Germany does
this very eVectively. What do you say to that
criticism?
Mr Hand: I apologise for the phrase “serious
companies”. All I meant by that was world class
companies. We have some very serious small
companies. Indeed, we have some very serious
individual sole traders in the consultancy field who
do amazingly abstruse things and do them to a very
high standard, but they would not consider
themselves world class players. That would be a bit
much. As an anecdote, the Chairman of Halcrow, a
highly respected man in the industry and in UK
Trade and Investment, said to me when I was very
new in this job two and a half years ago, “If I need a
specialty and I do not have it in-house, I will go to
the British Expertise website. Why would I not? It is
an obvious place to look for those highly specialised
people.”We do have them andwe do promote them.
It is not an easy thing to represent both a handful of
large companies and a great many small companies
but we do try to do it. I give freely of my time to any
member company and any representative who rings
me up or wants to see me. I will not hear any
nonsense like, “You are all about the big
companies” or—

Q371 Chairman: Do not take it too personally. I
thinkMr Binley’s comment was about UKTI rather
than you.
Mr Hand: I was not criticising the question. I was
criticising those members who from time to time do
say to me, “You are all about the big companies.”
Frankly, we are not. We are about every member of
our organisation.
Mr Binley: If I were struggling for a subscription
base, I would be about the big companies because it
is an easier job with a limited resource. I recognise
that position but I equally recognise the need to be
champions of SMEs on the basis of growth in
employment. I just wondered about the tone of your
answers in relation to being champions and in

relation tomy first question, whichwas about piggy-
backing, about working with smaller businesses and
getting them in on the back of the bigger contracts.

Q372Chairman: It is not you that is on the rack here.
We are asking to put UKTI on the rack. Mr Binley’s
question is an entirely reasonable question which
should be answered in the context of how you think
UKTI does its work, not how you do your work.
MrHand:UKTrade and Investment are trying very
hard to go in that direction. They are trying to turn
themselves into a client focused organisation which
will include SMEs on a sectoral basis. They do fully
understand the point that we have made. Yes, of
course you can go out and win very small contracts
abroad, if you are a small player. It does seem to us
that there is an important place for winning the big
contracts which are headline contracts, which grab
the attention of others. If you have won the contract
for Chongqing Airport in China, other people in
China notice that. These people are building airports
faster than the United Kingdom is building bus
shelters.
Mr Peters: I come back to my Bedfordshire
experience of going out to the small industrial estates
and doing the rounds. I am sure it is the same in
Northamptonshire as well. If you look at the SME
definition, that is up to 250 employees. From my
perspective with the larger SMEs it is often that size
of company employing 150 people that are the right
ones to focus on. Within the context of UKTI,
having had an awful settlement from the Treasury
last year and therefore having to drastically cut their
budget on export promotion, I think it is fair that
they are saying, “Yes, SMEs, particularly theM end
of SMEs, will continue to be a priority”, but it
is so resource intensive to help the very small
companies—the ones, twos, threes fours or fives—
within the context of their total budget.

Q373 Mr Clapham:We constantly are told that our
competitors are doing better, particularly in the way
in which they are able to manoeuvre the SMEs into
foreign markets. Given your experience, looking at
what Germany is doing, what are we missing? The
Germans seem to domuch better in being able to get
their SMEs together with the larger companies and
into markets that we are not in. They are certainly
doing better in the markets that we are in.
Mr Hand: This is a very subjective question. It is
extremely diYcult to measure the performance of
countries, one against another. I could only give a
very general idea.

Q374 Chairman: Do you want to hold the thought
for later on? You have notice of a question towards
the end of the session. Just see if you want to reflect
on your answer. Can I take from you that what does
concern you about UKTI is the way the strategy has
kept on being changed by political direction? It has
been subject to quite radical changes of direction by
instruction from the Treasury. Is that a concern?
MrHand: That is a fairly fundamental concern. It is
widely known that the focus on emerging markets
originated from the Chancellor’s statement that we
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must do China and India. There is nothing wrong
with that. He is quite right, but that had the eVect
from a very senior politician of creating the
impression that a very narrow focus was needed.UK
Trade and Investment have expanded that to about
13 countries.

Q375 Chairman: We are dealing with emerging
markets in more detail later. The point is that the
political changes in direction have been unhelpful
in stabilising UKTI’s coherence and overall
development.
Mr Hand: I feel that that is so. I am sure one
could make many criticisms of UK Trade and
Investment. It has now had three chief executives.
Coming from my background, you would expect
me to say and I do say political interference is not
really the way to do things. You need to set
objectives and measure outputs, not fiddle around
with things that you do not really understand.
One gets the impression often that the Treasury
understand all the economic arguments but they do
not really understand the real world arguments.

Q376 Roger Berry: Let us come to an economic
argument that I hope is a real world argument. You
are critical of what you say is the bias at UKTI in
favour of inward investment as opposed to export
promotion, despite the fact that two-thirds of their
spending is on export promotion. What is your
evidence that they should be shifting resources
away from inward investment towards export
promotion?
Mr Hand: My feeling is that inward investment is
quite a mature market for the United Kingdom.
We have been highly successful at it. You are not
going to hugely increase the amount of inward
investment by throwing money at it. Also, they
need to look very much harder at the quality of
inward investment. It is not unusual in our
business, by which I mean consultancy, for a
company to be taken over: whoopee! Inward
investment, usually from the United States. Mr Big
Inc. takes over some decent British consultancy
company and sometimes they say, “You guys focus
on British domestic work. We will worry about the
rest of the world.” That strikes me as a very poor
quality inward investment. If on the other hand a
company is investing in the UK and they are
saying, “Okay, we are here. We want to expand.
We want to use your services to project ourselves
in the world using all the advantages that there are
in being in the United Kingdom”, that is a very
high quality investment. I am not satisfied that UK
Trade and Investment is measuring the diVerence
between the two.

Q377 Roger Berry: That may be the case, although
your memorandum does not provide any evidence
for that. At first blush the two paragraphs on this
really important economic debate about where at
the margin you put your eVort is it on export
promotion or is it inward investment? and the fact
that you come out strongly in favour of export

promotion some would regard as, dare I say it, self-
serving. Are you seriously saying that more than
two-thirds of UKTI’s funding should be spent on
trade promotion?
Mr Hand: The bulk of UK Trade and Investment’s
money should be spent on trade promotion. I am
not against inward investment in any way, shape
or form. If we close the circle and say that a good
inward investment is one which results in the
investing company joining British Expertise in
order to project themselves outside the United
Kingdom, why would I complain about it? That is
an advantage to us. That would remove any motive
I would have for criticising it. Part of my objection
to what has happened is that I happen to know the
reason why the Treasury is so in favour of inward
investment. I do not know whether anyone has said
this to you. I discovered it only recently.

Q378 Roger Berry: Tell us now.
Mr Hand: It is because when there is inward
investment they get more tax.

Q379 Roger Berry: That is quite a good idea, is
it not?
Mr Hand: It is from the point of view of a narrow
interpretation of what is good for the British
economy but you cannot balance an increased tax
take against the benefits to the economy which are
obtained from companies which are exporting.

Q380 Roger Berry: As an organisation that
represents consultants, I am surprised that you
do not have a consultant to do some work on
the comparative benefits of UKTI for diVerent
forms of export promotion and diVerent forms of
inward investment. I find your comments in the
memorandum very general, noting a prejudice in
favour of export promotion. Another issue is the
priorities. There is the size of the firm issue; there is
the inward investment/export promotion issue. The
other one is the focus on emerging markets. Do you
think UKTI has taken the right approach in terms
of focusing on emerging markets? It is a comment
which I think our esteemed Chairman advised you
not to reply to earlier, so now is the opportunity.
Mr Hand: Do you have the fifth amendment?

Q381 Chairman: No.
Mr Hand: I think a lot of things about this. I
started to say earlier that the origin of this policy
was the Chancellor’s statement that we have to do
China and India. Who would object to that? That
unfortunately put things into a narrow context so
UK Trade and Investment, always as they are
guided by the Treasury, were able to add one
or two others from this. There are about 13 in
total which come under this category now.
Unfortunately, they include Brazil which business
by and large has no great interest in because they
have a sophisticated business structure themselves.
They do not need us in the way that perhaps China
and India do in some areas. Equally, Russia.
Frankly, Russia is becoming more of a problem.
China and India are becoming less of a problem.
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Corruption is being tackled. Bureaucracy is being
tackled. Russia is getting worse. It is becoming
dangerous to work in that country. Our companies
are very disinclined to go for work in Russia unless
there are lots of safeguards and lots of profits.
There need to be. South Africa is on the list. I do
not quite know why. I am sure we all wish South
Africa well but a major emerging economy on the
scale of China and India it ain’t. There are
problems with the focus. I also think that if for a
moment UK Trade and Investment take their eye
oV the ball of the established markets and they are
called “established” because British companies are
doing well there this will be a mistake. Andrew
Cahn assures me that this is not the case and that
the diversion of resources has been marginal.
Indeed, I counted up the number of countries they
still have trade and investment sections in and it is
101. I do not want to exaggerate the eVect. I just
think there has to be a very careful balance between
the emerging markets, excellent and good, and
established markets where the money is being
made. Let us not forget that the United States are
still the biggest economy in the world.

Q382 Chairman: I was very struck by one comment
in your memorandum: “A single well-trained and
motivated commercial oYcer in a market will be
highly cost-eVective. Yet many more smaller
markets are now being left with no UKTI capacity
at all.” I agree with you that the one man band can
have a very important part to play in certain
smaller markets.
Mr Hand: There is something which is going round
UKTI which I really do not understand. It is the
concept of concentration. I was a military man
before I was a diplomat and I know about
concentration of forces as perhaps some Members
of the Committee do. It is about chucking twice or
three times as many troops into an assault;
otherwise you are not going to win. It does not
work like that in trade promotion. It is about a few
good, well chosen, well motivated people working
hard. They can produce fantastic results. If you
double them, you will not get double the result.

Q383 Mr Clapham: One of the things you say in
your memorandum indeed, you are a little critical
of UKTI is that UKTI do not ask British firms
what markets they want to focus on. Given that we
are talking in terms of how we promote trade and
given UKTI’s role, should they not be looking to
encourage firms perhaps to enter markets that they
have not previously thought of?
Mr Peters: The whole country prioritisation
exercise is an interesting one. At present they have
13 or 14 sector teams advisory groups and they ask
those sector groups to prioritise markets. All those
sector groups are under pressure to have fewer
priority markets. Therefore, they tend just to look
at the big countries. Almost every sector team will
prioritise China and India. The problem with that
approach is that smaller countries which are often
easier to do business in get neglected by this
prioritisation exercise. Geographically, I look after

Europe and the Americas. I mentioned Trinidad at
the start of the evidence. There is more business to
be done in Trinidad for our members than there is
in the whole of Brazil or Mexico. I know Trinidad
is not being prioritised in the way those markets
are. It will have its resources cut. It is the same in
central and eastern Europe. The Baltic states, for
instance, Slovenia, those sorts of countries. The
private sector tends to look at regions. It does not
look at countries per se. UKTI will have a problem
with resources going to China and India because
sector advisory groups are looking at those but,
coming back to the point about SMEs, it is often
the smaller markets that are easier to enter for
smaller companies.

Q384 Mr Clapham: Why does this occur? A little
earlier in the evidence Mr Hand referred to some
of the embassies and the fact that the commercial
teams have an impact. Is it that some of our
embassies in the smaller emerging markets are
failing to do the research that is required to give
the information to UKTI so that we might be able
to assist that smaller and medium size enterprise
that wants to go into a smaller emerging market,
where there is an opportunity to get in there?
Mr Peters: You cannot have it both ways with the
charging policy because in a small post they are
increasingly under pressure to do chargeable
services. That is where a company asks them to do
something. The problem is looking at emerging
sectors within that economy and finding time, or
somebody to pay for the time, to do that sort of
research. I see it through the Aid-Funded Business
Service because I am arguing with some of the
smaller posts in developing markets that the
increase in aid funding to Sub-Saharan African
countries or Caribbean countries, things like the
water sector or the health service two years down
the line, because the funding is starting to be put
there the hospital will be built; they will be buying
disposables or whatever. The problem with the
system is it is hard to get people to focus now and
start to research those areas because nobody is
commissioning a report from them.

Q385 Mr Clapham: There are two countries that
seem to me to oVer opportunities. Are you aware
of the way in which UKTI may be developing in
Estonia, for example, and Latvia? They seem to
oVer opportunities to SMEs; yet we do not see a
great focus there and I wanted to hear your view
about these two countries.
Mr Peters: I do cover those countries. I have been
there in the last two or three years. We have a
contract from UKTI to hold an urban regeneration
seminar in Estonia next month. There is a lot of
interest for that. At the very start of this evidence,
I gave Estonia as an example of where we had done
a seminar three years ago. They are very
entrepreneurial. I visited both countries in the
Soviet era. It was clear to me, as soon as they got
rid of the Soviet yoke that there were some very
bright, keen people there and I was sure they would
develop. We have very small embassies there and
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none of the sector teams, through doing the current
round of prioritisation, is going to prioritise
Estonia or Latvia. That will impact, I am sure,
on the resources there. It is a problem. I agree
with you. I think there are some very good
opportunities. Indeed, I would add Lithuania as
well. Most companies tend to look at those three
together and there are certain sectors where, if you
are in Estonia or Latvia, you can market in Sweden
and Finland as well.
Mr Hand: It is pretty hard to escape the conclusion
that, for entirely understandable reasons, the
responsible people in UKTI think that if a country
does not have either a big population or a big GDP
or both it cannot really be a priority. There is a lack
of understanding that good British companies, big
and small, will do good business in Estonia and
they will continue doing it for many years to come.
There is a feeling that if it is not Qatar, where there
is a huge amount of money, or China, where there
is a huge number of people, then somehow it is not
admissible. This is a cultural problem. Perhaps it
will settle over time but there does need to be this
understanding that business is not, despite what I
have said, all about building huge airport projects;
it is about all kinds of things. Bear in mind that
we cover professional services. We do not touch the
supply of goods where again it would be fair to say
that the SME is in a rather better position.

Q386 Mr Weir: You touched on the cultural
problem there. Earlier you talked about Andrew
Cahn’s ambition to charge more for UKTI services.
There is also a new market-led focus for UKTI.
Will that not require a much more entrepreneurial
culture within the organisation? Do you feel that
an organisation composed primarily of civil
servants will be able to adapt to this new regime?
Mr Hand: I was a sort of civil servant, a diplomatic
one. I have adapted, I hope successfully, to the
rigours of the private sector in the organisation that
I run. It is perfectly possible for civil servants to
understand very well what is required of the private
sector and how to help it. Whether they will do this
as well as a team of businessmen I am not sure but
that would be asking for a pretty serious
outsourcing exercise to say, “Let’s give the whole
lot to the private sector.” I am not sure that
would work.

Q387 Mr Weir: If I put you in Andrew Cahn’s
position, what sort of performance measures would
you set for the next five years to measure UKTI’s
new strategy and how to adapt to it?
Mr Hand: Not the one that is being set which
is a strange, Treasury imposed concept about
improving the performance of British business. It
has “Treasury” written all over it. The performance
measure should be about direct, provable direct
assistance to the profitability of X number of
companies in Y sectors. I could not refine it any
more than that but I am very doubtful about
economic targets for a hands-on organisation like
UKTI.

Q388 Mr Weir: Do you think the information
would be readily available to measure the improved
profitability of companies in these sectors?
Presumably much of what UKTI does may take
some time to come to fruition. It could be fairly
diYcult to measure at least in the early years.
Mr Hand: I am afraid that is correct. It is the
old problem: what was it that produced the
improvement? Was it the recruitment of extra
people, excellent people? Was it the input that UK
Trade and Investment made? If they are going to
achieve a credible result in this area, they have to
work at finding out what the impact was of their
work. If the answer is nothing, get rid of them but
if the answer is something then focus on that and
multiply it.

Q389 Mr Weir: I am getting the impression from
you that the current measure which you say is
Treasury inspired is likely to produce a measurable
result in a relatively short period.
Mr Hand: Ideally I would focus on the output
which is what does it produce. At the very least
they can focus on inputs. They can set themselves
targets to do specific things with specific numbers
of companies as they have done in the past. That
will continue.

Q390 Judy Mallaber: You were talking earlier
about countries where we were not putting in the
emphasis that we should. Do I get the impression
that you think we should not be putting resources
into the sectoral based work and that instead we
should be concentrating on the geographical basis?
What should be the balance between the sectoral
based resources and the individual countries and
regions?
Mr Hand: I do not think that. In business terms it
is a sectoral world. Unfortunately the world is
divided up into geographical units. Each and every
one of our companies—and, with apologies,
especially the bigger ones who have this problem
big time—has to grapple with the balance between
sector activity and geographical activity. There are
a number of ways of doing this. Some sort of
matrix is always produced to cope with it. UK
Trade and Investment have the same problem but
they have it rather worse because a couple of years
ago they did their sector priority exercise and it was
what it was. We thought some of the results were
a little strange but nevertheless it was done
rigorously and with private sector input. Now of
course they have had imposed upon them the
emerging markets concept which is not wrong
either. What they have to do is to try to harmonise
the two so that it is going to work for the majority
of British companies that are their clients.

Q391 Judy Mallaber: You have given a bit of a
mixed picture in terms of what you think about the
objectives, how they have been set and what we
have been doing in terms of trade promotion and
the balance with inward investment as well. In
broad terms, how do you think the UK is doing on
export performance?
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Mr Peters: If you look at the figures we are doing
quite well. The basic problem has been the strength
of sterling over the last few years. When I was an
export promoter in the mid-1990s I was wheeled
out every time there was a devaluation because that
was the way to export. Given the strength of
sterling, I think the UK is doing reasonably well.
We have had a lot of challenges. To me, the
relatively small budget that UKTI has is a no-
brainer. Properly focused, that is a sensible use of
government money. It is small beer compared with
other departments’ spending. Where we have a
challenge is in capital project work where
traditionally this business in the emerging world is
funded by mixed credit type financing which, in
UK government terms, equates to the sorts of
projects that the Export Credit Guarantee
Department will fund, which is another area. Why
ECGD were left out of UKTI when it was set up
is another debate. The work of ECGD is so critical
to the UK winning many of these projects. That is
a separate debate but in the developing world, if
you are taking to China and India, trade finance,
mixed credits, will be an area that is critical. We
also represent construction companies as well as
consultants. Why has the British construction
industry gone down and down in terms of what it
does overseas? I worked for Taylor Woodrow for
ten years in the 1980s and they did a lot of overseas
work. They do virtually nothing now. One major
reason for that is their perception that the UK is
not competitive in its provision of mixed credit
finance.

Q392 Judy Mallaber: What is your view on how
we are doing in developed countries and developing
countries?
Mr Peters: I think we do better in Commonwealth
developing countries where English is the business
language, where companies understand the culture
and the ways of doing business. We have an
historical basis and if we do well we can always do
better. In countries like India, in South East Asia,
in the Anglophone Caribbean, Sub-Saharan Africa,
yes, we are doing well but you must never be
complacent. The French in West Africa are always
targeting the Anglophone markets of Ghana and
Nigeria, for instance. As soon as we cut back on
something you can bet your bottom dollar that the
French will be looking to take that slack up.

Q393 Judy Mallaber: That leads on to the final
question, what can we learn from other countries
in trade promotion? You have given an example of
the French, are there other countries we can learn
from and if so, what?
Mr Hand: The first thing we should learn is that
we need more joined-up government. Joined-up
government in this country is—and I say this
carefully—a joke. In France things are done
diVerently: the Aid Ministry talks to the Treasury,
talks to the Foreign Ministry, talks to business,
talks to the voluntary sector. I went to a conference
there a couple of years ago. It was a real eye-
opener, there were lots and lots of government

people, senior oYcials, lots and lots of
businessmen, some voluntary sector, key
ambassadors and key Frenchmen from the
European Union and from the World Bank all
discussing questions like, “the Tsunami, did we do
well enough”? They did not mean did we do well
enough in our assistance to recovery, they meant
did we do well enough in getting contracts out of
the funds available. Perhaps that is not a very
British way to approach things, it sounded a bit
blunt, it was at the time. The very idea that
Whitehall would organise that kind of a conference
to look at a specific subject—what can Hilary Benn
do more, or how can the Home OYce contribute
by lightening up on a visa regime somewhere and
this kind of thing—is absolutely impossible and I
am sorry for it because I think it holds us back
commercially in this country.

Q394 Judy Mallaber: Do they get better results
than us as a result of doing that? Does it lead to
anything?
Mr Hand: Subjectively, yes, it does. I have been in
countries where French delegations have arrived
and they are very highly organised, they do not do
it like we do. We send in penny packets of
exporters, six or ten people with myself or Nigel or
one of our people leading it or one of a host of
other people and hopefully, over time, business is
done. The French attitude is to send in a jumbo jet,
perhaps not a jumbo but a good product of
Europe—.

Q395 Chairman: Definitely an Airbus.
Mr Hand: Yes, thank you, Chairman, with three
ministers, 200 businessmen, assorted oYcials, and
they really fill the place. I do not know if that
produces a better result at the end of the day, but
I do know that a lot of people in a lot of markets
think that is a better kind of trade mission.

Q396 Judy Mallaber: Has any analysis been done
on whether they do get better results than us
because there is not much point in saying it feels
better and it looks like they are doing more if
nothing happens at the end of it. You also said
earlier that having the one good key guy over in
a country could pay dividends which is almost the
opposite of what you are saying about sending in
the Airbus.
Mr Hand: The Airbus flies back to Paris or
wherever and everything settles, then you are back
to the tenor of businessmen arriving or ringing the
embassy and saying, “I would like to come and see
someone” and make an appointment and get some
facts. I do not think one should concern oneself too
much with the highlights, I am much more
concerned about whether the structure of UKTI
overseas is eVective. I am convinced that it is
because I have managed people in posts whose job
that was and they are good people. If they are not
good people you have to do the painful thing and
get rid of them and get good people and over recent
years that is something that has been done. I am
saddened by the cuts which were imposed on UKTI
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on a modest budget in the 2004 spending round,
and I think quite wrongly. There is no sign that is
even going to be arrested, never mind reversed, and
it is not so much civil servants in London, I do not
care how many of those they have, I care deeply
about how many people there are on the frontline
overseas helping British businessmen.
Chairman:We are running badly out of time, Judy.
Is there anything particularly you want to ask?
Judy Mallaber: If there are any other things that
you think we can learn from any other countries,
perhaps you can let the Committee know.

Q397 Chairman: If you think of anything else we
ought to learn, if you can give us a written note
about that, that would be helpful. It is worth
reminding you that we are doing an inquiry at
present into trade and investment relations with the

Witnesses: Mr Nick Goulding, Chief Executive, Forum of Private Business and Ms Leslie KossoV,
Independent Executive Advisor, gave evidence.

Q398 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for
coming today both of you. I know we have mis-
spelt Mr Goulding’s name, for which we apologise,
but apart from that can I ask you to begin by
introducing yourselves and, of course, particularly
your relationship with the Forum?
Mr Goulding:My name is Nicholas Goulding. I am
the Chief Executive of the Forum of Private
Business. We represent privately owned businesses,
as the note suggests, across Great Britain. We
represent some 25,000 businesses. The median
member has about ten employees, the mean
member has about 24 employees, virtually none of
the members are sole traders on their own, so we
do not really represent the sole trader. As that
distribution suggests, half our members employ less
than ten but we have a significant proportion,
between 5 and 10%, who are employing in the
hundreds, but they would pretty well all be
described as SMEs bar one or two. In that sense we
have been around for 30 years now and our work is
intensively based on a process of seeking feedback
from members as a whole. We have a research
programme that has various diVerent aspects but
essentially we are driven by the results of that
research in terms of our prioritisation. Leslie has
been working with us for a bit but I think she is
going to introduce herself.
Ms KossoV: I am Leslie KossoV. Please excuse
my cold. I am a Professor of business strategy
and an independent executive adviser. I work
with organisations that range from start-up
entrepreneurials to the Fortune 50s and I come
from California, so I also have that orientation
towards small business development, the
manufacturing sector and all the rest. As far as my
work is concerned as well as crossing sizes of
organisations I have crossed sectors and also
worked in the UK, in the US of course extensively,
over on the Continent and in Japan primarily.

Mercosur countries, particularly Brazil where the
inquiry began, so some of the things you said today
will be relevant to that inquiry too, indeed your
written evidence is relevant to that inquiry too, and
we will take note of that. If you wish to flesh out
that evidence, in any sense, to add to that particular
inquiry into Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay
and now Venezuela, we would be interested to
receive that too. I am sorry to cut you oV in your
prime, and Judy oV in your prime, but we do need
to move on to our next set of witnesses. Is there
anything else you want to say?
Mr Hand: Thank you, Chairman. We might well
elaborate in writing a little bit on the reasons why
some of these markets are not favoured by British
companies.
Chairman: That would be helpful. Thank you very
much indeed.

Q399 Chairman: It is just worth reminding you, we
do find it very helpful if, wherever possible, only
one person answers each question, otherwise we
find we run out of time. It is not always possible
but, as far as possible, try to decide which of you
is going to answer the question.
Ms KossoV: If I may for just one moment, and so
there is clarification, even though we have been
working together, technically there is no aYliation
between us, so when I answer, I am not answering
on behalf of the Forum.

Q400 Chairman: You are expressing your
personal views?
Ms KossoV: Yes, these are my personal and
professional views.

Q401 Chairman: That is very helpful. I was struck
by the fact in your submission that very often you
compare the actual percentage of government
contracts won by SMEs, which you put at 22%,
with SMEs as virtual businesses, which is 99.8%, it
is very high. Is that really, do you think, the
comparison that should be drawn? Many
companies are too small to compete for the
overwhelming bulk of public business and others
are not in the markets that we tender for either—
like hairdressing for example, there are whole
market sectors which are unlikely to go out to
competitive tender—so is that really the best
comparison?
Mr Goulding: I think there are two answers because
there are two questions that you posed essentially
there. The first one is, I suspect, a better
comparison would be the proportion of private
sector GDP accounted for by small and medium-
sized enterprises: the Small Business Service figures
for 2003–04 were that 49.6% of private sector GDP
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came from small and medium-sized enterprises and
it has hovered around that level, around about
50%, for at least the last decade.

Q402 Chairman: Is that 22% of contracts by value
or volume? I cannot remember.
Mr Goulding: I believe that is by value, but if I look
over my shoulder I might get value. By value.

Q403 Chairman: By value. Tha is 49% plays 22%,
which is probably a better measure of the disparity.
Mr Goulding: As regards the second aspect of your
introduction there, I am not sure I accept the
premise that lots of very small companies are not in
a position to bid for them. There may be particular
products that are less appropriate, but across the
spectrum as a whole I think it is more the way in
which public procurement is conducted that
excludes them rather than inherently they are
incapable of supplying to the public sector.
Chairman: That is very helpful. We are moving to
a series of questions from Judy Mallaber, where I
think probably, unless I am wrong, Ms KossoV will
want to comment on but I could be wrong about
that.

Q404 Judy Mallaber: I think a major part of your
written evidence was where you were arguing in
favour of securing either an opt-out or a re-drafting
of the WTO agreement on public procurement. I
think your preference is to get a re-drafting in the
first instance, would that be right?
Ms KossoV:No. So that you know, the FPB prefers
the re-drafting as a starting point. As far as I am
concerned, get out.
Judy Mallaber: I am not quite sure where we go on
asking you.
Chairman: We might have time for both of you to
answer all these questions!

Q405 Judy Mallaber: Whichever you are doing,
either of you, how important would that be, either
the re-drafting or the getting out, in getting more
small companies involved in public procurement?
Is it absolutely critical?
Ms KossoV: I believe that it is absolutely critical
based on the experience which we had in the United
States and the fact that from the beginning of this
particular agreement in the WTO the US opted out
from the get-go because it does, in fact, put the
kibosh on the ability of the government to be able
to guarantee what is now 23% direct procurement
and 40% subcontracted procurement to small
businesses as defined in the United States, which is
also a diVerence, but here, because you are party
to the agreement, you cannot, in eVect, positively
discriminate on behalf of small businesses. Some of
the issues that were brought up in the earlier session
by the previous witnesses are exactly relevant to
this, that you start adversely impacting the
scalability of your small businesses, you are
adversely impacting the ability of these companies
to innovate and to be the economic engine as far
as future work both internally and globally that
we have seen happen and, basically, build the

infrastructure to have happen in the States. My
attitude towards that particular agreement is get
out of it, and by the EU pulling out what will
happen is seven of the ten largest economies will be
gone which will be a perfect opportunity for a re-
drafting which will make sense that will allow those
percentages to be guaranteed, so I come at it
backwards.

Q406 Judy Mallaber: Can you explain, I do not
quite understand this concept, which seems very
important in your evidence, of “set-aside”. Is that
what you are talking about when you are saying
to guarantee work for small companies? Can you
maybe explain that a bit further, because that is
clearly important in the US context and would also
be important potentially if you went down the re-
negotiating path? Maybe you could explain it a
bit more?
Mr Goulding: Chairman, if I might park set-aside
for a second because a little bit of background
might be helpful from that point of view, because
set-aside is one aspect of a number that—

Q407 Chairman: Just briefly because Mr Bone
wants to ask about this later on.
Mr Goulding: Just to add a little bit of clarification
to where we stand, the AGP the agreement which
really precludes these measures and from which the
US has opted out in respect of the small business
aspects of its procurement policy is one that we
believe is capable of amendment to achieve the
required eVects, ie to permit the UK and other
European governments to adapt their policy
towards procurement in a manner which we believe
would be beneficial. The reason that we would
prefer an amendment to the AGP, which the
negotiating process would allow for as we stand
now, is because we believe that the straightforward
opt-out is a relatively blunt instrument that would
achieve the eVects and would be preferable to no
progress at all, but there are certain aspects of the
US policy that we would regard as not desirable,
such as the Buy American Act, and because of the
opt-out they are able to go down that line. Were
European countries to have a block opt-out and
were to apply in a European context, shall we say, a
“Buy French” policy, then that would not
be so desirable. Actually that would probably be
precluded by European rules as opposed to
international rules at that stage.

Q408 Rob Marris: But they have already got that
rule in France.
Mr Goulding: There is a diVerence between the way
in which things are applied and what then happens
in practice. Although you might say, “Well, what
is the diVerence?” the fact is that if theory is
allowed to follow practice then it becomes even
more deeply embedded.

Q409 Judy Mallaber: As I understand your
evidence, you are broadly supportive of the
principle of the Directive, but you want to amend
various items, is that right?
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Mr Goulding: We are not proposing any change to
the Directive, the changes are strictly to the AGP.
Just to be absolutely clear, we are not suggesting
any change to the Directive, it is purely to the AGP.

Q410 Judy Mallaber: I thought you were broadly
supportive of the principle of what is in the AGP
just not in terms of how it works?
Mr Goulding: We believe that for some of the
clauses of the AGP, and they are specified in the
evidence, it is all a question of how you interpret
them and that re-drafting would be necessary to
apply the clarity that would enable a government
with confidence to implement the measures which
we are talking about because, as it is drafted at
the moment, we believe that it is subject to
interpretation that might preclude some of them.

Q411 Judy Mallaber: How many of your
recommendations for reforming public
procurement do you think would be ruled out by
the AGP, as it currently stands?
Mr Goulding: It does depend on how you interpret
the diVerent clauses, but potentially the bulk of
them because of various aspects of non-
discrimination and how you might treat the
diVerence between big firms and small firms. The
substance of what we are suggesting is that
presently the apparently level playing field in
practice is biased against small firms and so unless
you allow government to conduct a procurement
process in a manner which allows the playing field
to be set in a way that positively encourages SME
engagement in public procurement, then you are
not going to get an equitable result.

Q412 Judy Mallaber: If we opted out of the
agreement, what would be the implications? Would
we start losing our ability to gain contracts? Would
it be damaging?
Mr Goulding: Of course, I think the principal
impact would be internal rather than external. As
has already been pointed out, very large parts of
the world trade have already opted out. In fact,
AGP only covers 5% of global public procurement,
so it is a pretty small element of global public
procurement and our opting out it would not be a
complete opt-out, it would be an opt-out of certain
aspects of it as is the case in the United States
would send more of a message in terms of the need
to change the rules as a whole than it would have
a practical impact.

Q413 Judy Mallaber: What is the attitude of other
European countries on this at the moment? Are any
others favouring an opt-out?
Mr Goulding: They are split.
Ms KossoV: As I understand it there are currently
15 countries that are in support of an opt-out and
in order to get and this comes from some of the
FPD’s research and Martin Smith in particular
Peter Mandelson to speak specifically to an opt-out
would require 17 countries. The UK is currently
not one of the countries that has agreed to the
opt-out.

Q414 Judy Mallaber: I think we are a bit confused
by what the current status is. Are they negotiating
on revising the AGP at the moment? I have a date
in this paper about having to put amendments in
by March, but I am not clear whether there is
currently a process where renegotiation is taking
place or are we pushing to get a renegotiation?
Mr Goulding: This is in the hands of the European
Commission. The European Commission has a
time period within which it could make proposals
for amendments and that is the end of March
deadline. At present the European Commission
does not have the mandate from the Member States
to put forward proposals and that is where the 15
Member States figure is significant.

Q415 Judy Mallaber: You said the 15 Member
States was for an opt-out. What numbers would go
for a renegotiation?
Mr Goulding: Because the precise position of
Member States is not in the public domain, and this
is hearsay evidence from what we are told by small
business representatives in other Member States or
we have done our arithmetic, it is diYcult to be
precise about it. However, you can see some
measure of change in Mr Mandelson’s public
statements where if you were to have gone six
months ago it would have been distinctively
negative, more recently he has at least indicated
that he would be prepared to consider such matters,
which indicates to us that there is a change in the
thinking there. We have also received information
from French organisations who work closely with
the French Government who would, generally
speaking, be seen as the main impetus behind the
European Commission taking action on this front
and that is where the figures come from basically.

Q416 Judy Mallaber: It is the French who are the
keenest on saying that small businesses are
disadvantaged at the moment?
Ms KossoV: The French are the ones who are
leading the charge in moving towards whether it is
the renegotiation or the opt-out. They are the ones
that have been most active in getting the other
countries involved in this.

Q417 Judy Mallaber: Which other countries are
particularly concerned?
Ms KossoV: I would have to defer to Nick on that.
Mr Goulding: Because a lot of this is not a publicly
stated position of the Government but it is in terms
of the context of the European Commission it is a
little diYcult to be precise. If I was to paint a
general picture, those countries which are more
hostile to the European Commission adopting such
a stance with the WTO would be—

Q418 Judy Mallaber: Adopting such a stance of
what? Of change?
Mr Goulding: To the extent that there would be a
change to the AGP, either an opt-out or a
renegotiation, would typically speaking be the
northern European countries, so it is the likes of
Sweden, Finland, Ireland and the United Kingdom
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who would be opposing the Commission whereas
Central and Eastern European countries, those
mentioned in the last evidence session, Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia, would be in favour, France
is in favour, Benelux countries would be in favour
and Spain and Italy would be in favour.

Q419 Judy Mallaber: At present UK ministers are
not pushing for renegotiation of opt-out?
Mr Goulding: That would be correct, yes.

Q420 Chairman: We are going to Brussels next
week to explore this issue, among others, so your
evidence is very timely. You have a lot of emphasis
in your submission on public procurement being
too risk averse, but it is taxpayers’ money, do
people not have to be quite cautious?
Mr Goulding: I think it depends on the outcome
you want to achieve. I would say that the outcome
as a taxpayer is that you want to achieve the best
value for money and being risk averse does not
produce the best value for money. In fact, if you
look at the private sector where you are trying to
optimise a return for your shareholders, or if it is
your own company to yourself, it is not an
approach you would take. Generally speaking, I
would say if it is not the approach you would take
if it was your own money it is probably wrong. In
fact, one of the things I would say about the public
sector is that because it is not your own money you
get less eVective expenditure.

Q421 Chairman: I cannot remember what you said
in your evidence in detail, but the requirement for
three years of audited accounts, does that apply to
all public sector procurement?
Mr Goulding: There is some variation in that
because, of course, the public sector is so vast and
there are so many iterations of it, so understanding
the precise requirements in every aspect you would
require an encyclopaedic knowledge, which is part
of the problem itself. I think what we were
illustrating there is that blanket approaches
can have unintended eVects and that there will
be circumstances where requiring financial
information from companies is entirely appropriate
and, indeed, in the private sector if you were
engaging with a supplier you would want to have
that knowledge yourself. Even in a company the
size of the Forum of Private Business, which turns
over £2.5 million, in certain circumstances we
would ask for that information from a supplier, but
where the nature of the supply meant that it was
prudent to so ask. There are a wide range of
purchases that we undertake that we would not and
in the same way it can be inappropriate. It is all to
do with the amount of cost which is incurred by
the potential supplier in making that supply, or at
least tendering for that supply, which is
disproportionate in the public sector.

Q422 Chairman: What I am very anxious our
Report should do is identify specific ways in which
Government can improve its public procurement to
assist your member companies and other small and

medium-sized businesses to win more government
business among other things. This is an interesting
example. There has got to be some way in which
the procurer in the public sector can be assured of
the financial reliability of the supplier from which
he is buying. You are saying there should be a
menu of options depending on the nature of the
contract, rather than a one-size-fits-all policy, is
that right?
Mr Goulding: Yes, which is the case in the private
sector which, generally speaking, I would say does
its purchasing rather better. I do not know if Leslie
wants to comment.
Ms KossoV: Yes, I do want to comment on this
because in government procurement in the United
States we do not have a one-size-fits-all structure
for this because we understand, particularly when
it comes to defence contracting and when we are
looking at new technologies, particularly black box
technologies, what we are most concerned about is
getting that innovation in and having the access to
these new products. What the Small Business
Administration came up with a number of years
ago was an entity called a certificate of competence
and there is a complete analysis that is done of
small businesses to determine on a variety of
diVerent criteria whether or not they will be able to
in fact fulfil whatever the contract calls for and this
is for both new and existing technologies. There is
a tendency here to do a lot of one-size-fits-all
whereas we have much more, I do not want to call
it a sliding scale, choice built in that is designed so
that we understand that not everybody will fit into
the one cookie cutter model and so what we need to
do is to make sure that we still win and give those
companies the opportunity to grow at the same
time. An entity already exists in the form of the
certificate of competence that the SBA has, those
data are available and you can download what that
consists of and it is a standardised assessment.

Q423 Chairman: Small businesses in the States
like it?
Ms KossoV: Yes, they do because it opens doors
for them. So much of what we have in the United
States are the spin-oV businesses, even small
businesses spinning oV of other small businesses
where someone comes up with a new technology
or a new innovative process of building an existing
technology, wants to take their act on the road and,
of course, that is going to be of real value to the
government as well as others. The government’s
attitude towards procurement and particularly new
product development, innovation and all of the rest
is that it is well worth the investment on the part
of the government to help these small businesses to
develop their technologies to get their businesses up
and going so that, in fact, on the black box side of
it where that does exist it is owned absolutely by
the United States Government and then shared
with whichever partners, but it also opens the door
for the non-black box version of those technologies
to be made available on a commercial basis and
then you have suddenly got expansion and there we
are back into the scalability.
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Q424 Mr Weir: I am probably being a bit dense
here, but can you tell us what you mean by
“black box”?
Ms KossoV: I learned that expression when I was
working for Hughes Aircraft and we were doing
our first technology transfer project with British
Aerospace and our engineers did not want to share
certain technologies with your engineers, even
though the contract called for it, so there was this
wonderful little category called “black box” that
were the protected technologies and there was all
sorts of negotiation that went on about how much
information could we share and what was it safe
to let loose. It is those technologies that are
considered and they are absolutely Defense
Department oriented that are considered to be so
proprietary and you have to protect them so much
that they are at the highest levels of secrecy. So that
is black box.
Chairman: In fact, it is now Mike Weir’s turn to
ask the questions.

Q425 Mr Weir:We often hear that the bureaucracy
involved in submitting an application for a
government contract is considered to be a major
obstacle by SMEs; the Government always claims
that it is reducing the burden of bureaucracy. Can
you give us specific examples of existing
bureaucracy that could be eliminated?
Mr Goulding: I think the example of providing
accounts is one, but it is the sum of the parts rather
than any one bit that really adds up and it is also
the repetitive nature of having to comply, and
comply in slightly diVerent ways, when you are
bidding for diVerent contracts. One way in which
it could be radically reduced is the certification
process that was outlined from the United States
where if you certify yourself once, you have then
certified yourself for public sector contracts. There
have been various eVorts to achieve that sort of
eVect within the United Kingdom at times over the
last 20 years, but they tended to founder as fashions
changed, diVerent bits were added on, they are no
longer still there or it is not transferable from one
public sector purchasing to another public sector
purchasing. If I was to put my finger on one thing
I would say it was the transferability of such
assurance so that having demonstrated yourself as
a suitable company for supplying to the public
sector that you could take that particular tick in the
box and proceed to other public sector contracts.

Q426 Mr Weir: I understand what you are saying,
it makes some sense, but because you have been
judged as suitable for one particular public sector
contract, if you are applying for a public sector
contract in a diVerent part of the public sector it
does not necessarily mean that you would be as
suitable for that sector, does it?
Mr Goulding: This is why small firms do not apply
because if you have large costs involved in making
an individual tender, which is the eVect of these
requirements, if you do not win that particular
contract, and your capacity to bid for public sector
contracts is limited so you cannot spread the cost

over a large number of bids, it is not worth you
starting in the first place. If you are a major
company and you are putting in tens or hundreds
of tenders depending on the nature of your
contract, you can accept the fact that you are going
to make X% of them because the cost of not getting
the other public sector contracts is essentially
spread across those that you do get, so the public
sector is paying.

Q427 Mr Weir: I understand, but what I am getting
at is in the certificate you are talking about, are
there specific things, it could be company A is able
to perform X, Y and Z, that take these parts out
of a tender process? Is that what you are getting at?
Mr Goulding: There are quite a lot of such
requirements that are included in things such as
environmental compliance, in terms of equality and
inclusion and so on, so diVerent public sector
authorities put diVerent requirements from that
sort of point of view. In fact, at the moment it looks
as if further such requirements are going to be
forthcoming. I had a discussion with the Chairman
of the Equal Opportunities Commission who is
considering, or is being required to consider,
additional such measures right now.

Q428 Mr Weir: I want to get this right because I
am getting a bit confused about this. Are you
saying there are certain things that can be certified
once-and-for-all? Presumably, there would have to
be some sort of monitoring over a period to make
sure you are still complying but that would be
taken out of the tender process to simplify the
tender process that has to be gone through for
government contracts. Am I picking this up
correctly?
Ms KossoV: I would like to come at it from a
slightly diVerent angle and I think I may be coming
at your answer. This is the US system: when you
become, in eVect, an approved or preferred
supplier, and you have established yourself based
on whether it is a certificate of competency or going
through some other form of assessment, you are on
the list. Then when you are putting in a tender for
a contract, you are up against everybody else that
is coming after that contract and your ability to
perform to that contract, your viability, whether
your bid is considered competitive, the background
that you have, the quality of your services, all of
that is being determined by the procuring body and
so there is, in eVect, a first level that gets you in the
door and that is that certificate of competence
which gets you in as an accepted supplier. Whether
you win contracts from that point forward depends
on how well your organisation performs and all the
standard criteria that would be considered when a
bid is being considered.

Q429 Mr Weir: I understand that, that was what I
was trying to get to. Would there not have to be
monitoring procedures to ensure that a company
still maintains that original certificate of
compliance and would that not lead to additional
burdens on the company?
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Ms KossoV: No. In fact, one of the really
interesting things about the process, and this is
true, is if you design a process well it is always
front-end loaded, so that you are doing all of your
analysis ahead of time and then the monitoring of
it is really nominal and so, yes, there is that front-
end bureaucracy where the analysis of the
assessment is required, but from that point forward
keep in mind that for every single contract that is
being performed there are data that are being
generated and performance indicators that are
being monitored on a regular basis. We do not have
in the States any more cost-plus contracts and not
only for the government, so now that we do not
have those, we have contracts where if you are not
performing to the way that you called out and
promised in eVect in your bid you are being dinged
for it, you are having to pay for it, you are being
fined. So that process you are talking about is
actually built in to the system as part of the
monitoring of any given contract and if you are not
performing, you are out, you are no longer an
acceptable provider.

Q430 Mr Weir: How would such a system comply
with European Union rules on the tendering of
contracts? As I understand it, most public
procurement has to be tendered out throughout the
European Union now. Would that system have to
be accepted throughout the European Union?
Would it cause a diYculty if it was accepted in the
UK and not elsewhere?
Ms KossoV: I am going to hand that over because
I have a completely diVerent attitude towards all
of that.
Mr Goulding: There is potential for problems here,
particularly if you have an approach that might be
compliant now but then other rules change so you
have a problem keeping up. I think, in a sense, what
the exchange now illustrates is part of the problem
with trying to resolve it and, as I said, there have
been previous attempts to achieve such eVects in
the United Kingdom and they generally foundered
because having got something in, it then has not
been stuck with because other things have changed,
new things are added on elsewhere, all because it
is trying to be so all-encompassing that it becomes
impossible for people to get in in the first place so
they do not bother. In making my initial answer,
what I was trying to do was to illustrate a concept
rather than to suggest a precise solution and, in
fact, that is precisely why we come round to these
targets for SME procurement levels because if at a
national level we try to second-guess exactly how
each individual element of the public sector can
deliver the beneficial eVect which we believe wider
inclusion of SMEs would have on public
procurement, then by trying to get one size that fits
all across the whole piece we will end up with
something that does not deliver anything. At a local
level with individual authorities it may be that
having some sort of certification produces a
beneficial eVect, and I think it can help, but not if
we try to answer every problem for every aspect,
so it may be diVerent in military defence than it is

in South Bedfordshire District Council and sorts of
SMEs that are likely to be bidding in those diVerent
contexts will be diVerent, and because small firms
cover such a multitude of sins if we try and treat
everyone exactly the same way we will end up
answering no-one’s problems. This comes back to
why the Forum of Private Business’ position is
having an indicative target, say 23% as in the
United States, for public procurement acts as a
vehicle for driving diVerent parts of the public
sector to try to meet that challenge and the way in
which they answer it may diVer.
Chairman: You have anticipated the next line of
questioning from Mike Weir. I want to ask Rob
Marris to put one supplementary on a European
question to you.

Q431 Rob Marris: I think the European Union
threshold now is around 93,000 or 94,000 and then
it has got to be advertised in the OYcial Journal
and all that stuV. Do you think that threshold
should be changed and, if so, up or down?
Mr Goulding: I am not sure I have a view on the
threshold en bloc. What we do know is publication
in the OJ is not a good way of opening up
procurement for small firms. I would rather come
at that the other way round, which is while not
venturing an opinion on the precise level of
contract required for inclusion in the OJ, I would
say that individual procuring authorities need to
think, “What is the impact of the way I do my
procurement in terms of that small business
procurement, ie inclusion of small businesses and
their ability to bid for the sorts of contracts I am
putting out, and if the level of contract I am
awarding is one that is in practice precluding small
firms then I am doing something wrong”.
Chairman: We are running a bit short of time, we
are falling into the trap of answering every question
twice. Unless it is really important I think we would
like to move back to Mike’s questions.

Q432 Mr Weir: We touched upon the question of
targets for SMEs and I think it was in Ms KossoV’s
submission that you suggested targets for small
businesses, but the Small Business Service rejected
such targets due to the diYculty of obtaining
information on the size of competing companies
and the wide diVerences in suitability of SMEs in
diVerent sectors. How would you respond to that
observation?
Ms KossoV: If I understand all of the nuances of
it correctly there are two aspects to it. First of all,
the small businesses never have anywhere near as
much information and access as the large
companies do no matter what, so they are always
working at something of a disadvantage.

Q433 Mr Weir: The Small Business Service’s point
was how does government, who are doing the
procuring, get the information on the size of the
various competing companies.
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Ms KossoV: Once again, it is through that process
of the application to become an accepted provider
that you are having to provide this information.
Am I misunderstanding your question?

Q434 Mr Weir: No, please continue.
Ms KossoV: Okay. So that you know, you are also
moving into an arena that I have a particular issue
with, which is the way that you define what an
SME is. The fact that you have a number attached
to it is just wrong, the way that you are doing that
right now, and it is limiting competitive ability. I
will go oV of that for a moment.

Q435 Mr Weir: We are just coming on to that.
How do you propose changing the definition to a
relative one? For example, how can you justify a
system where a manufacturing firm, for example,
could have thousands of employees and still be
deemed a small business?
Ms KossoV: Because depending on the segment that
they are competing in, that actually determines
whether or not they are considered a small
business. These classifications are fascinating to me
because I am old enough that I started with a whole
diVerent classification system numerically and got
it into the larger—

Q436 Mr Weir: Do I understand you correctly that
if a business works in, say, pharmaceuticals where
there is GlaxoSmithKline and all the huge
businesses, if they have thousands of employees but
are relatively small in that sector they would be
classed as a small business?
Ms KossoV: Yes, absolutely. In fact, one of the
pharmaceutical companies for which I was an
executive had over 2,000 employees and we were
still considered a small business because of who we
were competing against.

Q437 Mr Weir: So it is sector related?
Ms KossoV: Absolutely yes.

Q438 Chairman: There is some confusion in the
evidence you are giving. Is that the Forum’s view
too?
Mr Goulding: The Forum of Private Business
would probably take a practical view of this, which
is while we would accept the logic of the argument
that it is a more intelligent way of doing it, and in
the long run we would advocate such a move, in
the short run we would not take the view that it is
likely to be practical in terms of European policy
to change definitions to be more flexible, shall we
say, sector by sector. We would agree with them in
the long run and in the more abstract, but in terms
of the practicalities we would probably rather
concentrate on how we deliver improved access to
firms that qualify as SMEs under European policy
now, but that is to be more practical about it.
Chairman: Thank you, that is a very interesting
exchange. We will reflect on that.

Q439 Mr Bone: The Secretary of State last year
stood up and said we are business friendly, we are
very keen on business, particularly small and
medium-sized businesses, we are going to get more
business from the public sector to the small and
medium-sized businesses. It was a wonderful sound
bite but, on the other hand, Gershon is then telling
him that he has got to centralise procurement to
make economies of scale. How do those two
divergent views come together? I fail to see the
logic.
Mr Goulding: The Forum of Private Business
would probably diVer with both of those points
but, firstly, because we think that the sound bite
did not translate into practical policy and,
secondly, the view that you should centralise in
order to reduce costs and get better eVective public
procurement we would disagree with as well. In
fact, it is precisely putting the cart before the horse
because if you have a less competitive environment
for public purchasing, while in the short run in an
individual case it may reduce the cost, in the longer
run, and if you take a broader view of the public
interest, a less competitive environment for the
supply of goods and services to the public sector
will almost certainly result in an increase in the
costs and a reduction in the quality that the public
sector receives. I believe it is a short-term view that
does not produce a beneficial longer term eVect.

Q440 Mr Bone: The Government would argue,
Chairman, “If we have got a large contract, if we
unbundle it so that smaller companies can compete
for it, there are lots more contracts and poor old
civil servants are going to have to work a lot harder
to manage seven or eight or even more contracts
rather than one and that will cost more money to
the taxpayer”.
Mr Goulding: There is an old saying, and I think
that many of these things are proved by the truth
of history, of being penny-wise and pound-foolish
and that is where that ends up. Yes, it may be more
complicated for the civil servants dealing with it
because at a top level in the Civil Service you can
then tidy things up into tidy little blocks and you
can see the attraction of that. Again, if you go back
to the last evidence session when we were told of
the eVect that a single person in a particular
country can achieve in terms of eVective output I
would say precisely the same thing applies with
public procurement. If you cut the numbers down
to more manageable chunks and you have a wider
range of people or businesses that are in a position
to bid, I would say it might look less tidy if you
are producing a macro answer at national level but
that the end eVect will be more beneficial ultimately
to the taxpayer.

Q441 Mr Bone: Earlier on you were talking about
set-asides, which worried me for a moment, I
thought we were in agricultural territory, the EU,
and that made a shudder go down my spine. It
sounded like a very good idea in the context of
business. Instead of the rhetoric you would get
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contracts awarded to smaller companies because
they would have to do it. Could you give me an
example of how it might work.
Mr Goulding:We are not suggesting that a specified
percentage should be set-aside and automatically
awarded to small firms who would not ordinarily
win that contract: we are not suggesting that the
contract should go to anyone else other than the
best business in terms of being able to meet that
particular contract. What we are suggesting is that
in particular defined circumstances the presence of
a dominant supplier can preclude a range of
competition and in order to get the best supplier in
place to meet that particular contract that in
defined circumstances it will be better to set-aside
that contract or that class of contracts so that only
smaller firms can bid for them precisely because
they would not enter that competition if dominant
suppliers were present in that marketplace and that
because you are precluding them you are therefore
likely to get less eVective purchasing. It is in very
specific circumstances to meet what we would
describe as market failure in terms of the
competitive environment.

Q442 Mr Bone: Can I give you an example and see
if I have got this right. Say with the annunciators
in the Palace of Westminster I do not know at all
about the actual companies, there might be a
dominant supplier, a large company, but there
might be a series of small companies that also do
the same sort of thing you would say that might be
a case where it would be set-aside only for smaller
companies?
Mr Goulding: Yes.

Q443 Mr Bone: You would go down to that detail
within a contract?
Mr Goulding: Yes.
Chairman: Interesting.

Q444 Rob Marris: Should there be better guidance
earlier on in the process from the government on its
procurement processes so that SMEs have greater
information about the way in which the system
works?
Ms KossoV: The answer to that is yes. Going back
to the testimony that was given in the earlier session
on UKTI, again I have to specify a diVerence
between the way the United States and this country
seem to work. When we saw the real growth of
small businesses being able to contract successfully
with the government a lot of the reason that
happened was because the government invested in
ensuring that the buyers in all of the procurement
areas, the prime contractors who were going to be
taking on the big gigs anyway, and the
subcontractors who would undoubtedly be
involved working either directly or through the
prime contractors, were all being trained in best
practices, including how to identify where the
contracts are and how do you figure out whether
you are the right company to go after it. There was
so much front-end training that was done to ensure
that the smaller businesses would be able to move

into that system very easily. You have pieces in this
country, and I do not want to sound like I am being
anti you guys because I am seriously not, but you
have various pieces already in place and with some
of the pieces it is really just a matter of formalising
them and expanding what is already here. Some of
it is new pieces that need to be put in. It is a
cooperative system so that not only the large
companies that would be subcontracting to the
small but also for the small companies you are
setting up the system so it is built to win. I have to
say one other thing in answer to a question earlier.
Part of the response that I would add is if you
unbundle the contracts it is much easier to get at
what it is you were calling out. Very often it is the
bundling that makes it impossible for the small
guys to get in.

Q445 Rob Marris: Is part of what you are putting
forward the package that you would see operating
in the USA with training for prospective suppliers,
because otherwise is there not a risk that if the
government is putting out more knowledge the
big suppliers often will have greater access to
that knowledge because they have got a bigger
department doing that kind of stuV?
Ms KossoV: Absolutely. That is one of the things
I did not put into my written evidence. The Small
Business Administration is a stand-alone entity that
reports directly to the President of the United
States. When you take a look at the structure here,
and most particularly your SBS that has just
become smaller and has gotten buried even more
into the Department of Trade and Industry, this is
very worrisome to me. As was talked about in the
earlier session, if you are not putting money
towards it, nobody is going to pay attention to it.
In a case like this, what we did from the beginning
in the United States, in eVect, and still do, is have
systems specifically for small business owners at
any point in their development. There are a lot of
small businesses that have existed for years that
have never bothered to go into government
contracting but then decide they want in and the
information and courses are available through the
Small Business Administration specifically for
them. Again, because the system is what it is, they
also create partnerships with the large guys as well
as the small guys so that they can create economies
of scale, there is a lot of financial backing, help with
loans and the rest. It is a really comprehensive
system.

Q446 Rob Marris: I understand what you were
talking about on certification, of course that
already goes on to some extent and certainly does
at local government level.
Ms KossoV: Yes.

Q447 Rob Marris: I understand the concept of set-
aside. What evidence is there, whether from the
States or anywhere else, that this works rather than
potentially lumbering governments with a bias
towards purchasing from SMEs who are not as
eYcient and supply goods and services at greater
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prices than would be available from larger
companies? What evidence is there it works? It all
sounds very lovely and cuddly, but where is the
evidence?
Mr Goulding: If you look at the United States,
there is some fairly clear evidence. It is not how the
United States is doing right now, I have to say. One
of the things I should say is that big business does
not have the taxpayers’ interests at heart.

Q448 Rob Marris: Nor does small business.
Mr Goulding: Indeed, no businesses do, but big
businesses are in a position to influence their
marketplaces to achieve that eVect whereas small
businesses are not because small businesses almost
inevitably are in an intensity of competition in
whichever marketplace they are in, so although
they might like to structure the marketplace in their
own interests they cannot, frankly, whereas that is
not true of big businesses. If you look at the United
States and you look at the eVect of the various
instruments that were applied from the 1950s
through to the 1980s you can see a significant uplift
in the level of procurement that was done from
small firms and with quite a lot of evidence that this
positively benefited the public purse with significant
savings for the United States Administration as a
result of broadening that out. If you then switch
through from the 1990s, when I think it would be
fair to say that big business became more dominant
in its influence on the US legislative and
administrative machinery and there were a number
of changes through the 1990s which further
worsened the environment for small firms, whereas
by the early to mid-1980s something in excess of
30% of public procurement was being achieved by
small and medium-sized companies, by the year
2004 that had shrunk back to something more like
22 or 23%. You can see that in terms of the public
instruments that were applied, when those that
were more sympathetic to small firms were more
proactively being applied in the 1950s. Through to
the 1980s you could see the uplift in SME
percentages but once you reversed and stepped
away from that and started applying public sector
instruments that were more favourable to large
firms you could see the shrinking and, indeed, as I
said, there is evidence in terms of the benefit to the
public sector certainly through into the 1980s of
reduced costs and broader engagement with
suppliers.

Q449 Rob Marris: Have you sent us that evidence?
Forgive my ignorance.
Mr Goulding: I believe it is alluded to in my
evidence. What we perhaps should do is come back
and supply you with further references.

Q450 Rob Marris: That would be helpful.
Ms KossoV: The National Federation of
Independent Businesses in the United States has a
research foundation which produces copious
evidence on the subject and as well as providing

references to that we can always put your
secretariat in touch with the Small Business
Research Foundation in Washington.

Q451 Rob Marris: They have their bias as well.
What about the government, whether the federal or
the state governments in the USA, in terms of
research they may have done?
Mr Goulding: The Small Business Administration
and the OYce of the Advocate General both have
research capacity which they have published and,
indeed, you will find references to this in the State
of Small Businesses report that is presented to the
President each year and that can be tracked back
over 30 years certainly.
Rob Marris: Thank you.

Q452 Mr Bone: This is something that I meant to
say earlier on. It is a practical issue and I wonder
what your views would be on it. At the moment
a lot of these large companies win the government
contracts and subcontract a lot of the work to
SMEs. When I was doing that sort of thing when
I ran an SME one of the problems was although the
big contractor would be paid by the government it
was getting money from the contractor to keep my
cash flow going and, lo and behold, if the main
contractor went bust you had lost everything.
Ms KossoV: Yes.

Q453 Mr Bone: I am not sure if they do this in the
States but if the money from the government was
put into a central account and then, rather than the
main contractor drawing oV it, the subcontractor
drew it oV from a protected account, would that be
of help to small companies?
Mr Goulding: There are two diVerent aspects, one
of which is the rapidity of the payment and the
other one of which is the security of the payment, ie
does the debt go bad. There are two diVerent points
there. Certainly we have long argued, ( and have
had success in one or two places but it seems to
take one step forward and two steps back) where
when central government and various other
iterations of the public sector award contracts to
prime contractors, particularly in those areas of
supply where they know well there are going to be
large numbers of subcontractors included, what we
have long advocated is a system whereby by
contract rather than by law the public sector should
insist that the contracts that the prime contractor
awards to their subcontractors should be at least
as beneficial in terms of payment as those that are
awarded to the prime contractor otherwise all the
progress that has been made in terms of public
sector payment practices does not trickle down and
is captured by the prime contractor and that can,
and should, be insisted upon. In fact, I believe that
the National Audit OYce should specifically report
on whether or not such contractual obligations are
imposed by contract on prime contractors. There
is no reason why that could not be done
expeditiously. Secondly, when it comes to the
actual payment, particularly where we are talking
about the insolvency of prime contractors and
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where they run into severe diYculties there were
some very good examples in the context of the
Millennium Dome, I have to say, that would have
worked well here the contract with the prime
contractors should empower the public authorities
to set-aside elements of payment where it became
clear that subcontractors were not being paid and
empower the public authority to pay directly to
subcontractors under defined circumstances.
Again, that would be set by contract between the
public sector authority and the prime contractor,
so the prime contractor would know the
circumstances under which subcontractors would
be paid direct.
Ms KossoV: In specific answer to your question, in
the US that is built into the systems. They had to
shorten the payment cycle from the primes to the
subs because of exactly that reason, the subs were
going out of business, so starting in the 1980s it was
taken down from a minimum 90 day payment cycle
to 45 and a lot of the contracts actually call for 30
day payment.

Q454 Chairman: I have two quick points I want to
raise before we conclude this session. One is on
payment terms. How much enthusiasm do your
members have for contracting public contracts
because what you say in your evidence to us is that:
“Public authorities, like other dominant buyers,
such as New Look and Matalan, have a poor track
record on payment practice”. You just said there
had been improvements.
Mr Goulding: I think a variable picture emerges.
There are some elements of the public sector that
have very good payment records; there are other
elements of the public sector that have appalling
payment records and that can fall within the same
department, it is where averages can be very
misleading.

Q455 Chairman: There is no pattern to that?
Ms KossoV: There is some pattern. If you wanted
me to single out some bits that are particularly bad,
there are some big chunks of the NHS, particularly
when it comes to construction within the NHS,
where we have seen bad examples, and within local
authorities some local authorities are much worse
than others, individual agencies tend to be worse
than central government departments. It is not
universally so but, if I was going to paint a general
picture, that is the picture that I would paint. I
would also commend the Scottish Executive’s
annual survey of small businesses, I do not know
if the Committee has had that in front of them, but
that is available from the Scottish Executive. We
can send the references through to you. In fact, one
thing that the public sector could do is collect better
statistics on the whole thing because these things

tend to go through enthusiasms and more
consistency and a longer term approach to
collecting and publishing those statistics would be
useful. As I have said, one of the things they do
well in the States is you can go back 30 years and
you have got comparable statistics so you know
how things have changed whereas if you were to go
through published research in this country it just
changes with the wind so you just cannot compare
properly what is happening now to what was
happening ten years ago.

Q456 Chairman: Your members are not put oV in
general from doing public sector business by
payment terms but in specific cases they would be
wary of dealing with certain organisations?
Mr Goulding: That is true. They will also be prey
to their own particular experience. I would say that
payment terms are lower down the list of reasons
for not supplying the public sector than other
things.

Q457 Chairman: One final question from me, and
it may be you want to give a written note
subsequently rather than an oral answer now. You
talk in your evidence about the OYcial Journal not
being the best way to advertise public sector
contracts and you talk about a lack of knowledge
among the smaller businesses about the contracts
that are available sometimes, but I am not quite
clear what proposals you have to make it easier for
them to understand what contracts are on oVer. If
you want to answer that now by all means do so,
otherwise I would welcome a note from you about
the methods open to government.
Mr Goulding: We will send a note but I think the
short answer is it varies because individual sectors,
individual public authorities and individual groups
of small businesses, operate in diVerent ways so one
size does not fit all in terms of transparency.

Q458 Chairman: We began with that and we have
ended on that theme. Thank you very much for
coming today. Thank you for your very good
written evidence, which we really appreciate. If
you feel on reflection the transcript of today’s
proceedings and your written evidence have left
some holes you would like to plug, please feel free
to give us anything more you would like. We are
very grateful to you.
Mr Goulding: Can I say one final thing. If in the
future work of the Committee you want to get
input from small businesses, given enough notice
we do have a regular research programme and can
put specific questions and, given notice, would be
prepared to do so.
Chairman: That is a very helpful thought. Thank
you very much indeed, we are very grateful.
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Q461 Chairman: Gentlemen, I really apologise for
having kept you waiting. It is nothing to do with this
evidence session. We had some other business we
had to clear away this morning. I am very grateful
for your indulgence. Thank you very much indeed.
Can I begin, as I always do, by asking you to
introduce yourselves for the record.
Mr Cahn: I am Andrew Cahn, Chief Executive of
UK Trade & Investment.
Mr Fletcher: I am Ian Fletcher. I am the Managing
Director of UK Trade & Investment’s
International Group.

Q462Chairman:You are here largely because of this
document, Prosperity in a Changing World, the new
strategy you have, which refers to the Select
Committee’s report on India at one stage and we are
very grateful for that reference, but it does seem
UKTI is always launching new strategies and new
directions. A member of your staV said to me
recently that nothing ever lasts more than five
months in this organisation. Why do you think you
have had to produce a new strategy for UKTI only
two years after the last one?
Mr Cahn: Chairman, I think that is a fair comment
about history; I hope it is not a fair comment for the
future, and indeed, the strategywe launched last July
is not a five-month strategy; it is specifically a five-
year strategy, and I very much planned it that way
because I was conscious of the legitimate criticism
that UK Trade & Investment had been restructured
rather often, its name had been changed rather often
and its strategy and objectives changed rather too
frequently. My intention is that the present strategy
should have a substantial life and I certainly know
that my Ministers look at it in that light as well.

Q463 Chairman: The impression I get is of a
headquarters oYce that is really rather battered by
constant change, new demands, new priorities and
which is almost demoralised as a result of that
constant process of change. Out in the field you have
some really good people getting on, doing their job,
keeping their head down and promotingUKplc. Do
you feel there is a morale problem at headquarters?
Mr Cahn: I do not quite recognise that picture,
Chairman. I certainly think there has been a
challenge to morale over some years where there has
been a substantial amount of change. That has
primarily been in the head oYce here in London,
where we have had a very substantial reduction in
staV numbers; we have come down from about 800

three years ago to about 450 at the end of the
Spending Review O4 period. That is a very
substantial reduction in staV numbers and,
inevitably, there is a hit on morale when you do
squeeze out costs and staV in that way. I agree with
you that overseas we have goodmorale, though even
there we have had to have a significant reduction in
staV numbers, around a 15% cut over the SRO4
period in UK Trade & Investment staV overseas. I
agree with you that those cuts have led to a morale
issue. I believe we have addressed that and I think
the strategy we have produced is one of the ways we
have addressed that. We have given our staV a clear
way forward, a clear prospectus for the future, with
strong ministerial support from Ministers from my
two parent Departments, the DTI and the Foreign
OYce, and also from the Treasury. All of them were
present at the launch, all of them have made public
statements of strong support for the strategy going
forward, so I think morale is now on its way up.

Q464 Chairman: Do you think head oYce is well-
organised and eYciently run now?
MrCahn: It is better organised than it was. It is more
eYciently run than it was. I think we still have a little
way to go and I still have plans for improving it but
I think I would defend our head oYce now as an
eVective head oYce.

Q465 Chairman: I still hear reports that it operates
with rather a silo mentality. People set up meetings
and they are amazed to discover colleagues taking an
interest in the same subject as they themselves
thought they had responsibility for.
Mr Cahn: That is, I hope, not a legitimate criticism.
I restructured head oYce, in particular putting
together much of the trade and investment work
under a business group under Brian Shaw so that we
do not do not have a completely separate inward
investment part of the oYce. Indeed, it was run
previously by somebody who was called Chief
Executive Inward Investment. We now do not. I
have put those together and the business group is
structured on a sectoral basis, the sectors group
liaises very closely, and Ian Fletcher, who is sitting
next to me, and runs the International Group liaises
very closely too. I do not believe that particular
criticism is now fair.
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Q466MrHoyle:This is very interesting. There is real
planning, it is well-organised, now fit for purpose, as
they say. How much do you think we have lost in
business previously then?
Mr Cahn: I do not think that is a question that one
can answer because one simply cannot measure that.
Also, I think the work of promoting exports
overseas and attracting inward investment, but
particularly trade development work, is as long is a
piece of string. You can always use more resources,
you can always do more, but my belief is that UK
Trade & Investment in its diVerent guises has been
an eVective organisation. If I may, Mr Hoyle, make
a reflection, when I was named for this job in the
couple of months before I took it up I made it my
business to go around and ask a lot of people which
were the best trade promotion organisations in the
world. I wanted to go and learn from the best in
class. Almost everybody saidUKTI either is the best
or one of the best. There are other organisations
which are very good and we have gone and talked to
them, and indeed, Ian Fletcher is currently involved
in an exercise with his Australian, Canadian and
New Zealand opposite numbers, all of whom run
rather good organisations, andwe seek to learn from
them, and I think the Irish organisation is a very
good one, but the general view out there amongst
stakeholders is that UKTI is one of the best in the
class. What I conclude from that is that we can
always do better but I do not believe that we have
failed the British people in the past.

Q467 Mr Hoyle: So basically, you are the best but
getting better?
Mr Cahn: I would put it that we are one of the best,
we are in the First Division and I think we can do
better. We are improving. We are not there yet.

Q468 Mr Hoyle:When do we get to Premiership?
Mr Cahn: I hope we are in the Premiership but we
are not winning the Premiership just yet.
Chairman: This inquiry is mainly about
manufacturing but we have some other questions
about some of the other aspects of your work.

Q469MrWeir: The UK’s financial services sector is
a success story and I believe there is some evidence
that London is pulling ahead of New York. What
additional value is UKTI hoping to add to its new
City strategy?
Mr Cahn: The financial services sector, defined
rather broadly to include not only classic financial
services but the insurance industry, legal services,
accountancy services, maritime services and so
forth, is one of the most successful industries in the
country. It is contributing, depending on what
figures you take and what definitions you take,
around 10 to 12% of GDP. It is growing at twice the
rate of the general economy. It is a very, very
important, successful industry.Why does it need our
help? It needs our help at least in part because,
although there are a lot of very successful and indeed
rather profitable companies there, many of them are
global companies who regard the City as a platform,
not as something they themselves need to promote.

They also need our help because there are a lot of
diVerent players and I think we can provide a certain
amount of coordination. I am not putting verymuch
money into this; I am putting some staV time and I
am putting some expertise but I am not putting very
much new money into the strategy. I am putting a
little bit. The last point is that what the City has is a
tremendous brand and a tremendous reputation. It
does not actually have a marketing strategy for the
City.Most of all, that is what I hope we will provide.

Q470 Mr Weir: You talked about the global
companies involved in this and certain financial
services and other companies are now global. What
diVerence does it make to them to promote the City
of London as opposed to Global Insurance Inc or
whatever?
Mr Cahn: The City is a tremendous platform for
these companies. That is why they are here. They
want the City to succeed because it allows them to
continue to operate very profitably here and to grow
here, and that is what we want to make sure
happens—that London and the United Kingdom as
awhole is seen as a place where global businesses can
grow—but if you are a global financial company,
you do not yourself want to promote London. After
all, you also, as such a company, have operations in
New York, in Tokyo, perhaps in Shanghai, perhaps
in Dubai and therefore you do not yourself want to
do the promotion.

Q471 Mr Weir: If you are looking at emerging
markets, in China, for example, anybody who is
already established in Shanghai or Japan may see
that as a better platform for growing than the City
of London. I just wondered what specifically the
City of London is going to do for these large-scale
companies?
Mr Cahn: It is important to us that that
misperception, that a financial services company
might do better in Shanghai than in London, is
countered.

Q472 Mr Weir: That is not the point. If it is already
established. You said that many of these global
companies will already be established in these
markets like Shanghai. If you are talking about a
global insurance company that is established in
London, New York, Shanghai and Tokyo, I am at a
bit of a loss to understand how a strategy promoting
the City of London will make a great deal of
diVerence to that company which is already working
in markets throughout the world.
Mr Cahn: It may not make a diVerence to that
company, though themore successful the City is, the
more it will continue to attract financial services
companies to it and will encourage existing
companies to expand their operations here, which is
what we want to happen. There is a real value in a
certain scale and London now has the scale and is
powering ahead of other rival financial centres. But
of course, what we are really trying to attract is not
so much the global companies that are here already;
we want to retain them but we are not trying to
attract them. We are trying to attract Chinese
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companies to list in London, either on the main
exchange or on the Alternative Investment Market
exchange. We are trying to attract financial services
operations from theGulf region to come to London.
We are trying to attract holders of large-scale assets
to come to London to the asset management
companies here. It is that sort of thing we are doing,
plus we are trying to make sure that our lead in
insurance, our lead in legal services, our lead in
accountancy services is maintained and, if possible,
extended. This sector is one of enormous strength
for the UK economy. I think putting a quarter of a
million pounds into developing a marketing strategy
to assist this sector promote itself globally is money
very well spent.

Q473 Mr Weir: In your initial memorandum to us
you stated that the new sector strategy would
contain specific targets. What specific targets have
you set UKTI to achieve under the City strategy?
MrCahn:Anumber.We are going to publish within
a few weeks specific country strategies for India and
for China. We are developing promotional
materials, including a brochure, including DVDs,
promoting the City of London, which we can send
out to posts overseas. I have allocated new resource
overseas so that there are new posts, financial
services oYcers, or rather, first secretaries focusing
on financial services in Mumbai, in Shanghai, in
Beijing, and they will be really focusing on those
markets to promote Britain’s financial services in
those markets.

Q474 Mr Weir: What targets have they been set to
achieve within the strategy? You can set up oYces
but if they do not achieve anything, they are a waste
of money. Do you have specific targets for bringing
business to London?
Mr Cahn: There are specific inward investment
targets for India and for China and within those
there are high-value companies. We do not at the
moment have specific City-defined targets.

Q475 Mr Weir: It is just part of a general target?
Mr Cahn: It is part of a larger target.

Q476 Mr Weir: You talked about India and China
and you have set financial services strategies for
themwithin your City strategy, which is itself part of
the wider UKTI strategy. With all these diVerent
strategies at diVerent levels and the promise of more
to come for other sectors, are we not in danger of
confusing the investors we are trying to attract, let
alone the civil servants that have to implement them?
Mr Cahn: I do not think so. I do not believe that we
do have a plethora of strategies. What we have is an
overarching strategy for running the organisation
and marketing UK plc. Within that, we have
selected five sectors where we will have individual
marketing strategies, the first of which is financial
services and we then move on to life sciences, ICT,
energy and the creative industries. I believe that is a
sensible set of choices and in each of those sectors we
can really add value by having a strategy promoting
that sector.

Q477 Mr Weir: Are you setting separate targets
within these various sectors for your posts in India
and China, for example?
Mr Cahn: No, I am not setting targets on a sectoral
basis. I am setting targets on an inward investment
basis, on the one hand—to get a certain number of
inward investors of whom a certain proportion must
be high-value and have an R&D component—and I
am also setting other targets relating to trade
development. I wonder whether Mr Fletcher would
like to explain in more detail, because he has been
deeply engaged in setting the targets.
Mr Fletcher:Chairman, the overall approach we are
taking to targets falls into broadly two groups.
There is a series of very big targets related to the
number of UK-based companies that we are looking
to help in foreign markets, so that is essentially
“exporters”, if I can put that in quotes, because it
includes service providers and outward investment
as well. Then we have a global target to assist 20,000
companies per year to a level that it is likely that we
have really helped them to improve their competitive
performance. So that is a lot more depth of
assistance than just showing them the way to the
airport; this is 20,000 companies to whom we
provide what we call significant assistance, and it is
worth saying that we have what we think is a really
excellent evaluation system in place which will help
us measure quite confidently whether or not we have
been successful in helping that number of
companies. Our target when we do the evaluation is
that at least 50% of them say that we have helped
improve their performance either significantly or
very substantially, so on a five-point scale that they
tick the top two boxes. That is a level of evaluation
rigour which is, I think, more demanding than other
trade promotion organisations use around the
world. That target of 20,000 companies is divided up
so that it embraces the diVerent ways that we use to
get to market. In answer to Mr Weir’s particular
question, each overseas market where UKTI has
staV has its own target, its own component of that
20,000. Equally, our teams in the English regions
have a sub-target within that and each of our sector
teams has a sub-target inside that and finally, the
trade show access promotion scheme, which is a
grant scheme, also has a similar target. That really
accounts for the majority of the number of
companies that we help but we also have some other
more specific targets related to aspects of the UKTI
strategy. Firstly, on foreign direct investment into
the UK, we are looking to achieve at least 450
involved successes globally in the year from 1 April
2007 and, as Andrew Cahn has said, we have looked
at that in terms of high-value companies that in
particular value-add to the UK economy, and then
look at the rest of it as well. Again, those targets are
divided up between the diVerent markets around the
world where we have colleagues in the FCO side of
UKTI doing inward investment work. Finally, we
have a specific target related to theR&Dprogramme
which the strategy announced, where we are looking
to support at least 200 businesses per year to increase
their R&D activity in the UK. There are also some
corporate targets below that that look at our own
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performance in terms of customer satisfaction and
the quality of service that individual posts and
individual teams provide, but they lie at a second
layer.

Q478 Chairman: I think that went well beyond the
original question and anticipated some later
questions. It was very helpful. Can I just ask you
though why you have done India and China
financial services and not Brazil, which is a JETCO
country for the UK? We have heard quite a lot of
complaint from Brazil about the inadequacy of UK
financial services marketing in Brazil compared with
New York.
Mr Cahn: The focus on India and China stems from
ministerial decisions and ministerial guidance. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer in his Budget statement
last year, for 2006, asked us to come up with a
financial services sector strategy which focused in
particular...

Q479Chairman:This is quite an interesting question
actually. Mr Marris just said sotto voce “He is not
the Secretary of State.” Two-thirds of your staV

come from the Foreign OYce, one-third come from
DTI, none of them, as far as I know, come from the
Treasury. Why does the Chancellor keep on setting
your strategy?
Mr Cahn: I think the Chancellor gives guidance in
close liaison with the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry and the Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary.

Q480 Chairman: Let the record read that Mr Hoyle
said “Because he’s the boss”, which I think is
probably the answer to the question.
Mr Cahn: The other answer, of course, is that the
Treasury does have a specific sponsoring role for the
financial services sector. I would not want to develop
a strategy for that sector without taking my
Treasury colleagues along with me.

Q481 Chairman: Just to clarify, you have done India
and China because the Minister responsible for
financial services asked you to?
Mr Cahn: Yes, but of course, I agree entirely that
that was a sensible judgement and, going on, your
question specifically was “Why not Brazil as well?”
and the answer is we do, of course, put a lot of eVort
into Brazil. I am not putting a financial services first
secretary into Brazil so in that sense it has a lower
priority than India and China but I have had
discussions with our Ambassador in Brasilia and he
is putting particular eVort into financial services. So
Brazil is not ignored and Brazil is, of course, one of
our 10 key high-growth markets.

Q482 Mr Hoyle: I think it is a bit more than that. It
is actually number three super-JETCO, so I think it
is higher up than just saying it is in the top 10. I think
the danger is we have signed up to a JETCO with
Brazil and we are paying lip service to it; we are not
taking it as seriously as we should be. I think that is
what we seem to be finding wherever we go.

Mr Cahn: You are absolutely right that we do have
a JETCOwith Brazil and that shows its importance.
AlistairDarling, the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry, was out there recently, specifically to sign
up to the JETCO. I will be going there later this year.
Other ministerial visits happen. We do take Brazil
very seriously as a market. It being in the top 10 is,
I think, significant. We do put new resource into it.
So it is not true that we are ignoring Brazil.
However, I would say that Brazil is not an easy
market. It has always turned out to be a more
challenging market than we had hoped.

Q483 Mr Hoyle: One said it was lower down.
Mr Cahn: It is a newer JETCO, of course. The India
and China JETCOs have been going for longer, and
I think it is a great success that we signed a JETCO
with Brazil, and a lot of eVort went into negotiating
that. We then had a Cabinet Minister going out to
launch it. All of that shows real focus on the
Brazilian market.

Q484 Chairman: You say you are putting new
resource in. Actually, you are increasing resource
there by 5%. It is quite a modest increase in resource
and it has been achieved by entirely ending our
representation in Uruguay. This is closing Uruguay
and moving the resource across to Brazil. It may be
the right thing to do—I happen to think it is and that
Uruguay is a mistake—but you are not putting a
huge amount of extra resource into Brazil really,
are you?
Mr Fletcher: Chairman, I will try and be briefer at
this time. The extra resource we are putting into
Brazil actually, I think, is quite focused and,
although the numbers do not look large, we have an
extra inward investment team going to São Paulo,
two locally engaged staV; we have a specific JETCO
liaison oYcer, a UK-based oYcer, going into
Brasilia, which is really to pick up some of the
working level stuV we need to get done. We have an
additional UK-based oYcer going into Rio on the
oil and gas sector, where there is particular demand,
as well as an additional UK-based oYcer in São
Paulo. So I think, although the total numbers
perhaps do not look that large, what we are doing is
disproportionately building up the UK-based staV,
where I think we have learned with other JETCOs
that is where we need the extra firepower.

Q485 Chairman: I think we would like a note of
exactly what resources you are putting in and what
resources you are cutting where possible, because
myParliamentaryAnswer says you are increasing by
two over a five-year period and you just said five
additional staV, so three must have been cut from
something else to achieve that five increase.
Mr Fletcher: It is probably easier if we write to you
rather than give you the long answer now.

Q486 Mr Hoyle: There is a great danger we are just
moving the deckchairs around. I think that is what
we all feel and I would love to see the evidence to
prove us wrong.
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Mr Cahn: If I may add just one point, Chairman,
following on the 2004 Spending Review, there was a
substantial cut to the overseas representation of
UKTI, including in South America and including in
Brazil. That has stopped and what I am doing now is
shifting a static resource around the world, so in that
sense Mr Hoyle is right; it is shifting deckchairs—
not, I hope, on the Titanic. I do not have new
resource so I am taking resource out of some parts
of my network, out ofWestern Europe, for example,
and putting it into my key markets, one of which is
Brazil.
Chairman:We will look at this in more detail a little
later on. Thank you. That is helpful.

Q487 Mr Hoyle: It would be interesting if we could
have the figures and whether it is right for Uruguay.
You did touch on something that was interesting
about the importance of R&D. I find it very
interesting that, quite rightly, the UK is a leader in
R&D and how can we attract more investment and
get the use of UK companies better Do you feel that
the £9million that you have been allocated to attract
new R&D business is enough?
Mr Cahn: First of all, Mr Hoyle, I agree with you
very strongly that one of Britain’s key selling points
is the strength of our R&D base, which is, I was
going to say second to none but I think it is second
to the USA, but I think that is a pretty good position
to be in globally. Not only that, we make better use
of the funds we invest inR&D than almost any other
country in the world in terms of outcomes. Plus we
have some very impressive R&D-based companies,
and we have a particular strength in attracting R&D
facilities from overseas companies in this country.
Just as an example, in the pharmaceutical sector
Pfizer has 4,000 R&D staV based in the UK. So I
agree with you about the importance. No amount of
money is ever enough and, of course, we could use
more money eVectively but I think that to start a
programme of going out, targeting specificmust-win
companies around the world that we want to attract
into this country, we have recruited the staV, we are
now training them and targeting them, and I think
the current levels of resource for the moment are
going to be adequate. In the future wemay well want
to improve it. If we can make the scheme a success,
I may then hope to put more resources into it.

Q488 Mr Hoyle: How far do you look over your
shoulder when you have countries like Singapore,
very small, but that are heavily promoting
themselves as an R&D centre, particularly, as you
have mentioned, in pharmaceuticals? Is that a
worry? I am pleased the Government has put in
£9million. I just worry whether it is enoughwhen we
have places like Singapore really going to town on
R&D.
Mr Cahn: You have absolutely put your finger on
the reason why we need the strategy and the reason
why UKTI is important. It is a competitive world
out there. It is more than that; it is an extremely
competitive world out there. There are a number of
other markets which not only want to eat our lunch
but have the ability to eat our lunch, and Singapore

is one of them, which is why we need to raise our
game, and the whole of our strategy is designed to
market ourselves better, to explain what a good
investment location we are and how good British
exporters are, and to sell ourselves more eVectively.
But yes, I do look over my shoulder and I do not
always feel comfortable.

Q489 Mr Hoyle: How do you intend to split the
money, the spend, between inward investment and
trade promotion? Is there a figure? Is it 60–40,
70–30?
Mr Cahn: In a way, I would quite like to slip out
from under that question by saying that I do not see
trade development and inward investment as
separate activities. I see them as joined-up activities,
and I have restructured UKTI to reflect that,
and indeed, both in terms of the headquarters
organisation, where, as I said earlier, I have put
inward investment in with business development,
and overseas, where in many markets we now have
staV double-hatting, doing both inward investment
and trade in development. But of course, you can
make a distinction and we have a rough 70–30 split,
something like that, and I am comfortable that that
is an appropriate sort of split.

Q490 Chairman:What is the £9 million being spent
on? How much of it is staV?
Mr Cahn: Most of it is staV, and travel and
subsistence, because in this business most of the time
what you are doing is going and talking to firms
rather more than trying to attract them. Some of it
is being spent on research. We have done a certain
amount of market research with some of the money.

Q491 Chairman: I think Mr Fletcher is oVering you
some further details.
Mr Cahn:He is making the point that it is staV, but
some of it is contract staV so, if you like, the money
is being spent on contracts with companies that
provide staV.

Q492 Mr Hoyle: Is it a one-oV £9 million or is it
going to be continuous every year?
Mr Cahn: No, it is continuous.

Q493 Mr Hoyle: Not on a sliding scale?
Mr Cahn:No, in fact, it is the other; we are building
up to £9 million.

Q494 Mr Hoyle: It is ramping?
Mr Cahn: It is ramping.
Mr Hoyle: Excellent.

Q495 Chairman:One of the criticisms we have heard
about British trade promotion is that ministerial
visits are often more eVectively organised by other
countries, who seem to make a bigger splash. There
have been some very good ministerial visits recently,
particularly to places like India. That is a
generalisation and all generalisations are invalid.
You are trying to co-ordinate ministerial overseas
visits more eVectively. I find it extraordinary that
they are not already coordinated. Tell me more
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about this extraordinary bureaucracy involving all
these Departments who are meeting in committees
to coordinate ministerial visits.
Mr Cahn: I think, Chairman, I am on a hiding to
nothingwith this one but I will have a go. First of all,
I think it is something of an illusion that other
countries do this much better than we do. We have
really quite a lot of strings to our bow. Prime
Ministerial visits are very successful. They can be
very powerful and the Prime Minister has on a
number of occasions taken substantial business
delegations with him. For example, he went to the
west coast of America last summer and took
businessmen with him. I was accompanying him and
it was very successful in commercial terms. You have
other Ministers equally taking large business
delegations. Most recently, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Secretary of State for Trade ands
Industry were in India last month with a business
delegation of over 150 businessmen, and it was really
very successful. Over and above that, we have the
Duke ofYork, as the UK’s special representative for
trade and investment, and he has incredibly strong
drawing power for businessmen and Ministers.

Q496 Chairman: Even without the Royal Yacht
Britannia?
Mr Cahn: Even without the Royal Yacht Britannia.
I accompanied him to Spain, to the 3Global System
for Mobile Communication trade fair a couple of
weeks ago, and it was quite extraordinary how the
cream of Spanish business wished to come and have
dinner with him. It really was the absolute top flight
and it was a remarkably eVective way of getting at
them. The first answer to the question is actually, I
think we do pretty well but we could do better, and
that is why we have proposed a coordination
mechanism. This has been tried in the past. It is
not easy to co-ordinate Ministerial travel plans.
Departments and Ministers are slightly reluctant to
be contained and guided but I think we have a light-
touch mechanism, a committee chaired by my
Minister, Ian McCartney, Minister for Trade and
Investment, and what we are trying to do is get a
programme of overseas visits so that we can identify
which markets are under-served—and there are
some, and South America, incidentally, which I
know this Committee has a particular interest in, has
in the past been somewhat under-served by
Ministerial visits—we intend to address that.We are
also going to provide coordinated messages and
materials for Ministers so that when they go
overseas all Ministers take a trade and investment
manage message and a trade and investment
responsibility. It is early days.We have only had one
meeting of the committee but the machinery is up
and running and I do believe it will improve our
performance.
Chairman: It seems rather a good idea to me. I hope
it works.

Q497 Mr Bone: You touched on the Prime Minister
and the Chancellor taking business delegations
overseas. When you said they went with you, was
that on a commercial airline, and do you think it

would be in the interests of UK industry to have
something like Air Force One, where the Prime
Minister has his own aeroplane and you all clamber
on board and fly in and make a splash like that?
MrCahn: I know that when the PrimeMinister went
to India and China in 2005, he chartered a plane and
the businessmen actually accompanied him, but
paid their way, of course. Alternatively, when the
Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry went last month, the
businessmen travelled separately. There are lots of
diVerent ways you can do it. Clearly, from my
narrow perspective, having some air transport
devoted to export promotion seems like a rather
good idea but I think it is a broader governmental
decision than just my parochial concerns.

Q498Mr Bone: There is a serious point, is there not,
Chairman? When we had Britannia and Concorde
and things like that, we could go there and that was
really attractive. If you were in New York and
Concorde was on the runway, people would say,
“There is Concorde.” No other aeroplane was ever
referred to in that regard.We seem to have lost these
things. We have lost Britannia, we have lost
Concorde.Having theRoyal family help us is a great
benefit but we seem to be down-scaling our assets in
this regard.
Mr Cahn: I do not think we are. I happen to know
about Concorde from a previous life and it was right
and proper that Concorde was retired when it was
retired. It was sad but it was the right thing to do,
and I think it was the most tremendous marketing
asset while we had it. I am sure the economics of the
Royal Yacht mean that it would not be a cost-
eVective thing to even imagine reinstating it. We do
have real assets. The Duke of York is actually one of
them. I repeat, he is a remarkable magnet for
businessmen, for Ministers and so on, and we also
have a tremendous staV overseas, as I think the
Chairman said earlier on. I have a very dedicated
and devoted 1,400 staV overseas who, I think, do a
great job. What we are trying to do with improving
our marketing is precisely to find hooks on which to
sell the UK. Selling the City of London is easy
because it is such a success, and we have other
successes to sell, and we do not need iconic objects,
though of course, they are always a nice thing to
have.

Q499 Chairman: Some of us might like the Royal
Yacht Britannia back that is a personal view—or a
new one. Let us move on to your staV. How are you
going to manage your relationship with your
customers? You have this new marketing-led focus
for the organisation, which seems to be very sensible.
It is a very entrepreneurial, private sector approach.
Do you really think you have an organisation that
can make this culture change?
Mr Cahn: It is a real challenge, Chairman, to make
this culture change but I think we are already doing
so. I am not sure I like the phrase “culture change”;
it may not be a particularly helpful one. What we
need to do is to make sure that the organisation is
commercially focused and marketing-focused. It
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always has been to an extent. It needs to be
substantiallymore so, it needs to be less bureaucratic
and it needs to devote less of its attention to having
meetings and shuZing paper and more of its
attention to going out there—

Q500 Chairman: That is what civil servants do; they
shuZe paper. How do you change an organisation
full of paper shuZers?
Mr Cahn: That is one of the reasons that I have
slimmed down the headquarters very substantially,
by almost 40% by the end of Spending ReviewO4,
specifically to recognise that what we need is front-
line staV. By the end of SRO4 I will have about 90%
of my staV on the front line, and I have also been
bearing down heavily on my unit costs so that there
is a low unit cost for the front-line people, but of
course, I think, Chairman, your question is really
focused on how we inculcate in the staV a go-getting
mentality and a selling mentality. It is partly by
training, and we are putting a lot of eVort into
training and retraining our staV. Part of it is selecting
the right staV and for some of the new schemes, like
the new high-growth market scheme, like the R&D
scheme, we are either recruiting people from outside
or we are contracting with external companies to get
them to have external people, people with a lot of
business experience. In the regions, of course, a
substantial number of my staV are businessmen.

Q501 Chairman: Can you just tell us about the
international business specialist role? You have
these staV under secondment, I think, into the
private sector.
Mr Cahn: We have some specialists in particular
sectors who are brought in from the outside and
whose role is to promote that sector and to network
with that sector.

Q502 Chairman: What sectors do you have those
people in? Could you give us a note of which sectors?
Mr Cahn: We will send you a note on that. Can I
make one other point, Chairman, which is that we
have over the last year shifted the organisation to
being a target-based organisation. Targets drive
behaviour. We are setting very clear targets to our
staV. In other words, we are giving them very clear
signals for what we want them to do. Not only that,
we are in parallel developing a performance impact
measurement so that we know what the result or the
outcomes of our activity is. It is relatively easy to do
that with inward investment---.

Q503 Chairman: You are putting some commercial
pressures on the organisation.
Mr Cahn: Exactly so, Chairman.

Q504 Chairman:What are these new client account
managers going to do?
Mr Cahn: They are going to relate specifically to
individual large companies where we can provide
them with particular help. We have a global
network. We relate to some global companies, and
quite often in the past we have found we have had a
number of diVerent people relating to a big company

in diVerent parts of the world. We now have a
mechanism called CRM, a client relationship
management system, an IT system in which we have
invested quite a lot of resource, and it is designed to
enable us to have a clear, constructive and helpful
relationship with individual clients.

Q505 Chairman: What sort of seniority will those
people be at?
Mr Cahn: They will be in middle management.

Q506 Chairman: The reason I ask is and I do not
know how to ask this question without sounding
pejorative but the kind of people in middle ranking
civil service jobs are not the kind of people that chief
executive oYcers of big companies like dealing with.
Mr Cahn: I think that is a very fair point. Dealing
with chief executive level tends to be my senior team
and myself and, of course, particularly Ministers.
The client relationship managers will be slightly
lower down in the company but will be able to bring
in the senior people in the company when necessary.

Q507 Chairman: It is diYcult to get that one right
because the Civil Service does not attract typically
people of the same mindset as people who are
working in business and there could be a culture
clash.
Mr Cahn: It is a challenge that I find myself every
day, deciding how to devote my time, how much of
it do I spend actually talking to chief executives of
companies and doing promotional business, how
much time do I spend overseas promoting the UK,
and how much time do I spend managing the
organisation? Like everybody else, it is a diYcult
judgement to make.

Q508 Chairman: Before I hand over to Peter Bone
for the next set of questions, one quick cheap shot.
It has been drawn to my attention; you say you do
not like the phrase “culture change” but in the
strategy document you are quoted as saying “We
must now do much more. We must change our
culture and raise our game.”
Mr Cahn: I think I have learnt since I wrote those
words that when my staV see the word “culture”,
they reach for, if not their gun, at least their flak
jacket. We do need to change the culture of the
organisation, we do need to create both a clearer
identity for what is a rather disparate, almost virtual
organisation, and we also need to encourage more
entrepreneurial and commercial attitudes, but I
think the way to do that is not to tell the staV that we
are going to have a grand culture change
programme, because then the flak jackets come out.
The way to do that is to oVer them the opportunity
to re-skill, retrain and be re-energised by our targets
and our success.

Q509 Mr Bone: This session is really about
marketing UK plc, and I guess that means getting
themost industrial output for the whole country and
moving forward. We have established that point
about marketing UK plc, and we have also
established through the evidence session that we are
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pretty good at doing it at the moment. Given those
two, and given that 80% of UK exports go to
developed countries and the vast majority of inward
investment comes from the USA or Japan, so we are
doing that all rather well, why are we cutting
resources there and switching to emerging markets?
Mr Fletcher: As Andrew Cahn said previously, we
manage the overseas network within a kind of fixed
overall envelope, so everything we do is part of a
wider zero sum game. The evidence that we have
from the economics work that we have done is that
we do proportionately more good for individual
companies in the so-called emerging markets, where
some of the kind of government to government
and market-opening work can be done, than we
necessarily do in themore developed markets, where
companies are more readily able to help themselves
and where there is a better developed commercial
infrastructure, the internet is better and so on. We
have a good base for the conclusion thatwe are likely
to derive more marginal benefit for UK companies
from the emerging markets than we necessarily are
from the developed ones. That said, it is important
to put the shift of resources from developed markets
to emerging markets in perspective. We are looking
at about 5.6% of total network beingmoved over the
next two and a half to three years from developed
markets to emerging markets, so it would be wrong
to characterise that as a kind of wholesale retreat
from what you rightly see as markets of continuing
major economic significance for us.

Q510 Mr Bone: Where this has happened already,
where we have shifted resources across, have we seen
an increased demand for UKTI resources or are we
doing better because of that? Have you some
evidence?
Mr Fletcher: What we have certainly seen in the
emerging markets is that demand for UKTI services
in terms of the number of companies seeking our
help has been going up significantly. Certainly, the
evidence we have from China and India in
particular, but also some of the other emerging
markets, Turkey, South Africa, Brazil, Mexico is
that in each case we seem to be at the beginning of
what we suspect is a reasonably sustained period of
growth. At the same time, it is worth saying that we
are using the CRM, the client relationship
management system that Mr Cahn referred to, to
ensure that we get a little bit more eYcient in our
handling of UK-based customers in markets like the
United States and Western Europe through better
signposting, better use of standardised information
and so on. So we are looking to make sure that we
continue to provide a good service there and we are
continuing to monitor and, as I said before, to
evaluate that and make sure that the quality as well
as the quantity of support stays up.

Q511 Mr Bone: Chairman, I understand the
marginal shift in resources and all you have said so
far, but as I understand it, you have roughly 110 staV

in India, say, and roughly 110 staV in China, yet you
get vastly significantly better returns from the USA.

So while you have said there is only a marginal shift
of resources, it seems as though we have an awful lot
in China already.
Mr Fletcher: The point I was trying to make is that
yes, indeed, those numbers are about right. I think it
is slightly more than 110 in the United States but it
is only five or six more. What we have a good
indication of is that when we look at the experience
of individual firms, we are able to do them a great
deal more good in China or India or the other
emerging markets than we necessarily can in the
United States, where there are other forms of
support available to them. It is worth putting it in
perspective. We are still in a position where our
trade, even in goods, with the United States is many
times more than our trade with China. The number
of UK-based companies involved in trade with the
United States is very large. The vast majority of
them largely get there and are successful under their
own eVorts. What we are finding is, because markets
like China and India are much more taxing in terms
of the culture, the business environment, the
regulatory environment, there is much more call
for the sort of value-added services, the sort of
government to government role and the embassy
role in those markets, and that is the basis of the
marginal argument, so I still think we are probably
doing the right thing.
Mr Cahn: If I may add a thought to address Mr
Bone’s question, if you take Britain’s trade with
China and add it to our trade with India and with
Brazil and with Mexico, it remains smaller than our
trade with Ireland, but that does not mean to say we
should have more staV in Ireland. The question is
where we can add value. The high-growth, more
risky, more diYcult markets of India and China are
ones where we particularly feel we can add value,
and that is why we are putting resource there, as well
as into Brazil and Mexico and some other markets.
It is all a question of the judgementwherewe can add
most value.

Q512 Chairman: Of course, India is our second
largest inward investor now, which is a huge change.
A cheap shot: I could not help noticing you are
cutting resource in Canada and on your website this
morning, the example of a business opportunity
oVered if you click on the example is a Canadian
business opportunity. There is a certain degree of
inconsistency there, I thought.
Mr Cahn:We have substantial resource in Canada,
and we are increasing our resource in western
Canada, which is a high-growth market. In fact, Ian
Fletcher has specifically done that. He has been out
there himself and seen the enormous opportunities
in western Canada and I think I am right in saying
we have opened a sub-oYce in Calgary.

Q513 Mr Weir: You have stated your intention to
double the amount of revenue that UKTI generates
from charging for its services. Given that charging
currently represents less than 1% of your budget, do
you think there is scope to be much more ambitious
in this aim?
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Mr Fletcher: Chairman, the short answer to that
question is yes, there is clearly scope for us to be
significantly more ambitious. In the calendar year
2006 we collected £1.4 million, which, as Mr Weir
rightly points out, I think I would be prepared to say
is a trivial proportion of our costs. We are currently
on track to collect twice that in the current year but
that still will not get us to a very large number.

Q514 Mr Weir:What is stopping you going further
than that?
Mr Fletcher: Really, this goes back to the
conversation we had previously about culture
change. We have a good and flexible revenue
collection mechanism. We are going through the
process of using the targets and the kind of target-
driven culture that we have been talking about to
give for the first time in the coming financial year
every market around the world and all of our
regional teams will for the first time have a specific
income target. That will be the beginning of getting
some of the behaviour changes that we think would
enable us to recover rather more. Why is there this
issue? We have staV around the world who have
historically been there to provide a service whichwas
free; moving to a point where we charge evenmodest
amounts for some of the support that we provide has
turned out to be quite a big step in changing their
behaviour. We believe that setting these targets and
it is beginning to change the quality of conversation
that we have with the posts will be the beginning.

Q515MrWeir:Does it not give you the opportunity
to be more innovative in the range of services you
oVer to exporters? On our travels we have heard
diVerent stories about the type of service oVered
from almost a photocopy of a business directive to
something much more detailed as to the local
market. I just wonder if you see charging as a way to
provide that more detail for companies wishing to
move into particularly emerging markets.
Mr Fletcher:Yes, that is almost exactly the message
we are giving them. The charging framework that we
have actually allows us to provide companies with a
much more exciting range of services and, exactly as
you say, we are encouraging posts and regional
teams to be much more imaginative along precisely
those lines.

Q516 Mr Weir: What was your rationale for
outsourcing of the aid-funded business service? Did
it have anything to do with your requirement to
reduce the headcount at UKTI headquarters?
Mr Fletcher: It was a combination of a recognition
that some of the work that was done by the business
development teams around the world was work that
we could more eYciently do through a private
contractor, but it is important to point out we have
not contracted out the entire thing; we still have aid-
funded business teams in Washington, Geneva and
Brussels. To go back to your earlier point about
charging, they turn out to be some of the most
imaginative, and so that process of working together

with a private contractor has in fact worked, I think,
so far extremely well, though it is only a year or so
old.

Q517MrWeir:Do you have any plans to outsource
any other parts of UKTI’s activities?
Mr Fletcher: Other than the reference Mr Cahn
made to using contract staV for the R&D scheme
and some of the high-growth markets schemes, I
know of no other plans.

Q518 Mr Bone: I do not think you answered Mr
Weir’s question about whether it had anything to do
with reducing the headcount.
Mr Fletcher: I cannot recall the exact circumstances
but there may have been a headcount consideration.
The decision to outsource part of the work of the
development business teams was taken at the end of
calendar year 2005, which was at the point where we
were still implementing the SRO4 process, and
headcount may have been a consideration.

Q519 Mr Weir: Is there any pressure to continue to
reduce headcount at UKTI?
Mr Cahn: I put myself under pressure continuously
to look at our headcount, and we have made the
reductions that we need to implement SRO4. We
will have to see what happens in the Comprehensive
Spending Review, what the outcome of that is, as to
whether there will be pressure to reduce headcount
further to implement that. Decisions have not yet
been taken.

Q520 Mr Bone: There is always the worry for some
people that, when headcounts are reduced, it is not
a question of actually reducing the headcount; you
just put more people in a diVerent organisation, call
them something else and they do not become part of
the civil service. That would not be part of your
reduction in headcount would it?
Mr Cahn: No, it absolutely would not. I recognise,
Mr Bone, that that has happened in some
circumstances but it is not the way we have done
things.

Q521 Chairman: You are, I think, planning to
outsource more things, sometimes quite small
things. You are bringing a business approach to the
organisation and tasks are being outsourced
increasingly frequently.
Mr Cahn: Yes. I am not sure the word “outsource”
is quite the right one, Chairman, but you are
absolutely right that we are contracting with
external organisations to do things. Let me give you
one or two examples. We contract with the China
British Business Council to provide some services in
China, and a very good job they do too, and are well
regarded by business. We are contracting with
International Financial Services London to deliver
some of the services for the City of London strategy,
and there are other examples. We are contracting
with an organisation called Public Employees
Retirement Association to deliver some of the new
schemes whichwe announced in the strategy but I do
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not regard those as contracting out responsibilities.
It is a natural and sensible way of going and finding
really expert bodies that can deliver a service for us.

Q522 Chairman: Are you doing smaller-scale work
as well, organising individual exhibitions, that kind
of thing?
Mr Cahn: We have always done that, and any
sensible trade promotion organisation would do
that. I do not think it is sensible forme to have a huge
exhibitions section in the organisation. I purchase
those services in.

Q523 Chairman: Do your staV have the skill to do
that purchasing eVectively and well?
Mr Cahn: They do, but they can always be
improved, and it is an area for us to focus on.

Q524Chairman:Procurement is not an amateur job.
MrCahn:No, it is not an amateur job. It is a diYcult
job and it is job which the Civil Service has, over the
decades that I have been in it, got better at but is not
yet perhaps as good as it needs to be.

Q525 Mr Wright: Moving on to the regional
development agencies, we have received some
anecdotal evidence that the presence of some RDA
oYces abroad have been confusing some inward
investors. It is probably an issue about which you
have come to a conclusion as well because you are
currently having a reviewwith theRDAs. Could you
give us an update on where that review is?
MrCahn:Yes,MrWright, we are indeed having that
review. In fact, we are conducting two reviews in
partnership with the regional development agencies.
The first review is about the overseas oYces, as you
say, and whether there is any duplication or
fragmentation or confusion caused by the RDAs
having a network of oYces overseas which focus on
inward investment. The second review is a review of
the delivery of services in the regions, where
currently delivery is divided between UKTI, which
delivers trade services, and the RDAs themselves,
that deliver inward investment services, and the
question is whether that is the right structure or not.
Progress on that review: the strategy says that wewill
be reporting in the Spring of next year. I think that
is too slow a timetable and I have accelerated it. I
hope that we will report in the early Autumn of this
year. Lastly, these reviews are going to be evidence-
based. As you said, Mr Wright, there is a lot of
anecdote around, there is a lot of gossip and there is
quite a lot of poor information. We need to take
decisions on the way forward on the basis of real
evidence, and I, in partnership with the RDAs and
the lead RDA is the East Midlands Development
Agencywe areworkingwith them to get the evidence
base so that we can then make the reports, which
will, of course, then go to Ministers to take a
decision on what to do.

Q526 Mr Wright: Have you made much progress
with the RDAs in accepting the need to withdraw? I
do understand my own development agency, the

East of England Development Agency, have
withdrawn from California this year. Is that a direct
response to this review?
Mr Cahn: I think the RDAs are responding to
market signals, and I have now talked to all the
diVerent RDAs andmost of the chief executives, and
there are, frankly, very diVerent views in the RDAs.
Some RDAs have come to the conclusion that their
overseas oYces do not provide value for money and
that they would do better working through the
UKTI network of embassies and consulates. Some
RDAs are in expansionist mode and wish to open
new oYces. I take the view that I am very pleased
that the RDAs wish to invest resources in overseas
markets to encourage inward investment. They add
to my resources and that is good for UK plc. It is
good for attracting inward investment. I think we
also have some machinery in place, notably the
Committee on Overseas Promotion, which is
designed to ensure that we have a coordinated
approach. However, I think we could improve
matters. I think that there must be scope for UKTI
delivering services for the RDAs, delivering
what they need, which is services focused on
their particular regions, their particular regional
economic strategies, their particular brand, their
particular concerns, and I believe that we can find a
way forward where we provide more of the services
for them and where we reduce some of the
duplication and fragmentation that I think is out
there.

Q527 Mr Wright: Are you then saying that what
should actually happen, perhaps short of the
Treasury reallocating the funds that the RDAs
spend on overseas oYces and investment, that it
should come directly through to you?
Mr Cahn: No, I am absolutely not saying that.
Incidentally, this is not and should not be my
decision; this will be a decision for Ministers to take
in due course, once the two reviews have been
completed. My personal view is that there has been
a real benefit in theRDA focus on their own regional
economic requirements and I would not in any way
want to lose that. I do not think there should be a
transfer of resources but I do think we need to think
more carefully about whether my network and my
staV can oVer the RDAs the services they need to
deliver their own regional economic strategies, and
that is the way forward I would like to go. In other
words, I would like them to purchase services
from me.

Q528 Mr Wright: You did mention the question of
duplication. Are you talking about duplication
between the RDAs, fromRDA to RDA, or between
RDA and UKTI?
Mr Cahn: The danger is, if you have a number of
diVerent representatives in overseas markets, that
they compete with each other and that they confuse
the target company. If you are, for the sake of
argument, a Japanese pharmaceutical company that
is wondering whether to site an R&D facility
overseas and, if so, whether to put it in France or
Britain, it is probably better to have one British
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message rather than five or six. That is where you can
get confusion and duplication. UKTI is location
neutral within the United Kingdom. I am equally
happy if an inward investor chooses to located in the
South West of England or in Scotland or in
Northern Ireland or inWales or in any other English
region. I am genuinely neutral. For me, it is a UK
success, and that is why I think we do have an
important role to play in targeting potential inward
investors, saying “Where do you want to go?” and
when they say, “Well, there must be a motorway
network, there must be this supply of labour, I need
to be near this sort of university,” I then go and say,
“Well, here are three locations which are possible to
fulfil those criteria,” and I can do that on a neutral
basis.

Q529 Mr Wright: You cannot do that if the RDAs
themselves are each chasing pharmaceutical
companies. I would imagine that in each of their
remits they will be looking at the opportunities,
certainly about the university areas, and be chasing
the same business. Surely, in that particular instance,
it would be better resourced for that money to come
through to UKTI to go out and search for that
opportunity and then bring it back for the RDAs to
look at in terms of the opportunities that they are
looking for.
MrCahn:Thatmodel certainly couldworkwell. I do
not think that the current model need work badly,
providing you have good coordination and good
will, and it can work sometimes in somemarkets but
I do agree with you,MrWright, that there are times,
I believe, when there has been such duplication and
competition between regions, which does not help
but, as I say, at the moment we are operating on the
basis of anecdote. I want us to get to a position of
operating on the basis of evidence, and that is why
we are conducting the reviews. I would not want to
come to any conclusions until we have the outcome
of those reviews, which will, as I say, genuinely be
evidence-based. When we have them, we will know
what we are talking about and at that point we will
go to Ministers and say “What you want to do?”
Mr Wright: We are aware, of course, that each of
the regions has representatives in America and
obviously the others are spread across the rest of the
developing nations as well. Would you then agree in
the case of, for instance, America and possibly
China to a lesser extent that duplication could be
regarded as a waste of public resource?

Q530 Chairman: I know why you are choosing your
words carefully.
MrCahn: I am choosingmywords carefully because
I do want to be precise. I believe that at the moment
there may well be more overseas oYces than we
need. I think it may well be that the evidence in the
review leads us to that conclusion. I do not yet know
whether that is the case. If it is the case, then I think
we should draw some conclusions, and the
conclusions would be that we need to have only that
number of oYces which can really add value but, at
the end of the day, this must be a decision for the
RDAs. They are given the resources, they must use

those resources as eYciently as possible. There is a
lot of pressure on them to use their resources
eYciently and that may well be the reason that some
RDAs have come to the conclusion that they want
to close some of their oYces down and work
through UKTI.

Q531 Mr Wright: Do you find that is a genuine
pattern that is emerging now, that there is more
willingness to work with UKTI to get value for
money, for one thing, and obviously use the
expertise on the other?
Mr Cahn:We work closely with all the RDAs and,
despite the fact that there is quite a lot of gossip
around this area, actually I think we have a rather
good relationship with the RDAs and we work
constructively with them most of the time in most
locations. Some RDAs have reached the conclusion
that their overseas oYces are not good value for
money and they are withdrawing; some other RDAs
have drawn diVerent conclusions. It will be very
interesting to see what the evidence in this review
throws up, and it may be that the answer is that it is
diVerent for diVerent RDAs or it is diVerent for
diVerent overseas markets.

Q532 Mr Wright: Finally, when an RDA decides to
open an oYce in a particular country, do they go to
you for advice or is it a decision that they alone take?
Mr Cahn: No, they need to discuss it with us and
they then need to get the agreement of my Minister
to opening that oYce.

Q533 Mr Wright: Would you say that that falls in
line with what you would require in every case?
Mr Cahn:What it shows, I think, MrWright, is that
we already have some mechanisms in place to get
coordination.We have thatministerial authority, we
have the Committee on Overseas Promotion, which
is the forum in which we ensure coordination, and
we have pretty good working relationships on
the ground. They do not work perfectly in all
circumstances and I do believe there is room for
improvement, and that is why we decided to have a
review.

Q534 Chairman: That means Ian McCartney has
personally to approve the opening of every new
RDA oYce overseas?
Mr Cahn: They go to Ian McCartney for his
approval and he can set conditions.

Q535 Chairman: So they cannot open an oYce
without him saying yes?
Mr Cahn: Overseas oYces in the past have been
opened with other Ministers. In fact almost all the
other oYces that exist . . .

Q536 Chairman: The Trade Minister must sign oV

before an oYce can be opened by an RDA overseas?
Mr Cahn: Yes.

Q537 Mr Hoyle: What we have heard today is
revealing because most people, quite rightly, think
that this is wasting taxpayers’ money. In fact, most
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people think it is actually empire building, and if we
take the fact that we have seven oYces in Australia,
who on earth would think that that is a priority? We
talk about duplication; I think this really is down to
empire building. I know you may not want to go as
far as that but I cannot think of any other reason
why you would have seven oYces in Australia when
we are talking about JETCO countries where there
may be no representation of our regions. So I really
do have a problem with this, and the fact is that, I
know my colleague has just touched on the regional
agencies, the point that we have representation of
Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales as well as the
RDAs. You are saying “Well, we represent the
whole of the UK.” How much money do you think
is being wasted on this duplication?
Mr Cahn: Interestingly, we are not the only country
to be confronted with this problem. When I
have met my opposite number chief executives
from comparative organisations in Canada, New
Zealand, Australia, all of them tell the same story.
They are all facing resource constraints, they are all
facing interesting issues surrounding inward
investment and trade development, but all of them
have this tension between the state and the federal
level. You can find representatives in this country
from US states and US cities; you can find
representatives in Britain of Australian states. Ian
Fletcher told me before we came in about the oldest
representative in this country.
Mr Fletcher: The oldest representative of the
Commonwealth is the Agent General for New
South Wales.
MrCahn: So it is not only Britain that has this issue.

Q538 Rob Marris: Hang on. That was for
emigration purposes.
Mr Fletcher:But now it does trade development and
inward investment. It has a long history.
MrCahn:The point I am trying to make, Chairman,
is that there is a reason for this tension between
the centre and the regions and the devolved
administrations, and that is: where do you do your
branding, how do you develop your economic
strategy within a geographical location and what
strengths do you focus on? There is no doubt in my
mind that there are some real strengths, for example,
in Scotland having its own organisation, branding
itself and selling Scotland. The decision we need to
take is have we gone too far and have we got suitable
machinery in place to ensure that all the diVerent
parts coordinate together well? I think it is going to
be a very interesting review and it is going to be
extremely interesting to see what conclusions are to
be drawn.
Mr Hoyle: But you still agree with me that it is
empire building really.

Q539 Chairman: Some of us in this room would like
to have an empire again. Mr Cahn, do you think
there is some need for humility about UK plc? We
think we are very big players. We have one of the
largest economies in the world but I remember when
I was in Mumbai some years ago one of the
representative bodies there saying, “In the last

few weeks I have had representatives from this
development agency, that development agency,
Scottish Enterprise, the Welsh Development
Agency, this, that and the other. Do they not
understand the state of Maharashtra is bigger than
the entire United Kingdom?”
Mr Cahn: I agree with you that Britain is a relatively
small country. That makes it all the more
remarkable that we have such a large economy in
global terms, about 5% of the global economy, and
it makes it all the more remarkable that we are so
successful at inward investment.

Q540 Chairman: But we are small. In a globalising
world, with new emerging economies, we need to use
our resources eVectively.
Mr Cahn: If I might say so, Chairman, you have
encapsulated perfectly the challenge that faces my
organisation, punching above our weight in a
rapidly globalising world, where the competition is
increasing.

Q541 Rob Marris: In terms of your document
Prosperity in a Changing World, I congratulate you.
I think it is a good document and I am particularly
pleased that it has a timeline, that scattered
throughout it are something we are very keen on:
dates bywhich things should be done, and you group
them all together at the back of the document. I was
very impressed with it. In terms of targets,Mr Cahn,
you said earlier that you did not believe that you had
a plethora of strategies, but you seem to have a lot of
targets. As you yourself said, you are a target-based
organisation and now you have a performance
impact measurement. Presumably, you are gearing
up for a new Public Service Agreement for the 2007
CSR. Any change in strategy on that, without
getting into all the detail of the targets which we just
do not have time for?Any changes of emphases there
that you would see in the new Public Service
Agreement compared with three years ago?
Mr Cahn: Funnily enough, Mr Marris, I was with
my Minister, Ian McCartney, just before coming
here and he was going through the timeline and
milestones in the strategy and saying to me, “Where
are we on this? Where are we on that?” He was
holding me to account, and that is the diYculty of
actually setting out a timetable; you are then held
to account.

Q542 Rob Marris:How you getting on with it then?
Mr Cahn: I have at the moment a good story to tell;
we have to make sure we continue having a good
story to tell. I certainly hope that the discussions in
theComprehensive SpendingReviewwill not lead to
a change in strategy. I am certainly going forward at
the moment on the basis that the present five-year
strategy will continue in the last year of Spending
Review O4 and the three years covered by the
Comprehensive Spending Review, and I feel pretty
confident that that is going to be the case. I wonder if
I could askMr Fletcher to respond to what you were
saying about the performance impact monitoring
survey and how that fits into delivering the strategy.
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Q543 Rob Marris: Presumably, that measures how
you are delivering on your targets.
Mr Fletcher: Yes, it measures how well we have
actually helped companies improve their
performance. So it is actual outcomes.

Q544 Rob Marris: That is fine, the five-point scale
and all that stuV. What about the new to export
emphasis or change thereof that we hear rumours of?
Mr Cahn:We still have one more year of SRO4 and
in that year wewill continue to focus and help new to
export companies but we expect to have new targets
from April this year and those targets will not be
expressed in terms of new to export companies.
However, I want to emphasise that we do continue
to oVer a service to new to export companies, to
SMEs and we have services like Passport to Export,
which is, incidentally, the most highly regarded,
according to survey data, of all our services.
Passport to Export is available to all new companies,
all SMEs, and is used often by new to export
companies. We will also have a new scheme which is
designed specifically to help exporters who are
current exporters but have not exported to emerging
markets. We help them into these new, diYcult
markets.

Q545 Rob Marris: Is there of a change of emphasis
or a downgrading of the new to export service?
MrCahn: I would express it as a change of emphasis.
I believe that previously we had too much of an
emphasis solely on new to export companies.Wewill
continue to provide them with a full service, we will
continue to give thema lot of help but we are looking
at other sectors as well and we are not defining
ourselves via the target mechanism primarily on new
to export companies.

Q546 Rob Marris: In terms of the measurement of
UKTI’s performance, putting it generally, how
much of that is spent on measuring things which are
really beyond your control, such as the UK as a
place to do business?
Mr Fletcher: Chairman, we have put a lot of eVort
into making sure that our measurement system cuts
out what the economists call additionality, the
things that would have happened anyway. So
actually we are much more confident than we were
two or three years ago that our measurement system
is designed to and is successful at measuring where
we have had the impact rather thanwhere we are just
on the coat-tails of some process that might have
happened regardless.

Q547 RobMarris: Is that reflected in your targets? It
is not worth having targets on things which are
additional.
Mr Fletcher: Yes.

Q548 Rob Marris:We talked earlier about the way
diVerent countries do these things, not in terms of
targets but in terms of UKTI overall, and I
understand that in some other countries they have
separate agencies for the trade development and the
inward investment. You are all in one. Why do we

do it that way? Are there synergies there that we
realise as a country that other countries who do it
diVerently think cannot be realised?
Mr Cahn:You can do it either way. I do not think it
is self-evident that youmust go one route or another.
We have chosen to go this route, in part because
trade and investment were put together, not
immediately following the Wilson review but in
2003. When I arrived, I found that we had the two
functions in one organisation but acting somewhat
separately one Member of the Committee earlier
said in a silo-like way I did reflect on the best way of
structuring that and came to the conclusion that, in
a globalising world, where many companies were
both inward investors and exporters Japanese car
companies would be a good example—there were
lots of advantages and synergies to putting the two
together.

Q549 Rob Marris: So there are two schools of
thought; it is no big deal.
Mr Cahn: I believe that we are doing it the right way
but I could have gone the other way and it could
have worked. I do not argue that ours is the only
route.

Q550 Rob Marris: In terms of organisation and I
shall try and phrase this carefully because I am a
politician and you are a civil servant we hear strong
rumours that theDepartment of Trade and Industry
may as a separate Department be abolished. Were
that to happen and I stress I am not asking for your
views on the desirability or otherwise of any such
abolition what do you think should happen to
UKTI? Should it become an independent body or
should it go under the wing of another government
department and, if so, what other government
department? What is your initial reaction as to
where it might go? I am not trying to pin you down.
Mr Cahn: At the moment, I have two parent
Departments, the DTI and the FCO, and there is a
lot of logic to that. It was what was recommended by
the Wilson review in 1999 and it reflects the wish to
link the overseas network provided by the Foreign
OYce with the domestic economic expertise and the
regional network provided by the DTI. If there were
to be a change to the machinery of government at
some point in the future involving the DTI, I would
hope that we would try and retain the Wilson
principles of having an organisation which managed
to link in or combine the service all the way from a
company in a region through to an overseas market.

Q551 Rob Marris: So you would see it in, this
hypothetical scenario, as similar to the way it is now
rather than being an independent body which would
be split between the FCO we assume that is going to
continue and an economic department, if I can put
it broadly in that way?
MrCahn: If there were to be such a change, I assume
there would be an economic department of some
sort, and I think there is a real advantage tome being
linked into that economic department.
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Q552 Rob Marris: A few slightly disparate
questions, I suppose. It is my view—although it is
not shared by every Member of this Committee by
any means—that it is questionable whether UK
taxpayers’ money should be spent on encouraging
businesses to invest abroad in contradistinction to
exporting Britain’s services abroad or investment
coming into the UK. Do you have a view on that?
Mr Cahn: I think that you cannot pick and choose;
you cannot have one without the other. If we are to
encourage inward investment, we must recognise
that you will have FDI going in the other direction.
Britain is the second biggest attractor of inward
investment in the world. We are also the second
biggest overseas investor, and I think they are both
indicators of economic health and vitality and
competitiveness, so I do not have a problem with
British businesses investing overseas.

Q553 Rob Marris: No, nor do I. It is whether they
should have taxpayers’ money through UKTI to
encourage them so to do.
MrCahn:Weare not encouraging, and I do not have
schemes designed to encourage British companies to
invest overseas. What happens is my staV overseas
will provide assistance to British companies if, for
example, they are trying to take over an overseas
company. A current example which we all observe
with great interest: Vodafone have successfully
agreed, initially anyway, to take over Hutchison SR
in India and, naturally enough, UKTI staV in the
High Commission in Delhi have provided themwith
a substantial amount of assistance, as you would
expect. I think it is our duty to help a British
company.

Q554 Rob Marris: That is helpful. We talked earlier
about external income. Do you have a target for
increasing that 1%? 1% of your income comes from
charging currently, does it not?
Mr Cahn: Yes, we do. We have a target initially to
double our revenue from charging and subsequently
to double it again.

Q555 Rob Marris: Over what time frame?
Mr Cahn: It would be over a four-year period.

Q556 Rob Marris: Is that to 4% over a four-year
period?
Mr Fletcher: The first doubling is by the end of this
calendar year. As I said before in answer to Mr
Weir’s question, we are on track for that. The second
one is by the end of the CSR period, but the strategy
also commits us to having amuchmore fundamental
look, along the lines of our earlier conversation, at
whether we can charge for amuchwider range of our
trade development services and we are indeed taking
that forward.

Q557 RobMarris:As a Committee, as I am sure you
know, we have travelled abroad and we have met
UKTI staV, and I think it is fair to say that we have
been extremely impressed with most of them in the
various countries we have been to. One issue which
has been raised by overseas staV is a suggestion that

for new postings the language training for their
spouses is being cut, so that if someone were posted
to Mongolia and her husband accompanied her, the
husband would not receive training in the local
language. Is that right?
Mr Cahn: I am grateful to you, Mr Marris, for your
kind words about our overseas staV and I agree with
them. I think I am very lucky in having a very
dedicated and excellent network of staV serving
overseas. On the specific issue of language training
for spouses, I believe what you have said is correct
and reflects some of the funding pressures that the
Foreign OYce is under at the moment.

Q558 Rob Marris: I realise that it may be for
someone in your position a relatively obscure area,
in the sense that I do not expect you to have all the
figures at your fingertips, but if you do, can you give
us an idea of what hitherto a spouse has been able to
access for language training, in terms of the number
of hours or a financial amount or whatever, and
what either the change or the proposed change will
take it to? If you cannot do that now, by all means
please write to us. The Committee is quite concerned
about this issue about cuts for language training for
spouses accompanying UKTI staV overseas.
Mr Cahn: If I may, Chairman, I will write you with
more detail on this issue.
Chairman: Being politicians, we often recognise the
raw deal our spouses get and so we have a particular
empathy for the spouses of people sent to serve
overseas getting an even more raw deal.

Q559 Rob Marris: We were told by someone
overseas that when the British Ambassador to
Turkey retired, the Prime Minister of Turkey
attended the retirement party, the Ambassador said,
“It is very nice of you to come, Prime Minister,” to
which the Prime Minister said, in a very diplomatic
way, “It is not you I have come to see. I have come
to say goodbye to your wife because she speaks such
good Turkish”. This woman had no background in
Turkish, I understand, but we have had lots of
conversations, said the PrimeMinister, and that was
an ambassador’s wife who, as I understand it, did
not speak Turkish before the posting.
Mr Cahn: Speaking as somebody who has served
overseas in an earlier life, taking my wife, her rather
good French at the moment is perhaps due to some
language training she received. Not only that, I am
aware of the enormous benefit that the public gets
from spouses of both genders who serve overseas,
often with no remuneration. I think you are
absolutely right to recognise the great contribution
they make. Of course, the world is a diVerent world
from what it was. When I became a public servant a
long time ago, in 1973, the expectation was that a
diplomat’s wife would simply go and serve loyally
with her husband, for that is what it usually was,
overseas. That is no longer quite the expectation.
The world has simply changed and the Foreign
OYce has to change with it.
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Q560 Rob Marris: There is one ancillary point that
just occurs to me. I understand that the person who
has posted gets a very small additional allowance for
the spouse but the spouse gets absolutely nothing. In
the traditional way of looking at it, the pay goes to
the husband diplomat, not to the wife assistant
diplomat, putting it rather simplistically.
MrCahn: I am not an expert in this area. I will write
to you.

Q561 Mr Bone: The Chancellor has said, I think,
that he wants to make UKTI “the most successful
organisation of its type in the world”. How far are
we from achieving this?
Mr Cahn: I do not think we are there yet. I think we
are en route. I think it is a plausible aspiration that
we should get there over the lifetime of the strategy.

Q562MrBone:Whowouldwe look towhomight be
better than us at the moment?
Mr Cahn: We would look to organisations in
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the Netherlands,
Ireland, France.

Q563 Mr Bone: The French? You must expand on
that. What can the French possibly do better than
us?
Mr Cahn: The French are good and they are very
well funded and, interestingly enough, they have a
large inward investment organisation because,
despite all you read, the French are desperate to
attract inward investment, they are putting a lot of
resource into it except for the yoghurt sector, of
course and they run an eVective organisation. There
are a number of good organisations out there. I do
believe that we lead the world in both our target
setting and our performance impact measurement. I
do not think we do it brilliantly but I do believe we
do it better than anybody else, and I think we
provide very good value for money to the taxpayer.
If I may, Chairman, just give one statistic, we spent
£65 million on our four primary trade schemes last
year andwe got £1.1 billion of additional net benefits
to the United Kingdom economy. That is around a
17:1 return and our international trade teams in the
regions provide a cost benefit ratio of around 25:1. I
believe that UKTI provides really good returns to
the taxpayer but, to address Mr Bone’s question, we
could do better and the strategy is designed to ensure
that we do, over a period of years, do better.

Q564 Mr Bone: Finally in fact, you have probably
answered the question I wanted to put here I do fear
that in some parts of government there is a feeling
you could almost abolish UKTI because they are
helping private companies. I think you have
answered the question actually, but what would you
say to those people who say that?
Mr Cahn: I would say that, first all across the whole
of government, the whole ofWhitehall, I believe that
we have strong support for UK Trade and
Investment. I have talked to most of the Permanent
Secretaries and had strong support. We have strong
ministerial support. I do not think I have come
across anybody who argues that way. Most of the

arguments go in the other direction, which is that we
could go out there and do more, cover more sectors,
cover more overseas markets, have more schemes,
and we tend to have more requests for assistance
than we can meet.

Q565 Rob Marris: You mentioned that arguably,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the Netherlands,
France and Ireland do better in some ways.
Mr Cahn: Can I interrupt? I did not say that; I said
that they were comparators who did well and I
regard them as benchmarks.

Q566 Rob Marris: I beg your pardon. Would it be
possible it may not be, because you are not the
House of Commons Library Research Department
to send us any comparative figures on the cost/
benefit stuV and their kind of budgets? You see those
as benchmark countries and I quite understand that.
I wouldwant to get a sense of whether they are in our
league, if I can put it that way, with more resources
or less resources and in terms ofwhat the cost/benefit
is. If you have access to those figures, it would be
helpful.
Mr Cahn: Chairman, I think that is a really
interesting question posed by Mr Marris. I am not
sure what data we have but I will go away and see
what we can get and provide the Committee with a
note which goes as far as I can, resources allowing.
I think it is a really interesting question. I am sure we
have something and we will try and get what more
we can, because I think it is a challenging issue for us
how we compare with the best in class.

Q567 Chairman: Finally, Mr Cahn, we have met
some very good people from UKTI, so I would not
want you to think that I am being oVensive about
HQ staV, but I get the impression that you run an
organisation full of absolutely brilliant people out
there in the markets who actually know what British
business wants, know the markets and get on and do
it, irrespective of what strategies you set at the
centre. Your only important decision is how many
people to have in eachmarket. Actually, they just get
on and do it brilliantly, day in, day out, while
the headquarters keeps on responding to the
Chancellor’s whims.
MrCahn: I agree with half your remarks, Chairman,
but not the other half. I will grab the praise for the
overseas network, which is absolutely right; they are
very good, they do a very good job. As always, it is
variable but the best is superb and even the worst
is pretty good. Back here in headquarters it simply
is not a question that we pull levers and nothing
happens and that we just sendminutes to each other.
Headquarters does a lot. Just as some examples, you
said yourself earlier on that ministerial visits were
important. They would not happen if the people in
headquarters did not organise them, did not provide
the briefing, did not provide the networks. We have
to take British companies overseas to trade shows.
That would not happen without the organisation
here in headquarters. We need to market to the UK.
We have a marketing department, which has been
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radically changed and reorganised and is now much
better than it was. We could not do that without
headquarters. I could go on.

Q568 Chairman: I was making rather a diVerent
point. I get the sense that actually the strategies keep
on changing, new to export is flavour of the month,
and not flavour of the month, when actually down
on the ground, if you want the help, you get it and
that is what counts.
Mr Cahn: I think there is a truth that with the
services provided for British companies there has
been a certain continuity over the years, and perhaps
there is been a change in packaging but the services
have continued, and that is as it should be. What I

very much hope is that we now have a sensible,
down-to-earth, target-based, focused strategy for
delivery and that I have a significant period of time
in which I can deliver that strategy. I am convinced
we have a good strategy strategic way forward and I
agree with you, what would be best is if we are
enabled now to go ahead and deliver that strategy.

Q569 Chairman:Mr Cahn, thank you very much. I
apologise again for keeping you waiting at the
beginning and I apologise for the various
distractions that have occurred during the meeting.
Your words came across to us very clearly
nonetheless. Thank you very much indeed.
MrCahn: Thank you very much for the opportunity
to give evidence, Chairman.
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Q570 Chairman: Minister, we are very grateful
indeed to you for coming to this first half of the last
evidence session we are having into our inquiry on
manufacturing skills. It is one of these cross-over
issues and I appreciate not an issue that you
normally scrutinise so we are all the more grateful to
you for coming and bringing with you your
colleagues. Perhaps I could ask you to introduce
them?
Mr Down: Tim Down, deputy director within the
Department for Education and Skills.
Ms Fender: Alyson Fender, part of the skills group
in the Department for Education and Skills.

Q571 Chairman: Can I begin as the Conservative
Chairman of a Labour dominated Committee by
seeking to strike a note of consensus and take you
back into the history of this long and troubled
subject? I am told that Parliament and government
have agonised over this issue about the decline in
skills base relative to our major competitors since a
select committee report on scientific instruction in
1867. On average, I am also told, there has been a
major report on this subject we are discussing this
morning from a select committee or government
department at a rate of one every two and a half
years since then. What is going wrong?
Bill Rammell: Firstly, it is a pleasure to be here. It is
an issue that has been around for a considerable
time. I get the sense I could be wrong that there is a
degree of consensus and urgency about this issue
that genuinely, in my experience over the last 10 to
20 years, has not been there. When we come to look
at some of the prospectus that has been set out in our
successive skills White Papers, within the FE White
Paper and particularly within Sandy Leitch’s report,
there is an opportunity for consensus and some real
action to make progress on this issue. Certainly the
challenge we face is very significant.

Q572 Chairman: Given this long history, 140 years
of navel gazing over this subject, I was going to
ask you what makes you confident that the
government’s new approach and the Leitch report
will deliver the goods. Arguably, that is the
consensus point you just made in answer to my first
question.
Bill Rammell: I think it is. What has been
particularly significant about the Leitch report
is that it was a genuine, external challenge to

government. My sense is that there has been almost
universal acceptance of its analysis and prospectus
of the way forward. It has linked education and
training to the performance of the economy in a way
that previous reports have not done. Again in a way
that previous reports have not done, it very helpfully
sets this within an international context and sets
out the very stark challenge that—I would say
this, wouldn’t I?—even with the significant
improvements we have made in the last 10 years, if
we simply maintain the current trajectory, we are
going to stand still in terms of our relative
performance. It is very helpfully a long-term report.
If you look at the previous reports that have taken
place, they have looked at a three, four or five year
timescale. This is looking forward to 2020. Very
helpfully, the Leitch analysis and report does two
very important things. One, it very firmly endorses
the demand-led approach, that employers have to be
in the driving seat in shaping the kind of delivery that
we are taking forward. Secondly, given the scale of
the challenge, it sets out very clearly that, yes,
government has a role to play within that,
particularly in terms of resources, but there has to be
a shared responsibility. If you look, for example,
across the further education sector in the last 10
years, we have increased investment by something
like 50% in real terms. Yet, even with that level of
increase, without an additional contribution from
the individual and the employer, we are simply not
going to face up.

Q573Mark Hunter:One of the major causes of skill
shortages which has been identified by witnesses to
this Select Committee’s investigation has been the
public perception of manufacturing. Indeed, we
have seen a Manufacturing Foundation report into
the attitudes of children and students who found
that they were overwhelmingly negative about the
prospects of a career in manufacturing. These
perceptions were reinforced within the education
system, for example, when covering de-
industrialisation in geography or exclusively shop
floor, factory visits. Do you agree that there is a
problem with the perception of manufacturing and
how can the perception of manufacturing as “dirty
and in decline” best be countered in schools and
colleges?
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Bill Rammell: That is a serious challenge. It aVects
not just manufacturing but science and technology
subjects more broadly. There is a lot that I think
government can do. Partly, this is about processes
that take place within society, particularly the world
of the media and the way that science, technology
and manufacturing are presented and depicted.
Certainly we do need to ensure that there is really
decent careers advice to young people and adults.
One of the things that we need to get across and this
is certainly true for science and technologies is that
the earnings premium through undertaking a
qualification in that subject is substantially higher
than it is for non-science and technology subjects. At
the end of the day, money has an influence on the
choices that people make. We need to involve the
industry which crucially has to take responsibility,
going out, engaging with schools, colleges, careers
advice exhibitions. An example of that is that, at the
moment, as part of enhancing the careers advice to
young people, we are funding—with the Sector
Skills Council involved in manufacturing—an
initiative to improve quality comprehensively and
accessibility of information about manufacturing.
Ensuring that the employer voice through the Sector
Skills Council in shaping the kind of educational
provision that we put forward is crucial.
Additionally, initiatives that Sandy Leitch set out of
a new universal adult career service, pulling together
the diVerent elements at the moment, initiatives like
a skills health check for every adult where you can
analyse what your gaps are and what you can do
about them can help as well. At the higher skills
levels, I very firmly believe that Foundation Degrees
which I think are proving a significant success story,
where you very much shape the qualification
alongside and with the employer particularly in this
kind of area can really help.

Q574Mark Hunter: If we share the analysis that the
perception of manufacturing is a real issue, are there
any specific initiatives that you can bring to our
attention today that your Department is responsible
for, which are addressing those concerns in
particular?
Bill Rammell: In terms of the perception, certainly
within science and technology more broadly, we are
doing a hell of a lot to stimulate the interest of young
people. For example, piloting 250 science after
school clubs to enthuse and engage young people
with science subjects, the measures to guarantee the
availability by 2008 of an opportunity for a triple
science GCSE option, the initiatives we are
undertaking with the Institutes, with the higher
education sector, to promote the additional
graduate earnings premium for science and
technology based subjects. There is the kind of
initiative I was referring to earlier where we are
working with themanufacturing SSC to improve the
availability of information about manufacturing.
There is a whole range of initiatives that we are
engaged with. This is a bit repetitive but government
cannot do this on its own. The industry has to work
with us, not only by directly communicating with
young people and adults about the opportunities

that exist, but also trying to change hearts andminds
in the wider society world, to get across the
importance of these areas.

Q575Mark Hunter: Can I move to careers advice in
schools and colleges? A concern that we have heard
repeatedly from witnesses to the Committee is that
careers advice is often very poor when it comes
to opportunities in manufacturing, particularly
tending to reinforce gender stereotypes about
sectors such as engineering, electronics and textiles.
Could you tell us a little bit more about steps that the
government is taking to give better, more balanced
advice to children and students and particularly to
female students about career opportunities in this
area?
Bill Rammell: It is a very important area. Look, for
example, at the diVerential pay levels for women as
opposed to men in the area of apprenticeships. It
is almost exclusively driven by the occupational
areas that they gravitate towards. Therefore, in
conjunction with the Equalities Commission, we
have been pursuing programmes to raise awareness
about the increased earnings potential in particular
apprenticeship programmes. We are reviewing the
careers advice that is available to young people
through the school system. We need to do much
more to get the industry to come out and engagewith
that Careers Advisory Service directly with young
people. It is about getting a young person to go into
a manufacturing environment and see that this is
quite interesting and exciting and there are some real
opportunities that exist here. Moving forward, it is
also looking towards the adult workforce, the
universal adult Careers Advisory Service, pulling the
diVerent strands together so that we begin to ensure,
either within a job centre or elsewhere within the
college system, there is an accessible level of advice
that is available to the potential student.

Q576 Mark Hunter: Did you say as part of that
answer that you are currently reviewing the activities
of the Careers Advisory Service and the information
that they have?
Bill Rammell: Yes.

Q577 Mark Hunter: Is that by way of a formal
review or just one of these ongoing things?
Bill Rammell: It is not explicitly my area of
responsibility but within the school service we are
looking at the relationship between the Connexions
Service and the local authority responsibility for
that, seeking to ensure that the advice and guidance
are as accurate as possible and that it is also up to
date. One of the challenges within this is that the
people who directly give the advice sometimes have
their own experiences rooted 10 or 20 years in the
past. We have to bring that up to date.

Q578Mark Hunter:When that review is completed,
will the conclusions be available to us to look at?
Bill Rammell:Most certainly.
Chairman: The careers sector and the HE sector too
could probably do with some shaking up as well, but
that is a wider issue.
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Q579 Mr Hoyle: Do you think there is too much
emphasis by universities and colleges to put
portfolios together and show the trendy part, so that
people want to enter television and media studies?
The problem is they are attracted to that and it is
very hard to make it attractive to go into
engineering. Do you think there is some failure
there?
Bill Rammell:Are you talking specifically within the
higher education system?

Q580 Mr Hoyle: Of course.
Bill Rammell: When we get into a debate about
so-called Mickey Mouse degrees, which is the
accusation that is always put forward, I think it is
important to base this debate on the evidence. One
of the degree programmes that constantly gets it in
the neck is media studies. If you look at the evidence
in terms of career outcomes and employability, it has
a very good track record. Part of the challenge at the
higher education level is to get across that very
strong message about the enhanced graduate
earnings premium that you get if you undertake a
science and technology subject. Also, to a significant
extent, if you are expecting to shape this debate by
the time someone is 20 or 21 and coming to the end
of their degree programme, in a sense you have lost
the argument. The influence has to be much earlier
in the system. It is intervention at the age of 13, 14
or 15. In terms of vocational subjects say, law or
medicine all the evidence is the decision is taken at
about the age of 12 or 13 by the young person and
therefore the intervention for whatever discipline
has to be much earlier.
Mr Hoyle: The problem there is it is usually the
parents that say, “We are going into a litigious
society so therefore you ought to make plenty of
money and become a lawyer, not get your hands
dirty.” Look at that wealthy man over there.
Judy Mallaber: I am tempted to say we should ask
the visitors to this Committee for their answers to
the last set of questions because they are the people
who will either have made the decision or be going
to make a decision in terms of what they will go into
with their careers. I presume you do not want to
do that?
Chairman: I would say that I think engineering is a
very exciting profession. I wish I had done it myself.
It is my great regret.

Q581 Judy Mallaber: We are told that a lot of the
skills that are lacking for new entrants into
manufacturing are not skills of knowledge or
whatever; they are what can be called employability
skills: commercial awareness, teamwork, practical
experience. Are employers right to be concerned
about that and are those kinds of skills ones that
could be taught outside the workplace, or do you
have to wait until people have gone to work before
they learn about that practical experience, working
together et cetera?
Bill Rammell: Right throughout the educational
system there is a genuine concern about team
working, oral communication skills, customer
service skills. We do need to ensure that those are

embedded right throughout the system. A shift
towards specialised diplomas, bringing about a
blend between theoretical and practical learning,
will certainly help in that regard. Moving on to the
higher educational level, the introduction of
initiatives such as Foundation Degrees which are
developed alongside employers with their needs very
much in mind often the programmes will be a
bespoke qualification for a particular organisation
looking at its particular circumstances can help.
Also at the higher education level we have asked the
Higher Education Academy to look at improving
the way employability skills are acquired by
graduates and to seek to address those through the
subject networks. The Sector Skills Council voice
influencing the qualifications right down the
qualifications chain and up to higher education is
crucial. Again at the higher education level,
initiatives like the National Council for Work
Experience, promoting work experience for higher
education learners, is crucially important. I
sometimes think there appears to be a critique that
comes forward that it is a bad thing for students to
be working whilst they are studying. In my
experience, as long as that is done within limited
proportions say, up to 15 hours a week in terms of
whilst you are studying developing some of those
work related skills, it can be a positive benefit.

Q582 Judy Mallaber:Are you satisfied with the way
in which work experience in schools is going at the
moment? From those I talk to and those I have had
in my oYce doing work experience, it has been quite
a mixed picture in terms of whether they do learn
anything very much or how those work experience
programmes are structured. Is that an area that the
department is looking at and are you satisfied with
progress? It is often an add-on to somebody’s work
rather than being regarded as an important part of a
teacher’s job within the school.
Bill Rammell: It is a key area. If I am absolutely
frank, I think the performance is variable across
schools and across the country. Too often, it is
sometimes down to the bent, enthusiasm and
commitment of the individual teacher who is leading
that programme. That is one of the reasons why,
within the development of the specialised diplomas
at 14 to 19, we are looking to embed a minimum
amount of time that the student, as part of that
qualification, spends with a decent period of work
experience. There needs to be in all cases a really
good level of contact between the school and the
employer who is providing that work experience so
that it is genuinely something that is worthwhile
and beneficial, not just someone turning up and
marking time.

Q583 Judy Mallaber: I have had a very varied
experience in terms of whether as an employer I have
been given guidance or not by the school or the
authority, in terms of what they are looking for, for
their student, and what feedback they are expecting.
Bill Rammell:That is a really important point. If you
naturally assume that an employer is going to have
a clear idea of the best way, both for them to get
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something out of the relationship and for the young
person to do it, that is an over-assumption and I
think we need better guidance coming from the
schools to the employer.

Q584 Judy Mallaber: Examiners’ reports on the
manufacturing GCSE said, “Candidates often do
not show enough understanding of manufacturing
industry or practices.” That qualification has been
on the national curriculum since 2002. Are you
saying that the newmanufacturing qualifications are
better structured and what has been done to ensure
that they do make those taking part in them have
real world skills and some understanding of
manufacturing? It has clearly been a criticism in the
past. Has that been fed into the new qualifications?
Bill Rammell: It is being fed in. We need to bear in
mind that that qualification itself was only launched
in 2002. In any qualification you refine and learn
from experience as you go along but I think there is
a general trend that we are trying to develop so that
there is a greater awareness and understanding of the
world at work. That comes through a specific
qualification such as that but also a key element of
the 14 to 19 agenda and the specialised diplomas is
probably the biggest revolution that we are seeing in
educational provision in any generation. That is a
core element of that approach.

Q585 Rob Marris: As I understand it the Leitch
report seems to be premised on a kind of across the
board skills increase and educationally increased
attainment. That may be very desirable in terms of
fulfilled lives but the evidence we seem to be getting
on the Committee is that there are sector shortages
around the country, particularly in manufacturing
in the skilled jobs. What steps can be taken to
prevent a situation arising which might otherwise
arise where, in order to meet an across the board
target on level four or whatever say, 40% of people
in an age cohort getting it they can go into training
or education in those areas where we have skill
shortages such as manufacturing?
Bill Rammell:We need care with the skills shortage
debate. If you look at skills shortages within
manufacturing, my understanding is that they are
broadly comparable with skills shortages across the
economy as a whole. Historically, they are at low
levels. That does not in any sense give me cause for
complacency but I think it is important we have an
accurate picture.

Q586 Rob Marris: Your understanding is there is a
low level of skills shortages in manufacturing?
Bill Rammell:Historically. If you look at the picture
historically, that is my understanding. The
proportions of skills shortages in manufacturing are
similar to those in the economy as a whole.
Chairman: I think the situation is that there are
certain sectors where there are very acute shortages
and other sectors where it is less acute.

Q587 Rob Marris: The biggest single complaint in
the West Midlands from business is skills shortages.
That may be across the board.

Bill Rammell: There certainly may be regional
variations and specific elements of sector variation.
To deal with the thrust of your question can we do
more to direct young people towards the right kinds
of subjects? as a parent going through a debate with
his 14-year old daughter at the moment about what
GCSEs she is going to take, I do not think we should
overstate the ability of anybody to direct young
people into the right subjects. Nevertheless, getting
across the information about the additional earnings
premium for science and technology subjects is
important. At the higher education level there is
some tentative evidence that the introduction of
the variable fee system is leading a shift towards
people choosing some of the more science-based
and technology-based subjects. If you look at
applications for university for next year, there has
been a good increase across the board but the trend
for chemistry, physics, mathematics, engineering
and science has gone significantly ahead and that is
now about three years in a row where you can start
to discern that kind of pattern. There is also a whole
range of initiatives that we are taking, within schools
giving more young people the chance to study triple
science, the 250 after school science clubs, the
increases in bursaries and golden hellos to get more
science teachers into teacher training, where again
the evidence is the proportions going down that
route with a 2:1 or a first are increasing, looking at
those teachers who do not have a specialism, say,
in physics or chemistry. How can we through
continuing professional development upskill their
capability? Also, doing things like expanding
the associate student scheme to encourage
undergraduates to go into schools to get a taste of
teaching and also the science and engineering
ambassador scheme, getting people working in the
sector. We are going to be funding 18,000 next year
to go into schools and evangelise on the importance
of these subjects. All of that can and will change
behaviour over time.

Q588 Rob Marris: Is that feeding through into
engineering as well, which is pretty important for
skilled manufacturing?
Bill Rammell: It is. If you look at the latest figures,
civil engineering as an example is up 13% for next
year.

Q589 Chairman: These are applications for
university? When is that process happening?
Bill Rammell: It is happening as we speak. The
figures I am referring to are the ones that were
announced a couple of weeks ago on the big January
deadline.

Q590 Chairman: We have last year’s figures. It
would be interesting to have this year’s figures.
Bill Rammell: We can happily provide you with
those.

Q591 Rob Marris: Parenthetically I might suggest
you tell your daughter to do geology. They are the
highest paid graduates. If we accept, as I think many
on the Committee do I hope you do that UK
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manufacturing requires skilled workers and there
are some skills shortages there, some of those skilled
workers may come from overseas and some of them
may not speak English very well but have lots of
other skills, which gets us onto the ESOL stuV,
which I think it would be remiss of us not to at least
touch upon. That is, English for Speakers of Other
Languages. If your proposed changes to ESOL
provision are implemented, how if at all will these
skilled migrant workers be aVected?
Bill Rammell: I am happy to have this opportunity
to set the record straight because there is a lot of
misinformation being put about to do with the
changes.We are not seeking to cut the ESOLbudget.
The funding for it and the numbers have tripled since
2001. We have gone from about 158,000 learners
accessing ESOL to over 550,000 today. That
trajectory is unsustainable and it is creating a
situation where, in parts of the country with the
acutest need, the waiting list to simply get on the
course in some cases is 18 months to two years. It is
the most vulnerable and the hardest up learners who
are failing to get on to the waiting list and failing to
get course provision. We are widening out the
principle that we are pursuing generally with regard
to adult education and saying that if you are in work
and you are earning, given the need for a broader
range of contributions to meet the scale of challenge
that we are facing, the individual should pay some
more whilst the state still pays the vast bulk of the
funding. That is what we are pursuing. People on
means tested benefit, those on the Working Tax
Credit up to an income of £15,050 a year, will still get
free ESOL. I absolutely believe that both for
economic job opportunities, community adhesion
and a decent society you need to be able to speak and
work with English to succeed within society. Our
approach is about managing this and making it
work. I am hopeful that if the changes go through as
we are suggesting and there are some additional
protections that I will be announcing later this week
that we have considered under the race equality
impact assessment the net result of all of that is that
the most vulnerable adults who currently are not
getting into the system because of the huge waiting
lists will be able to do so. Where some employers are
going out of their way, for example, to proactively
recruit people, say, in Poland or Estonia to carry out
particular jobs, those employers should make a
contribution towards the cost of that learning as
well.

Q592MissKirkbride: I was very pleased to hear your
enthusiasm for science in schools. I wonder if you
can clarify for the Committee exactly where we are
because there has been now for some years a trend
towards one general science qualification at GCSE.
The Secretary of State has in the past said that we
want to reverse that trend and you have mentioned
the three core subjects at GCSE. Can you tell us now
what the capacity for that is in schools, teaching
three GCSE sciences, how many are doing it and
how many are going into that qualification?

Bill Rammell: I cannot give you a figure oV the top
of my head but I will happily give it in writing
afterwards. The commitment that we havemade and
we are on track to deliver it is that by 2008, through
partnership between a school and a college within a
local area, anyone seeking to take triple science will
be able to do so. That will be a significant change.
There is evidence that choices are beginning to
change: one, because of initiatives such as that and,
two, as a result of the general focus we are putting on
science teaching within schools. As I said earlier, the
evidence at higher education level is now I think the
most encouraging it has probably been for 10 or 15
years.
Chairman: You promised stats on higher education.
I think we would like the stats on GCSEs in schools
as well.

Q593 Roger Berry: I am struck at how frequently
public policy in relation to education and skills
changes. Over the last 20 years we have had fashions
in and fashions out. The fashion now in relation to
skills is that they should be demand led and I can see
the advantages of that but I would like to explore it
in a little more detail. The Sector Skills Councils are
supposed to be an important mechanism whereby
employers can get their views across. We have had
varying comments on the quality of some of the
Sector Skills Councils. What checks exist to ensure
that the Sector Skills Councils do their work to a
high standard? In the demand led system, is there not
the risk that those with the biggest elbows will get
their way perhaps at the expense of smaller, less
influential sectors?
Bill Rammell: The alternative to that is that you
second guess and centrally plan what the
requirements for particular sectors are and I am just
not convinced.

Q594 Roger Berry: It is a nice trick to set up a false
dichotomy, Minister, but I was not suggesting that.
Is there a problem? If it is to be demand led and the
Sector Skills Councils are a major focus for activity,
surely the employers with clout are going to be
arguing for their corner, so what are themechanisms
in hand to ensure that the Sector Skills Councils do
their job to a high standard and take the sector into
account, not just the needs of the pushiest, most
resourceful employers?
Bill Rammell: I do take that point. There is a real
responsibility on the SSCs to ensure that they
genuinely are representative of the sector as a whole
and that they are proactively going out into the
sector and seeking out as many voices as possible. I
also think I will be blunt and Sandy Leitch certainly
put forward this view in his report that in relation to
the SSCs thus far, the structure, the direction is
correct but the performance is variable between
SSCs. His suggestion, that we relicense and develop
a new, clearer remit for the Sector Skills Councils, I
think is an important way of beginning to get that
right, ensuring that the Sector Skills Council has a
real focus on being able to influence what kinds of
qualifications are developed, looking at the labour
market information within the sector, stimulating
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and engaging employer commitment, but also
considering collective measures. The film industry is
a very current example where there is a voluntary
commitment towards a levy as an example and I
think we and the SSC and we should be supporting
that approach.

Q595 Roger Berry: If we take the manufacturing
SSCs what proportion of funding comes from the
private sector and the public sector?
Bill Rammell: From the public purse it is about
£78 million. Perhaps I can ask Tim: from the
private sector?
Mr Down: The amount will vary by Sector Skills
Council. Some receive a substantial amount of their
funding. Skills for Justice, for instance, gets a third
of its funding from the Sector Skills Development
Agency. The numbers vary and if the Committee
would like I can let you have those.

Q596 Roger Berry: That would be interesting
because the greater the willingness of the private
sector to put their hands in their pockets the more I
personally think the demand led approach is being
justified pretty eVectively. In the Sector Skills
Councils where it is public money that is being put
up and very little private funding, I think the
question does arise about whether that shows
real employer commitment. We look forward to
receiving that.
Bill Rammell: There is a clear remit at the moment
as well for the Sector Skills Development Agency to
assess the performance of the relevant Sector Skills
Council to ensure that it is representative which to
some extent picks up your concern.

Q597 Roger Berry: Everyone says that none of
us has a job for life any more and that is
understandable. How do you say to somebody’s
current employer that this guy may be going on to
work somewhere else but you have a responsibility
for training him for future employment? In a world
where people are moving through perhaps five or six
jobs in their lifetime, how do you get current
employers not to take a short term view?
Bill Rammell: You really have to focus on the
evidence, and all the evidence, both anecdotal and
research based, is that if you invest in your
workforce there is a return for the employer in terms
of the bottom line. Employees who are trained do
feel more confident, more valued by an employer.
All the evidence is that you will get better retention
and less turnover if you are committing to training.
The employer training pilot, the forerunner of the
Train to Gain programme, did a programme of
evaluation which identified that employees trained
overwhelmingly intended to remain with their
employer. Specifically, two thirds were saying that
they intended to stay for the foreseeable future and
a further 18% for at least another year. This notion
that I know is out there, that if you invest in
somebody and put them on a training course they
will simply walk away, if you look at the evidence, I
do not think is borne out. Something we absolutely
have to do is to get across much better the really

positive case studies of those employers that have
committed, have invested and get a real return. As
an example, the First Bus Group invested in a
training strategy. They estimate it has saved their
company over £2.8 million in training and
recruitment costs.

Q598 Roger Berry: Knowing First Bus in my area,
there are not too many alternative employers in that
particular sector which is an interesting question but
not relevant to this discussion.
Bill Rammell: That is the wrong example but there
are others.

Q599 Roger Berry:Manufacturers tell us repeatedly
that they are facing increasing cost pressures with
globalisation and so forth, as indeed they are. Simple
commonsense would suggest that in some cases that
is going to make training and upskilling people who
are likely to move on to a further employer a
problem. Commonsense would suggest that there is
an incentive there to under-invest in training. If you
are saying that the evidence suggests the contrary, I
welcome that obviously, and I would like to know
what specific evidence is available to support that.
Bill Rammell: I think we should provide you with
that evidence because too often this debate and
decisions are taken—not within this Committee but
within industry—based on anecdotal instinct rather
than, “Let’s do an analysis and see what actually
works.” The evidence is that if you do invest you get
a return.
Roger Berry: It was not anecdotal; it was simple
economics. If the economics are wrong, then fine.

Q600 Mr Bone: I agree with you, Minister, that
employers want to train their people because,
despite the public image sometimes, employers rely
totally on their employees. That is the company.
However, if you are a small or medium sized
manufacturing company I ran one of those for many
years we wanted to do the training but we could not
because we were not up to doing the academic
training. We could give very good on-the-job
training and we could be very flexible, so our
commitment in cash terms was to allow our
employees to go away to do academic training. I
wonder whether in all these discussions we overlook
the very important small and medium sized
enterprise.
Bill Rammell: I do not think we do. If you look, for
example, at the Train to Gain initiative which is
the most substantially funded in-work training
programme that we have developed, there is a very
clear focus upon the hard to reach employers.
Through the independent brokerage service, their
first responsibility is to seek out those small
employers who by and large have not historically
engaged with Government training. I am not going
to say to you that we are getting this 100% right but,
in terms of understanding the imperative to really
target the employers whomost need it, that is central
to our thinking.
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Q601 Rob Marris: On the figures that you have
kindly oVered to Roger Berry, I wondered on a kind
of training pays approach for business if you could
give us figures on that very issue, the size of the
employer, because one has the impression, which
may be totally false, that big employers train and
small employers do not and big employers may gain
from it and small employers do not. If you have any
figures that would shed light on that, it would be
helpful.
Bill Rammell:We will happily try to give you a map
of that.

Q602 Miss Kirkbride: You mentioned Train to
Gain. Recent studies of Train to Gain have
suggested that there is quite a dead weight cost to it
all. I wonder if you could tell the Committee how
concerned you are about it and how you see that
panning out?
Bill Rammell: Within any work based learning
programme there will be an element of dead weight.
The dead weight that was identified through the
employer training pilot suggested an additionality of
about 10 to 15%, which of itself is significant in that
employers who had not previously considered
training were doing so. When you evaluate the
statistics in more detail, you find that something like
almost a third of the hard to reach employers would
not have trained without the training pilot, which is
significant. Also, it is not just whether you train or
not. Just under 40% would have trained fewer
employees. There certainly is an element of dead
weight.We have tried to take that into account as we
have rolled out the Train to Gain programme
nationally, being far more focused on the hard to
reach employers. I believe and hope that, as we roll
this forward, the element of dead weight will reduce,
but I cannot say to you that you will completely
exclude dead weight because I am not aware of any
such initiative anywhere in the world where that is
not a factor that is involved.

Q603 Miss Kirkbride: What about the Individual
Learning Accounts? Are you going to bring these
back? They were withdrawn before because of an
issue with fraud. How is that going to be dealt with
in the future?
Bill Rammell:We are going to put them in carefully
which I think is the right thing to do. There were the
various Public Accounts Committee investigations.
There was also a separate study that the then
Secretary of State and the Permanent Secretary
commissioned in 2002 to really learn the lessons of
what went wrong with individual learning accounts.
However, everywhere I have gone in the last two
years, holding this ministerial post, people have
said to me without exception throughout the sector
that there were design flaws in ILAs but, in terms of
what they unleashed in learner commitment to
committing to and investing in your own future, they
were very successful and significant. Even if you strip
out the fraud that took place, the volume of
increased commitment to learning through that
approach I think was very substantial. When we
bear in mind that in order to face up to that Leitch

challenge, yes, government needs to do more; yes,
the employer needs to domore, but there needs to be
a cultural change in terms of attitudes and
aspirations. I think it is an element of our armoury
that we have to explore further and that is why we
are now going to be trialling learner accounts at
Level 3. If we get the design of that right and they can
be successful, I think they can really help us.

Q604 Miss Kirkbride: What are you doing
specifically to iron out the fraud issues that came up
before in the trial?
Bill Rammell: For example, if you go back to the
history of the ILAs, there was no central checking
of provider viability or quality. There was
encouragement of the widest possible range of
providers and the determination of eligibility of
courses for funding was decided by the providers
themselves. The way that the learning accounts that
we are looking at nowwill be delivered is through the
Learning and Skills Council where, by contrast, the
provision will be with quality assured providers.
Crudely, the checking takes place before the delivery
of the provision in a way that did not happen with
the ILAs.

Q605Miss Kirkbride:TheTrain toGain programme
that you have is based on basic skills and Level 2, the
funding of it and the viability of it for the employer
and the employee, but manufacturers want people
trained up to Level 3 in terms of their skills
nowadays. What are you doing about making sure
that people can train up to Level 3?
Bill Rammell: I will come on to the fact that we are
doing quite a bit at Level 3 but I am not going to
apologise for the fact that our focus is on Level 2.
There is a very strong degree of evidence that Level
2 is the minimum platform that you need for
sustainability within the employment market. The
returns to the employer or the individual are fewer
at Level 2 than they are at levels three, four and five.
Therefore, as you go up the qualification chain, the
responsibility on the individual and the employer to
contribute is greater. The statistic for me that really
rams this home is that workers with Level 2 are three
times more likely to receive further training than
those without a Level 2 qualification. If the state
guarantees to get you to Level 2, your chances of
progression beyond that are very significant. That is
the defence of the Level 2 commitment. However, on
Level 3, it is by no means the case that we are not
doing anything there. We have two Level 3 Train to
Gain pilots that are taking place for small and
medium sized enterprises of fewer than 250 people.
We have a Train to Gain Level 3 women’s pilot
in London. I think this is a very significant
development: we have announced the extension of
an entitlement to a free Level 3 qualification from
the age of 19 to 25. I will be frank. I drove that
change because I became convinced by the number
of times around the country I was told about
people from less advantaged backgrounds and
communities who dropped out of the system at the
age of 16 or 18, came back at the age of 21 or 22 and
then hit a funding brick wall. Arguably, we would
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like to go further than the age of 25 but that
extension of the free entitlement to 25 is a significant
development, as is the trial of learner accounts at
Level 3. Level 2 is absolutely the first and the right
priority, but we are doing quite a bit more up to
Level 3.

Q606 Miss Kirkbride: What is the oVer of the pilot
programme, given that you have also given a
justification as to why there should not be free Level
3 training in the majority of cases?
Bill Rammell: In an ideal world, I would love to be
delivering both free Level 2 and free Level 3 but we
have to fund it. What we have therefore said is that
the free entitlement is to Level 2. However, at Level
3, there is a problem in terms of slower progression
and some peoplewho really need that support do not
get it because they progress at a slower rate and that
is why we have extended from 19 to 25. Arguably
you should extend beyond 25 but with the resources
that we have available we have made that a priority.

Q607 Miss Kirkbride: That is the pilot programme
then?
Bill Rammell: No. That is being rolled out—

Q608 Miss Kirkbride:What is the pilot programme
for the Level 3 qualification?
Bill Rammell: The pilot is for learner accounts. That
is not funded but it is the approach to deliver and
develop the learner account. In terms of changing
behaviour and motivating people, quite apart from
the financing, I think that can be significant.

Q609 Miss Kirkbride: It is not Train to Gain, Level
3; it is learner accounts?
Bill Rammell: No. There are two Level 3 Train to
Gain pilots conducted on a regional basis as well.

Q610 Miss Kirkbride: Their oVer is what?
Bill Rammell: That oVer is that you will get that free
of charge.

Q611 Miss Kirkbride: It is free?
Bill Rammell: Yes.

Q612 Miss Kirkbride: For whom?
Bill Rammell: For people who can benefit from it
within those regions.

Q613 Miss Kirkbride: Decided by whom?
Bill Rammell: Decided by the provider in
conjunction with the employer. It is based on your
prior qualifications.
Chairman: Perhaps you could give us a note on these
Train to Gain Level 3 pilots.

Q614 Judy Mallaber: I was also wondering about
the age of 25.
Bill Rammell: That is a national scheme. You will
nowbe able to access aLevel 3 qualification up to the
age of 25.

Q615 Judy Mallaber: That is for everybody?
Bill Rammell: Yes.

Q616 Chairman: I am told that now there are only
seven locations in the country running courses in
printing. I trained at the London College of Printing
which has now been renamed the LondonCollege of
Communications, I think, and my father was a
master printer so this caused me some concern. Is
not the issue that training for many traditional
manufacturing industries has been in decline? There
is now some revival and demand for it. How do you
meet that without taking skilled people out of the
workforce?
Bill Rammell: It is a significant challenge.
Apprenticeships are a key part of the way forward.
What we have to ensure is that that is demand driven
from the employer and not supply driven because
otherwise you run the risk of people getting on to
an apprenticeship and then getting to the end of
that programme, not being able to access a job.
Whilst Bologna process there are challenges, if you
look at the apprenticeship figures across the board,
about a third of the apprenticeships are within
manufacturing. I am sure there are particular
challenges in particular areas but in terms of the
stimulation that we have given to the system and the
way that the number of apprenticeships have been
increased I am not complacent. I think we are
beginning to move in the right direction.

Q617 Mark Hunter: The second Skills White Paper
stated that everybody should be clear what training
they are entitled to and which pathways to follow to
get it. I am tempted to ask you, in view of your
answer to Julie’s question, do you think that it is the
case that everybody is clear about the training they
are entitled to and the pathways they need to follow
in order to get it?
Bill Rammell: I am not going to say to you in any
sense that everybody is yet suYciently aware of what
the oVer is that exists. However, if you look at where
we are coming from andwhere we are going to, there
have been significant improvements. The Train to
Gain programme and that very clear establishment
of the Level 2 entitlementmessage is beginning to get
across to adult learners. It is beginning to get across
to people within the workplace but undoubtedly we
need to do more to promote that message.

Q618 Mark Hunter:What is being done to promote
training opportunities to young people and to the
employers themselves? As you said before, it is not
just a government thing; it needs private sector
involvement also.
Bill Rammell: There are initiatives that we take as a
department nationally. For example, we are just
about to launch a major communications campaign
highlighting the importance of individuals investing
in their own education and training.Keywith regard
to employers is the brokerage process where brokers
are ringing up, cold calling, contacting employers,
explaining the Train to Gain programme.
Interestingly, the evaluation of Train to Gain on the
part of employers is that they greatly value that
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independent brokerage because they feel, “I am
being given it straight here. I am not being talked to
by someone who has a vested interest in directingme
towards a particular college or a particular course.”
Also, the evaluation from people who have gone
through the programme as learners has been very
positive, with something like 89% saying they are
either satisfied or very satisfied.

Q619 Mark Hunter: If there are other examples of
specifics that the Government is using to promote
training, wewould be interested to have a note about
that as well. In view of your previous answers, are
you saying that as a Minister you accept that the
current situation is too complex and that it does need
further attention, or do you think that you have now
got to a stage where suYcient progress has been
made?
Bill Rammell: Too complex in respect of what
particularly?
Mark Hunter: In terms of the opportunities.

Q620 Rob Marris: For us to understand.
Bill Rammell: In terms of the learning opportunity
that is available to the individual—

Q621 Mark Hunter: Perhaps you can send us an
idiot’s guide.
Bill Rammell: If you compare the situation today to,
say, three or four years ago, the very clearly
established entitlement to a Level 2 free qualification
I think is robustly getting across to people. If you
looked at the proportions who are aware of that
today compared to four years ago, they have
increased. Do we need to do more of that? Yes, we
do, and that is why we are leading the national
communications campaign; it is why the brokers are
constantly contacting employers. I guess in
summation I would say there has been a significant
improvement but we undoubtedly have to go
further.
Chairman: We will be exploring this more with our
next witness because there is considerable confusion
particularly at the regional level about the overlap
between various responsibilities.

Q622 Rob Marris: You said a moment ago that
apprenticeships are a key part of the way forward
and you mentioned that about a third of them are in
manufacturing. Our understanding is that the
completion rate for engineering and manufacturing
apprenticeships is under 50%. If that is right, why is
that, because it is a lot lower than university degree
courses, for example?
Bill Rammell: It is. You need to see this as a time
sequence. Engineering manufacturing mirrors this
improvement. Completion rates for apprenticeships
generally over the last five years have gone from 28%
to 53% last year and 59% so far this year. That has
been due to a very focused eVort by the Department
with the Learning and Skills Councils, with
providers, to ensure that there is a quality product
and that we help people through that programme;
but part of what we are grappling with here is full
employment. Somebody goes on to an

apprenticeship programme, a job oVer comes up
somewhere else and they are attracted to take that as
a short term route, thinking it is a better option for
them. That is an ongoing challenge and part of what
we need to get across to young people and adults is
that what might seem a short term, quick fix, in the
longer term, in terms of your interests, may not be
the easiest route.

Q623 RobMarris:These are people who are halfway
through an apprenticeship and what comes up
appears to be a better job so they abandon the
apprenticeship and go and do the other job?
Bill Rammell: Yes. If you talk to providers and
employers on the ground, that is often a facet of this.
Nevertheless, if you look at those figures, 28% to 53
and 59% is a significant improvement because we
have been very conscious of the need to drive up
completion rates. We are now moving towards a
position where we are heading towards the
European average.

Q624 Rob Marris: You also said something earlier
which I confess I did not really understand. You
talked about apprenticeships being employer led
and demand led; otherwise, there is a risk there
would be no job for the apprentice upon completion
of the apprenticeship. I thought that was integral to
what I understood an apprenticeship to be. I did the
legal equivalent of an apprenticeship. It was called
Articles. I did two years of Articles in a law oYce
sitting at the foot of a master and then got a job at
the end of it from that firm. How could you have
an apprenticeship without significant employer
involvement? I do not quite understand.
Bill Rammell: In any apprenticeship you need
employer involvement. The point I am trying to
make is that—

Q625 Rob Marris:Will it not perforce be employer
led or demand led?
Bill Rammell: It will, but it needs to be led by genuine
demand. The point I was trying to make is if you
simply expend 110% eVort to encourage employers
to commit to an apprenticeship even though there is
not a prospect at the end of that programme that
someone will move into a job, it is going to be less
successful than if you are genuinely identifying those
areas of industry where there is a flow through and a
shortfall of skilled employees and the apprenticeship
route can not only be about training someone but
leading them into a successful career.

Q626 Rob Marris:Why would an employer oVer an
apprenticeship like that? Would it be cheap labour?
Why train someone to be an electrician for two years
and say, “We do not have a job for you here now you
are a full time electrician. Sorry”? Why would an
employer go down that route? Is cheap labour still
going on?
Bill Rammell: There are financial incentives that we
build into the system to encourage employers to
engage but the point we are making is that we need
to ensure that there is a quality product at the end
of it.
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Q627 Rob Marris: Do all apprenticeships under
modern apprenticeship schemes involve an
employer, or am I missing something here?
Bill Rammell: Yes.

Q628 Mr Bone: Do you really think, Minister, that
employers get any benefit from the cheap labour of
an apprenticeship? Do you really think that?
Mr Rammell:No, I am sorry, that is not what I was
suggesting.

Q629Mr Hoyle:Can I just move on? Part of the key
proposals of the Leitch Report is that the Sector
Skills Councils should be able to control which
vocational courses receive public money. We have
received evidence from various groups including the
chemical and pharmaceutical industries who claim
that UK graduates in chemistry do not have the
practical experience that is needed to work in those
industries. The big question is: will the Leitch
recommendation cover university courses that are
vocational in nature? Where do you draw the line
between vocational and academic courses, and what
role should the employers have in the latter?
Mr Rammell: Do we need Sector Skills Councils to
be engaging with higher education and, frankly, vice
versa? Yes, we do. If we are honest, the contact
between universities and the Sector Skills Councils is
variable and it certainly needs to improve. Do we
need more joint initiatives through things like
foundation degrees? Yes, emphatically, we do, and
the Sector Skills Councils are going to be working
with providers to develop those programmes. We
have also got examples of working with Foundation
Degree Forward, the body that promotes
foundation degrees, and Sector Skills Councils in
developing what are called foundation degree
frameworks which help tailor a foundation degree
towards specific sectors. All of that is positive.
However, I am not advocating that we go as far as

Witnesses: Malcolm Wicks MP, Minister for Science and Innovation, Mr Jeremy Allen, Director, Skills
Unit, and Mr Keith Hodgkinson, Deputy Director of Manufacturing Strategy, Department of Trade and
Industry, gave evidence.

Q632 Chairman: Minister, I am pleased to oVer
some distraction from, I know, your pressing
concern at present, which is Sunday’s engagement
between Wolves and West Bromwich Albion. I am
glad to oVer you some distraction ahead of that very
important appointment, I am sure, in your diary. It
is nice to have you back in front of the Committee
again. I always ask Ministers to introduce
themselves and their team; it is more important than
usual because one of the names is wrong today, I
believe.
Malcolm Wicks: I am Malcolm Wicks, Minister for
Science and Innovation, with one or two other
responsibilities in the Department, including for
skills. With me is Jeremy Allen, who is the Director
of Skills in the Department at the DTI, and Keith
Hodgkinson, on my right, who is the Deputy
Director of Manufacturing Strategy at the DTI.

giving the Sector Skills Councils a veto on the higher
education qualification. I say that for good reason:
whilst I do not claim that universities in this country
are perfect, I think that one of the things that has led
to their strength is the degree of autonomywhere the
degree-awarding power comes through the privy
council; they can develop their organisation
according to their specialism, according to their
mission. If you look at the international
comparisons, our universities are regarded in much
higher esteem thanmany elsewhere in the world, and
it is that issue of autonomy that I think has very
much led to that situation. So whilst we need much
more evidence of universities moving towards
businesses, and we will financially incentivise that, I
am not convinced that you should go as far as
saying, as the FSC says: “You can have that
qualification; you cannot have that one”.

Q630 Mr Hoyle: Will there be extra funding going
into workplace degrees?
Mr Rammell: Yes, there will. My very clear view is
that the big future expansion of higher education in
this country is going to be in the field of work-based
learning. We are already trialling a higher education
dimension of the Train to Gain initiative. We have
also, through the HEFCE grant letter, written to
universities and said: “If you have initiatives, ideas,
on a co-financing proposal to deliver higher
education in the workplace with an employer, we
want to hear from you”.

Q631 Chairman: Minister, we would love to have
gone on. There are many other issues that have been
raised in answers which we would like to have
explored at greater length, but I think we have got
what we needed out of this session.We are extremely
grateful to you and to your silent colleagues for a
very informative session. Thank you very much
indeed.
Mr Rammell: Thank you.

Q633 Chairman: Let me begin with a very general
question, if I may. One of your targets in the
Department is to raise the levels of and demand for
skills, but I am not entirely clear what your
relationship is with organisations like the Sector
Skills Councils. Perhaps you could answer that
question.
Malcolm Wicks: Obviously, Chairman, you have
just seen Bill Rammell from DfES and they are, by
definition, and by name, the lead department on
education and skills. Clearly, from our perspective
of trade and industry, from a business perspective,
skills is one of the key components which will enable
us to create the kind of economy that we need to
create in the 21st Century. So skills is a major theme
within our Department. We have some specific
spending budgets, albeit fairly small-scale, for niche
areas: encouraging science in schools, for example.
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The main funder is the DfES but we do share the
stewardship of the Sector Skills Councils with the
DfES. I am bound to say that in many of our
discussions in the Department with the business
sector and with trade unions certainly when I was
Energy Minister you are never far away from a
discussion about skills issues.

Q634 Chairman: Can I ask if the Department was
consulted by the Treasury over the commissioning
of the Leitch Report?
Malcolm Wicks: It was before my time. Can I ask
Jeremy to give you a proper answer on that one?
Mr Allen: We worked alongside the Leitch Review
team and we input views as we could to the thinking
that went into that review.

Q635 Chairman: And the choice of the National
Skills Envoy were you consulted over that as well?
Were you consulted over the need for a National
Skills Envoy? This Committee does not fully
understand the role of the National Skills Envoy, Sir
Digby Jones, nor why he was chosen particularly as
the character to do that. Were you consulted over
the creation of the post?
Malcolm Wicks: I think the Department was
consulted alongside DfES, but I was not involved
myself.
Mr Allen: I will check on that, Chairman. I am not
sure whether the name was canvassed to the
Department before the appointment.
Chairman: It would be helpful if you could. Thank
you very much.

Q636 Roger Berry: Is manufacturing’s poor
qualifications profile the fault of the employers or is
it the fault of the funding and teaching system?
Malcolm Wicks: Obviously, this Inquiry is focusing
on manufacturing. If I could venture a slightly more
general answer and then, perhaps, Mr Hodgkinson
could focusmore onmanufacturing. I was hesitating
there, Mr Berry, because it is diYcult to generalise;
there are many people with very high skills in
manufacturing. I was visiting a company with the
Chancellor of the Exchequer called Ceres yesterday,
which is in the Crawley area, which is producing
really cutting-edge work on fuel cells where most of
the people, I think it is fair to say, in that growing
company are at graduate or post-graduate level. It is
diYcult to generalise but, nevertheless, I would take
as a generalisation that skill levels in parts of
industry as a whole are not as good as they should
be. We know that from the data; we know that from
international comparisons and, most recently, that
has been confirmed by the Leitch Review. In terms
of where we need to be to use that term “knowledge
economy”, there is not enough knowledge out there;
there are not enough skills out there and there are
not enough qualifications out there. That is as true
for segments of manufacturing as, indeed, for other
parts of the economy. Mr Berry, would you let me
bring in Mr Hodgkinson on this one?
Mr Hodgkinson: Of course, manufacturing, as the
Minister says, is very diverse and so is made up of
lots of diVerent subsectors and it is diYcult to

generalise, as the Minister has said, about skills
needs. However, some skills needs are common
across manufacturing subsectors, and the Sector
Skills Councils are, of course, tasked with
investigating and talking to businesses about those
skills needs. For example, SEMTA, in their sector
skills agreement, point to a need for around 10,000
new skilled technicians, so there is potentially a gap
there at the technician level. If you look at another
sector, like bioscience, for example, the skills needs
there will be extremely diVerent and more around
the sort of higher education end of the skills
spectrum. So it is diYcult to generalise but there are,
indeed, gaps and those are being identified by Sector
Skills Councils.
Malcolm Wicks: Another one I would add is
sometimes the gap in terms of management and
leadership. That may be true in all sizes of
companies but I think it can be the reason why,
often, entrepreneurs with a good idea wishing to
innovate, setting up a small company, do not
actually make it, because of the lack of project
management skills or leadership skills. I would
identify that as another gap.

Q637 Roger Berry: Reference has been made to the
National Skills Envoy, Sir Digby Jones. I heard the
File on 4 programme in the last two or three weeks
on the skills shortage, and Sir Digby referred to the
money being put into skills training (the £11 billion,
for example, that the LSC receive), and he said: “The
money is not delivering what the employers want”.
Do you agree?
Malcolm Wicks: I would partially agree, yes, and I
think that is confirmed by the Leitch Review. The
establishment some little while back now of
Learning and Skills Councils was very much an
attempt to make sure that in future training at FE
colleges and by private training providers could be
demand-led. In other words, it should reflect the
needs of the local economy and, therefore, the needs
of employers and individuals. I think that has
worked to some extent, but the feeling now is that we
need to give that a further push. A lot of this comes
down to how we bridge the gap between the training
provision that we have and the needs of the local
economy and the needs of business people. I think
the Train to Gain initiative is very much trying to
help us bridge that gap so that we have people who
can understand the needs of a company, understand
the needs of a manufacturing sector and then
provide advice about where skills can be acquired
and what training programmes might be necessary.

Q638 Roger Berry: Another comment of the
National Skills Envoy was that employers need to be
“bribed” with public money to formally train their
staV. Do you agree with that?
Malcolm Wicks: That sounds like Digby, yes!

Q639 Roger Berry: It does rather, yes.
Malcolm Wicks: I do not think I would put it like
that, but there is an issue because while (and, hence,
the thing about not generalising) many, many larger
companies—and indeed some medium-sized ones as
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well do not need to be taught anything by us about
training they are world leaders in terms of skills and
training; they have learning centres in their factories,
etc, nevertheless, I think it is true to say that there are
parts of British industry, including manufacturing,
that may talk the talk but they do not walk the walk
in terms of providing training, and, at worst, rather
rely on poaching skilled staV maybe from some
companies that do train. I think there is an issue here
about how we really raise the game across
manufacturing—indeed across industry and the
service sector—in terms of companies taking more
ownership of their own skills needs. That is not to
say that is a monopoly ownership because
individuals and, of course, government have amajor
role to play, but I think there is an issue there which
Digby, in his own way, has touched on.
Roger Berry: Thank you very much.

Q640 Chairman: I am spending the weekend with
him, so wish me luck!
MalcolmWicks:Wewill teach you some basic skills,
Chairman!

Q641 Mark Hunter: Minister, we know that the
manufacturing industry has experienced massive
structural change in the last 20 years, and in many
areas it is a fast-moving, technology-led industry
now. Does organising the skills system according to
present employer demand run the risk, in your
opinion, of possibly training people for redundancy
in that context?
Malcolm Wicks: Certainly from a governmental
point of view, or society point of view, broadly, what
business we should be in is trying to improve overall
skills, whether it be the very basic skills which,
clearly, are holding a lot of people back from getting
jobs in manufacturing, or holding them back once
they are inmanufacturing, right through to far more
advanced skills in terms of level 3 graduate and post-
graduate qualifications. That is, essentially, the task
of government, and the strategy of government. In
terms of the specific skills that factory A may need
in year Y, that is best left to the company itself and,
maybe, to the Sector Skills Council. It would be
absurd to think that government somehow could
have a great national plan and say: “We need Z-
thousand technicians of that kind by 2020” or “Y
kind of people with thesemanagement skills”; we are
not that kind of command economy and it would be
absurd to think that we can be.

Q642MarkHunter: I appreciate that, but given how
quickly the system does change, how (as briefly as
you can put it) does the Government plan for future
demands, which are forecast in many cases, as well
as present demand? I do realise it is a significant
challenge but I am interested to hear in your own
words how you square that circle, if you like, in
terms of trying to meet current demand but, also,
planning for the future at the same time.
MalcolmWicks: I think, probably, the best way and
I will askMr Allen to add to my remarks essentially,
is to raise the overall educational attainment of our
people and not just our children and young people

but those of working age, so that they can develop
the intellectual skills to cope with the very fast-
moving industries in which we are, in one way or
another, all operating.
Mr Allen:We see it as a key role of the Sector Skills
Councils to look into themedium to long term about
the skills demand they see coming down the track
and then inform provision on that basis. They have
to be credible bodies to be able to do that, but that
is a key role for them. As you will know, the SSDA
gave evidence they are creating sector skills
agreements which have as their foundation a
foresight of the likely demand within sectors for
skills. That is then translated into the provision that
employers need.

Q643Mark Hunter: I would be interested to know a
little bit more about that, and, obviously, time being
what it is today, would it be possible for you to send
us a note just saying a little bit more about that
aspect?
Mr Allen: Of course.

Q644 Mark Hunter: I am interested, also, to know
that given that government-subsidised training is
generally aimed at people seeking their first
qualification at a given level, what assistance is
available for those who do find themselves
subsequently having to train, either because of
technological change or because of the demise of
their chosen industry? What assistance is available
from government in that situation?
Mr Allen: I would have to come back to you on the
detail on that. In the case ofmajor redundancies, like
Rover, there was a task force put in on the ground to
understand how people coming out of employment
could be retrained and reskilled for new employment
opportunities. So for large-scale redundancies there
tends to be a dedicated task force. How it happens
on a more individual basis I would need to provide
an explanatory note on.

Q645 Mark Hunter: I asked the question because
your answer indicates what the nature of the
problem is; the big cases the ones that get the
headlines and everything everybody knows about
and task forces are developed and assistance goes in
very quickly. It is what is happening to the smaller
companies, the ones that do not grab the headlines
but still, collectively, there are a huge number of
individuals aVected. If you want to send us a further
note on that as well that would be very useful.
Mr Allen: Lord Leitch said a lot about the need to
integrate employment and skills services, and I think
that is probably to address how you put people and
keep people in sustainable employment, whether
they are in the same job but they have skills for
employment. The added dimension is information,
advice and guidance whichwould be better for them.
Malcolm Wicks: Up to GCSE level and the
equivalent, there is of course an obligation on the
Learning and Skills Council to fund courses for
people who do not have those qualifications,
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recognising that many people of working age should
still have an opportunity of improving themselves in
that way.

Q646 Mr Bone: Following on, Mr Chairman, in my
constituency, Wellingborough, we have seen
manufacturing, which only 10 years ago was about
35%, shrink to 19%, but there has never been any
help for the people who have been made
unemployed, because it has all been a lot of small
companies going under, and it has not really been
noticed on anyone’s radar. So that, although we
have now got more people unemployed than we had
in 1997, nobody has picked that up. If it was Rover
going bust we would have tons of help. Has the
Government missed that point?
MalcolmWicks: I hope not because I understand the
point that if a company runs into diYculty and
someone is being made redundant it is a tragedy for
that individual whether he or she is working for a
major company or a small one employing just ten
other people. What I would hope—but we will do
some thinking about this and come back to you—is
that through the networks that exist, including
Jobcentre Plus, there is help on hand to relocate
people, including advice about any skills
requirements.

Q647 Chairman: Minister, I am just slightly
concerned about the lack of clarity we are getting in
these answers. I thought that a Department looking
forward to try and help industry to make sure it has
the skills necessary to deal with the future
competitive challenges would be really focused on
helping people with existing qualifications change
them and get those new qualifications. I am a bit
concerned about the lack of clarity in these answers.
Malcolm Wicks: Okay, if in writing afterwards we
can be clearer, we will.
Chairman: That would be very helpful. Thank you
very much.

Q648 Judy Mallaber: One issue that has come up
again and again in our evidence is the poor public
perception of manufacturing as a cause of
recruitment problems. I just went out to talk to a
group of 16-year-olds that were listening to our
evidence session who are connected with the Youth
Parliament, and when I mentioned going into
manufacturing or engineering they looked
completely blankly at me and said they are told the
only jobs worth going into are being a doctor, a
teacher or a lawyer. That clearly does not enter on
their radar, evenwhen I was waxing lyrical about the
wonderful structures at St Pancras Station, built by
the men of my constituency, and the idea of building
fantastic bridges. Manufacturing clearly does not
have an image as one that attracts people into it. Do
you think we are failing in promoting
manufacturing, and what is the Department doing
to champion manufacturing?
Malcolm Wicks: There clearly is a problem, and I
suspect someone was saying that 10 years and 20
years ago. This is part of the narrative, in a sense, is
it not, of concern about British industry? So I

understand what you mean. I think what we have
got to be saying is that manufacturing, yes, there is
the story of decline but it is still a very major
component of the British economy; it is about 14%
of GDP and it employs over three million people.
Themanufacturing industry that I have been visiting
is just tremendously exciting—small satellite
technology is one example of a growth area in
manufacturing; robotics would be another. All the
environmental industries which are now growing
apace; concern with one of the big issues facing us,
namely, climate change these are not only
technologically challenging, and not only are many
of these companies going to be the success stories of
the early 21st Century, but they are exciting places to
work. So I, like you, am concerned that thatmessage
is not getting across to children, probably to
teachers, and to their parents. I do not have a silver
bullet on that one but some of it has to be about
better links between the school and industry, and
that is a challenge for the school and local
companies, so that more companies are willing to
put people in as school governors and they are more
ready to have work placements, including, I suspect,
for teachers, because part of the problem here will be
that teachers have a slightly old-fashioned view, if I
can put it that way—sometimes of what the
manufacturing industry now represents.

Q649 Judy Mallaber: Is the Government taking
action on this? It is a good aspiration that we should
be championing those possibilities, but is anything
happening on the ground? Do you think other
organisations are playing their role—employers’
organisations, unions and other bodies in the
educational sector?
Mr Hodgkinson: The DTI has certainly put quite a
lot of eVort and money into organisations like
SETNET, for example, who work very hard to
connect business to schools—

Q650 Chairman: I am sorry, I did not hear—
Mr Hodgkinson: SETNET. I apologise.
Malcolm Wicks:Which is the Science, Engineering,
Technology and Mathematics Network, those
subjects.
MrHodgkinson:That organisationworks very hard;
it has a regional network to connect business to
schools to help raise understanding and awareness in
schools of the true state of manufacturing. It is true
to say that the perception of manufacturing
seriously lags behind reality, as the Minister was
saying. Part of my role is also to support the
Manufacturing Forum, who I know you have heard
about in other evidence, and they have spent quite a
bit of time looking at the image of manufacturing
because of this concern, to try and see what more
could be done to attract to manufacturing its share
of talented young people. One of the things it didwas
to work very closely with Enterprise Insight (I am
not sure if you have heard about them). Their
activities culminate in Enterprise Week, and this
year there was a manufacturing day, which is in fact
their most successful day in terms of the way they
measure their impact on young people. Indeed, they
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have now put in place a three-person team to
spearhead a campaign to try and raise the profile of
manufacturing. So there are some things happening
as a result of the Manufacturing Forum’s work on
examining image and perception.
Malcolm Wicks: One other programme I would
mention is the funding by the Department of what
we call Science and Engineering Ambassadors. This
is a very important programme. They had an event
at the House of Commons the other day to celebrate
the work of the ambassadors. There are some 13,000
of them people working in industry and other fields
and their task is to stimulate interest in science and
engineering among schoolchildren, and I think that
is bearing fruit. So we need to tackle this problem in
a number of diVerent ways.

Q651 Judy Mallaber: What about the gender
imbalance and the way in which girls and women go
into a very narrow range of occupations and not
obviously into any areas where they might make
their mark in manufacturing or engineering, and so
on?
MalcolmWicks:Our economy is still in some sectors
very much determined by gender, unfortunately.
Again, this is one of those themes that we could have
discussed and probably did discuss, in some respects,
ten or more years ago. We have a women and work
sector Pathways initiative which is trying to tackle
this problem of under-representation of women in
the manufacturing industry. Again, in terms of
science and engineering, there are initiatives on that.
I think I see some signs of hope that we are moving
in the right direction but, again, I am not complacent
about that because I know from my past experience
in the energy sector that there were often relatively
few women in those important industries.

Q652 Judy Mallaber: If I say to you: “Well, it is an
industry that has lost 50% of its workforce in the last
20 years; why on earth would I want to go into it”,
how do you respond to that?
Malcolm Wicks: I think by trying to explain why
that is what has happened in terms of the industrial
restructuring of the United Kingdom and, also, in
similar economies in Europe. I would say do not
think of manufacturing as in inevitable decline; it is
a very important part of the economy. Probably for
every one job in manufacturing there are, I think,
maybe, four in service sectors that depend on
manufacturing. I would repeat the answer I gave
earlier: that if you look across the piece at some of
the really important work in Great Britain this
Century, some of the big challenges how do we
tackle the most debilitating medical conditions
aVecting too many of our people, the role of
pharmaceuticals there, the role of bioscience and the
stem cell research, which will lead to industrial
development; climate change, energy conservation
these are really very, very important thingswhich are
part of the manufacturing industry and, surely,
should be among the best careers now for young
people.

Q653 Chairman: Minister, you have talked about
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) in answer to several questions so far. Your
evidence rightly places great weight on the
importance of those skills, yet of the young people
going to university and taking university courses in
their subjects, only 50% of them go into a job related
to those courses. Is there anything you can do to try
and encourage them to take up work that is more
directly related to their academic qualification?
Malcolm Wicks: I guess that raises wider questions,
does it not, about the purpose of university
education? I do not think one should always assume
that someone who has trained in a certain field
should necessarily work in a closely related industry,
given that much of the purpose of a university
education is teaching intellectual and analytical
skills. Having said all that, I do rather agreewith you
that it does seem to me that we are missing some
tricks here, because on the one hand I often hear
from businesses and employers who bemoan the
fact that not enough people are coming out
of universities with scientific, mathematical or
engineering qualifications and, yet, one just knows,
not only through the data but anecdotally, of many
people who end up in sectors the City of London, for
example where no doubt they aremaking use of their
skills but, actually, it does seem a bit of a waste that
they are not working more directly in the areas
where they were trained.

Q654 Chairman: So what can we do about that, if
anything?
Malcolm Wicks: I speak as a mere social scientist
now, wearing the hat of Science Minister.

Q655 Chairman:We have that in common.
Malcolm Wicks: I do have to be careful about this.
Part of it is a challenge for business because some of
it will come down to salary and career prospects. I
think one has to say, as I have said, why is it that the
bright PhD in chemical engineering is not working in
chemical engineering but working in hedge funds?
No doubt his skills are useful there but would they
not be more useful in chemical engineering? Not to
dodge the question, but I would want to ask that
question of business itself.

Q656Chairman: Some of the skills that people tell us
they are short of, though, are the sort of soft skills
(there is nothing soft about commercial awareness)
but not the academic skills, anyhow: workplace
experience, management techniques, and so on. It is
diYcult, I suppose, without being a partisan
Chairman, but are we forcing too many people into
university?Wouldmanufacturing be able to develop
these skills rather better with alternative career
routes for these people? Is the 50% target working
against the best interests of the skills that
manufacturing actually needs?
Malcolm Wicks: I am sure you are not being
partisan—
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Q657 Chairman: I am trying not to be.
Malcolm Wicks:—because I cannot quite keep up
with what your partisan position is on many things
at the moment.

Q658 Chairman: I am sure that was not a partisan
comment either!
Malcolm Wicks: Absolutely not. Just a scientific
comment, really. I think that aspiration is an
important one because, clearly, when you look at the
structure of our economy, in many of the emerging
areas of the economy, in terms of manufacturing
and service sectors, we need people with graduate-
level qualifications and, indeed, post-graduate
qualifications. However, we need to address what
has been a long-term weakness, surely, in Britain,
certainly since the War; that we have never had I
think we have now but in the past a proper story to
tell about the more than half of our children and
young people who will not go to university. So it is
the familiar theme about the importance of
vocational qualifications. What we are now putting
into place through this mapping of Sector Skills
Councils, Learning and Skills Councils, Train to
Gain and many other things we can talk about, is a
way of addressing this issue about vocational
qualifications. I agree with you: not every good
careerist will be built on a university degree.

Q659 Chairman:My own son is doing a vocational
qualification at present, but for reasons I do not
understand he has had to be defined as a university
student and, as a result of that, the course has
become less vocational in tone and rather more
focused on some of the academic work that is not
relevant to the skills set he is trying to develop. I am
concerned about this overlap here. I am not
convinced the policy is absolutely right.
Malcolm Wicks: Can I ask Mr Allen to make a
contribution on some of the reforms going on in
terms of 14 to 19-year-olds?
Mr Allen: Two comments, Chairman. Leitch is very
clear that globalisation means that more jobs will be
dependent on high level skills, including degree
levels, so he is asking the UK to raise its ambitions
for that. We are looking to respond on that level. In
relation to people for whom university education is
not appropriate or of no interest, the Government is
doing 14 to 19 reforms so that there is a raft of more
vocationally-based pathways into learning and
training for people who respond better to more
applied learning or learning in diVerent contexts. In
14 to 19 they are bringing forward specialised
diplomas, which I think will include engineering and
science in the early batch, to cater for people who do
not aspire or do not see relevance in a university
education.

Q660Chairman: So the politicians should make sure
that we do all we can to encourage parity of esteem
for those other qualifications.
Mr Allen: I believe parity is one of the motivating
factors behind 14 to 19.

Q661 Mr Bone: Minister, you seem to be arguing
two ways on this; that there is this desire to get 50%
of people to go to university but there is also a desire
to get more people proper vocational training. That
sort of clashes, in my view, because will there not be
a temptation that in order to meet the 50% target
you are encouraging and directing people towards a
university degree rather than vocational training
which could well be going on to manufacturing?
Malcolm Wicks: No, I do not think so.
Manufacturing already has and will need in the
future many people with a university degree and a
post-graduate qualification. They will also need a
range of people with other kinds of skills. In
particular, we have got to try to tackle this issue,
which I am sure we are all very familiar with from
our own experience and from our Constituencies, of
the young person whomay not find school a turn-on
at all. I do not want to typecast but at the extreme
will be the child who comes to us with their parents
in our advice surgeries who has truanted or been
excluded from schools and, really, is not set to
pursue an academic qualification, but is the kind of
young person and I saw many of these when I was a
DFEE Minister who, if you put them in a situation
where they do car mechanics, to take one example,
get very, very excited about the prospects of working
with car engines and then can be persuaded,
actually, if they are going to make a career as a
mechanic, they do need to read and write and do
mathematics at a reasonable level and can be
persuaded to do that. That is an extreme case, but I
think those groups of people, who can have perfectly
good careers in manufacturing, are the kinds of
people that we need to focus more attention on.

Q662 Mr Bone: Can I follow that up very quickly? I
had experience when I was in industry of taking on
the very people you describe, who are bright,
intelligent young people who were turned oV

completely by school, and got on to a vocational
course and did exceptionally well and went on to
become directors of companies, and all sorts of
things. Is not the current logic of the Government’s
position that those people will be forced to stay on
at school in an attempt to get them to go to
university when, really, the right route is to
encourage first-class vocational training?
Malcolm Wicks: I do not think those two issues are
in contrast to one another. I do think we need to
move to a situation where it becomes typical to stay
on in education and training to at least 18 I think
that is where we need to go but that is not about
making the hapless 17-year-old re-sit GCSE
chemistry if she or he has no aptitude for it; it is
about having a whole new approach to education
and training for that group of people, including on-
the-job training. What Leitch said I have found the
quote here is: “The focus must be on economically
valuable skills that deliver returns for employers and
individuals”. That is not just about graduation, that
is about the agenda item we have just been
discussing.
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Chairman: We can pursue that philosophical
question at great length, but I thinkwe will probably
move on to Roger Berry.

Q663 Roger Berry:Minister, is there an issue in the
whole skills area about overlap in terms of who does
what, and the issue of duplication of eVort?We have
regionally based structures, LSCs and so on, yet we
have sector-based skills councils. For example, I am
a SouthWest MP, so I have to watch my words very
carefully at this point, but recently the South West
Manufacturing Advisory Service launched a
leadership training course. At first blush, leadership
is important so a training course is a good thing, but
the question that has to be asked is would that not,
perhaps, be better done by someone else, for
example the National Manufacturing Skills
Academy? Should they not be handling leadership?
Given that the aforementioned Sir Digby has,
amongst other things, talked about the plethora of
providers, do you think there is too much
overlapping of organisations and duplication of
eVort, or does it work out all right in the end?
Malcolm Wicks: If you do not mind me saying so,
that is quite a good question.

Q664 Roger Berry: Thank you, Minister! I am very
grateful.
Malcolm Wicks: My first ministerial job was the
grand title “Minister for Lifelong Learning” in the
DfEE, as was. I had to take through to legislation
the Learning and Skills Council revolution, the
Connexions Service and initiated a review of NTOs
(National Training Organisations) that led to the
Sector Skills Councils. I find it interesting, as it were,
revisiting this territory now. This is not what Imeant
to say but at first sight that question came to mind
as well. What I would say very pragmatically is that
we should not now be in the business of starting
afresh. Part of this, and this is a positive thing to say,
is that skills cannot be segmented; it would be wrong
if just one agency was the skills agency. If I canmake
a point, (this is not in the spirit of touché) I think I
must have discussed skills issues with at least four
Select Committees in this House of Commons.
When I was Energy Minister it often came up
with one or two Select Committees;obviously
the Education Select Committee, I imagine, are
interested in it; Treasury, and so on. This is such an
important theme that there are many dimensions to
it. Therefore, I do not think it is surprising indeed it
is a wholly good thing that RDAs are concerned
about skills. With the Chancellor yesterday we were
talking to SEEDA, the South East England
Development Agency, and one of the big themes
that they identified, not us, was skills. So you have a
regional dimension and, perfectly properly no
apology you have got a sectoral dimension. Those
interested in agriculture or construction or the
leisure industry, or manufacturing, aerospace, are
desperately interested in skills. So you have got the
Sector Skills Councils, and other institutions, too, I
think, can reasonably argue that they are interested
in skills. So I think I would say, prima facie, it does
look confusing, it does look complex I would accept

that but I think the crucial thing now is to make it
work. There is quite a lot to do there. Some Sector
Skills Councils are doing very well, some are
relatively weak. We have got to make these things
work in the light of the context that is now being set
for us by, among other things, the Leitch Review.
Jeremy, do you want to add anything to that?
Perhaps Keith first.
Mr Hodgkinson: I just wanted to quickly respond,
Mr Berry, to your specific example about MAS and
the National Skills Academy for Manufacturing,
because I am aware that those two organisations are
talking to each other, at the moment, to establish a
Memorandum of Understanding about just these
sorts of issues that you are highlighting. Yes,
probably there is the need for some national
leadership on standards and approaches on issues
like management and leadership. So we are seeking
to do that, to make sure that the MAS network is
properly networked into NSAM and we are not
reinventing the wheel nine times in each region.
MalcolmWicks:Can I askMrAllen tomake a point
as well?
Mr Allen: I was only going to add that I think the
DTI are putting themselves in the business point of
view. A demand-led system of skills provision has to
look simple and coherent. That is the key. It must
look that way from the point of view of the
employer. If there has to be complex wiring it should
be in the black box and not exposed to the employer.
That puts an onus on RDAs, Sector Skills Councils
and the LSC to function well together in
understanding and then addressing skill needs,
perhaps on a regional or on a local level, but to do
so that ends up in a coherent and simple way for
employers and is consistent with our ambition for
business support simplification.
Roger Berry: If you are an aerospace employer in the
South West, the rational thing to do is to look
around and say: “Where can we get support for
leadership training?” and then you will discover
there is a regional initiative; you will discover there
are national initiatives and then there is the LSC,
and so on and so forth. I am not suggesting this is
necessarily a bad thing but, from the point of view of
the individual employer, the demand-led model they
want, I guess, is that they get a supply side response
from as few skills providers as possible. That is the
issue that slightly concerns me; it happens time and
time again that employers identify a need and then
they draw up a list of all the possible organisations
that might help. Then they try them one-by-one. It
is probably too early to evaluate this model because,
as theMinister says, it is a comparatively recent one.
We do not want to keep changing things, for
Heaven’s sake, but overlapping and duplication is
an issue.

Q665 Chairman: If I may say so (particularly in the
sectorMrBerry has chosen, aerospace), aerospace is
an important feature of the economy in the South
West, in the East Midlands, in the North West and,
I suspect, in the South East too, and to have
competing regional initiatives for an industry that is
actually a national one is unhelpful, I think.
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MalcolmWicks: I do not know. You can argue that
one to and fro, can you not? I do think it is a strength
of the RDAs that skills is a fact, and despite the
world of email I think it is helpful if there is someone
in your region you can talk to who can get inside
your industry—

Q666 Chairman:And not doing something diVerent
from the next-door region, which is oVering a service
to the same industry.
MalcolmWicks: The Train to Gain initiative, where
a consultant can, as it were, come into your company
might be particularly helpful to some of the medium
and smaller sized companies to understand the
industry, hearwhat your needs are but also reflect on
whether the employer has got it right and then find
the training you need. I think that is quite a helpful
piece of oil in the machinery.
Chairman: Peter Bone’s questions are quite similar
to this. At the end of Peter Bone’s questions we can
see whether there is anything that Roger or I ought
to come back on.
Roger Berry: I am happy.

Q667 Mr Bone: I understand, Minister, that the
DTI’s approach really, from an employer’s point of
view, is that there is what you call “no wrong door”,
so if you went along to the Manufacturing Advisory
Service or Train to Gain you would expect to get the
same quality of advice. Is that the Department’s
approach?
Malcolm Wicks: Yes, broadly. I think it is what Mr
Allen said.We are not saying we are there yet but we
want to get into a situation where despite what looks
like complexity, which we can argue about, it is clear
to the employer where they can go to get support
and advice.

Q668 Mr Bone: There is, of course, another view,
that really there is an awful lot of overlapping of,
say, the Learning and Skills Council and the
Regional Skills Partnership. Have we just got an
enormous amount of quangos? I know your
Government loves to create quangos and empire-
build, but is that the way to go forward with the
manufacturing industry? I think, Minister, you said
earlier on there are about three million people now
employed in manufacturing, which is only about
twice the number that are employed in the NHS.
Our power house of the British economy, the
manufacturing industry, is being reduced to almost
nothing under this Government, yet all we are doing
is building quangos. Should we not just have a big
bonfire with the quangos and get rid of them?
Malcolm Wicks:We could argue historically about
quangos, yes, and various other sectors of the
industry, yes? The clarity a previous government
brought to British Railways might be an interesting
thing for us to discuss, but I suspect not here. We
could argue that. What I would say is that the
manufacturing industry remains a very important
component of British industry. We have discussed
this before. Yes, it has been in decline for the
structural reasons I think we understand, but much
of it is now a great modern face, it is a new face of

British industry. Indeed, I am interested, as
something of an aside, in whether the word
“manufacturing” captures some of what happens in
that economy now. I think Rolls-Royce is an
example that has been put tome, where actually a lot
of the after-sales service maybe now is as much as
54%—of turnover of Rolls-Royce? There are some
sectors now, when you look at them and understand
what they do, where you would not be quite sure
whether you would describe them as manufacturing
or service, because they are actually something of a
hybrid. I think I am rather more optimistic about
manufacturing than you are, sir.

Q669 Mr Bone: I just wonder if we can burn all the
quangos. You did not answer that bit of the
question. I am trying to make a serious point: there
are too many, are there not?
MalcolmWicks: Partly, because we have had one or
two answers on that, I acknowledge that at first sight
it looks a complex picture, but when you start to
think of the regional dimension, when you think of
the sectoral dimension, and when you look in detail
at the role of the Learning and Skills Councils—
albeit they are being reduced in number from 47 to
9, so theymore reflect a regional dimension—I think
rationalisation is going on. I am sure that will
continue. If things are not appropriate for industry
they should be changed.

Q670 Mr Bone: Mr Chairman, I get the feeling the
Minister is almost wanting to say that he does agree
that there are too many and that we should get rid
of them, but, you know, he has to defend slightly
the Government’s position on this. If the
Government is saying you are going down from 47
to 9 they rather have accepted the argument that
there are too many. I just find that half the names
that have come up today I have not heard of. It
would be better, if I was in manufacturing, that the
least number of quangos to go to the better. I
wonder if that should be the thrust of the DTI.
Malcolm Wicks: Yes. I think the thrust should be
not to let (a pejorative use of terms) quangos
interfere with the intellectual discussion about this.
That is quite nice for the saloon bar—I am sure the
hon gentleman never ventures there—

Q671 Mr Bone: Quite so.
Malcolm Wicks:—but I do not think it is a very
serious approach. The more serious approach is
to say should there be a regional dimension?
What should that look like? Should that be
complemented by a sectoral dimension? I think
probably it should. What does that look like and
how do we make the Sector Skills Councils work?
That would be my approach.

Q672 Chairman: Mr Bone, being a thoroughly
modern Conservative, frequents the public bar, not
the saloon bar. Let us look at the National
Manufacturing Skills Academy. Launched in
January of this year, we have had a mixed reaction
from our witnesses about the Academy. Some see
it as a very welcome strengthening of training
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provision and so on; others see it as another
complexity. It did take quite a long time to get
established. What was the reason for the delay?
Malcolm Wicks: Could I turn to my colleague to
answer that? He was much more involved than I
was.
Mr Hodgkinson: There was indeed a six-month
business planning process and, in parallel to
that, there was a nine-month transition process
to transfer the Automotive Academy into the
National Skills Academy for Manufacturing. I
think the reason for that length of time was because
of the complexity that you were referring to; the
project team which established the business plan
for NSAM, if I can call it that—I apologise for the
jargon, it is a very long name to repeat over and
over again—was led by John Cushnaghan, the
former Managing director of Nissan UK, and it
was a team drawn from all sorts of diVerent
agencies, from the Regional Development
Agencies, from companies, from the Industry
Forum Network so it pulled together some really,
really top-notch current expertise. What they
wanted to do was make sure they produced a plan
that did not duplicate activity that was already out
there; that genuinely resulted in a new approach
which was demand led, which enabled all of the
UK’s major manufacturers in those sectors to
participate. Indeed, that is what has happened.
We have got Airbus, GKN, BAE Systems,
Corus, Rolls-Royce, Caterpillar, Ford, Vosper
Thorneycroft, all leading the eVort in those regions.
In the nine-month transition process the
Automotive Academy was terrifically important as
well. It was established by the Automotive
Innovation and Growth Team and was backed by
a significant amount of DTI funding, and we were
very anxious, and so was the sector, to make sure
that the good work the Automotive Academy had
done was maintained and carried over into NSAM,
and that nothing was lost in that transition.

Q673 Chairman: Let us just explore that point. The
Automotive Academy was deemed to be quite a
success. Focusing very much on the automotive
sector, what was the logic for destroying a
successful organisation and losing the sharp focus
in a rather broader-focused organisation?
Mr Hodgkinson: Clearly, Chairman, we hope we
have not destroyed the focus of the Automotive
Academy. The objectives that the Academy had,
which were tied, of course, into the Government
funding, are carried over into NSAM and they are
still being measured against those same targets. The
automotive companies that back the Automotive
Academy are fully backing NSAM. The real logic
is that what is good for the automotives sector is
also good for other sectors, and the approach was
working well there, as you say, and we wanted to
make that available to the full spectrum of
manufacturing, at least in the first instance to
aerospace, which has been mentioned, and the
other sectors that are in the SEMTA footprint.

Q674 Chairman: I suppose, Minister, I have this
concern. You talk about the complexity, (and I
thought Mr Allen’s answer was a very good one,
about the black box: you may need the wiring but
let us keep it invisible from the user); the trouble
is businessmen are very busy people and if we keep
on changing structures they get confused and left
behind. Stability is tremendously important, at
least in the public face of organisations, I think, so
that businesses can understand how to use them. I
am just worried that if we have another change, the
Automotive Academy going to the National
Manufacturing Academy it is all right for the big
companies, they can cope with it, but the smaller
ones will find it much more diYcult.
Malcolm Wicks: It has been supported by the very
significant companies that have been mentioned. Of
course, your point is about the smaller companies.
Mr Hodgkinson: The pledge that those companies
and they are the largest companies in the UK have
made is to their supply chain, in eVect. They regard
themselves to be completely competent in the skills
area, but the real challenge is in their supply chain.
I think Mike Turner of BAE Systems at the launch
said: “60% of the value of my product is in my
supply chain, so it is simply not good enough just
to focus on BAE Systems, we have to be pulling
those others with us and raising standards right
through the supply chain in the UK”. So I can
reassure you, NSAM is very much about those
middle-market and smaller companies. The
leadership being provided by these big companies
is essential but it is not aimed at them; it is aimed
at those others.

Q675 Judy Mallaber: Trade unions have been often
extremely enthusiastic, innovative and very active
in promoting training and skills, and it has been
one of the pleasures of my life going to trade union
events and handing out certificates and applauding
those people who have undertaken education for
the first time, encouraged by their unions. Which
is why, if I may say so, it has been so extraordinary
that others have sometimes opposed positive
initiatives like union learning reps and support for
them. Given that the “lifelong employability”
agenda is, in one sense, more about employees than
employers, and given the enthusiasm of many trade
unionists for engagement in this area, do you not
think that unions should be given equal weight to
employers in social partnership, as, for example,
happens with the Low Pay Commission, rather
than be seen as being secondary partners with
training and skills being employer-driven rather
than being seen as a partnership?
Malcolm Wicks: We certainly need a partnership,
and, like you, I have been immensely cheered when
I have met those who have benefited as a result of
the trade union involvement in learning, and the
role of the learning rep is really very important. The
push that Government gave to that early on in our
tenure in oYce was most important. I am a great
supporter of this. I do not think we are in a bad
place now because while we talk about the needs
for the economy, and companies to drive much of
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this, in many of the agencies we are talking about
there is trade union representation, and rightly so.
Often, the worker can be better persuaded by a
fellow worker to take that rather diYcult step to
learning some basic skills, or be encouraged to go
on, than by someone in the company who has that
role. There is enough work to do in terms of up-
skilling our population for a range of agencies to
be involved, and I am very committed to the idea
that the trade union should be a key agency. I
would put more store on that broad principle than,
say, precisely what representation there should be
round a particular table.

Q676 Judy Mallaber: Clearly, there are areas where
there is not union organisation, so therefore you
have to have another mechanism for doing it, but
where there is union organisation, do we need to
have middle men like the Sector Skills Councils, or
could not training and skills programmes just be
developed through joint negotiation at a national
level or at the workplace and company level?
Malcolm Wicks: I do not think it is either/or. There
are many sectors where union representation is
pretty poor. I do think it is important that we get
this right and that there is an organisation, the
Sector Skills Council, focusing on the sector, but
they will need do that in conjunction with
employers and, also, the trade unions.

Q677 Chairman: Minister, thank you. We have
come to an end bang on the time I hoped. I am
very grateful. It has been a great pleasure to see you
again in front of the Committee. I hope you feel
we have covered the ground suYciently, and you
have promised a number of written pieces of work,
for which we are grateful.
Malcolm Wicks: May I say a final thing? A lot of
this has been the organisational landscape and I
have admitted that I understand, as it were, the
question. I think when I reflect on this, we have

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by Advantage West Midlands

INQUIRY ON UKTI’s 5-YEAR STRATEGY

Questions to the Regional Development Agencies

Inward Investment:

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion to your region?

The inward investment budget for the 2005–08 Corporate Plan period is £2 million per annum. UK based
staYng resources devoted to inward investment comprise 10 FTE posts.

2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region (such as overseas
oYces, missions, information provision etc)?

Inward investment activities are split into two distinct elements:

(a) Lead generation activities are primarily undertaken via our network of overseas oYces based in
eleven locations with significant input from the UK team.

been through a period of quite substantial reform
now; the development of the Learning and Skills
Council, I think, was important, and the advent of
the Sector Skills Councils and then the regional
dimension. I think now, and I think Leitch said
this, there is no longer a great appetite for massive
restructuring. I think some consistency now is very
important. That is not to say there will not be
changes, the development of academies, and so on,
but I think the work we have to all engage on now
is to actually make the structures work eVectively
to really raise standards across the piece and, as Mr
Allen said so well, to make sure that when it comes
to the individual employer company looking for
support or, I would add, the individual citizen
looking for support, that we can develop, as it were,
a common access point, a one-door policy. I think
that is important.

Q678 Chairman: I am grateful for that comment.
You actually made a comment earlier, and I had
begun my first question to our first witness this
morning, Mr Rammell, by pointing out that the
first Select Committee report on this subject came
in 1867, about the lack of skills, and the threat to
Britain’s competitiveness. There has been a report
every two-and-a-half years since then. I think the
risk is always that Ministers have been under
pressure consistently to develop improved skills
and Ministers, therefore, like to be seen to be doing
things. What probably needs to be done now my
own view and as the aforementioned report says is
“just let the system bed down” rather than make
too many radical changes.
Malcolm Wicks: Are you just going to reprint the
1867 report?

Q679 Chairman: We will look at it. We might well!
It would be an interesting exercise.
Malcolm Wicks: Thank you very much.
Chairman: Minister, thank you.
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(b) Project Management and enquiry handling services are managed almost exclusively from the UK.
Provision of information, marketing material and website development activities are undertaken
largely in the UK.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

In Europe inward investment activities are carried out directly by AWM employees based in Brussels,
Cologne and Paris. Third party contractors provide a consultancy service based in Stockholm to cover the
Scandinavian markets.

In North America we work in collaboration with emda under the British Midlands branding. Activities
are undertaken by the British Midlands Development Corporation, a non-profit organisation established
under Massachusetts State law and 50/50 owned by AWM and emda.

In Asia Pacific we also work in collaboration with emda under the British Midlands branding.

4. Which sectors and countries is the agency particularly focused on?

Our inward investment strategy has been developed directly from the Regional Economic Strategy and
focuses on securing investment within specific clusters where the region has an internationally or nationally
competitive proposition. These include aerospace and automotive, building technology, food & drink,
environmental technology, food & drink, ICT and medical technology.

Our proactive lead generation activities focus almost exclusively on countries where we have overseas
representation. This comprises Benelux, France, Germany, Sweden, Australia, India, Japan and four
locations in the USA(Boston, Chicago, San Jose and Washington DC).

5. How many inward investment projects has the agency won in the last three years? How many of these have
created or saved jobs? In total, how many jobs have been created or saved?

During the three year period 2003–04 to 2005–06 AWM assisted 91 investment projects which created or
safeguarded 12,938 jobs.

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects, which the region has
recently won, and how these have impacted on the region?

Examples of footloose knowledge driven projects attracted to the region during the current financial year
(2006–07) include:

Airbus—Systems Engineering Centre for fuel systems and landing gear systems—220 new jobs

La Farge—establishment of UK headquarters for cement division (includes Blue Circle Cement brand)—
120 new jobs

Telmar—US based IT/telecoms services company, UK headquarters—100 new jobs

Sega—establishment of global “racing studio” for the development of motorsport racing games for the
Xbox 360 and Play Station 3–70 new jobs

7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new 5-
year strategy?

AWM’s new inward investment strategy will be developed over the next 12 months in response to the new
Regional Economic Strategy, due to be published Autmn 2007 and also in response to the UKTI 5 year
strategy.

Trade promotion:

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

UKTIWest Midlands acts as the International Trade Arm of the RDA and as such jointly organises and
promotes trade missions with the RDA in the West Midlands for all the RDA’s 10 clusters. Over the last 3
years 150 trademissions have been organised to a wide range of markets. Frequently visitedmarkets include
USA, China, India, Germany, France, Poland and Dubai.
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9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allows firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

The decisions on which missions to promote and which markets to visit are taken by the RDA Cluster
Groups and International Trade Advisers, based on views from companies. Some missions are jointly
organised, with other regions and our mission programme is complementary to and additional to any
nationally organisedUKTImissions and programmes organised by other regions. Firms from other regions
are allowed to join West Midland’s organised missions, but they would be expected to be funded by the
region they are based in.

September 2006

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by Amicus

Amicus is the UK’s second largest trade union with 1.2 million members across the private and public
sectors. Ourmembers work in a range of industries includingmanufacturing, financial services, print,media,
construction and not for profit sectors, local government, education and the health service.

1. Introduction

1.1 Amicus welcomes this inquiry and the opportunity to present evidence to the Committee. The union
has a long history of supporting manufacturing industry and, in recent years, has campaigned for economic
and industrial strategies and policy to support the manufacturing sector in the 21st century.

1.2 Amicus notes the intention of the Committee to inquire into a range of specific issues impacting upon
manufacturing and we look forward to contributing to each of these inquiries. This submission addresses
the three areas identified by the Committee, public procurement, skills shortages and marketing UK plc.

1.3 The submission summarises our views on these areas and we would welcome the opportunity to
expand on this written evidence should the Committee feel this would be helpful.

2. Executive Summary

2.1 Public Procurement

(a) There needs to be a greater dialogue and understanding between government procurement
agencies and UK business. There is evidence that there is very little interaction. This would be
unheard of in France or Germany;

(b) There needs to be a greater understanding by procurement agencies of the manufacturing supply
chain, the role of SMEs in that chain and the fragility of local capacity;

(c) The UK Government needs to talk to UK industry and the relevant trade unions to discuss a
pragmatic, sustainable, long-term strategy for key industries within the sector;

(d) There needs to be amore systematic approach from theDTI and greater accountability. At present
there is little joined-up thinking or strategic working regarding the various Government agencies;

(e) Procurement agencies in the UK need to take on board and give pragmatic advice and support to
companies who lose out on bids but are reluctant to use the complaints and appeals process to
complain about a decision made in a market they are trying to break into.

(f) Amicus believes that a mentoring system for inexperienced companies who are looking to enter
the procurement market would alleviate many of the pitfalls and problems experienced by UK
companies all of which are expensive in terms of resources, time and investment. The mentors
would be UK companies experienced in the procurement process. This would be particularly
eVective for SME’s wanting to trade with Europe;

2.2 Skills shortages

(a) The mismatch between the skills training provision that is on oVer and what is required by
employers must be reviewed. There needs to be an open and frank debate including all the
stakeholders to ensure that the training on oVer is what is required by manufacturing industry;

(b) There needs to be a significant re-direction of funding. At present the majority of funding is
directed at FE, to the detriment of Higher Education. If the Government wants to continue in this
vein then there needs to be a review of the delivery of training from FE to ascertain whether it is
eVective;
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(c) The work of the Sector Skills Councils has to be subject to a system of quality control if the
criticisms of users are to be overcome;

(d) Union Learning Representatives (ULRs) have done a great deal to increase basic skills and open
up educational and training opportunities to workers and the current union learning rep
programme needs continuing funding;

(e) Government should match its commitment to training and acknowledgement of the contribution
made by ULRs by including training in the collective bargaining rights legislation:

(f) There needs to be a detailed analysis of the learning and skills requirement for specific sectors
whichwould include a skills matrix and a careermap for specificworkers. Thiswould enable career
paths to be plotted and enable employers to see what training needs to be provided.

(g) The UK government needs to show a consistent and cohesive approach to education and skills in
the UK. At present each new minister brings in diVerent initiatives and reforms, none of which
seem to be demand led. Supply led training provision is not acceptable and will not deliver a
sustainable manufacturing sector in the future.

2.3 Marketing UK plc

(a) UKTrade and Investment (UKTI) is not working as eVectively as it could. Amicus recommends a
“one-stop-shop” forUKbusiness, not only for information about procurement but also pragmatic
advice about breaking into diYcult markets and ways of circumventing insidious bid
manipulation;

(b) Amicus would challenge some of the marketing proposals contained within the UKTI strategy
document “Prosperity in a ChangingWorld” which lays out its 5 year plan for reinforcing the UK
position at the centre of the global economy.

(c) Amicus would also argue that there needs to be a focus on the support, development and
encouragement of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs).

(d) There needs to be a substantial marketing exercise regarding the value of working within
manufacturing and acquiring the skills, education and training to facilitate this. More young
people need to be encouraged to go into courses that are science, mathematics or technology based;

3. Public Procurement

3.1 In addressing the issue of public procurement, Amicus notes the government commitment to the
process of procurement for public services in the UK. The annual spend of £125 million is potentially a
significant boost to UK manufacturing.

3.2 In determining the criteria for awarding procurement contracts government has emphasised a policy
of “best value for money”. The way to achieve this and the regulation that provides for this indicates that
it is the tendering bid that oVers “the optimum combination of whole life costs and benefits to meet the
customer’s requirements”. This does not mean the lowest price option, it means an assessment is required
regarding the ongoing revenue/resource costs as well as the initial capital investment. Three new
considerations also need to be taken into account. These are the social, environmental and health and safety
implications of the awarding of a tender contract.

3.3. Amicus would wish to see greater emphasis placed upon these latter criteria that to date we believe
has not been the case.

3.4. Amicus also notes that in 2003 the Kelly Report1 indicated that there is a potentially wider economic
aspect to procurement in the UK. Better capacity planning on the back of government contracts, and more
eVective competition for these contracts should not only provide value for money for the UK tax payer, but
could show overseas procurers how eVective UK companies are, and encourage them to oVer contracts to
UK companies.2

3.5. The public market across the European Union is worth in excess of ƒ1,500 billion per annum,
representing 16% of European Union gross domestic product (GDP).3 For UK companies interested in
pursuing new markets in Europe, the tendering process should oVer them an opportunity to realise their
potential expansion in a new market in Europe. This could enable them to sell their product, create the
opportunity to fulfil contracts in other countries, or enable them to become a significant player in this new
market place. However, less than 10%of public purchasing in the EuropeanUnion is accounted for by direct
cross-border trade; where one company based in a member state sells to a buyer in another state. This is half
the amount found in the private sector.4 Indirect cross-border trade where a company sells via a subsidiary
located within the same member state, with their headquarters being in another member state or outside of
the European Union altogether, represents 30% of European public procurement.5

1 OGC Report to the Chancellor of the Exchequer-Increasing Competition and Improving Long-term Capacity Planning in
the Government Market Place, December 2003.

2 Ibid.
3 Internal Market Strategy, Priorities 2003–06, May 2003.
4 Ibid.
5 The Functioning of Public Procurement Markets in the EU: European Commission, February 2004.
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3.6. However, market liberalisation in the UK is far in advance of other European Union countries. As
a consequence of this, the UK market has been opened up extensively to the companies of the European
Union and many other international companies who want to tender for the contracts are also benefiting.
For example, Damovo, the American global services company has been awarded a three year contract with
the British NHS purchasing and supply agency worth £18 million.

3.7. In many respects the procurement process can have an advantageous eVect. In the pursuit of “best
value”, the opportunity should arise for the most diverse and innovative companies to tender for contracts,
and the opportunity for extensive competition should ensure that the “best” companies come to the fore and
are awarded the contracts. However, Amicus believes this is not happening and is an oversimplified and
naı̈ve view of what is actually occurring in the European and global market. Coupled with this is the
government’s firm commitment to the free market, competitive tendering and international competition.6

3.8. UKmarket liberalisation is seen as one of the key issues aVecting UK companies. This is particularly
acute when foreign firms competing in the UKmarket are state-owned or state subsidised and therefore not
exposed to the same competitive pressures as UK companies. The degree to which public procurement
markets in Europe are open to UK companies is significantly aVected by a number of key factors. These
include cultural diVerences, political influence, industrial policy, slow or non-existent market liberalisation
and the decentralised nature of many of the largest European Union member states. France and Germany
both present problems regarding all of these factors, yet are two of the biggest markets in the European
Union. There also seems to be indicators that Spain systematically flouts the EU regulations regarding
procurement.7

3.9. Cultural diVerences are particularly prevalent where procurement is concerned, where buying locally
is the norm and no amount of legislation or regulation from Brussels will change this. For many UK
companies recognising this cultural barrier has forced them to find alternative ways of working. There is
evidence that a large number have either acquired a smaller company in the locality to enable them to work
within the region, or have employed agents in the region or industry to smooth their path or enable them
to overcome specific cultural, social or language barriers. For example, a EuropeanUnion report found that
local firms win on average 35% of tenders in their home market even if they are under foreign ownership,
while 30% are won via nationally owned companies and only 25% are won by companies bidding from a
diVerent country with no local connection.8

3.10. It is against this background that Amicus believes the UK Government has to address the UK
procurement market in a more innovative way which supports UK plc and UK jobs.

3.11. Given the structure of the UK manufacturing business economy and the preponderance of small
and medium size enterprises, (SMEs), Amicus believes that much more needs to be done to assist SMEs in
accessing the procurement market both here and in Europe.

3.12. The UK Government has invested a great deal of money and resources into promoting public
procurement. However, despite this investment the failure of the government to address domestic
procurement opportunities is vividly displayed in its approach to the railway industry and train building.
In a recent report9 Europe Economics present a clear case for a more strategic approach from government
(Department for Transport) in the whole procurement process. The report is critical of the government for
failing to have a single body which takes a strategic overview of the new vehicle purchasing profile. The net
eVect of which is huge fluctuations in orders for new trains, resulting in massive changes in the workload
for rolling stock manufacturers. As a result, the report finds, manufacturers have been asked to produce
some 4,500 cars over the last 10 years and this has now dropped close to zero for the next three years. The
only way for manufacturers to handle the “feast” and “famine” order placement is to plan their workload
across national boundaries and rationalize the number ofmanufacturing sites on a global basis, thus placing
UK jobs at risk.

3.13. TheWoodReview10 identified some examples of where EU regulations on public procurement were
clearly flouted to the detriment of UK companies seeking to obtain procurement contracts abroad. Coupled
with the strategic policies adopted by government in respect of UK procurement, the overall position for
UK manufacturing in benefiting from public procurement in the UK is seriously understated.

4. Skills Shortages

4.1. The UK government has clearly indicated that their manufacturing strategy is designed to create a
globally competitive manufacturing sector, focused on the production of high value goods and services, and
employing a highly skilled and flexible workforce. The success of this strategy however is dependent on how
the government transposes its training and education policies into the reality of the world of work.

6 2004 Budget, Gordon Brown, Chancellor of the Exchequer, “competition promotes eYciency, controls inflation and creates
choice for consumers”.

7 The Wood Review, November 2004, p 27.
8 The Functioning of Public Procurement Markets in the EU, European Commission, February 2004.
9 Bombardier Transportation: the future of the Derby plant: A report by Europe Economics Nov 2005.
10 The Wood review, November 2004.
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4.2. At present the delivery of further education courses, which are the central plank of government
provision for the manufacturing sector, is supply led and not demand led. UK employers have said time and
again that they need to be involved in the decision making process regarding the vocational courses on oVer
and this is not happening. Huge amounts of funding are going to the further education sector for the
provision of vocational courses, at the expense of the higher education sector, which is currently being
starved of funding and where the number of students opting to take science based degrees is at an all time
low. There is an obvious mismatch of what is on oVer and what is required by manufacturing industry.

4.3. The government believe that the FE system is the foundation for a high skills economy, whilst the
funding is biased towards level 2 qualifications. Employers are being encouraged to raise the level of skills
within their workforce to improve performance and increase productivity. The consequence of government
strategy is the attainment of lower skills at the expense of higher-level skills evidenced by the Further
EducationWhite Paper published inMarch 2006 which stated “even if we achieve all our current targets for
raising skills and qualifications amongst young people and adults, the UK would still end up in 2020 no
better than mediocre in the international rankings”.11

4.4. At themoment research suggests that employers’ expenditure in workforce training is four times that
of the government. The opinion of many stakeholders that this would not guarantee a future for the
manufacturing sector is justifiable. The trend across all manufacturing industries shows that demand for
level 3 qualifications is becoming the minimum standard. There is at the same time a drift of potential
workers away from the sector. This could be as a result of continuous availability of jobs in other sectors
at the level where most young people are eligible for funding resulting in cases of skills shortages in the
manufacturing sector.

4.5. The further education system is continuously being expanded to accommodate diverse interests of
learners and employers. This has resulted in many courses and qualifications that are not adequately
mapped to reflect clear progression routes to higher level qualifications. There is also a high emphasis on
theNVQassessment as the basis. The opinion ofmany stakeholders, supported by some academic literature,
is that the NVQ is a measure of the proficiency of the learner on the current job but does not equip learners
with skills for future challenges on their job and the theoretical background they required for innovative
activities. This has been used to highlight the weakness of the intermediate level technical workforce
compared to their counterparts in Germany.

4.6. Union Learning Reps (ULRs) have put learning and skills right back at the top of the agenda in
workplaces across the country. Working with employers, learning providers and other organisations, they
are trained in advising members on learning needs and opportunities ranging from basic skill needs to
promoting continuous professional development. Union Learning Reps are providing the opportunity for
many thousands of workers to develop new skills or update existing ones.

4.7. Analysis of the 1998 Workplace Employment Relations Survey shows that in workplaces where
training was negotiated, almost 40% delivered an average of five or more training days a year per employee
compared to just over 20% of workplaces where training was only subject to consultation (quoted in The
Learning Curve, TUC, 2006)

5. Marketing UK plc

5.1. 2005 proved to be an exceptional year for FDI across many of the world’s economies, for the UK it
represented an unprecedented level of FDI to the tune of $165 billion12 beating the US to the head of the
table for inward investment and representing the largest ever recorded figure for FDI for the UK. Whilst
the benefits of this level of inward investment are clear the government needs to give consideration to the
social, economic and employment impacts of FDI.13

5.2. The role of providing the UK with ever increasing levels of FDI and the championing of UK
companies abroad is undertaken primarily by the DTI oVshoot, UK Trade and Industry (UKTI). In its key
document “Prosperity in a Changing World” UKTI lays out its five year plan for reinforcing the UK
position at the centre of the global economy. However, Amicus would challenge some of the marketing
proposals contained within the strategy document.

5.3. Amicus would be keen to know why UKTI has chosen the City of London and the financial
institutions of the UK as its main focus for marketing. A cynic would say that UKTI has chosen this sector
because they cannot fail to succeed. The UK financial services sector is an outstanding success story across
the world and the City of London is renowned across the UK for its generation of wealth. Does it really
need further marketing? Does it really need to be the main focus of UKTI for the next five years? Amicus
would question the veracity of this situation and ask why UKTI is not concentrating onmanufacturing and
the promotion of UK manufacturing industry. UK workers in the manufacturing sector are some of the
most productive in the world and companies such as British Aerospace and Nissan show what UK workers
have to oVer to global companies.

11 Dfes, Further Education Reform White Paper: Raising Skills, Improving Life Chances, p 4.
12 OECD-Trends and Recent Developments in Foreign Direct Investments, p 6.
13 Amicus—Manufacturing Strategy 2006.
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5.4. Amicus would also argue that there needs to be a focus on the support, development and
encouragement of small andmedium sized enterprises (SMEs). These organisations, while being encouraged
to bid for procurement contracts and overseas contracts, are often excluded from the awarding of contracts
due to the lack of support from organisations such as UKTI.

5.5. UKTI has been specifically set up to help and assist all UK business, not just those that are already
successful and which promise an excellent outcome in any monitoring process. This needs to be
acknowledged and addressed by Government.

5.6. Amicus would also want to see certain industries within theUKmanufacturing sector promoted and
supported by UKTI. These would include those that are currently employing high skilled workers such as
the aerospace and defence industries or the telecoms and “sunshine’ industries.14

27 September 2006

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry

Introduction

The Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI) represents in the United Kingdom the
research based manufacturers and suppliers of prescription medicines.

TheAssociation’s membership provides directly about 70000 high value jobs in high technology areas and
of this about one third of the jobs are in manufacturing. Indirectly, the Association’s membership also
accounts for employment for about six times the number of its direct employees in ancillary industries and
services supplying the industry.

Themaintenance of a thriving pharmaceutical manufacturing sector and encouragement of investment in
it is a prime concern of theAssociation and the subject of ongoing dialogue withHerMajesty’sGovernment.

The Association therefore welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the House of Commons Trade &
Industry Select Committee inquiry into the future of manufacturing industry in the UK. Over the last nine
months the ABPI has been undertakingHigh TechnologyManufacturing Project looking at the factors that
support manufacturing competitiveness and identifying options for the UK.

While we have addressed the three strands of the enquiry, we have focused more on the interim findings
of the ABPIHigh TechnologyManufacturing Project. We would be delighted to brief the Trade & Industry
Committee in more detail and answer any questions that may arise.

Key Points

Pharmaceutical manufacturing is a success story for the UK—in 2005 the trade surplus was £3.2 billion
in 2005, with total output of £11 billion. Nevertheless, we cannot become complacent with globalisation
driving competition, with countries such as Ireland, Switzerland, India, Puerto Rico and Singapore
capturing the manufacturing of new products.

The ABPI will be briefing Government in relation to our project in October—we would be delighted to
brief the Committee in more detail. The project has been in three phases: The ABPI High Technology
Manufacturing Project has being carried out in three phases:

1. A survey of manufacturing investment plans across UK sites; to identify where investment for new
products will be made in coming years and loss of existing manufacturing; develop projections for
pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industry output and its impact on the balance of trade (completed).

2. Identification of the key drivers for investment in pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical
manufacturing (completed).

3. Identification of potential levers to attract high technology manufacturing investment, with the
advantages and disadvantages of each (for completion by mid-October).

The key issues arising from the ABPI initiative are as follows.

14 Industries based around science, innovation and technology.
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— The ABPI believes there will be a significant decline in pharmaceutical production in the UK and
a failure to capture new investment even in biopharmaceuticals, driven by:
— Other countries out-competingUK in attracting investment to produce innovativemedicines.
— The loss of the UK’s distinct competitive advantage of skills supply and capability: caused by

decline in supply of technical skills in the UK coupled with up-skilling of emerging countries.
— Significant incentives for investment through reduced corporation tax or incentives or cost

bases in certain countries.

We believe that there is a real potential for the loss of R&D in the longer term: there is an “elastic”
relationship between R&D and manufacturing, through:

— Linkage of development & manufacture (“D&M”) which assists process development and
scale up of pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical production—20% of all sites in theUK are
co-located with R&D facilities.

— A common skills base, especially technical support.

If the UK is to sustain its position as a high technology manufacturer of pharmaceuticals and
biopharmaceuticals, thereby capturing the value of R&D and innovation, the UK must respond by
focusing on:

— Complex secondary and tertiary medicines’ manufacture associated with innovative and
emerging technology platforms—drug delivery and formulation are increasingly critical in the
eYcacy and safety profiles of a medicine.

— The ability to deliver new products to market on time with consistent high quality that always
satisfies the regulators

— Networks of high technology manufacturing excellence and SME clusters
— The blockers to investment and options on developing potential incentives for new

investment.

Trends in UK Pharmaceutical and Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing

In 2003–04 the ABPI carried out a survey of pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical manufacturing in the
UK. Analysis of this survey showed that the trade balance for pharmaceuticals was expected to go negative
in 2007–08 (Figure 1).

In 2006 the surveywas repeated to update themodel: the trends predicted for 2005 appeared to bear out—
there was a decline in output and also a decline in the trade balance, although this was not as great as in the
base case scenario.
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Figure 1: 2006 ABPI estimation of UK balance of trade
for pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceuticals

These data have been updated following the survey in the first half of 2006 and this, along with the
assumptions made in the model are included in Annex A.
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Responses to the Trade & Industry Committee

The work of UK Trade and Investment in supporting exporters and encouraging inward investment

“In particular, the Committee will be examining the new Strategy for UKTI to see whether it will assist in
achieving the Public Service Agreement target of delivering “a measurable improvement in the business
performance of UK Trade & Investment’s international trade customers” and maintaining the UK “as the prime
location in the EU for foreign direct investment”

Competing solely within Europe is no longer an option—industry today is truly global and the most
significant competition is from countries outside the EU. Emerging nations are seeing science, R&D and
high technology manufacturing as mechanisms to accelerate their economy and are developing a significant
skills base, along with real incentives for investment. For example:

— China is producing very large numbers of chemistry and other science graduates, but it is not just
this that will make them attractive for investment: anecdotally at least our members report that
the brightest students want to follow a science career.

— Singapore has invested heavily in manufacturing and research infrastructure and is providing
corporation tax breaks to companies investing there. The Singapore Economic Development
Board, also funds a scheme whereby graduates are provided free of charge to companies in other
countries for up to two years, for them to enhance their experience—the only caveat is that the
graduate returns to Singapore for a minimum period of two years.

UKTI is not the only factor or organisation out there trying to attract inward investment.Many others are
involved, especially RDAs. On a number of occasions we have had significant comment from our colleagues
overseas that the RDAs in the UK appear to be competing with each other at major investment or trade
conferences, creating confusion, deterring investment and wasting tax payers’ money.

UKTI has been eVective in attracting investment within the constraints by which the UK Government
ties their hands—in truth countries need to compete for investment and without the ability to incentivise
such investment, UKTI’s success rate is likely to be low.

Consequently to enhance the ability of the UK to attract investment we would recommend the following:

— The role of the RDAs in promoting their region at overseas conferences and trade events should
solely be channelled through UKTI—thereby a coordinated and consistent approach to trade
conferences should be developed.

— The clarity of incentive packages and support needs to be greatly enhanced, so that UKTI and the
RDAs can compete globally for inward investment—such packages should not only include fiscal
incentives where possible, but also support for training and accelerated planning approvals. The
current piecemeal approach to incentives does not convey what is available in the UK in a readily
digestible form.

Finally, consideration should not only be given to new investment in to the UK. Companies with existing
sites must also be supported. In one recent example a significant investment at a site was lost, because it took
two years to get approval for a road closure (let alone actually close it!). The road split a site and was only
used, with very few exceptions, by employees to access oYces and other company facilities.

Public Procurement

“The scope for government support for UK industry. The Committee would welcome any information about
the role of public procurement in supporting local manufacturers in other EU Member States”

Within the UK the pricing of in-patent, branded and licensed medicines is regulated by the
Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS). This mechanism has provided a stable environment of
benefit to industry, the NHS and ultimately patients. The PPRS instigated in 1957, is negotiated between
Government and the pharmaceutical industry every five years and seeks to balance the price of new
medicines whilst supporting a successful and profitable industry. It is designed to encourage the
development of innovative medicines.

Compared to other EUMember States, this has supported long-term investment in R&Dby the industry,
although it does not provide clear incentives for manufacturing. Currently there is an OYce of Fair Trading
market study in to the Scheme, looking not only at the mechanism per se, but also in terms of its ability to
attract investment. Further information can be seen in the ABPI briefEncouraging innovation in medicines15.
Any proposals for change arising out of the OFT study, should be able to demonstrate greater eVectiveness
than the current scheme in supporting innovation and investment, and should also be considered against
the standards of regulatory impact assessment.

15 Encouraging innovation in medicines, ABPI September 2006. See www.abpi.org.uk((Publications((Encouraging
innovation in medicines.
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Skills Shortages

“The extent to which such shortages are hindering the development of manufacturing industry; what skills
are needed—for both management and other workers; the eVectiveness of the dialogue between industry and
education/training providers, including the role of the Sector Skills Councils; and co-ordination of provision
within Government.”

In November 2005 the ABPI published a report—Sustaining the Skills Pipeline in the Pharmaceutical and
Biopharmaceutical Industry16. This reported and built upon the results of a major survey of ABPI member
companies which sought to identify the current situation with regard to the availability of key skills in the
UK labour market, from an end-user perspective.

Some of the key issue that this highlighted are as follows:

— A decline in the availability of practical skills, both in vivo skills and other technical skills. This is
an area in which the UK has traditionally been strong but this is no longer the case. The problem
is compounded by an increasing lack of teachers of these skills essential to high technology
industries.

— A decline in the levels of basic skills such as literacy and numeracy at all levels. A high level of these
basic skills is essential to high technology industries. There has been a noticeable decline in these
standards. This can generally be traced back to the school curriculum and the report makes
recommendations for developing the school curriculum to encourage and develop a higher level
of these skills competitive with that of the nations that UK industry competes with in the global
marketplace.

— The need to stimulate an interest and demand for science, including manufacturing. While
Government has generally supported science and technology well, the number of graduates in
basic sciences such as chemistry and physics has declined.Recruitment of suitably trained scientists
is an increasing problem for UK companies The reasons behind this decline are complex and
include such factors as reduction in funding of laboratory-based courses, perception of high
student debt coupled with perceived poor salary and career expectations, and students being
“turned-oV’ science for a variety of reasons including restricted practical experience.

The report makes a number of recommendations. These include:

— Development of a 14–19 Diploma in Science with appropriate support from industry, to support
science skills and careers

— The setting byGovernment of targets for higher education funding councils to expand physics and
chemistry courses in line with UK strategy on science and innovation

— Provision of better information at the schools level to encourage the uptake of scientific careers
in industry

— DfES and Government to consider establishing Technical and Vocational University Funding
streams through the Regional Development Agencies and LSCs, with appropriate engagement with the
Funding Councils.

The ABPI has been working with SEMTA—the Sector Skills Council for Science, Engineering and
Manufacturing—and has recently signed up to a “Sector Skills Agreement”. However the discussions with
SEMTA have been diYcult and protracted and it will be critical that SEMTA delivers tangible and
measurable outcomes both activity and impact based.

In addition ABPI has just started exploring engagement with the new National Manufacturing Skills
Academy. However unlike other sectors, the industry requires scientific technical skills and we will need to
be sure that it provides and supports the needs of pharmaceutical manufacturing facilites.

Annex A

NOTE ON IMPACT OF DECLINE IN PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURING ON TRADE
BALANCE—SUMMER 2006 UPDATE

This annex reports on an update to the estimate of trade exercise undertaken in 2006

Imports

Changes in demand for imports can be seen as being determined by two factors; growth in demand in the
market and the ability of home production to satisfy this demand.

For the PPRS period the UK market is predicted to grow 6.5% per annum. This is below longer term
growth rates (8%).

16 See: Sustaining the Skills Pipeline in the Pharmaceutical and Biopharmaceutical Industry, ABPI, November 2005, this can be
accessed via www.abpi.org.uk((publications((ABPI and the industry.
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The UK, in common with other pharmaceutical markets, exhibits a skewed distribution of market share.
The top ten products have 15% market share by value and 50% of the market is satisfied by 110 products.
The share of these leading medicines being produced in the UK will significantly influence the proportion
of demand being satisfied by home production. Evidence from the ABPI UK manufacturing survey
indicates that this share has declined and will continue to decrease in the future. This evidence is supported
by the value of imports as a proportion of the UK market; a lower ratio would suggest that a higher
proportion of UK demand is being met by UK production17. The ratio has increased from 66% in 1995 to
92% in 2004.

In the 10 years to 2005 imports have grown by 211% (compared to 148% for exports).

Exports

If home production becomes less import for the homemarket then the relationship between demand from
abroad and the level of home production is more vital. If the UK is less frequently chosen as the site for
manufacturing leading medicines then the value of export demand will decline for the same reason as its
share of home consumption falls.

Production in the UK has become more reliant on exports. Exports as a share of output have increased
from 50% in 1995 to 80% in 2004 (the last year for which production statistics are available). Demand for
pharmaceuticals in the traditional UK export markets, the EU and US, is slowing. In combination an
increasing reliance on poorly performing export markets for a decreasing range of major products can be
expected to lead to a fall in home production as export demand weakens.

The ABPI UK manufacturing survey revealed that many UK pharmaceutical manufacturers were
planning to decrease production in theUKbetween 2002 and 2005, comparedmore positive figures between
1997 and 2002. OYcial statistics on production are available to 2004 and show a decline in 2003 of 1.2%
over 2003.

Trade Balance Scenarios

Imports

Base case

The forecast for imports was derived by inflating the home market by 6.5% for 2006–10 as given by the
market forecast undertaken during PPRS negotiations and adjusted for 2005. It is assumed that the ratio
of home market to imports remained the same as in 2005. This is a conservative estimate as the trend has
been upwards. By multiplying the estimate for the market by the ratio a value for imports was derived. The
level of imports by 2016 based on these assumptions will be £16,888 million (2005 imports £8,758)

Worst case

If assume that the UK home market grows at the historical levels of 8% and that the ratio between the
home market and imports grows between 2005 and 2009 to 97% and holds steady for the rest of the period
then the level of imports will be £19,596 million.

Best case

If assume that the UK homemarket grows at low level of 4% and the ratio between the home market and
imports falls to 2000 level by 2009 and then hold then the level of imports by 2016 will be £10,731 million.

Exports

Base Case

Assume that productionwill continue to decline at 1.2% per annum and that the ratio between production
and exports remains at 80%. TheABPIManufacturing survey reported that many companies were planning
to reduce production between 2002 and 2005, and for major companies the share of world production in
the UK would fall from 4% to 3%. Exports by 2016 will be £10,137 million (2005 £12,272 million)

17 Care should be taken when comparing values from UK market statistics with UK trade statistics, as prices and quantities
used are diVerent. This is the reason why one cannot simply assume that home market equals reported figures for imports
plus home production less exports. This point does not undermine the conclusion made here. Providing each is measured
consistently then conclusions drawn from the ratios will hold.
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Worse case

A decline in export demand creates a fall in production of 5% p.a. Production ratio remains at 80%. In
eVect this is an assumption that export demand falls more rapidly than in the base case. Exports by 2016
will be £6,902 million

Best case

Production remains constant and ratio increases to 85% over the period. Exports by 2016 will be
£13,045 million.

Results

The charts below plots the UK trade balance, exports and imports to 2016 using the base, best and worse
case scenarios.
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APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce & Industry

THE FUTURE OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE UK: SKILLS SHORTAGES

The House of Commons, Trade and Industry Select Committee launched an inquiry into the skills
shortages in UK manufacturing on 24 July 2006. Birmingham Chamber of Commerce (BCI) conducted a
survey to elicit the views of its manufacturing members from across the sector to gather views on the
committee’s inquiry. The results of the survey are detailed in this submission.

Introduction

Manufacturing continues to play a key part in Birmingham and the West Midlands economy. BCI has
over 500 active chamber members in the manufacturing sector and there are over 3,500 manufacturing
businesses in the Birmingham and Solihull area, employing over 60,000 people. Although 98%18 of these
companies are small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs)19 the sector accounts for nearly 30% of the gross
value added economy in the region.20

Employment is set to fall in the sector by 24% between 2004 and 2015, from 65,000 to 49,000 jobs and it
is expected that there will be a demand for higher skilled jobs as the sector diversifies to compete nationally
and internationally.21 Despite this the sector’s productivity is forecast to remain above average and even
with a fall in employment rates, the sector remains a substantial employer in Birmingham.

Due to the extent of the sector’s presence in Birmingham and the West Midlands BCI believes that it is
well placed to discuss the key issues for the sector both from a local and national perspective. In addition,
BCI and Accelerate worked alongside Advantage West Midlands (AWM) in the recent closure of the MG
Rover plant to deal rapidly and eYciently with the supply chain and skills issues.22

18 Birmingham Chamber of Commerce and Business Link statistics, September 2006.
19 DTI definition of SME is “An enterprise with fewer than 250 employees’ www.dti.gov.uk
20 Regional Skills Partnership Sector Profile 2005: Manufacturing, 20 July 2006, West Midlands Regional Observatory.
21 “Making Thins Happen: A Strategy for Manufacturing in Birmingham” 2006 Birmingham City Council.
22 MG Rover Task Force—Final Update Report—“The Work Goes On”—6 March 2006.
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BCI Position

Skills shortages are an immediate issue of economic sustainability for manufacturing and for it’s future
in the West Midlands and UK. Skills attainment is directly linked to the development of the sector’s image
and confidence.

There is a clear and pressing need to develop the skill levels in the students of all ages and the workforce
to both ensure employability in the future and also the current productivity and eYciency of the sector. A
universally coherent careers advice service is also paramount in solving the sector’s skills shortages.

Management skills are key to the sector. The ability to forward plan and acknowledge the importance
of workforce training are vital skills needed within the sector and should be developed and encouraged by
Government.

There is still a lot of work to be done around improving dialogue between industry and education.
Government organisations and partnerships are proving successful in involving larger businesses but in the
particular interest of the manufacturing sector, predominantly SMEs, there is more work to be done.

Government provision must focus on how to involve those businesses that are struggling to engage at
present.

BCI Research

There is no doubt that the manufacturing sector is facing a serious skill shortage. In a recent BCI survey
96% of businesses stated that they believe the sector is facing major skills shortages.

It is also clear that skills shortages are having a direct impact on the productivity and profitability of
manufacturers. 74% of respondents noted that productivity was aVected by skills shortages and 63% of
businesses noted reduced profit margins in line with their skill shortages. Therefore, skill shortages are
directly aVecting the sector’s capacity to manufacture. Future planning and management are proving more
diYcult with the immediate pressures businesses are facing, both from Government regulation and general
economic trends such as rising international competition.

14–19 year old Agenda

Skills development around school age students will be paramount for the future skill needs of
manufacturing due to the changing demographics of Birmingham and the region. This can be seen through
the West Midlands Regional Observatory’s latest research, which found that there will be 96,000
manufacturing vacancies due to retirement and career moves from 2004 to 2014.23 In addition, between now
and 2028, the number of under 20s in Birmingham and Solihull is expected to grow by 20,400 and will be
predominantly from ethnic minority groups.24

Although we face a younger and more diverse work force there are major concerns over the skill levels of
school leavers. In the UK only 44% of school leavers gain five GCSEs at grade A* to C including English
and maths.25 Manufacturers are concerned at the number of new employees who lack basic skills in
numeracy and literacy, as well as generic skill such as, presentation, organisation and attitude.

The Government’s 14–19 White Paper 2005 introduced specialised vocational diplomas in 14 subject
areas (including manufacturing) oVering a new vocational pathway in 2008 in an attempt to address the
problemof low skill levels. Each student undertaking the new vocational route will require awork placement
for up to two days per week for two years. The success of the new qualification is vital to both filling the
sector’s future skills needs and improving the image among the young of the manufacturing sector in
Birmingham, the region and UK.

However there are major challenges facing the establishment of the new manufacturing diploma. A key
failing of the manufacturing GCSE introduced by the Government two years ago was the lack of business
support for the work experience requirements of the qualification. This new diploma must be matched by
eYcient engagement from manufacturing businesses if it is to be successful. Worryingly, the majority of
manufacturers still do not engage with schools. Only 30% of manufacturers respondents to BCI’s survey
stated that they were involved with local schools and 70% believed the relations and dialogue between the
sector and education was poor to very poor.

Greater manufacturing engagement with schools would undoubtedly improve both the image and skills
attainment in the future workforce. 85% of respondents to BCI’s survey believed that improving skills
related to the sector in schools would improve the image of manufacturing. The Government must work
with organisation such as Chamber network to ensure employer engagement in all stages of the diplomas
implementation if they are to be successful.

23 Career Opportunities in the West Midlands, West Midlands Regional Observatory, 2006. (Data presented atGovernment OYce
West Midlands, 14–19 Conference).

24 Census data 2001, www.statistics.gov.uk.
25 Realising the Potential, A review of the future role of further education colleges, Sir Andrew Foster, November 2005, p 14.
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In addition, unbiased and well-informed 14–19 careers advice must be facilitated to ensure the
opportunities that the diploma oVers are relayed to students eVectively. The Government must ensure that
the diploma is not considered a second-class qualification as GNVQs and NVQs have been in the past. The
Government’s implementation stage will be critical in ensuring the diploma is not treated as a subordinate
qualification to GCSE and A-Level.

Although the sector is currently facing skills shortages in school leavers there are initiatives under way in
the region to facilitate manufacturing communication with schools to improve the situation.

Case Study

“Create a Future” is a leading, non-profit skills initiative in Birmingham andWest Midlands. Their main
objective is to improve the image of manufacturing and engineering among 14–19 year olds, also developing
in them the skills needed for the sector such as, numeracy, literacy and more generic skills.

Through funding made available by SETNET, Create a Future funds the training of Science and
Engineering Ambassadors who in turn work with schools, showcasing sector opportunities to students and
taking part in practical lessons. The initiative has been extremely successful in bridging the gap between the
sector and schools but Carole Gallant, Director, Create a Future highlights the future challenges for the
initiative:

“Our Government funding is ceasing and we need to ensure both continued support from Government and
business to carry on the good work of Create a Future. We need to expand our activities to 10–14 year olds as
it is evident it is at this stage that they start to make important decisions in regards to the direction of their
education”.

Workforce Development

Manufacturers tend to concentrate on immediate staV training, with 82% of respondents to BCI’s latest
survey declaring that they train staV. However, this does not match up to to the skills shortages constantly
expressed by businesses. Numeracy and literacy are the two most important skills needed by most business
respondents to the BCI survey. This correlates with recent figures, which show that there are up to 12million
adults in the workforce with literacy skills and up to 16 million with numeracy skills at or below the level
expected of an 11 year-old.26

In addition, management skills will be crucial to the future success of the sector, as it will be these skills
that determine workforce development planning. 89% of business respondents noted that management and
leadership skills were increasingly important in their businesses success. Manufacturers need to balance the
competition from low cost economies abroad with rising pressures at home such as rising energy prices and
Government regulations such as the annual national minimum wage increase. The business environment
that manufacturers work in today requires a multi-disciplinary approach to management and workforce
training is of paramount importance to forward planning.

Government and manufacturers must also acknowledge the increasing impact of migrant workers from
Eastern Europe on skills shortages in the sector. With English being their second language there is a need
to ensure that migrant workers are eYciently trained to understand technical English in the
manufacturing sector.

Although there is a lack of higher-level management and leadership skills at present there are initiatives
that can assist businesses in workforce development and more must be done on ensuring businesses are
aware of the existing support on oVer to their business.

Case Study

Operational from November 2005, Midlands Engineering Industries Redeployment Group (MEIRG) is
striving to ensure the region retains and develops a pool of engineering andmanufacturing talent.MEIRG’s
main activities include, re-training and funding for training in sector related skills, oVering secondment
opportunities and mobile resource centre for both employers and employees. The Group also assist in
“redeployment” through CV writing, support with interview skills and finical management. In addition,
employers are oVered an online recruitment resource to assist in eVective recruitment processes. This is all
done through a mobile Engineering Resource and Innovation Centre which facilitates rapid, cost eVective,
highly focussed interventions to support employees faced with career change or who wish to re-train.

The group’s main aim is to retain experienced, skilled and professional workers in key areas of the sector
and economy aVected by structural change. The group is truly unique in the UK and is aiming to be rolled
out nationally on a regional basis if it is successful.

26 House of Commons Public Accounts Committee Twenty-first Report: Skills for Life: Improving adult literacy and numeracy,
January 2006, p 14.
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MEIRG has helped nearly 1,000 people prior to redundancy and over 200 through career changes (the
majority, who are aged 45 or over). MEIRG has also ensured that these people remain within the target
sector and economically active.MEIRG is part funded by the EuropeanUnion Equal Program and the East
Midlands Development Agency.

Adult Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG)

As the statistcs in the introduction described, job secruity will to a certain extent decline in the
manufacturing sector. It is well understood that future entrants to the labour market are likely to have a
number of jobs in their career. The outer wards of Birmingham will, on average, contain individuals of a
much older age profile in coming years. Between now and 2028, the population of over 40s in the sub-region
will grow by 74,300.27 In response to this the Government has introduced Age Discrimination Laws in
October 2006 and this will also aVect the demographic make up of the workforce enabling older workers to
work for longer.

As the retirement age increases and sector employment changes it is important that we ensure that there
is an eVective IAG system for those beyond the age of 19, who will need high quality information and
support in their future employment and training needs.

A culture of lifelong learning must be fostered in the sector to ensure that the workforce is constantly
attuned to the skill needs of the sector and the economy. There are examples of good initiatives in
Birmingham and the surrounding region such as the careers advice provided by MEIRG mentioned in the
above case study for the Government to build upon.

However, despite the good work being done in pockets of the city and region, a single adult IAG would
oVer an eVective education outlet for lifelong learning training. At present Next Step and Learn Direct are
working on adult IAG but their funding is limited and there is a great deal of confusion among businesses
and individuals where to access the relevant career support and guidance.

The Government must examine in detail the requirements of an older workforce, which must inculde a
more comprehensive IAG oVering than is presently available if the manufacturing sector is to retain and
recruit eYciently in the coming years.

Graduate Retention

The manufacturing sector is also further exacerbated by the problem of graduate retention. A key
challenge to the city and region is in persuading graduates fromBirminghamuniversities to find employment
in the sector locally to boost the economy.

The Regional Skills Partnership (RSP) has found that over half the region’s graduates take a job outside
the region after graduation, which highlights a failure of employers to take advantage of their skills
resource.28 In addition, the RSP argues that the skills and potential of many graduates in the region are not
fully utilised with a high proportion employed in lower skilled “non graduate” jobs.29

Graduates in the manufacturing sector continue to decline for various factors including, perceived job
insecurity and work image of the sector. More must be done on promoting the sector to Graduates and also
in ensuring they have the right skills to fill the existing skills shortages. There are initiatives inWestMidlands
that are going some way to resolving the issue of graduate retention for the sector such as Graduate
Advantage.

Case Study

Graduate Advantage (GA) is an Advantage West Midlands funded service, which plays a vital role in
promoting graduate career opportunities in the manufacturing sector.

Student Placement Programme (Shell Step Programme)

GA organise student placements run through the summer vacation period. SME’s are entitled to claim
25% discount of the total placement cost and HR support for paying student wages.

Graduate Employment & Training Programme

GA also assists the company to develop and advertise graduate vacancies. GA then supports graduates
over the first six months in their role through a tailored training programme. We conduct a training needs
analysis to assess their developmental needs and utilize a £750 training allowance to purchase courses, books
or software.

27 Census data 2001, www.statistics.gov.uk
28 Regional Skills Partnership: Regional Skills Assessment 2005, RSP, December 2005, p 8.
29 Regional Skills Partnership: Regional Skills Assessment 2005, RSP, December 2005, p 8.
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Business Perspective

Through GA, engineering firm, JH Richards & Co Ltd recruited an engineering undergraduate at the
University of Warwick to tackle a number of key projects for the business over summer 2006. The company
was then able to complete important operational projects with minimal costs and it also allowed the
undergraduate, to gain valuable work experience in the sector, developing key skills and understanding of
the range of career opportunities available to him in the sector.

Under the Government’s “Five year strategy for children and learners” in June 2004, new Sector Skills
Councils (SSCs) were established to better involve the voice of business in the education system. There are
five SSCs covering the manufacturing sector and their main responsibilities are:

— Agreeing a Sector Skills Agreement.

— Developing the Manufacturing specialised diploma.

— Establishing a Manufacturing Skills Academy.

SSCs are relatively new organisations and their contribution to the skills agenda is not yet always fully
understood by employers and stakeholders.When asked how eVective they believe SSCs are at solving skills
shortages for the sector 59% of manufacturers stated that they were ineVective. A further 52% of
manufacturers believed that SSCs were ineVective at oVering a voice to business on skills issues. A worrying
33% of respondents had not even heard of SSCs, not surprisingly they were all SMEs.

The success of SSCs will be paramount to future skills attainment of the sector. More work needs to be
done on ensuring smaller companies have a say in the strategic development of SSCs and their work. The
British Chamber of Commerce Network could be better utilised by Government and SSCs to fulfil this
objective.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The extent to which skills shortages are hindering the development of the manufacturing industry is clear
and alarming. However, there are key developments around the skills agenda that can be utilised and
developed to rectify the skills shortages in the sector. This will be made possible through greater
collaboration between the sector, education providers and initiatives. TheGovernment also has amajor role
to play both in terms of legislation and funding existing successful initiatives.

Our main recommendations to Government are to:

— Monitor and support the eVective development of the manufacturing diploma and also examine
the educational needs for manufacturing education at Key Stage 3.

— Analyse the opportunity to incentivise businesses in workforce development and promote and
assist in the development of level 3–4 management skills in the sector.

— Continue the financial support of successful initiatives such as,MEIRG,GraduateAdvantage and
Create a Future, which oVer incentives to business and cut Government financial costs eVectively.

— Reform the current plethora of adult IAG services in to a radical and coherent agency that oVers
a distinct careers advice service for adults.

— Ensure a wide-ranging consultation process with the sector through the SSCs and fund greater
promotion of SSCs through Business membership organisation such as the British Chamber of
Commerce network.

28 September 2006

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by British Expertise

Introduction

1. British Expertise is the leading UK private sector organisation for promotion and development of
international business in the knowledge-based sector. Our 270 member companies span a wide range of
market sectors, and are active in almost every country in the world. We therefore feel well qualified to
comment on this particular aspect of the present enquiry.
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The UK Trade and Investment Five Year Strategy

2. The new five year strategy for UK Trade and Investment, which we have influenced, contains much
that is positive and sensible. In particular we welcome the recognition that it is only the larger and more
experienced companies that can win large projects abroad; and that they need energetic support fromUKTI
in overseas posts to help win such projects against the increasing competition that is a natural result of
globalisation. As well as benefiting the economy directly, such project wins bring considerable supply chain
opportunities for smaller UK businesses.

3. The new policy of outsourcing trade promotion work to private sector organisations such as British
Expertise is also welcome, and we will continue to bid competitively for this work where it is within our
experience and capacity.

4. However we do have concerns. For years, the work of UK Trade and Investment and its predecessor
organisations have been hampered byTreasury dogma. It was the Treasury that previously instructedUKTI
to focus its eVorts on bringing small and medium enterprises (SMEs) into exporting, because it was at this
level that research suggested civil servants could make the greatest diVerence to a company’s eVorts. This
was no doubt correct, but it was hitting the wrong target. The policy ignored the fact that exports by SMEs
are economically much less significant than those of the larger companies.

5. The present Public Service Agreement (PSA) target for UKTI is “a measurable improvement in the
business performance of UK Trade and Investment’s international trade customers.” This also stems from
Treasury doctrine, based on the fairly obvious fact that exporting sets new challenges, and is therefore likely
to sharpen any company’s business focus. But what companies need fromUKTI is not help to improve how
they do business, but direct help in winning overseas business. The PSA target should therefore be focussed
much more directly; for example: “a measurable improvement in the contribution of international business
to the profitability of specific UK companies.”

Trade Promotion v Inward Investment

6. Similarly, the belief persists within HM Treasury that inward investment is of greater value to the
economy than is international trade by British companies. The speech by the Rt Hon John Healey MP at
the UKTI New Strategy launch focussed entirely on inward investment, with no mention of trade
promotion. This bias flies in the face of common sense, but is deeply rooted. It seems to be based on the fact
that the benefits of inward investment can be measured accurately, whereas manufacturing exports are in
historical decline, and while the UK leads the world in exporting knowledge-based services, the
decentralising eVect of globalisation is making it more and more diYcult to measure the contribution this
makes to the economy. The Treasury motto seems to be “if you cannot measure it accurately, it is not worth
anything.”

7. On that point, and as the Financial Times has recently observed, inward investment statistics are as
capable of false interpretation as any other statistics. We believe that genuine inward investment is indeed
economically important; but only investment that actually creates a real economic benefit should be counted
within the statistics. More importantly, the greatest value to the economy is realised if the company
concerned then makes the UK a springboard for international success. UKTI should seek to integrate
support for trade promotion generally with support for companies that have come to the UK for this
purpose.

The Emerging Markets

8. The emphasis on the “emerging markets” in the UKTI Five-year Strategy is once again imposed by
the Treasury. This focus is perfectly sensible in itself, but even here there are serious problems. The first is
that despite the budget for UKTI having been slashed in the 2004 Spending Round, the new focus is not
being funded by even a partial restoration of the resources cut. It is being funded by a further reduction in
the numbers of commercial oYcers in London and in the more established markets for UK companies. This
ignores two facts:

— That the establishedmarkets continue to oVer lucrative opportunities for UKbusiness, but are not
necessarily “easy” to enter or operate in, so that UKTI support is needed.

— That emerging markets may not always be the most appropriate ones for the sophisticated
techniques British Expertise companies and many others have to oVer. As an example of this, the
UK leads the world in the application of so-called “green build” techniques.While there is growing
interest in this fromChina, themost lucrative market will continue to be theUS for the foreseeable
future. Yet the UKTI eVort in the US is being cut.

9. There now appears to be a notion within UKTI that “concentration” of commercial oYcers is
necessary for the proper support of British business in the emerging markets. In fact, “concentration of
forces” is a military doctrine that has no relevance to trade promotion. A single well-trained and motivated
commercial oYcer in a market will be highly cost-eVective. Yet many more smaller markets are now being
left with no UKTI capacity at all.
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10. Perhaps themost serious problem is that British Expertise is seeing only a limited correlation between
the interests expressed by our member companies, and the emerging markets that have been made the
priorities for UKTI. For example there is little interest from knowledge-based companies in the markets of
Brazil or Vietnam. On the other hand, the West Indies is an example of an area of strong interest to British
companies, no doubt in some cases helped by our Commonwealth ties; but UKTI staVs are nevertheless
being cut there. This is a direct result of the unfortunate failure of Government to ask business which
emerging markets—indeed markets more generally—are important to it. It is hard to escape the conclusion
that this happened because UKTI would have received the “wrong” answer.

11. We understand that the remaining commercial sections in our diplomatic posts abroad were
consulted, and asked to complete a questionnaire to assist a judgement on which should be included in the
emerging markets list. We believe this is a poor substitute for asking British business—both services and
manufacturing—for its opinion.

24 October 2006

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by the British Furniture Confederation Public Sector Working Group

The BFC

The British Furniture Confederation (BFC) is the single voice for the UK furniture and bed making
industries. Formed inMay 2006, theBFCbrings together the key trade associations and other representative
bodies, together with the GMB union, in order to raise the profile of the industry.

The Furniture Industry

Annual output from UK furniture manufacturing is currently worth nearly £10 billion at factory gate
prices. The industry directly employs around 124,000 people within 7,500 enterprises and makes a
significant, but often unsung, contribution to the UK economy. In addition the industry supports (and is
supported by) a large supply chain (with its associated wealth and employment creation) comprising
materials suppliers, component manufacturers, designers, distributors, contractors and retailers.

The industry is divided between small companies and relatively large concerns. It is estimated that 67%
of all furnituremanufacturing concerns employ less than nine people, but also that the largest 300 companies
account for 45% of the total employment.

Although there are some pockets of activity, such as in SouthWales and the Long Eaton area of the East
Midlands, the industry has no distinct geographical base, with companies and employment spread
nation-wide.

The UK furniture industry is often segmented into three primary groups, based around the end market,
although in practice the divisions between such groups is often blurred.

— Domestic: serving the public, mainly through retail outlets and for household use. (approximately
58% of output by value.)

— OYce: desking, seating, tables, cabinets and other items for the oYce environment.
(approximately 13%.)

— Contract: furniture for public areas such as hotels, schools, residential accommodation and
airports (approximately 29%.)

Current Trends

UK furniture manufacturing is not immune from global forces and, as with other manufacturing
industries, it has witnessed a strong growth in imports over recent years, particularly from China and
Poland.

The transport of furniture can be ineYcient, often entailing the movement of large volumes of fresh air.
Until ten years ago international trade was relatively small and imports accounted for just 15% of sales.
However, over the last 10 years this figure has grown significantly and now imports account for 42% of the
end market.

The UK is the world’s fourth largest consumer of furniture. On a global scale furniture manufacturing is
big business: it is estimated to be worth around US$240 billion at factory gate prices. At the macro level
there are three major trends aVecting global furniture production:
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1. Consumption is growing in real terms in all major markets and is expected to continue to grow into
the future. This is primarily due to improvements in standards of living in emerging countries and increased
disposable income in developed countries. The markets exhibiting the highest growth rates are the new EU
members and much of Asia (including China).

2. Globalisation is increasing and international trade is emerging. On a global scale, measuring imports
as a percentage of consumption shows a doubling from a fairly low figure of 15% in 1995 to 31% today.

3. Production is shifting from major industrial economies to emerging nations. Even more dramatic is
the fall in the proportion of exports that emanate from developed countries, with a consequent rise from
emerging countries—particularly Poland and China which have seen significant investment in new plants
designed specifically for exports.

China is now produces 9% of all furniture and 12% of exports and will soon overtake Italy as the leading
exporter. It has witnessed an annual average growth rate of 23% since 1978—driven by both internal
consumption and exports. Domestic consumption is 75% of the output and has doubled in five years—
driven by a growth in the size of urban housing. Main export market is US (50% of exports) (UK fourth).

Current Assistance and Support

At present, despite being a major source of employment and wealth creation, the assistance and support
enjoyed by the UK furniture manufacturing industry is limited. The funds available fromGovernment have
been reduced considerably in recent times and the limited amount that is currently available is typically
provided in a piecemeal fashion, usually as part of another initiative rather than aimed specifically at the
furniture industry.

The biggest government funded project currently underway is UKfirst, an industry forum for furniture
manufacturing, supported by £1.74 million from DTI. UKfirst is a five year programme, launched in 2003,
which aims to improve the competitiveness of the UK furniture industry by helping it to achieve world class
performance in quality, cost and delivery. It has achieved widespread recognition and support from
manufacturers across all sectors of the industry and has a track record of delivering measurable successes.

Support from the regions is notable for its absence. Despite furniture manufacturing being a major
industry, its geographical spread means that most Regional Development Agencies do not regard it as a
priority sector. The exception is AdvantageWestMidlands which has established FurnitureWestMidlands.

Public Procurement

UK Government cannot institute a buy British campaign, nor would UK manufacturers wish them to.
Turning the question round, the Wood Enquiry of 2004, to which we gave evidence, was looking for
discrimination against UK manufacturers. The findings were that there was no direct discrimination but
there were cultural factors and to some extent regulatory or quasi-regulatory factors. No convincing
evidence of support to local manufacturers was found.

Best Value

The test on which the purchasing decision is made is “best value”. Best value is not lowest cost and should
encompass a whole range of factors including but not limited to: fitness for purpose, aesthetic, durability,
environmental impact, continuity of supply and so on. Unfortunately purchasers still don’t seem able to
cope with a complicated purchase and buy on the simplest criteria of lowest cost.

Too often purchasers, having decided criteria then waive it later when that option turns out to be more
costly than an alternative that does not meet it. An example of this was the DEFRA oYce furniture tender
that asked for “Chain of Custody” certification but was awarded to a non-certified company because the
certified company’s bid was more expensive.

We ask that all tenders are published with objective, transparent and weighted criteria and that the
contracts are let in accordance with those criteria.

Procurement Information

We also ask that the information required from suppliers is relevant to the purchase. Manufacturers have
been asked for their employment rolls, complete with NI Numbers to satisfy the requirement that they have
the technical competence to manufacture their product. In reality, this is to check on benefit fraud or illegal
immigration. The proper way to deal with these issues is for the relevant authorities to visit suspect
companies.

These extra demands are not relevant to overseas companies which makes bidding easier for them. It has
been suggested that in future manufacturers will be asked for information on the ethnicity of their
workforce. Overseas manufacturers are not necessarily obliged to hold this information and there may be
no means of verifying whether the makeup of their workforce matches their local population.
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In some countries ethnicity may not be an issue but religion is but this is not asked for. This information
therefore becomes a way that UK companies can be excluded from contracts but not overseas companies.
UK Government could support UK industry by confining information requested in tenders to that which
is relevant to the purchase.

E-Auctions

Furniture is recognised to be a complicated sell. It contains a significant design content, even in stock
items. For an installation, which may be up to 30% “specials”, the design content is substantial. It is very
important then that the supplier and purchaser enjoy a good working relationship if the contract is to be
a success.

The widespread practice of e-auctions is damaging this relationship to an extent that many companies are
refusing to take part in tenders that will be e-auctioned. Because there is no relationship, e-auctions favour
overseas companies competing solely on price.

The e-auction prevents a proper dialogue between the purchaser and supplier that might well lead to an
innovative solution exceeding the purchaser’s expectations, or it channels design in one direction
encouraging infringement of design rights. Apparently similar products have diVerent prices because this
reflects small but important diVerences in materials, construction and quality. A good purchaser should be
able to recognise these diVerences and judge the value they add to the product compared to the price. UK
Government could support UK industry by ceasing to e-auction furniture contracts.

The new Procurement Directive and some case law allows greater weight to be given to environmental
issues. We welcome this and the growing recognition of concepts such as “food miles”.

Pollution is a global issue, emissions to air in China eventually aVect us all. Generally, Europe and UK
have acted and are acting responsibly but many countries have a long way to catch up. UK manufacturers
have invested significantly in environmental management systems and environmental protection measures.

It is invidious that the UK Government is considering paying for our dirtiest competing countries to do
the same. We should simply not trade with them or if we do, apply an import tariV that will be paid back
to that country to be used specifically for environmental measures. Would UK Government consider not
purchasing frommanufacturers based in countries that have either not signed theKyotoAgreement or have
not met their obligations? UK Government could support UK industry by giving due weight to
environmental considerations in particularly in a broader sense, not just at individual supplier level.

Summary

UK furniture manufacturing is a large and often unsung industry that employs a significant amount of
people and makes a considerable contribution to the UK economy. It has typically been a traditional and
rather static industry, but is now undergoing dramatic change driven by a growth in low cost imports.

Nevertheless, it would be rash to dismiss UK furniture manufacturing as a twilight industry that cannot
compete with the products from emerging economies. A UK furniture manufacturing base provides many
advantages that simply cannot be replicated in a remote location. However, although UK industry needs
to change and develop if it is to compete, there is a persuasive argument that furniture manufacturing can
and should be encouraged to rise to the challenge.

The industry needs targeted support and assistance at the macro level in order to bring it up to world class
levels of performance. The current regional approach to funding favoured by DTI is simply not working,
because not only is the industry geographically spread, but so is the entire supply chain. However, if
competitiveness is to be raised it is not just manufacturing issues that need to be addressed but an improved
performance throughout the supply chain. Ukfirst has demonstrated that the industry is willing to support
and embrace change, but it needs targeted support to encourage such change and provide the framework
for some of the collective actions that are essential for future success.

September 2006

APPENDIX 7

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the British Furniture Confederation

Procurement

Complexity—there are at least 1,600 local authority purchasers and more than 350 central government
purchasers. They all have their own system and each one is diVerent. A couple of years ago the OFFMA
obtained around 50 sets of terms and conditions for comparison. Every one was diVerent in some way. The
most commonality we found was where departments had taken standard terms from what was then the
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Treasury Central Unit for Procurement (CUP). Even in these cases only about three quarters of terms were
common. Generally the purchasing authority has a set of procedures and forms that are used for all
purchases, from the simplest product to the most complex. This results in demands for redundant
information as the purchaser tries to cover every eventuality and uncertainty as to what is actually required
in the context of the product.

In the last year there have been some welcome moves in that OGC has produced a simplified Pre-
Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) and draft set of Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) for use by local
authorities. The problem remains of gaining widespread acceptance amongst purchasers. There is as yet no
attempt to standardise practice in Cnetral Government Departments and OGC fees that this is many years
oV. The attempt last year to merge OGC Buying Solutions and NHS PASA collapsed, our information is
that OGC don’t intend to open the matter again for at least five years.

Action: OGC really needs to be given some powers for enforcing policy.
Inconsistency—with so many purchasers operating eVectively outside of central policy guidance,
inconsistency is an issue. This is certainly exacerbated by public sector purchasers.
Repeated Information—at the moment every tender is treated as an autonomous item. A supplier
may have satisfactorily completed a contract with one purchasing authority a month before but
still has to go through the whole process from scratch for a tender from a second authority.
Action: There should be a system whereby suppliers can automatically pre-qualify if they have
satisfactorily supplied a purchasing authority within a certain time.

SomeLocalAuthorities do use one of two companies providing SupplierAccreditation Services. The issue
here is that suppliers have to pay to register, with no assurance that this will lead to any business and that
this only applies to the limited number of authorities using each of the two service providers. Our position
is that suppliers should not have t pay to register. If there is a need in the market for such services, there
must bemutual recognition between providers. A better systemwould, however, be a centrally administered
list of qualified suppliers. OGC has investigated Supplier Accreditation Services and we believe agrees with
the complaints made by suppliers.

Best Value—this is the test for awarding contracts. Sadly, most public sector purchasers think this
is synonymous with lowest price, which it is not. Part of the problem may be that specifications
are often loosely drawn up so that it is not possible to properly attach a value to such things as
whole life cots, environmental performance etc.
Action: There needs to be complete openness in stating the weightings or importance attached to
purchasing criteria. At the moment suppliers generally have to guess.

September 2006

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by the British Printing Industries Federation

Introduction: The UK Print Industry

1. The UK printing industry employs around 167,000 employees in more than 12,000 companies.

2. The total turnover for the UK Printing Industry in 2004 was £15.2 billion.

3. The industry is part of the UKs fourth largest manufacturing industry by turnover and second largest
by value added.

4. It makes a positive contribution to the UK trade balance. In 2005 the printing sector’s contribution
was £542.9 million.

Print: an SME industry

5. Approximately 90% of firms in the industry employ fewer than 20 employees. Only about 550 firms
employ more than 50 people. In these small companies, management time is at a premium, with individual
managers thin on the ground and having a multitude of roles to perform. In many cases this will include
production tasks, undertaken alongside employees, and administration to demonstrate compliance with
employment and health and safety regulation.

Print: across the UK

6. Printing companies can be found in practically every town throughout theUK. Although London and
the south-east of England has the greatest concentration Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Nottingham,
Birmingham and Bristol are all home to a significant amount of printers.
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The BPIF: representing the industry

7. The British Printing Industries Federation is the trade association for the UK printing industry. It has
1,915 member companies with 77,000 employees, covering approximately 45–55% of the industry by
turnover.

Summary of Evidence

8. In summary, this evidence will argue that:

(a) The printing industry has significant overcapacity, resulting in declining prices as costs increase.
Rationalisation, company failure and redundancies are a common result of this squeeze on
margins.

(b) The Regional Development Agencies’ self-promotion should be coordinated to bring in overseas
investment rather than competing with other regions to no net gain to UK plc.

(c) Reform of public sector buying practices would make the sector more attractive to innovative
suppliers, who currently find that the sectors onerous information requirements erode any possible
profit from any work secured. Proposals for reform are suggested below.

(d) Skills needs in the industry are aVecting companies’ abilities to develop new products and services.
Proskills, the industry’s Sector Skills Council, is currently developing its Sector Skills Agreement
and initial survey findings point to the necessity of in-house, flexible training provision.

(e) Training provision in the industry is limited by the absence of large companies with the resources
to become training providers, and the decline in local college provision of print training. The
BPIF’s role as the industry’s main training provider is hampered by inequitable funding and
uneven recognition across the UK.

State of Trade

9. The latest BPIF survey of trading trends (published in October 2006) was among the most depressing
of recent times, as the print industry has failed to keep pace with either manufacturing or the economy as
a whole.

10. The summermonths (June-August) were ones of almost unremitting disappointment for themajority
of the industry.

11. That three-fifths of respondents cannot see the industry improving year on year is worrying,
particularly against a background of an economy growing at an above-trend rate.

12. Printers have always been used to some degree of volatility, but the current level of unpredictability is
a new problem to copewith. Periods of idleness can quickly be followed by periods of considerable overtime.

13. “Running faster to stand still” and the need to “rationalise” remain strands common to many
respondents. Headcount will continue to be reduced in response to cost pressures, but those with access to
the necessary funds are buying more eYcient equipment.

14. The fact that private equity firms are interested in buying print companies and that there is a high
level of merger and acquisition activity are signs of both weakness and strength.

Marketing UK plc

Focus on a national, not regional, strategy

15. The printing industry is a widely dispersed industry without notable geographic clusters. We have
not benefited from the Government’s regional approach to business support. Our members are victims of
a postcode lottery, where those inLondon orYorkshire benefit from industry specific support projects, while
those outside those areas are excluded from all but generic support.

16. Within the areas where print is recognised by RDAs, the BPIF has been able to set up valuable
business support organisations to promote the industry. For example, Print Yorkshire, the business support
organ for the Yorkshire printing industry part funded by Yorkshire Forward, has organised two successful
Showcase events that has allowedYorkshire printers to market themselves to print buyers. An LDA-funded
business support programme will shortly be commencing in the capital.

17. Regional Development Agencies’ inter-regional competition for business brings no net gain to UK
plc. Regional Development Agencies should—within a national plan—focus on attracting inward
investment from overseas rather than from other regions.
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Public Procurement

Make public procurement more straightforward

18. There is considerable political consensus that the spending power of the public sector should be used
to identify and invest in innovative manufacturers. If the Government is serious about its commitment to
encouraging innovation, particularly in SMEs, it needs to ensure that they are able to access and apply for
contracts easily.

19. However, conversations with printers suggest that many high-quality companies do not market to
the public sector because it is insuYciently dynamic, the tender process is too time-consuming and the return
on investment insuYcient.

20. The following section argues that eVective public sector buying is hampered by divergent policy aims
and burdensome procurement rules. These result in costly application forms for suppliers and an increase
in costs from intermediary assessment providers and from the buyers themselves. The system therefore
deters the very companies that the public sector should invest in. We will put forward proposals to make
public sector buying more straightforward in order to make it more attractive to innovative companies.

Case study 1: a successful digital printer employing 24 people in the North East withdrew from
supplying the public sector after analysing the contribution its public sector workmade to its profit
margins. While public sector work formed a significant part of the company’s turnover, its
contribution to the company’s profits was insignificant and did not justify the time required to
complete the necessary paperwork.

Political pressure on buyers results in costly application processes

21. Public procurement is being directed to promote a wide range of policy aims: environment, training,
social clauses, small businesses. These aims are not prioritised and as a result there is a significant lack of
clarity about the process by which applicants are assessed. A common comment from our members is that
lengthy tender application forms are simply “box-ticking’ exercises which have little or no relevance to the
final selection.

22. Political pressure on buyers to comply with these policy requirements means that suppliers must fill
in lengthy application forms. Providing information for these application forms is a time-consuming and
therefore costly process, the burden of which falls disproportionately on SMEs.

23. The information requirements of these application forms are such that an industry of intermediary
assessment providers has developed. These companies carry out the initial assessment of companies on
behalf of a public sector buyer. They provide the service free to the buyer but charge suppliers an annual fee
of between £200 and £500. They are not publicly accountable and do not work to common independently-
approved standards. An OYce of Government Commerce investigation concluded in December 2005 that
they presented a barrier to SMEs wishing to trade with the public sector.

Ease of trade impeded by procurement regulations

24. Evidence is emerging from a number of sources that procurement regulations, designed to ensure
competition between companies and easy access to public sector business, are having a counterproductive
eVect on the public sector’s procurement strategies.

Case study 2: OGC Pan-Government Print Framework

The OYce of Government Commerce was tasked to examine how the public sector buys print and
develop an eYcient method to do so. Print was selected because it is purchased by all Government
departments. The OGC found that one of the costliest aspects of public sector print buying was
running OJEU-level tenders, which typically took twelve months to complete. It subsequently
developed a framework list of approved print suppliers, put out to tender through the EU open
procedure. The purpose of the framework is to develop a list of suppliers, divided into “lots”,
which then compete in “mini-competitions” which do not go through the EU procedure. The
framework is available for any public sector body to use.
The disadvantage of this is that each “lot’ has only a dozen companies for a framework list that
will be used for four years. There are over 12,000 printing companies in the UK; the OGC’s
solution will use fewer than 200 of them.

25. The EU procurement regulations, designed to ensure that all EU companies can freely compete for
public sector business, have therefore resulted in a system that prevents the vast majority of UK printers
from trading with Government.

Case study 3: the BPIF Government Print Portal

The BPIF is developing an online print portal to allow public sector buyers to buy print as
eYciently as possible. The proposal would eliminate pre-qualification processes (suppliers having
pre-qualified on entry to the system), minimise the cost of seeking quotations and allow buyers to
select particular company characteristics, such as high environmental standards or a commitment
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to training staV. This proposal would benefit the printing industry by significantly reducing the
costs of doing business with the public sector, while benefiting buyers who would have a huge
number of companies competing for their business.

Conversations with public sector buyers in the preparation of this portal has found that, although
there is enthusiasm for the system, buyers are not confident that it can be developed to complywith
EU procurement regulations.

Case study 4: charges for tender documents

BPIF members have complained that a number of universities and councils require buyers to pay
a fee before they are able to access application forms to tender for work. This discriminates against
small firms who find it hard to pay repeatedly for documentation to secure new business. The sums
charged so far range between £30 and £118. Thus far, the BPIF has persuaded two such public
bodies to refund the charges. The other six have so far declared their intention to continue to use
these charges on OJEU-level tenders. They justify this decision either on the perverse grounds that
suppliers benefit from the EU procedures so should share their huge cost, or on the grounds that
the fee acts as a filter to “unrealistic” applications.

Our proposed solutions

26. Better prepared tenderswith clear capability requirements: printers report that contract specifications
do not clarify the requirements of the buyer, making it diYcult to assess their competitiveness for the
contract. This results in applications “on spec”, which increases the administrative cost to the buyer and
supplier.

27. Standardised assessment template: we were pleased that the OYce of Government Commerce
recently agreed to develop a standard simplified template for public sector buyers to use. This will reduce
significant duplication of eVort for suppliers and provide a standard to which third-party accreditation
providers will be held.

28. Sharing information between third-party accreditation suppliers: suppliers do not benefit from the
development of third-party accreditation providers because the accreditation providers do not have to
compete for their business. If a supplier wants to do business with a public body that uses an accreditation
provider, it has no choice but to pay the administration fee. Were the providers to share information then
they would have to compete for suppliers’ business, which would introduce much-needed transparency and
service competition into the market.

29. Re-examine UK implementation of the EU procurement directives: there is a widespread belief
among UK public sector print buyers that all tender applications under the EU procedures must be
exhaustively processed, which is extremely time-consuming. It would be helpful to explore the scope within
the EU procurement directives for quick elimination of applicants lacking the capacity to carry out the
work. The alternative is the current system, where applicants are not informed of their success for months
due to the time needed to fully process all applications, and buyers set fees for tender paperwork as a clumsy
filter to reduce the number of applicants.

Skills Shortages

Flexible training provision required to fill skills gaps

30. In February 2005 the Print Education and Training Forum, published a report, “Recruitment and
skills in printing and graphic communication”, which analysed the results of 260 questionnaires from print
companies. Results relevant to the prevalence and impact of skills shortages identified by the report are
summarised below.

31. More than half of all establishments (57%) said they had carried out training (excluding health and
safety training, induction training or training for union representatives) in the past year.

32. Skill-shortage vacancies are defined as occurring when vacancies are hard to fill for skill-related
reasons. Of the 52 establishments with hard-to-fill vacancies, 34 reported skill-shortage vacancies. This
figure represents 13% of all 260 establishments, 48% of the 71 with vacancies, and 65% of the 52 with hard-
to-fill vacancies.

Skills gaps

33. Just over half of the 260 establishments (51%) said that they had skills gaps. The qualitative research
provided a useful insight into this area. There was a universal view that, in a period of accelerating
technological change, there could be skills gaps of one sort or another at virtually any time as people sought
to keep up to datewith change. In this context, people thought that the survey findingsmight be understating
rather than overstating the extent of gaps.
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34. The occupation with most skills gaps was management. For production management and control, a
third of establishments (33%) said they had skills gaps; for other management and supervision, just over a
quarter (26%) said they had gaps.

35. Nature of skills gaps: In addition to IT, some of the most important gaps, by occupation, were as
follows:

— Management and supervision generally.

— Management skills, communication skills, teamwork, problem solving and customer handling.

— Sales and marketing Management, communication, teamwork, customer handling.

— Print administration Customer handling, communication, teamwork, problem solving.

— Pre-press Communication, teamwork.

— Machine printing Teamwork, problem solving, communication, flexibility, management, ability
to operate new equipment.

— Finishing Ability to operate new equipment, basic computer literacy, teamwork, flexibility,
problem solving.

36. Almost a third (32%) of those with skills gaps said that, as a result, they had completed work late,
badly or below the required standard. 26% said they had been unable to develop existing products and
services as much as they would have liked; 22% said they had been unable to develop new products and
services as much as they would have liked. 22% said they had had to put work out to sub-contractors. Just
over a quarter of establishments (26%) said that their skills gaps had had no significant eVect on
performance.

37. Increasing training and development was by far the most common action taken to deal with gaps. It
was mentioned by 56% of the establishments with gaps. The corresponding figure in the 2003 research was
60%. Use of more temporary staV and/or sub-contractors was mentioned by 25%, and changes in working
practices by 13%.

38. 30% of establishments said they expected to need new skills over the ensuing 12 months. Exactly half
the establishments said they did not; 18% were unsure and 2% did not reply. The largest establishments, in
particular, said they expected to need new skills. These figures are almost identical to those reported in 2003.

39. These findings, particularly the lack of management skills, concurs with the CBI’s recent skills profile
of the UK. In response to this recognised need, the BPIF developed a Professional Certificate in print
Management. London College of Communication has also developed an MBA for printers in conjunction
with the Heidleberg Academy, an internationally prestigious print academy. However, despite employers’
acknowledged need of such training, both courses struggle every year to recruit trainees onto the scheme.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that management time is at such a premium within the small firms that make
up the overwhelming majority of the industry that firms simply cannot release such staV.

Employers express need for flexibility in training provision

40. Early reviews of Proskills’ Sector Skills Agreement survey, which collated responses from 909 print
companies, found that a striking 64%of employers rated in-house, uncertified training as a “very important”
type of training. The only other type of training rated “very important” bymore than 10% of employers was
training from equipment/produce/service suppliers. Even then, only 22.6% of employers rated this as “very
important”.

41. Qualitative evidence from employers suggests that in-house, uncertified training was rated highly
because it allows employers flexibility to adapt training around production needs. Training can be called oV

if there is a production crisis.

Effectiveness of Dialogue Between Industry, Training Providers and Sector Skills Councils

Industry’s main training provider hampered by uneven funding and recognition

42. This section will summarise the current state of the development of Proskills, our Sector Skills
Council, and provide examples of some of the diYculties faced by the BPIF as a the industry’s main national
private training provider.

Proskills: a work in progress

43. The printing industry comes under Proskills, the Sector Skills Council for the Process and
Manufacturing Industries. Proskills comprises the building products, coatings, extractives, glass and
printing sectors. Print is the largest industry within Proskills’ industry footprint. Proskills was established
in November 2005.
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44. The introduction of Proskills has led to an understandable lull in the dialogue between industry and
training bodies, while the new organisation established its physical oYces and merged the existing
employers’ fora. The BPIF is keen that employers engage with the new body to ensure that it fulfils its
purpose as the means by which employers shape qualifications to their needs. In the absence of this
engagement, there is a risk that Proskills will be limited to delivering Government policy which does not
meet the priorities of the printing industry.

Print training provision across the UK

45. The industry has one National Training Provider in the form of the Training department of the
British Printing Industries Federation, BPIF Training.

46. In 2005 there remain only seven colleges in the country providing training in print. This is in contrast
to the twenty-seven oVering courses in print in 2002. This means employers can only access local training
provision in Leicestershire, Nottingham, Birmingham, SouthYorkshire andCornwall. The BPIF is the only
provider covering the whole of the country, using a network of mobile training coordinators who visit
trainees in their workplaces.

47. There is no employer in the industry that has the resources to take on the financial risk and
bureaucratic burden of becoming a National Training Provider. The largest company in the UK, the
Polestar Group, which employs just over 3,500 people, has a employer provider contract to deliver training
for its own staV.

48. BPIF Training is the only sector training provider, existing to oVset this market failure. In June 2006
it was awarded a grade 2 from the Adult Learning Inspectorate and has a 60% completion rate—far above
the national average of 31%. It works in partnership with Amicus’s Union Learner Representatives to
develop a culture of learning within workplaces but takeup of training remains patchy.

National providers face LSC postcode lottery

49. BPIF Training, as a private work-based national training provider, encounters great inconsistencies
in local LSC’s policies towards national providers.

Case study 5: a printer in Manchester seeking print training was told that it had to access a local
provider despite none being available delivering the required training. It refused to allow BPIF
Training to carry out the training despite it being provided in the Manchester workplace,
suggesting instead that BPIF Training sub-contract through a local college, which would have
resulted in a proportion of the funding going towards two levels of administration. Five metres
across the road from the company in question, Lancashire LSC was happy to fund BPIF
Training directly.

Private providers penalised

50. There remains a disparity between the funding provided to colleges and that provided to private
sector providers.

51. Colleges, as FE providers, can access capital funding to invest in equipment and property. Private
training providers are not able to access this funding and therefore cannot invest in their training provision.

52. We support the CBI’s calls for a level playing field for training providers. As BPIF Training is the
only provider across most of the UK—the result of the market failure of college and employer training
provision—it should be able to access funding as an FE provider. This will increase its ability to develop
training to meet the urgent skills needs of employers.

Conclusion

53. Focus on a national, not regional, strategy to market UK plc.

54. Make public procurement more straightforward. Proposed solutions:

(a) Better prepared tenders with clear capability requirements.

(b) Standardised assessment for applicants for public-sector work.

(c) Sharing information between third-party accreditation suppliers.

(d) Re-examine UK implementation of the EU procurement directives.

55. Allow private training providers to access funding as FE providers, particularly in cases—such as the
printing industry—where there is little or no employer or college training provision.

September 2006
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APPENDIX 9

Memorandum submitted by Chemical Industries Association

Question 1—Marketing UK PLC

Better regulation

1. The issue of over implementation of EU legislation is a significant problem for the UK chemical
industry. It costs our members a great deal in cost of compliance, administrative burden, competitiveness
and opportunities lost as a result. It is also oV putting to potential investors to the UK chemical industry.

2. An example of UK “gold plating” of EU legislation is the European Ambient Air Quality directive
called for a 1-hour and 24 hour limit (and therefore monitoring at that frequency) for SO2 emissions to be
achieved by end of 2005. However, the UK devolved administrations decided to “gold plate” this EU
legislation by reducing the limit from one hour to 15 minutes.

3. Sites located within Air Quality Management Areas are competitively disadvantaged compared to
other EUSites that only have to complywith the 1 hour and 24 hour limits. A further example of gold plating
regarding the definition of waste is attached as an Annex.

4. We believe that when the UK Government is implementing EU legislation it should:

— Be risk-based.

— Be consulted upon to fully asses impact on industry.

— Be assessed for financial impact.

— Be bound by cost compliance limits.

— Be economically, environmentally and socially sustainable.

— Be evenly and universally applied.

— Be regularly reviewed.

Energy

5. The chemical industry is a truly global market place. Many chemical companies that manufacture in
the UK are foreign headquartered or export a large percentage of their production. This means the UK
competes with other countries to have chemical manufacturing based in this country. The most immediate
threat to investment in the UK for the manufacturing of chemicals in the UK is the still high cost of energy,
specifically the diVerential in cost between theUKand competitors inContinental Europe and further afield.
Companies have recently been unable to rely on security of supply and stable competitive prices for energy—
essential for the energy intensive processes involved in chemical production.

6. Prices in the forward gas market for last winter had for many months been wholly uncompetitive for
intensive energy users in the UK—roughly twice the prices available on the Continent. UK manufacturers
had little option but to rely on the “spot” gas market.

7. During November an early cold snap and the failure of existing import infrastructure to bring in gas
at anywhere near capacity led to a rapid withdrawal of gas from the UK’s limited storage, resulting in spot
prices rising to record levels. The market remained nervous—and prices stayed high—for the rest of the
winter, even after imports had began to flow in greater quantity by the beginning of 2006. Another cold spell
in March caused new record spot prices.

8. There were enforced prolonged shutdowns or reduced rates of operation at plants manufacturing
ammonia, chlorine, and many other chemicals, as well as other commodities like glass and bricks. Many
plants, in particular several specialist glass producers, have closed permanently.

9. Many chemical sites switched production to plants in other countries (the majority of UK chemical
plants are in foreign ownership). Some companies passed on the high energy costs to UK customers,
spreading the pain further, but for many chemicals, markets and pricing are global, giving no opportunity
to recoup higher costs.

10. The inability of the UK markets to oVer a secure supply of energy at consistently competitive rates
means that the UK’s reputation as a place to manufacture chemicals has already been severely damaged,
and investment has been lost or deferred. While recent weeks have seen a welcome substantial downward
movement in wholesale gas and electricity prices, there remains a significant cost diVerential with the rest
of Europe.

11. We strongly urge the Government to do everything in its power to encourage the rapid expansion of
gas storage capacity by removing blocks in the planning process and to keep up the pressure on EUmember
countries to properly deregulate their markets so gas flows in response to price signals.
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12. In the long term we welcome the focus that the Energy Review has given to the issue but nowwe need
the Government to set out a clear road map for the implementation of an energy policy to give potential
investors the confidence to come to the UK.

13. The Government’s energy policy should:

— Ensure long term competitive prices, with emissions reduction policy that recognises EU and
global realities.

— Enable long term security of supply through a sensible mix of energy sources, minimising
dependence on imports where possible, and otherwise diversifying sources of imports.

— Preserve suYcient gas/oil as a basic product feedstock for the chemical industry.

— Recognise the importance of eYcient base load power to industry by giving nuclear energy and
clean coal technology full consideration as part of the energy mix as technology stands today.

— Provide incentives to encourage pre-commercial research into new energy options.

— Encourage use of renewable energy where reliable and cost competitive.

— Give incentives to develop technology that reduces energy demand.

— Encourage energy saving. Industry now accounts for only 21% of final energy consumption:
attention must also be paid to the domestic and transport sectors that together account for 66%
of consumption.

Question 3—Skills Shortages

14. Our main concern around skills, links to science, with it’s roots in the education system. In a recent
survey of our members,

— 83% of chemical businesses did not feel that science education is prominent enough in the UK
education system.

— 49% say the people they recruit do not have the right skills.

— 76% reported diYculty recruiting university leavers.

15. In the same survey, there was a lack of appreciation of the role and use that can bemade by businesses
of the Sector Skills Council.

16. Science tends to be a “lifelong skill” so if people become interested at the early stage s then it will stay
with them. We believe the same to be true of other areas of manufacturing. We need new and joined-up
standards and processes reflecting exactly where, we as a country want to see the men and women who leave
our education system at whatever age from whatever institution be in terms of their understanding and
hopefully their passion for science. Right from the first step into education until departure we have to set
and then track scientific progress.

17. Those of us in industry—on both sides and especially the chemical industry—workers and employers
have to play our part in lifting the skill of everyone and that includes the skill levels of every worker from
Boardroom to laboratory, from workbench to canteen from gatehouse to oYce. Because it is at all levels
that chemical businesses need to compete. And there are no longer any unskilled jobs in the chemical
industry.Moving beyond science, ourmembers also reported problems in other areas. Technical knowledge,
HSE, and problem solving were all felt to be areas where employers had to bridge a bigger gap than they
thought they would have to. Once in the workplace, with a spend of nearly half a billion pounds on training
our companies are committed to ensuring high skill levels but to ensure “the pipeline’ we need a diVerent
approach in the education sector and recognize we must play our part.

18. We would be very pleased to help the Committee further with it’s inquiry, if any discussion would
prove helpful.

ANNEX

Better Regulation—EU Gold Plating

The Definition of Waste

We are concerned at diVerences of interpretation across EUmember states with regards to the Definition
of wastes. Including; Waste shipment regulations (Transfrontier Shipment of waste regulations
(TFS)(1994)) and the Waste Incineration directive. This aVects a wide range of chemical manufacturing
businesses.

It has led to diVering practices between member states on the question of when a waste ceases to be a
waste and becomes a resource once more. Consequently this has led to certain materials being classified as
hazardouswaste in onemember state whereas in anothermember state, thematerialmay not even be defined
as a waste at all. In the UK chemicals industry, the impact of this lack of clarity and lack of level playing
field is having a marked eVect on a number of manufacturing sites.
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For example one of our members has reported that his site has to comply with the EU Waste shipment
regulations (Transfrontier Shipment of waste regulations (TFS)(1994)) in order to export a material
produced on site and that will be directly used as a raw material in another chemical process in Belgium.
This arises from the fact that the Environment Agency has categorised this material as “waste’. Compliance
with TFS requires the producer to send notifications of shipments of waste to the competent national
Authorities, which have then to approve it, prior shipment. In England and Wales this procedure incurs a
substantial fee for the exporter coupled with a delay for process by the EA that can last up to three months.
We have evidence that the same material produced under similar conditions in France is not categorised as
waste by the French Authorities and hence the producer does not have to comply with the EU Waste
shipment regulations in order to export the material to Belgium.

Another example relates to compliance with theWaste Incineration directive (WID). One of ourmembers
operates a process producing a well-characterised single waste stream that can be recycled to produce the
raw material for the main process. The recycling operation, which is proven environmentally and
economically sustainable, includes an incineration step. Article 11 of the Council directive 91/156/EEC
amending 75/442/EEC (WID) states that installations that carry out waste recovery in accordance with
article 4 (not endangering human health and the environment) are exempted from the Directive. The
regulators first agreed that the recycling operation falls under this description and therefore should be
exempted from WID. However Defra did not retained this interpretation and concluded that because the
recycling operation includes an irreversible molecular change to the waste stream then WID would apply
to the thermal treatment stage of the process. In this particular example it should be noted that 99.6% of
the whole process is reversible as the incineration product is recovered and converted it back into its pure
form for re-use. With this in mind it is also worth mentioning that DEFRA allows certain incinerators to
be exempt from WID where there is incomplete destruction of the waste stream but the waste stream does
not undergo any chemical change at any stage. The fact that subsequent processing is able to re-form a large
proportion of the waste stream into a useful product was not considered by DEFRA as a criteria for
exemption while processes such as swarf driers, where the swarf is heated to a temperature that burns oV

oil contaminants leaving the swarf “product” for reuse and, burning activated carbon containing VOCs
where the VOCs get burnt to leave a VOC free activated carbon product for reuse are exempted under the
basis that the waste stream does not undergo any chemical change at any stage.

29 September 2006

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted by the Confederation of British Industry (CBI)

1. Introduction

1.1 The CBI is the UK’s leading business organisation, speaking for some 240,000 businesses that
together employ around a third of the private sector workforce.

1.2 This paper has been prepared in response to the House of Commons Trade and Industry Committee
inquiries under the general theme of “The future of manufacturing industry in the UK”. The paper is
structured around the three individual inquiries chosen by the Committee:

— Marketing UK plc: The work of UK Trade and Investment in supporting exporters and
encouraging inward investment. In particular, the new UKTI strategy and its impact on the
achievement of UKTI’s Public Service Agreement.

— Public procurement: The scope for government support for UK industry.

— Skills shortages: the extent to which such shortages are hindering the development of
manufacturing industry; what skills are needed, the eVectiveness of the dialogue between industry
and education/training providers, including the role of the Sector Skills Councils; and co-
ordination of provision within Government.

2. Current State of Manufacturing

Current trends in manufacturing

2.1 Recent industrial and economic surveys have suggested that 2006 has so far witnessed a fragile
recovery in the UKmanufacturing sector, after a diYcult year in 2005. Increased demand, driven primarily
by export growth, has led to positive trends in output and improved confidence. The sustainability of the
recovery is undermined by consistently escalating energy and materials prices.

2.2 The CBI’s Quarterly Industrial Trends Survey is recognised as the leading survey of manufacturing
activity. The most recent results published in July 2006 revealed a continued improvement in fortunes for
the sector:
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— The July and April surveys together represented a sharp improvement in demand conditions,
although total new orders remained unchanged in the three months to July. A slight fall in
domestic orders was compensated by a rise in export orders, which grew by more than expected.
Manufacturers expect exports to increase in coming months, which if achieved will be the fastest
rate of increase since 1995.

— Output growth remained modest and was slower than expected. Manufacturers anticipate this
modest increase to continue in the third quarter.

— Costs continued to rise, albeit at a slower rate than the previous three surveys. Domestic output
prices remained unchanged despite previous predictions of a strong rise, indicating that
manufacturers are struggling to pass costs on to customers.

— Employment continued to fall but the rate of job loss has returned to below the long-term average.
This is expected to continue in the coming months.

Role of manufacturing in the economy

2.3 The output of the manufacturing sector (measured in Gross Value Added) stood at £148 billion in
2005, compared to £116 billion in 1990, an increase of 27%. During the same period service sector output
grew by 155% from £321 billion to £812 billion.

2.4 Therefore manufacturing as a proportion of the total economy has declined, despite absolute growth
in manufacturing output. In 1990 manufacturing accounted for 23% of the UK economy, in 2005 it
accounted for only 14%.

Chart 2a Manufacturing in the economy (1990-2005)
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2.5 Manufacturing employment (measured in workforce jobs) in March 2006 was 3.3 million. This is a
significant decline on the 1980 level of 6.8 million. Decline in manufacturing employment has been steady,
and mainly attributed to firms making underlying productivity improvements. Recently the trend has been
exacerbated by high input prices and increased pressure on profit margins.

2.6 Since 1980 total UK employment has risen from 27 million to over 30 million. The proportion of the
working population employed inmanufacturing has declined significantly, from 25% in 1980 to 11% in 2005.
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Chart 2b UK Employment (1980 - 2005)
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2.7 Manufacturing remains vital to the UK’s balance of trade, as international trade is still dominated
by trade in goods.Manufactured goods comprise 82% of the total value of exported goods. In terms of total
trade, manufactured goods comprise 54% of all UK exports of goods and services.

2.8 Further information on the export performance of the UK manufacturing sector can be found in
Section 4.

Chart 2c UK Exports (1990-2005) 
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2.9 It is widely accepted that the UK suVers a productivity shortfall when compared to our leading
competitors. The magnitude of the productivity gap varies depending on the statistical measure employed,
but historically theUKhas performed poorly by all metrics. Since 1997, HMTreasury has made it a priority
to raise productivity levels to close the gap with our competitors.

2.10 According to recent data published by the DTI, there has been good progress in closing the
productivity gap. Measured in terms of GDP per worker the gap with France has halved and the gap with
Germany has been closed. In terms of GDP per hour worked, the gaps have also narrowed significantly.
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Chart 2d International Productivity Comparison (1990-2005)
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2.11 The productivity gap between UK manufacturing and the manufacturing sectors of France,
Germany and the US is estimated to be wider than the productivity gap at an economy-wide level.

2.12 However, manufacturing has made significant productivity improvements, and is a driver of
productivity growth in the overall economy. As shown below, manufacturing productivity rose by 58%
between 1990 and 2005 compared with 35% for the economy as a whole.

Chart 2e Productivity Growth (1990-2005)
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3. Marketing UK plc

3.1 The international presence of manufacturing, and of UK plc in general, is crucial for the success of
the UK economy. Globalisation will continue to open up new markets and break down geographical and
political barriers, while emerging markets will grow in size and importance. The UK manufacturing sector
must look outwards and compete in export markets for sustained success to be possible.
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3.2 The marketing of UK plc will become increasingly important. Building relationships with customers,
suppliers and partners will be vital for multinational manufacturers to eVectively manage global supply
chains. This applies to their established markets, centres of low cost competition, and tomorrow’s emerging
economies.

3.3 Building international relationships for companies, and UK industry in general, includes inward
investment, outward investment and international trade. All three aspects are vital to provide suYcient
demand, improve competitiveness and realise the benefits presented by the opportunities of globalisation.
The required focus on each aspect varies depending on the nature of the companies or sectors in question,
and their role in the global marketplace.

3.4 A prerequisite to marketing UK plc is a multilateral trade system underpinned by the WTO. The
DTI’s role in the European Commission in respect of bilateral and multilateral trade and investment
negotiation should not be forgotten.

3.5 Industry needs a champion for their international trade and investment interests at the heart of
government. They also need an organisation to provide tailored and relevant support for companies,
encourage foreign investment into the UK and facilitate UK companies’ international activities.

3.6 This role is occupied by UK Trade & Investment (UKTI), which aims to:

“enhance the competitiveness of companies in the UK through overseas trade and investments; and
attract a continuing high level of quality foreign direct investment”

International Trade

3.7 International trade is the lifeblood of UK manufacturing. The few UK companies not directly
operating in export markets will be involved through the supply chain. For many multinational
manufacturers and industry sectors, export markets form a major proportion of their business. Crucially,
the fragile recovery of the manufacturing sector during 2006 has been built mainly on export growth.

3.8 There is evidence that export activity is linked to improvements in productivity, both at aggregate
level and the level of individual companies30. Entry into export markets often leads to company growth,
productivity improvements and acts as a valuable source of market intelligence or technical knowledge.

3.9 In 2005 the total value of manufactured goods exported was £174 billion, compared to £82.4 billion
in 1990, an increase of 110%. In the same time frame, the total value of exports has increased by 140%.
Service sector exports are growing more rapidly than manufacturing exports, but are still of significantly
lower value.

Chart 3a UK Manufacturing Exports (1990-2005) 
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3.10 However, there are concerns that the UK is not best placed to take advantage of the trends in
globalisation. Exports of manufactured goods are still heavily focused on the EU and North America, with

30 DTI Economics Paper 18 International Trade and Investment—the Economic Rationale for Government Support.
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only 2% of UK exports going to India and China combined. CBI members have expressed concern that the
UK is in danger of falling behind our competitor countries in exploiting the export opportunities of growth
in emerging markets.

Inward Investment

3.11 Inward investment brings enormous benefits to the UK economy, not least in manufacturing.
Investment projects add toUK capacity, provide an influx of capital and create and secure jobs. In addition,
inward investment has a positive eVect on the competitiveness of UK industry.

3.12 Multinationalmanufacturers are often leaders in best practice, for example leanmanufacturing, new
technology and management techniques. Inward investment often results in knowledge spillovers—the
transfer of best practice to suppliers and UK industry as a whole.

3.13 Statistics for 2004–05 suggest record inward investment figures with 1,220 new projects creating over
34,000 new jobs and securing a further 56,000 jobs31. The manufacturing sector accounted for a quarter of
new projects and new jobs, and three quarters of the total number of secured jobs.

3.14 However it is important that the UK maintains its attractiveness to foreign investors. Those
companies investing in the UK will not hesitate to re-locate abroad if there are greater savings or process
improvements available. Future investment going to other countries at the expense of the UK would have
profoundly damaging eVects on the capabilities and the competitiveness of UK industry.

3.15 Value chains in manufacturing are becoming more fragmented, and multinationals are increasingly
flexible regarding the location of their business functions. Production, R&D and design capabilities will be
located where they are most commercially viable. These decisions are based on a number of issues including
cost, quality, delivery, skilled labour, regulatory environments and government incentives.

UK Trade & Investment—Prosperity in a changing world

3.16 UKTI published their new strategy “Prosperity in a changing world”, in July 2006. The strategy sets
out the direction for UKTI over the next five years, with a particular focus on improving the marketing of
the UK and supporting business in emerging markets.

3.17 The remit of UKTI is inclusive of all companies within the UK and therefore includes all sectors of
the economy, not only manufacturing. Particular emphasis in the Strategy is placed on the promotion of
the City of London and ensuring it retains its leading role in financial markets. The CBI agrees with the
necessity of this focus, and supportive of eVorts to achieve these goals. However, due to the nature of this
inquiry we shall forthwith restrict comments to the implications of the work of UKTI on the
manufacturing sector.

3.18 It should also be recognised that the CBI has been a long-term advocate of the need for export
support and the marketing of UK plc, and also a supporter of the role of UKTI. The CBI has made
significant input into the UKTI strategy through a close working relationship during the drafting process.

3.19 Great emphasis remains on delivery against the newUKTI strategy. As such it is currently too early
to judge whether the new strategy will assist UKTI in achieving its Public Service Agreement target.
However, there are a number of concerns from industry that must be addressed, regarding the overall goals,
approach and performance of UKTI.

Attitude towards globalisation

3.20 The approach to globalisation has previously been to mitigate the threats from growing economies
such as China and India.What has been lacking is an appropriate focus on the benefits of globalisation, and
the opportunities provided by the growth of emerging economies.

3.21 The success of UK manufacturing in future will be dependent on our approach to globalisation,
ensuring the UK is well positioned to take full advantage of current and future trends. The flexibility in
manufacturing value chains as outlined above allows companies to tap into the benefits of low cost
economies, either through oVshoring elements of their business or outsourcing the production process in
part or entirely.

3.22 The development of emerging markets represents a huge opportunity for UK companies. The
consumer classes of India and China are growing rapidly. Strengthening links with these countries, while
remaining vigilant for new global players, is key to turning globalisation from a threat to an opportunity
for UK companies.

31 UK Trade & Investment, UK Inward Investment 2005–06.
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Relationship between exports and inward investment

3.23 CBI members believe that UKTI has been overly focused on inward investment as opposed to
encouraging and supporting UK firms to export. The CBI has welcomed the new strategy in that it
rebalances the focus of UKTI back towards supporting export success.

3.24 Encouraging export activity, particularly with a focus on the emerging markets, is key to enabling
UK industry to exploit the opportunities of globalisation. There is a strong financial justification for an
emphasis on export activity, the UKTI strategy cites evidence of a £17 million return on every £1 million
spent on trade development.

3.25 Such an emphasis on exports requires UKTI to provide support for new-to-export companies and
facilitate the activities of experienced exporters. A set of clear metrics is required on which to measure the
success of UKTI in encouraging export activity.

EVectiveness of UKTI support

3.26 The experience of somemanufacturing companies highlights a two-fold problem inUKTI’s delivery
of support. Firstly, few companies have had any contact withUKTI, and secondly the bureaucracy involved
in obtaining support heavily outweighed the benefits.

3.27 The perception of manufacturers is that UKTI as an organisation has been excessively preoccupied
bymeeting its targets, at the expense of providing support that is accessible, relevant and helpful. As a result
there is at least one example of a parallel initiative being established to fulfil trade development functions
in the food and drink industry.

The Role of the RDAs

3.28 The responsibility for encouraging and facilitating inward investment is shared among several
government departments, the Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) and the devolved administrations.
Each region of the UK runs parallel initiatives to encourage inward investment within their boundaries.

3.29 This approach leads to considerable overlap and competition between the regions, and seriously
undermines the eVectiveness of marketing of the UK to foreign investors. There is a clear and urgent need
to review the role of the RDAs in encouraging inward investment.

4. Public Procurement

4.1 The public procurement budget stands at around £125 billion a year in the UK. The public sector is
an important customer for UKmanufacturing, and there is significant potential for intelligent procurement
practices to benefit industry. Public procurement can be leveraged to encourage business investment and
innovation, which would boost business competitiveness and set the seed for long term economic growth.

4.2 Leveraging procurement in this way requires changes in the procurement process and the culture and
professionalism of procuring departments. In general, the CBI calls for the following:

— Creating and sustaining competitive supply markets

— Early dialogue between clients and suppliers

— More work up-front on specifications before tender

— Ongoing partnering relationships

— Output based specifications.

4.3 There appears to be a lack of forecasting ability in predicting future procurement needs. Successful
medium term procurement planning is necessary to enable certain industries in the UK that are dependent
on the public sector for the bulk of their orders to plan ahead. Should government purchasing swing
unpredictably “between feast and famine’, it is beyond the ability of some industries to sustain themselves
during protracted periods of low demand.

4.4 Crucially, a relatively small number of suppliers to the public sector can support entire supply chains.
In some sectors, for example in the rail transport industry, these few suppliers are directly and significantly
aVected by public procurement decisions.

Procuring Innovation

4.5 The government can play a major part in underpinning and facilitating innovation in business. Much
of the focus to date has been on addressing specific market failures such as under investment in research and
development, for example via the R&D tax credit. Some of the benefits of R&D expenditure spill-over
beyond the investing company, and the R&D tax credit helps to oVset this external benefit that the company
cannot fully capture.
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4.6 Increasingly, CBI members believe that the innovation push eVect of direct support measures should
be reinforced with innovation pull factors. Public procurement is the largest overall pull factor that the
government could eVectively influence. A focus within public procurement on acquiring innovative
products, services and processes would be a major driver for business investment in innovation.

4.7 TheCBI has identified that “current procurement practices not only fail to foster business innovation,
but also fail to allow government to maximise long-term value from its investments”32. Survey data revealed
that nearly 80% of respondents thought the government failed to support innovation by acting as an early
adopter of new ideas.

4.8 The CBI has been exploring this issue further and will be launching a detailed report on the topic in
mid-October, which will be forwarded to the Committee once it is released. An area that the report focuses
on is how to provide a more eVective link between research and procurement in the UK. It considers ways
of accelerating the development of ideas into new technology and on into appropriate procurement rounds.
If this could be achieved then it should be beneficial for public services and for the UK economy as a whole.

Value for Money

4.9 The concept of “value for money” on which procurement decisions must be based, includes other
dimensions other than simply price. Quality is a key factor, for example in the procurement of food for the
education or prison systems. Procurement decisions must be based on whole-life value for money, based on
assessment of the costs associated with the products throughout its entire life span.

4.10 There has also been significant pressure to increase the use of social clauses in public sector contracts.
Social clauses, or social requirements, are a means of including social or environmental requirements in
public sector contracts that would not conventionally be considered as defined outcomes. The inclusion of
social clauses is often designed to deliver on the social or environmental policy objectives of the
procuring party.

4.11 Those manufacturers supplying to non-public organisations are experiencing a greater focus on
corporate social responsibility, in addition to the common procurement criteria of quality, cost and delivery.
There is a balance point where these considerations are relevant and appropriate to public contracts as well
as private contracts.

4.12 For example the concept of carbon footprints and the aim of becoming “carbon neutral” is
important tomany organisations. This is likely to also become an important factor in public procurement, as
paying higher prices for local goods would be justified due to the savings in carbon emissions from reduced
environmental impact from logistics.

4.13 The CBI is concerned that while social clauses may be eVective in delivering on social or
environmental policy objectives, there is scarce evidence of social clauses benefiting business. The inclusion
of social clauses in public procurement contracts is likely to increase the levels of bureaucracy involved in
tendering for contracts, and therefore discourage companies, particularly SMEs, from bidding.

5. Skills shortages

5.1 Achieving and maintaining appropriate levels of workforce skills is a crucial determinant of
competitiveness within manufacturing. In order to remain competitive in the face of growing global
competition, manufacturing companies are required to make continuous productivity improvements and
successfully innovate with respect to products and processes.

5.2 To succeed in both of these aims it is necessary to have a workforce with the necessary mix of skills
and the ability to be flexible in order to adapt to changing processes. The necessary skills mix includes good
levels of literacy and numeracy and basic employability skills, craft and technical skills, higher qualifications
and management and leadership skills.

5.3 As discussed in section 2, the UK exhibits a productivity gap with our primary competitors, namely
the US, France and Germany. Research has identified the root causes of this productivity gap as physical
capital, labour force skills and total factor productivity33. The variation in labour force skills was estimated
to account for up to a fifth of the UK’s productivity gap with France and Germany in 1999, although they
were not significant in explaining the gap with the US.

32 CBI/QinetiQ Innovation Survey, 2005.
33 O’Mahony and de Boer (2002), “Britain’s relative productivity performance: updates to 1999”.
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Chart 5a Decomposition of the UK's Productivity Gap
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5.4 The skills issue should not be considered in isolation. There are strong links between the shortages
and the perception of manufacturing as a failing industry. The media coverage of manufacturing tends to
imply there is little future in the sector, which removes the incentives for young people to take specialised
qualifications, opt for engineering and technology subjects, or follow manufacturing career paths.

5.5 The remaining evidence is structured around the twin aspects of the skills issue. The first aspect is the
quality and availability of skills input into the manufacturing sector, and the extent to which shortages of
relevant skills are hindering the development of manufacturing. Secondly, manufacturers provide
vocational training to the existing workforce, for which the quality and co-ordination of training provision
is important.

Skills Input

5.6 There is evidence that the manufacturing sector is disproportionately aVected by skills shortages in
comparison to the economy as awhole. The incidence of skills-shortage vacancies (SSVs), those vacant posts
hard to fill due to a lack of available skills in the labour market, is higher than average in the
manufacturing sector34.

5.7 Larger manufacturers are able to engage with the education system at higher, further and secondary
education levels, in order to provide encouragement and guidance for students and teachers in
manufacturing and engineering disciplines. Such involvement enables larger manufacturers, to some extent,
to specify their skills requirements and improve the flow of recruits into their business. Smaller
manufacturers often lack the resources to take this approach.

5.8 In the near future, industry’s skills requirements will change significantly, both in the type of skills
needed and the level of qualifications. The majority of businesses predict that their skills requirements will
change over the next three years, and only 10% expect to need similar or lower skills levels35.

5.9 The government’s ambition to increase industry’s expenditure on research and development will
generate greater demand for high level skills in science, engineering and technology. Demand from the
manufacturing sector for relevant graduate qualifications is also likely to increase, given that manufacturers
will increasingly focus on innovation and technology to achieve competitive advantage.

5.10 The importance of management and leadership skills is likely to increase in the future. Many
manufacturing companies are part of global networks and multinationals today manage increasingly
complex supply chains. The capability to co-ordinate and optimise such organisations could prove to be a
key source of competitive advantage for UK manufacturers.

34 National Employers Skills Survey 2005.
35 CIPD, Annual Survey Report 2005, Training and Development.
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Skills Profile

5.11 Analysis of the UK’s skills profile reveals a mix of strengths and weaknesses across skills levels. In
comparison to France and Germany the UK skills profile is characterised by relatively high proportions of
lower and higher skills, and a relatively low proportion of intermediate skills.

Chart 5b UK Qualification Levels (2000-2005)
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5.12 In 2005, 18% of the working age population possessed qualifications below level 2, excluding those
with no skills. Below level 2 qualifications include less than five GCSE grades A*-C, BTEC general
certificates, NVQ level 1, and Basic Skills qualifications. This proportion has declinedmarginally over recent
years from 20% in 2000.

5.13 Intermediate skills are defined as levels 2 and 3, including GCSE and A level passes or equivalent
vocational qualifications, and trade apprenticeships. In 2005 the proportion of the UK working age
population with intermediate skills stood at 42%, a marginal increase since 2000.

5.14 In 2005, 26.8% of all people of working age were qualified at level 4 or higher, the equivalent of a
first or higher degree and the highest vocational qualifications. This proportion has increased since 1999
from 23%. This proportion is relatively high compared to our European competitors, and approximately
comparable to the US and Japan.

Basic Skills

5.15 Evidence suggests that school leavers lack the basic employability skills. 42% of employers believe
school leavers lack basic literacy and numeracy and approximately 20% of the workforce lack the numeracy
and literacy skills expected of an 11-year old36. School leavers without the minimum levels of literacy and
numeracy hinder productivity and add extra costs to business by way of remedial training. The impact on
businesses and the economy as a whole is huge, it is estimated that low basic skills cost the economy £10
billion a year.

Intermediate Skills

5.16 The proportion of intermediate level skills in the UK workforce is likely to be a significant cause
of the productivity gap with our European competitor, as significantly larger proportions of France and
Germany’s workforce are qualified to intermediate level. However this shortfall may be due to other
countries’ greater success in turning competency into qualifications, rather than a lack of skills per se in
the UK.

36 CBI Employment Trends Survey, 2005.
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Higher Skills

5.17 Industry is claiming an urgent need for more quality graduates in chemistry, physics, engineering
and technology. Overall the numbers of science, engineering and technology graduates are increasing. In
2004 there were 2.1 million SET graduates in the UK working age population, an increase of 57% from the
1997 figure of 1.3 million. In the same time frame, non-SET degree graduates increased by 49%.

Chart 5c First Degree Graduates (1997-2004)
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5.18 However, a breakdown by subject of all new SET graduates reveals that this growth is due to
increases in biology and computer science, which experienced growth in excess of 100%, and medicine and
allied subjects, which increased by 89%. In contrast, physical science and engineering and technology fell by
around 10%. Mathematical sciences increased by 33%.

Chart 5d Number of SET degrees by subject (1995-2004) 
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5.19 There is also an issue with quality, as there is evidence that some pharmaceutical companies make
it policy to recruit abroad as UK chemistry graduates are not perceived to be suYciently skilled.
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Management Skills

5.20 Management and leadership skills have often been overlooked in the skills debate. EVective
management is vital for manufacturers strategic development and long term success, as well as necessary to
get the most from the improvements in workforce skills.

5.21 Research has proven that there is a strong correlation between good management practices and
company performance, particularly in improving total factor productivity—the measure of productivity
having already taken into account diVerences in labour and capital. Analysis from McKinsey37 shows that
the quality of management in the best UK companies is world class, yet there is a longer tail of UK firms
displaying poor management practices.

Training Supply

5.22 In 2005 the government spent £3 billion on adult skills. A further £161 million was spent on basic
skills through the Train to Gain programme which targets adult workers without a Level 2 qualification.
Results show that this approach is working—the use of “brokers” to identify skills needs, find the best
training providers and put employers in touch with them has been successful.

5.23 However despite the government’s eVorts, most employers find the supply of government funded
training diYcult to navigate and once found, relatively unresponsive and not tailored for their needs.
Although there are some indications that matters are improving, the pace of change is slow and many
employers are expressing strong dissatisfaction that the LSC-controlled structure introduced some 8 years
ago still fails to match the service provided by Training and Enterprise Councils which were felt to be
employer led.

5.24 Specific evidence from manufacturing companies reveals that training provision within
manufacturing is over complicated and discourages employer involvement, particularly fromSMEswho are
unlikely to have the resources to navigate the system. There is a desire from industry to rationalise and
simplify the training infrastructure for manufacturing, to create a system that is streamlined, integrated,
with high quality delivery aligned across all skill levels.

5.25 CBI members have commented on the variable quality of further education colleges in providing
workforce training. Many employers have encountered diYculties in suYciently tailoring training courses
to meet their needs.

5.26 Industry is concerned over the eYcacy of Sector Skills Councils in driving up the level of skills and
training provision within sectors. Sector Skills Councils have arisen as a natural measure to deal with skills
issues, but the quality of their delivery has been poor.

5.27 Many companies in the industry sectors covered by SEMTA are looking to the forthcoming
National Manufacturing Skills Academy to provide a more successful lead on skills issues. Such an
Academywould provide an overarching structure for skills provision across the wholemanufacturing sector
and should play a role in simplifying the skills marketplace.

5.28 A large proportion of skills requirements are generic across the manufacturing sector and actions
should be taken to ensure that the NMSA, if established, should remain the sole academy serving the
manufacturing sector with specialised divisions catering to individual sectors, should there be suYcient
demand for these specialised skills.

September 2006

APPENDIX 11

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the CBI

Definition of Manufacturing

Earlier this year the CBI and the DTI together sponsored a project to investigate the nature of modern
manufacturing, and in particular what we mean when we refer to “high value manufacturing”.

The report (available on the CBI website www.cbi.org.uk/manufacturing) highlights that the
manufacturing value chain includes a range of activities from the conception to the delivery of a product,
including research and development, design, production, logistics and after-sales service provision.

The value chain as described is growing increasingly fragmented, with elements of the manufacturing
process likely to be carried out in diVerent countries or by diVerent companies. Production itself is becoming
less important as a defining factor for manufacturing companies, many instead opting to focus on R&D or
service provision.

37 McKinsey & Company, Management Matters, 2005.
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This extended definition of manufacturing has significant statistical implications. The current measures
of manufacturing output and manufacturing employment are likely to overlook significant proportions of
the manufacturing sector as defined above, It is vital that policy decisions are based in future on an accurate
representation of the sector.

Manufacturing as a process is broader in scope than simply production, and the boundaries between
manufacturing and service industries are disintegrating. Government policies that do not embrace this shift
will address only a small part of the problems facing manufacturing companies.

Office of Science and Innovation

The CBI welcomed the creation of the OYce of Science and Innovation (OSI) earlier this year, and
maintains a close working relationship with senior oYcials. The CBI also enjoys a close relationship with
the Technology Strategy Board (TSB), whom we believe should take a more central leadership role in the
determination of national innovation priorities. The recent decision to increase the independence of the TSB
by placing it at arm’s length from central government is therefore welcome, But we urge government to
remain ambitious when setting the detailed remit for the enhanced TSB and to ensure that it receives
adequate funding: we estimate that an eVective TSB should command a budget of around £625 million a
year (equivalent to the budget for EPSRC).

It is conceivable that some of the functions currently performed within OSI could be transferred to an
enhanced TSB. In principle, we would have no objections to the transfer of responsibilities if they added to
the Board’s ability to steer and deliver an eVective strategy.

But for the sake of managerial and policy stability, it is important that the OYce of Science and
Innovation avoids significant changes in the near future, beyond any which might arise from the extension
of the TSB’s remit.

Nevertheless, we continue to remind government that, having brought science and innovation together,
excessive focus must not be placed on science and technology at the expense of innovation. Innovation is
broader than research and development, science and technology, and the CBI will continue to lobby for an
appropriate focus on the full breadth of innovation.

I hope your discussion with the CBI Manufacturing Council was valuable to your work in this area, and
I trust this letter has clarified the CBI position on the two issues mentioned. I look forward to exploring
these and other issues with you when the CBI gives oral evidence to the Trade & Industry Select Committee
in January.

16 November 2006

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum submitted by Deloitte & Touche

Why UKManufacturing needs to Pursue an Export Strategy

Executive summary

This paper is based on research by Deloitte—“Innovation in emerging markets—strategies for achieving
commercial success” which was published in 2006, where global companies were surveyed to provide
feedback on activities being undertaken by them with regard to the emerging markets.

Global manufacturers increasingly regard competing successfully in emerging markets as key to their
corporate strategy. There is little doubt that emerging markets present a tremendous opportunity for global
manufacturers. Today,many global manufacturers believe theymust have a strategy for themajor emerging
markets of China and India. For many, China is seen as the place to produce or procure goods where India
is the place to procure business and IT services. Yet in the future this discrete division of labour might not
be so clear or even relevant. Moreover , both countries are seen as burgeoning markets in their own right.
Many more UK manufacturers see opportunities for growth in India but over a longer term than China.

The question is why does this all matter? China and India account for nearly 40% of the world’s
population. When GDP is measured using PPP (purchasing power parity) exchange rates which reflect the
actual purchasing power of a country’s currency, China has the world’s second largest economy after the
US and India , fourth after US, China and Japan. Moreover, China and India accounted for roughly half
of the global GDP growth in 2005.
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Not only do countries such as China, India, Russia and Brazil oVer lower operating costs, but they are
also home to rapidly growing middle classes that are potentially huge markets for the products and services
of global manufacturers. There will be approximately 500million people in the middle classes in the next 5
years in China and India alone.

What will the future bring for India and China?

— Both will grow rapidly, taking a much larger share of global GDP yet in the foreseeable future, it
is more likely that China will continue to grow more rapidly than India. In both countries, the
domestic market will be increasingly attractive to investment.

— The division of labour between India and China will become blurred as both countries excel in
services and manufacturing.

— Trade between India and China will expand, enabling companies in both countries to achieve
critical mass. For global companies selling in these markets, this means more local competition.

— Both countries will create new world-class companies that will be competitive with companies
based in the UK this will create new challenges for both UK companies but also UKGovernment
in ensuring that the UK receives its fair share of inward investment.

— Both countries, while remaining relatively poor, will experience rapid growth of the middle class,
creating vast opportunities for Western companies to sell in those markets.

Research by Deloitte shows that UK manufacturers have a challenge to improve their emerging market
strategies and business performance. Most UK companies expected to expand sales revenues with a quarter
of those surveyed expecting to increase substantially in the next three years. This compares with 30% in the
US, France and Japan and 40% in Germany. (See Exhibits 1 and 2 show the global results).

Exhibit 1

BULLISH ON EMERGINGMARKETS

Percentage of executive responses expecting a substantial increase
in sales revenues over the next three years.
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Exhibit 2

CHINA EXPECTED TO LEAD THE PACK

Percentage of executive responses expecting a substantial increase in sales
revenues in each location over the next three years.
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Identifying the opportunity these markets represent, however, is the easy part. The much more diYcult
task is determining what it takes to sustain profitable growth in these markets. Setting and executing the
right strategy for profitable growth is so critical when exporting. Deloitte research identified and analysed
the strategic initiatives that global manufacturers must take to thrive in emerging markets. Our research
showed that far too many manufacturers simply made minor adjustments to existing products, reduced
prices and replicated existing distribution channels, this leads to margin erosion and over the long term, this
strategy just doesn’t work.

Our research also highlighted that to achieve sustainable commercial success in emerging markets, global
manufacturers must develop a strategy based around innovation. This means that global manufacturers
must essentially acquire an entirely new set of skills and organisational structures that address the special
requirements of both consumer and industrial buyers in these markets.We also believe that this meansmore
focus at the local market level and development of advanced management expertise. Most significantly, it
means that global manufacturers must oVer products at dramatically lower prices tomatch the special needs
and lower purchasing power of most emerging market buyers.

The business opportunity cannot be overstated. When diVerences in the relative prices of goods and
services are taken into account (purchasing power parity), the aggregate gross domestic product of the 10
largest emerging economies was almost. US$18 trillion in 2004 and growing rapidly.

Leveraging the full commercial potential of emerging markets is not easy. Many manufacturers have
attempted to serve these markets by oVering their existing products, often selling older product models at
somewhat lower prices. Half of executives surveyed said their company’s products sold in emerging markets
were similar to those sold in their home market, and only 12% said that their products in emerging markets
were very diVerent.

UK manufacturers have the opportunity to achieve even greater market share and profitable growth by
developing innovative products and services tailored to local customer needs. Indeedmanufacturers can use
emerging markets to drive commercially viable innovation. For example, only 5% of UKmanufacturers sell
products that are significantly diVerent as compared to 14% in US.

Given the size of the opportunity why aren’t more UK manufacturers developing new products for the
emerging markets in which they compete. Simply put, it is a daunting challenge to design an array of
profitable products that meet the specific needs of customers in each emerging market, and do so at prices
that match the purchasing power of relevant consumer and business segments of the local economy.
Emerging markets oVer opportunities to forge innovations that create entirely new markets, often among
middle and lower income consumers who are not being served well, or perhaps at all, by available products.
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To add to the challenge, most UK manufacturers have built their capabilities and products on
understanding the preferences, technical requirements, and acceptance pricing for consumers and businesses
in developed markets. Now, they need to “unlearn” much of what has made them successful an order to
develop and profitably commercialise far less expensive products and services that meet the very diVerent
needs of consumers and businesses in emerging markets. Making the case for an entirely new approach to
emergingmarkets is not easy. Companies will need to go beyond traditional financial metrics to also employ
non- financial metrics of an operation’s health and growth prospects that address such issues as product
innovation and customer satisfaction.

Each emerging market will have its own unique profile, and the right strategy for a company will depend
on the nature of its industry and its capabilities, among other factors. Our research reveals that many UK
manufacturers often lack the expertise and resources to work through the following five critical challenges.

1. Rethinking value propositions

Manufacturers will need to design products tailored to meet the special needs of emerging market
customers, often priced far below their oVerings in developed markets. Three- quarters of the executives
surveyed who said that their company oVered very diVerent product features in emerging markets
anticipated a substantial increase in revenues over the next three years, compared to half of those who said
the product features were the same in emerging markets.

Tailored products are also more likely to be associated with higher margins. Manufacturers that develop
new product oVerings aligned to the unique needs of individual emerging markets will be likely to achieve
the greatest success.

2. Globalising research and development

Many manufacturers are locating research and development (R&D) facilities in emerging markets not
only to reduce the costs of product development, through lower wages as well as tax credits, and other
government incentives, but more importantly, to better incorporate local needs and expertise in product
design. Currently this applies mostly to major companies but our research showed that most of the
executives at companies that did not yet have R&D operations in emerging markets said their company
planned to establish them.

The challenge is to eVectively integrate and leverage R&D teams around the world. To build these
connections, leading companies are combining traditional face-to -face team building with technology
solutions such as databases of innovative ideas and global project teams that collaborate online.

3. Tailoring talent management

Manufacturing executives will need to rethink how they recruit, develop, deploy and connect the skilled
employees on who they rely. Once seen as an inexhaustible supply of low-cost labour, many emerging
markets are now facing the same shortages of skilled labour that are all too familiar here in the UK.
Understanding the local expectations and cultural norms to develop human resource policies is vital. These
could range from providing more holidays and sick leave in Russia and Eastern Europe to adding softer,
less quantifiable factors to performance evaluations in India.

4. Mastering the complexities of global value chains

Delivering commercially viable products that meet the needs of emerging markets will depend on global
companies leveraging their expertise in governance, business processes, and management while providing
autonomy to their local operations. Global supply chains also need to be adjusted to local realities, whether
sub zero temperatures of a Russian winter or the inadequate distribution in China.

While the challenges can be formidable, some companies are using theses obstacles as a catalyst to
reinvent their operations.

5. Managing risks

Emerging markets present a unique profile of risks—geopolitical, regulatory, financial, currency and
governance risks among others. However, on the greatest concerns to UK manufacturers in emerging
markets are potential threats to intellectual property rights, whether through outright theft of proprietary
know-how or counterfeiting of products.
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Companies must not only protect themselves from these unrewarded risks , they also need to guard
against the risk of failing to capture the upside of these markets. The goal is to achieve risk intelligence by
systematically identifying, evaluating and managing all the risks faced by a company across all the markets
in which it operates.

A key aspect of this comprehensive approach is to manage explicitly the interdependencies that inevitably
exist among the diVerent types of risk that a company faces.

In the Annex we have expanded on each of the above areas.

Future Policy

UK companies are clearly on a journey when approaching the challenges of the emerging markets. We
see this journey in three phases:

— emergingmarkets have been a low cost producer of product withmanyUKmanufacturersmoving
production from the UK to Eastern Europe or China;

— emerging markets are developing as markets in their own right with increasing numbers of middle
income consumers who demand products and services that meet their special needs;

— emerging market headquartered companies are establishing themselves as global companies and
are looking to expand overseas particularly into Europe;

In developing an emerging market strategy there are key questions which companies need to answer:

— Is your company developing fundamentally newproducts with cost structures thatmeet the unique
requirements of consumers and industrial buyers in emerging markets?

— Is your company developing innovations in emerging markets that can be brought back to change
the competitive landscape in developed economies?

— Has your company evaluated the benefits and challenges of locating R&D capabilities in emerging
markets? Are your R&D operations integrated into a global infrastructure that takes advantage
of common governance, business processes, and expertise?

— How eVectively does your company manage regulatory risks in emerging markets in such areas as
intellectual property protection, labour laws, and taxes?

— Is your company able to attract, develop and retain the key employees it needs in emergingmarkets
and integrate the into its global network?

The landscape is, therefore, complex and support by UK Government will need to reflect the changing
demands of business. The areas that Government needs to be addressing can be summarised as follows:

Macropolicies

1. small and medium sized businesses will still need support in determining their export strategy.
Particularly medium sized businesses have “fallen through” the network of existing support;

2. product design to meet the regulatory requirements of emerging markets is a particular area where
companies need help. The investment in new product designs can be very expensive for small and medium
sized companies and Government should review whether there are incentives that could be introduced in
this area. In addition, the understanding and navigation through laws and regulations in emerging markets
can be onerous and practical, on the ground advice and support is needed to help companies gain the
relevant product approval;

3. protecting intellectual property rights is a key challenge in emerging markets and companies struggle
to ensure that their products are not being replicated. More importantly, companies need help, advice and
support to fight intellectual property challenges in the courts. Again, medium sized companies are
particularly vulnerable in this area;

4. medium sized companies often lack the expertise to develop market entry strategies and as the
emerging markets cannot be seen as one population but require specific diVerent tactics and knowledge. In
depth customer knowledge is vital to developing market winning strategies and practical help in research
and knowledge management in this area is essential;

Micropolicies

5. the geo-political landscape in the emerging markets is sometimes unstable and companies look to the
government to provide guidance and timely advice on key issues. For example, the current coup in Thailand
and how businesses need to react;
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6. emerging market headquartered companies are looking to invest overseas, it is vital that a substantial
part of this investment comes to the UK. The Government must devise a strong marketing UK plan and
invest in building relationships with these new emerging global companies. One area that needs immediate
action is to ensure that the UK initially is one voice. It is very confusing to companies to be approached in
the first instance by 9 separate RDAs. A co-ordinated eVort is required to secure the inward investment into
the UK and an organised approach to the regional agenda.

7. Providing advise and practical help to companies seeking to establish businesses in emerging markets
on such matters are the various pros and cons of outright ownership, joint venture or using agency
agreements, title, local laws and regulations and taxes;

8. Government needs to lobby on behalf ofUKmanufacturers to advocate open standards of governance
and fewer barriers to competition around the world.

ANNEX

UKMANUFACTURERS INNOVATION STRATEGIES IN EMERGING MARKETS

1. Rethinking Value Propositions

Customers in emerging markets are becoming more sophisticated and demanding, expecting products
that satisfy their special requirements and preferences. The competition to develop produce and services that
meet these needs is now fierce.

Few executives surveyed reported that their company had tailored its value proposition in emerging
markets.

Exhibit 3

FEW COMPANIES OFFER VERY DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

Products sold in emerging markets compared to those sold in home market.
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Exhibit 4

SIMILAR PERSPECTIVES ACROSS THE SECTORS

Products sold in emerging markets to those in home market
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When the companies surveyed did vary their product oVerings, they were more likely to take the relatively
easy steps of adjusting their pricing on discounts, rather than oVering diVerent product features or types to
appeal to the unique requirement of emerging market customers.

29% of the responses from executives surveyed about individual emergingmarkets described pricing being
very diVerent from their home market, 29%—discounts, rebates and promotions, 21%—after-sale service,
14% product models/types and 10% product features.

But companies that did not vary their product oVerings were more likely to advise greater success with
54% of executives at companies reporting higher margins in emerging markets than in their home market
said they also oVered diVerent product features, 63%—where they oVered diVerent models/types and 88%
had higher margins where there was diVerential pricing.

While smaller companies are often considered more agile in seizing new opportunities, among the
companies surveyed the largest, most complexmanufacturers had an edge thatmay be due to their reservoirs
of talent, global supply chains, and financial resources. 63% of executives surveyed at larger companies said
they oVered diVerent product features in emergingmarkets than those oVered at home compared to just 33%
among those at smaller companies.

Going local

Successful companies realise they need to customise existing products and design new products that
appeal to local tastes or requirements. Manufacturers can only be successful at this if they understand the
unique environment and buyer needs in emerging markets so that they can appropriately tailor their
products.

The relatively small size of individual European countries combined with a lower level of income than in
developed markets pose special issues. To recoup R&D costs, companies need to design products that will
appeal to the entire region, not just a single Eastern European country. In addition, the ease of purchasing
products in nearby Western European countries and the fact that several Eastern European countries are
now members of the European Union means that companies need to consider whether introducing lower-
cost products would cannibalise their existing sales.

It is a matter of customer knowledge and assumptions on what will work in emerging markets are made
at the manufacturers’ peril. Companies need to invest resources to gain a deep understanding of the
requirements of customers in emerging markets.
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Driving down prices

While some manufacturers have achieved success in emerging markets by serving the growing number of
aZuent consumers, some innovative manufacturers have focussed on the opportunity to unleash vast new
markets by delivering products at substantially lower prices to lower income andmiddle income consumers.

Many companies have reduced the minimum use of consumer products sold in emerging markets such
as toothpaste, laundry detergent and shampoo. These smaller sized can be sold at lower prices, unlocking
untapped demand.

Other manufacturers have engaged in a more fundamental redesign of their products to be able to
slash prices.

2. Globalising Research and Development

Meeting the needs of emerging markets depends on a company getting close to its customers and then
integrating this knowledge with its R&D eVorts. One way leadingmanufacturers are working to accomplish
this feat is by conducting R&D close to emerging markets.

One motivation is cost reduction, through lower costs for skilled engineers and also the potential for tax
credits and other government incentives but perhaps more importantly, placing R&D close to suppliers and
customers of emerging markets allows design by engineers who better understand their needs, facilities,
collaborative product design and simplifies the resolution of engineering related problems.

Exhibit 5

CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE AND SPEED ARE KEY BENEFITS FROM LOCAL R&D

Percentage of executives rating benefit of locating R&D in emerging markets
as extremely or very important.
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3. Tailoring Talent Management

To succeed in emerging markets, many manufacturers will need to rethink how they recruit, develop,
deploy and connect the skilled employees on which they rely. Historically seen as an inexhaustible supply
of low-cost labour, many emerging markets are now taking the same shortages of skilled labour that are all
too familiar in developed countries.
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Competition amongmultinational corporations for skilled employees, together with the growing demand
from local companies, has driven up salaries in emerging markets.

The talent squeeze has put a premium on training. Global companies often need to increase their
investment in upgrading the skills of newly hired employees to global standards in such areas as production
control, quality control and technology applications.

Global companies have developed company-wide the policies and practices to create consistency in their
operations around the world but they will need to find approaches that can be adjusted to match the local
culture and employee expectations.

4. Mastering the Complexity of Global Value Chains

For companies to deliver commercially viable products at dramatically lower prices, an eYcient global
value chain is essential. In Deloitte’s ongoing benchmark research across more than 850 manufacturers
around the world, Deloitte has found that only 15%of the largest, most global andmost complex companies
have successfully mastered the growing complexity of their value chains. These companies have, however,
grown faster and are generating profit levels up to 50%higher than those achieved by their less capable peers.

As companies expand their sales in emerging markets, companies will need to balance the eYciency that
a global value chain provides with the r4esponsiveness needed for local subsidiaries to compete eVectively.

One approach is to create “micro’ operations that can flexibly customise products to meet the needs of
local markets or customer segments, while basing them on the eYciency and expertise provided by a global
platform.

The design of a global value chain can be the easy part of the process, it is in the implementation that
problems can arise. Each emerging market has diVerent conditions that need to be accommodated.

Manufacturers in emerging markets have an opportunity to start with a “clean sheet” in developing their
production and delivery models, unconstrai9ned by their legacy infrastructure. A fundamental question is
whether a company should go it alone or instead enter into a joint venture.

44% of responses in our emergingmarkets research used joint ventures at least some of the time, with 19%
using them frequently. When companies first enter an emerging market they often enter into a local joint
venture to gain knowledge of the local market, regulations, business culture and language. There is then
often an evolution to having wholly owned subsidiaries.

The use of advances information systems to increase eYciency by providing more accurate, up-to-date
information has proved especially important in emerging markets.

5. Managing Risks

EYciency is always a paramount consideration in designing an operating model. However, in emerging
market companies often should temper the drive for eYciency with the need to design operations that
mitigate the increased risks these companies present. Operating in any country entails risks, but emerging
markets present special challenges. Global companies in these markets must operate eVectively in diVerent
cultures and languages, guard against increased threats to their intellectual property, be prepared to respond
to potential political or economic instability and comply with a myriad of local laws, regulations and tax
regimes.

Governance risk is an added concern stemming from such issues as the membership of directors in local
subsidiaries, corporate ethics and integrity, delegations of authority and joint venture arrangements. Risks
to supply chains can lead to delays in manufacturing and distributing goods.

The political and regulatory environments in emerging markets are often in flux. For example, in 2005,
more than 3,000 new laws were promulgated at national and provincial levels in China. Changes can occur
even more frequently at local levels. In many countries there is a vigorous debate on the level of state
participation in commerce, the appropriate level of foreign investment, and the need to preserve and expand
employment.

Governments and quasi-governmental organisations can promulgate technology and other standards
that can eVectively constitute non-profit barrier to trade.

Manufacturers have tomonitor these changing environments and inmany cases join together to advocate
for open standards and fewer barriers to competition.
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Most companies are particularly focussed on threats to their intellectual property in emerging markets.
Risks include the theft of key process and product know-how by staV or joint venture partners and
counterfeiting of branded products. Statutory protections for intellectual property are either weak or not
enforced eVectively.

To mitigate these risks, companies have to assume additional costs in distributing proprietary activities
across facilities or selectively moving processes to more secure locations.

How can companies better manage risk in emerging markets? To be successful, manufacturers need to
do more than simply protect their assets from “unrewarded” risks such as non-compliance with regulatory
requirements on operational failure.

They should also consider the risks of failing to capture the accelerated growth that led them to invest in
emerging markets in the first place.

Companies should assess the amount of risk they are prepared to accept in each country, identify potential
risks associatedwith each of their investments and then compare their risk exposure to their ability to exploit
upside opportunities.

These materials and the information contained herein are provided by Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu and
are intended to provide general information on a particular subject or subjects and are not an exhaustive
treatment of such subject(s).

Accordingly, the information in these materials is not intended to constitute accounting, tax, legal,
investment, consulting, or other professional advice or services. The information is not intended to be relied
upon as the sole basis for any decision which may aVect you or your business. Before making any decision
or taking any action that might aVect your personal finances or business, you should consult a qualified
professional adviser.

These materials and the information contained therein are provided as is, andDeloitte Touche Tohmatsu
makes no express or implied representations or warranties regarding these materials or the information
contained therein. Without limiting the foregoing, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu does not warrant that the
materials or information contained therein will be error-free or will meet any particular criteria of
performance or quality. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu expressly disclaims all implied warranties, including,
without limitation, warranties of merchantability, title, fitness for a particular purpose, noninfringement,
compatibility, security, and accuracy.

Your use of these materials and information contained therein is at your own risk, and you assume full
responsibility and risk of loss resulting from the use thereof. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu will not be liable
for any special, indirect, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages or any other damages whatsoever,
whether in an action of contract, statute, tort (including without limitation, negligence), or otherwise,
relating to the use of these materials or the information contained therein.

If any of the foregoing is not fully enforceable for any reason, the remainder shall nonetheless continue
to apply.

About Deloitte & Touche LLP

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, a Swiss Verein, its member firms, and their
respective subsidiaries and aYliates. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu is an organisation of member firms around
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through a global strategy executed locally in nearly 150 countries.With access to the deep intellectual capital
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growth companies. Services are not provided by the Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Verein, and, for regulatory
and other reasons, certain member firms do not provide services in all four professional areas.

As a Swiss Verein (association), neither Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu nor any of its member firms has any
liability for each other’s acts or omissions. Each of themember firms is a seprate and independent legal entity
operating under the names “Deloitte,” “Deloitte & Touche,” “Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu,” or other
related names.
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APPENDIX 13

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Education & Skills

DTI SELECT COMMITTEE—MANUFACTURING SKILL SHORTAGES

1. Careers, Information, Advice and Guidance—Mark Hunter

Young People’s Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG)

The Green Paper Youth Matters published in July 2005, proposed that by April 2008, responsibility for
commissioning Information Advice and Guidance (IAG) and the funding that goes with it will be devolved
from the Connexions service to local authorities. This will give local authorities overall accountability for
the quality of young people’s information, advice and guidance within their areas. Our ultimate aim is the
provision of more eYcient, more cost eVective services which will ensure even better outcomes for young
people.

YouthMatters also articulated theGovernment’s view that collaborative arrangements would be the best
way to deliver eVective, independent IAG. We are looking to Local Authorities to lead a genuinely
collaborative approach to new arrangements for delivering IAG that meets the needs of young people in the
area. Schools, colleges and training providers will increasingly be working together with local authorities
and other local agencies to deliver beyond anything they could acting alone.

From April 2008 the new IAG standards of quality and impartiality will also apply—as they will to all
organisations delivering IAG services funded by the Connexions grant. Draft standards were published for
consultation in December 2006. Included in the standards will be the need for providers to ensure young
people are made aware of skill shortages and the labour market opportunities that are available as a
consequence. The standards will also ensure that eVective linkages are in place locally between the IAG
provision for young people and for adults. The final versionwill be published inMay 2007, and the standards
will be implemented in April 2008 in line with the new IAG arrangements.

The new arrangements will not aVect the statutory duty on all maintained schools to provide a planned
careers education programme in the curriculum for all pupils in years 7–11. Good quality careers education
and IAG will ensure that young people are aware of all options and make sound decisions on the basis of
the information and advice received.

The document Challenging Gender Barriers produced on behalf of DfES by the National Association of
Connexions Partnerships (NACP), working closely with the Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC), in
response to the EOC’s General Formal Investigation into Occupational Segregation describes some of the
work done by Connexions Partnerships to support young people in challenging stereotypes and achieving
their goals. It provides a number of case studies of eVective practice in tackling gender stereotyping and
guidance on improving practice. The document is available to careers practitioners through appropriate
websites.

Provision of high quality impartial choice and occupational information to young people

The Department’s main delivery mechanism for occupational information to young people is the jobs4u
careers database which can be accessed at www.connexions-direct.com/jobs4u. The searchable database
holds information on over 800 jobs and includes case studies. The database includes over 50 job titles in the
manufacturing and production job family, over 40 titles in the “science, mathematics and statistics” job
family; related jobs are included within other job families. Each job article also includes a list of related jobs
and links to relevant websites. Jobs4u is one of the most visited areas of the Connexions Direct website.

Additionally, “Choices” Publications, setting out the options available to young people are produced,
which include:

— Which Way Now?—aworkbook designed to help Year 9 students with their options choices. Take
up in 2005/06 was over 90% of the Cohort.

— It’s Your Choice—similar toWhichWayNow? but aimed at Year 11 pupils, helping them tomake
decisions relating to their post 16 phase of learning. Take up in 2005–06 was over 95% of the
Cohort.

— Parents & Carers—parents and carers have been identified as a major influencer of young people.
We produce the Guide for Parents and Carers of Year 9 students, first produced in 2003–04 and
updated annually, to help parents and carers to understand the education system better—to help
their own children make good decisions at key stages 3 and 4. The leaflet is aimed at parents and
carers of Year 9 pupils, but written so as to be of continued use to them right up to when their child
reaches adulthood.

All three publications are updated annually and are available to schools from the autumn term.
Interactive versions are available through the Connexions Direct website.
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Adult Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG)

Under the current arrangements, every adult in England can access a free, information and advice service
delivered by the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) comprising the national learndirect telephone and on-
line advice service and local nextstep information and advice services. . The more resource intensive advice
services are targeted primarily on those who do not have a first, full level 2 qualification, since they are more
likely to lack the skills needed for sustainable employment and further learning, and on those aged 50 or
over or with learning diYculties or disabilities . Adults seeking qualifications at level 3 or returning to the
labour market can access a new telephone guidance service operated by learndirect. In 2006–07 we expect
the overall service to handle some 8.5 million requests for information, provide 650,000 face to face and
telephone advice sessions and deliver in-depth personal guidance to over 70,000 adults. In addition, adults
participating in any LSC funded learning can access information and advice services through their learning
provider.

The recent report of the Leitch Review of Skills recommended for England the establishment of a new
universal adult careers service, bringing together the current separate sources of advice and working closely
with Jobcentre Plus, to enable people to make informed choices about improving their skills and encourage
progression in their learning, work and careers. At the heart of this integrated service would be a free Skills
Health Check to help people identify their skills need and strengths.

We have already welcomed the Leitch Review and its analysis of the growing importance of skills in a
modern economy. The recommendation on careers advice for adults aligns closely with the thinking
emerging from our own IAG review. We are now working with partners—particularly the Department for
Work and Pensions, the LSC and learndirect—to work through the detail of what the new service should
look like and how we could get there. We will need to consider the resource implications of the new service
in the context of the Comprehensive Spending Review, before developing implementation plan across
Government.

2. UCAS Figures for Applications to Higher Education—Peter Luff

There was good news in the most recent figures released by UCAS, where we saw large increases in
applications to study a wide range of STEM subjects. This included a rise of 12% in physics applications,
11% in chemistry, 6% in biology and 10% in maths. Most of the engineering subjects also did well.

APPLICATIONS FOR FULL-TIME FIRST DEGREE COURSES FOR AUTUMN 2007
ENTRY 15 JANUARY

Selected subjects: Number of Percentage change
applications compared to 2006

Computer Science 40,656 !0.6%
Mathematics 33,790 !10.0%
Biology 23,367 !6.0%
Chemistry 20,786 !11.3%
Physics 19,140 !12.2%
Mechanical Engineering 22,835 !9.8%
Civil Engineering 18,605 !13.0%
Electronic and Electrical Engineering 16,697 !0.2%
Aerospace Engineering 9,572 !3.0%
General Engineering 8,238 !8.0%
Chemical, Process and Energy Engineering 7,378 !16.8%
Production and Manufacturing Engineering 3,459 "8.1%
Combinations within Engineering 2,484 !0.1%
Total applications (all subjects) 1,966,476 !6.8%

Source: Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) Press Release of 14 February 2007. Each
student can submit up to six applications.

Full digest of applications is available as an excel document appended to this paper.

3. English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)—Rob Marris

ESOL provision is funded by the Government with the intention of addressing the skills needs of those
who may need to develop their English in order to support employability and social integration. The
primary focus for funding is those people who are in settled communities.

Since 2001, funding and demand for ESOL have tripled. 1.9m learners took up ESOL between 2001 and
July 2006. This has put pressure on the adult learning budget and the Government has reviewed ESOL
spending and announced changes to take eVect from August 2007.

These changes include:
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— The withdrawal of eligibility from asylum seekers to access any FE at the Government’s expense.

— The withdrawal of automatic fee remission from ESOL course. Currently all learners have free
ESOL, but in the future, this will only apply to those on income related benefits. Others will make
a contribution to the cost of learning equivalent in 2007–08 to 37.5% of the course fee.

A Race Equality Impact Assessment has been carried out to assess the impact of implementation of the
changes. A report will be published in March. As a result of the feedback from Race Equality Impact
Assessment, we are considering some modifications to the proposed funding changes which will oVer
additional support to vulnerable groups of learners and we will take into account, with the LSC, the themes
from the REIA which were:

— We need to do more to assist asylum seekers who are legally in the UK and whose claims are not
resolved within the target period through no fault of their own or who remain in UK due to
circumstances beyond their control;

— We need to provide more support for spouses who do not have access to funding or to family
benefit documentation to access full fee remission; and

— We need to provide more help for workers on very low wages and not in receipt of Working
Tax Credit.

Bill Rammell spoke at an event organised by the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education on
the 7 March, and also during the ESOL adjournment debate in the House of Commons on the 14 March,
about the new measures to provide additional support for these groups. He said that he is minded to
consider the following:

— Re-instating eligibility for those asylum seekers who are in the UK legally and whose claims are
not resolved within six months;

— Re-instating eligibility for those asylum seekers who are unable to return or be returned to their
country of origin for circumstances beyond their control and who are eligible for Section 4
support;

— Prioritising funding at local level through the Learning and Skills Council’s Learner Hardship
Support Fund towards support for spouses and individuals who may not have access to their
household benefit documentation or their own funds;

— Agreeingwith the Learning and Skills Council an approach to evidencing lowpay for fee remission
purposes which enables flexible use of a raft of evidence, including wider benefits and other
evidence; and

— Ensuring that asylum seekers who join waiting lists at 18 or below, but who cannot actually access
provision before their 19th birthday, are able to take an ESOL course at age 19.

In addition to these specific proposals, we are also committed to working with Ministerial colleagues in
other Government Departments including the Home OYce, department for Communities and Local
Government and Department for Work and Pensions to secure a more coherent approach to ESOL across
Government. And we are also committed to taking forward the dialogue that we must have with social
partners about securing employer contributions to the cost of learning. New ESOL forWork qualifications
will also help in this respect, providing cheaper, more work-focussed programs.

We have and will continue to act responsibly in reviewing the way in which taxpayers’ money is being
spent to ensure it meets priorities. Not all learners need the same level of public support

4. GCSE Science—Julie Kirkbride

The Committee asked how many young people take GCSE in physics, chemistry and biology and how
many schools oVer it. At the end of Key Stage 4 last year:

— 92% of the cohort took one or more science GCSEs (592,900 young people);

— 69% of pupils took double science GCSE (443,000);

— 11% took single science (71,300);

— 8% took physics (48,800);

— 8% took chemistry (49,200)

— 8% took biology (51,800); and

— 1% took other sciences eg astronomy, geology (3,300).
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The following table shows school GCSE science entries in 2006. “Separate science” in this context means
the three separate sciences of physics, chemistry and biology (ie triple science).

In 2006 37% of schools entered pupils for separate science GCSEs compared to 33% in 2005. This pattern
is also observed when looking at just the maintained sector. In 2006 31% of schools had pupils entered for
separate science GCSEs compared to 27% in 2005.

The Department is currently undertaking a procurement exercise to appoint an organisation to deliver
the Government’s commitments to make triple science more widely available.

Schools with no Schools with entries Schools with entries
entries for separate for separate science for both separate and

School type* science only double science Total

Independent** 207 102 306 615
% 34 17 50

Grammar 46 11 107 164
% 28 7 65

Science 99 1 134 234
% 42 0 57

Maths & Computing 129 0 58 187
% 69 0 31

Technology 348 6 197 551
% 63 1 36

Maintained mainstream 794 6 254 1,054
with sixth form

% 75 1 24
Maintained mainstream 750 5 180 935
(no sixth form)

% 80 1 19
Total (excl independent) 2,166 29 930 3,125

% 69 1 30
Total 2,373 131 1,236 3,740

% 63 4 33

* schools are only included in the first category that applies
** only independent schools with more than 20 pupils at the end of KS4 and one or more pupils gaining

5!A*–G (used as a proxy for oVering GCSEs)

5. Sector Skills Councils (SSCs)—Roger Berry

The first Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) were licensed in April 2002 and the last one was licensed in January
2006. The 25 SSCs are therefore, at diVerent stages of maturity and development as organisations.

SSCs can be classified into those primarily covering the private sector, and those covering employment
in the public sector. For those SSCs classified as private sector they receive on average 85% of their total
funding from the public sources. A further 15% comes from employer and other contributions.

SSCs serving the private sector receive from the public purse on average aproximately £3.4 million per
annum. On average a further £0.6 million is received from employer and other contributions.

Those SSCs covering public sector employment are wholly funded fron public funds. In addition to the
funding they receive from the Sector Skills Development Agency of approximately £1.4 million per annum,
they receive other additional funding from government departments or agencies.

6. Returns to Firms from Investing in Training, by Size of Firm—Rob Marris

Employer provision of training

The 2005 National Employer Skills Survey provides data on the incidence of any training in the last 12
months by employer size—see Table 1.
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Table 1

PROPORTION OF EMPLOYERS IN ENGLAND PROVIDING SOME TRAINING
IN LAST 12 MONTHS, BY SIZE

Trained oV-the- Trained on-the- Trained on- and
Employer size job only (%) job only (%) oV-the-job (%) Did not train (%)

2–4 employees 14 18 19 50
5–24 14 22 42 22
25–99 10 14 68 7
100–199 7 10 76 6
200–499 7 11 77 6
500! 7 6 78 9

Source: National Employer Skills Survey 2005 (Learning & Skills Council, 2006).

It is only the smallest employers where a majority did not provide some training to at least some of the
workforce. Over 90% of employers with 25 or more employees provided some training. Also, where small
employers do provide training, they are more likely than larger employers to provide training to most or all
of their workforce—see Table 2.

Table 2

STAFF TRAINED IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS AS A PROPORTION OF THE
WORKFORCE, BY EMPLOYER SIZE

Trained less than 25% Trained 25–49% Trained 50–89% Trained 90%! of
Employer size of the workforce of the workforce of the workforce the workforce

2–4 employees " 16% 36% 47%
5–24 13% 19% 26% 42%
25–99 18% 14% 23% 45%
100–199 17% 14% 28% 42%
200–499 18% 13% 29% 40%
500! 18% 16% 28% 38%

Source: National Employer Skills Survey 2005.

Employer self-assessment of training outcomes

Cosh, Hughes et al (DfES, 2003) surveyed 2500 firms in England. Employers were asked whether the
training they had carried out in the last three years had increased their business performance in terms of
turnover, employment, labour productivity, and pre-tax profit margin—see Table 3:

Table 3

PROPORTION OF FIRMS IDENTIFYING BENEFITS OF TRAINING

Employer size Training has increased performance (%)
(employees)

Labour Pre-tax profit
Turnover Employment productivity margin

5–9 47 28 56 42
19–99 55 35 66 49
100–199 54 40 75 51
200–499 58 44 78 59
500–999 58 38 82 55
(1,000 61 43 78 63
Total 55 37 71 51

In general, larger firms are more likely to identify productivity, profit and turnover benefits.

Measured outcomes

The same study also measured training inputs and business performance (controlling as far as possible
for influences other than training) and found:

— Employment growth and turnover are statistically significantly positively aVected by training
spend per firm, across all firm sizes.
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— Training spend per firm also has a positive impact on change in the profit margin and that impact
is greater for smaller firms.

— In an earlier study (Cosh, Duncan and Hughes, DfEE, 1998) it was found that, controlling for
other factors, training improved the prospects for business survival of small firms (10-20
employees).

7. Level 3 Trials within Train to Gain—Julie Kirkbride

Train to Gain, rolled out nationally in August 2006. It helps businesses access the training they need to
succeed. The service oVers employers impartial advice via a skills broker and easy access to quality training,
matching training needs with suitable training providers and ensuring that training is delivered in a way
that meets employers’ needs. The service is integrated with the Businesslink generalist broker (IDB) service.
Employers can access some fully subsidised (first full level 2 and basic skills) training and some beyond that

Key features of Train to Gain are:

— Fully subsidised training, delivered at a time and place to suit the employer for their employees
with basic skills needs or who lack a first full Level 2 qualification;

— Support for progression to Level 3 and beyond;

— Free information, advice and guidance for employees, accessible through the workplace;

— For employers with less than 50 employees, wage compensation which partially reimburses them
for the time their employees spend in training.

— Referral to wider ranges of skills and business support.

Other training initiatives can also be accessed via Train to Gain, including SME Leadership and
Management training, apprenticeships and foundation degrees.

The skills brokerage service has to date focussed on working with “hard to reach” employers.

Level 3 training with Train to Gain would generally be free to the individual; however, their employer
would be expected tomake a contribution of 32.5% to the costs of the training in line with the fee assumption
within FE generally.

TheMarch 2005 SkillsWhite Paper committed an additional £20million per year in 2006–07 and 2007–08
to Trial in two regions building an element of funding into what is now Train to Gain to encourage take up
by employers of training leading to a Level 3 qualification.

The Trials, based in the NorthWest andWestMidlands, commenced in September 2006 and are focused
on small tomedium sized employers (up to 250 employees) and support first full Level 3 qualifications linked
to regional and sector priorities.

West Midlands was chosen as a trial area because of its strong links with and high proportion of
manufacturing within the Regional economy. Similarly the NorthWest has a large manufacturing base and
strong regional partnerships and of developing the link between skills and employment.

A further £10million per year is committed to a thirdLevel 3 Trial, based inLondon, is focused onwomen
at a disadvantage at that Level as part of a package of measures in response to the Women and Work
Commission report on occupational gender segregation.

In all three trials the level of subsidy is 67.5%with employers expected to contribute the remaining 32.5%.

The trials will be evaluated within the overall evaluation of Train to Gain.

8. Promoting Skills—Peter Luff

To achieve the ambition set out in the Leitch Review of Skills, we will require the ability to shift attitudes
to, and participation in, learning and skills by employers and learners alike.

The Learning and Skills Council (LSC), Department for Education and Skills (DfES) and Sector Skills
DevelopmentAgency (SSDA) are working togetherwith partners across the Further Education (FE) system
to develop an overarching marketing and communications campaign (the “big skills campaign”) for
learning and skills designed to raise awareness and kick start a positive change in the attitudes of learners,
employers and stakeholders to achieve, over time, a step change in the way that the country thinks, feels
and acts about learning and skills.

The “big skills campaign” will be a sustainedmarketing and communications campaign. The launch date
will be finalised over the coming weeks and will include a TV and advertising campaign designed to enhance
and amplify (not replace) existing campaigns across the FE system.
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APPLICATIONS FOR FULL-TIME FIRST DEGREE COURSES: 2005 TO 2007
AS AT 15 JANUARY IN EACH YEAR BY INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTION

Year of entry
2005 2006 2007

ALRA (The Academy of Live and Recorded Arts) 872
American InterContinental University—London 337 241 276
Anglia Ruskin University 6,694 6,549 8,035
Askham Bryan College 55 41 31
Aston University 13,399 12,305 13286
Barking College 7 3 6
Basingstoke College of Technology 7 10 13
Bath Spa University 8,188 7,917 9,945
Bedford College 1
Bell College 864 845 1,014
Birmingham College of Food, Tourism & Creative Studies
(college accredited by Univ of Birmingham) 1,729 1,513 1,591
Bishop Burton College 139 133 141
Bishop Grosseteste College 842 954 887
Blackpool and The Fylde College
An Associate College of Lancaster University 348 289 391
Bournemouth University 1,4402 1,3584 14,827
Bradford College: An Associate College of Leeds Metropolitan
University 1,238 1,077 1,048
Brighton and Sussex Medical School 2,120 2,421 2,300
Bristol, City of Bristol College 29 20
British College of Osteopathic Medicine 129 153 183
British School of Osteopathy 157 198 202
Brunel University 19,637 20,227 21,793
Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College 5,411 4,451 4,130
Buckswood St George’s 2
Burton College 2 1 1
Canterbury Christ Church University 8,029 7,738 9,273
CardiV University 32,117 34,007 34,134
Carmarthenshire College 91 83 106
CECOS London College of IT and Management 49 40 52
Central School of Speech and Drama 3,564 3,999 4,431
City College Coventry 2
City College Manchester 216 231 470
City of Bath College 3 1
City of Sunderland College 2
City University 13,842 142,99 151,86
Cleveland College of Art and Design 159 142 149
CliV College 19 21 13
Colchester Institute 178 192 489
Coleg Llandrillo Cymru 3 7 28
Coleg Menai 21 3 6
College of West Anglia 66 49 55
Cornwall College 44 25 31
Courtauld Institute of Art (University of London) 266 242 324
Coventry University 14,473 15,280 16,672
Craven College 3 2
Croydon College 333 252 266
Cumbria Institute of the Arts 1,378 1,161 1,301
Dartington College of Arts 853 606 602
De Montfort University 20,541 18,793 15,907
Dewsbury College 25 11 10
Doncaster College 257 228 291
Duchy College 1
Dunstable College 1
Durham University 27,238 27,013 28,733
Ealing, Hammersmith and West London College 10 1
East End Computing and Business College 9
East Lancashire Institute of Higher Education at Blackburn College 125 136 163
Edge Hill University 7,158 7,648 10,701
Edinburgh College of Art 1,302 1,483 1,565
European Business School, London 361 469 330
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Year of entry
2005 2006 2007

European School of Economics 110
European School of Osteopathy 78 108 16
Exeter College 20 14 8
Farnborough College of Technology 197 125 153
Glamorgan Centre for Art and Design Technology 38 44 58
Glasgow Caledonian University 14,178 13,954 13,799
Gloucestershire College of Arts and Technology 3
Goldsmiths College (University of London) 7,449 7,057 8,480
Great Yarmouth College 6 4
Greenwich School of Management 237 216 212
Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher Education 85 97 113
Guildford College of Further and Higher Education 95 71 69
Harper Adams University College 1,053 1,100 1,140
Havering College of Further and Higher Education 153 151 175
Herefordshire College of Art and Design 102 76 112
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh 6,771 6,581 6,754
Hertford Regional College 8 19 8
Heythrop College (University of London) 361 398 427
Holborn College 71 70 98
Hull College 44 86 261
Hull York Medical School 1,975 1,201 1,004
Imperial College London (University of London) 12,315 13,314 13,677
Islamic College for Advanced Studies 26
Keele University 11,471 11,524 10,483
Kensington College of Business 50
King’s College London (University of London) 27,262 28,348 29,883
Kingston University 24,472 25,505 26,988
Lancaster University 14,373 12,406 14,199
Lansdowne College 2 2
Leeds College of Art & Design 721 844 1,154
Leeds College of Music 1,656 639 769
Leeds Metropolitan University 21,828 242,97 27,639
Leeds Trinity & All Saints
(Accredited College of the University of Leeds) 4,508 3,854 4,019
Leicester College 2 6 30
Lincoln College 5
Liverpool Community College 138 122 160
Liverpool Hope University 7,509 8,382 9,588
Liverpool John Moores University 21,983 21,953 24,163
London Metropolitan University 17,626 17,379 17,905
London School of Business and Computing 302
London School of Commerce 155 172
London School of Economics and Political Science
(University of London) 15,602 16,001 18,379
London School of Science and Technology 33 16
London South Bank University 9,590 10,000 10,590
Loughborough College 67 74 75
Loughborough University 20,025 17,391 19,303
Manchester College of Arts and Technology 11 3 1
Marjon—The College of St Mark & St John 2,106 2,218 2,258
Matthew Boulton College of Further and Higher Education 39 56 56
Medway School of Pharmacy 439 468 552
Middlesex University 15,843 14,488 14,460
Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts 2,446 3,055
Myerscough College 280 259 240
Napier University, Edinburgh 6,201 6,548 7,433
Nazarene Theological College 25
Neath Port Talbot College 3 5 11
NESCOT 105 106 108
New College Durham 156 126 170
New College Nottingham 8 8 36
Newcastle College 99 95 183
Newcastle University 26,459 25,639 25,594
Newman College of Higher Education 1,717 1,837 2,450
North East Worcestershire College 86 100 94
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Year of entry
2005 2006 2007

North Lindsey College 3 9
North Warwickshire and Hinckley College 4 4
Northbrook College Sussex 359 292 332
Northumbria University 16,300 16,101 16,638
Norwich City College of Further and Higher Education
(an Associate College of UEA) 233 176 230
Nottingham Trent University 24,855 20,270 22,240
Oxford & Cherwell Valley College 41 3
Oxford Brookes University 20,567 18,807 19,979
Oxford University 13,287 13,236 14,235
Pembrokeshire College
(Accredited College of University of Glamorgan) 10 5 12
Peninsula Medical School 1,867 1,829 2,277
Peterborough Regional College 71 53 47
Plymouth College of Art and Design 29 12 25
Queen Margaret University College, Edinburgh 6,205 5,947 6,087
Queen Mary, University of London 18,317 19,544 20,434
Queen’s University Belfast 19,593 191,87 20,687
Ravensbourne College of Design and Communication 550 471 484
Regents Business School London 212 187 222
Richmond, The American International University in London 254 253 274
Roehampton University 8,089 8,572 9,199
Rose Bruford College 2,422 2,137 2,393
Royal Academy of Dance 118 133 121
Royal Agricultural College 640 493 543
Royal Holloway, University of London 11,208 105,19 12,034
Royal Veterinary College
(University of London) 1,104 998 1,253
Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama
(Coleg Brenhinol Cerdd a Drama Cymru) 1,431 1,202 1,176
Ruskin College Oxford 26 29 21
SAE Institute 369 316 331
Salisbury College 1
School of Oriental and African Studies
(University of London) 3,938 4,636 4,831
Scottish Agricultural College 266 339 313
SheYeld College 1
SheYeld Hallam University 24,551 24,134 26,903
Shrewsbury College of Arts and Technology 7 7 1
Solihull College 22 35 28
Somerset College of Arts and Technology 168 132 143
South Devon College 8 3 2
South East Essex College 635 542 555
Southampton Solent University 8,233 7,249 9,271
Southport College 1 2 1
Sparsholt College Hampshire 268 251 209
St George’s, University of London
(formerly St George’s Hospital Medical School) 5,261 5,688 5,178
St Helens College
An Associate College of Liverpool John Moores University 53 37 47
St Martin’s College, Lancaster; Ambleside; Carlisle; London
(accredited college of Lancaster University) 4,305 3,933 3,446
St Mary’s College 4,400 5,060 5,261
StaVordshire University 11,449 11,418 11,305
StaVordshire University Regional Federation 47 31 44
Stamford College 4 8 11
Stephenson College Coalville 1 1
Stockport College 186 193 219
Stranmillis University College: ACollege of Queen’s University Belfast 2,535 2,319 1,898
Stratford upon Avon College 15 1
Swansea Institute of Higher Education 2,743 2,608 2,405
Swindon College 62 46 44
Thames Valley University 5,286 4,749 4,844
The Arts Institute at Bournemouth 2,547 2,532 3,288
The College of Agriculture, Food and Rural Enterprise 75 72 101
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Year of entry
2005 2006 2007

The Glasgow School of Art 1,485 1,577 1,597
The Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts 3,766 3,523 4,134
The Manchester Metropolitan University 36,410 34,507 359,36
The North East Wales Institute of Higher Education 1,106 1,370 1,108
The Norwich School of Art and Design 365 468 635
The Robert Gordon University 5,883 5,861 6,003
The School of Pharmacy (University of London) 1,422 1,489 1,576
The University of Aberdeen 12,361 130,12 129,04
The University of Birmingham 38,606 361,78 36,869
The University of Bolton 3,077 4,593 4,840
The University of Bradford 10,362 10,131 102,83
The University of Buckingham 490 478 534
The University of Edinburgh 38,941 423,66 45,646
The University of Essex 10,935 10,226 10,655
The University of Gloucestershire 8,261 8,103 8,447
The University of Huddersfield 15,542 14,914 14,929
The University of Hull 14,250 12,645 13,846
The University of Kent 15,840 16,093 17,789
The University of Liverpool 28,458 27,283 30,152
The University of Manchester 56,773 56,351 579,41
The University of Nottingham 42,184 36,173 38,387
The University of Reading 20,000 16,533 16,420
The University of Salford 14,281 13,329 14,400
The University of SheYeld 32,937 30,994 31,787
The University of Stirling 9,226 8,941 8,963
The University of Strathclyde 16,712 16,768 17,730
The University of Wales, Aberystwyth 8,915 8,058 7,838
The University of Wales, Lampeter 936 944 804
The University of Warwick 28,987 28,819 32,155
The University of York 20,408 19,378 19,016
Trinity College Carmarthen 1,649 1,414 1,268
Truro College 32
UHI Millennium Institute 227 183 171
University Campus SuVolk 751 804 1,263
University College Falmouth 1,927 1,658 1,969
University College for the Creative Arts at Canterbury, Epsom,
Farnham, Maidstone, Rochester 5,504 4,793 3,961
University College London (University of London) 26,187 26,623 290,07
University of Abertay Dundee 3,973 3,759 3,689
University of Bath 17,383 17,516 20,319
University of Bedfordshire 4,936 4,473 6,468
University of Brighton 19,247 17,995 21,203
University of Bristol 36,684 36,040 41,829
University of Cambridge 14,464 14,080 14,118
University of Central England in Birmingham 13,950 12,775 13,608
University of Central Lancashire 16,941 15,120 15,048
University of Chester 13,800 15,168 17,636
University of Chichester 4,817 4,564 5,537
University of Derby 11,440 9,886 10,383
University of Dundee 11,829 11,543 11,190
University of East Anglia 13,601 12,312 12,971
University of East London 9,252 9,899 10,921
University of Exeter 20,436 18,277 22,628
University of Glamorgan 7,802 8,699 8,664
University of Glasgow 25,295 25,236 24,228
University of Greenwich 14,518 13,425 15,040
University of Hertfordshire 18,035 16,629 17,724
University of Leeds 49,341 44,473 49,280
University of Leicester 14,802 14,096 15,729
University of Lincoln 10,892 9,145 10,402
University of London Institute in Paris 90 94 109
University of Northampton 8,567 8,676 10,621
University of Paisley 5,646 5,335 5,577
University of Plymouth 16,718 14,742 16,000
University of Portsmouth 19,962 18,234 19,160
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Year of entry
2005 2006 2007

University of Southampton 28,176 26,350 28,726
University of St Andrews 10,865 12,072 11,351
University of Sunderland 8,278 8,167 8,220
University of Surrey 8,080 8,018 11,158
University of Sussex 15,338 15,453 15,602
University of Teesside 8,888 9,110 8,414
University of the Arts London 7,143 7,265 9,439
University of the West of England, Bristol 23,669 21,711 23,000
University of Ulster 34,052 33,308 30,350
University of Wales Institute, CardiV 8,100 8,629 9,057
University of Wales Swansea 11,126 12,231 12,268
University of Wales, Bangor 7,877 8,130 8,804
University of Wales, Newport 3,335 3,742 3,884
University of Westminster 18,117 17,632 19,387
University of Winchester 4,950 5,180 6,148
University of Wolverhampton 12,891 12,878 14,227
University of Worcester 3,944 4,224 5,964
Wakefield College 5
Walsall College 1
Warwickshire College, Royal Leamington Spa, Rugby
and Moreton Morrell 225 212 191
Welsh College of Horticulture 14
West Herts College, Watford Associate College
of University of Hertfordshire 18 15 10
Westminster Kingsway College 14 17 8
Weston College 1
Wigan and Leigh College 8 6 4
Wiltshire College 41 49 44
Wirral Metropolitan College 14 14 22
Worcester College of Technology 16 1
Writtle College 520 482 426
York College 46 32 40
York St John University College 4,809 4,869 5,386
Yorkshire Coast College of Further and Higher Education 2 19 26
Ystrad Mynach College 4 2 1
Grand Total 1,891,391 1,840,530 1,966,476

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum submitted by the Department of Trade & Industry

THE FUTURE OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE UK: SKILL SHORTAGES

Introduction

The Department welcomes this inquiry. The importance of skills is recognised in our vision of creating
the conditions for business success and helping the UK respond to the challenge of globalisation. Working
closely with colleagues across Government, we are committed to encouraging participation and the
development of skills in the workplace. As co-signatories of the Government’s Skills Strategy and through
the Skills Alliance, we fully support the reform of learning and skills provision and recognise the vital
importance of ensuring that provision, qualifications and access routes to training meet employer needs.

The UK Skills Base

TheGovernment commissioned the LeitchReview to identify theUK’s optimal skills mix in 2020 in order
to maximise economic growth, productivity and social justice, and to consider the policy implications of
achieving the level of change required. The first stage of the Review, the analysis, was published alongside
the PBR on 5 December 2005.

In this interim report Lord Leitch pointed out that whilst the UK is the fourth largest economy in the
world and has the highest employment rate in the G7 group of industrialised nations it faces significant
economic challenges over the next 20 years or so.
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This is demonstrated in the following chart, which points out that despite some recent improvements, the
UK continues to have relatively poor productivity performance which still trails some of the UK’s main
comparator nations. Output per hour worked is almost 30% higher in France and more than 10% higher in
Germany and the USA than it is in the UK.
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Source: ONS, HM Treasury.

A significant contributory factor to this relatively poor productivity performance is the UKs low overall
level of skills when compared to other competitor countries. This is summarised in the following chart.

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF QUALIFICATION PROFILES
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But is perhaps more starkly appreciated when we note that:

— The proportion of adults in the UK without a basic school-leaving qualification is double that of
Canada and Germany.

— Over five million people of working age in the UK have no qualifications at all.

— One in six adults do not have the literacy skills expected of an 11 year old. Almost half do not have
these levels of functional numeracy and only half of adults who lack these functional skills are
in work.

— Although the position in higher-level skills is better, with over one quarter of adults in the UK
holding a degree-level qualification, other countries such as USA, Japan and Canada are still in a
superior position.

However this situation will change with the current projections suggesting that:

— By 2020, the proportion of working age adults without any qualifications will fall to 4%.

— The proportion without qualifications at the equivalent level to five good GCSEs will halve from
31% today to 16% in 2020; and

— The proportion holding a degree or better will increase from 27% to 38% of the working age
population.

PROJECTED QUALIFICATIONS IN UKWORKING AGE POPULATION 2005–06
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Despite this improving picture, this will not be suYcient to respond to the increasing pressure being placed
on theUK’s competitive position as the nature of employment changes to reflect globalisation and increased
demand for more highly skilled occupations, such as managers and professional occupations. Leitch
suggests that by 2014 two-thirds of jobs will be filled by those with at least intermediate level skills and by
2020, more than 40% of jobs could be filled by graduates, up from 30% in 2004, whilst lower and some
intermediate-skilled occupations account for a falling share of employment.

Leitch also points to the important demographic factors that will come into play over the next 15 years
that will in particularly aVect areas of the economy (such as manufacturing) which require skilled trades.
As older workers retire and the flow of young people, (which in the past has met this demand) declines,
workers will have to retrain and the proportion of older people and the length of working lives will of
necessity increase.
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Current Situation in the Manufacturing Sector

The National Employers Skill Survey (NESS) is one of the key sources of evidence relating to skill
deficiencies. The most recent survey was completed by the Learning and Skills Council in 2005 and
interviewed 74,000 employers across England. The size of the sample enables robust findings to be presented
by Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) occupational groupings. The results were published in June 2006 and
showed that:

— the number of employers reporting skills gaps is down;

— the proportion reporting skills shortages continues to be low; and

— the number of employers investing in training is up.

However we must not be complacent. We need employers to recognise that investment in skills and the
achievement of higher-level qualifications will lead to significant benefits.

There are two main measures of skill deficiencies measured by the survey.

Skill shortage vacancies (SSVs)

Employers are asked to identify whether they have any vacancies that are hard to fill. If these vacancies
are hard to fill because of a lownumber of applicantswith the appropriate skills, qualifications or experience,
a skill shortage vacancy is recorded.

Across all employers and sectors in England, there are seven skill shortage vacancies per 1,000 people
employed. Overall in 2005 there were 143,000 job vacancies that employers were having diYculty filling, at
least partly because of applicants lacking the appropriate qualifications, experience or skills. The highest
rates of SSVs are observed for Summit Skills (Building Services Engineering Sector) (13) and Construction
Skills (12). Data for the five SSCs most closely related to manufacturing is presented in the chart below.
These are: SEMTA (Science, Engineering, Manufacturing Technologies Alliance); Cogent—Chemicals, oil
& gas, nuclear, petroleum, polymers; Proskills—process and manufacturing industries including coatings,
extractives, building products and printing industries; Skillfast—Apparel, footwear and textiles and
Improve—food and drink manufacturing and processing. It may be seen that SSVs as a proportion of
employment are lower in each of the five SSCs than for the figure across all sectors in England.
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NESS also collects data on the impact of SSVs on business. Results are not presented by sector, but across
all employers with SSVs the main implications are: increased workload for other employees, customer
service diYculties, loss of business or orders to competitors, delays in developing new products, increased
operating costs, diYculties meeting quality standards, and diYculties introducing new working practices.38

38 NESS 2003 data.
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Skill Gaps

The survey also asks employers to assess the proficiency of their existing workforce. Skill gaps are defined
in terms of employees not being fully proficient in their jobs. Overall, 20% of employers report having some
skill gaps, with 6% of employees recorded as not being fully proficient. Skill gaps are relatively high for
sectors covered by Cogent and Improve, with 8% of employees having a skill gap.
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The nature of the manufacturing sector is changing as new industries and products replace older ones.
Increasing global competition means that innovation and productivity improvement will continue to be
necessary. This in turn places improvements in the manufacturing sector’s skills base at the heart of the
discussion on the future of the UK’s skills base.

Going forward the key skill requirements for a successful manufacturing sector will therefore need to
include:

1. Upskilling and extending the Technician Workforce, including

— Moving the base level of the workforce from Level 2 to Level 3.

— Improving craft supply at Level 3 through recruitment and upskilling of current workforce.

— Improving the supply of technicians at Level 4 (Technician Engineers).

2. Tackling graduate skills deficits and increasing the graduate populationWithin the workforce to meet
high value added requirements.
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3. Improving Management and Leadership with the aim of improving:

— Productivity and Competitiveness.

— Better Supply Chain Development.

— Continuous Process Improvement.

— Reduction in New Product and Process Implementation (NPPDI) Time.

The goal of the Government’s Skills Strategy is to develop a genuinely employer driven training system.
In its Manufacturing Strategy the Government recognizes the key role globally competitive skills play in
closing the productivity gap with key competitors. This led to the Government’s manifesto commitment to
establish aNational Skills Academy formanufacturing. This challenge was picked up by theManufacturing
Forum who worked with SEMTA and key industry representative bodies to create the original proposal
which led to the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) supporting a 6 month planning process led by business.
A business plan was submitted to the LSC in July that, at the time of writing is being considered by an
independent approval panel. An announcement is expected this autumn.

If approved, the National Skills Academy for Manufacturing’s (NSAM) mission is to raise UK
productivity and competitiveness through the provision of globally competitive, generic skills to
manufacturing companies of all sizes. It will be based on a “hub and spoke” model with product
development, leadership and liaison with national skills bodies dealt with by the hub, and management of
delivery partnerships with local networks and industry by its spokes, to be hosted and funded by the
Regional Development Agencies (RDAs).

The NSAM will seek to raise the quality of course content, teaching and assessment in the UK, working
with the best skills providers in each region. It will build on the investment already made by Government
and industry in the Industry Forum organisation (for content), Centres of Vocational Excellence (for
provision) and Automotive Academy and other innovative but proven models (of skills delivery) in the
sector. NSAM’s initial product oVering will focus on shop floor skills (e.g. business improvement techniques
and engineering technician skills) but it will, over its first 3 years, develop a full range of products, including
management and leadership.

As a result of a further request for expressions of interest in setting upNational Skills Academies inMarch
2006 , proposals are currently being assessedwith a view toAcademies beginning operation from the autumn
of 2007. An expression of interest from Cogent focusing on the Process Industries is under consideration

Dialogue across Government and with Partners

DTI and DfES work together closely on delivering the Skills Strategy. The Secretary of State for
Education and Skills and the Secretary of State for Trade Industry jointly lead theNational Skills Alliance—
comprising the CBI, TUC, Small Business Service and a range of partner organisations. Government is
committed to balancing the contributions of adults, employers and the state to the costs of learning. There
are regular bilateral meetings between the Secretaries of State and Ministers. The two Departments’
Permanent Secretaries also regularly meet to discuss skills, as do the relevant Director Generals. There has
also been a joint DfES-DTI Board Meeting on skills and these will now occur regularly.

Through our lead sponsorship of RDAs, we are committed to getting the regional economic development
agenda working properly with the demand-led skills agenda. We also look to the Regional Skills
Partnerships to achieve integration and simplification of business and skills advice and access to high
quality, flexible local support, which addresses regional and sectoral priorities.

The Wider Picture

Business simplification

We recognise that the skills landscape is complex (see Annex 1). To some extent this complexity is
inevitable given that we are seeking to address the needs of employers of all sizes in 25 sectors and nine
regions. However, we are working to improve and simplify the services employers interact with. Our
objective is that individual employers do not need to grapple with the underlying detail and complexity. As
part of the wider business support simplification programme, we are working with DfES to achieve a simple
interface for business to engage with the publicly funded skills infrastructure since this is the key to getting
better business engagement. Our aim is to establish a “no wrong door’ approach so employers know who
to turn to for all of the help they need. The work of business link, local LSCs and JobCentrePlus will be
aligned. It is particularly important that the generalist Business Link brokerage service is eVectively
integrated with the specialist Train to Gain skills brokers and there is a simple customer journey for
employers. We fully support the Train to Gain approach in targeting hard to reach employers and taking
the employers’ business objectives as the starting point to diagnose skills needs.
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Information, advice and guidance

Through our relationship with business, key sectors and business representative bodies, our relationship
with employees and trade unions, we use our direct contacts to promote and challenge on skills investment,
promoting best practice in workforce development, employment and work practices and iimproving access
to information about skills opportunities for those hardest to reach in the workforce. We particularly
support the Investors in People Standard in delivering business improvement through people development
and ensuring best use of skills within an organisation. Skills messages are prominent within the
Department’s external communications.

We are building on the success of BusinessLink.gov to provide access to information and advice on skills
and employment. Our results are impressive for the “employing people” theme, which is consistently among
the top three most popular areas of the website attracting about 100,000 unique visitors every month. There
are also very encouraging results for the new personal development plan tool. We believe there is more
potential to develop the site in particular through links to improved local training information.

Finally in the specific context of manufacturing, we should not forget the work carried out by the
Manufacturing Advisory Service—as the flagship programme oVering advice on a rang of issues
including skills

Skills for Business Network

We fully support the objective of raising employer demand for skills and recognise that achieving a culture
change by employers and individuals is essential. We also welcome the progress being made in the essential
reform of learning and skills to ensure that employers’ needs and priorities are fully reflected in the planning
and delivery of training.

Business interests look to DTI to exert influence across Government on the skills agenda which meets
employer’s expressed needs. As co-sponsors (with DfES and devolved administrations) of the Skills for
Business Network, we recognise the importance of the role of Sectors Skills Councils (SSCs) in delivering
skills and qualifications strategies and the potential of National Skills Academies in raising the quality of
training. It is essential that SSCs have the capability to truly represent the interests of their employers and
this remains a key challenge, particularly if their role in raising employer demand is to be maximised. We
have been giving business a strong message to get involved in the demand[en rule]led skills agenda and to
engage with the Skills for Business Network (see Annex 1). Through our work with key sectors and business
generally, we will continue to urge the eVective involvement of employers and ensure their voice is strongly
heard in the reform of the learning and skills system, for example through the Skills for Business Network,
the Regional Skills Partnerships and the planning of regional and local supply through the Learning and
Skills Council which meets employer’s needs. We will also continue to promote the demand-led approach
of Train to Gain.

Skills for the Future

We are driving forward, either directly or through our partners, the actions set out in the ten-year Science
and Innovation Investment Framework towards achieving a step change in teaching and learning and the
level of STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) skills employed in the UK economy,
including building on the 2002 Roberts Review. We are working with partners to address the key priority
for higher level technical skills and skills for innovation.

We encourage the provision of enterprise education at school, FE and HE level, to equip young people
to think innovatively and creatively at times of change, and gain strong communication and risk-
management skills and encouraging individuals to focus on their own skills development and expect more
from employers.

Lord Leitch will be making his recommendations on the UK optimum skills mix in the late Autumn. DTI
stands ready to play its part in working with employers and the rest of the skills infrastructure to meet the
challenges of the next decade.

ANNEX

The Skills Landscape

Skills strategy

The links between skills and productivity, wages and social mobility are inextricably linked so that joint
working across Government is essential if policies are to address the overall success of the nation.

The Government’s skills strategy, articulated in the two White Papers of 2003 and 2005 puts employers
centre stage in identifying skills priorities and shaping the design and delivery of training. This, combined
with the DfES 14–19 reform programme and subsequent 14—19 White Paper published in February 2006,
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aims to tackle long-standing weaknesses. That is a long-term, highly ambitious agenda. A key part of that
is to enable employers to drive demand so that we can create a system that provides people with right skills
and who have committed to a process of lifelong learning.

Through our 14–19 strategy we support young people to gain skills for employability. We are also
focusing on support for adults, because a large proportion of those currently in the labour market have low
levels of skills and it is estimated that 70% of the 2020 workforce have already completed their compulsory
education. This is the skills contribution to the Government’s ambition of employment opportunity for all.
We need to get more of the unqualified and low skilled into more productive and sustainable work to
improve social mobility and inclusion and drive up competitiveness.

Tackling the low skills equilibrium, raising employer ambition, and securing the interests of the learners
and the nation as well as employers are all fundamental to achieving success in a global marketplace. The
demand for skills at all levels and in all sectors is set to grow. Globalisation challenges us to move to a high-
skills, high value-added economy. This can only be achieved by upskilling at all levels.

Policies for Delivering the Skills Strategy and Responding to Employer Needs

Skills for employers

The two White Papers have encapsulated the Government’s intention to create a demand led system of
learning giving employers a much stronger voice in shaping the supply of training at every level. We have
established the Skills for Business Network jointly sponsored by DfES, DTI and the devolved
administrations. The 25 Sector Skills Councils will map the skill needs in their sector and plan provision to
meet those needs through Sector Skills Agreements, supported by employers, Government and the skills
funding and planning agencies (Learning & Skills Councils and HEFCE) (see below).

The Foster Report in 2005 recognised the current strengths of the further education sector however, it set
out a compelling set of arguments for reform, A Further Education White paper was published in March
2006 and it addressed the issue of the economic mission of colleges and the importance of responding
eVectively to the needs of employers. We are building capacity of colleges and other training providers to
deliver benefits for employers and individuals. Over the next five years, we are investing £1.5 billion to
support the longer term transformation of the FE Sector. Increased capital funding to the FE sector will
improve vocational learning facilities. Employers should have access to learning provision that responds to
their needs and is of high quality. Colleges, universities and other providers need to be proactive in
understanding employers’ sectoral and local skill needs, including for higher level skills. DfES, the LSC and
HEFCE are implementing a range of policies and levers to drive up employer demand for relevant high
quality education and training, and to secure their influence and engagement in the Further Education
sector.

Train to gain

The Train to Gain brokerage scheme, launched in September, will particularly focus on attracting hard
to reach SMEs using lessons learned from the Employer Training Pilots (ETP). Themost attractive elements
of ETP for employers were free training (cited as the main attraction by 43%), then flexible training (19%)
with wage compensation third (10%). 86% of learners were satisfied with training and were more inclined
to undertake further training as a result. Employers were also highly satisfied and identified a range of
benefits for both employees and the business. As a result of involvement they were more positive about
training in general and for their low-skilled employees in particular.

Skills brokers will be equipped to enable employers to access the widest range of skills and business
support to meet the requirements of their individual businesses. This will include free Skills for Life and first
full level 2 training, and access to higher level training at full cost or majority contribution from the
employer. The Government’s policy is to focus its subsidy on first full Level 2 qualifications. This is based
on the economic and social benefits of more people acquiring them and the market failures that prevent this
happening, despite the benefits it would bring. As part of Train to Gain we are testing wage compensation
to encourage small employers to release staV for training.

We are reforming qualifications, including through a new Framework for Achievement, with employers
(SSCs) in the lead tomake themmore industry friendly and responsive to business needs through unitisation
and flexibility.
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Structures to Deliver the Skills Strategy

National Level

The Skills Alliance

The creation of the Skills Alliance was announced in the first Skills Strategy White Paper, 21st Century
Skills: realising our potential (2003). It oversees the eVective implementation of the Skills Strategy and is
jointly chaired by the Secretaries of State for Education & Skills, and Trade and Industry. It brings together
the four key Government Departments (DfES; DTI; HM Treasury; DWP) with employer and union
representatives as a social and economic partnership and key delivery partners.

The Learning and Skills Council (LSC)

The LSC was set up in 2001 to plan and fund high-quality education and training for everyone over 16
in England, other than in higher education. It works closely with employers to identity existing skills gaps,
understand what skills will be needed in future and to ensure that the right education and training resources
are in place. TheLSCworks at national, regional and local level from anetwork of oYces across the country.

Regional/Local

As well as regional and local LSC oYces, each region has a Regional Skills Partnership (RSP) to help to
meet regional needs and to help to join up skills policy and budgets in each region to achieve coherent
working of all the agencies involved in the skills delivery field. RSPs bring together the RDA, the LSC,
JobCentre Plus, the Small Business Service and the Skills for BusinessNetworkwith other regional partners.

Delivering Skills with the Trade Unions

The TUC are full partners in the Skills Alliance and are represented on Regional Skills Partnerships.
Trades Unions are involved in development and approval of Sector Skills Agreements. The Union Learning
Fund has been expanded including role and numbers of learning representatives.

The Sector Voice: The Skills for Business network

The Skills for Business Network consists of the Sector Skills Development Agency (SSDA) and 25
employer-led Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) covering 85% of the workforce. SSCs are strategic employer-led
bodies. Licensed by Government, they are leading the drive to improve competitiveness and productivity
in industry and business sectors. Their role is to:

— Deliver top quality analysis of international, national and regional trends in labour, skills and
productivity in their sector though Sector Skills Agreements.

— Develop national occupational standards defining the skills needed in their sector to develop up
to date, high quality courses and qualifications.

— Work with employers to generate greater employer commitment to maintain and improve their
skills base.

Given their diVerent stages of maturity, there are significant variations in capacity, capability and
performance between SSCs across the network. The final SSC—Government Skills, was recommended for
licence in November 2005. Of the 25 SSCs: 18 (70%) have been licensed for between 1 and 2 years; 7 (30%)
have been licensed for between two and three years.

SSDA is working with SSCs to achieve realistic, viable and sustainable funding models. Part of the
licensing criteria for SSCs requires them to have and maintain active engagement with employers including
SMEs and micro employers. There is provision in the SSC governance arrangements for SME
representation. Examples of SSC activity to engage SMEs include developing links with TradeAssociations,
Chambers of Commerce and professional bodies. SSDA is working with the Small Business Council and
Small Business Service to improve levels of SME engagement in the SfBN. The cross sector work on
management and leadership, led by the SSDA, also includes a specific SME focus.

A key role for SSCs is the development of Sector Skills Agreements (SSAs). The 2003 White Paper
announced that SSAs would be developed by each of the SSCs to “set a longer term agenda for raising
productivity in each sector, the skills needed for international competitiveness, and how employers might
work together on a voluntary basis to invest in the necessary skills”. SSAs provide a mechanism for
identifying the skills and productivity needs for each sector and a framework which allows employers,
through their SSCs, to sign up to a key set of sector skill priorities with the main funding and delivery
agencies.

Developing an SSA is a six stage process comprising:
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— A skills needs assessment, which is a forward-looking analysis of the drivers of change in a sector
and how this translates into future skills, needs.

— An assessment of current education and training provision.

— A gap analysis bringing together the views of demand and supply as the basis for identifying
priorities for action.

— An assessment of the scope for collaborative action by employers to address the identified skills
gaps and weaknesses.

— An action plan outlining the joint actions to be taken by SSCs, employers and partners to meet
sector skills needs.

— A checkpoint review to drive implementation.

The first SSAswere launched inMarch 2005with others coming on stream gradually until the end of 2007.
The completion of SSAs is a key priority for the SSDA in 2006–07. We see SSAs as the most powerful tool
a SSC has. They provide a crucial mechanism to deliver on four strategic objectives: increasing productivity;
addressing skills gaps and shortages; providing greater opportunities and achieving more responsive
education and training provision. In short they are a key feature of the employer-led skills agenda.

SEMTA (Science, Engineering, Manufacturing Technologies Alliance) is the main SSC for
manufacturing. Four other SSCs have an interest in manufacturing: Cogent—Chemicals, oil & gas, nuclear,
petroleum, polymers; Proskills—process and manufacturing industries including coatings, extractives,
building products and printing industries; Skillfast—Apparel, footwear and textiles and Improve—food
and drink manufacturing and processing. These five SSCs have formed the Manufacturing Skills Alliance
to consider issues replicated across allmanufacturing sectors.We are keen to see crosscuttingworking across
the Skills for Business Network and are pleased to see the formation of clusters for this purpose. The
Manufacturing Skills Alliance oVers a real opportunity for genuine partnership working across some very
important sectors of the economy.

SEMTA was one of the four “Pathfinder” SSCs who launched their SSAs in March 2005. This covered
three of it’s thirteen broad sub-sectors; aerospace, electronics and automotive. SSAs for the remaining sub-
sectors are in development. Cogent and Skillfast are in the final stages of completion while Proskills and
Improve are just embarking on the process.

September 2006

APPENDIX 15

Memorandum submitted by UK Trade & Investment

Introduction

1. UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) welcomes this Inquiry. UKTI is the lead government organisation
that supports companies in the UK trading internationally and overseas companies seeking to invest in
the UK.

2. UKTI brings together the work of the Foreign & Commonwealth OYce (FCO) and the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI), and draws staV and support from both parent departments. It works closely
with the Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) in the English Regions, and with the trade promotion
organisations of the devolved administrations. UKTI also markets the UK abroad as an investment
location, working in close partnership with the English RDAs and with development agencies in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland to secure inward investment.

3. UKTI provides business with a network of trade advisors in the English regions, and an international
network of specialist, business-focused help based in Embassies, High Commissions and Consulates around
the world. Through this network, UKTI gives companies unrivalled access to a global government
organisation, supporting their trade and investment activities around the world.

4. UKTI’s recent success, and the value it achieves for the taxpayer, is illustrated in the following figures:

— UKTI is ahead of its PSA targets on new-to-export companies reporting that UKTI had helped
them improve their business performance (55% to Q1 2006–07 against a target of 40%), and on
established exporters helped into markets new to them (53% to Q1 2006–07 against a target of
50%).

— In 2005–06, 1,220 inward investment projects were reported to UKTI, creating 34,077 new jobs,
and safeguarding a further 55,789. UKTI were significantly involved in “landing”/facilitating 449
of the 1220 projects, involving a total of 12,507 new jobs, and 5,940 safeguarded jobs. This
maintains the UK as one of the world’s most attractive economies for inward investors.

— Manufacturing projects accounted for 23.6% of the total number of inward investment projects,
and 26% of the new jobs, and half of the total jobs.
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— Independent research for UKTI, published in April 2006, shows that £65million spent on four key
trade development schemes generated £1.1 billion additional net benefit by enabling over 6,000
businesses, including manufacturing and the services sector, to upgrade their international
marketing strategies.

— In 2005, nearly 2,000 companies signed up for the flagship UKTI “Passport to Export”
development programme to help them prepare to trade internationally.

— Nearly 6,000 companies were helped to move into markets new to them.

— Over 1,700 reports for British companies were produced as part of the Overseas Market
Introduction Service (OMIS).

— UKTI’s Enquiry Service dealt with over 35,000 trade and inward investment related telephone
calls/emails in 2005–06.

Globalisation

5. Globalisation means competition is intensifying at a pace of change that is unprecedented. New
communication technologies and falling transport costs are breaking down geographical barriers to trade
and economic integration. Companies are internationalising earlier and in novel ways. Some are choosing
to outsource production, whilemaintaining their high-valueR&D facilities in theUK, creating diVerent and
often more jobs in the longer term. Some companies are born global—where it is no longer a question of
developing a home market first, then expanding incrementally into a series of overseas markets.

6. Companies—large and small—need to internationalise to remain competitive. Examples of how some
companies have done so are set out at Annex A. Globalisation is a huge opportunity for the UK. The UK
hasmany strengths including the stability of its macroeconomic framework, its openness to competition and
trade and the strength of its science base. But it needs to change the way it works and raise its game in its
eVorts to market the UK’s business credentials to ensure that it keeps ahead of the competition.

Budget Announcement

7. The 2006 Budget Announcement set out an enhanced role for UKTI across both trade and investment
with responsibility for:

— marketing the strengths of the UK economy internationally as a place to do business in and with;

— boosting trade with and inward investment from emerging markets such as India, China, Brazil,
Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, Turkey, UAE and Saudi Arabia;

— focusing on knowledge-intensive businesses and innovative sectors;

— implementing an International R&D strategy in partnership with academic and business
communities; and

— promoting the City of London working with the UK’s regional clusters, as the world’s leading
financial centre.

UKTI Five-Year Strategy—Overview

8. UKTI published its new five-year strategy “Prosperity in a Changing World” on 20 July 2006. The
strategy outlines how UKTI will respond to the Budget announcement and co-ordinate the Government’s
eVorts to create the environment in which business can flourish in a global market place. UKTI will focus
its resources to ensure it is spending where it really makes a diVerence and where the returns to the economy
and the taxpayer are greatest. UKTI will make significant internal changes to meet these new challenges. It
will restructure around its clients and will bring in new private sector skills. It will focus resource on the front
line and emerging markets; and be more entrepreneurial in identifying business opportunities and working
with our clients. By March 2007 it will have reduced its headquarters by some 40% since 2004. Some 90%
of its people will be in the front line overseas, in the English regions, or in customer facing service delivery
in headquarters.

Marketing

9. Central to UKTI’s Five-Year Strategy is the marketing of theUK’s business strengths as a world-class
source of products and services, partnership and business location. UKTI is not starting from scratch. It
has a good understanding of who its customers are, what they want and how they perceive the oVer made
to them. However, there are gaps in perception. To ensure that all existing intelligence about overseas
business and perceptions of the UK are fully exploited, UKTI is undertaking a review of existing research
with its partners.

10. UKTI will work in partnership with business, across government and with other agencies charged
with promoting the UK to create marketing synergies through more joint working. From now through to
December 2007 UKTI will develop detailed strategies, supported by high quality promotional material, to
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target specific overseas business sectors and individual companies on the basis of core messages about
relevant UK strengths and to assist UK companies in selling themselves overseas. This work will have a
particular focus on high growth countries of strategic importance. These strategies will include specific
targets on investment and trade, to be set by April 2007.

11. A new Managing Director of Marketing appointed from the private sector will lead the strategy for
marketing the UK.

Emerging Markets

12. Building strong trade and investment links with emerging markets is at the core of UKTI’s Strategy.
Markets such as China and India are experiencing high economic growth. They are already in the top 10
largest economies in the world, and are forecast to increase their shares of global output over the next ten
years. As such, they present significant opportunities for UK business. UKTI has identified a priority list
of emergingmarkets, based on an assessment of the relative importance of diVerentmarkets forUKbusiness
and the value of commitment of further UKTI resources in those markets. Consultation of business
representatives during the development of the new strategy has supported this approach.

13. In addition to assisting UK businesses to develop their capabilities to internationalise, Government,
and UKTI in particular, has a role in emerging markets in helping UK business to overcome barriers to
market access and growth through a variety of levers. These include the development of networks
underpinning bilateral trade and investment relationships; active engagement with governments to improve
the business environment for British companies including Joint Economic and Trade Committees or similar
(see below) and, where appropriate, bilateral ministerial support for high impact contract and other
commercial opportunities; and working with DTI and other government departments to influence the
removal of barriers to trade. There is now also good economic evidence to support the conclusion that firms
secure most value if they enter emerging markets at an early stage.

14. One of the key features of UKTI’s new strategy is diVerentiation: the sort of services UKTI oVers in
China or India will be diVerent from those in France or theUnited States. In emerging markets UKTI oVers
more support dealing with governments and overcoming barriers to trade both formal and informal. In
more developed markets it focuses relatively more eVort in helping UK-based companies access key local
contacts and sources of information, and identifying inward investment projects.

15. The Asia Task Force was set up with the aim of lowering barriers to trade between the UK and Asia
and identifying opportunities to increase UK trade with emerging economies across the world, not just in
Asia. It has produced significant evidence to underpin UKTI’s developing approach to emerging markets.
Through its evidence-based research, the Task Force has highlighted key issues for and barriers to increased
trade and investment in Asian and other emerging markets. It has identified ways that Government can
encourage and support companies to do business in emerging markets and overcome these barriers. These
include ministerial visits with business to emerging markets; on the ground support for UK business
interests; lobbying for market liberalisation; and targeted support for established exporters to expand in
emerging markets.

16. Joint Economic and Trade Committees (JETCOs) or equivalent groups, chaired at ministerial level,
have been established for India, China and, most recently, Brazil. The aims of these bilateral partnerships
are to strengthen trade relationships between the countries and provide an eVective forum for addressing
specific issues, in particular barriers in priority sectors, that hinder increased trade and investment. The
JETCO for India has already delivered liberalisation of air services and discussions continue on market
access issues including financial and business services and the retail sector.

Innovative Sectors

17. The evidence set out in the Economics Paper published alongside the UKTI 5-year strategy suggests
that returns to the taxpayer from UKTI support are likely to be higher for innovative than non-innovative
companies, for two reasons:

— Successful internationalisation by innovative companies contributes to UK productivity and
prosperity. The evidence shows that there are strong links between companies’ innovation
performance and overseas activity.

— Success in selling overseas increases investment in innovation, and can enable innovative
businesses to meet growth objectives which would not be possible in the UK market alone. There
is evidence that innovativeUKcompanies tend to derive greater benefit fromUKTI support across
a range of measures, and that benefits to theUK from inward investment projects are greater when
the project involves more R&D or other innovation activity.
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International R&D Strategy

18. UKTI, as part of its five-year strategy, is developing initiatives to attract more business R&D to the
UK, building on the UK’s undoubted strengths in this area. The evidence is that overseas companies view
the UK positively as an R&D centre, but do not have precision on the available opportunities, nor on how
to enter the market. UKTI initiatives help to overcome this.

19. UKTI will target a rolling list of 40 R&D intense companies. We shall deploy cross public sector
teams to work on persuading these companies to do R&D or more R&D in the UK, through inward
investment, partnership (with UK based companies or research institutions), supply chain relationship or
contract research with UK universities or companies. The teams will be helped by 20 specialists with
knowledge of UK R&D activity in specific technologies and of company drivers in R&D. The teams will
need to do detailed company research to help attract companies’ attention with specific and detailed R&D
oVers. Typically this will entail introductions to UK professors with commercial acumen, availability and
a specific piece of R&D of relevance to the company’s development. UKTI will also work with UK based
R&D intense companies, providing tailored assistance to achieve enhanced trade capacity. This will require
specialist training for UKTI English regional staV and adaptation of ways of working with clients.

City of London

20. Financial and related business services across the UK represent over 10% of GDP. But as financial
markets are becoming increasingly international—partly driven by technology—there is increased
competition from other financial centres. To deliver the full benefits of the opportunities for the UK,
Government and business are working together to develop a coordinated strategy for promoting Britain’s
financial sector around the world to ensure it maintains its lead position.

21. Government’s role is not intervention but to create a coordinated framework for success. In support
of the Government’s initiative, leading London markets and financial sector bodies, including from the
devolved administrations and English regions, have participated in the setting up of a Financial Services
Working Group to advise the Government and the Chancellor’s High Level Group of practitioners
announced in the March 2006 budget, on how best to take forward a strategy for promoting the UK
international financial services sector. This will be launched shortly.

Partnership

22. To maximise the impact in marketing the UK business environment, UKTI will work in partnership
with the nine English RDAs, the devolved administrations in Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales, other
government departments, as well as the national bodies including Visit Britain, the British Council, trade
associations and other business organisations. In addition, this co-ordinated approach will enable UKTI to
leverage the totality of public funding associated with trade and investment to increase the impact of its
activity and to deliver better value to the taxpayer.

23. This strategy has been prepared in an open and consultative way. Partners and stakeholders were
consulted widely on the development of the strategy. The RDAs’ views have also been reflected through the
jointly chaired UKTI & RDA Trade and Investment Partnership Group. The strategy sets the course for
UKTI for the next five years. The key actions that it will deliver are set out in full at Annex B.

Targets

24. UKTI’s task now is to deliver the strategy. In addition to continuing to deliver on its existing Public
Service Agreement Targets, UKTI will also develop, in conjunction with HMT, new top-level targets. They
will also feed into development of new Public Service Agreements during the Comprehensive Spending
Review in 2007. They will be independently monitored and published twice a year. These targets will cover
four broad areas set out below:

— High value Foreign Direct Investment;

— R&D and innovative activity of UKTI’s customer base;

— UK businesses’ performance; and

— The UK’s reputation as a place to do business in and with.

Support for Business

25. Whilst co-ordinating and driving forward this strategy across Government, UKTI will continue to
deliver current services and programmes to existing customers.

On trade, UKTI provides a range of services to business including:

— Individually tailored packages of practical assistance to help companies develop the skills and
capacity needed to trade internationally.
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— Tailored information about opportunities for specific products or services in particular overseas
markets.

— Support for companies in the UK to participate in overseas trade fairs, seminars and UK trade
missions.

— Provision of a range of publicity services.

— Political lobbying on behalf of UK companies.

For inward investment activities involve providing a free, bespoke and confidential service to potential
inward investors on a range of issues, including:

— a developing focus on key high-value investors to facilitate their continued growth/retention in
the UK;

— providing specific information on key commercial considerations, such as company registration,
immigration, financial incentives, labour, real estate, transport, utilities and regulatory issues;

— providing comprehensive regional and local analysis to help overseas companies choose the right
place to set up;

— introductions to sector networks, such as industry leaders, chambers of commerce, universities and
other centres of R&D excellence;

— helping to build collaborative technology partnerships between UK and foreign businesses
through UKTI’s Global Partnerships programme;

— assisting overseas entrepreneurs to develop UK business opportunities through UKTI’s Global
Entrepreneurs programme; and

— providing continued investor “aftercare’ support through UKTI’s Investor Development network,
which oVers assistance to companies once they have established a presence in theUK to encourage
their successful development and expansion; ando developing co-operation and operational
guidelines between the principal bodies engaged in inward investment promotion, through
chairmanship of the national Committee on Overseas Promotion.

26. The Trade Access Show Programme (formerly SESA) remains a substantial programme, with 600
trade shows and exhibitions in more than 50markets. More than 100Accredited Trade Organisations, most
of them trade associations, continue to work with UKTI in delivering exhibition support in 2006–07.

27. UKTIwill continue to have a strong presence in developedmarkets such as theUS andEurope. These
are still the UK’s most important trading partners and a major source of inward investment. UKTI will still
provide help for a wide range of businesses across a variety of sectors in many international markets. But
there will need to be a clear focus on activity which delivers maximum added value for business and the UK
economy.

28. Passport to Export Success remains a UKTI flagship assessment and skills-based programme that
provides new and inexperienced exporters with the training, planning and on-going support they need to
succeed overseas.

ANNEX A

BUSINESS INTERNATIONALISATION

1. A design and production company from the Manchester area

In a reaction to increased low cost competition, this company decided to move the labour-intensive
element of it’s manufacturing overseas.Malaysia was selected as the best location and, with eVective support
from the Malaysian Industrial Development Authority; the project was completed with first production in
January 2004.

Converting the negative aspects of globalisation into a major opportunity, this company is in a position
to retain its existing business, improve the operational eYciency and profitability of its UK operation and
respond quickly to opportunities in new markets. This company is now seeking to expand production
facilities in Malaysia to build on the successes already achieved.

2. A Machine Manufacturer from Birmingham

It realised in the mid-nineties that it would be well served to look to China in terms of both reducing
production costs and also establishing a foothold in what could be a lucrative market.The company ran a
series of seminars at a Chinese machine tool show in 1997 and identified a number of potential partners and
customers. Business with China has developed further since and resulted in supply partner arrangements for
the supply of machined castings, an extension of this work to include sub-assembly work, sale of the
company’s products into China and the sale of the company’s labelled, low cost products into Western
Europe.
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3. A Leading Controls Solutions Supplier from Norwich

The company found that profitability was being aVected by price erosion and rising costs. Unable to
justify a significant level of investment in automation, the only viable option to establish production in a
low labour cost country.

Over two years the company moved production to a new Chinese plant with the help of a UK educated
Chinese engineer, now their Operations Director. UK activities are now focused on R&D, logistics and
customer support, whereas the Chinese plant is operational, production costs are competitive and the
company is in profit for the first time in three years.

4. A West Midlands Company, Producing Home Safety Equipment

This company already had a business model that aimed to outsource themajority of its business functions
to reduce costs and increase its chances of survival.

Working with one of its prototype component suppliers, a Chinese company, it quickly became apparent
that this company was looking to supply whole products rather than just components. This fitted the UK
company’s business model well, so they set about working with the Chinese to set up a production line that
could produce the required products to high UK specification. There are now three Chinese suppliers with
excellent quality performance and lower labour costs allowing a greater emphasis upon and investment in
quality management and control activities.

Whilst the core business activities of research and product development remain in the UK, the company
has been able to outsource themore routine lower technology design activity to their main supplier in China.
This allows the company to concentrate on higher value-added activity related to new product concepts—
the source of their competitive advantage.

5. Buckinghamshire Manufacturer of Bespoke Automation Solutions

This company found that one of its main sales lines had become unprofitable. To rectify this, the company
planned to sub-contract machining to a lower cost supplier in a country with lower rawmaterial and labour
costs. India was identified as that country and a visit to an industry exhibition in 2001 identified potential
partners.

In 2002 the company visited its preferred partner to undertake a full commercial and quality review. After
a positive impression, an order for tooling followed. This relationship has developed to a point where the
UK company is sourcing the quality of component they demand at only 35% of the original supplier price.

6. Forgings Company, West Midlands

Faced with closure in 2001, a management buy-out saved the business from liquidation. The company
then undertook an analysis of its full product range. It concluded that it could not continue to compete on
high volume, lower value-add business without a fundamental change to the cost base of the business. To
reduce the cost base the company set out to find a strategic supply partner that could take on the higher
volume business and produce it more competitively. As a result of a visit to India, it found an appropriate
supply partner. This enabled the company to oVer more competitive pricing to its existing customers,
directly resulting in the winning of a £1 million contract from a major tier-1 automotive customer. After a
period of stable trading the two businesses took their relationship further. The result of this was an
agreement that the Indian partner would purchase a controlling stake in the UK company, strengthening
both companies’ positions and securing 100 UK based jobs.

7. Fastener and Joining Systems Manufacturer, West Midlands

As a result of a review of its business operation this specialist manufacturer has now undertaken to
restructure its distribution, sales and engineering services in the UK while expanding its manufacturing
capabilities in China. This will enable the company to enhance the UK distribution systems, put capital
investments in the engineering and quality technical centres in the UK, and improve their overall
customer services.

8. Turnkey Solutions Business, Wolverhampton

This small business moved some of its operations to Russia to enable it to compete more eVectively for
a contract to refurbish a former car manufacturing assembly plant. Their competitors were German. By
setting up in Russia the company was able to access local services and resources but manage the whole
project using skilled engineering labour force from the UK. The result will be around 10 new jobs created
in UK in the future
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9. Medical Design and Manufacturing Business, Oxfordshire

As a result of exhibiting at an exhibition in Brazil this SMEwon a large tender to supply 90million lancets
for blood sampling to Sao Paulo state. This is 5 times the volume that they supply annually to the NHS in
theUK.As a result they havemoved some of their production overseas whilemaintaining their core business
operations in the UK.

10. Commercial Printers, Wakefield

Originally a commercial printers, founded in 1928, the company set up its China operation in 1999 to deal
with pre-printing activities. It now employs 120 in China and 125 in the UK. Its presence in China has now
provided additional opportunities for the company to provide services to Chinese publishers.

11. Specialist Law Firm, London

Having problems with the retention of secretarial workers due to low morale and the repetitive nature
and high volume of work, this company decided to outsource copy and audio typing functions by using a
credible supplier able to provide the right quality of service.

Benefits from a financial perspective are significant with savings in excess of £90,000 per annum on an
annualised basis. Intangible benefits are huge, from being able to up-skill the secretaries to being able to
utilise the oYce space no longer needed for temporary secretaries.

12. News Agency, London

This company needed to outsource the handling of its English language financial databases to provide
lower cost management. It was decided to base this work in Bangalore, India, where they expect to have
1,700 staV in place by the end of 2006.

This project has proved so successful that many other parts of their organisation has decided to follow
suit and has resulted in new types of content being made available to their customers; some of which were
too uneconomical to provide previously.

13. Boiler Fan Manufacturer, Glasgow

This company originally made large boiler fans in the UK.Over time this became too expensive, resulting
in an uncompetitive product. After some research it was decided to establish a manufacturing capability in
China. This has proven to be very successful and they now supply China and the rest of the world from this
plant. The high-level R&Dplus design functions are still performed in theUKwhilst the detailed design and
construction is performed overseas.

Howden have since set up additional manufacturing capabilities for their range of compressors in China
for the same reason.

14. Precision Engineering, Hemel Hempstead

A precision engineering company has set up a manufacturing facility in Thailand as a Joint Venture (JV).
The company was originally formed as a sub-contract sheet metal shop in 1985 and with the addition of
Turning, Milling, Detail Presswork, Assembly and then CNC, the company now undertakes complete
project management, being in the forefront of modern manufacturing technology. It has responded to
pricing pressures experienced in the industry by retaining its R & D facility in the UK and setting up a
manufacturing JV in Thailand, now supplying major customers worldwide.

15. Gift Manufacturer, Warwickshire

This company grew very rapidly from a home business to onewithmanufacturing units in Stoke-on-Trent
and South Wales. During the late 90s, due to the diYculty of attracting skilled labour and cost pressures,
productionwasmoved oV-shore to produce in the new volumes required by themarket. All design functions,
and the origination and preparation of product for production is still managed from the UK as well as all
the, marketing, sales and administration. The cost savings and improved production processes have allowed
the company to increase export sales to the point where they represent 20% of total business.
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16. Thermal Engineering, Manchester

This manufacturer of incinerators had reached saturation point in the UK due to the eVects of foot and
mouth disease and they needed to expand their activities in order to survive.

They have now established a partnering relationship with a boiler manufacturing company based in
Poland. Their export activity has risen from zero to 13% of turnover within the first 12 months and they are
now selling to seven markets in total. The company are now actively considering manufacturing the
incinerators in Poland over the longer term to reduce costs and are currently training their Polish partner
in their processes and practices.

17. Sail Manufacturer, South East

Until 2004 their whole operation, including manufacturing, was based in the UK when ad hoc exports
represented around 11% of turnover. Seeing the potential that overseas business represented, the company
set up a wholly owned factory in the Philippines where all of their manufacturing now takes place. The
factory is equipped with the latest cutting equipment allowing them to deliver more quickly and cost
eVectively to worldwide markets. Design, sales and marketing remain in the UK. The company is currently
working with UKTI on the Passport to Export programme which is helping them to set up strategic
partnerships to develop further retail. OEM account management will be handled direct from the UK, and
distributors for retail sales overseas will be appointed. They are currently concentrating on Sweden and the
Netherlands.

ANNEX B

Marketing Business UK

Co-ordinating marketing

By October 2006 a cross-government group on marketing the UK economy internationally, chaired by
the Chief Executive of UKTI and including the RDAs and devolved administrations, will be established to
meet quarterly to agree priorities and implement a joined-up programme of activities. By December 2007
we will review the eVectiveness of the group.

Strategic marketing exercise

By December 2006 UKTI will have completed work on developing the overarching messages on the
distinctive strengths that best present UK business to our target customers.

City of London

By December 2006, working with the industry, UKTI will publish a strategy to promote the City as the
world’s leading international financial services centre and the complementary strengths of financial and
business services across the UK.

Market research

By December 2006 UKTI will establish a rolling programme of market research for critical client groups
to provide specific information on overseas markets and business sectors and how best the UK can tap the
potential value.

Marketing strategies

From January 2007 through to June 2007 UKTI will develop the first five detailed strategies, supported
by high quality marketing materials, to target specific overseas business sectors and individual companies
on the basis of core messages about relevant UK strengths, and to assist UK companies in selling themselves
overseas. These strategies will include specific targets on investment and trade, to be set by April 2007.
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Working with Business

R&D programme

ByDecember 2006 UKTI will have begun a new £9million R&D programme to target innovative, R&D-
intensive companies both for inward investment and as potential high-value exporters.

Asian emerging market scheme

ByOctober 2006UKTIwill have introduced a new experimental programme to help established exporters
expand in the emerging Asian markets.

Growth Opportunities Strategy

By April 2007 UKTI will, with the RDAs and devolved administrations, adopt a new approach to
securing inward investment that concentrates on high-value added projects and on where our interventions
can add more value to the economy.

Business briefings

By January 2007UKTI will have in place a programme of targeted business briefings around theUKwith
the Minister for Trade and Investment and UKTI Chief Executive to capture feedback from business and
promote understanding of globalisation.

Access to FCO diplomatic and economic reporting

By July 2007 UKTI will pilot a subscription website carrying a range of diplomatic and economic
reporting aimed at making the analytical expertise of the FCO and the UK’s overseas network much more
widely available to the UK-based business community.

Co-ordination of visits

By December 2006 a new committee, chaired by the Minister for Trade and Investment will have agreed
a co-ordination mechanism for the overseas visits of Ministers and other senior UK representatives, and
senior inward visits from foreign Ministers, to target eVectively key contacts to help companies
internationalise.

Trade and Investment summits

In July 2007 the Minister for Trade and Investment will hold the first in a series of annual summits with
RDAs and DAs to review progress in delivering prosperity on the basis of this strategy.

Influencing policy

By Summer 2007 a seniorWhitehall group will have been established, chaired by UKTI’s Chief Executive
and involving the Better Regulation Commission, to ensure that our growing understanding of the impact
of a changing global economy on UK businesses is really embedded in policy development.

Research

By December 2007 UKTI will have published, in partnership with business schools, further research on
companies’ experiences in the changing global economy to ensure that UKTI captures high quality, leading-
edge thinking and build on the programme of research and publications of the Asia Task Force.

Review of overseas presence

ByMarch 2008 UKTI will have worked with the devolved administrations and the RDAs to review their
representation overseas and maximise eVectiveness, ensuring that they deliver what is best for the UK in the
most coherent manner.

Review of regional trade operations

By March 2008 UKTI will have worked with the RDAs to review our international trade operations in
the regions, to continue delivering services to businesses eVectively, linking with the wider business support
frameworks in the regions.
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Science and Innovation

By September 2006, UKTI, theDTIOYce of Science and Innovation, and the FCO Science& Innovation
Network, working together, will review their operations to maximise synergies.

Transforming Ourselves

Increased resources in emerging markets

ByMarch 2008UKTI will have increased its resources in the emergingmarkets by £5.6 million to support
companies doing business there.

Client account managers

By January 2007 UKTI will have client account managers in place for key client groups: high-value
potential investors, major exporters, exporters to emerging markets and R&D-intensive companies to
ensure it is best placed to help its clients internationalise.

Customer relationship management

By autumn 2007 UKTI will have implemented a web-based Customer Relationship Management system
to enable its staV to oVer a better service to its clients.

Increased front line

By March 2007 UKTI will have reduced posts in headquarters by some 40% since 2004. Some 90% of
its people will be in the front line overseas, in the English regions, or in customer facing service delivery in
headquarters.

Joint inward investment and trade sector teams

By April 2007 UKTI will deploy joint sector teams for those sectors which are priorities for inward
investment and trade to maximise synergies across UKTI.

Target driven approach

By April 2007 UKTI will have new top-level targets which cascade down to teams and individuals across
the whole UKTI network for 2007/08 onwards. These will cover both trade and investment activity and will
be developed with the RDAs and other relevant partners.
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Increased professionalism

ByMarch 2007 UKTI will have completed an audit of its skills against the new strategy and have in place
a programme of recruitment and training to ensure that it is best placed to meet the needs of its clients.

New private sector talent

By September 2006 UKTI will have started a recruitment campaign to bring in new private sector skills
to meet requirements of its clients.

Website

By March 2007 we will increase the number of companies registered on our revamped portal website to
20,000. We will add a further 5,000 per year thereafter.

Charging

By December 2007 UKTI will have doubled the revenue it receives from charging for its services.

Evaluation programme

By December 2006 UKTI will have in place a programme of evaluation that will increase its insight and
ensure that it continually builds on its experience and has a service portfolio that operates increasingly
eVectively in support of its clients.

September 2006

APPENDIX 16

Memorandum submitted by the Department of Trade & Industry

Introduction

1. TheDepartment welcomes this inquiry.Manufacturing forms an integral part of the UK economy and
the Government is committed to the development of a strong, high value added manufacturing sector with
the ability to compete successfully in world markets.

UK Manufacturing

2. In 2004 manufacturing accounted for 14% of GDP, a seventh of our national wealth, a similar share
to that of business services, and larger than that of financial services. Themanufacturing sector’s importance
to the economy is further emphasised by a number of other factors:

— manufactured goods make up over 50% UK exports;

— it accounts for 75% of business Research &Development driving innovation and productivity
improvements that raise the competitiveness of the whole economy; and

— it provides over 3 million high quality jobs and supports many more in the service sector.

3. Manufacturing is undergoing a period of structural change as a result of globalisation and
technological advance. Rapid growth in low labour cost economies in Asia and elsewhere has resulted in
intense international competition. Global restructuring is focussing advanced industrial nations away from
low skill, low-tech products and processes to the technology driven and high value added.

4. However, we must not overlook the many world-class manufacturing companies already operating in
the UK, rising to the challenge of globalisation and competing successfully in world markets.

(i) In 2005 we produced more than 1.6 million vehicles, close to the historic peak of the early 1970’s
and nearly twice the number produced in the early 1980’s. BMW have recently transferred the
production of new MINI engines from Brazil to Birmingham.

(ii) Pharmaceuticals exports are over £12 billion a year and an £3 billion a year the biggestUK investor
in R & D.

(iii) Our Aerospace industry invested £2.7 billion a year on R&D in 2005, had a turnover of over
£22 billion, directly employed 124,000 people, a 9% rise on 2004, and provided jobs for over
150,000 more in the supplier businesses.
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5. We also have new fast growing sectors such as bioscience where the UK has the largest industry in
Europe with nearly twice as many products in clinical trials as its nearest European competitor. And
environment goods and services where the international market forecast is set to reach $700 billion by 2010.

The Globalisation Challenge

6. The Government is acutely aware of the pressures globalisation brings to bear on UKmanufacturing
but we are committed to creating the right conditions for manufacturing companies to succeed and meet
the challenges. We firmly believe that manufacturing will be a vital part of the future UK economy,
fundamental to our success as a high technology, high added value economy competing in the global
marketplace.

7. Globalisation brings the opportunity to take advantage of rapid expansion in world trade, and
manufacturing companies must compete on the basis of added value using high technology and skills. They
will not succeed by competing on low value and low wages. We must develop our competitive edge from
technologically intensive and science based industries.

Manufacturing Strategy

8. The Government Manufacturing Strategy established in 2002 is based on promoting the application
of science and innovation, encouraging investment, spreading best practice and enhancing skills
development. The Strategy is helping manufacturing companies towards success, in particular by
encouraging high value production.

9. Economic stability is crucial to sustainable business growth and the Government has delivered an
unprecedented period of macro-economic stability creating the right underlying conditions for sustainable
growth, investment and high employment.

10. The UK with its strong science base is well placed for high value manufacturing. We must use the
science base for competitive advantage—turning ideas, research and design into commercial products. That
is whywe havemore than doubled the science budget to support innovation and knowledge transfer, helping
to move research from laboratories to the market place.

11. Through the Technology Programme we are supporting around 450 Collaborative Research &
Development projects and 19 National Knowledge Transfer Networks designed to stimulate innovation in
the UK’s key technology areas by promoting collaboration, best practice and knowledge sharing between
industry and universities.

12. Twelve innovative Manufacturing Research Centres were launched in November 2001, to create a
unified programme of novel and innovative research across UK manufacturing. Their role is to research,
develop and disseminate technologies, processes and systems to give UK manufacturing competitive
advantage in the global market place. There are now 18 Research Centres, covering a wide range of areas
of manufacturing including engineering design, sports technology, healthcare, composites materials,
construction, and life sciences.

13. We introduced and improved the R&DTax Credit to promote investment and stimulate innovation.
As a result the credit has provided £977 million Government support for SMEs, the majority to
manufacturers. The large company R &D tax credit introduced in 2002 is worth up to £400 million a year.
And, in response to the 2005 HMTreasury review of R&DTax Credit scheme we will set up specialist units
in HMRC to handle all SME R&D tax credit claims to ensure high quality and consistent treatment for all.

14. We have set the Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) which provides manufacturers in every
region with local access to practical advice. So far MAS has generated added value of over £224 million for
the companies that have worked with it. The Government’s commitment to the service is demonstrated by
the announcement in the last Spending Review of a further funding boost for MAS, which will further
enhance its eVectiveness.

15. We have provided £30 million towards the establishment of 15 Industry Forum organisations in key
sectors, delivering lean production processes, generating saving of £369 million.

16. We are also working to build an appropriately skilled workforce to meet the requirements of a high
value manufacturing sector. Skills are one of the issues covered by the initial three inquiries and further
details of Government action is detailed in the attached written memorandum.

17. We are seeking to develop an enterprise culture providing access to financial support for small
businesses through the Small Firms Loan Guarantee, Regional Venture Capital Funds, and the first
Enterprise Capital Funds which has a strong emphasis on supporting new technologies. The first Enterprise
Capital Funds were established in March; The IG Capital Fund worth £25 million and the 21st Century
Sustainable Technology Growth Fund worth £30 million.
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Manufacturing Forum

18. We know that we cannot aVord to reduce our eVorts and in 2004 we carried out a comprehensive
Review of theManufacturing Strategy fromwhichwe developed anAction Planwhich sets out the priorities
for Government, industry, trade unions, Regional Development Agencies and other stakeholders in key
areas where we can most eVectively work together to ensure the future success of UK manufacturing. In
addition we established the Manufacturing Forum to ensure the eVective implementation and evolution of
the Strategy.

19. The Forum is jointly chaired by Industry (Kevin Smith CBE, Chief Executive of GKN) and
Government (Margaret Hodge MP, Minister of State for Industry and the Regions). It brings together all
key stakeholder organisations and monitors work that is already in place, helps to steer policy that impacts
on manufacturing and actively engages in areas where increased participation of stakeholders can make
an impact.

Conclusion

20. Government has a key role to play in developing a competitive business environment to allow
businesses to grow. Competition is increasing and world markets are opening whilst technology and
consumer demands are changing fast. Successful manufacturing in the UK can only come from being
competitive, from innovation and investment, from enhancing skills and best practice.Government is taking
action through the Manufacturing Strategy, working in partnership with industry and all key stakeholders,
to create the right conditions for business success and help manufacturers to respond to the challenge of
globalisation and to take advantage of the opportunities it undoubtedly oVers.

21. The first three issues chosen for consideration by the Committee in this series of inquiries, support for
exports and inward investment, public procurement, and skills are all key areas, vital to the future success
of manufacturing. UK Trade and Investment leads on the provision of support to companies trading
internationally and inward investment whilst the public procurement and skills are issues on which we are
taking action through the Manufacturing Strategy. The Government’s written evidence to these three
inquiries is attached.

September 2006

APPENDIX 17

Memorandum submitted by Malcolm Wicks MP, Minister of State for Science and Innovation, DTI

Thank you for the opportunity to give evidence to your Committee on 6 March.

As I highlighted in my appearance, we see skills as one of the key components necessary for ensuring that
British manufacturing, as it moves to a high-tech, high value added sector, can adapt to future challenges
and win in the global economy.

I undertook to provide information on three points which is set out in the attached paper. This gives
further information on the appointment of Sir Digby Jones as Skills Envoy, the Government’s response to
company closures and redundancies and the extent to which we can forecast shortages and plan ahead in
terms of the demand-led skills system.

I hope this is helpful but if you need any further information then please do not hesitate to let me know.

I look forward to seeing the outcome of your inquiry.

DTI Response to Request for Further Information

Skills Envoy: Sir Digby Jones

TheCommittee asked formore detail on the appointment of the Skills Envoy. SirDigby Jones was invited
to be Skills Envoy on behalf of the Government by the Chancellor of the Exchequer who commissioned the
Leitch Review. His terms of reference are set out below.

Sir Digby has made a good start at raising the profile of the skills challenge set out by Leitch, and setting
the ground for action from employers to meet the demands of the Leitch agenda. In these early months
Digby has thrown himself into his work by getting out and about across theUK, talking to employers about
skills and encouraging them to sign up to the skills pledge. He has also spoken at a number of high profile
events in the skills world to introduce his role and build a consensus around the need to work together to
improve the UK’s skills.

DfES are working closely with Sir Digby to provide appropriate support and to help ensure a relevant
programme of activities for Digby to reach employers.
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Terms of Reference

The aim of this role is to work alongside the Prime Minister, Chancellor of the Exchequer and the
Secretary of State for Education and Skills in advocating the vital importance of the skills ambitions for the
nation set out in the Leitch Report.

The specific objective is to encourage employers to endorse and act on the “something for something”
deal between employers and government, linking increased rights to increased responsibilities, that lies at
the heart of the Leitch report. This is an employer-facing role, focused on the largest, most influential
employers in the UK. In particular, the envoy will encourage all leading employers to sign up for the
“pledge” advocated in the report, whereby employers commit to supporting training for their low skilled
employees.

At the core of the role is the ability to engage with theUK’s leading employers, their representative groups
and other influential intermediaries to galvanise their support for the world-class ambition in the Leitch
Report, securing the acceleration in skills investment that is needed to get us on the right track to achieve
those very challenging targets. This will involve:

— setting out the central importance of skills to the UK’s productivity;

— highlighting how changes in the global economy mean the UK’s competitive position will
increasingly depend on skills of its workforce; and

— persuading and challenging employers, probably in equal measure, to accept the need to invest
more in qualifications at higher levels, whilst also pledging to engage with government funded
programmes to train their low skilled employees—primarily through the Train to Gain service.

The envoy will be supported in carrying out their role by the Department for Education and Skills. There
is no salary but expenses incurred will be payable.

The role is likely to require a time commitment on average of one to two days perweek. The initial focus of
the role will be to span the period between the publication of the LeitchReport and the detailedGovernment
response. This is likely to be made at either the Budget or CSR. We will then take stick of the continuing
need for the role and also its relationship to the Chair of the Commission for Employment and Skills.
Applications for the latter post will b e invited in due course. There is no fixed duration for the role of envoy
which will be kept under consideration in the light of developments.

Company Closures and Redundancies

TheCommittee asked what support is available to employees from small manufacturing businesses if they
are made redundant. In these cases, the first source of assistance will be Jobcentre Plus, who will try and
help the individuals find new employment.

Jobcentre Plus works closely with local partners including RDAs, LSC, Local Authorities and Chambers
of Commerce to help individuals from companies of all sizes. For example, in the West Midlands, the LSC
provide a package of support available to all individuals who have lost their jobs in the manufacturing
sector. This package includes free job-searching and careers information, advice and guidance, and job-
focussed training and support in up-skilling.

Jobcentre Plus also manages the Rapid Response Service, which is designed to help employees from
redundancies that have had a particularly significant eVect on the local labour market. The exact nature and
extent of the assistance is tailored to the circumstances and to the needs of the individuals, the employer,
the local economy and the labour market concerned. The key factor is the economic impact of the
redundancy on the local labour market, rather than the number of people being made redundant.

The initial impact on the local labour market is often assessed in terms of the number of direct job losses
relative to the number of existing JSA claimants in the area. Further impacts on the local (and often wider)
economy may also occur if, along with the direct job losses from the closures, there are indirect job losses
within the associated supply chain. Additional factors to consider are the age and skills profile of those being
made redundant as this aVects the time taken to find alternative employment, the extent to which these new
claimants aVect the ability of existing claimants to find jobs, and the overall direction of the local, regional
and national economy.

The Rapid Response Service oVers practical support in job application techniques and re-training. In all
cases, the over-riding aim is to provide individuals with the advice and support that best meets their
particular needs, regardless of whether they have left a large or small employer.
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Employers anticipating redundancies of twenty or more at one establishment are legally obliged to notify
DTI and, under certain circumstances, such as a major company going into administration, careful
consideration is given to any additional Government assistance that might be warranted. This is the
exception rather than the rule. For example, the closure of the MGRover car plant led to the direct loss of
almost 6,000 jobs at a single site with knock-on eVect on jobs in the company’s supply chain and the wider
West Midlands area. DWP have undertaken an extensive tracker study of ex-Rover employees and found
that within eightmonths, 56% of those who claimed JSA immediately after the closure had found alternative
employment.

Forecasting Skills Shortages

AsLordLeitch acknowledged in his report, it is diYcult to have a system that seeks to forecast and address
future skill shortages but is still responsive enough to meet employer’s immediate needs.

Although forecasting work is designed to say something about the future, it is nearly always based largely
on a continuation of past trends. It therefore presents one scenario, but it is not so good at anticipating
shocks or sudden changes in market conditions.

We do need to develop a flexible, responsive skills system which can cope with shortages or sudden
demand in the short term. However, Government has to try and anticipate the UK’s future skills
requirements in 10–15 years’ time when most employers’ business plans only cover up to the next five years.
Also, the primary concern for most employers is their own workforce, whereas the Government has to
consider the needs of the whole sector. However, there is a common misconception that there are
considerable skill shortages across manufacturing as a whole. The latest data from the National Employers
Skill Survey does not appear to support this; there are seven skill shortage vacancies per 1,000 employees
across all sectors of the economy, but in the SSCs covering manufacturing this figure is between three
and five.

We agree with Lord Leitch that the delivery system should be demand-led and support measures such as
Train to Gain and the reform of Further Education which are helping to bring this about. But, we do also
need to consider some analysis of the future labour market and skills needs for each sector. Here we agree
again with Leitch that Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) are best placed, through their Sector Skills Agreements,
for producing data on future skills priorities.

SSDA produces highly detailed forecasting work at a regional and sectoral level in the form of the
Working Futures series. The most recent analysis oVered projections of employment and skills to 2014. The
same model was used in the Leitch Review but extended to 2020.

We acknowledge that there is concern over the performance of some SSCs but we would point out that
all SSCs are employer-led and the network is still relatively young. Also, the proposed new Commission for
Employment and Skills will scrutinise SSC performance and recommend any necessary improvements.

It is important to also highlight the responsibilities of employers in this area. SSCs can only produce
reliable data if they are actively engaged with businesses in their sector. If employers are serious about
wanting to influence the immediate and future supply of skills provision, they must be prepared to work
with their SSC.

22 March 2007

APPENDIX 18

Memorandum submitted by the Department of Trade & Industry

THE FUTURE OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE UK: PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Introduction

The Department welcomes this inquiry.

This memorandum has been produced in conjunction with the OYce of Government Commerce (OGC)
and should be read alongside the Memoranda on Marketing UK plc and Skills Shortages.

The memorandum focuses on three areas:

1. The impact of UK public procurement policy and EU procurement legislation on the scope for
Government to support UK industry in competing in the public sector marketplace.

2. An outline of key measures the UKGovernment has undertaken to further open the public sector
market to suppliers, including manufacturing companies.

3. Activities currently underway to help alleviate barriers within the Internal Market.
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1. UK Government Public Procurement Policy and the EU Procurement Rules: Scope for

Government Support of UK Industry

UK Government Public Procurement Policy

The Government’s procurement policy, as set out in Chapter 22 of Government Accounting39, is that all
public procurement of goods, works and services is to be based on value for money, having due regard for
propriety and regularity. Value for money is not about securing the lowest upfront price. It is defined as the
optimum combination of whole life cost and quality (or fitness for purpose) to meet the user’s requirement.
This means that there is scope for wider economic, social and environmental objectives to be achieved
through public procurement, where they are relevant to the specific contract in question.

In the pursuit of value for money, goods, works and services should be acquired by competition unless
there are convincing reasons to the contrary. Competition promotes economy, eYciency and eVectiveness
in public expenditure, bringing benefits not only to the procurer, but also contributing to the competitiveness
of UK suppliers, including in the manufacturing industry, improving their ability to participate in both
domestic and overseas markets.

EU Procurement Rules

All public procurement must comply with legal obligations under the EU and international procurement
rules.40 These obligations include the following:

— EU Treaty principles which prohibit discrimination on grounds of nationality, restrictions on the
free movement of goods and services, restrictions on the freedom of establishment and measures
of equivalent eVect. These Treaty obligations apply to all public procurement contracts, regardless
of value.

— EU procurement directives, which reinforce the Treaty provisions for contracts above certain
values, (about £100,000 for central Government supplies and services and just under £4million for
works contracts) and which include detailed rules for advertising contracts, specifications,
selection and award.

— Relevant case law, which clarifies aspects of the EU rules over time.

— World Trade Organisation (WTO) Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) rules, which are
similar to the EU rules but apply to the GPA signatories—a limited number of WTO members,
including the US, Japan and Canada—as well as to the EU.

New UK Regulations, which implement the consolidated EU public sector and utilities sector
procurement Directives, came into force on 31 January 2006. These simplify and update the previous public
procurement rules, for example, by providing clarification on the scope to take social and environmental
issues into account in public purchasing. They also take account of modern procurement methods such as
e-auctions, framework agreements and competitive dialogue for complex projects. The new procurement
methods that the rules provide for, including electronic systems, together with the simpler and clearer rules
generally, will reduce the burdens of the procurement process and should encourage suppliers within the
manufacturing industry, including SMEs, to participate in public procurement opportunities either directly
or as sub contractors, both in the UK and abroad.

Impact on UK manufacturing

The Government is committed to British manufacturing and helping manufacturers in Britain to gear up
to compete for public procurement opportunities. However, the requirement of competition to achieve value
for money, and the underlying themes of the EU rules comprising transparency, equal-treatment and non-
discrimination, mean that it is not possible for UK contracting authorities to:

— Give preference to UK suppliers in the manufacturing sector in the award of contracts simply
because they want to “buy British”.

— Take account of the impact on UK manufacturing jobs when deciding on contract award.

— Provide extra support to local industry, through increased funding, narrowed advertising routes,
or other forms of state aid activity, to distort the playing field for non-UK companies.

Ensuring a healthy and competitive public marketplace in the UK ensures that the Government is able
to achieve best value for money for the taxpayer in the goods, works and services that it procures, and also
that UK industry is well equipped to compete for contract opportunities against overseas suppliers. In
addition, the fact that the EU and GPA rules apply to contracting authorities in other Member States and
beyond provides the opportunity for our suppliers to participate in these markets also.

39 Government Accounting 2000—HM Treasury—http://www.government-accounting.gov.uk/current/frames.htm
40 Introduction to EU Procurement Rules—OGC—
http://www.ogc.gov.uk/documents/Introduction–to–EU–Procurement–Rules.pdf
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Of course, the Government wants to see British companies winning contracts to supply the public sector
where they are competitive. It therefore has instigated a range of measures to further open the public sector
marketplace to all suppliers, including manufacturing companies. A number of these are described in more
detail in Section 2.

2. UK Government Measures to Open the Public Sector Marketplace

The Government is the single biggest customer in the economy, spending around £125 billion/year on
goods and services. This is equivalent to around 10% of GDP and about 25% of total public spending.41

The Government has undertaken an extensive programme of work to open the public sector marketplace
to all suppliers, including manufacturing companies. This work is being undertaken by a range of diVerent
Government Departments, and includes guidance and supporting documents published by the OGC that
aims to help public procurers manage their supply chains more eVectively.

Below are some of the key current activities, including work in progress, relevant to the manufacturing
sector:

Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs)

— The development of a web based portal (http://www.supply2.gov.uk/) to give companies easy
access to smaller value contract opportunities (i.e. those that fall below the EU threshold levels).

— The promotion of the Small Business Concordat, which forms part of the National Procurement
Strategy for Local Government42, by the SBS.

— The development of an online training package by the SBS following on from the successful
training of over 3,000 small businesses to become “fit to supply” the public sector last year.

— The creation of a simplified, standard pre-qualification questionnaire, for below threshold
contracts, by the OGC.

— A joint OGC/DTI study into the eVect of third party supplier accreditation. Published in
December 2005, this study identified some of the key barriers to the participation of businesses in
the public sector market created by accreditation practice in the UK.

— Working with the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) and the Olympic Delivery
Authority (ODA) to ensure the visibility of both contracts and procedures for the London 2012
Olympics to all companies, and particularly small firms.

Innovation

— Championing the use of strategic procurement and the need for Government to become a more
intelligent customer, as highlighted by the Innovation Report (2003) and DTI’s Five Year
Programme (2004). DTI will make proposals as to how government can adapt its procurement
practices to help it and to help business in this way later this year.

— Fostering the innovation and creativity of small businesses through the Small Business Research
Initiative, which provides Government Departments with a target of purchasing at least 2.5% of
R&D from SMEs.

— A joint OGC/DTI project aimed at identifying and showcasing best practice in procuring
innovative solutions, drawing for example on work done by the NHSNational Innovation Centre
and the DTI/DEFRA Joint Environmental Industries Unit.

Sustainability

— The business-led Sustainable Procurement Task Force published its report, “Procuring the
Future” in June 2006. Thismade recommendations forGovernment onways to embed sustainable
development considerations into procurement and investment decisions across the UK public
sector. The Government will deliver its response later this year.

— The joint DTI-DEFRA Environmental Innovations Advisory Group is piloting the use of public
procurement to drive markets for innovative environmental goods and services.

— DEFRA’s Public Sector Food Procurement Initiative launched in 2003 to highlight practical ways
in which the public sector’s £1.8 billion annual food budget can help deliver “a world-class
sustainable farming and food sector that contributes to a better environment and healthier and
prosperous communities”.

41 Source: OYce ofGovernment Commerce (OGC) andOYce for National Statistics; Public Sector—Statistical Analyses—HM
Treasury, May 2003.

42 National Procurement Strategy for Local Government 2003–06—DCLG—
http://www.communities.gov.uk/index.asp?id%1136697
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Sectoral initiatives

— Working with the Manufacturing Forum, which has identified public procurement as a priority
and has a specific working group looking at how UK manufacturing industry can realise some of
the huge economic benefits from public procurement.

— The Government launched its Defence Industrial Policy in October 2002, which committed it to
be more innovative in its major defence equipment procurements. It challenged procurers to fully
consider wider factors (including industrial benefits) at the outset of procurements.

3. Current Activities to Help Alleviate Barriers Within the Internal Market

In the 2003 pre-budget report, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a review into UK businesses’
experiences of competing for public contracts in other EU countries. This was undertaken by Alan Wood,
Chief Executive of SiemensUKplc.TheWoodReport was published inNovember 200443. It found few clear
cases of provable discrimination against UK suppliers, concluding that EU public procurement law did not
itself create problems for UK businesses. However, it recognised that many UK businesses felt there were
“grey areas’ where national firms appear to be unfairly favoured in procurement projects carried out in other
Member States. It also identified barriers to British firms in competing for contracts in other EU Member
States, which reduce the opportunities available to them. These included:

— lack of market opening in defence and transport;

— diVerent paces of market liberalisation—for example in sectors like energy;

— use of state aids; and

— a lack of professional public procurement oYcials which made it harder for companies to access
opportunities.

The report’s recommendations aimed to build on the change programme already underway in the UK.
In particular, they aimed to encourage a step change in approach by the EU Commission and all member
states, improving compliance with procurement rules but also placing greater emphasis on best practice.

Following the Wood Report, the Government is aware of the following activities that are currently
helping to alleviate barriers within the Internal Market:

— The EuropeanCommission is currently working on price comparisons across the EUof frequently
purchased products and services. The Commission reported on progress in March 2006.

— The EU Learning Laboratory has conducted various studies including in 2004 “An exploratory
analysis of public procurement practices in Europe”.

— The European Commission has issued a consultation document on state aid for innovation in
September 2005 as part of a roadmap for reform of the state aid regime over the next five years.

— The European Commission has continued its firm action, through its formal infraction
proceedings, to make sure that EU Member States adhere to the procurement Directives to
counter unfair national preference.

— The 2005 publication by the Public Procurement Network—an informal Network of all Member
States helping to resolve disputes within the EU relating to procurement, rather than following the
formal route via the Commission—gives guidance on cross border dispute settlements.

March 2007

APPENDIX 19

Memorandum submitted by East of England Development Agency

INQUIRY ON UKTI’S FIVE-YEAR STRATEGY

Response to Question 3

East of England International (EEI) delivers trade development and inward investment in the region on
behalf of EEDA and sub-regional economic development partnerships in the region. EEI is a limited-by-
guarantee company that is led by a board comprising directors nominated by EEDA, the sub-regional
partnerships and the private sector.

43 Wood Review—OGC—November 2004—http://www.ogc.gov.uk/other–key–procurement–policy–issues–wood–review.asp
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Responses to other questions

Inward Investment:

Question Response

1 For 2005–06, the last audited financial year, our annual expenditure on inward investment
direct costs of promotional eVorts and client case handling was £927,468. In addition to this we spent
£275,577 direct costs on a team delivering overseas investor aftercare (investor development).

2 During 2005–06 we operated an East of England oYce in San Jose, California, on behalf of
the region. This oYce will be closed with eVect from 1 April 2007.
We do not initiate any of our own inward missions to promote the region to inward investors, but we do
work with UKTI network colleagues to host missions initiated at consulates or embassies overseas within
the region.
Regarding information provision to international businesses, we have a wide range of sector and sub-
sector information sheets and world class case studies of successful technology and R&D intensive
businesses already here which we use for marketing overseas and developing company leads to
investment projects. We compile bespoke presentations in response to individual client projects either
working through UKTI London on their enquiry stream or directly with clients on those that have
approached EEI.
We also promote the region to business through major international exhibitions in key technology
sectors. For a number of years, we have successfully made such exhibitions dual function through a
programme of involving regional businesses working with us at these shows to featuring their products
and services on the East of England stand presence. This has resulted in success both for trade and
investment activities and in certain cases resulted in very significant trade export contracts having been
concluded for some companies at the exhibitions.

3 See introductory paragraph above

4 We deliver to the East of England Regional Economic Strategy (RES) on international
strategy in respect of the following main sectors:
— Life Sciences, including Healthcare and Biotechnology
— Technology, including Telecommunications and ICT
— Automotive & Aerospace
— Food & Drink
— Energy & Environmental
In addition to our ongoing client demand from North American and European markets, we are actively
working with UKTI on the following emerging markets
— China
— India
— New Zealand
— Australia

5 Our successes and jobs created or saved in the last three years has been as follows:
Successes Jobs Created or Safeguarded

2003–04 27 861
2004–05 29 1,625
2005–06 47 2249

6 Examples of key inward investment projects won by EEI recently include:
Kodak Research, Cambridge
EEI attracted Eastman Kodak’s European Research operation to Cambridge in a tough competition
with other European regions.
The head of the facility here has welcomed what they he sees as the genuinely open and collaborative
environment in Cambridge to research and develop new technologies. Kodak is looking to provide the
University with funding for research and access to the intellectual property generated for its own
research purposes.
In addition to its primary mandate for research the facility is tasked in identifying the hottest technology
start-ups locally with a view to further investment by the corporate team based in Kodak HQ in
Rochester, New York State.
EISAI, Hatfield
Eisai, which is one of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies in the world, announced that it is to locate its
European corporate headquarters and manufacturing centre in Hatfield.
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Question Response

This announcement underlines Eisai’s recognition of the region’s outstanding pharmaceutical and
biotechnology strengths, both in research and manufacturing. By locating in Hertfordshire, Eisai will
join and enhance Europe”s leading life sciences cluster.
David Marlow. EEDA’s Chief Executive, said that Eisai’s decision to locate its operation in the region
with the hundreds of jobs it promises “will have a significant impact on the local economy and on the
future prosperity of the region”
Genzyme, Haverhill
Genzyme is a major bio manufacturing facility based in Haverhill, SuVolk.
One of the world’s foremost biotechnology companies, Genzyme is dedicated to making a major positive
impact on the lives of people with serious diseases. Founded in Boston in 1981, Genzyme has grown
from a small start-up to a diversified enterprise with annual revenues exceeding $2 billion and more than
8,500 employees in locations spanning the globe.
As part of our ongoing investor development programme, we supported their expansion project which
will create 150 jobs at the site, through extensive assistance on site and property alternatives and
benchmark costing.
Its investment will considerably enhance the prosperity of the local community through additional job
creation and further strengthen the region’s life sciences sector not only in terms of knowledge base but
through the message that it sends to other technology companies that high-value manufacturing is
productive and successful in the region and the UK

7 Our future plans for inward investment promotion are very closely aligned with UKTI”s new
5 year strategy
In particular:
(a) Our leading sectors and fasting growing businesses all involve some degree of R&D intensive

content. We have always treated high value R&D intensive business as high priority clients because
of the significant economic value-added nature of their investments and trade opportunities for the
region. We will be working with UKTI to extend the team”s focus on such businesses to support the
UKTI national strategy.

(b) Whilst we have a very strong sector based team and client focus, we have recognised the importance
of key emerging markets such as China and India in the last few years and we have already tasked
senior members of our trade and investment teams with focus on these key markets, extended the
development of strategic alliances we were already developing in two key regions of China. We will
work closely with the consular networks and UKTI in India and China. A number of other countries
in this region including Japan, Korea, New Zealand and Australia are also presenting interesting
two-way trade and investment strategic alliance opportunities.

(c) The strategy of promoting London as the leading financial centre only adds to our regional
promotional eVort and we fully support this approach. We believe that a strong London oVers many
benefits to the East of England region, not just because of its close proximity but also because a
strong financial centre in London supports the extension of other financial sector activity in other
cities such as Norwich.

(d) With eVect from 1 April 2007, EEI will no longer have any overseas oYces.

Trade Promotion

Question Response

8 During 2005–06 we were just completing the merger process of the trade team into EEI. Prior
to this, participation in trade missions was fragmented and consisted of groups of clients travelling with
International Trade Advisers to meet needs.
Since forming EEI we have integrated such missions into our regional business planning process and
organised missions to Dubai, India and China as well as a mission to promote opportunities with the UN
and Red Cross, New York. Planned for the remainder of the year are missions to Romania, Japan and
Toronto (jointly with the East of England Multimedia Alliance.
Occasionally participation in missions follows exhibition at major trade fairs. Following ITU 2006,
exhibitors on the EEI stand took the opportunity to travel together into Southern China. Exhibitors
expect large orders (£4 million) for the region as a result.

9 Combining the trade and investment teams in 2006–07 has led us to a more rigorous analysis
of where to use our limited resources in terms of trade missions organises.
As part of our business planning process EEI consults with other business support agencies regarding a
trade development strategy for the region. This ensures that we take into account local strengths and the
needs of regional businesses. This is then matched with UKTI national priorities re sectors and markets.
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Question Response

We have conducted joint marketing initiatives with London and the South East in terms of inward
investment promotion.
We informally plan joint trade missions with neighbouring regions; we publicise and participate in other
region’s missions where appropriate and vice versa.

30 January 2007

APPENDIX 20

Memorandum submitted by East Midlands Development Agency

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion to your region?

emdaworks with AdvantageWestMidlands (AWM) in North America andAsia Pacific under the British
Midlands brand. In North America we jointly set up a limited liability company in 2005 to employ staV

(currently six in total). In Japan AWM employs two members of staVwho work on behalf of both agencies.
In Australia we are represented by a third party agency employing a total of one FTE. In India we are also
represented by a third party agency employing a total of two FTEs. In Europe emda operates under the
England’s East Midlands brand and has part time representation in France, Germany and Scandinavia.
emda has a total of 10 overseas oYces (of which seven are shared with AWM), and the equivalent of 7.5
FTEs. The total cost to emda of operating these overseas oYces including staV and oYce costs and inmarket
activity is forecast to be £1.46 millon for 2006–07.

The UK based emda International Investment team conducts a comprehensive range of activities
including marketing, investor development and product development (research); the total forecast cost to
emda of these activities for 2006–07 is £864,000 for programme activity. There are 16 posts in the
International Investment team, and two dedicated posts in the marketing team.

The International Investment team also work with six sub-regional partners (SRPs) on Investor
Development. emda will contribute £170k in 2006/07 towards the cost of this activity.

2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region (such as overseas
oYces, missions, information provision etc)

Details of overseas oYces are included in section 1.

Other activities include:

— lead generation and enquiry handling;

— company meetings;

— follow up with companies and organising visits to the UK;

— provision of information to investors (including property details, labour market, economic and
demographic etc);

— aftercare visits to headquarters of regional companies;

— organising and attending promotional activities and events such as trade shows and conferences;

— networking with partners including UKTI overseas oYces, intermediaries and trade
associations; and

— building awareness of the England’s East Midlands and British Midlands brands and regions in
market.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

See answers to questions 1 and 2 above.
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4.1 Sectors

A recent review of emda’s FDI strategy and in-depth analysis of key strengths across the sub-regions
indicates that the EastMidlands has a globally competitive oVer in Transport Technologies, one of our four
RES priority sectors. On international investment we will continue to build our reputation as a world-class
region for transport technologies and we will proactively pursue new opportunities in the transportation
space; in line withUKTI strategy, we will target knowledge-driven, R&D-intensive companies and projects,
exploiting regional strengths in leading-edge technologies. We will also pursue other niche sectors (eg drug
development, medical devices, food and drink technologies, renewable energies) where we have a
competitive advantage in the region and where they form part of RES priority sectors. Opportunities from
other sectors will be handled on a reactive basis only.

4.2 Countries

We will focus on countries which have the closest fit with our regional strengths. We monitor global FDI
trends over time and will adjust our resources and focus of activities accordingly. Over the last five years,
investment from North America into the region has declined in relative terms, whilst investment from
Germany remains strong and India is growing.

5. How many inward investment projects has the agency won in the last three years? How many of these have
created or saved jobs? In total, how many jobs have been created or saved?

As demonstrated in table 1:

— emda has secured a total of 98 involved foreign investment projects/successes over the three-year
period;

— all 98 successes had new and/or safeguarded jobs associated with them as per the UKTI COP
Output Measures definitions; and

— in total, 8,098 jobs were created/safeguarded with the 98 successes over the three-year period.

Table 1

emda INVOLVED FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE EAST MIDLANDS

2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 3-year total

New foreign direct investment
Number of new FDI successes 6 14 14 34
Number of new jobs 44 680 269 993

Investor Development
Number of Investor Development successes 10 23 31 64
Number of new jobs 1,611 558 974 3,143
Number of safeguarded jobs 354 1,371 2,237 3,962

Total foreign investment
Number of successes 16 37 45 98
Number of jobs 2,009 2,609 3,480 8,098

Further, over this three-year period, we also recorded a total of 74 non-involved foreign investment
successes in the region with an associated 2,518 new/ safeguarded jobs. Although we don’t have significant
involvement in these investments, we see our role as being vital in creating an economic climate that attracts
and retains investment.

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects which the region has
recently won, and how these have impacted on the region?

FIUK, a Japanese automotive parts manufacturer and key supplier to Toyota, made an initial investment,
in 2004, of £20 million for a new UK facility in South Derbyshire, creating 300 new jobs. emda worked with
the company to provide a range of assistance including finding a suitable location, introductions to local
partners and the provision of information. Since starting production FIUK has now committed to the next
phase of its expansion, which will create a minimum of a further 150 jobs over the next three years.

Northrop Grummanwas selected by theMinistry ofDefence to provide aircraft maintenance, supply chain
management, training, technical-publications support and design-engineering support services for the
Royal Air Force fleet of E-3D Sentry airborne warning and control system aircraft. Following the contract
award in 2005, weworkedwith the company to assist them in their investment decision, including identifying
a suitable location in Lincolnshire. 145 new jobs were created with this investment.
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emda and local partners worked with Canadian company Intier Automotive to retain and grow their
investment in Nottingham which was confirmed in 2005. This facilitated the safeguarding of 200 existing
jobs and the creation of a further 120 new jobs. Support was oVered in conducting a property search,
providision of training by a local college and introducing them to the Manufacturing Advisory Service
(MAS). Information was supplied on local the Labour Market regarding salaries and local demographics.

emda and local partners worked with OSI/GW Padley, the US owned poultry production company, to
assist in their expansion in Lincoln, creating 150 new jobs and safeguarding 1,100 existing jobs in 2005. The
support provided to the company included information provision to support grant application, planning
assistance, etc. This investment will see advances in technology that will increase output and productivity.

7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new five-
year strategy?

As stated in section 4.1 we have recently reviewed our FDI Strategy and consulted with UKTI to ensure
alignment with their new five-year strategy. Going forward we will continue to build our reputation as a
world-class region for transport technologies and we will proactively pursue new opportunities in the
transportation space; in line with UKTI strategy, we will target knowledge-driven, R&D-intensive
companies and projects, exploiting regional strengths in leading-edge technologies.

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) is the international trade arm of emda and as such we work together
under the dual key agreement to deliver focused trade services to the region’s priority sectors. emda has both
supported planned UKTI missions, in order to give added benefit to the region’s businesses, and has also
funded additional missions during the past three years.

9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allow firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

The UKTI team in the East Midlands works with regional partners including EMDA, Chambers of
Commerce, the East Midlands International Trade Forum, and sector organisations to develop a regional
programme of overseas trademissionswhich are designed tomatch the region’s strengthswith opportunities
overseas and take advantage of any existing links that the region has overseas. UKTI organise a Market
Visit Scheme on a regional basis which enables the UKTI team in the East Midlands to specifically focus
on regional opportunities. Each market visit/trade mission planned in the East Midlands is open for
companies from any region to join; however any funding for that company would come from their own
region.

emda provides additional support for sector missions and other trade activities including the Meet the
Buyer programme which brings buyers from across the globe to meet with companies in the East Midlands.
Many of these events are jointly funded with other regions, both by UK Trade and Investment and their
RDAs.

21 February 2007

APPENDIX 21

Memorandum submitted by EEF, the Manufacturers’ Organisation

Introduction

1. EEF is the representative voice of manufacturing, engineering and technology-based businesses with
a membership of 6,000 companies employing around 800,000 people. Comprising 11 regional EEF
Associations, the Engineering Construction Industries Association (ECIA) andUK Steel, EEF is one of the
leading providers of business services in employment relations and employment law, health, safety and
environment, manufacturing performance, education, training and skills.

2. We are delighted to be able to contribute to such a critical inquiry into the future of manufacturing.
To support our policy work, EEF has undertaken a significant amount of work on which we draw for this
submission. This includes the factors behind diVerences in productivity with the United States44 and

44 Catching up with Uncle Sam—EEF Final Report on US and UKManufacturing Productivity, EEF.
45 Catching up with the Continent—Final Report on EU and UK Manufacturing Productivity, EEF.
46 Where now for manufacturing? EEF.
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continental Europe,45 how manufacturers see opportunities and threats in the world economy46 and how
they are responding to them and the drivers and constraints experienced by manufacturing in raising levels
of skills47 and innovation.48

How Manufacturing is Changing?

3. The start of this decade saw a structural break in the competitive environment under which
manufacturing operates and the response of the sector to this new challenge. Manufacturers experienced a
combination of three pressures—a substantial rise in the pound’s value against the euro, a significant
downturn in world markets and the rise of a range of low cost locations including China, India and Central
and Eastern Europe.

4. Manufacturers have responded to these pressures on two fronts—innovation and cost cutting. EEF’s
survey evidence shows two-thirds of manufacturers placing an increased focus on innovation and most of
the rest planning to do so or considering it. Cost cutting has taken a number of forms. Manufacturers are
making greater use of lean manufacturing and other techniques aimed at cutting waste and improving
agility. Support from the Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) has accelerated the take up of these
techniques; as has foreign ownership of UK manufacturing which spread the use of the technologies down
the supply chain. Manufacturers are also increasingly purchasing from abroad rather than producing
components themselves or buying them from domestic suppliers. In just four years between 1997 and 2000
imports of intermediate goods grew by 47%.

5. Companies are also increasingly considering locating some activities abroad. Inmost cases, companies
are looking at the prospect of moving some of their production and final assembly to overseas locations.
However, all but a small minority expect to keep their research and development and marketing in the UK.

6. These trends mean that the domestic market for companies in the supply chain to large companies has
shrunk as the major customers have shifted some of their activities and purchases abroad. These suppliers
are therefore increasingly reliant on exports to win new orders. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows
export orders outperforming domestic orders since the start of this decade, a reversal of the position in the
second half of the 1990s. Indeed, domestic orders have been weak throughout this decade.

Figure 1

MANUFACTURERS RELY ON OVERSEAS SALES
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45 Catching up with the Continent—Final Report on EU and UK Manufacturing Productivity, EEF.
46 Where now for manufacturing? EEF.
47 Learning to Change—Why the UK Skills System Must do Better, EEF.
48 New Light on Innovation—How UKManufacturing is Meeting the Challenge, EEF.
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7. These trends reinforce the importance of the need for manufacturers to develop export markets.
However, the weakness of domestic orders will mean that the ties that bind companies to the UK will be
weakening for a growing number of companies. It is therefore vital that the UK business environment
enables companies to develop innovative responses to the competitive pressures that they face and does not
put them at a cost disadvantage.

Marketing UK plc

8. All of the above factors make it important for the UK to provide export support that matches the best
of what is available to our competitors as well as maintaining our ability to attract foreign direct investment
(FDI). While we acknowledge the important role that FDI can play in raising productivity through
mechanisms such as the transfer of new technology, ideas and management, we are particularly concerned
about the cuts to the funding of export support and its impact on the ability of UK Trade and Investment
(UKTI) to deliver on its strategy.

9. Governments around the world play an essential role in supporting exporters, providing support that
the market would not deliver on its own. This includes:

— Helping to fill information gaps faced by firms entering new and unfamiliar markets. These can
include knowledge of local practices and contacts, diYculties in estimating the costs and risks in
entering new markets and barriers to entry to overseas markets (both formal such as tariVs and
informal such as closed supply chains).

— Developing company capacity to export.

— Encouraging collaboration between UK companies, including jointly exploring overseas
marketing opportunities.

10. Our evidence suggests that the first of these is particularly important. We are particularly concerned
by evidence from EEF’s surveys and from other sources that UK companies are failing to take advantage
of the opportunities presented by rapid growth in emerging economies. Our research shows that most
companies see countries such as China and, to a lesser extent, India as major competitive threats but not as
opportunities. Figure 2 shows that only 20% of manufacturers see China as a major export opportunity, a
figure that drops to 8% for India. The Select Committee’s recent investigation of trade with India also
pointed to a widespread lack of awareness amongst UK companies of the opportunities in India compared
with some of our competitors. As a result as much as 90% of traditional engineering exports are going to
markets that are growing at less than an annual 2%. In contrast, only 1% of UK exports go to China and
a further 1% to India. Anecdotal evidence points to European competitors making faster inroads than UK
companies into the fastest growing markets.

Figure 2

FEW SEE OPPORTUNITIES IN EMERGING WORLD
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11. Therefore, EEF supports the decision by UKTI to develop a strategy that focuses support on
emerging markets. We also welcome the decision to focus more resources on firms that are best placed to
add value in these markets. The new strategy helps to reverse some of the mistakes of previous strategies.
For example, as part of its Spending Review settlement, UKTI was set a Public Sector Agreement (PSA)
target of a 30% increase in the proportion of resources focused on new-to-export firms by 2007–08. This
reflected research findings, showing a link between exporting and increases in productivity and also links
between exporting and innovation.

12. Leaving aside the issue of the direction of the linkages between exporting and business performance
(which is likely to go both ways) our main concerns are that the previous strategy led to an over-
concentration of resources on small firms, who have often had limited potential to make a significant
diVerence to our overall trading performance and for whom in some cases exporting was not appropriate.
The emphasis on capacity building undermined the provision of in-market support, at a time when the
overall Budget for export support was being squeezed. Yet the evaluation of UKTI’s service shows that
information provision is the area of market failure where exports support delivers a significant return.

13. In particular, in-market support helps more established exporters enter into newmarkets and expand
their activities. These are the companies that have the experience to capitalise on the opportunities of
emerging markets and where assistance is most associated with clear market opportunities and export
intentions. Until the development of UKTI’s new strategy, this group has been largely overlooked.
Reductions in the provision of in-market support has reduced the visibility of UK exporters in overseas
markets, something that is particularly problematic in some emerging Asianmarkets where face-to-face and
personal contacts are a key way to forming business relationships.

14. The government will also need to take care with its definition of the companies at which a growing
part of the support will be aimed. This involves a shift away from concentrating resources on smaller firms,
but only if the concept of innovation-led firms is not applied narrowly. UKTI’s strategy document uses the
terms innovation-led and R&D-intensive interchangeably. Yet recent EEF research demonstrates that
innovation goes far wider than this in most manufacturing, taking in product development, design and the
development of revenue streams from services. In many cases, being innovative does not equate with being
high-tech or having a large R&D budget.

15. It is also important that the shift in resources towards emerging markets does not lead to substantial
cutbacks in support in developedmarkets.While it clearly does notmake sense to have almost asmany trade
advisers in a nearby and more straightforward market such as Germany as in India, it would also be unwise
to stop providing support in the UK’s largest markets. This would come on top of the cutbacks that have
already been made as UKTI’s budget for export has been reduced. Exports to the pre-enlargement EU
account for 55% of all our exports and will retain this dominant share for some time.

16. However, we accept that a tight Spending Review will force some tough choices to be made. We
therefore believe that UKTIwill need to look at generating revenue from some its services, as it does already
for some market research such as the Overseas Market Introduction Service and the Export Market
Research Scheme, with charging reflecting the level of assistance required. It may be that charges could also
vary by firm size.UKTI should also play a role in signposting companies towards specificmarket intelligence
available from specialist providers who will often be better placed than UKTI to provide more relevant, up-
to-date information that is tailored to firms’ specific needs. This suggests that there is scope for joint funding/
user charging-type solutions for this kind of support. It may also enable UKTI to post staV overseas to free
up time from scoping and generic research and to pursue “warm” contacts and specific deal opportunities.

17. We also welcome the indication in the new strategy that UKTI will look to play a stronger
coordinating role. We see the regionalisation of its activities as undermining its ability to provide high
quality export support and to present a clear message to potential investors in the UK. For example,
regionally-based overseas missions are now responsible for delivering the Support for Exhibitions and
Seminars Abroad (SESA) scheme (now called Trade Access Programme). This has led to criticisms of a
confused international marketing message for the UK and diYculties for trade associations in trying to
coordinate their work with UKTI. EEF has also picked up comments from member companies that
significant players in their industries have been excluded from strategically important overseas missions and
events because of being located outside the geographical area of the RDA organising them.

18. UKTI therefore needs to play a stronger role in coordinating the currently fragmented overseas
market initiatives to support exporters and to attract FDI. In turn the regional development agencies
(RDAs) should refocus on identifying firms for export capacity-building assistance, as the evidence shows
that companies located close to other companies that are already exporting in a similar sector aremore likely
to take up exporting. They should also focus on publicising the range of UKTI services available and getting
companies “into the system”.

19. UKTI’s new strategy also indicates that governmentministers will play amore visible role, promoting
UK business abroad as well as lending support for companies seeking to win major orders in industries such
as defence. This is a welcomemove given that the firms consulted by EEF felt thatministers from competitor
countries often had a much higher profile in doing this, particularly in emerging markets.
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20. EEF has been critical of the decision to shift the balance of funding towards foreign direct investment
(FDI) at a time when the overall UKTI budget has been squeezed. This will mean that between 2005–06
and 2007–08 spending on programmes (ie excluding administrative overheads) will fall from £73 million to
£51 million for export support. Given that the evaluation evidence suggests that spending on export support
provides a greater return than does FDI, we believe that this decision should be reconsidered in the current
spending review. However, we note that these activities will tend to be co-located in key overseas markets
as part of the new strategy. This has the potential to improve the eVectiveness of both activities and is
therefore a welcome move. Amore targeted, professional and better coordinated approach to FDI will also
bring clear benefits and help to attract investment that will drive up business performance.

21. It is also appropriate to target R&D intensive activities that will provide higher value jobs and that
are more likely to become firmly entrenched in the UK, than previous assembly plant investment, through
developing links with universities and other scientific institutions. However, it is important that, while
targeting R&D activities, those promoting FDI do not unwittingly send out amessage to potential investors
that the UK is not interested in manufacturing. A number of foreign-owned companies have reported this
fact. This can make it diYcult for these companies to persuade parent companies to sanction investment in
the UK.

Public procurement

22. The public sector spends close to an annual £125 billion procuring goods and services from the private
sector. It is vital that such a large sum of taxpayers’ money is spent wisely and the concept of value for
money—rather than any protectionist instincts—should be the key factor when awarding contracts.
However, the public sector does need to take a wider perspective than this in making decisions on
procurement. Indeed, its own review conducted by the OYce of Government Commerce (OGC) and headed
by Sir Christopher Kelly concluded that government should take a more strategic role in increasing
competition and building long-term capacity. At the end of 2003 it published an action plan to deliver on
this commitment. The DTI’s Innovation Review from the same year also demonstrated that the public
sector should do much more, through both the design of tendering process and by making it easier for
smaller firms to tender for contracts in order to stimulate innovation.

23. Despite the positive reception received by the recommendations of the two reports and the
government’s commitment to deliver on them, delivery on the ground has been disappointing. For example,
EEF’s innovation survey of 500 manufacturers showed that over twice as many companies viewed
government procurement practices as a negative than those rating them positively. This contrasted with the
two-fifths of firms that identified product standards (a combination of mandatory governmental
requirements and voluntary industry standards) as a positive impact on the success of their innovation. In
addition face-to-face interviews with manufacturers carried out by EEF illustrated examples of firms
frustrated by bureaucratic and overly conservative public procurement. Companies pointed to examples
where what they were able to oVer was well ahead of what was requested by the procurer and the failure of
the tendering process to give greater weight to products that met higher environmental standards such as
greater energy eYciency.

24. Our research also showed that companies that had accessed public sector contracts were significantly
more likely to be planning to increase spending on innovation than those that had not. In this respect, the
recent announcement of measures to help smaller companies gain greater access to publicly funded R&D
contracts (with departments now required to purchase at least 2.5% of their R&D budgets from companies
with fewer than 250 employees) is helpful. However, these initiatives have been tried before and yielded
limited results compared with what has been achieved in the United States. The government must ensure
that this initiative is fully supported in order to avoid past mistakes.

25. We need to see a step change in public procurement if it is to support increased levels of innovation
and improved performance by UK manufacturing. Amongst the steps, the government needs to take are:

— Increased emphasis on developing the skills of procurers to achieve the culture in procurement
required.

— An enhanced role for the Technology Strategy Board in coordinating the government’s research
priorities for investment in future technology and a greater profile in communicating this to the
wider business community. Improved business awareness and understand of the opportunities
should help more companies to get involved in bidding for public sector contracts and to prepare
better and more innovative bids.

— Earlier dialogue between clients and potential suppliers including more work up-front on
specifications before tender.

— A more predictable order flow, avoiding the feast and famine approach that has weakened UK
capacity in a number of supply industries. A classic example of this is the almost non-existent
domestic railway equipment industry.

— Basing procurement decisions on value for money over the whole life of the product, instead of
lowest cost at the time of purchase.
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Skill Shortages

26. The changes in manufacturing that we discussed in the second section of this submission are making
increasing demands on the skills required by employers. These trends are increasing the premium placed on
adaptability to acquire new skills quickly and to move from declining sectors of manufacturing.
Manufacturers require the skills that enable them to capitalise on new technologies, increase innovation
activity and get a foothold in new, rapidly expanding export markets. Innovation and the desire to move
away frommass production and towards niche markets is spurring the need for new and high level technical
and practical skills. OV-shoring, outsourcing and working in a growing range of markets are increasing the
complexity of managing manufacturing companies. Reflecting this, EEF’s survey of 500 members revealed
a demand for a wide range of skills, with around two-thirds of employers identifying a growing need for
three or more of the following skills—management, problem solving, team working and commercial
awareness (see Figure 3).

Figure 3

SKILL NEEDS IDENTIFIED
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27. To meet these needs, manufacturers are increasing their investment in skills and training. EEF’s 2005
skills survey showed a balance of over 40% of firms increasing spending on training in the twelve months
prior to our survey and a balance of 45% intending to raise it further in the subsequent year (see Figure 4).
In addition, the National Employer Skills Survey 2005 calculated that employers spend over £33 billon on
training annually, including trainees’ wages, fees to providers and company training centres. Eurostat data
also show that UK employees are among the most trained in Europe. Almost 30% of the population aged
between 25 and 64 years had received some form of education or training in the four weeks prior to the
survey last year. This proportion was almost three times higher than the EU-25 average and significantly
more than in France or Germany.
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Figure 4

FIRMS INCREASE INVESTMENT IN SKILLS
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Source: EEF/NOP World Skills Survey 2005.

28. There are some signs that this investment of time andmoney is delivering results. For example, Figure
5 shows that the proportion of the workforce with qualifications below NVQ level 2 (equivalent to five
GCSE passes) fell from 43% in 1994 to 33% in 2004. Despite this, the 2005National Employers Skills Survey
found that over a quarter of establishments with more than five employees reported skills gaps in the
workforce. Furthermore, the improvement in skill levels has been most apparent at the top end, with the
proportion of the workforce educated to degree rising by seven percentage points over the same period.
There has been relatively little movement at the intermediate level—the levels that are regarded as most in
demand by manufacturers.

Figure 5

LOW SKILLED WORKERS IN DECLINE
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29. The downward trend in the proportion of low skilled employees and those with skill gaps is good
news, but this is not the whole story. Even with the improvement made over the past decade a third of the
labour force are qualified to a standard below NVQ level 2 (equivalent to five GCSE passes).

30. Despite the increased employer investment in training and a decline in the numbers of low skilled
workers, firms in manufacturing face a number of problems:

— the pool of potential recruits from school and higher education in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM) subjects is either declining or not increasing suYciently fast to meet
their needs;

— employers struggle to find the required information onwhat training is suitable for their needs and
to get providers to respond to them;

— related to this, the overall skills system is complex and bureaucratic, failing to fulfil its duty of
creating a demand-led system and leaving employers feeling disengaged; and

— the eVectiveness of employer spending on training is undermined by the failure of a significant
number of them to take a strategic approach that links training to their business plan.

31. We look at each of these issues in turn.

Talent pool for STEM subjects

32. Manufacturers require employees with a range of diVerent skill needs and from a variety of
educational backgrounds. In this sense, their needs are similar to companies across the rest of the economy,
with skills in the areas of management, finance and administration, clerical and secretarial, sales and
marketing and so on playing an important role. However, one category of workers is absolutely critical for
firms looking to make a continued improvement in the quality of their products and the eYciency of their
processes—those with good qualifications in STEM subjects. Unfortunately, recent trends suggest that the
education system is not delivering these skills in suYcient enough numbers. While the number of A-level
exam entries has increased by 8% between 1984 and 2005, it has fallen by 56% for physics and by 31% for
chemistry. In just the last 10 years, the number of A-level entries for Maths has fallen by 15%.

33. Similarly, large rises in the numbers of student awarded biology and computer science degrees has
hidden a decline in the numbers for physics and chemistry. While first degrees in science subjects have risen
by 66% since 1994, the numbers for physical sciences (physics and chemistry) show a fall of 7% and for
engineering and technology of 11%. However, there is some encouragement from a rise in the numbers
taking mathematics.

34. Clearly, one aspect of globalisation is that employers are increasingly able to recruit from a global
labour market for talent. This has a number of positive and negative dimensions. For example, the numbers
of undergraduates taking science subjects is accounted for by overseas students. Some of these may remain
in theUKor retain links with this country when they return. Overall, however, the headline science statistics
from universities paint a more optimistic picture than is the reality. UK employers are also filling some of
these gaps by recruiting workers with STEM qualifications from abroad and many report positive
experiences. However, this may prove to be little more than a quick fix, particularly if they return home after
a few years. Given our earlier comments about the loosening ties of domestic manufacturers with the UK,
the need to look abroad for skills may prove to be another factor pushing companies to look at locating all
or some of their activities abroad.

35. These trends point to an urgent need to raise the number of teachers qualified to teach STEMsubjects,
improve the quality of careers guidance and to support the introduction of Specialised Diplomas with the
funding required in the forthcoming spending review to ensure their success.

Information and employer responsiveness

36. Firms face a range of barriers to providing more and, importantly, better training for staV, as
illustrated in Figure 6. Budget constraints, mentioned here by some 60% of firms, are often cited by firms
engaging with a range of investment activities—skills and training included. Over time, we believe the
decision to place an increasing proportion of funds available through Train to Gain in the hands of
purchasers (employers) rather than providers such as further education (FE) colleges will address these
constraints, although it is important to keep the issue of tax incentives under consideration.

37. However, in this submission, we focus on the perceived lack of information and appropriate
provision. Our 2005 Skills survey highlighted diYculties for companies in sourcing the right training—either
courses are not available locally (or at all), or there is a lack of appropriate and easy to navigate information
sources for employers. Our discussions with a number of employers, both large and small, indicate a lack
of straightforward routes to sourcing information on where to go to get good training. For example, an
employer could try contacting the local Business Link service. Business Link’s website suggests employers
carry out a training needs analysis and recommends contacting Learndirect, the Learning and Skills
Council, trade associations, employers’ bodies or the relevant Sector Skills Council for guidance on
provision. This policy of “no wrong door” for advice and guidance can have advantages and disadvantages.
This structure provides a range of options and pathways for those seeking assistance with training activities.
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However, this system can only work if each pathway delivers the same, high quality outcome for employers.
Employers risk being passed from pillar to post to find a solution to a skill or training need. If the structure
is too complex or time consuming, employers will become disengaged.

38. Our survey also showed a perceived lack of appropriate provision—either the sort of training they
sought was not available in their locality or it was not suitably tailored to their industry. While this indeed
may be the case in some regions and industries, we would also question whether this is again a reflection of
the quality and availability of information.

Figure 6

FUNDING, TIME AND INFORMATION CONSTRAIN INVESTMENT

% of respondents citing as barrier to providing more or better training
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Source: EEF/NOP World Skills Survey 2005.

A complex skills system

39. A large part of the problems outlined under the previous heading reflect the complexity of the skills
system. Despite the best intentions, the raft of initiatives in recent years has created a bureaucratic structure
which employers struggle to navigate and with which the majority of them have become disengaged. The
government has recently introduced a number of useful measures as it seeks to create a demand-led system.
These include implementing the recommendations of the Foster Review to make FE colleges more
responsive to customers, putting an increasing proportion of public funding for training in the hands of
customers through Train toGain, developing a system of brokerage to support this and signalling the return
of Individual Learning Accounts.

40. However, these initiatives risk being swamped unless the government reforms the system as a whole.
One of the fundamental problems with the post-16 education and skills environment is the very substantial
separation between policy makers (government) and end-users (employers and individuals). At the top of
the tree there are government departments, such as DfES, DTI and HM Treasury, whose main function is
to determine national priorities, targets and budgets. The national Learning and Skills Council (LSC), as
controller of post-16 learning budgets also plays a leading role in the government’s skills agenda. Moving
through the system, there are the sector and regional bodies, the various regional and local divisions of the
LSC, learning partnerships and training providers.

41. Within this hierarchical structure there are a number of barriers to transforming the current
fragmented infrastructure into a market-led system:

— Skills priorities outlined in regional strategies are driven more by national targets than employer
needs. This also raises questions as to whether local funding bodies have suYcient discretion over
expenditure outside of these national targets.

— Marrying a regional-led and sector-led approach inevitably creates a complex system. For
example, it creates the need to develop relationships between 25 Sector Skills Council and nine
Regional Skills Partnerships (RSP).
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— Sector Skills Councils and RSPs have duplicated each others eVorts and have tended to come up
with highly general recommendations such as the need to improve skills related to management,
business improvement and IT.

— An indicator of the level of employer engagement is the small number of employers represented
on the RSPs—bodies which were intended to be led by them. In the West Midlands just three of
the 17 board members are from organisations representing employers or business, the East
Midlands has three out of 30 and the North East four out of 15.

— It is also far from clear whether this excessively bureaucratic regional structure can deliver a clear
and accurate picture of regional skills priorities. In addition there is an over-reliance on labour
market forecasting to “plan” provision.

— The fundamental problem for employers of accessing and funding appropriate training to meet
business strategies is not being addressed anywhere in the current structure.

42. The government should make a radical change from the current system and adopt a sector-driven
approach. Marrying supply and demand together at the sector level makes much more sense for a number
of reasons. Sectors reflect distinctly diVerent business activities, many of which have existed for many years,
albeit subject to constant change. In contrast, regions are administrative entities, created by government,
often bringing together many areas that have little in common with each other. Sectors can also rely on a
range of employers’ organisations, trade associations and, to varying degrees, Sector Skills Councils to
articulate their needs. Regions are unable to call on anything comparable to this, as illustrated by the failure
of RSPs.

43. Arguably the most important reason is that skill needs and labour market conditions will vary much
more between sectors than between regions. For example, although they will share some common issues
such as the growing importance of management skills, employment trends and skill needs are likely to vary
considerably between industries such as aerospace manufacture, hospitality and financial services. In
contrast, there are limited diVerences in both qualification levels and occupational composition between
regional labour markets. This is particularly true for intermediate level skills (NVQ Levels 2 and 3);
excluding London there is a deviation of only one percentage point in the proportion of the workforce with
these skills across the regions from the English average.

44. Moving to a sector-led approach will change the role played by the diVerent organisations and is also
likely to remove the need for some of them. However, any such reorganisation should also achieve
significant simplification of the current system. This should be guided by the need to:

— clarify the roles and responsibilities of the main players;

— reduce the amount of overlap and duplication of functions; and

— promote greater transparency in decision making.

45. To deliver an eVective sector-led approach, we suggest the following changes:

— The Sector Skills Development Agency (SSDA) and the Learning and Skills Council should be
combined into one body—a “National Council for Skills”—that would speak with one influential
voice on the development of post-16 learning.

— The number of Sector Skills Councils should be reduced to allow them to take real responsibility
for sector-specific skills issues.

— The level of business representation on RSPs should be increased considerably and they should
become part of an enhanced regional board of the National Council for Skills (formerly
regional LSCs).

— The remit of Skills Academies should not include tasks or functions that are carried out elsewhere.
Their focus should be on accrediting high quality training provision and raising the standards of
providers.

46. Figure 7 illustrates how this simplified infrastructure might operate in practice. The policy
development process in this model should clarify the roles of each stakeholder and how they would be
expected to influence at the national and sub-national level. Furthermore, under this proposal much of the
bureaucracy that distances learners and providers from decision makers is swept away. This should
ultimately lead to a more transparent relationship between central government departments and a
“National Council for Skills”, whichwill combine the functions of the SSDAandLSC. The regional funding
bodies in the chart combine the work of the RSPs and the regional LSCs.

47. While we envisage greater business involvement across the learning and skills network through
increased representation on regional and national boards, the main point of engagement should be through
Sector Skills Councils. Importantly, this should also result in an improvement in the quality of information
flowing between stakeholders. The analysis of skills needs carried out by SSCs should be underpinned by
more comprehensive dialogue with employers.
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Figure 7

A STREAMLINED SKILLS INFRASTRUCTURE
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48. EEF’s research also shows that a minority of companies take a strategic approach to training. Less
than a third of companies in our survey (31%) said that the business plan had a significant impact on the
training expenditure. About a fifth of companies said that the business plan had no impact at all. EEF’s
research also showed that companies that adopted a more strategic approach to training tended to get
greater benefits.

49. EEF looked at companies that had been awarded or were working towards the Investors in People
(IiP) standard—a tool that requires companies to develop strategies for training linked to the improved
performance of the business, implement them, monitor their success and communicate them to their staV.
EEF’s survey shows that firms with the IiP standard are far more likely to report that the business plan had
a significant impact on training (54%) than those without it and not working towards it (28%). In addition
nine in 10 firms with IiP reported that training had had a positive impact on productivity, compared with
two-thirds of firms without it.

50. IiP may not be the only tool that brings these benefits and there are some perceptions amongst
business that it is a bureaucratic process, though this may be because they are not aware of attempts to
simplify it for smaller firms. We recommend a renewed eVort to promote to business the benefits of
participation in IiP. At the same time, theManufacturing Advisory Service should undertake an evaluation
of how it can help firms to take a more strategic approach to training.

51. Alongside the steps outlined above to simplify the training system, we see these measures to raise the
quality and eVectiveness of training as oVering the best route to improving workforce skills. While it is
possible that some form of compulsionmight increase the level of training expenditure, it is unlikely to raise
its eVectiveness and it is more than likely to such a prescriptive approach would reduce it. The government
should therefore focus on improving the workings of the skills system and helping firms to improve the
eVectiveness of their training expenditure. Decisions on introducing a training levy or any other form of
compulsion should be left to individual Sector Skills Councils.
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Conclusions

52. It is clear that the future for manufacturing in the UK is one of many challenges. But EEF remains
convinced that these challenges are not insurmountable, but can—with the right support from policy
makers—be met head on to ensure that the UK continues to support a flourishing and wealth-creating
manufacturing sector. By focusing on trade support, skills and public procurement, we are confident that
the government can play a critical role in helping to promote the competitiveness of a sector that is exposed
to fierce competition, on a global level, on a daily basis.

28 September 2006

APPENDIX 22

Supplementary evidence submitted by EEF

Thank you for inviting us to provide oral evidence to your inquiry into “The Future of Manufacturing”
on 12 December. A range of crucial points were raised during the session, and I would like to take this
opportunity to provide some additional information for the Committee.

When Business Support is Necessary

We believe there is a role for intervention by the Government, but there are strict criteria for what is
appropriate intervention and also that this intervention should be kept to a minimum. First, the general
business environment in the UKmust remain competitive—especially in an increasingly competitive global
marketplace—where companies are taking advantage of the opportunities presented by the rapid growth of
emerging economies. In this case, the Government clearly has an important role to play in ensuring that our
infrastructure, our science base and the skills supplied by our education system are world class.

In general, EEF believes that the Government should intervene selectively only in areas where there are
clear cases of market failure. One particular example of this is that Government bodies are often better
placed than the private sector to provide the information required by companies to trade with fast growing
but often complex markets in emerging economies.

Governments also have a vital role in ensuring that international markets are open and fair, with all
participants playing by the rules. Examples of this include working with the World Trade Organisation on
freeing up world markets and enforcing existing rules, liberalising energy markets and ensuring that other
governments stick to the rules on public procurement.

Public Procurement

EEF also believes that the public sector can and should deploy its large annual procurement budget more
eVectively in order to promote our economic interests, while simultaneously playing by the rules that govern
procurement. The Kelly Review in 2002 made a number of recommendations that the public sector should
take a more systematic and strategic approach to the markets in which it operates, paying particular
attention to the implications of their purchasing decisions and the timing of them for the UK supplier base.

We also need to achieve a culture change within public sector organisations procuring goods and services
from the private sector and raise the skill levels of those undertaking this work. Public procurement needs
to be less bureaucratic, encourage more small firms to take part and be more eVective in stimulating
innovation. This would require the development of a less risk averse culture amongst public procurers and
would require an investment of resources in developing their risk management skills.

We have also advocated earlier dialogue between clients and potential suppliers including more work up-
front on specifications before tender. We believe that this would provide the basis for developing more
innovative solutions to customers’ needs. However, at the same time, we do recognise the risk that this could
lock out other potential bidders from the process if it is not executed eVectively. Again, this is an issue of
developing the skills of those taking procurement decisions to make sure that they strike the right balance.

We do not believe that the UK should seek to develop a protectionist “buy British” approach to
procurement. Apart from going against our belief in fair and openmarkets, such a policy is far too simplistic
in a global economy. In modern manufacturing, it is most uncommon to have a product made solely in just
one country—a large number of components will be sourced from a range of diVerent countries.

However, the public sector could make better use of standards and provide better intelligence to potential
UK-based suppliers to give UK companies a better chance of winning public contracts. These practices
are pursued legally in most other EU countries and we should seek to learn from them. In addition, we
should do more to help UK companies understand the practices followed in other countries—a key
recommendation made by the Wood Review.

I hope that this additional information will be of use to the Committee, and that it helps clarify a number
of important areas of policy.
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Under separate cover, I will have dispatched 14 copies of our skills report “Learning to Change”. We are
more than happy for this to be submitted as oYcial evidence to your inquiry.

20 December 2006

APPENDIX 23

Memorandum submitted by the Engineering and Machinery Alliance

Background

The Engineering and Machinery Alliance (EAMA) represents over 1,000 SME manufacturers with a
turnover of some £3 billion split pretty evenly between finished capital goods and components for capital
goods. Typically these firms export 60–80% of their production.

Our membership is representative of the mechanical engineering sector, where 13,000 firms typically
employ 23 people with an average turnover of some £2.5 million. In 2005, they exported £25.4 billion and
ran a positive trade balance for the UK of some £4 billion. Last year’s export sales were 6.7% up on the
previous year.Mechanical engineering firms’ value added tends to be at the higher end of the range of metals
using industries.

Our sector is characterised by research and particularly development in a continuous 4–5 year product
innovation cycle, providing tailor-made solutions with a high degree of specialisation, mostly based either
on complex products or a high degree of precision. Our customers are worldwide in industries such as food,
aerospace, printing, paper, motor, medical, plastics and general engineering.

Some comparisons:

Basic metals
Mechanical & fabricated Electrical All
engineering metal products * engineering Chemicals manufacturing**

Average company sales £2.6 million £1.4 million £2.8 million £13 million £3.0 million
Exports as % of sales 70% 28% 66% 64% 41%
Sector trade balance ! £3.8 billion "£733 million "£16.9 billion ! £3.8 billion -- £65 billion
Value added per employee £40k £36k £45k £72k £44k
Average no employed per
firm 23 14 23 60 22
No of firms in sector 12,906 29,543 15,567 3,736 154,946

Sources:
Sector data—Annual Business Inquiry (June 2006, reporting 2004 data)
Exports—UK Trade 15.2.06
Notes
* Export data: iron & steel, non ferrous metals and other metals
** Export data: trade in goods

Conclusions

— UK mechanical engineering firms sell a higher percentage of their products abroad—75% more
than the average for UK manufacturing as a whole.

— With relatively limited resources (23 employees per firm), the sector’s trade balance has been
consistently positive and is the same as the chemicals sector, where companies are much bigger (60
employees per company).

EAMA’s origins are in the DTI’s recommendation in 2001 that likeminded associations should band
together to better represent their industries. The eight trade associations in EAMA are:

— British Automation and Robot Association (BARA)

— British Plastics Federation (BPF)

— British Paper Machinery Suppliers Association (BPMSA)

— British Turned Part Manufacturers Association (BTMA)

— Gauge and Toolmakers Association (GTMA)

— Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA)

— Printing, Publishing and Converting Suppliers Association (PICON)

— Processing and Packaging Machinery Association (PPMA)

Note: The total number of firms in these associations exceeds 1,000. EAMA”s figures relate to firms involved
in mechanical engineering only.
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General Economic Environment

At first glance there are some similarities between the current economic environment and the conditions
that prevailed when we last submitted evidence to the Committee (in 2002).

The economy entered 2006 in a similar way to the start of 2002, recovering from a low point (neither of
these low points were recessions, as the economy continued to grow). In both cases, the slowdownwas really
caused by one veryweak period; the second quarter of 2001 and the first quarter of 2005 respectively. Interest
rates are slightly higher now than four years ago. In 2002, interest rates ran at 4% compared to 4.75% now.
This however is not a dramatic increase.

Manufacturing Profitability & Investment (Source ONS)
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Sterling’s rate of exchange has strengthened significantly over the same period against the dollar and the
yen and remained stable against the euro.

Commodity prices on the other hand are very diVerent. Oil and steel prices have doubled (more or less).
Other metals including stainless and copper are at near record highs.

As a result there has been a severe squeeze onmargins so that manufacturing profitability and investment
does not look to have improved much at all since 2002.

In fact UK manufacturing investment has fallen some 40% since 1997 according to National Statistics”
2006 Annual Business Inquiry (data up to 2004). This makes exporting all the more important for our
members and the mechanical engineering sector as a whole. And in this regard it is worth noting that the
recovery in engineering output since 2002 has been led in large part by aerospace and mechanical
engineering.

Marketing UK plc

Background

1. Mechanical engineering companies are very export oriented (see above). They have to be. They are
selling to other manufacturing businesses, where the UK market is (a) too small and (b) lacks the growth
that stimulates competitive development. This is diVerent to selling a broad/mass appeal consumer product.
Given their size (average 23 employees), these firms have to use their resources in a carefully targeted way
to ensure that they provide a productive return.

2. All markets are diVerent, so developing a new business to business market successfully may take
several visits over perhaps two to three years. If it’s not tightly managed it will be costly. Advice and support
that reduce the risks involved are therefore helpful in these opening stages which have to be financed before
there is any return.

3. On their first visit the company will look at all the relevant parameters, the competition, the size of the
market and some potential customers and probably agents (particularly if the firm is new to exporting). The
second visit might lead to the firm appointing an agent from a short list and then agreeing sales and
marketing activity. So it is quite probable that it will take at least three “visits” before a company can expect
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to see any return in a new market. All or some of these steps will be repeated in neighbouring markets. In
large nationalmarkets (e.g. China,USA, Russia), “neighbouringmarkets”may be other regions in the same
country, rather than other independent states.

4. A recent EAMA survey (June 2006) found that 50% of SME mechanical engineering firms said that
they would not have undertaken activities like exporting without the support that they had received through
a wide variety of channels including trade associations, Business Link, UKTI and the Manufacturing
Advisory Service (see EAMA Grassroots Survey
http://www.eama.info/downloads/Grant%20report%204%20Final%207.6.06.pdf)

Case Study

5. Here is a short summary of how the current system worked when one of our members, the BTMA,
arranged an outward mission to China 9–13 October 2006.

Ian Gold, the association”s director writes:

“The BTMA is the trade association representing UK Precision Turned Parts andMachined Component
Manufacturers.

“Seventy-two full members manufacture parts to customer’s drawings on CNC turning and CNC
machining centres, multi spindle and single spindle automatics, rotary transfer and coil fed machines.
Most are certified to a minimum of BS EN ISO 9001:2000 quality standard.

“Approximately 12 months ago we approached Karen Finegold of the Engineering Industries
Association (EIA) to assist us in organising a visit to China.

“Karen has been fantastic, holding our hand all the way from organising the travel agent to visa
applications to producing a brochure and visiting cards in Chinese.

“She has arranged for the Engineering Sector Specialist in China to be our group leader. He and a
colleague are helping us arrange visits to 8 component-making factories in Shanghai and Guangzhou.

“Naturally this work has been carried out based on her initial quotation.

“Initially 17 companies committed to go based on an estimate of about £2,000 total costs less an
anticipated grant of £750. The grant had to be claimed individually from each company”s Regional
International Trade Team. In June 2006 just 3 months into the fiscal year the South East and the
Scottish regions were apparently “spent out” resulting in no grants to the companies in their region!
They became casualties of the UKTI grant lottery.

“There were no other grant oVers available even though I understand that our group is the only ‘all
manufacturing’ mission to have gone/going to China this year.

“Karen has sought and managed to get funded by UKTI Engineering Sector in Glasgow for the costs
of interpreters and coach transport withinChina plus a briefing and reception in Guangzhou. Similarly
she has managed to get the Commercial OYcer in Shanghai to provide the mission briefing at no cost.

“One additional point is that of the 17 original companies we are now down to 14. My belief is that
at least one backed out due to the complexity of claiming the grant especially when he believed he
might be refused.”

6. Obviously we don’t know what the results of the mission will be. However, we can already say:

— BTMA/EIA have arranged an important visit for their sector to a key force on the world market.

— This is a first for the sector.

— The arrangements were not easy to make being complicated especially by the number of diVerent
sources of funding.

— This complexity has aVected the number of firms going on this mission.

UKTI—Prosperity in a Changing World

7. Governments of varying hues have been aboutUKTI and its predecessors for a decade ormore, pretty
much continuously in the name of greater eYciency.

8. As business people in the internationally traded sector, ourmembers are committed to competitiveness
and quality in the manufacture of their products. We are therefore a priori empathetic to such objectives in
Government. However, our customers also expect us to make things easy for them with consistent delivery
to an agreed standard and price. Continuous change over the last years has not helped UKTI to perform.
(Perhaps four re-organisations in six years). It has also made it more diYcult (complex) for firms and trade
associations to interact eVectively with the relevant (Government) agencies involved in UK exporting.

9. Regional development strategies and the selection of priority sectors at a regional level have not helped
sectors like mechanical engineering that are quite widely dispersed serving other manufacturing sectors.
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10. “Prosperity in a Changing World” is a high level strategy document. As such we have a few quibbles
with it (e.g. not enough about the role and significance of manufacturing, very inward looking), but our real
interest is in how this strategy is actually going to be implemented to help expand UK exports.

11. While we would like to be positive, some of the “mood music” is not good from our vantage point
(e.g. strong emphasis on the financial and business services sectors, reallocation of resources from trade to
FDI, despite the findings of the Government’s own report which shows that “trade” oVers a better return
to the public purse than “inward investment”—see key conclusions in the “Final Synthesis Report—
2004–05 Study of Relative Economic Benefits of UKTI Support for Trade and Inward Investment”).
Worryingly we understand that next year the UKTI budget (as distinct from the RDAs’ funds) for all
activities promoting engineering to potential customers overseas may be as small as £400,000. If so, it’s not
a great deal of money.

12. We hope that some of the current guidelines may be changed or used more flexibly as they contain
restrictions which will make it harder for our members to enter new markets (e.g. support for a company
to be limited to a grand total of three of all its export related visits).

Recommendations

13. Useful guidelines for our members would:

— Simplify the system, so that it is easier to find the help that’s needed/available.

— Consolidate support to a common national standard.

— Recognise that all markets are diVerent by product as well as geographically.

— Flex according to:

— the size of the company (and therefore the resources that it is able to devote to a new market
without a return).

— the company’s/sector’s export performance.

— the characteristics of the export market (e.g. well established/close to home; emerging
markets; cultural diVerences; market size/potential).

— according to the type of product (innovative, niche, common standard).

— Recognise that while income from manufactured exports tends to revert to the community that
produced it, that activity may not be a priority in that RDA’s development plan, whereas ancillary
services that supply into the sector (e.g. business services, logistics, design) may be. In such
circumstances the ancillary services will receive support that’s closed to the mechanical engineer
despite the fact that it is themanufacturer that is covering the export risk, while the ancillary service
is basically making a home sale.

14. If UKTI and the other agencies that are involved can take their services forwardmeeting these criteria
they will do much to enhance UK’s exporting potential and show that this country is just as serious about
exporting as Germany, Italy, France or the USA.

15. An important allied consideration, albeit beyond the declared scope of this inquiry, is that of
financing export sales.

An export related issue of possible future interest

Former managing director of a company employing 90 people with similar sized plants in the UK, and
the USA says:

“What happens in Europe, in Germany for example, is that German companies will say to you yes,
we’ll give you the deposit (for you to build the machine we want) but we want a bank guarantee that
will cover the order we’ve placed with you, so that we know that we will get the product or our money
back. Now, a German company can go to a German bank and say I have this order I have this deposit
to build, I need a bank guarantee and the bank will give them the guarantee.

“In the UK what happens is our bank, in fact every bank I’ve ever dealt with says yeah, sure, we’ll give
you the guarantee but we want the deposit. They’ll take the deposit and then give you the guarantee. I
might just as well not have the deposit. There’s no point at all in us having a deposit! It’s a big problem.
As we move into Europe, we’re having increasing diYculties in persuading our customers to place
orders with us, because they always want the guarantee and I don’t have the cash sitting around doing
nothing.”
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Skills Shortages

1. There is a skills shortage amongst UK mechanical engineering firms. It manifests itself in the average
age of the employees, the number of immigrants filling vacancies and the poor UK turnout in events such
as the skills challenge at past MACH shows at the Birmingham NEC.

2. The causes are generally considered to be:

— Young people’s lack of interest in engineering

— The sector’s low starting wages

— Poor educational standards in mathematics and English

— Teachers’ personal lack of interest in manufacturing

— A general decline in the availability of apprenticeships.

3. And this despite a big infusion of funds in schooling at all levels.

4. In its recent report aptly titled “Learning to Change”, the EEF concludes:

“There is a clear need to move from this fragmented approach to a system which genuinely
understands the skill needs of business and can influence provision accordingly. Employers need to be
able to make informed choices about what training their business needs, how they access it and be sure
that it is of a high quality. In order for this to be achieved there is a need to rationalise the number of
institutions engaged in this process. This will not only make policy easier to understand but it will also
reduce the duplication and waste ingrained in the current system.

“The government needs to transform how demand for skills is assessed and provision influenced. Any
reformed planning and funding system has to be driven primarily by one body. In addition, the aims,
responsibilities and objectives of all the components in the learning and skills sector should be clearly
defined and transparent.”

5. Our members agree. Our report of June this year (see EAMA Grassroots Survey
http://www.eama.info/downloads/Grant%20report%204%20Final%207.6.06.pdf) found members
confronted by a bewildering array of diVerent organisations, creating prime opportunities for consultants
to advise companies through a complex web of national, regional, local and sector organisations.

6. Simplification and clarity in the system are both needed. But so is flexibility. Keep in mind that most
SMEs have their own way of doing things. Employees are expected to be flexible in a way that might appear
novel in a larger company. So the training and skills development that the firms seek may not be covered
by the local providers in the depth that the firm wants. Sector training organisations clearly have a role to
play here, not necessarily as direct training providers but as assessors of locally relevant training provision
and as signposting services.

7. Although the sector skills council for Science, Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies
(SEMTA) had a poor reputation amongst companies in our sector a few years ago, there are definite signs
that this is now changing. A successful UK mechanical engineering industry requires that SEMTA adapt
and deliver services thatmake a demonstrable diVerence to firms’ confidence in planning and commissioning
skills development and training over the next 24 months.

Apprenticeships

8. It does seem to be true that the industry has turned its back on apprenticeships. However, it does not
take much “scratching” to uncover support for the concept, even in firms that have dropped them. They
are generally seen as the best way to bring on young people and develop them into skilled, well motivated
employees.

9. The problems are generally said to relate to the image of the industry andwhere this has been overcome
to other companies poaching “trained” employees so that they save on the cost of doing the training
themselves.

10. We are not aware of any enhanced training tax relief for a company. If the UK is to stay at the
forefront of business practices and new manufacturing methods training is crucial to competitive
performance particularly in a progressive and export-oriented manufacturing environment like mechanical
engineering. Training doesn’t come cheap. And an apprentice is not productive until he/she has completed.
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Case study

11. The chairman of a member company writes:

“We employ 300 people in the UK at three plants, two of which we acquired recently in a take-over.

“We have run a three-year apprenticeship programme for many yeas at our original factory, taking
on three apprentices each year, so that we have nine going through at any one time. They come to us
through the local careers partnership.

“Each apprentice has a work book recording their training, studies and achievements. It’s a successful
programme for us. Many of the senior positions in the company are held by former apprentices. The
problem is that we can only aVord to pay them £7,000 a year while they are doing their apprenticeship
and they can earn £12,000 down the local TESCO”s. As a result quite often around the third year we
find apprentices dropping out of the programme, lured by the promise of more money in the pocket
today. We do all sorts of things to keep them onside for example we involve the parents from day one
so that they are fully aware of what their child is doing, of the skills they are acquiring and the progress
they are making.

“We are now introducing the same scheme in the two other factories, where the culture was quite
diVerent and where frankly the so-called apprenticeships were really a way to engage cheap labour.”

12. Although the apprentices’ salaries are low they are a heavy burden on the employer (£63,000 a year)
for nine “non productive” employees who, when they reach the end of their study and training period are
not saddled with debt, unlike the contemporaries at university, but will be fully qualified engineer
technicians ready for productive employment.

Recommendation

13. What would be helpful here and to similar schemes would be if the Government gave tax relief to the
apprentices on what they earn while they go through their three-year course. This should be specifically
limited to training schemes where there is documentary evidence of regular assessment and progress.

After all Government is prepared to allow university students to pay back their loans once they are
earning over £15,000 year.

14. The cost of running an apprenticeship, in supervisory time and money terms encourages SMEs (the
smaller firms in particular) to feed oV the training schemes run by the larger companies. We believe that it
would be useful to find out whether these are serious hurdles or whether they could be cost eYciently
overcome with an enhanced tax relief on the company”s training costs. Such a scheme would of course
extend well beyond our sector.

The UK’s Comparative Position

15. In his interim report for HM Treasury published in December 2005, Lord Leitch says:

“Our nation’s skills are not world class. We run the risk that this will undermine the UK’s long-term
prosperity. Productivity continues to trail many of our main international comparators. Much more
needs to be done to reduce social disparities. Improving our skill levels can address all of these
problems.

“. . . Despite our weak performance, I am struck that too many of us in the UK do not perceive that
higher skills are crucial to long-term prosperity. It is also clear from my analysis that, despite
substantial investment and reform plans already in place, by 2020 we will have managed only to ‘run
to stand still’. On our current trajectory, the UK’s comparative position will not have improved. In
the meantime, the world will have continued to change and the competitive environment will be even
harsher.”

16. A four-country comparison study by one of EAMA’s members (British Plastics Federation)
underlines these points. It found that:

— UK firms tend to give lower priority to training than firms in France, Germany and the Czech
Republic.

— A large proportion of UK respondents invest in training when there is either critical need, Health
and Safety concerns or an opportunity to increase sales. Interviewees in the other three countries
tend to link training much more closely to both continuous improvement of production processes
and the introduction of new technology.

17. There is some debate as to how accurately the current SIC codes reflect real manufacturing activity
today. However, using these figures we can see that UK manufacturing has lost critical mass employing 3.4
million, compared to 7.5 million in Germany. Also according to the stats, German manufacturing
companies tend to be larger than their UK counterparts, nearly 30% larger in fact, employing on average
28 people compared to our 22. Both of these factors may aVect attitudes towards training provision.

18. Meanwhile UK teachers” views of manufacturing need changing.
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A member reports:

Following a local school visit to our factory, the teacher was heard to say to the class as they were
leaving: “If you don’t want to get your hands dirty as in there you had better concentrate on working
hard at school to get a better job.”

Conclusions

1. UK mechanical engineering is a strong exporter consistently contributing a positive trade balance.

2. The sector is based on SMEs using what are commonly regarded as typical UK engineering strengths
(eg flexibility, creativity, practicality and conform to the Government’s ideal of higher value added.

3. These companies have to export because the UK market is not big enough.

4. In a globalising world with a high premium on productivity and niche specialisation, these firms need
simple support systems that are easy to access and understand. (By support we do not mean subsidy).

5. Competition is “hotting” up. It is time to sharpen UK export eVectiveness. The Treasury driven
strategy for UKTI is quite inward looking. The budget allocation looks small compared with the task
in hand.

6. Part of the rationale for regionalisation was to help SMEs in the local economy by improving delivery.
This works for businesses trading locally. But there is a mismatch for mechanical engineering SMEs:

(a) The sector is broadly dispersed so it is not commonly regarded as a priority economic activity
regionally (unlike tourism or aerospace).

(b) They have to be outward facing to gain markets overseas

(c) They are likely more concerned about meeting international customer standards or linking into
national or foreign supply chains than local ones.

7. Regional development strategies may not be terribly helpful either for skills and training development
because the benchmark for an open, internationally traded sector is set by global competition which
is better interpreted at sector rather than regional level. New forms of partnership may be needed to
meld these skills, detailed knowledge and delivery channels.

8. More flexibility is also needed in the system to take out cost and complexity and insert sector driven
excellence.

9. The Government has made big progress in areas such as post-16 education. But sectors must be more
involved in helping firms achieve their skills and training goals.

10. Apprenticeships are eVective. They would have a better image if they held some publicly privileged
status. This might be achieved bymaking youngsters on approved apprenticeship schemes eligible for
a discount on their PAYE below a modest level (eg £7,000). Such an allowance would also have the
primary purpose of encouraging young people to stick with it to obtain their skills credentials.

27 September 2006

APPENDIX 24

Memorandum submitted by the Federation of Small Businesses

1. Introduction

The FSB is the United Kingdom’s (UK) leading non-party political lobbying group for small businesses.
The FSB exists to promote and protect the interests of all who own and/or manage their own businesses.
With over 200,000 members, the FSB is the largest organisation representing small and medium-sized
businesses in the UK. We welcome the opportunity to contribute written evidence to the Committee’s
inquiry into the future of manufacturing in the UK.

The FSB’s most recent survey of its membership, entitled “Lifting the Barriers to Growth 2006”
demonstrates that 11.2% of FSB members are in the manufacturing industry. The spread of our
manufacturing members around the UK ranges from 9% each from the South East, South West and
London, to 15% from the East Midlands and 18% from the West Midlands. This demonstrates that the
Midlands retains its position as a traditional and historic manufacturing base in the UK.

However, the number ofmanufacturers in ourmembership has eroded over the past six years that we have
conducted the Barriers to Growth survey—from 12.2% in 2000 to 11.2% in 2006. In real terms, because the
organisation has grown significantly over the past six years, that means a loss of 150 manufacturing
members. The lack of growth amongst small business manufacturers is a major concern for us.
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2. General Comments on UK Small Business Manufacturing

The FSB conducted a short survey of its manufacturing members in early 2006 to ascertain concerns
about the industry. The number of responses was 160, so although not statistically robust, gives a strong
indication and anecdotal evidence about the industry amongst small businesses.

The most significant findings were:

Number of employees

16%—one employee

34%—2–4 employees

21%—5–9 employees

28%—10–49 employees

0.68%—50–249 employees

Most of the FSB’s manufacturing members are therefore micro businesses, employing under 10 people.

Proportion of turnover % exports?

0–10%—67%

70% or more—6.5%

Just 22% of all our members trade across borders.

Where does your main competition come from?

Other parts of the UK: 57%

China: 18%

Old EU states: 8%

New EU states: 3%

US: 4.5%

India (one person)

South America (one person)

Republic of Ireland (one person)

What has happened to your sales in the last 12 months?

They have increased—40%

They have decreased—35%

Stayed the same—24%

What has happened to your profit?

It has increased—32%

It has decreased—46%

It has stayed the same—21%

In the last 12 months, what has happened to staV numbers?

Increased—23%

Decreased—24%

Stayed the same—53%

In the next 12 months, what do you expect to happen?

Sales to increase—62%

Sales to decrease—10%

Sales to stay the same—28%
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What factors/costs have influenced your business in the last three years?

Minimum wage—22%

Business rates—35%

High energy costs—40%

Currency fluctuations—14%

Interest rates—15%

Raw materials—63%

Oil prices—30%

DiYculty finding staV (manual)—25%

DiYculty finding staV (graduate)—14%

Transport/infrastructure—10%

Transport/costs—45%

Customers relocating—11%

Customers closing down—25%

Lack of demand for the product—16%

DiYculty in obtaining planning permission—8%

Environmental legislation—22%

Competition from abroad—35%

Employment legislation—31%

Health and safety—34%

Have you any intention of moving outside the UK?

90%: no

10%: yes

Have you used government financial business support?

44%: yes

55%: no

If yes, what business support have you used?

53%—UK government

10%—devolved areas support

30%—local authorities

20%—EU

29%—Businesslink

Are you aware of the R&D tax credit?

35%: yes

65%: no

Analysis

In spite of a reduction of manufacturing members as noted above, the survey results show that of those
questioned, 40% have experienced a sales increase over the past year. However, profits have decreased for
46% of members surveyed. 62% of members expect their sales to increase in the next year—demonstrating
some optimism in the sector.

High energy and transport costs are the most frequent selections in terms of cost to business (40% and
45% respectively) followed by competition and business rates (both 35%).

Perhaps the most striking result in the survey is the lack of knowledge about R&D tax credits. 65% of
those questioned did not know about tax credits. This represents a large knowledge gap for small businesses,
particularly as 80% of R&D comes from the manufacturing sector and innovation is a core business
principle for many small businesses in this area.
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3. Marketing UK PLC

The challenge of globalisation is significant for UK plc. In addition, that challenge is particularly diYcult
for small businesses. 78% of small businesses serve local markets (markets within a 50-mile radius). 22% of
small businesses export to EU markets, 11% in non-EU Member States and 18% in the rest of the world.

Although the Cox Report outlined the attractiveness of the UK in terms of foreign direct investment
(FDI), we have concerns that multinational businesses are moving away from the UK—the proposed
closure of the Peugeot factory in Ryton is just one example of this.

However, small businesses do benefit from interaction with UKTI. We have strong anecdotal evidence
to suggest that the “Meet the Buyers” events run byUKTI help small businesses when researching the export
market. This is a good service and should be maintained in spite of the re-structuring of UKTI. In addition,
it is a service that should be more widely publicised amongst the small business manufacturing community.

Increased emphasis on the benefits of online trading could be a means of encouraging small businesses to
market their products overseas. Just 18% of FSBmembers sell online and this total has remained static since
the question was first posed to members in 2004. This is worrying. Small business manufacturers need to
leverage the benefits of e-business in order to widen their markets and compete.

4. Public Procurement

The FSB has campaigned to increase the total of small business representation in accessing public sector
contracts. This is a general objective and not one that is confined to the manufacturing sector.

Barriers to Growth 2006 revealed a healthy participation by small businesses in public sector
procurement—24% of members supply local authorities directly. However, manufacturing members are
more likely to supply the Ministry of Defence both directly (3.7% of all members) and indirectly (6.8% of
all members) than any other industry sector.

We are aware that with regards to other EUmember states, the UK is the third-largest awarder of public
sector contracts to small and medium sized enterprises—5,854 contracts in 2001, and we are aware that this
total has increased significantly. However, France and Germany are significantly ahead in terms of public
procurement with SMEs (19,894 contracts awarded in Germany). In addition, the policy of breaking up
contracts into smaller lots (running counter to the emphasis on aggregation in the UK) is well-developed
again in France andGermany, with 93% of German public authorities and 98% of French public authorities
consider breaking up contracts.49

5. Skills Shortages

Seven million people of working age in the UK lack basic skills. In the manufacturing-specific survey
mentioned above, 25% stated that a significant problem over the past three years was recruiting manual
staV—this is in comparison to 14% with a significant problem recruiting the right graduates. However, the
FSB feels that basic skills should not be the single focus of Government. Skills shortages need to be dealt
with by better communication between businesses and educators. Sector Skills Councils need a fair
distribution of small business representatives to sit on them as the skills needs of big businesses are
completely diVerent. A small business cannot aVord to send employees on literacy and numeracy courses
and need to be able to employ the right people. The brokerage system should ensure that training courses
are appropriate, tailor-made, local and practical in terms of timing and at a reasonable cost to meet a small
business need. This will enable employees to perform in their job eVectively.

Level 3 (intermediate) and level 4 (higher skills) should be the focus of the upcoming Leitch Review, to
be published later in the year. The UK lags behind its major competitors France, Germany and the USA
in intermediate and higher skills, and the kind of technical skills required for the manufacturing industry.
Employers should contribute themajority of funding to the higher end butGovernment should pay for basic
and the majority of intermediate skills—the skills required for a manual job in the manufacturing industry
would fall into this bracket.

6. Concluding Remarks

There is a significant level of anxiety amongst smallmanufacturers in theUK. The loss of business to small
manufacturers is evident. Of the surveyed manufacturers (as mentioned above), 46% had experienced a
profit decrease in the past year. In addition, the cost of undertaking business is perceived to be increasing
in the manufacturing industry. 63% cited the cost of raw materials in the UK as a significant problem, 45%
cited transport costs and 40%, energy costs. The costs involved in undertaking business in the UK do not
help the UK to maintain the competitive edge that is badly needed as we enter into an increasingly global
age.

49 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/entrepreneurship/craft/craft-studies/documents/public-procurement-summary.pdf<search%
%22public%20procurement%20in%20france%20of%20smes%22 and www.handwerk.de/bauauftrage
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The government needs to encourage emphasis on small business manufacturers that wish to grow—not
simply concentrating eVorts on hi-tech gazelle businesses that, whilst important, do not contribute as much
to UK GDP and the workforce as the emphasis on them and grants available for this type of business
would belie.

29 September 2006

APPENDIX 25

Memorandum submitted by the Forum of Private Business

Executive Summary

Governments around the world procure $5.3 trillion worth of goods per year. In the UK, only 22% of
government procurement contracts go to small andmedium-sized businesses. Research shows that the larger
the business, the more chance it has of obtaining contracts from public authorities.

Why should this be so? Do large businesses necessarily produce better products and services at cheaper
prices than their smaller counterparts? No. If that were the case, the smaller businesses would not survive
in private markets either.

The key issue is that governments are not commercial organisations. They do not have a profit motive or
a competition motive, and therefore no incentive to behave in a way that economists would necessarily
define as rational when they procure inputs to the services they produce. Their behaviour excludes a
potentially large source of bids for tender. Firstly, this means that governments pay more than they need
to, and taxpayer value is not maximised. Secondly, small businesses, the vehicle for the innovations that
guarantee future increases in prosperity and the target for much of the investment for innovation that
facilitates them, do not have access to a potentially lucrative market. Thirdly, resources are not allocated
eYciently in the economy.Many stakeholders worry about the distortions that could be created if deliberate
eVorts are made to improve the procurement process for small businesses. In reality, large distortions
already exist.

This paper lists a number of corrective actions that could be undertaken by government. However, it also
points out that, without the profit motive that drives private organisations to make economically eYcient
decisions, there is no incentive for government departments and local authorities to unilaterally take these
actions. This paper therefore recommends radical reform of procurement policies so that advocates for fair
competition can work within government departments to instruct them on how to make their procurement
processes fairer. A target should also be introduced, for the percentage of government contracts that go to
small and medium-sized businesses. Not a ring-fenced quota that leads to contracts being given unfairly to
small businesses which could not win them competitively, but a benchmark against which the success of
competitive procurement policies can be measured. Furthermore, we outline the specific circumstances
under which setting certain government contracts aside for small businesses actually results in greater
competition and eYciency than allowing dominant large businesses to compete with them.

Finally, we recommend support for a revision of the WTO Agreement on Government Procurement.
Revision, not so that we can protect our own market and unfairly favour domestic producers, but so that
we can take the necessary measures to institute fair competition, and so that we can work to revise the
Agreement such that small business programmes are allowed, but that national protectionism is not, for a
far greater percentage of the whole global procurement space than is currently covered by the Agreement.

Introduction

Governments are not commercial organisations. They do not seek to deliver profits for their shareholders
or owner-managers. Their revenue is derived from taxes. Profits are budget surpluses that are simply oVset
against deficits from previous or subsequent years, diverted around departments, or used to pay oV

government debt. Nevertheless, when they deliver their services, they inevitably buy goods or services from
private organisations during the delivery process. As William G Poeton wrote in 1986, government
purchases range “. . . from complex space vehicles to paper clips, janitorial services to cancer research. In
short, the (US) Government buys just about every category of commodities and services available.”50

However, governments cannot be compared with other commercial purchasers of goods and services.

Private companies purchasing other companies’ products do so with a specific objective that the procured
product be used in their own production processes in a way that will increase the price: quality ratio of their
own products and give them an advantage over their competitors in a highly contested marketplace.

50 GRYLLS MP, Michael; POETON, William, and FORRESTER, Julian, Defence Procurement: A private mission to discover
the eYcacy of competitive purchasing methods carried out by the United States DOD (April 15–20 1985), and an opinion on its
relevance to UK and some European Community Practices, 1986.
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Governments, however, are not subjected to the same constraints.

There is no such thing as competitive government. People cannot choose to receive public services from
a range of diVerent governments in the marketplace. The only choice is at election time, yet the politicians
who have to be re-elected are not the ones who make the day-to-day purchasing decisions. These are civil
servants. The only other avenue of choice is residence: yet most people cannot, for practical, personal
reasons, emigrate if they are dissatisfied with their government’s services. Furthermore, while value for
money in procurement is important, it is not likely to influence an intention to vote or emigrate.

Because of the widespread proliferation of government activity and the ever-increasing role government
plays in our lives, the Government has assumed the role of dominant buyer in many industries. As a
dominant buyer, while not entirely in a monopolist position, its actions significantly aVect the structure of
the markets in which it purchases.

The lack of competitive constraint and incentive causes Governments to make decisions that would be
economically irrational from the point of view of an economic agent operating in input and output markets
which were perfectly competitive both from the suppliers’ and purchasers’ side. As a dominant buyer, the
Government’s actions have the power to create significant distortions.

By far the greatest economic folly committed by government is single-sourcing. It is simply not economic
not to seek as many tenders as possible for each and every contract, and yet, in many cases, preferred
suppliers are used without the necessary competitive tendering process. Firstly, this discriminates against
smaller businesses, and causes misallocation of resources in the economy. Secondly, a lack of or limited
competition in the tendering process causes prices to be ineYciently high and wastes taxpayers’ money.

These irrational actions have resulted in poor access to government contracts for small businesses. Small
businesses currently receive less than 20% of UK Government procurement contracts. Including medium-
sized businesses, this rises to 22%51, but this is still insignificant compared to the 99.8% of businesses which
are small or medium-sized. The situation for small businesses is similar in many other EU countries. In
France, for example, the figure is 21%.52

It is oYcial government policy in the UK that procurement tenders should be opened up to small
businesses. The Supply2.gov.uk website states that “Government policy is now encouraging Public Sector
bodies to open up public sector procurement to small business.”53 The creation of the Supply2.gov.uk
website is the main ingredient of this policy. However, further measures are needed in order to address the
imbalance.

In recommending further measures, we are always mindful of the fact that small businesses, while they
do not enjoy the same economies of scale as their larger counterparts, are the vehicle for much of the
innovation that guarantees future increases in our living standards. In the United States, they produce 13
to 14 times as many patents per employee as larger businesses.54 They are the companies at which venture
capital and other sources of high-risk equity for innovation are directed, and, without the ability to tap into
a market that can reach up to a sixth of GDP, they are less attractive investments than they could be.

Furthermore, we do take into account the fact that mention of improving access for small businesses to
government contracts invokes preconceptions of “positive discrimination” or some kind of undue favour.
In fact, we are looking for procurement to bemore competitive, not less. Currently, a huge field of potential
suppliers—smaller businesses—is shut out from the process, meaning that Government does not always
take into account all possible suppliers of goods and services and is, therefore, procuring less competitively
and with less taxpayer value than it could.

Government Behaviour and the Inherent Discrimination Against Small Businesses

As highlighted above, governments are not subject to competitive constraints in the same way that
commercial purchasers of goods and services are. Therefore, their actions are not always entirely rational,
or, if they are, are driven by motives other than economic ones.

Here are some examples of how government practices shut small businesses out of the procurement
process:

— Single sourcing means that many contracts are not even advertised, but are simply awarded to the
preferred supplier.

— Many procuring authorities require three years’ worth of audited accounts from a tendering
business in order to consider them, even though this is of questionable relevance to their ability to
complete the job.55 Some of the most innovative businesses with much to oVer may be venture-
backed start-ups who have existed for less than three years.

51 Confédération Générale des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises, SMEs’ access to public procurement, October 2006.
52 Confédération Générale des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises, SMEs’ access to public procurement, October 2006.
53 Supply2Gov, How To Tender, www.supply2.gov.uk/how—tender.shtml
54 CLARK, Major and MOUTRAY PhD, Chad, The Future of Small Businesses in the US Federal Government Marketplace,
2004, page 4.

55 Supply2Gov, How to Tender, www.supply2.gov.uk/how—tender.shtml
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— Most small businesses do not know where to find public contracts.

— Public authorities, like other dominant buyers such asNewLook andMatalan56, have a poor track
record on payment practice57, which discourages small businesses. They are safe in the knowledge
that, as they are a dominant buyer, the firm from which they are purchasing will be unlikely to
exercise its statutory right to interest under the Late Payment of Commercial Debts Act 1998—
an Act inspired by the FPB’s work—for fear of losing business.

— The bureaucracy needed to complete a tender often takes one person three working days, which
is a huge cost commitment for smaller businesses, indeed probably a larger commitment in terms
of average avoidable cost than for large businesses.

— Public authorities tend to bundle tenders together for convenience when they could get better value
for money by breaking them up and putting them out to tender individually. For example, the
contract to build the interrogation centres for the new identity card scheme was given as a whole
to a large company called Mapeley. However, there is more than one centre to be built, and the
contract was given for all centres. This is called bundling. If the construction of each centre had
been put out to tender individually, small businesses in each locality could have competed for the
building of individual centres, and, in some instances, their bids may have been cheaper or more
advantageous.

— There is also inherent risk-aversity in government departments, both at a personal and collective
level: “Nobody ever got sacked for hiring IBM”, is a common phrase. As departments are not
businesses acting under competitive constraints, they do not have to think about potential return
on their investment. They simply go for the most convenient and safest option. For innovative
start-ups and specialist smaller businesses, there are obviously unique problems with such
behaviour. Private firms that procure products and services have to make complex value
judgments when deciding between tenders. Onemay have the potential to deliver stunning returns,
but these returns may not be certain. Does the purchaser select the riskier oVer with the higher
potential, or play it safe? The level of risk-aversity in the business drives the decision, a level that
is itself driven by the competitive dynamics of the marketplace that the purchaser eventually
supplies. However, private purchasers have the ability to make provisions for risk—bad debt
provisions are used in their accounts; risky investments are hedged, and they are financed by a
variety of means provided by investors: leverage finance, acquisition finance, equity finance for
specific ventures. Investors vary in their risk-aversity, but risk-seeking ones may be found to
finance specific, promising but risky, ventures. Governments do not have the same financial
facilities; their funding is simply decided on three-year cycles by the Treasury.

Where it would be rational to seek as many bidders as possible for each tender and evaluate them on the
basis of return on investment in a risk-neutral mindset, the Government, sometimes intentionally, through
single-sourcing, and sometimes unintentionally, through the practices outlined above, restricts competition
for its tenders, and then evaluates them in a risk-averse manner.

The reasons for this can be:

(a) Convenience. A tendering process takes up time. The interests of the individual working in the
procuring authority are not always aligned with those of the organisation for which they are
working, or those of the taxpayer. This is known in economics as the principal-agent problem58.
If the interest of the procuring authority or the taxpayer is return on investment, or even simply
cost, but the interest of the individual (or the procuring authority, in contrast to the taxpayer)
administering the procurement is convenience and speed, there is a propensity for the individual
to use single-sourcing.

(b) Financial goals. Public sector organisations do not work to the same financial goals as private
organisations. As highlighted above, return on investment is a key criterion for private
organisations. Government departments, however, do not have an incentive to look for return on
investment. Their funding is decided in three-year cycles between Comprehensive Spending
Reviews, decided by the Treasury. They cannot set their own budgets, nor raise external financing
for an investment project which may be costly in the short term but pays for itself in the long term,
subject to risk. Therefore, short-run cost and reliability, rather than contribution to long-term
productivity and competitiveness, are often the criteria used, and this weighs heavily against small,
innovative businesses.

56 For more information on New Look and Matalan see http://www.fpb.org/YVHWzPVo5lMmUA.html
57 http://www.warmwell.com/03nov12pq.html
58 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal-agent–problem
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Corrective Actions

The following corrective measures should be taken:

(a) The removal of the requirement for three years of accounts to be provided before a tender is
granted. This requirement obviously excludes innovative start-ups which may not have existed for
three years, as well as certain small businesses that have no reason to keep accounts that are
audited according to the standards used by listed companies.

(b) A reduction in the paperwork and bureaucracy needed to submit a tender.

(c) A reduction in the propensity of government departments to bundle and aggregate tenders.

(d) An improvement in the late payment records of government departments. They act as a large
disincentive. Research could also be commissioned to determine whether payment practices could
be changed for small businesses. For example, the justification for the requirement for three years
of accounts is that government departments must know that the tendering business has the
financial capacity to deliver the project. This is often needed if the project is of long duration with
payment on completion. However, if payment practices were changed such that payment could be
made incrementally for work in progress, more small businesses would be able to compete.

(e) Greater transparency and abolition of single-sourcing: every government contract should be
advertised publicly, not given to a preferred supplier, and tendering businesses should have access
to information as to why their bid was successful or unsuccessful.

(f) A decision management process, either through decision-management software or through
recognised procedures, should be implemented in order to take into account other factors than
short-term cost, which might make a tender attractive to a government department.

(g) All local authorities should sign the small business concordat.

(h) The use of “smart procurement” could be examined. One example of smart procurement is a
process whereby procuring authorities are less rigid in their requirements from a tender, allowing
a tendering business to creatively apply whichever solutions they feel will increase the operational
eYciency of the customer’s business. This allows tenders to be judged against more criteria than
just the one-oV cost of producing specific defined services. Innovative small businesses, especially
start-ups, would be better able to compete if such methods were used.

Of course, ideally these measures would be actioned by government departments unilaterally.
Unfortunately, unless government is subjected to competitive constraints (which is, of course, impossible,
as a country can only have one government), this is unlikely to filter through thewhole governmentmachine.

Without competitive constraint or the motive of profit, there is little incentive to act in an economically
rational way. Therefore, an “artificial” incentive, and a mechanism to ensure the corrective actions outlined
above, need to be inserted in order to change the behaviour of the procuring authorities and individuals.

Stimulant for corrective actions

One such incentive would be a target for the percentage of government contracts that should go to small
businesses. Of course, introduction of this target should not be the sole measure put in place. In the absence
of corrective measures to address the problems highlighted, it would be impossible to implement, as small
businesses still could not compete fairly. Small businesses can only compete fairly if the measures above are
taken. However, a target would be the incentive to implement those measures. If an individual, be it a
Minister or a relevant senior civil servant, could be held accountable to the target, then annual reviews of
performance against the target would provide indicators as to whether the measures were being
implemented and having the desired eVect.

Furthermore, if the target were set above the current level, but just below the level which small businesses
would receive from an economically rational buyer, the target could, along with the corrective measures, be
guaranteed to correct, rather than create, distortion, and to enhance competition by including more small
bidders, rather than unfairly favouring small businesses.

Targets distort the market when they are introduced into already perfectly functioning and competitive
markets. However, such a description is not apt for the UK public procurement space.We have listed above
several examples of market failure, such as imperfect information, and irrational behaviour and non-
optimisation on the side of the consumer (government). This results from the dominant position of
government as a buyer and its lack of competitive constraint in its output markets. The proliferation of
government activity and the ever-expanding size of the state have created a dominant buyer, whose actions
have the power to distort the market because of its dominance. Furthermore, this is a buyer that does not
operate in any competitive market as a supplier. It is not subject to competitive constraints that would
rationalise its economic behaviour. Therefore, its economically irrational behaviour creates market failure
and misallocation of resources—or what we would commonly call distortion.

A target would not correct this. Corrective measures as outlined above would. A target would force
government departments to implement those measures.
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The target that we advocate should not be a ring-fenced quota. It should not, under any circumstances,
lead to small businesses being granted contracts that they could not obtain competitively. Indeed, if a quota
did lead to this situation, the UK would be in breach of EU law.59 The target should be a benchmark target
against which actual performance can be measured and relevant individuals and authorities held
accountable.

A second means of enforcement of the necessary changes would be a system of advocates, which may or
may not be modelled on those working under the auspices of the Small Business Administration (SBA) in
the United States, working with government departments to force them to put out tenders for competition
and make them more accessible for small businesses.

The experience from the US shows that, in just the two years after President Reagan signed into force the
Small Business and Federal Procurement Competition Enhancement Act of 30 October 1984, savings of
$201m60 had been achieved, just in the Department of Defence, through releasing to open tender defence
contracts that would previously have been secretively given to large, established, reputable companies for
convenience. This reflects the increased competition for each tender, which was only made possible through
the SBA’s work in forcing departments to break the contracts out so that they were competitively tendered
and accessible for smaller businesses.

The $201 million can be taken as the quantification of the reduction in market distortion achieved by the
SBA’s Breakout for Competition Programme. Indeed, one might add that President Reagan, given his
record, would not have passed such an Act unless it acted to reduce market distortions and enhance
competition, as is implied in the name of the Act. It is proof that deliberately improving access for smaller
businesses opens a new field of potential bidders, therefore creating greater competition for tenders,
reducing distortion and saving taxpayers’ money.

A furthermeasure in usewas the systemof set-asides. Set-asides do notmean unfair advantages, as Poeton
points out: “The use of the phrase ‘set-asides’ immediately creates a feeling of privilege to the UK mind. It
took the team some time to fully understand that in reality it is a ‘set aside for competition’ programme.”61

Set-asides are used for certain classes of procurement and they dictate that only small businesses may bid
for them. This does seem, at face value, to restrict competition. However, such set-asides are only
implemented where the presence of a large business as a bidder deters small businesses from submitting a
tender themselves, when, for example, the small business may be economically dependent on the larger
business. Where such discouragement occurs, there is market failure, as the large business is obviously
dominant enough to bring about exclusionary abuse against the small business. Therefore, the set-aside is
a measure to reduce market failure. The evidence of the United States’ experience shows that cost savings
to the taxpayer of 40% can be achieved62 because the number of bids received for each tender is greater under
small business set-asides than when competition is open to large businesses as well.63

Whilst wewould not recommendwholesale copying of this policy into theUnitedKingdom,we do believe
that its use should be permitted, under specific circumstances which can be identified through appropriate
economic research procedures: namely, where the market failure, in the form of exclusionary abuse outlined
above, can be proven.

Learning From Best Practice—Procurement From Small Businesses in the United States

It is fair to say that the system in theUnited States is imperfect and has worked, at many points in history,
far better than it does now.For this reason, any recommendation tomodel our ownpolicies on theAmerican
experience is often treated with trepidation. Whilst we would not advocate simply lifting and copying the
system from the United States, we do believe there are significant advantages to the American system that
could form the basis of a British model. However, it is worth explaining in depth which points to take on
board and which features have caused the current imperfections in the American system.

The genesis of eVorts to improve small businesses’ access to public procurement contracts in the United
States came during World War Two, when Congress was concerned that taxpayer dollars used for defence
procurement may not be being spent eVectively. The concern was that the federal Government was not
maximising its use of funds and that the war eVort may, therefore, be being compromised. A programme
was initiated to grant Certificates of Competency (COCs) to small businesses to enable them to bid for
tenders from the Department of Defence (DOD). As Clark and Moutray point out: “The Certificate of
Competency (COC) had its beginning during World War Two as part of the Small Business Mobilization
Act of 1942. This legislation established, among other things, the War Production Board, with authority to
review and certify the competency of a small business to perform a specific Government contract.”64

59 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, Article 53 (on page 35)
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2004/l–134/l–13420040430en01140240.pdf

60 Grylls, Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 8.
61 Grylls, Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 12.
62 Grylls, Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 14.
63 Grylls, Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 14.
64 Clark and Moutray, 2004, page 7.
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The dual utility of the programme is eVectively summed up by the same authors. “The purpose of the
program is to ensure that small businesses, especially those newly entering the federal marketplace, receive
a fair share of government contracts. This, in turn, helps the Government to supplement and diversify its
sources of supplies and services.”65

Small businesses benefit because they receive fair access to a significant market. The Government, and
taxpayers, benefit because there is greater competition, as a whole new source of tenders is opened up. The
economy benefits through greater eYciency and allocation of resources.

The Small BusinessActwas created in 1953, to ensure fair treatment of small businesses aswell as ensuring
that they received a fair proportion of government contracts. Again, the focus was on maximising small
business interests in order to enhance competition, as Congress stated:

“The essence of the American enterprise system of private enterprise is free competition. Only
through full and free competition can free markets, free entry into business, and opportunities for
the expression and growth of personal initiative and individual judgment be assured. The
preservation and expansion of such competition is basic not only to the economic well being but
to the security of this Nation. Such security and well being cannot be realized unless the actual and
potential capacity of small business is encouraged and developed. It is the declared policy of the
Congress that the Government should aid, counsel, assist, and protect, insofar as is possible, the
interests of small business concerns in order to preserve free competitive enterprise, to insure that
a fair proportion of the total purchases and contracts or subcontracts for property and services
for the Government . . . be placed with small business enterprises . . .”66

The Small Business Act was enhanced through the Small Business Federal Procurement Competition
Enhancement of 1984, after a pilot project of 1980 that had pointed to the eYcacy of breakouts, saving $7.3
million through 294 breakouts at four Air Force Logistics Centres.67 The Act assigned a Small Business
Administration (SBA) Breakout Procurement Centre Representative to all major procurement centres and
required federal procurement regulations to be subject to public consultation.68 In the same year, the
Competition in Contracting Act limited non-competitive procurement methods and instituted an advocate
for competition in each executive agency.69 In 1985, the Department of Defence Authorization Act
designated an advocate for competition to theDepartment, and established guidelines on the use of qualified
bidder lists, which small businesses believed had been used to discourage new firm participation in the
tendering process.70

Following the signing into law of these Acts by President Reagan, significant cost savings were achieved
as outlined above, as new sources of bids were opened up.

Even before the 1984 Act and the savings identified in 1986, the Small Business Act of 1953 had been
eVective in increasing small business’ share of the federal market to 30%.71

These policies, which are both competitive and SME-friendly, and produced visible results both for SMEs
and for the taxpayer, are those on which we would like to see a UK reform modelled.

However, there are also downsides to the American system. The Buy American Act of 1933, which
“mandates preference for the purchase of domestically produced goods over foreign goods in US
Government procurement”72, is not a policy that we advocate replicating, as it is protectionist and anti-
competitive.

Furthermore, the access of smaller businesses to federal contracts appears to have gone into decline from
the 1990s, as Clark and Moutray point out that 22.6% and 23.6% of government contracts went to small
businesses in fiscal years 2002 and 2003 respectively.73

However, the explanations for this are oVered quite clearly by Clark and Moutray, and their figures are
a clear vindication of the theories highlighted above regarding competitive procurement.

AsClark andMoutray point out74, the Federal Acquisition StreamliningAct of 1994 authorisedmultiple-
award contracts—leading to a 19% jump in the number of bundled contracts—and allowed for purchases
of items below $2,500 without competitive quotations. The National Defence Authorisation Act of 1994
created a new category of transactions authorised for the Department of Defence other than those that had
to be competitively tendered. The Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 authorised credit card use for purchases up
to $2,500, and the Administrative Dispute Resolution Act of 1996 limited the number of places where small
businesses could file a claim.

65 Clark and Moutray, 2004, page 8.
66 US Public Law 83-163 paragraph 202, reproduced by Clark and Moutray, 2004.
67 Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 7.
68 Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 4.
69 Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 3.
70 Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 4.
71 Poeton and Forrester, 1986, page 2.
72 Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buy–American–Act.
73 Clark and Moutray, 2004, page 7.
74 Clark and Moutray, 204, page 5–8.
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All of these Acts impacted negatively on the ability of small businesses to fairly compete for government
contracts, as evidenced by the low proportion of government contracts won by small businesses in 2002 and
2003 compared with, for example, 1984. In short, bundling and less competitive tendering had unfavourable
eVects on small businesses. This corroborates our view that the less competitive the tendering, the more
diYcult life is for small businesses. This was predicted, at the time of these reforms, by Donald L.
Campbell.75

Conversely, however, the Small Business Reauthorization Act of 1997 actually increased the target for
the percentage of Government contracts that should be awarded to small businesses, from 20% to 23%. The
target was increased at the same time as the ability of small businesses to compete fairly was compromised.
There is anecdotal evidence that the target has, during recent years, caused market distortions, as federal
authorities have tried to award small businesses a fair share that they cannot fairly obtain. However, the
reforms of the 1990s are the reason that they cannot fairly obtain that proportion. If the eVect of those
reforms were neutralised, small businesses could compete fairly and the target would not be causing any
distortion, but acting as a regulator of fair behaviour.

Therefore, it can be fairly calculated that any distortions that have occurred in recent years as a result of
the 23% target have in fact been due to the fact that the target was acting alone. When the procurement
systemwas altered it became unfavourabe to small businesses and to competition, attempts to enforce small
businesses’ fair share through the use of a target alone resulted in limited success, success that was achieved
at the price of distorting the market.

However, the fact that federal authorities have, in recent years, missed or only narrowly met the
percentage target for procurement from small businesses has forced a review of the 1990s reforms and a new
round of initiatives to allow small businesses to compete: Clark and Moutray point out:

“. . . final bundling regulations went into eVect in October 2003. In 2002, Congress instructed
DOD contracting oYcers to solicit oVers from all contractors oVering the required services under
the multiple-award contracts. The intent was to improve the process of making awards under
multiple-award schedule contracts. Also, regulations now have finally eliminated duplicative
database systems that take precious time away from small businesses . . . . All of these new
procurement developments are designed to find better ways tomake the procurement processmore
open and fair for small businesses.”76

The failure to meet or to significantly exceed the target acted as an indicator to policymakers that
procurement policies were not as competitive—as open to small businesses as well as large—as they should
be. This has led to corrective actions such as tightening up on bundling and reduction of bureaucracy, the
results of which cannot yet be judged due to economic and data collection time lags, but which should result
in more competitive procurement and greater access for small businesses. If there were no target against
which small businesses’ share could be benchmarked, there would have been no signal that the reforms of
the 1990s had been harmful.

We believe that the American experiences of the 1980s through to the present corroborate our view that
specific measures to maximise openness and competition are needed to improve the access of small
businesses to government contracts, but that these can only be policed through benchmarking against a
target, where the failure to reach the target acts as an alarm bell to sensible policymakers that such policies
may not be being pursued or implemented in the best possible way.

While the 1990s and 2000s provide a valuable lesson in the usefulness of the target as an enforcer of
procurement policies which are both friendly to small businesses and pro-competitive, the actual policies
enacted in the United States through the Acts of 1942, 1953, 1984 and 1985 that we believe could form the
basis of a reform in the UK are:

— Break-out for competition programmes

— Set-aside for small business competition programmes, where appropriate on grounds of fair
competition

— Limiting of non-competitive tendering

— Public consultation of procurement regulations

— Guidelines on use of qualified bidder lists

— Appointment of an advocate for competition in each procuring authority

— Advocacy of the above by an equivalent Small Business Administration, whose advocates should
work inside each procuring authority

75 Campbell, Donald L., Acquisition Reform: A Trojan Horse In Our Midst?
http://www.dau.mil/pubs/pm/pmpdf97/campblnd.pdf

76 Clark and Moutray, 2004, page 8.
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International Framework

There are two major international agreements governing government procurement practice, to which the
UK is subscribed. At EU level, there is Directive 2004/18/EC. At WTO level is the Agreement on
Government Procurement (AGP), to which the UK is a party as an EU member state.

EU Directive 2004/18/EC does not need to be, could not and should not be renegotiated. As mentioned
above, it forbids the granting of any kind of special favours to a tendering business that could not win a
contract competitively. This is implied to include favours on grounds of home nationality—it is a piece of
internal market legislation77. However, as we have extensively pointed out in this paper, we believe that
greater, not lesser, open competition is needed and do not look for special favours of any kind.

EU Directive 2004/18/EC also contains certain specific provisions which could be helpful to small
businesses, but have simply yet to be implemented in the UK. For example, it stipulates that unsuccessful
tenderers must be able to know the reasons why their tender failed78, it instructs procuring authorities to act
in a transparent way79, provides for competition by regulating the use of restricted procedures,80 and
instructs procuring authorities to advertise the value of contracts they wish to issue.81 The Directive, indeed,
provides a certain legal framework that may be helpful in enforcing some of the measures we outline.

The Directive could probably not be renegotiated even if this were worthwhile, as the negotiations were
extensive and were only concluded three years ago, as per the date of the Directive. The Directive does not
rule out any of the corrective measures we outline, nor does it rule out the enforcers of those corrective
measures that we recommend: the advocates or the target.

The AGP was concluded in the General Agreement on TariVs and Trade (GATT) in 1979 and re-
concluded at the inception of theWorld Trade Organisation in 1994. It was one of four agreements annexed
to the agreement establishing the WTO, and came into eVect in 1996.

The AGP is a plurilateral agreement for which signatories must designate which procuring entities and
types of procurement are covered.82 Specific signatories have made specific classes of procurement or
procurement policies exempt from their participation in the agreement. As the Canadian Department for
Foreign AVairs and International Trade sets out, the USA has exempted its small business set-asides and
Canada has exempted procurement by sub-federal governmental authorities.83 Japan and South Korea also
enjoy specific opt-outs.

The main purpose of the agreement is summarised by the WTO as follows:

“The AGP establishes an agreed framework of rights and obligations among its Parties with
respect to their national laws, regulations, procedures and practices in the area of Government
procurement. The cornerstone of the rules in the Agreement is non-discrimination. In respect of
the procurement covered by the Agreement, Governments Parties to the Agreement are required
to give the products, services and suppliers of any other Party to the Agreement treatment “no
less favourable” than that they give to their domestic products, services and suppliers and not to
discriminate among goods, services and suppliers of other Parties (Article III:1). Furthermore,
each Party is required to ensure that its entities do not treat a locally-established supplier less
favourably than another locally-established supplier on the basis of degree of foreign aYliation or
ownership and do not discriminate against a locally-established supplier on the basis of country
of production of the good or service being supplied (Article III:2). In order to ensure that the basic
principle of non-discrimination is followed and that access to procurement is available to foreign
products, services and suppliers, the Agreement lays heavy emphasis on procedures for providing
transparency of laws, regulations, procedures and practices regarding government
procurement.”84

It essentially rules out national protectionism from the selection of contractors on a global level, in the
same way as Directive 2004/18/EC does so on an intra-EU level. This goal is one with which we
fundamentally agree.

However, in the laudable aim of seeking to encourage international competition, the Agreement has also
possibly ruled out certain of the specificmeasures that we have outlined that could improve small businesses’
access to government contracts.

77 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2004/l–134/l–13420040430en01140240.pdf, page 1
paragraph 1 states “Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community . . . and Article 95 thereof.” Article
95 is the clause establishing the internal market and acts as the legal base for the Directive.

78 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, article 41 (on page 29)
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2004/l–134/l–13420040430en01140240.pdf

79 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, article 2.
80 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, article 44 (on page 31).
81 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, Article 35–37 (on page 26 and 27).
82 WTO, Overview of the Agreement on Government Procurement, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop–e/gproc–e/over–e.htm
83 Foreign AVairs and International Trade Canada, 2001 WTO Consultations Doha (Qatar) Ministerial Meeting Government

Procurement—Information Paper, http://www.international.gc.ca/tna-nac/gp-info-en.asp
84 WTO, Overview of the Agreement on Government Procurement, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop—e/gproc–e/over–e.htm
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Article 7 states: “Each Party shall ensure that the tendering procedures of its entities are applied in a non-
discriminatory manner.”85 Again, while we agree with the noble aim of this clause, we anticipate a degree
of legal uncertainty with regard to the use of small business set-asides. In the cases where small business set-
asides are needed, it is because the presence of a large business in the tendering process discriminates against
a disproportionate number of small businesses, as described above. Therefore, a small business set-aside is
a measure to reduce discrimination, as we outlined.

However, is this the interpretation the WTO would use, when large businesses are excluded from certain
contracts? We believe that this article should be redrafted simply to say “in a manner that ensures that
tenders are competed for in the most competitive way possible”, as this would allow set-asides when they
are necessary to improve competition. The same legal uncertainty does not apply to EU Directive 2004/18/
EC, as its non-discrimination applies to the “Awarding of Contracts’, which implies the selection of a tender
from the bids received, not the actual conditions for participation in the tendering process.

It is also doubtful whether a target for the percentage of government contracts to be given to SMEs, would
be in accordance with the Article 7.

Article 8 states: “. . . any conditions for participating in tendering procedures shall be limited to those
which are essential to ensure the firm’s capability to fulfil the contract in question.”86 Here, small business
set-asides stipulate that a business must be small in order to compete for a contract, yet this is not related
to the business’ ability to fulfil the contract, it is related only to the need to ensure maximum competition.
This clause would need to be redrafted to say “any conditions for participating in tendering procedures shall
be limited to those which are essential to ensure the firm’s capability to fulfil the contract in question or to
ensure eVective competition in the tendering process.”

Article 10 states: “entities shall, for each intended procurement, invite tenders from themaximumnumber
of domestic suppliers and suppliers of other Parties, consistent with the eYcient operation of the
procurement system.”87 There exists the potential for legal uncertainty here with regard to the use of set-
asides. We believe they should only be used where they are proven to produce a higher number of bids.
However, would the WTO conclude that the exclusion of larger businesses is contrary to the invitation of
the “maximum number of suppliers”? We believe that this clause would need redrafting to exclude the duty
to “invite” tenders, saying instead “. . . entities shall, for each intended procurement, provide for eYcient
competition by ensuring the maximum number of bids is received.” Again, as we believe set-asides should
only be used where they increase the number of bids, this would allow us the legal flexibility. EU Directive
2004/18/EC88 does allow, as we pointed out above, for restricted procedures under certain regulated
conditions—namely that at least three bids must be solicited. We do not see this as a problem because, we
repeat, set-asides should only be used where they increase the number of bids.

Article 13 states: “The entity shall make the award to the tenderer who has been determined to be fully
capable of undertaking the contract and whose tender . . . is either the lowest tender or the tender which in
terms of the specific evaluation criteria set forth in the notices or tender documentation is determined to be
the most advantageous.”89 While we agree with the aim of this clause, the phrase “in terms of the specific
evaluation criteria set forth in the notices or tender documentation” makes it more diYcult for small firms
to win contracts by producing innovative oVers that provide benefits outside of the specific scope of the
contract, and indeed for procuring authorities to be open-ended in the requirements they stipulate.
Therefore, this clause would need to be redrafted to remove the words in bold, giving procuring authorities
more flexibility.

There is currently a window open until March 2007 for the tabling of a revised AGP.

The UK cannot negotiate for itself in the WTO, as trade is an EU competence at “first-pillar”, i.e.
supranational, Community level. Therefore, we believe that the UK should actively engage in the EU to
reach an agreement that a revised AGP proposal should be tabled, encapsulating the above suggestions, and
that the EU should push for these changes in the WTO. If the changes cannot be made, an opt-out should
be sought to exempt smart procurements, and, if necessary, break-outs and set-asides, from the agreement,
or indeed to exempt certain classes of procurement from the whole agreement if this is easier to operate.

However, we do not believe that the thrust of the AGP is wrong. Non-discrimination on grounds of
nationality is imperative to the evolution of comparative advantage through international trade. We would
not want any of our proposed measures to conflict with this principle, and do not believe that there is any
reason why they should. Even if we were to opt out from the agreement, we should still award contracts
without discrimination on the grounds of nationality.

85 Agreement on Government Procurement, Article 7, http://www.wto.org/english/docs—e/legal–e/gpr-94–e.pdf
86 EU Directive 2004/18/EC, Article 2 (on page 9).
87 Agreement on Government Procurement, Article 8, http://www.wto.org/english/docs–e/legal–e/gpr-94–e.pdf
88 Agreement on Government Procurement, Article 10, http://www.wto.org/english/docs–e/legal–e/gpr-94–e.pdf
89 Agreement on Government Procurement, Article 13 paragraph 4 (b), http://www.wto.org/english/docs–e/legal–e/gpr-94–e.pdf
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Opt-outs would, however, be suitable, because, as well as providing the flexibility as outlined above, they
would provide a rationale for a new agreement replacing the AGP, because they would make the AGP
virtually obsolete. The AGP already only covers $240 billion of the $5.3 trillion that public authorities
around the world spend on goods and services in a year. EUopt-outs would reduce this figure even further.90

Currently, the Agreement does not cover large sections of procurement by the world’s largest purchaser,
the United States Government. The rationale for the US opt-out of small business set-asides from the
Agreement is that they are forbidden by the Agreement. The Buy American Act, as a protectionist measure,
is also forbidden, but is conveniently applied to those classes of procurement, i.e. set-asides, that are
exempted from the Agreement. If the Agreement were revised to allow small business set-asides, for the
reasons extensively set out above, it would remove the US’ rationale for exempting them from the
Agreement, and the Buy American Act would also not be able to apply, so much of the extensive national
protectionism that surrounds the US procurement system could be eroded.

A new agreement would, of course, be diYcult and probably take many years of extensive negotiations
to reach. However, an agreement which provides the flexibility to take measures to ensure SMEs’ access
to government contracts, while ruling out national protectionism to a far greater extent than at present, is
desperately needed, and therefore the process should be initiated.

Therefore, the UK Government should support current moves in the EU for a revised Agreement to be
tabled. As we havemade clear, though, we do not support a watered-downAgreement or opt-out being used
for purposes of national protectionism, and understand the reservations of those who believe that it would
be used as such. Nevertheless, a proposal for a new agreement, or indeed for an interim opt-out while a new
agreement was being negotiated, would probably be more widely supported if it were made clear that it
would not be used for protectionism, especially by the relevant EU commissioners.

In negotiating in the EU, we have to be aware that there are many countries where small businesses do
not experience the same problems as they do in the UK. These countries therefore see no reason to tackle
the problem of small businesses’ access to government contracts. However, their support is needed for the
EU to table a revised WTO agreement. Given the circumstances, we must explain to them the asymmetry
that a measure that can only be negotiated by the EU is necessary to make improvements in the UK.

Conclusion

Small businesses do undoubtedly need better access to government contracts in the UK. SMEs make up
99.8% of the businesses in the UK and yet they receive only 22% of government contracts. Procurement
procedures and policies are uncompetitive and ineYcient, because government is not a commercial
organisation subject to competitive constraints.

A holistic reform of the procurement system is required, making government act and think more like a
commercial organisation when it procures products, and building incentives in to the system.

To fully ensure the legal flexibility to implement the necessary measures, we would need the EU to table
a revised Agreement on Government Procurement. The agreement should permit the necessary pro-
competitive SME-friendly measures, while clamping down on national protectionism in procurement.

11 January 2007

APPENDIX 26

Memorandum submitted by Rob Shanks, Imagineering Foundation

FUTURE OF THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE UK SKILLS SHORTAGES

I. Summary

1. The future of UK manufacturing depends on a supply of talented, able motivated people to join the
manufacturing profession so as to ensure that the UK has a developing productive manufacturing base that
is globally competitive. The development of STEM skills at formative stages in children’s education is
important in achieving this.

2. Imagineering Foundation is a charity focused on the delivering the engineers of the future by exciting
the children from primary school age by hands on fund activity. This experience of joy and achievement
from making things at an early age is a proven formula for the first step in halting and later reversing the
downwards trend in STEM skills in the UK young population.

90 Foreign AVairs and International Trade Canada, 2001 WTO Consultations Doha (Qatar) Ministerial Meeting Government
Procurement—Information Paper, http://www.international.gc.ca/tna-nac/gp-info-en.asp
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3. Imagineering evolving from individuals across a range of professional engineering institution, harness
resources from existing industry to help deliver more and better STEM skills in the future.

4. This paper contains proposals for:

— Excite and engage primary school children—using Imagineering Clubs run after school.

— Build on a proven low cost formula, with 10 years experience.

— Extend access to Imagineering Clubs in primary schools nation-wide.

— Deliver an oVer to 20% of all UK primary schools by 2010, or 4,000 schools;

— 20% coverage has already been achieved in one county (Worcestershire) and elsewhere if:

— Government contribute modest funding towards training of volunteers.

— 10 training centres needed with at a cost of £250k per year.

— Industry expand their release of staV.

— Children pay £1.50 for each of 30 sessions in a year, completing 10–12 varied projects.

— The Imagineering Clubs to be run in conjunction with the Governments Extended School
initiative.

— Feed into appropriate Secondary School initiatives, such as Young Engineers.

II. Increasing STEM Resource Concerns in UKManufacturing

5. Manufacturing has been throughmajor changes and this has involved downsizing of the industry with
a consequent reduction in the national science & engineering base.

6. Education at all levels up to and including Universities has responded to the consequent reduction in
demand for Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) by reducing the delivery system.

7. Manufacturing is now in need of both innovation and widespread delivery of the solutions developed
in order to compete in a global economy.

8. Some initiatives are under way, eg MAS but eVort is needed to deliver talented individuals to
manufacturing.

9. There is an urgent need to ensure that 18! initiatives have access to appropriate talent. To achieve
this it is essential to start early, typically the eight to 10 year old group is most eVective. Excitement and
interest from this younger age group needs then to be maintained through secondary schools to deliver the
STEM talent into specific training and specialist education 16!.

10. A limited number of major companies are already engaged on supporting such initiatives, examples
include National Grid and Ford .

III. Proposed Actions

11. Take a long-term view, with actions now to secure both the STEM experts and the STEM technicians
in 10–20 years time.

12. Imagineering Foundation in conjunction with Government, Industry and Education deliver an
exciting oVer to children towards the end of primary school. Each child have access to real experience of a
wide range of engineering disciplines through hands on fun in about 10–12 projects, covering typically
30 sessions over one year.

13. Establish and deliver a project aimed at providing an oVer of on Imagineering Club in every primary
school in UK, aiming at 20% cover by 2010 or 4,000 Imagineering Clubs.

14. The main elements of the delivery side of the plan:

— Reinforce the existing Imagineering logistics facility for tools, kits and know-how.

— Decentralise delivery to approximately 10 regional centres each responsible for local:

— Training of tutors.

— Marketing to local companies to obtain volunteers as tutors.

— OVer of hands-on training of interested primary school teachers.

— Each regional centre minimum exclusive resource is a half time trainer/marketing person
(equipped and with transport) and a permanent training room.

— Collaboration with other initiatives to give a coherent strategy for enhancing STEM skills.

15. Imagineering uses volunteer engineer tutors, consequently giving a realistic positive experience of
engineering to children.

October 2006
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APPENDIX 27

Memorandum submitted jointly by the Institution of Engineering and Technology and the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers

Introduction

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) is a professional body representing around
75,000 professional engineers, working in all sectors of the manufacturing industry. Most notably through
our Manufacturing Industries Division (MID) and our globally-recognised Manufacturing Excellence
Awards, we have been contributing to the development, talent and wealth of UK manufacturing for many
years, and have a detailed understanding of what makes a successful manufacturing company.

The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) was formed by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers (IEE) and the Institution of Incorporated Engineers (IIE) inMarch 2006. The IET now has more
than 150,000 members worldwide from a wide range of engineering disciplines, including active networks
of manufacturing engineers and managers.

This evidence has been developed by the members of the two institutions with input from other partners
and stakeholders. We welcome the opportunity to assist the work of the Committee by responding to this
inquiry.

Marketing UK plc

Manufacturing represents about 18% of UKGDP, and accounts for around 62% of export volumes. We
see the UK manufacturing sector, contrary to popular perception, as strong and vibrant. While overall
employment levels in the sector have fallenmarkedly over the last few decades, productivity levels have been
rising steadily, while overall output has remained fairly stable for the last 5–10 years.

Better equipment, processes and trained people have facilitated a move away from low value-adding,
labour intensive industries (which have largely moved to cheaper labour markets overseas) to high value,
high technology, highly integrated products, using sophisticated processes and supply chains. The UK has
many world-leading firms in such fields (eg pharmaceuticals, aerospace, automotive, electronics)—what is
required is for government to help maintain and grow investment in these sectors, in skills, equipment,
processes and innovation. Even when production moves overseas, design, development, marketing and
other activities often remain in the UK, contributing to UKwealth. UKmanufacturing expertise is strongly
sought after, eg thousands of overseas students study at university centres of excellence like Cranfield,
Warwick, CardiV and Cambridge.

We believe the main role for government and the legislature regarding helping to attract firms to invest
in the UK, is in ensuring a fair and level playing field, whereby investment in the UK is not perceived to be
more risky andmore costly than investing in similarly developed countries.We need to ensure our regulatory
and fiscal environments are every bit as attractive to investors as those in other countries, especially in other
parts of the EU. There is a common perception that the UK is much more rigorous in its interpretation and
application of EU laws than other Member States, and therefore represents a greater burden to potential
investors.

Lack of government consistency and leadership is another real problem for UK plc. Investors need long
term certainty, yet government ministers, policies and support mechanisms all change far too frequently. It
is only through this leadership and consistency that the UK can hope to become world leaders in particular
technologies, eg the innovative, sustainable and wealth creating solutions to the challenges of climate
change. We must develop the consistent, long term incentives and support mechanisms for pioneer
companies in fields like wave and tidal energy (and several others), or watch the expertise and commercial
exploitation of these technologies go the way of so many others before them—overseas.

Manufacturing will increasingly need to be seen in the wider context of a process which runs from product
creation through to decommissioning or recycling, rather than just the production processes themselves.

Whilst no one can doubt the value of inward investment in creating jobs in the UK, there is a view that
too much eVort is being concentrated on attracting such investment at the expense of reducing support for
UK exporters in key markets. Accepting that there are EU regulations that limit the level of support that
can be oVered to exporters, there is some concern that UKTI has backed away from many of the initiatives
that used to provide valuable support for UK exporters. For example we believe that UKTI used to oVer
two packages to first time exporters (Export USA and Export Canada) that oVered invaluable hands-on
guidance to companies including mentoring with a Trade OYcer from one of the overseas posts. Similarly,
UKTI used to oVer Trade Show support to UK companies wishing to exhibit/visit nominated Trade Shows
around the world. This funding is no longer available from Central Government and the only way that UK
companies can get support, if at all, is via their own Regional Development Agency. Overseas support has
also diminished with the merging of the Overseas Market Intelligence Service (OMIS) with the Inward
Investment OYcers in the UK Consulates, which has resulted in no one having dedicated responsibility to
oVer trade support to UK companies.
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Public Procurement

Manufacturing relies upon the creation and development of good ideas. This includes not only innovation
in products and technologies, but also the creation of novel manufacturing methods and processes to help
to gain advantage within competitive markets. We believe that it is important that public procurement
focuses on encouraging this innovation rather than simply “Buying British” or buying cheapest. We see
tremendous scope for the Government to support investment and innovation in UK industry through its
own procurement policies and practices.

Procurement programmes, co-ordinated across national, regional and local government, can provide a
strong incentive for investors to develop innovative new products and commercially viable production
facilities. The challenges of climate change, it is becoming increasingly clear, require the much faster
development and commercialisation of sustainable technologies than would be possible without such
procurement programmes.

Well designed procurement programmes can:

— expand markets;

— encourage innovation;

— improve quality;

— increase skills levels; and

— improve customer/supplier relationships.

Opportunities exist in many fields, including transport (eg bio-fuels, low carbon vehicles, road pricing,
light rail), buildings (eg microgeneration, glazing, lighting, smart metering, CHP) and energy supply (eg
energy from waste, distributed generation, renewables).

There are many examples of the successful development of new technologies in other countries that the
UK could usefully emulate, such as wind power in Denmark, solar power in Germany and the Dong Tan
“sustainable city” project in China.

There are isolated good examples in the UK, too (Woking is one). Central Government needs to work
more closely with the RDAs and others to spread and co-ordinate best practice at a local level, encourage
more widespread use of appropriate quality standards and the use of other contractual arrangements that
foster innovation and skills development.

Skills

The areas of skills shortage in UK manufacturing industry have been well documented over recent years
(eg Labour Market Surveys) and in general these are mirrored in other developed economies. The problem
is not simply a case of not enough people possessing the right skills for manufacturing industry. There is
also a major problem with attracting young people into a career in engineering in general and to
manufacturing in particular (ref “Manufacturing our Future”, The Manufacturing Foundation 2003).

The Government, through the Sector Skill Councils, has concentrated on raising skills and education
levels across the board and particularly at the shop floor and technician levels. We agree that this is an
important activity; however there is evidence to suggest that the quality of higher level management skills
has a big impact on company productivity and profitability. A recent report from the LSE and McKinsey
(Management Practices Across Firms and Nations, June 2005) highlights the management diVerences in
medium sized UK, US, French and German manufacturing companies. Their study suggests that there is a
direct link between good management practice and better company performance, with US companies
scoring higher, on average, in the application of good management techniques than did UK companies.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many UKmanufacturing companies find it hard to recruit managers with
the necessary leadership skills to maintain and develop a modern manufacturing enterprise. The IET,
working with industry and academia, is currently developing a Manufacturing Leadership Academy in an
eVort to improve this situation. The advantages of achieving a well educated and trained workforce will be
lost if their leaders themselves lack the necessary skills.

The issue of attracting people into manufacturing rests to large extent with the employers oVering
competitive careers. For example, currently many graduates of manufacturing business schools are
attracted away from the industry by lucrative oVers in the financial sector. The Government, through the
work of the Manufacturing Forum, is taking some actions to try to improve the image of manufacturing;
however a long term eVort is needed to avoid the public’s self fulfilling prophesy of a UK manufacturing
sector in terminal decline.

UK manufacturing oVers well-paid careers to engineers and other science based graduates, as witnessed
by recent IMechE salary surveys, yet too few young people are undertaking engineering and science courses
at university to provide the highly-educated resources which manufacturing needs. The IMechE’s own
Formula Student competition (also supported by IET) makes a valuable contribution, not just in attracting
more young people onto engineering degree courses, but also in equipping engineering graduates with the
business, team working, project management, sales and marketing skills manufacturers need. The
Government should oVer greater support to such programmes and work with the Institutions, Universities,
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SEMTA, SETNET and others to develop more of them. Underpinning this is the need for an education
systemwhich fosters science, technology, engineering andmathematics (STEM) as key tools to create added
value, solve problems andmake a real diVerence to society and the environment. Thiswould help to promote
a greater public understanding of the role of manufacturing industry in seeing these tools through to
successful application, but is crucially reliant on much closer collaboration between DfES and DTI. The
current perception is that DfES is more interested in any qualification than the particular (STEM) skills that
UK plc (as represented in Government by DTI) most needs.

October 2006

APPENDIX 28

Memorandum submitted by KPMG

1. Executive Summary

1.1 Introduction

Our experience in the manufacturing sector extends across a wide range of manufacturing employers,
both large and small, and across the public sector. A summary of the key issues arising from our knowledge
and experience of the sector relating to the three inquiries is given below.

1.2 Skills shortages

We consider that the three main issues in relation to skills shortages are:

— Infrastructure: an overcrowded and over complex education, training and skills infrastructure
which acts as a barrier to employer involvement in accessing external training for their workforce.

— Training provision: lack of high quality, employer focused and flexible training provision.

— Image: the image of manufacturing and engineering amongst young people needs to be raised, in
terms of profile, attractiveness and the diverse nature of employment opportunities.

1.3 Marketing UK Plc
The key issues we consider impacts marketing UK plc are:

— Resource: In the context of UKTI having a finite resource base, an appropriate level of focus and
targeted eVort is critical. Working with the private sector may to some extent reduce resourcing
constants.

— Measurement:We concur that evaluation is key but it is equally important that there are clear and
measurable targets at the appropriate level of detail.

— Ownership and accountability: UKTI needs to have the clear responsibility for the attainment of
the investment opportunity and its ultimate placement within the UK so that conflict can be
avoided. In this way the UK can speak with one voice in the world with prompt and focussed
completion of projects.

1.4 Public procurement

In relation to using public procurement to benefitmanufacturers, we believe that the following three issues
are key to supporting UK manufacturers:

— Awareness: There is a general lack of awareness of the range of social, economic and
environmental clauses that could be legitimately utilised within public sector procurement tenders
to support UK manufacturers.

— Motivation: a general lack of motivation to consider the social, economic and environmental
clauses and, most importantly, overcoming aversion to risk.

— Execution: Provision of eVective total costs of ownership models and training of procurers in how
to use these eVectively.
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2. Skills Shortages

Background

As part of our work in preparing both the expression of interest and the business plan for the proposed
National Skills Academy for Manufacturing, KPMG have undertaken a wide ranging consultation and
research programme, through which a number of large and small employers in the manufacturing sector
have fed in their views on skills in the UK.

We would like, as a response to your request for submissions, to report our key findings from this work,
and thereby help to inform your inquiry.

2.1 General findings

Feedback from employers has indicated that the manufacturing sector’s training provision is
characterised by a lack of consistent quality and a range of qualifications which meet only some aspects of
the employers’ needs. A significant number of employers we spoke to felt that there was confusion over
which training providers could oVer high-quality programmes that could meet their needs. Tutors and
trainers were felt in many cases to be out of date with current manufacturing practice and techniques. In
addition the employers felt that current funding mechanisms were diYcult to understand. In many cases
employers had moved away from using publicly funded skills provision and providers and used their own
in-house training only. Many employers who feel unable to follow this route are therefore not investing in
the vital skills they need to compete. Employers themselves currently invest some £2 billion in training
each year.

SMEs and other small organisations reported that they find it diYcult to engage in training oVered by
many of the existing providers, as they were unable to aVord to release employees from their operational
role in order to undertake training, as was required by most training providers and colleges. There is a need
therefore for provision relating to skills needs, which is flexible in delivery model, mode and length, in order
tominimise time away fromwork and to ensure that SMEs have equal access to training for their workforce.
This is a particularly crucial need for aerospace companies, the majority of which are indeed small, but it is
also a sector which is looking to improve its attractiveness to a more diverse workforce. Women, especially,
can be excluded from training by a lack in flexibility in how it is delivered.

The employers in the sector are also concerned at the lack of young people entering scientific and
technology based careers and the move away from these subjects at Advanced level in schools. The image
of manufacturing amongst young people is a cause for concern and further work is needed to overcome this
barrier to entry to the sector. Provision for the 11–19 age group must be a second focus area for future
development, which would ensure that employers were key partners in the development of the new 14–19
diplomas and their delivery models and also draw together opportunities for practical experience with
employers.

It was felt by employers and other stakeholders that the existing CoVE structure had, since its inception,
become less consistent in quality and that this needed to be addressed. The LSC reported that they were
currently reviewing the CoVE network, establishing new criteria, and would be reassessing the CoVEs in
the light of this. They felt that this would reduce the number of accredited CoVEs and increase the
consistency and standards of the quality of training delivery.

2.2 Specific issues

During the course of the interviews, and other meetings undertaken with stakeholders in the sector, a
number of key issues and themes emerged.

Brokerage

Business Link has traditionally undertaken brokerage of business-related services, including some advice
and signposting on skills, primarily to the SME sector. Since the introduction of the Employer Training
Pilot, and now Train to Gain, the Government announced that brokerage will play a key role in the
operation and expansion of this programme. The Skills White Paper: Getting on in business, getting on at
work, outlined the need for brokers, however it stopped short of setting out how this would work and which
organisations would perform this role.

Funding to pilot brokerage models was given to a range of organisations. Local and regional LSCs and
RDAs piloted diVerent models in diVerent areas of England. Sector Skills Councils were given significant
amounts of money to pilot brokerage for their sectors and Trade Associations were similarly given funding.
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It would appear now that substantial funding is being devoted to a diverse range ofmodels across diVerent
sectors and geographical locations and regions. There is no consistency across diVerent regions, so
employers who work in more than one region have to deal with diVerent arrangements. Additionally, in
many regions, the reputation and profile of Business Link has been poor, and using the same organisation to
undertake the skills brokerage underpinning Train to Gain may lead to a lack of engagement by employers.

This may all lead to further confusion on the part of employers and potentially to a lack of eYciency in
the use of this funding.

Funding

Currently, there are a number of funding routes supporting the delivery of qualifications and other
training programmes in the manufacturing sector. Funding is oVered primarily through the LSC and the
RDAs.

LSC funding can be accessed via a number of routes:

Further Education funding

This funding is primarily accessed by Further Education Colleges. They have a funding allocation
which currently allows them to use the grant they are given to support almost any fundable course
of study. This means that they can choose to fund both approved qualifications, which have been
validated by the relevant Sector Skills Council, approved by an awarding body and approved by
the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority for entry onto the National Qualifications
Framework, and also fund programmes which have not been approved, and may not conform to
the National Occupational Standards for the sector. The range of programmes currently fundable
extends from basic literacy and numeracy programmes to National Vocational Qualifications,
Vocational GCSEs and A Levels, National Certificates and Higher National Certificates/
Diplomas. There are currently over 90,000 courses on the Learning Aims database for 2005–06
academic year.

Apprenticeships

Apprenticeship funding is accessible by training providers, including FE colleges, and by
employers directly through either their local LSC or through the National Employers Service.
Apprenticeship funding diVers from FE funding in that each programme has one set amount
allocated to it. A full apprenticeship framework comprises an NVQ, a technical certificate (which
may be, for example, a City and Guilds or BTEC Edexcel-type qualification) and Key Skills
(usually communication, application of number and IT)

Train to Gain

Through Train to Gain, employees can be oVered anNVQ and appropriate literacy and numeracy
support. Again there is a set amount of funding. The funding can be accessed by employers via a
training provider directly, or through a broker.

The main issue surrounding funding is that employers perceive it to be complex and confusing,
and the variation in levels and routes means that the same qualifications can be funded at diVerent
rates dependent on the route chosen or available.

Quality

At present, Ofsted and ALI are responsible for the inspection of quality in education in England. All
training and education providers in receipt of public funding are inspected on a regular basis to assess their
quality against a range of criteria that are common to both agencies. The criteria cover the whole student
experience, curriculum areas taught and the leadership and management of the provider.

Although this inspection can give an indication of the quality of teaching and resources observed by the
inspectors, it is possible that the criteria may not match the priorities of employers. For example, employers
spoken to in the course of our work in the manufacturing skills sector listed tutor and assessor competence,
including up to date knowledge and experience in the employer’s sector and in the skill area which they were
teaching/assessing as being vitally important. This is not explicitly covered in the criteria for Ofsted/ALI
inspection and the global standards expected by many employers may be beyond the scope of an Ofsted/
ALI inspection team. In addition, some employers viewed college based resources as out of date.

Duplication of functions

One of the major issues arising during our work was the number of organisations who felt that the
proposed National Skills Academy for Manufacturing may overlap with their existing role. This situation
also highlighted some existing overlaps between the stakeholders.

Some key functions and a selection of organisations who undertake this role are given below:
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Role Organisations interviewed who felt this was within their role

Brokerage of skills/training SSCs, EEF, Local LSC, Regional LSC, National Employers Service,
RDAs, Business Link, NEPA

Provision of manufacturing FE Colleges, Private Training Providers, Automotive Academy,
related training NEPA
Lobbying for manufacturing SSCs, EEF, SMMT IF, SBAC, Automotive Academy, Trades
and skills Unions, other Trade Associations, individual large employers
Employer representation SSCs, EEF, SMMT IF, SBAC, Automotive Academy, Trades Unions

In many cases this is not an issue which needs to be addressed. For example, there may be merit in having
a large number of lobbying bodies, each with a diVerent approach and range of contacts. However, there is
a perception that the landscape inmanufacturing is confused, overcrowded and over-complex and that some
streamlining would enable funding and resources to be focused more eVectively on the needs of the sector.
In addition this would once again reduce confusion on the part of employers as to who to approach for given
services. It is possible that the forthcoming final report of the Leitch Review of Skills may address some of
these issues.

2.3 Overcoming the issues

For there to be a step change in skills development in the manufacturing sector and, in turn, to support
the sector in improving productivity and achieving globally competitive standards, a number of issues may
need to be addressed.

Skills Brokerage

It would appear from the stakeholder feedback that there needs to be a review of the current piloting of
brokeragemodels. There appears at present to be a risk that a number of models will be adopted which diVer
on a regional and sectoral basis. This could potentially perpetuate confusion in employers and may not
support further engagement of employers in skills training and development for their workforce. It may be
preferable to adopt one national model, or to at least have consistency in approach.

Funding

The current funding arrangements are complex and there is a wide variation in funding levels for
individual qualifications funded via diVerent mechanisms.

In addition, the current processes mean that FE colleges can be funded for oVering engineering and
manufacturing training provision that is not viewed as a priority by employers in the sector. The Sector Skills
Councils are producing Sector Qualifications Strategies to inform the LSC of priority areas for their sector.
This in turn may lead to more focused funding, but only if the SSCs are given the authority to direct how
funds should be used for their sector.

Quality

The current inspection arrangements are, by design, intended to assess quality of teaching and learning
and its management, in England. However, in order to be globally competitive, the manufacturing sector
employers and their representative bodies feel that they need to be judged against global standards. The
manufacturing sector needs to ensure that only the providers and courses that meet these standards are
recommended to employers. Ultimately, this may lead to funding and qualifications being aligned solely to
those providers meeting these standards.

Duplication of roles

Feedback from the employers suggests that there would bemerit in streamlining the roles of organisations
with a stake in the manufacturing skills sector. This is supported by the evidence of overlap in function
outlined above. A review of the current skills infrastructure may result in recommendations which can save
significant amounts of funding which can then be directed towards further, focused skills development.

Conclusions

The manufacturing industries require higher level skills than those currently possessed by the workforce,
in order to compete on a global basis. The first priority must therefore be upskilling the current workforce
to at least level 3 (advanced or technician, rather than craft level). Management and Leadership are also felt
by employers to be an area of need. The proposed National Skills Academy for Manufacturing has as its
aims to address these needs as a priority.
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Much of the evidence given in this paper focuses on the complexity of the current manufacturing skills
landscape, and the barriers that this infrastructure places on employers accessing training and funding for
their workforce.Once again, the proposedNational Skills Academy,workingwith the Sector Skills Councils
forManufacturing, namely SEMTA, Cogent, Proskills, Skillfast—UKand Improve, can help to streamline
this situation. This can be achieved through close collaboration, a coordinated approach to communicating
with employers, and working with the Learning and Skills Council to ensure that funding for qualifications
is focused on the skills needs of employers.

The brokeragemodel in place to support the Train toGain funding initiative can help to improve the links
between employers and education/training providers, but only if the brokers themselves are credible with
the employers and have a knowledge of both the manufacturing sector and a detailed understanding of the
education and training provision available and funding associated with this. This is a diYcult role and it is
hard to see where these multi-disciplinary specialists currently exist. It is felt that the use of business brokers
will not fulfil the requirements of a skills broker, and vice versa. Extensive training may be needed to ensure
that this scheme does bring benefits to the employers and the employees.

3. Marketing UK plc

Background

UK manufacturing is facing a multitude of problems and challenges not least of which is the economic
emergence of low cost economies. Conversely this presents the UKwith an opportunity to capitalize on our
unique strengths in assisting businesses to establish themselves in the UK. Our manufacturing businesses
benefit from the quality of their oVerings, our strong history of innovation and our world class processes.
Inward investment into the UK and a strong export performance by UK manufacturers is vital for the
economic wellbeing of UK plc.

We support themandate that UKTI have been given to achieve these objectives. In order for them to have
the best chance of success they must, in our view, be empowered, properly resourced and have the full
backing of all Government agencies.

Our work on behalf of the Manufacturing Advisory Service (“MAS”) to produce the “OVshore BeSure”
tool to support UK manufacturers, considering the opportunity and threats presented by the emerging
economies, together with anecdotal evidence through our global manufacturing client base, leads us to
recognise that there is an increasing need for cohesive support for exporters and inward investors which is
easy to access.

General findings

We support the recently published new five year strategy for the UKTI which if successfully implemented
will go a long way in assisting the Public Service Agreement target of delivering an “improvement in the
business performance of UKTI’s international trade customers”

However we believe there are three fundamental success factors in achieving this:

— suYcient resource is made available to deliver the strategy;

— appropriate, independent robust measurement of performance is maintained; and

— clear and easy to access delivery channels is maintained and adequately promoted

Specific issues

Resources

With unlimited resources and strong management, delivering the strategy successfully should be
achievable. In the context of UKTI having a finite resource base, an appropriate level of focus and targeted
eVort is critical. The strategy refers to focus of resources on three levels: Clients, Sectors and Markets:

Clients—focus on innovative companies, high R&D intensity companies, high value potential investors,
major exporter, exporters to emerging companies, SMEs exporting for the first time.

Sectors—focus priority sectors and technologies, eg financial services, oil and gas, information and
communication technologies and biotechnology.

Markets—continued focus on advanced economies but increasing focus on emerging markets.

The planned foci on the clients and markets are appropriate and if achieved will contribute to the UK
having a successful, knowledge intensive, highly skilled manufacturing sector. However given such a wide
remit and finite resources suYcient guidance and metrics should be developed by the UKTI to be used at
an operational level to implement this focus.

It is disappointing to see that the manufacturing sectors are not well represented in the examples of
priority sectors proposed by the UKTI.
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The private sector has, in many cases, links with those parts of the world from which the investors of the
future are likely to emerge. We have already seen the start of this, with India and China amongst the
vanguard. KPMGhas a large and active practice in each of India, China and Eastern Europe and we would
welcome the opportunity to assist UKTI in developing their approach and in the implementation of their
strategy. This may be particularly appropriate with exporting where the existing structure can support the
need for exporters to undertake visits to meet potential customers.

In utilising the strength of the private sector the resourcing issues can, to some extent be overcome.

Measurement

The strategy refers to continuous evaluation with a rolling programme of evaluation for the future. We
concur that evaluation is key but equally it is key that there are clear and measurable targets at the
appropriate level of detail.

The strategy refers to a target driven approach with top level targets cascaded down to teams and
individuals. It will be key that these targets are at the appropriate level for each layer of the organisation
and that they can be reliably measured.

These targets will drive behaviour throughout the organisation and as such are critical to the success of
the strategy.

Delivery Channels

A common symptom of many support organisations is that their structure is overly complex, diYcult to
access, of varying quality and unclear in the prioritisation of their oVerings. This is ever more likely where
there are organisations competing. There are a number of organisationswith an acute interest in the location
of inward investment, many of whom are performing well. There is a danger that there will be disagreement
over the preferred location for a new opportunity and competing proposals, which will diminish the
eVectiveness and create confusion.

UKTI needs to have the clear responsibility for the attainment of the investment opportunity and its
ultimate placement within the UK so that conflict can be avoided. In this way the UK can speak with one
voice in the world with prompt and focussed completion of projects.

The UKTI strategy recognises the need for coordination of activities and the need to align performance
targets for each organisation to engender a collective culture but it is unclear to us how each organisation
will be incentivised to act in this cohesive way. In the absence of this collective approach a fragmented and
ineVective, eYcient service will prevail.

Charging

One of the actions noted in the strategy is to double the revenue UKTI receive from charging for services.
In the context of support for UK manufacturers, this is unlikely to encourage SMEs to access the support.
Any increase in charges for service must be supportable by a high level of client service

Conclusions

UKTI are tasked with a challenging agenda and their strategy is well thought out. If executed in line with
the strategy, this should deliver the results required and needed. In our view the issues of resource and clear
responsibility are key to delivery. We do not expect UKTI to be able to resource up to the level required or
needed and therefore propose that a collaborative approach be adopted to maximise eVectiveness and
success. As we have indicated, one body needs to have responsibility for the inward investment programme
andmust be able tomake key decisions which inmany caseswill not be easy or popular. Of equal importance
is cultivating exports and, equally, resources will be key as will measurement and accountability.

3.1 Public procurement

Background

KPMG Advisory has a specialist team of over 30 procurement advisors, working within the UK, which
provides in-depth market and management experience together with access to the breadth of resources
through our global largest advisory network. Over the course of the past three years, we have delivered a
wide range of procurement-based projects for public sector clients within the UK. These have included City
Councils, Police Authorities, Housing Authorities and Government Departments. For the Department of
Transport, for example, we are assisting in a high level review of how they are organised to deliver
procurement services.
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Scope

The level of direct government support for UK industry is governed by the implementation of the EU’s
public procurement directives. Scope exists within these directives to apply relevant social, economic and
environmental clauses to channel expenditure into specific regions, but only in those circumstances where
the inclusion of these clauses can be proven to be valid.

The appropriate application of these clauses represents an opportunity for theUK government to provide
continued support to UK industry. Given this, further consideration is needed, in our opinion, to determine
the size and scope of the potential problem of non-utilisation of relevant and valid social, economic and
environmental clauses.

In determining the exact level of procurement expenditure that is aVected by the non-application of social,
economic and environmental clauses, it is necessary to understand the following:

— The proportion of UK public sector spend that is classified as “Part B Services”, which have
minimal legislative requirements and already fall outside of the scope of OJEU requirements;

— The proportion of UK public sector spend that is classified as “Part A Services”, but which fall
beneath the published OJEU thresholds;

— The proportion of the remaining spend that is within scope but is deemed to be not attractive to
non-UK providers;

— The proportion of the remaining spend that then is potentially aVected by the non-application of
social and environmental clauses in circumstances where a valid clause could have been applied.

An understanding of theses factors will help to determine the potential eVect on UK manufacturers and
therefore the most appropriate nature and scale of response.

An additional area of expenditure that is worthy of consideration relates to the level of indirect
expenditure on manufactured goods from tier-1 supplier contracts. This expenditure typically falls within
the private sector and is not subject to any control under the EU directive. Local contract-based initiatives
to constrain and direct this tier-2 spend to UK manufacturers may be worthy of further consideration.

General Findings

Feedback from public-sector procurement advisors has indicated that a number of barriers exist to the
proper and eVective utilisation of social, economic and environmental clauses by the sector.

We have summarised our findings under what we see as the key issues in ensuring eVective deployment:

— Awareness—the general level of understanding that public sector procurers have of the UK
industrial supply market existence and applicability of social clauses to support this market.

— Motivation—the desire and focus placed on the application of valid social clauses within public
sector procurement processes by procurers and associated sourcing decision makers to provide
additional support to UK industry.

— Execution—the eVectiveness of implementation of valid social clauses within public sector
procurement processes in support of UK industry support strategies.

Awareness

Our experience suggests that there are two issues that need to be addressed:

Supply market knowledge

The most significant barrier to the eVective execution of eVective local UK procurement is often a
lack of understanding of the breadth of the supplymarket and knowledge of capableUK suppliers.

Generating awareness is a two way process with responsibility resting with both UK
manufacturers and public sector procurers, leading to the issue of how this can be tackled:

— How can the awareness of public sector procurers of suitable UK manufacturers be raised?

There is no easy answer to this; we all need to work towards a solution.

Social, economic and environmental clauses

A general lack of awareness exists of the range of social, economic and environmental clauses that exist
and that could be legitimately utilised within public sector procurement tenders to support UK
manufacturers. On this basis, raising the awareness of the public sector procurement community is a critical
first step in the process, with a particular emphasis on communicating:

— the available clauses, their aims and objectives;

— the range of circumstances where these clauses might be relevant and legitimately applied;
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— how these clauses should be communicated, interpreted and applied in any given sourcing process,
with a particular focus on whether they act as a constraint to supplier qualification for a given
tender or are applied as a one of a number of weighted evaluation criteria.

In addition, to ensure their appropriate application, further information on the following related issues
would be valuable:

— the consequences for procurers in the event of non-application of these clauses when a valid basis
of application existed; and

— in cases where the application of a clause is not clear, where advice and support can be obtained
to gain appropriate clarification.

Motivation

The primary motivator of procurers in the public sector is to ensure the implementation and on-going
compliance with the EU’s public procurement directives, while ensuring value for money.

This creates a process-based, mechanistic approach to procurement and has the consequences of stifling
creativity, preventing innovation and breeding a culture of risk aversion, all of which are potential barriers
to the inclusion of “non-standard” social, economic or environmental requirements that may be of benefit
to UK manufacturers.

The use of social, economic or environmental clauses is seen often as directly in conflict with EU
legislation, through the use of restrictive tenders or through the awarding of contracts to suppliers that oVer
neither the lowest price nor can demonstrate the best value for money based on the most economically
advantageous tender.

Therefore, to increase the motivation of procurers to implement these clauses there are three issues that
need to be addressed:

— How can the consideration and inclusion of social, economic and environmental clauses become
a routine element within public sector procurement processes?

— How can the general aversion to risk within the public sector be overcome, resulting in a lack of
motivation to apply social, economic and environmental clauses?

— How can the social, economic and environmental impact be factored into the total cost of
ownership over the products life-cycle?

The aversion to risk is of the most concern and in situations where valid inclusion of a social, economic
or environmental clause is debatable; its non-inclusion is the most likely outcome.

Execution

The application of social, economic or environmental clauses within a procurement process can be in one
of two ways:

— through the restriction of the tender to those suppliers that are compliant with the social, economic
or environmental requirements; and

— through the positive weighting of social, economic and environmental criteria in the post-tender
submission evaluation.

In those situations where the tender is restricted to suppliers that can demonstrate compliance with the
specified requirement, a strong legally sound basis needs to underpin this decision. In a risk-averse
environment this can lead to the non-application of valid clauses and requirements.

If the clause or requirement forms part of the process of evaluation of supplier submissions the issue
becomes one of ensuring that the evaluation model used accurately represents the most economically
advantageous tender (MEAT). In this situation accurately modelling the total cost of ownership becomes
critical.

Therefore, if valid social, economic or environmental clauses are to be routinely applied the following
issues need to be addressed:

— improved awareness for the type, extent and legitimate application of the clauses; and

— provision of eVective total costs of ownership models and training of procurers in how to use these
eVectively;

Ultimately, the benefit to UK industry of UK public sector procurement will only increase if we see
significant changes to public sector procurement policy and process.

29 September 2006
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APPENDIX 29

Memorandum submitted by Leslie L KossoV

Executive Summary

The current conventional wisdom is that manufacturing in more highly developed countries (for which,
read “the West”) is now cost prohibitive. This argument is frequently used to explain why oV- and near-
Shoring procurement is required to keep corporations globally competitive.

Yet, manufacturing within the UK can only expand if the government procurement systems are designed
for the sector to succeed. This will require changes in existing legislation, new legislation and a more
soplisticated approach to the definition, classification and support of manufacturing enterprises.

The result will be increased competition for the UK manufacturing industry within and outside of
Government procurement. This will lead to substantial savings in tax spending and a simultaneous increase
in tax revenues as a result of manufacturing expansion.

The following actions are recommended:

— Opt Qut of the WTO Agreement on Government Procurement.

— Legislate for SME Support for the Manufacturing and Other Sectors.

— Create a UK equivalent “Small Business Administration.”

About the Author: Leslie L Kossoff

This document was written in collaboration with Senior Members and OYcers of the Forum of Private
Business.

Leslie L KossoV is a leading international executive advisor providing guidance to executives in the
United States, Europe and Japan. For over 15 years, Leslie has assisted clients ranging from Fortune 50 to
small and mid-sized firms in a broad range of industries and sectors. Some of her clients include Fidelity
Investments, Sony, TRW, Kraft Foods, 3M, US Navy, US Immigration Service and GM/Hughes.

She has been cited by About.com as “one of the most intelligent and perceptive voices on leadership
today.”

A former executive in the aerospace/defence, pharmaceutical and entertainment industries, Leslie is a
founding Board member of the Global Women’s Leadership Center at Santa Clara University Leavey
School of!usiness, serves on the Advisory Council of the Russia Research Network, is a me ber of the Board
of Directors of the National Association of Industry-Education Cooperation, and is included in the

Who’s Who Registry of Global Leaders and in the International Who’s Who Among Professional Business
Women. She is a professor in theGraduate Business Program ofHolyNamesUniversity, the former director
of the Institute for Quality and Productivity Improvement at California State University, Long Beach, and
has been a member of the Judges Panel for the Sterling Award for Quality in California.

The author of two award winning books and over 100 articles, Leslie is a Fellow of the Royal Society for
the Arts and a Freeman of the City of London.

OPENING UP GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT IN THE MANUFACTURING
SECTOR:ENHANCING COMPETITION AND SAVING TAXPAYERS’ MONEY
SUBMISSION TO THE TRADE AN INDUSTRY COMMITTEE THE FUTURE OF

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE UK

The following are recommended actions which, should be taken by the Government. The first is time
sensitive and, if not acted upon, will adversely impact the ability of the UK to succeed in its larger
manufacturing and economic goals.

Opt Out of the WTO Agreement on Government Procurement

In 1994, the United Kingdom became Party, as part of the EU, to the WTO Agreement on Government
Procurement. The Agreement specifies that:

The use of . . . measures to encourage local development . . . are explicitly prohibited.

This clause contradicts the essence of the strategy and commitment made by the UK and, then, European
Community, during the 1983 European Year of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EYSME).

This Agreement limits the ability of governments to contract specifically with SMEs—thus undermining
existing and new business development in the manufacturing and other sectors.
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There is currently a once-in-a-decade opportunity to opt out of the WTO Agreement on Government
Procurement. Because the Agreement was in conflict with the US Small Business Act, the United States
opted out from the beginning. So did Japan, Canada and South Korea.

Currently there are 15 EU countries in support of the opt-out. The UK is not one of them. Seventeen
member states are required for Peter Mandelson to inform the WTO that the EU will no longer participate
in the Agreement.

The outcome will result in seven of the 10 largest world economies not participating. This would create
a rationale for new Agreement enabling SME-friendly measures—while banning national protectionism.

In-country, opting out will allow the UK government to better support the growth and development of
its internal manufacturing sector.

Action must be taken on this immediately as the opt-out period is only until the end of March 2007. If
not acted upon, the EU will not be able to act again until 2017.

Legislate for SME Support for the Manufacturing and Other Sectors

A review of existing legislation and practices for the purpose of updated, fit-forpurpose legislation should
be pursued. Specifically, a percentage of government contracts should be made available exclusively to
SMEs from within the UK. In concert with this edict, the government should be required to pay SMEs in
a timely manner to ensure their ongoing viability.

As well, various regulatory barriers to entry should be identified and removed. An example is the current
regulation that SMEs must provide three years of accounts to demonstrate their viability. This could be
replaced by an equivalent of the US Small Business Administration’s “Certificate of Competency” by which
small businesses are reviewed and declared competent for contract consideration and award.

Legislation should also address the means by which SMEs are defined by size (see “Protection versus
Protectionism” below). The goal of the legislation is to create opportunities for new manufacturing (and
other) businesses to be established and grow. There should be no arbitrary barriers applied that would keep
businesses from forming—or to keep their owners from expanding beyond the 250-employee barrier. A
structure such as the US North American Industry Classification System should be used as a basis to begin
discussion and size definitions.

Finally, a review of current legislation regarding patents should be pursued to ensure that the system is
designed to protect UK inventors in speed of application processing and global protection of rights.

Create a UK equivalent ”Small Business Administration”

The recent abolishment of the Small Business Service is a negative indicator of the Government’s real
support of small business. As any executive knows, if you measure it, you manage it— and if you’re paying
for it, you expect results.

By decreasing the SBS staV size to less than half, demoting its status to that of a policy unit within the
Department of Trade and Industry and outsourcing its responsibility for spending its remaining annual
programme budget, the Government has unintentionally demonstrated a lack of concern for small business
growth and development. This will have an immediate and long-term impact on the manufacturing sector.

Instead, it is recommended that a formal Small Business Administration equivalent be established. This
organization would be responsible for overseeing that legislation is followed, enforcement of policies is swift
and sure and that resources for everything from business establishment and development to government
contracting and global expansion are provided.

The return on investment for such an agency will be the continuing growth of businesses across all sectors
and the certainty among the citizenry that the Government—no matter which Party is in oYce—supports
the dreams and aspirations of its people.

Improvements through Legislation

In a recent Enterprise Brief (October 2006, Issue 8), even the CBI—more commonly a voice for big
business—stated:

Given the increasing need for rapid response times to meet changing market conditions, a flexible,
lightly regulated business environment is key to business success. Poor quality regulation stifles
business activity and distorts decision making.

. . . The government should do more to remove the bureaucracy of bidding for public sector
contracts, standardise the process and encourage procurers to enable small businesses to develop
innovative solutions.

An improved regulatory environment and legislative-making process is crucial: it would enable
more businesses to grow an reach their potential.
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While the Brief was not discussing manufacturing, specifically, the CBI results point out the need to
change the current legislative environment to assist SMEs—many of which are manufacturing concerns—
in being successfully awarded a higher number of government contracts.

This is in keeping with the Government’s commmitment to SME expansion. Its stated target in 2000 was
to “make the UK the best pace in the world to start and grow a business by 2005”. Yet the legislative agenda
in response has been focused almost exclusively, as reported by the CBI, on red tape reduction—not growth
opportunities.

The recently abolished Small Business Service in their Progress Report of December 2005, noted that:

The Government is . . . committed to improving access to public sector procurement for SMEs.
SME involvement improves competition and drives innovation, and thus improves value for
money in the delivery of public services.

Yet, once again, the focus for next steps revolved around red-tape reduction and improved information
resources for SMEs to find out about government contract opportunities.

While these actions are laudable they are not adequate. Moreover, unless and until legislation is
established that guarantees the ability of SMEs to win government contracts, the Government’s stated goals
will not be successfully achieved on a long-term basis.

Until the appropriate legislative changes are made and support infrastructure established, the trends of
decreased UK manufacturing competitiveness and increased tax spending will continue.

Market Distortions and Unfair Advantage

Almost immediately upon being presented the argument that a percentage of government contracts
should be available exclusively to SMEs, big business responds by saying that that preference will create
market distortions.

Yet many of those same large corporations are distorting the market through excess fees and favouritism
resulting from single source contracting.

According to a recent article in the Sunday Telegraph (24 December 2006), large corporations contracting
with the government are sometimes charging—or at least profiting—twice as much as they would otherwise.
Internal documents which were reviewed showed that EDS, a “favourite” government contractor had
average profit margins of over 29% from 2003 to 2006. Rolls-Royce and Vodafone showed profit margins
in the range of 13% during 2006.

In reviewing the documents; the article stated that Richard BaconMP—amember of the Public Accounts
Committee—thought that it was “highly unlikely that civil servants were aware that EDS is charging public
sector clients such diVerent rates from those in the private sector”.

This market distortion—and unnecessary taxpayer expense— occurs as a result of the lack of legislation
requiring multiple bids. The unfair advantage accorded large businesses occurs specifically because
government procurement oYcers in every department are not required to gain multiple bids nor to give
consideration to SMEs in any sector.

This policy undermines the ability of UK businesses to compete eVectively and, thus, to grow, innovate
and create new market opportunities for and beyond government.

Protection versus Protectionism: The United States Small Business Act

Another argument commonly presented when set-asides are discussed is that it will lead to protectionist
practices—both internally and internationally. These arguments are specious. Unless the UK Government
chooses to impose protectionist practices, the problem will not occur as a result of changes in support of
SMEs in the manufacturing sector.

That being said, though, there is a need for the UK to protect itself and its economy by creating the
greatest number and spectrum of possibilities for manufacturing growth and expansion. This will only be
accomplished by the appropriate legislation.

A basis for consideration and comparison is the American Small Business Act of 1953 (and as amended).
In its founding Article II, it states:

The essence of the American economic system of private enterprise is free competition. Only
through full and free competition can free markets, free entry into business be assured. The
preservation and expansion of such competition is basic to the economic well-being of this Nation.
Such well-being cannot be realised unless the actual and potential capacity of small business is
encouraged and developed. It is the declared policy of th, Congress that the Government should
aid, counsel, assist, and protect, insofar as is possible, the interests of small-business concerns in
order to preserve fee competitive enterprise and to ensure that a fair proportion of the total
purchases and contracts or subcontracts for property and services for the Governmen be placed
with small-business enterprises.
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As Ambassador Vernon Weaver, Former Administrator of the Small Business Administration stated:

“If you do not discriminate in favour of small and medium-sized companies you automatically
discriminate against them.”

In practice, this results in 23% of direct contracts and 40% of subcontracts targeted for small businesses.
Each Agency has to measure and communicate its annual results to the Administrator of the SBA and the
President of the United States.

In contrast, according to the EU High Tech Federation, there is a glass ceiling that prevents EU
companies from being able to compete globally. In part this is due to the restricted definition of “small
business” (ie, companies with less than 250 employees) utilised by the EU.

By limiting the definition to one across-the-board measure, adequate consideration is not given to the
varying needs of organisation, to succeed as a small business.

Specifically, by definition, a manufacturing firm in the United States can have thousands of employees
and still be defined as a “small business”. This is possible as a result of US Federal Regulation Title 13, Part
121 (Small Business Size Regulations). It states that small business size,is determined by the:

. . . economic characteristics comprising the structure of an industry, including degree of
competition, average firm size, start-up costs and entry barriers, and distribution of firms by size. it
also considers technological changes, competition from other industries, growth trends, historical
activity within an industry, unique factors occurring in the industry which may distinguish small
firms from other firms, and the objectives of its programs and the impact on those programs of
diVerent size standard levels.

. . . As part of its review of a size standard, SBA will investigate if any concern at or below a
particular standard would be dominant in the industry. SBA will take into consideration market
share of a concern and other appropriate factors which may allow a concern to exercise a major
controlling influence on a national basis in which a number of business concerns are engaged. Size
standards seek to ensure that a concern that meets a specific size standard is not dominant in its
field of operation.

The result of this expanded perspective is that more businesses can compete in the same market, there is
greater pressure for and results in innovation in both products and services, more patents are generated and
approved—which are applicable both for Government and commercial manufacture—and, oddly enough,
big business is as protected as small business.

This last outcome—which, again, refutes the market distortion/favouritism argument—occurs
specifically because once a small business has become dominant in its field of operation, no matter the size,
it is no longer considered a small business. At which point, it no longer benefits from the contracting
opportunities aVorded to small business.

By legislation—and the lack thereof—the UK has adversely impacted the ability of its manufacturing
enterprises to compete globally. Because there is inadequate consideration of manufacturing enterprises as
contractors to the government—based on the lack of legislated opportunity—the manufacturing sector in
the UK is consistently working at a disadvantage.

It has neither the support nor the infrastructure provided by the Government to substantially increase its
manufacturing volumes, innovation, R&D or the resultant patents which would occur.

APPENDIX 30

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Leslie KossoV

Follow up to WTO Agreement on Government Procurement Discussion

It was an honour to provide written and oral testimony to the Select Committee on the subject of
manufacturing in the United Kingdom.

You mentioned that the Committee is going to Brussels next week to discuss a variety of issues. William
G. Poeton CBE, Past President of theUnion of Independent Companies and Past Vice President of the EU’s
187-strong Economic and Social Committee, and I wanted to provide you and the Committee with an
overview of our perspective regarding the WTO Agreement on Government Purchasing (AGP). It is:

— The very presence of the AGP has enabled governments and big business organisations to pay lip
service to the encouragement of SMEs.

— TheAGP limits the ability of theUKGovernment to assist SMEs in their development—nomatter
how well intended and committed to that outcome—by precluding adequate contracting
opportunities for SMEs.

— The result is that UK SMEs do not have the same opportunities to scale and grow as their
counterparts in the countries which have opted out (ie. Canada, Japan, South Korea and the
United States).
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Specific to the status of the process for opting out:

— The end of March 2007 date is an extension from the original “drop dead” decision date of end of
October 2006.

— There is no assurance that there will be any further extensions beyond this point. They are not built
into the process.

— Those who support redrafting the Agreement are too late. There is no time now, without risking
having to stay in for another 10 years.

As such, it is our recommendation that the UK join those 15 countries already committed to opting out
of the Agreement.

31 January 2007

APPENDIX 31

Memorandum submitted by the Learning and Skills Council

The Apprenticeship for Adults programme will be delivered from August 2007 onwards.

We are extending funding to include adults over the age of 25 who wish to follow a full apprenticeship
programme and will prioritise the following groups of learners:

(i) Those without employment; including those on incapacity benefit, who are seeking to train or
retrain in order to enter long term employment.

(ii) Individuals who are seeking to enter an atypical career, ie women and/or ethnic minorities.

(iii) Adults working within sectors that have been identified as local, regional or national priorities,
who have existing skills but have skills or knowledge gaps and who lack formal qualifications for
these skills, including those who wish to complete an Apprenticeship having achieved their NVQ
2 or 3 through Train to Gain.

It will be for each regional LSC to determine volumes of learners against the above criteria and against
their funding priorities based upon the needs within their region and their individual allocations. We will
monitor the data throughout the year and will be able to review the number of women who are registered
against the manufacturing based apprenticeship frameworks.

25 January 2007

APPENDIX 32

Memorandum submitted by the Learning and Skills Council

Train to Gain Data for the Engineering/Manufacturing Sector

Train to Gain Engineering/
Overall Targets Manufacturing

Cumulative Target Actual April 2006– Actual April 2006–
April 2006 to March 2007 Mid December 2006 Mid December 2006

Employers engaged 4,025 4,190 128 have been referred
for skill training

Hard to reach 53% 66%
Learners referred 9,322 1,384
Level 2 starts 16,660 3,244 199
Customer satisfaction 90% 90%
Broker accreditation 100% by July 2007 100% brokers enrolled

Train to Gain Brokerage Engagement with Manufacturing Sector

Engaging with Manufacturing Businesses

Manufacturing andEngineering is a priority sector for Train toGain in the SouthWest and theBrokerage
Service is making good progress in engaging with sector employers and key partners. In terms of volumes
to date, 150 companies have generated over 1,300 learner referrals to Train to Gain funded NVQ Level 2
provision.
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Some of the employers brokers are working with did not want to engage with NVQ Level 2 Business
Improvement Techniques (BIT) as they feel that NVQ Level 2 Performing Manufacturing Operations
(PMO) is more suitable to the shop floor workers (although BIT would be more suitable for shop floor
supervisors or managers). Furthermore, employers were often engaging in their own lean manufacturing
programmes. We have been proactive in securing PMO provision for many companies; examples include
Honda in Swindon and Rittal in Plymouth. We have attached a case study for Pasta King who undertook
Food and Drink MO as an example of our brokerage work with employers.

Partnership Working

Business Link has the contract for Skills Brokerage service in the South West and are developing strong
links with EEF, SWMAS and SEMTA as well as other sector groups. The Brokerage Service has appointed
two partnership managers to develop productive relationships with these groups, ensuring that penetration
is maximised into the sector and that needs of the employers are met. Brokers who specialise in
Manufacturing and Engineering provide coverage across the region. Business Link are working on specific
projects, joint events and joint visits to employers; an example of which is the Advanced Engineering Skills
Project, which has included joint visits and cross referrals.

In addition the Brokerage Service is working with SW Manufacturing Advisory Service to introduce
Foundation Degrees including, LeanManufacturing and StrategicManagement Foundation Degree which
was developed by the SWMAS.

Train to Gain Brokerage Case Study

Company name and address: PastaKing (UK)Ltd, PlantationHouse,Milber TradingEstate, NEWTON
ABBOT, TQ12 4SG. Contact details: Paul Haigney, Operations Director, Tel: 01626 334480, Website:
www.pastaking.co.uk

Company background (including size, employees, turnover—if applicable)

Company manufactures a range of pasta sauces and distributes them throughout the UK. Undergoing
rapid growth, November 2005 staV at 44, November 2006 staV w 64. Company underwent a Management
Buy Out in Summer 2006.

How did the Train to Gain service assist the company?

Helping Pasta King to build skills and competencies in its work force to meet the demands of a growing
company.

Specifically:

First tranche of learners funded to do NVQ2 in Food and Drink Manufacturing operations completion
end 2006 (free 2 Learn funded).

Another five learners are eligible to do NVQ2 FDMO funded under TTG ! 1 x NVQ2 learner that the
company will pay for.

One progression for a learner for FDMO w Level 3—Chris Ayres—having completed Level 2 under
F2L—company will pay for the Level 3.

Help with information on a range of training and development opportunities; including accountant who
is qualified to AAT level 4—progressing to chartered status—preferably using distance learning. Also made
Paul aware of the New Foundation degrees in food manufacture.

Raising awareness of potential to develop skills and abilities in the company for example—marketing.
Information about CIMqualifications and courses provided.Made them aware of the newAgrifood Centre
that Cornwall College will be opening in Autumn 2007 this will provide advanced technical training in Food
safety and Quality.

Key Outputs as a Result of the Train to Gain Service

6 x NVQ2 in FDMO—Free 2 learn;

1 x progression from level 2 FDMO to level 3 FDMO;

5 x NVQ2 in FDMO to start under Train to Gain—January 2007;

1 x NVQ2 in FDMO—employer will pay for.

Development of Management team using PACE Manager

Attendance at a Food and Drink Best Practice event for Paul Haigney—Nov 2006
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Ongoing involvement

Developing in house accountant who is qualified to AAT level 4—progressing to chartered status—
preferably using distance learning—solution found.

Brokering in a provider of AAT qualifications—Accountancy Plus—learner not Eligible for TTG
funded training.

Also made Paul aware of New Foundation degrees in food manufacturing and in Lean Manufacturing
and of BIT (Business Improvement Techniques) NVQ that would compliment work they are doing with
Rob Kinna.

Raising awareness of potential to develop skills and abilities in the company for example—marketing.
Explained benefits and provided information about CIM qualifications and courses.

Informed Paul Haigney about new Agrifood centre that Cornwall College (Duchy) will be opening in
Autumn 07 this will provide advanced technical training in Food Safety and Quality—no local provider
available prior to this.

Help identifying opportunities for staV to develop and or build on IT skills from basic how to use a
computer to advanced Edexcel/Powerpoint presentations.

Ongoing support from Business Link IDB service: PBA involvement, Rob Kinna—lean. Kathryn
Hughes—design, Daniel Fletcher ICT.

Good Practice in South West

Mulberry Handbags, Somerset

Mulberry, the luxury leather goods manufacturer, is one of the few remaining leather manufacturers in
the South West and in order to safeguard the long term future of the company they needed to create a new
generation of young, skilled employees. The LSC, Mulberry and Bridgwater College worked with Skillfast
–UK to put in place a new leather production apprenticeship programme. The standards for leather
production and leather goods qualification were revised in order to cover Apprenticeship in handbag
making. Mulberry now have 10 learners on the programme and intend to oVer another 10 Apprenticeship
places next year.

Automotive Academy “spoke” in South West

The Automotive Academy Spoke in the South West was initiated in September 2005 with a mandate to
improve the performance of manufacturing employers in the region by developing the skills of employees
using course material specifically developed by the Automotive Academy for the Automotive Sector. The
Automotive Academy and the Sector Skills Council SEMTA had carried out a survey to determine what
the limiting factor in improving performance was and a clear indicator was the quality of provision in the
sector. To improve this, the Automotive Academy Spoke in the South embarked on a comprehensive
programme of Training Provider development supported by SEMTAand Industry Forum. The programme
focussed on the knowledge of the trainer/assessor in Business Improvement Techniques and their ability to
train. To date 8 Training Providers in the Region have embarked on the Automotive Academy’s
programme. This has resulted in 15 trainers/assessors being trained, giving the SWRegion an excellent base
of high quality provision to support the development of manufacturing industries in the region.

A number of significant employers in the region have endorsed the Automotive Academy’s BIT
programme these include Honda, MAHLE and BMW are about to begin a significant programme of
BIT training.

The South West Spoke has also developed a number of partnerships in the region to support the sector.
These include SWMAS, EEF, SWMarine, Advanced Engineering Skills Project,WEAFandBusiness Link.

APPENDIX 33

Memorandum submitted by the Learning and Skills Council
North West Automotive Centre of Vocational Excellence

Partners Involved

— Partnership for Learning;

— Total People;

— West Cheshire College;

— Instep;

— Business Link;
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— Bentley Coaching Company; and

— AXIS.

Project Aim

— To up-skill the automotive and engineering workforce and relevant supplier chain in the Cheshire
andWarrington area, identifying and sharing areas of good practice and working with the existing
needs of the sector.

— To become engaged in the development of a pilot “academy” for this sector and to address the
lack of related sector specific training programmes which meet the requirements of the automotive
sector, particularly on site and on the job training.

Note: This was agreed pre NSA development therefore the academy terminology above may not be that
appropriate now— more of a local lead focal point for training for auto/eng companies.

Project Outputs

— 130 SME diagnostics/Training Needs nalysis (TNA);

— 240 employees accessing learning opportunities;

— 80 Skills for Life (SfL) learners identified and engaged;

— 40 Level 2 NVQs engaged, and delivered;

— 32 Level 3 NVQs engaged;

— 90 IAG referrals engaged;

— 24 Master classes delivered; and

— 10 provider staV start and complete Accredited Academy training.

The NW Automotive Academy project will deliver Business Improvement Techniques (BIT) in order to
engage Cheshire and Warrington SME’s by utilising the expertise and reputation of key players within
the area.

Key to the success of the project is good collaborative working between the public and private sector.

Number of dimensions to the project:

Diagnostic service: Business Link which would help SME’s diagnose their training, learning and
development needs.

Bentley Motor Cars Master Classes—clients signposted to Bentley Classes to learn about
improvement techniques.

Level 2/level 3/skills for Life:West Cheshire College of FE and Total People Ltd which would give
grounding for business improvement.

Progress

— Bentley Master Classes very well attended (4 classes completed further classes scheduled).

— Diagnostics Numbers 30 companies, signposted to Train to Gain (T2G) Short courses and learn
direct. 18 Individuals commencing Level 2.

3 January 2007

APPENDIX 34

Memorandum submitted by the London Development Agency

Inward Investment

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion to your region?

£3,559,431 is this year’s total expenditure on inward investment (Inc staYng costs) and future levels are
expected to be a similar level.

Think London, the LDA funded dedicated inward investment agency have a total of 55 staV. The LDA
have a team of four people in inward investment and business growth (UK and Foreign owned) which
equates to approximately 1.5 FTE working on FDI.
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2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region (such as overseas
oYces, missions, information provision etc)?

OYces in China (Beijing), India (Mumbai) and US (New York and San Francisco).

Think London also co-fund with UKTI one person in Sao Paulo, Brazil Embassy.

Provision of information and lead generation through event hosting and sponsorship both in selected
overseas markets and in London.

Hosting of UKTI inward missions where appropriate.

As part of the LDA led business growth programme Investor development activities are undertaken
which includes account management of strategic companies already invested in London.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

Inward Investment promotion is carried out by Think London on behalf of the LDA, with strategic
involvement by the LDA where necessary.

4. Which sectors and countries is the agency particularly focused on?

Priority geographic markets: North America, Japan, Australia, and Korea, France, Italy, Germany,
Spain, Nordics, Brazil, China, India, Russia.

Priority sectors are currently being reviewed, the results of which we aim to have by the end of the summer
2007. Beyond financial services and ICT, Initial findings suggest Biotech, Environmental Technologies and
Creative and possibly food industries will be among the priorities for London.

5. How many inward investment projects has the agency won in the last three years? How many of these have
created or saved jobs? In total, how many jobs have been created or saved?

2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 Total

Inward Investment 88 119 88 294
successes (3 quarters)
Jobs created 2,056 2,854 2,147 7,048

(3 quarters)

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects, which the region has
recently won, and how these have impacted on the region?

Company Name: ZTE (UK) Ltd

Description of Company and investment:

ZTE is China’s largest listed telecommunications equipment provider. The company develops and
manufactures telecommunications equipment for fixed, mobile, data and optical networks, intelligent
networks and next generation networks, as well as mobile phones.

This was an expansion project. It set up its UK HQ in North London in 2002 and decided to move
westbound to be close to the M4 Corridor.

Jobs Created/Safeguarded: 120.

Significance of investment:

This was an important expansion project due to the position of ZTE in China’s telecoms industry.

They are now working with BT to develop the world’s first 3G mobile handset compatible with BT
Movio’s broadcast mobile TV and DAB digital radio service.

There are plans for future expansion.

Company Name: Sogeti UK Ltd

Description of Company and Investment:

Sogeti Transiciel is a French IT consultancy that is part of the Cap Gemini Group, they employ over
14,000 people across Europe and the states.

The Company started oV in a serviced oYce with six people and were looking to move into permanent
oYces at a later stage. The investment was aimed at the middle market for smaller organisations than
Cap Gemini would normally target.
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Jobs Created/Safeguarded: Started oV with six, growing to 100 over three years, with a further 200
consultants.

Significance of investment:

Significant job creation to a local workforce.

Company Name: Amgen

Description of Company and Investment:

North American Life Sciences Company.

The investment inWest London is aGlobal RandD facility forAmgen. It will focus on the development
of products and bringing these products to market.

Jobs Created/Safeguarded: 300 Jobs created.

Significance of investment:

This was a contestable project with Amgen considering another European location. Winning the
investment helps to strengthen London and the South East of England as a major centre for Life
Sciences Research and Development.

7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new five-
year strategy?

The LDA is in the process of developing a new Inward Investment and Business Growth strategy (IIBG)
which will form the future plans of what the LDA, Think London and the network of business growth
organisations across London are tasked with delivering. The London IIBG strategy will align with the
UKTI new five year strategy as well as with the Mayor of London’s Economic Development Strategy. We
aim to be able to report on this strategy in the 2nd quarter of 2007–08.

Trade Promotion

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allow firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

Response for Q8 and 9: While the LDA does not handle trade promotion directly, we are currently
supporting UKTI trade team London in its business planning and strategy review, and are actively seeking
opportunities for joint working going forward.

APPENDIX 35

Memorandum submitted by Metals Forum

INQUIRY INTO THE FUTURE OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN THE UK

Metals Forum members share a common concern about skill shortages and therefore want to contribute
to the Committee’s deliberations on that issue as follows.

Metals Forum

1. Metals Forum (www.metalsforum.org) comprises 11 leading ferrous and non-ferrous trade
associations andMetSkill, the sector dedicated skills and performance body. Our sector employs nearly half
a million people in businesses working in virtually every UK town and city. Each year, these businesses sell
£38 billion ofmetals into engineering, construction, automotive, aerospace and othermanufacturing sectors
all over the UK and of course worldwide. So, many UK companies need aUKmetals industry that is world
competitive to underpin their position in their own sector. Our added value to the UK economy is £15
billion, roughly equivalent to the automotive and aerospace industries combined.

Summary

— Metals companies are key participants in the UK manufacturing supply chain.

— The industry is concerned about the lack of skills at technician and graduate levels.
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— Despite major investment, Government has not yet delivered relevant improvements at secondary
and university levels, where the ‘metals’ subjects are in retreat.

— The sector has taken a lead on their own to tackle both skills and perception/image problems.

— Metals are not a priority sector regionally outside South Yorkshire and South Wales.

— Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) are now bedding down and in our sector are establishing useful
partnerships with other bodies and formulating skills strategies that meet business’ needs. The
metals’ industry programme is run by MetSkill. A proven pioneer in this area, MetSkill has the
full backing of the sector, because it has proven to be eVective and responsive to their needs.

— Government should therefore resist the temptation to meddle, but should see SSCs as the primary
route for channelling funding into skills.

Introduction

2. To ensure its sustainability, the UK metals industry needs a fully skilled workforce at all levels. This
requires action both by Government and the industry.

3. After raw materials and transport, people-skills are usually the biggest revenue cost for UK metals
companies. Keeping pace with the immense competitive challenge and complex structural changes is not
simply a matter of investment in technology and innovation. It is also about ensuring a competent, flexible
and responsive workforce to build skills and capability for the future.

4. The industry is gravely concerned about the status of science and engineering departments in our
universities. The number ofwell qualified students leaving our secondary schools andwishing to read science
and engineering is shrinking rapidly. Partly because of this and other causes centred on university funding,
departments in subjects such as materials science, chemistry, physics, engineering and architecture are
closing or at best amalgamating.

5. There is little evidence of a strategic overview of the problem and no evidence at all that the
Government is prepared to increase the funding for the teaching of these subjects, essential to the future
well-being of UK.

6. At the turn of the millennium a worrying report found that for eight years about a thousand graduate
physicists a year were leaving teaching, while only one hundred and fifty were entering the profession. UK
universities had been closing down Materials and Physics departments for lack of applicants (over the
previous 10 years A level physics entrants had fallen by 25%).

7. Despite the industry’s eVorts to raise recruitment standards, there is widespread perception that school
standards are not meeting the needs of the metals industry. The quality and relevance of the education
provision at all levels is of deep concern, not least because of the severe shortage of pupils studying maths,
physics and chemistry, the key subjects for future metallurgists and materials scientists. Not only are
employers looking for good levels of literacy and numeracy, they also need an educational system that is
capable of producing school and university leavers equipped with workplace skills such as communication,
IT and problem solving.

8. The Tomlinson Review Working Group for 14–19 Reform set out recommendations for a revised
education system based on a new openness towards working with industry. The recommendations centred
on a Diploma structure, designed to bring parity of esteem to vocational education and apprenticeships
alongside academic qualifications, and to deliver young people with the basic skills and attitude the
industry needs.

9. Our industry saw this as an opportunity for Government to take decisive action. The approach at
moment is more piecemeal.

10. However, through MetSkill and SEMTA, metals employers are contributing directly to the
development of the new Specialised Diploma in Manufacturing for 14-19 year olds. But this reform of the
educational system will not be completed until 2013.

11. It is indicative of the holes in our current system that to keep their operations running smoothly
metals companies rely on immigrant workers, particularly from Poland, for their superior skills and work
ethic.

12. The concern here is not solely about current competitiveness, but also about the future. We can see
that UK manufacturing is in full transition. Mass production is being superseded by customer tailored
packages of products and services, where lowest price is not the key determinant in the buying decision. Our
industrywill have to arm its workforcewith a diVerent skills set to drive new approaches and change through
their businesses in the future.We will have to provide the best in service levels to meet new applications that
add value to our customers’ oVers, thereby helping to increase their margins as well as our own. That will
place an additional premium on skills.
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The Industry’s Approach

13. MetSkill is the focus for the industry’s Skills and Productivity Strategy, which is promoted through
SEMTA. The strategy hinges around ten key drivers that have been identified byMetals Forum employers,
and sets out a range of strategic business solutions that build on best practice, recognised standards and
frameworks that have been developed by and for the metals industry.

14. In the last three years, nearly 11,000 employees from 600 companies have taken part in MetSkill’s
competence-based qualifications and culture change programmes.

15. This scale of development, within a previously unqualified workforce, has been made possible by the
close involvement of company representatives in designing programmes and qualifications which directly
address business objectives and provide flexible training delivery, at a time, place and in a format that
companies can accommodate.

16. Process improvement and supply-chain partnership activities have saved the industry an estimated
£20million per annum. Companies of all sizes are participating in Metals Industry Competitive Enterprise-
facilitated process improvement, productivity and supply chain activities, with annual savings now
averaging £220,000 per company. Four companies report savings exceeding £1million a year.

17. Over 120 companies are now participating and recording measurable improvements including:

Improvements
Average Highest

Not right first time 46% 100%
Delivery schedule achievement 58% 359%
People productivity 36% 192%
Stock turns 43% 138%
Overall Equipment EVectiveness 15% 60%
Floor space utilisation 25% 140%

18. In 2005, MetSkill launched the Metals Academy, to generate the momentum to achieve a 20-fold
increase in apprentice recruitment by 2010, from 500 to 10,000 per year.

19. Led by employers, the Academy draws together the best in education, careers promotion and
apprenticeship provision both nationally and regionally, into a ‘one-stop-shop’ for employers, young people
and schools.

20. Overcoming negative industry perceptions to attract the next generation of skilled operators,
engineers and managers into the industry is a major challenge for metals employers. An ageing workforce
means the sector is losing employees faster than it is recruiting; whilst flatter structures and new working
practices require recruits to be more capable than ever before.

21. The Metals Academy oVers a range of co-ordinated services at national and regional level. Its three
central objectives are to:

— promote metals industry apprenticeships to young people and generate commitment post
recruitment;

— influence the education curriculum and availability of training to meet employer needs; and

— provide an enhanced and co-ordinated package of apprenticeship recruitment and development
for employers.

22. Regional initiatives are already in place in South Yorkshire and the Black Country, with a schools
co-ordinator working to build in-depth, strategic partnerships with selected specialist engineering schools
in each region. Focal activities include delivering structured and fully co-ordinated work experience
programmes, teacher placements, company visits and industry Ambassadors.

Management Training

23. “Most companies have access to similar equipment and technology and so the main area in which we
can gain an edge over our competitors is through the skills of our people. Within the workforce the most
profound diVerence we can make is by developing our managers; the people who deploy our plant and
people resources on a day-to-day basis, and ultimately make a real impact on our business performance.”
(Richard Morley, managing director, Caparo Merchant Bar)

24. Managers occupy a critical role in the rapidly advancing steel and metals industry. They have
responsibility for implementing strategy, leading culture change, driving business improvement,
introducing changing technology and, perhaps most importantly, managing people both as teams and
individuals. The modern manager’s role therefore requires a complex mix of skills, yet many enter
management from technical positions, with limited or even no previous exposure tomanagement techniques
and practice.
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25. “Managing for Success”, launched last year, is the metals industry’s response to the skills needed of
modern managers in the sector. The unique programme was developed by a steering group of senior
representatives from Caparo Merchant Bar, Celsa, Corus, Metsec and the Wedge Group. It focuses on
delivering and embedding vital personal and occupational skills and competence through a combination of
taught modules and work-based projects that enable candidates to put their learning into practice and start
adding value to their company from day one.

27 September 2006

APPENDIX 36

Memorandum submitted by Midlands Fashion Showcase

Thank you for your letter dated 19 September 2006, responding to the concerns raised within the clothing
and textiles sector here in the West Midlands.

Globalisation was always about giving opportunities to developing countries to export their own
manufactured goods. In reality we are seeing the reverse, as the developed countries such asAmerica, Japan,
EU, Taiwan and Korea pour massive technical know how, capital and machinery into certain areas across
the world, hidden behind terminology such as ‘Buy-Back’. The net eVect has been exponential growth over
a period that has had massive ramifications far beyond expectation in terms of domestic manufacture. In
our opinion the WTO never intended this to happen, especially as we are facing a potential situation where
in our own country businesses such as China plc and India plc would be investigative candidates for the
“Monopolies and Mergers Commission”.

Our members have made clear their issues and note the areas that you are concentrating on:

Marketing UK plc: Our involvement with UKTI as a sector has been excellent and we should like to
compliment the very active and very successful UKTI OYces based here in Birmingham & Solihull.
Marketing West midlands clothing and textiles plc is a major issue and has been ignored to a great extent
by the RDA, as we are not part of the regional agenda. Innovative and inspirational marketing windows
for clothing and textiles UK plc such as a hub for existing and new design led fashion businesses would be
a real investment in the future of the region.

Public procurement: Our letter dated 12 September 2006 made mention of the fact that we are not
supporting domestic UK business when it comes to public procurement contracts and much could be done
to make headway on this issue. Infrastructure needs to be in place to broker cultural changes that ensure a
co-operative philosophy with regional and inter-regional collaborative alliances. Small specialist
manufacturers need to start working together to create a force that can compete in the bidding that is
necessary to secure procurement contracts.

Skills shortage: Investment is needed to create co-operatives that are innovative, design-led and
entrepreneurial in their outlook. Businesses that are technically aware and have the ability to diversify and
change when needed and have the knowledge to compete in terms of the business skills that are required in
today’s competitive world can succeed. Such development requires a team of specialist fashion and clothing
professional that understand the sector and the needs of the sector and can oVer one to one business support.

We note that many of the points raised in our previous correspondence have been addressed in your letter
and thank you for your response. As an industry we have been neglected when compared to some of the
other sectors whilst at the same time continuing to employ large numbers of people.

The views expressed in this letter are those of our Members who make up businesses that are operative
in the West Midlands region. If we can be of any further assistance in “The future of UK manufacturing
industry” please do not hesitate to contact us.

26 September 2006

APPENDIX 37

Memorandum submitted by the Northwest Regional Development Agency

INQUIRY ON UKTI’s FIVE-YEAR STRATEGY

Overview

The Northwest Regional Economic Strategy 2006 (RES) seeks to shape the future economic direction of
the region. Specifically this seeks to improve the Northwest’s International Competitiveness through three
actions (these are detailed full in an appendix) (not printed here):

— Maximise opportunities from globalisation and emerging markets;
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— Realise opportunities from international trade;

— Realise opportunities from inward investment.

In the Northwest there are nearly 3,000 subsidiaries of foreign owned companies. These subsidiaries
represent circa only 1% of the companies in the region but account for over 16% of regional GVA and one in
nine jobs in the region are dependent on inward investment. Recent research has demonstrated that foreign
companies in the NW pay more than indigenous companies and are also more productive (source DTZ
2005).

In all our markets overseas, NWDA works with UKT&I via the “COP framework” (Committee on
Overseas Promotion) to co-ordinate activities and reduce duplication. Annually we undertake Peer Reviews
of our overseas network, withUKT&I, to ensure that there is close/eVective working between the two teams.

We review our inward investment activities on a regular basis. We have just completed an independent
review of our presence in USA (undertaken by PWC). This has confirmed the US-based team’s excellent
performance and underlined the good value for money this represents for NWDA. UKT&I was consulted
on the review and it highlighted the good working relationship between the NOEUSA team and embassies/
consulates.

Inward Investment

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion to your region?

The NWDA works with the two other northern RDAs (Yorkshire Forward and One North East) under
the North of England (NOE) banner in the US and Australian markets. RDAs have a presence overseas in
order to pursue opportunities that are specific to their region complimenting UKT&I eVorts on a national
basis. In Japan, we work with Yorkshire Forward. This allows us to share resource allowing eVective
promotion overseas. In both Japan andUSA employees are directly employed by theRDAs but inAustralia
we are represented by a third party consultancy (company called PPR).

The total annual cost to the NWDA of these three NOE overseas oYces is £615,000. This combined with
funding from the other two northern RDAs employs 18.5 people overseas and 1 UK-based person working
on NOE inward investment activities.

NWDA resource that is UK based does not totally focus totally on inward investment. There is a team
of 14 people that work on both foreign inward investment projects as well as with UK owned companies.
The salary cost of this team is £678,000 per annum.

NWDA also works with five sub-regional partners (SRPs) on inward investment—The Mersey
Partnership (TMP), Cumbria Inward Investment Agency (CIIA), Manchester’s Investment Agency
(MIDAS), Cheshire & Warrington Economic Alliance (CWEA) and Lancashire Economic Partnership
(LEP). This is part of the NWDA’s commitment to co-ordinate activities and delivery across sub regional
locations. We contribute another £1,950,000 towards SRP inward investment activity. Note, that this is not
totally foreign direct investment focused and levers in additional support from other partners.

2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region (such as overseas
oYces, missions, information provision etc)?

The NWDA’s activities in promoting inward investment include management of the NOE oYces, liaison
with UKTI and their overseas network, interaction with other RDAs and DAs, management of FDI
enquiries, client management and the reporting of inward investment successes to contribute towards
national PSA targets. Sub-regional partners work with NWDA on investor development with existing FDI
companies in the region as part of the co-ordinated TeamNorthwestModel. The majority of SRP’s activity
is support for indigenous UK companies.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

See answers to questions 1 and 2 above.

4. Which sectors and countries is the agency particularly focused on?

4.1 Sectors

RES Action 19 sets our international priority as focusing the region’s inward investment activity “to
support the region’s knowledge base and complement, support and strengthen priority sectors”. The RES
identifies these key sectors as:

— Business and Professional Services;

— Digital and Creative Industries;
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— Energy and Environmental Technologies;

— Food and Drink;

— Biomedical: biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and medical devices;

— Advanced Engineering & Materials: Chemicals, Aerospace, Automotive, Advanced Flexible
Materials.

4.2 Countries

In 2005–06, 56% of the inward investment secured by the NW region was sourced to countries where we
have overseas representation.

NWDA funds the North of England Inward Investment Agency (NOE) which represents NWDA,
Yorkshire Forward and One North East in North America, Japan and Australasia.

NWDA also has a dedicated country manager for China who is UK based.

5. How many inward investment projects has the agency won in the last three years? How many of these have
created or saved jobs? In total, how many jobs have been created or saved?

The Northwest is one of the UK’s leading locations for inward investment. This performance is
recognised in the annual results published by UKT&I.

Total FDI to the NW 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 Total

Number of Projects 63 92 112 267
Number of Jobs Created 3,162 5,376 3,385 11,923
Number of Jobs Safe-Guarded 9,549 2,590 3,418 15,557
Total Jobs 12,711 7,966 6,803 27,480

In the last three years theNWDAhaswon 128 inward investment projects, and in total, created and saved
21,386 jobs. The table gives a year-by-year breakdown.

NWDA Involved Successes 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 Total

Number of Projects 34 54 40 128
Number of Jobs Created 3,162 3,214 1,872 9,248
Number of Jobs Safe-Guarded 9,899 2,389 850 13,138
Total Jobs 13,061 5,603 2,722 21,386

From these figures, the NWDA has been involved in the creation/safeguarding of 78% of all FDI jobs in
the Northwest over the last 3 years.

In 2005–06, based on our data, UKT&I accounted for only six of our involved projects (15%) and less
than 2.34% of the total FDI jobs reported.

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects, which the region has
recently won, and how these have impacted on the region?

Novartis, Swiss owned pharmaceutical company, was supported by theNWDA in their plans to establish
a £100million state-of-the-art vaccine production facility in Liverpool that has safeguarded the existing 400
jobs on site and led to another 300! new jobs being created. NWDAworked with the company to develop
detailed training and financial packages to support the investment.

Bank of New York (US owned company) established a new “growth centre” for their UK and European
business in Manchester creating 377 new jobs. The NWDA and partners worked with the Bank to find a
suitable location, helping the project team to sell the Northwest as part of their bid to secure an investment
decision internally and provided financial support to attract the investment. Local agencies have also
worked with the company on training and recruitment. As part of this process, we hosted numerous visits
to the region to showcase existing companies, houses, schools, the transport network and available oYces.

Handleman Company (US company) has created 1,000 new jobs in Bolton. The company supplies and
merchandises home entertainment products for the major outlets including CDs and DVDs. NWDA
worked with the company to find suitable NW locations, benchmark other UK sites being considered (this
looked at demographics, wage levels and skills profiles) and introduced the company to key local contacts
(eg, Chief Executives of Local Authorities).

Prinovis (part of the German owned Bertelsmann Group) established a gravure printing plant in
Liverpool that has led to a £120 million investment and the creation of 400 new jobs. NWDA worked with
the company to identify a suitable site, the project team to sell the location internally, secure funding for
site works, training and capital investment. We also hosted numerous visits to the region by key decision
makers within the company and worked with their project team during construction of the new facility.
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7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new five-
year strategy?

The importance of international activities to the NW has been recognised in a new Internationalisation
Strategy that the NWDA has developed. This is seeking to increase the focus of our activities, improve co-
ordination and, hopefully, increase resource in this area as we aim to narrow the GVA gap on behalf of the
NW. Our plans fully involve UKT&I and compliment the new five-year strategy—for example, greater
focus on emerging markets such as India and China.

However, we have a number of concerns regarding UKT&I’s new strategy. This is mostly around the
move of focus and resource from developed markets such as Europe and the US. These markets play an
important part in the NW’s inward investment and trade activities and we do not want to see a reduction
in our eVorts in these areas. As such, we are looking at the impact of UKT&I’s reductions of resource in
these areas and deciding how we should react.

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

In 2004 NWDA and UKTI signed a Memorandum of Understanding which states that: “UKT&I is the
NWDA’s lead partner for international trade development activity and, as such, will lead and co-ordinate
wider partnerships in response to customer and business needs.” The NWDA contracts directly with
UKT&I’s NW Trade team to enable them to provide an enhanced trade service to our priority sectors.
UKT&I deliver missions on our behalf. This additional investment enables the region to leverage greater
benefit fro the wider UKT&I network.

9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allow firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

TheUKTI northwest teamworkswith regional partners including theNWDA,Chambers, theNorthwest
International Business Forum and sector organisations to develop a regional programme of overseas
missions. The underlying aim is to match the region’s strengths with opportunities overseas and utilise any
special links that the region has with overseas markets. UKTI organise aMarket Visit Scheme on a regional
basis which enables the northwest UKTI team to target regional opportunities. These schemes aremarketed
on a pan Northern basis to enable companies from outside the Northwest that have a specific interest in a
mission to participate.

The NWDA provides additional support for sector missions and other trade activities such as a Meet the
Buyer programme which brings buyers from across the globe to meet with companies in the Northwest. A
recent programme of six Meet the Buyer events generated £20 million worth of additional business for
Northwest companies. Companies from across the UK were able to participate in these events.

APPENDIX 38

Memorandum submitted by One NorthEast

INQUIRY ON UKTI’s FIVE-YEAR STRATEGY

1. One NorthEast’s annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion is as
follows;

Overseas oYce budget is £1,018,000, this is divided between the following markets as follows.

USA £407,000
Japan £232,000
China £162,000
Korea £74,000
Australia £73,000
Norway £35,000
Germany £35,000

OneNorthEast has 14UK based staV and four full time overseas staV and four part time staV, in addition
there are 10 US based staV and 1.5 Australian staV, these are part of the North of England (NoE) and are
a shared resource with the NWDA and YF.

2. One NorthEast has oYces located in China, Japan, Korea, four NoE oYces shared in the USA with
NWDA, Yorkshire Forward. In addition there are also reps in Germany, Norway, and Australia.

3. OneNorthEast’s inward investment promotion is carried out directly by the agency and in conjunction
with UKTI, except the NoE in Australia which is sub-contracted to a PR agency—PPR.

4. For the market and sectors One NorthEast is particularly focused on please see attached document.
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5. The Inward investment projects won by One NorthEast over the last three years are as follows.

Projects won over last three years:

— 2003–04—40 projects (737 new jobs, 3,274 safeguarded jobs)

— 2004–05—44 projects (1,912 new jobs, 3,999 safeguarded jobs)

— 2005–06—49 projects (2,449 new jobs, 1,524 safeguarded jobs)

6. Please see the attached document outlining successful inward investment projects in the North East
and how these have impacted on the region.

7. One NorthEast’s strategy for inward investment is to focus on the three priority sectors outlined in the
Regional Economic Strategy. These are New and Renewable Energy, Health care and Health Sciences and
Process Technologies. In some markets other sectors are promoted where there is strategic alignment for
instance digital media, nanotechnology, etc. The rationale is to concentrate on the strengths of the regions
economy focusing on the supply chain and technology application to attract inward investment to increase
the regions competitiveness and productivity. The strategy has proved very successful with One NorthEast
currently the 3rd most successful RDA in attracting inward investment despite the fact that it is the smallest
region and economy. The strategy targets key markets and sectors that play to the regions economic
strengths (these are outlined in the attached document) and the region continues to build its knowledge and
expertise in key markets and sectors resulting in a strengthened pipeline and a larger number of successful
foreign direct investment projects in the North East. In conjunction with UKTI’s strategy One NorthEast
will have a greater focus on R&D and technology transfer projects in the next five years which aligns closely
with One NorthEast’s existing and future inward investment strategy.

8. In terms of trade Promotion UKTI takes the lead on this activity in the region working in close
alignment with One NorthEast.

9. UKTI take the lead on trade mission promotion in the region again working in close alignment with
One NorthEast.

ONE NORTHEAST TARGET SECTORS OVERSEAS

Market Focus Sectors

China Digital
Advanced engineering
Energy
Healthcare
Process industries

Europe All

Hong Kong Biotechnology
Computer gaming/animation
Product design
Automotive
Energy and environment

Japan Biotechnology
Computer gaming/animation
Product design
Automotive
Energy & environment
Advanced materials
Nanotechnology

Korea Computer gaming/animation
Industrial design
IT/display
Life sciences
Biotechnology
Pharmaceuticals
Energy/fuel cells
Nanotechnology

India ICT
Life sciences
Automotive
Engineering
Food and drink
Chemicals
Oil and gas
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USA Healthcare
Renewable energy
Advanced manufacturing
ICT

Australia Healthcare
Renewable energy
Advanced manufacturing
ICT

INWARD INVESTMENT CASE STUDY COMPANIES

Avecia

Avecia became Europe’s largest privately owned speciality chemical company following a £1.3 billion
buyout of the former Zeneca. Specialities business from AstraZeneca in 1999. Since then, Avecia has been
strengthening its core interests of biotechnology and pharmaceuticals and divesting smaller non-core
businesses. Over the last three years, more than 300 new highly-skilled jobs have been created at the
company’s Billingham site in the Tees Valley, following a £70 million investment to build one of Europe’s
largest contract biopharmaceutical manufacturing facilities, including aRegional Selective Assistance grant
of £6.5 million. The Advanced Biologics Centre (ABC) provides process development and cGMP
manufacture of microbially-derived biologics for pharmaceutical companies developing novel compounds
for human healthcare products.

Ithaka Life Sciences

The Centre of Excellence for Life Science (CELS) and regional development agency One NorthEast have
combined to attract Cambridge-based Ithaka Life Sciences to the region. A leading provider of consultancy
and interim management services to new and growing businesses, Ithaka will be a major player in the
region’s growing life science economy. Ithaka’s North East England operation will be based at NetPark,
the region’s world-class science centre, located in Sedgefield, County Durham.

Orla Protein Technologies Ltd

Orla Protein Technologies Ltd is a spin-out from the University of Newcastle upon Tyne’s Institute of
Cell &Molecular Biosciences. Orla has built a solid reputation as a leader in the nano-biotechnology sector
since receiving venture capital funding from Insight Capital in 2003. Orla is the only company to design,
express and assemble biological surfaces containing both essential components; proteins and lipids. A
patented technology platform and extensive expertise in surface biologymeans that Orla canmeet customer
needs ranging from simple protein immobilisation to complex bio-mimetic surfaces. As well as serving
existing customers in bio-surface design and protein engineering the company is currently developing a
revolutionary diagnostic biochip platform.

Huntsman

In 2004, Huntsman announced the go-ahead for plans to build the world’s largest low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) manufacturing facility, in the Tees Valley in the UK. The 400,000 tonnes per year
plant, Huntsman’s first venture into the growing European polyethylene market, will be built at the Wilton
International site at a cost of around £200 million. It will create over 120 permanent new jobs and also help
underpin the future of the Huntsman Cracker facility and the Aromatics business in the region. The new
facility will significantly reduce the UK’s need to import material to meet its low-density requirements, and
will help turn the country into a net exporter of the product. It is anticipated that product from the new
plant will be used primarily in packaging applications. Huntsman has also announced that a new single UK
headquarters at Wilton is to provide support services to two of its major businesses—European Base
Chemicals and Tioxide.

SembCorp Utilities UK

SembCorp Utilities UK employs around 600 people and is a subsidiary of SembCorp Industries who
employ 11,000 worldwide. The company is an industrial utilities and services business supplying steam and
electricity to chemical manufacturing companies at the Wilton International site in the Tees Valley.
Traditionally SembCorp has generated its utility products from a flexible mix of fossil fuels including coal,
fuel oil and gas. Since August 2004 the company has added a new renewable fuel source of tallow to burn
on an existing boiler to gain experience in renewables markets. Long-term plans are to spend £60 million
on building a new 30 MW boiler specifically to burn wood. The new power station will require around
300,000 tonnes of wood per year and will comprise specially grown energy crops, wood from conventional
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forestry, sawmill chips and recycled timber. SembCorp has been working with farmers groups since the end
of 2003 to encourage them to grow the coppice element. The new power plant has been designed to meet
all the UK and European emissions targets by applying Best Available Technology (BAT).

OC5

OC5 is an outsource contact centre and fulfillment solutions provider located within the Wilton Site in
the Tees Valley in North East England. OC5 is a division of SembCorp Utilities UK Limited
(www.sembutilities.co.uk), which is a subsidiary of SembCorp Industries who employ about 11,000 people
worldwide. The five core services oVered by OC5 are: Contact Management, Storage, Stock Management,
Distribution and EstatesManagement. The success of OC5’s operation has been recognised through several
awards including from the Call Centre. Managers Association Awards: 2003 AND 2004 WINNER—Call
Centre SupportManager of the Year; 2004 RUNNERUP—TrainingManager of the Year; 2003 AND 2004
FINALIST – Call Centre Manager of the Year. SembCorp’s expansion into Europe represented a major
milestone for both SembUtilities and SembCorp Industries and oVers the prospect of future growth in the
UK and Europe. OC5 benefits from SembCorp’s strategic vision and can thus oVer its clients supreme levels
of support, infrastructure and financial backing.

Nisai

Nisai provides live interactive teaching through a Virtual Academy and has invested £1.7 million moving
the educational technology part of the business from India to Middlesbrough. The move will create 30 jobs
initially and is forecast to create 150 over the next three years. This is the largest ever investment in North
East England by a company operating in this high-tech field driven by the desire to establish a skilled and
stable workforce. Since locating in the region in 2005, Nisai have outsourced over £100,000 of contracts to
the Graduate Business Unit (GBU) at the University of Teesside. There are also negotiations for joint
research with the University of Sunderland and by the end of 2005 they will have relocated their research
division to the region.

Nissan

Nissan established its manufacturing plant at Sunderland in North East England in 1984. As the flagship
of North East automotives manufacturing Nissan is the largest volume passenger car manufacturer in the
UK and has been Europe’s most eYcient car plant for the last seven years. In September 2004 Nissan
announced it is to build a fifth model at its Sunderland plant. Approximate size of this investment will be
£124 million with a SFI award of £10 million. Nissan announced in February 2005 that its new compact-
crossover vehicle would be built at Sunderland from December 2006. The new car is codenamed the P32L
and takes the total Sunderland investment from Nissan to £2.1 billion. One NorthEast has worked closely
with Nissan, the city council and the automotive supply chain over many months and years.

Applied Neurodiagnostics Ltd

Applied Neurodiagnostics Ltd (ANL) has developed a piece of research equipment for measuring pupil
dilation in response to specific stimuli. ANL are working with Northumbria University’s Centre for Design
Research and the Microelectronics Industrial Centre to develop and manufacture the commercial version
of the technology for sale into the UK Healthcare sector and then the European marketplace. They are
currently refitting a factory in Cramlington to produce the intended new product. The Centre for Design
Research is assisting ANL with all the industrial and interaction design aspects of the project including
selection and management of the new product’s manufacture. The project demonstrates the eVective
collaboration of the University with One NorthEast’s Investment and Aftercare Team in helping establish
new knowledge-based, innovative companies in North East England.

Onisoft UK Ltd

Onisoft UK Ltd was created by three visionary Canadians who wanted to create an innovative games
company. They were given an opportunity to do this in North East England by the University of Teesside,
who awarded them a fellowship. They have worked hard to establish themselves in the games industry and
became members of GameHorizon to plug into contacts and provide assistance to trade delegations such
as E3 andGDCE.Onisoft have been given advice fromBusiness Link, Codeworks,Digital City andmentors
based at the University of Teesside. Onisoft also received funding through theNstar Proof of Concept fund.
The region’s support organizations have worked together to oVer a package of assistance that has (along
with Onisoft’s own hard work and sheer determination) created a viable and innovative business.
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Genesis Genomics

Genesis Genomics, a business specialising in pioneering cancer and sun-damaged skin testing, has
established a base in North East England to continue its world-leading research. Canada-based Genesis
Genomics (GGUK), a cutting-edge biotech research corporation, is currently developing an early warning
system to aid the eVective treatment of cancer and skin damaged by sunburn. It plans to use its new base
at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne to push the commercial development of its world first
skinphysical(tm) test—using information gleaned from new advances in DNA research into sun-damaged
cells. A collaboration between One NorthEast’s Strategy for Success, Inward Investment and Research and
Development teams, working alongside the University of Newcastle upon Tyne and CELS, helped attract
GGUK to North East England.

Quand Medical

Quand Medical, a Canadian company, develops groundbreaking medication compliance alert systems
using cutting-edgemobile technologies—a lucrative market in the assistive technology for the ageing sector.
According to the US National Pharmaceutical Council, medication non-compliance costs the US $100
billion annually and is responsible for 125,000 hospitalisations and 7,000 deaths every year. QuandMedical
Ltd decided to move to the UK in July 2005 to access the advanced nature of mobile technology
development and usage across Europe. They chose the North East for its links with Codeworks ATL,
clinical trials expertise at the University of Newcastle and access to finance through the North East Proof
of Concept Fund.

GE Consumer Finance

Covering 46%of theNorth East working population—the highest in theUK—employment in the contact
centre sector is forecast to grow by 14% between 2004 and 2007. GE Consumer Finance, one of the UK’s
leading personal finance providers, is one of the major contributors to this growth. Rebranding as GE
Money, it will be launching a range of new products, including loans and credit cards to new customers.
Story continues To meet the increased demand these new products will create, it has recently opened a state
of the art contact centre in Cobalt Park, North Tyneside, and launched a major recruitment campaign to
fill the new positions on oVer. More than 200 employees have already started work since the doors opened
in May. The company is actively working to bring that number up to 500—which will make it one of the
biggest inward investment success stories in the region this year. HelpingGEMoney establish its North East
base has been a multi-agency partnership. As part of its on-going support for companies creating jobs in
the area, One NorthEast has awarded GE Consumer Finance a Selective Finance for Investment grant.
Along with Tyne and Wear Development Company, local authorities in the area and Job Centre Plus, the
agency is also assisting GEMoney with the recruitment, jointly hosting recruitment open days and raising
awareness about the positions available.

Berco

Italian manufacturer Berco is opening its first UK facility in the North East to supply one of its biggest
customers—Komatsu. Berco, which manufactures tracked vehicle undercarriage components and systems
for earth-moving equipment, expects to create more than 40 jobs over the next three years at its £4.5 million
site in Middlesbrough. The facility will initially employ about 12 people and act as a distribution centre to
supply components manufactured in Italy to Komatsu, in Birtley, County Durham, and JCB, in
StaVordshire. By the end of the year, the site will have assembly lines fitted and employ about 20 people,
and by 2008 the plant will be Berco’s only manufacturing site outside Italy, employing more than 40 people.
Berco has worked with Tees Valley Regeneration to secure the site and received a £210,000 grant from
development agency One NorthEast (One). Giovanni Micheletto, Berco UK’s general manager, said: “The
opening of this new facility will strengthen our presence on the UKmarket and bring us nearer to our main
customers, thus improving the service we provide, reducing costs and expanding our business in Britain.
“Middlesbrough is the ideal position for us, the excellent location and transport links allow us to supply
products to our customers’ assembly lines on a ‘just-in-time’ basis.” Berco has also received a SFI grant of
£210,000 from One NorthEast to help towards their £4.5 million capital expenditure and creation of jobs.
Mr Micheletto added: “Tees Valley Regeneration has given us a lot of guidance and even provided us with
a temporary base in its own oYce whilst the deal was finalised. Assistance from both Tees Valley
Regeneration and One NorthEast made our choice of Middlesbrough the obvious location for our UK
base.” Berco employs 3,200 people worldwide and has a turnover of 510 million Euros (£358 million).

Maersk

Danish shipping companyMaersk is moving its shipmanagement division fromLondon’s CanaryWharf
to Newcastle Quayside. Regional development agency One NorthEast has given the company £1.8 million
through the Selective Finance for Investment (SFI) to fund the move, which will see 40 staV move to the
region. Margaret Fay, chairman of One NorthEast, said the move has enormous potential for the region.
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“It will bring highly-skilled and well-paid jobs and further strengthen our bid to be the number one business
location of choice,” she said. “It is important to recognise the continued importance of the sector to the
region’s economy.” The team transferring from London to Newcastle is responsible for the crewing and
technical management of more than 40UK vessels operating around the world. The division, in Newcastle’s
Pandon Street, is expected to open in 2006 and Maersk plans to expand its operations over the next two
years, to include a design team and a technology support unit, and create 100 jobs. Alan Clarke, One
NorthEast chief executive, said the deal was a major coup for the region. “The majority of Maersk’s UK
operations are being relocated elsewhere in London, so for us to secure the shipping management division
is fantastic news. “This agency’s aim is to make the North-East the location of choice for leading national
and international firms, and this multi-million pound deal is yet another indicator that we are heading in
the right direction to achieve this.” Mark Malone, managing director of the Maersk’s shipping division,
said: “Tyneside’s history has been shaped by engineering, especially marine engineering. To date, it remains
a centre of excellence, with a high concentration of marine engineering resources and experienced shipping
professionals.”

Phoenix Enterprises

ATeam of ex-pat Tyneside shipyard workers who crossed the Atlantic in search of work two decades ago
have returned to North East England to provide a major jobs boost. Former Swan Hunters workers
Norman Richardson, Peter Hansen, and John Shaw left the region in the 1980s for Canada. In Canada,
along with native Canadians Dave Wardell and Mike Reading, they helped establish the hazardous
materials removal company, Phoenix Enterprises Ltd, based in British Columbia, as a world leader in the
removal of asbestos and other hazardous material—performing numerous large-scale, complex, and highly
sensitive projects within the industry. The three ‘Geordies’ have now returnedwith colleagueMickeyCleeter
to set up PhoenixHazmat Ltd, the latest company to set up at theDabbleDuck Industrial Estate at Shildon,
CountyDurham. A Selective Finance for InvestmentGrant of £113,000 from theAgency is helping Phoenix
Hazmat create 27 new jobs at their Shildon base—a figure that could rise to 50 in the coming years. Phoenix
HazmatManagingDirector, NormanRichardson, 50, said: “It is absolutely fantastic to return to theNorth
East and base our operations in County Durham. It is unbelievable to see the amount of change in the
region—it is now so cosmopolitan, vibrant and clean—I can remember that in my time here the Quaysides
of Newcastle and Gateshead were places you didn’t want to go anywhere near, but now it’s stunning and
a centre of attraction for both visitors and locals. It’s truly great to be back! It really would not have been
possible without the help of One NorthEast. The Agency has helped put us in touch with potential clients,
assisted greatly in the move, and also provided the grant, which has assisted us in our goal of employing 27
people at our new base.” With assistance from County Durham Development Company (CDDC) and
advice from Sedgefield Borough Business Service, Phoenix Hazmat has been established in response to
recent legislation that places a responsibility on owners and operators of buildings to produce a
management plan for the safe handling of any asbestos content and ultimately remove the dangerous
material.

IT Campus

AGerman high-tech company is aiming to help secure North East call centre jobs as part of its ambitious
expansion plans in the region. Leipzig-based itCampus is on the verge of signing a deal to open its new
international headquarters in North Tyneside, where it will market its new telecoms software package
providing IT solutions for the UK call centre industry. The company claims its predictive dialling
technology will allow call centre staV to double their working capacity by dealing with more customers,
driving more business and ultimately staving oV the threat of oV-shoring UK call centre jobs to low cost
economies. itCampus UK Ltd is expanding out of its current base in the European Business Centre, which
is housed in the Atmel building in North Tyneside. The company has ambitious plans within the next three
years to generate a £5m annual turnover and employ up to 25 people. StaV have assessed the potential of
the North East and UK markets and are confident of signing two major deals with UK call centres to take
their software—which is marketed under the brand name ‘Elsbeth’—a virtual call centre agent. Andreas
Lassmann, itCampus Managing Director, said: “In the UK at the moment, oVshoring is such a big issue
with operational staV being relocated in countries such as India. Our system will double the eYciency of a
call centre agent, so they can work much more cost eVectively and directly fight the threat of oVshoring.”
One NorthEast and Tyne and Wear Development Company have jointly funded the European Business
Centre. The regional development agency’s Investment and Aftercare Team has played a key role in
establishing the centre and attracting itCampus to set up temporary home there. The centre gave itCampus
UK Ltd an oYce and full support services for no cost, with centre manager Manuela Wendler helping
establish vital business contacts. Three senior staV are relocating from Germany to the North East to kick-
start the new operation with three additional UK employees to be recruited in due course. itCampus is a
university spin-out company employing 60 people at its Leipzig headquarters.

Dr Simon Goon
Head of Business Ddevleopment and International Relations
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APPENDIX 39

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Aeronautical Society

Introduction

1. The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) is the Learned Society for the Aerospace and Aviation
community. Based in London, it has a world-wide membership of over 19,000, with over 13,000 in the UK.
Its Fellows and Members represent all levels of the aeronautical community both active and retired.
Through its various Boards and Committees, it can draw upon considerable experience and expertise in
aviation matters. In addition, the Society has over 120 organisations who are members of its Corporate
Partners scheme.

General Issues

2. As one of the two or three world benchmarked manufacturing sectors in the UK, Aerospace is central
to the future of British manufacturing. It is also one of the UK’s major contributors to, and users of the
national science and technology base. This factor alone makes Aerospace a vital element in the UK
economy, generating high value products and high quality employment. This was thoroughly explored in
the Aerospace Innovation and Growth Team report of 2003 and was reflected in subsequent increased
commitments byHMG to aerospace research.HMG is also deeply involved in funding the industry through
the defence equipment budget and through repayable launch investment for civil aircraft and engines.

3. However, scientific and technological concepts do not automatically flow through an “innovation
system”—they must be converted deliberately into goods and services. This is fundamentally an exercise in
manufacturing. With its close links to the national (and international) science base, and through its supply
chain and interaction with several other high value manufacturing sectors, Aerospace is a vital
manufacturing element in the innovation cycle.

4. Moreover, Aerospace is increasingly an exemplar of a manufacturing-services hybrid. Aerospace
companies are exploiting their manufacturing capability and intellectual property to develop high value
services. This can be seen in the evolution of leasing and service-based agreements in the supply of aero-
engines to airlines and life cycle support procurement for theMoD and other defence customers. Aerospace
has also been a major stimulator of and customer for high-value services in areas such as IT and research
consultancy.

Public Procurement

5. With over half of its output in the military sector, the MoD is a major customer and sponsor for UK
military aerospace. Although UK companies have been very successful in export markets and in supplying
equipment for incorporation in foreign aircraft, MoD procurement still plays a key role in determining the
health of the industry.

6. Both sides have recognised that the defence environment has changed markedly in recent years, with
increased globalisation and domestic rationalisation and concentration. However while the UK has one of
the most open markets in the world, both in terms direct sales and inward investment, the global market for
defence goods is heavily influenced by governments.

7. The recently published Defence Industrial Strategy (DIS) is an important stage in developing a new
procurement relationship with the Aerospace sector. The DIS presents a challenge to much of conventional
aerospace manufacturing, especially in the area of fixed wing combat aircraft. However, the demand for
military aircraft and airborne systems will remain high over the next decade. It is vital, therefore, that the
MoD fully recognises the skills, competences and technologies embodied in theUKAerospace supply chain.

8. The DIS, if fully implemented, should provide a stable framework for company planning as well as
reinforcing the value of partnership between customer and suppliers. However, there is much still to be done
and there are several areas still to be resolved in the short term if a number of key capabilities are to be
retained in the UK. The most demanding aspect of the DIS will be maintaining capability in the absence of
specific programmes. Whether through a comprehensive programme of technology demonstration or some
other “virtual” approach to the problem this will require adequate levels of funding sustained over long
periods of time. It will also be essential to include supplier companies to a considerable depth or face the
danger of hollowing out the UK defence industrial base.

9. The MoD’s continuing commitment to a relatively open market is not in itself a problem; UK
Aerospace companies have responded positively to the challenge and have improved their productivity and
global competitiveness. The main issue is the lack of reciprocity in other national markets. Barriers to trade,
explicit or implicit remain high in other EU markets and in the US While UK aerospace firms have made
extensive inroads in the U.S, this has often been based on inward investment in the US market and a
willingness to accept “100% oVset” to sell a major aerospace platform. US industry (and UK companies
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based in the US) also derives considerable advantage from high levels of R&D spending from NASA and
DARPA, aswell as specific investment vehicles administered by theDoD Industry Policy department.Many
of these are specifically aimed at smaller companies.

Skills Shortages

10. A major concern is the well-documented fall in interest in maths and the sciences which are the
foundation for a career in engineering and technology and are therefore directly relevant to the aerospace
manufacturing sector. While the take-up of physics at GSCE Level has increased, the number of candidates
at A Level continues to fall. This has a major impact on both university science and engineering
departments.While university student numbers have grown on average by 56%, engineering and technology
student numbers have grown by only 4%.

11. Other reasons attributed to this decline are the negative perceptions of engineering in the UK. While
actual employer demand for engineering graduates remains strong, most news stories focus on closures of
manufacturing sites with losses of jobs, and the sale of UK-owned engineering firms to overseas companies,
which many young people and their parents interpret as reducing future employment prospects in the sector
over the next decade. (Initiatives such as the Midlands Engineering Industries Redeployment Group go
widely unreported nationally.) Teachers are especially important in forming attitudes towards careers; they
should be targeted in a campaign designed to improve perceptions of manufacturing.

12. Engineering also struggles to attract underrepresented groups such as women and minority ethnic
groups, particularly those from Afro-Caribbean backgrounds. For example, women make up just 3% of
modern apprentices in engineering and manufacturing, 18% of engineering undergraduates and 6% of
professional engineers.

13. Meanwhile, growing economies such as China and India are producing higher numbers of
engineering graduates, many of whom study in the UK. This will provide a potent reservoir of talent for
aerospace manufacturers and research centres located in China and India. Equally, UK expertise is also
under threat from European suppliers, particularly in areas such as composites research where there is
competition for research and development in Spain and Germany.

14. There is, however, a plethora of UK initiatives aimed at attracting young people into engineering.
The Royal Aeronautical Society’s own activities include a Careers Centre which aims to attract young
people into the sector through publishing appropriate literature for 5-19s; a dedicated aerospace careers
website; and, in partnership with the Independent, producing an aerospace careers magazine Everything
Aerospace; and providing specialist individual support and guidance to those seeking employment in the
sector. The Society also runs an annual schools event to showcase UK aerospace activities and has an active
Young Members Board. In addition, the Society runs a scholarship scheme designed to support those
already studying aerospace-related courses at HE level and other activities with schools and colleges.

15. Aerospacemanufacturers also run programmes for young people in their local area to raise the profile
of aerospace engineering. Funding for companies to bring these schemes to other regions where they may
be a high concentration of minority ethnic groups, for example, but little aerospace presence, may help to
encourage greater awareness and participation of underrepresented groups into aerospace engineering.

16. The Royal Aeronautical Society’s experience indicates that while graduate demand is high for top
graduates, and the cream of A-level/sandwich students, young people who do not meet these criteria can
struggle to secure employment. However, they still have much to oVer the sector in technical functions and
in other manufacturing support areas. There is a need to improve the skills of this type of student in applying
for jobs in aerospace to meet the challenge of assessment centres and their ability to demonstrate “soft” or
“transferable” skills as well as technical knowledge.

17. There are many Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in the aerospace sector, but many
graduates find it diYcult to identify them as potential employers. There is a need for greater involvement
with university careers departments with companies at this level. Meanwhile, increased opportunities for
work-based learning for undergraduates such as through placements and consultancy projects etc. should
improve engineering graduates’ employability while ensuring that higher educationmeets the training needs
of employers.

18. The move of aircraft maintenance (MRO) away from airlines towards specialist firms and aerospace
manufacturers, and especially those located in low cost countries, also means that young people are finding
apprenticeships in this field harder to find.Meanwhile, reductions in the numbers of technical oYcers in the
armed services, another traditional source of technicians to the aerospace industry, will have an impact on
recruitment. Developing pathways into technician roles for engineering graduates may be a solution,
working with universities who are oVering a greater number of vocational courses in these fields.

19. The Society recommends that government and industry:

— Encourage the study of science andmaths among young people across theUK through curriculum
development.

— Provide positive images of UK aerospace manufacturing in general media.

— Support initiatives to attract underrepresented groups to fill skills gaps.
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— Develop incentives to attract physics teachers.

— Develop programmes to support engineering graduates find work in the industry.

— Address funding for apprenticeships for the over 25s and re-training of older workers.

29 September 2006

APPENDIX 40

Memorandum submitted by the Scottish Council for Development and Industry

The Scottish Council forDevelopment and Industry (SCDI) is pleased to submit views to the Committee’s
Inquiry into the Future of Manufacturing Industry in the UK. SCDI’s submission is in response to the first
inquiry within the overall theme, namely: “Marketing UK plc: The work of UK Trade and Investment in
supporting exporters and encouraging inward investment”. SCDI is experienced in the delivery of projects
sponsored by UKTI, and many of its manufacturing members are direct users of UKTI services.

Given the devolved arrangements in Scotland, and the responsibility of the Scottish Executive for skills
and public procurement policies relating to Scotland’s economy, our submission does not address these
elements of the Committee’s Inquiry.

1. Background

The Scottish Council for Development and Industry is an independent membership network, which
strengthens Scotland’s competitiveness by influencing Government policies to encourage sustainable
economic prosperity. SCDI’s membership encompasses a diverse range of interests across Scotland’s
economy, including manufacturing companies of all sizes and from a wide range of sectors.

Amongst its broad range of activities, SCDI has a longstanding track record in international trade
development, having organised 343 trade missions since 1960, to more than 60 markets worldwide. These
include a number of pioneering projects, including organisation of the first trade mission from the West to
be invited to the People’s Republic of China in 1971; organisation of the UK’s oYcial mission toNew South
Wales during Australia’s bicentennial year in 1988; one of the first missions to South Africa following the
first democratic elections of 1994; and some 15 missions to eight of the EU’s New Member States and
Accession States in Central and Eastern Europe during the last five years.

SCDI is an accredited trade mission organiser under the accreditation scheme introduced by UKTI some
years ago, and counts a wide range of internationally-focused businesses and organisations within its
membership.

With this level of experience and active engagement, SCDI considers that it is a key stakeholder in the
strategy discussions of UK Trade and Investment.

UKTI’s strategy and current operation has been the subject of discussion at recent meetings of SCDI’s
International Business Committee, and some of the issues raised in this submission reflect concerns
expressed by this Committee.

2. UKTIs Role

SCDI considers it vital that the UK has a strong Government department capable of giving practical and
professional support to the UK’s export and inward investment eVorts. The department should also be
marketing the UK’s capability vigorously, and representing the interests of UK businesses, in overseas
markets. SCDI therefore welcomes the explicit commitment to this in UKTI’s recently published five-year
strategy “Prosperity in a Changing World”.

It is important that UK Trade and Investment achieves a stronger identity in the UK, as well as a high
reputation in overseas markets. The Government export promotion and inward investment functions have
undergone frequent changes in branding and operations in recent years. Some of these have been confusing,
or have been lost on many of the businesses which could benefit from a clearly recognised Government
department which exists to underpin their ambitions in globalmarkets. It is important thatUKTImaintains
a greater degree of stability and consistency in its strategy and operations, in order to achieve a higher degree
of brand awareness amongst UK companies, and a deeper understanding of its core function and its
support services.

UKTI should play a full and active role in lobbying on behalf of UK companies and industries,
particularly where there are perceptions of unfair competition or protectionist policies; or where the support
of the UK Government can make a diVerence in opening doors for British businesses. For example, the
Scotch Whisky industry ı one of the UK’s highest value export sectors ı experiences on-going examples of
protectionist policies and intellectual property infringements in globalmarkets, and needs the active support
of Government at all levels in addressing these issues.
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3. Support for Manufacturing Companies

The impact of rapidly accelerating globalisation has transformed the prospects for winning new
international business, as well as the threats to loss of established market share. The UK, as with all
developed economies, is having to respond imaginatively to the new scenarios presented by globalisation.
This is happening through product and process innovation, as well as strengthened marketing. The
manufacturing sector faces the most acute challenges in maintaining international competitiveness, and is
responding through value-added, knowledge-driven activity; through diversification; and through more
eVective sourcing, outsourcing, supply chain management and, where appropriate, oVshore production.

It is vital to re-inforce recognition of the value contributed by the manufacturing sector to the UK’s
external trade accounts. SCDI’s own annual survey of Scottish Manufactured Exports confirms the value
of manufacturing output to Scotland’s exports, with somë 15 billion generated by direct exports alone,
across many key sectors from Electronics industries, Chemicals and Life Sciences to Food and Drink. The
latter includes Scotch Whisky, which alone contributes over̈ 2 billion in export income. SCDI’s Survey of
International Activity in the Oil and Gas Sector reports an additional̈ 3.6 billion derived from international
sales, including both direct exports from Scottish-based operations as well as sales derived via subsidiary
companies. This activity depends again on a vibrant manufacturing engineering and technology sector.

The cost of production is undoubtedly a key issue for UK manufacturers in maintaining international
competitiveness. However, it is not the only issue. UK manufacturing depends on high skills levels across
a range of disciplines including science, engineering and technology, as well as the management and
marketing skills necessary to conduct successful business.

UKTI can do much to underline and promote the value of the manufacturing sector in the UK’s
international business, and should seek to influence other Government departments responsible for the
education, skills and training agenda with a view to ensuring that there is the requisite supply of skills to
underpin international competitiveness in manufacturing as well as other sectors of the economy.

4. UKTI Priority Markets and Customers

4.1 Priority Markets

SCDI agrees with the UKTI strategy that particular eVorts should be made to ensure that UK business
is achieving success in the rapidly emerging economies of China and India. Additional resources to tackle
the challenges of these markets are vital and are included in UKTI’s plans.

At the same time, UKTI must be encouraged not to put too many eggs in too few baskets. The
opportunities for UK business are truly worldwide. Opportunities in Europe (especially the still-developing
markets of Central and Eastern Europe), North America, South-East and East Asia must not be
overshadowed by an overly keen focus on China and India alone. Opportunities in developing markets,
whether in the Middle East, Central Asia, Latin America or Africa, are also critical to many companies in
the manufacturing sector. UKTI’s strategy now incorporates ten key markets, with a further six to be added
in due course if resources permit. UKmanufacturing business will continue to need UKTI support in other
developed and developing markets, and therefore the focus on priority markets should not be exclusive.

4.2 Market Knowledge

One of the issues which has been raised consistently with SCDI is the apparent diminishing market
experience within UKTI ı expertise on particular geographic markets is not as readily available within the
UK-based staV as used to be the case, and this is regretted by many businesses. At the same time, budget
cuts inUKembassies often seem to impact on the locally-engaged staV first, reducing the depth of experience
and local knowledge which is vital in assisting exporters to enter markets successfully. Companies are
usually aware of issues in their own sector, but need to fully appreciate the cultural expectations and unique
aspects of the business environment they are seeking to enter.

4.3 Support for New/Established Exporters

Manufacturing companies seeking to enter newmarkets or to grow existing business can benefit from the
high level of support provided by showcase activities such as Trade Missions, Trade Fairs and Exhibitions,
and Overseas Seminars. SCDI believes the balance of support in favour of New Exporters and New to
Market Exporters is wrong, and needs to be redressed. As suggested in the evidence produced by the DTI
Evaluation Study 2004/05 of UKTI Support for Trade and Inward Investment, “within trade development,
the evidence suggests...financial benefits are greater relative to costs for more experienced exporters than for
inexperienced exporters, while learning benefits resulting from support are similar for the two groups”.

It is entirely right that new exporters should receive appropriate support in undertaking their first eVorts
in international markets. However, this should not constitute preferential or exclusive access to government
support. There is a question of sustainability, and support schemes should be balanced across the board to
assist businesses with varying degrees of experience.
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4.4 Support for varying sizes of business

While StateAidRules are no doubt a consideration in the construction of support schemes, SCDI believes
that there is a case for a more balanced approach to the customer base for Government assistance between
small, medium-sized and larger organisations. While the DTI Evaluation Study states that “the vast
majority of businesses using UKTI trade development services are small firms”, that is self- evidently the
outcome when so many services are restricted to smaller firms and new exporters. Medium-sized companies
with a track record of exporting should still be able to benefit from assistance, allowing the UK economy
to benefit from the generation of additional, sustainable new business. Helping established manufacturing
companies to diversify into new markets or to move further up the global ladder is more likely to achieve
positive returns on public investment and to accelerate the overall contribution to the UK economy.

4.5 Support for inward and outward investment

Whether right or wrong, there remains a perception amongst many companies that the attraction of
inward investment is a higher priority for Government than the active support of indigenous businesses in
export markets. UKTI needs to reiterate that it will be as supportive of UK companies in pursuing export
business, as is the perception of Governments in many competitor economies.

Furthermore, UKTI should be more explicit and active in its support for UK businesses undertaking
outward investment projects, where this has clear benefits to the UK economy and the strengthening of
individual UK manufacturing businesses. In this respect, practical assistance to companies in identifying
oYces, warehousing, recruitment services, and so on, would be a valuable service where it supports retention
of employment in the UK as well as the overseas market.

The attraction of manufacturing inward investment projects continues to evolve in response to changing
global circumstances. Opportunities for theUK to benefit frommanufacturing investment rely on the value-
added contribution we can oVer, the skills and adaptibility of our people, and a supportive business
environment. UKTI needs to be at the forefront of identifying and nurturing potential opportunities for
investment projects, which are likely to be in niche, high-value manufacturing sectors outwith the reach of
mass-manufacturing operations, which are now destined more often for lower-cost, developing economies.
While UKTI has a significant role to play in marketing UK capabilities to global investors, the changed
global environment makes its support for the international growth of indigenous UKmanufacturers all the
more essential.

September 2006

APPENDIX 41

Memorandum submitted by Skillfast-UK

Introduction

1. Skillfast-UK is the Sector Skills Council for apparel, footwear and textiles, and has responsibility for
more than 30,000 manufacturing enterprises.

2. Skillfast-UK welcome the Trade and Industry Committee’s inquiry into the “The future of
manufacturing industry in the UK” as an important step in the process to promote a better understanding
of the key factors which aVect manufacturing in the UK.

3. Clearly, there are broad skills and productivity issues that cut across the whole of manufacturing; but
at the same time the apparel, footwear and textiles sector faces challenges that are distinctive and to which
employers demand dedicated solutions. As such, this response is intended to act as a supplement to the
submission provided by the Skills for Business Network (SfBn) on behalf of the five Sector Skill Councils
(SSCs) covering key parts of the UK manufacturing skills base.

4. As noted in the SfBn submission, Skillfast-UK would be pleased to provide oral evidence or
supplementary evidence if this would be helpful to the Committee.

5. This submission provides an overview of the key skills and competitiveness issues faced by the apparel,
footwear and textile sector. It is our belief that this analysis strongly supports the case for significant changes
to the pattern of public investment in the skills development of the sector workforce.

Key Skills Deficiencies Faced by the Apparel, Footwear, Textiles Sector

6. There are powerful factors that shape the level and pattern of skills needs within the sector. The most
important are as follows:

— Increasing competition from low cost overseas producers and continuing price deflation in theUK
market, leading to pressure on margins and reduced profitability for many sector firms.
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— The transfer of manufacturing capacity oVshore; with functions such as design, range
management, wholesale and distribution often retained in the UK.

— A growing focus on high value, niche and fast response opportunities by the UK manufacturing
sector and an increasing reliance on export markets.

— Rapidly changing consumer tastes, mediated by a concentrated retail sector with strong buying
power, creating a need for greater flexibility among suppliers.

— An increasingly globalised sector, resulting from continuing trade liberalisation, convergence of
consumer preferences worldwide, globalisation of investment and improving communications.

— The need for eVective deployment of technology in order tomaintain competitiveness, particularly
in areas such as design, manufacturing and supply chain management.

— An increase in the salience of sustainability issues, including environmental protection and ethical
production.

7. The current and emerging strategies adopted by sector companies to address the external forces
detailed above can be grouped into a number of categories, none of which are mutually exclusive. Each of
these strategies has distinctive implications for skills. The strategies can be summarised as follows:

— Overseas and balanced sourcing.

— Fast turn manufacturing.

— Niche and added-value markets.

— Technical products.

— Direct sales (eg use of e-commerce to circumvent existing retail distribution networks).

— Mass customisation.

— Service provision to support global production (eg garment processing services to support fast
fashion supply chains).

8. The success of this range of strategies depends upon a complex mix of skills in areas such as:

— Management skills, across a broad spectrum, including resource allocation, project management
and supply chain management

— Operator multi-skilling and team working

— Quality control (right first time)

— International marketing and distribution

— Brand development

— Design creativity

— Craft skills

— Research and development

— Technology—eg chemistry, engineering, fibre science

— IPR management

— Information and communication technology

— Higher level technical skills in areas such as garment/footwear construction and sample
development

— Flexible manufacturing—eg single cell manufacturing

9. The research conducted as part of the development process for our Sector Skills Agreement found that
there are areas in which supply does not meet the pattern of current and emerging demand. The key skills
issues are as follows:

— Recruitment problems in respect of operator and other entry-level roles. A wide range of operative
roles are aVected, including sewing machinists, textile process operatives, warehouse operatives
etc.

— Skills shortages and skills gaps aVecting design roles, with appropriate technical and commercial
skills in short supply. Apparel and fashion design are chiefly aVected; however there is also an
impact on footwear and some textiles industries.

— Shortages of graduate technologists with the industry skills and knowledge needed to drive
business performance in areas such as technical textiles

— Lack of capability in business skills relating to international trade and control of global supply
chains. This issue has a widespread impact and is of critical importance to apparel suppliers,
independent designers, technical textiles, and knitting industries.

— Deficiencies of specialist craft and production skills. A wide variety of occupational categories are
aVected including skilled leather trades (eg shoemakers), handcraft tailors, textiles technicians,
textiles operatives.
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— A need to intensify eVective multi-skilling and flexibility across the sector workforce. This
particularly applies toworkers at operative level and aVects allmanufacturing industries contained
within the sector footprint.

10. There are also skills gaps that relate to more generic skills, which are common to manufacturing and
the wider economy. The highest incidence of establishments reporting gaps is in the following areas:

— Information and communications technology skills.

— Management and supervisory skills.

— Sales and marketing skills.

11. It should also be noted that in general terms the apparel, footwear and textiles sector has a relatively
low awareness of recognised business improvement techniques such as “Lean Manufacturing”.

Impact on Sector Firms of Skills Deficiencies

12. Our SSA research indicates that skills gaps within the workforce have a considerable impact on the
performance of sector firms—with serious consequences for their competitiveness. The key implications for
sector firms can be summarised as follows:

— Recruitment problems in respect of skilled labour aVect the ability of sector firms to meet
production and operational targets, and consequently increase the impetus towards transfer of
production activities oVshore.

— Skills deficiencies of designers aVect firms’ commercial development, including their ability to
develop new products, source production from overseas, and tap into opportunities in the retail
sector.

— A shortage of graduate technologist skills severely hampers product development activity⁄science/
technology skills and knowledge are a critical driver of the product development process that is a
key contributor of added value to technical textiles and other sub-sectors.

— Deficiencies of specialist craft and production skills at industry level compromise the ability of
firms to diversify their product base and move into higher added value markets. This is an issue
of increasing salience as the small-scale production of diYcult-to-make items will be a key feature
of the sector going forwards, with the availability of appropriate craft skills, whether they be in
shoe making, embroidery or tailoring, critical.

— Widespread skills gaps aVecting technicians and tradesmen aVect product quality, productivity
and ability to convert product concepts into realisable products.

— Lack of capability in business skills relating to international trademeans that firms are constrained
in their ability to diversify their customer base through export and meet customer needs cost
eVectively through overseas sourcing.

13. Recent international research suggests that there is an association between growth in Total Factor
Productivity in a country’s apparel, footwear and textiles manufacturing sector and the presence of
intermediate skills (up to and including S/NVQ Level 3 equivalent) in the sector’s workforce. Comparative
research looking at parts of the UK and Italian sectors at a micro level also places a significant emphasis on
the importance of skills in areas such as design, marketing and garment construction to the apparently
superior competitiveness of the sector in Italy.

Effectiveness of the Dialogue Between Industry and Education/Training Providers

14. The evidence suggests that the level of dialogue between education and training providers and sector
employers is limited and that the eVectiveness of this dialogue is likewise patchy. Some institutions actively
engage with industry at a variety of levels and there remains a small number of training providers that are
genuinely employer-led. Nonetheless, themajority of sector employers have little or no contact with external
learning providers, particularly with regard to technical skills development. Skillfast-UKbelieves that a new
model of employer-led workforce development is needed for the sector and that this would secure greater
commitment and investment from employers themselves as well as from the public purse.

15. There are a number of key issues which limit investment in training by the sector and which need to
be addressed through a dialogue between employers and the supply-side:

— A severe shortage of external provision dealing with sector-specific technical subjects, combined
with a lack of awareness of available provision among sector companies.

— A belief that much of the provision that is available is not relevant to sector needs (eg much of the
Further Education provision dealing with fashion design, “hobby” courses).

— An inability to release employees to participate in training because of the core demands of the
business. Sector companies tend to have a very slimmed-down workforce, often working in shift
patterns.

— A lack of eVective in-house skills development infrastructure within many companies.
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— A lack of commitment to formal qualifications as they are currently constituted, which limits
participation in publicly-funded learning.

Availability of learning provision

16. Employers identify a range of gaps in vocational education and training provision that are required
tomeet specific industry needs. Some of these gaps are due to a lack of provision in the employer’s immediate
locality but some are due to a shortage of provision on a national level.

17. Our current assessment of the situation regarding publicly funded training relating to sector-specific
skills is that the capacity of much of the mainstream provider base continues to deteriorate as the ongoing
fragmentation of the industry reduces the scope to deliver training profitably under traditional models. This
means that the sector is heavily reliant on in-house skills development resources, which impacts on its ability
to build the capacity of employees in key areas of under-pinning knowledge. For example, theNVQdelivery
infrastructure in England for sector-related skills is now limited in terms of its size and the scope of its
coverage, with particular industries reliant on small numbers of centres or, in some cases, having no centres
at all.

Employer perception of relevance of education/training provision

18. Almost a half of employers in the sector believe that the education system does not supply enough
people with the skills that are needed in the world of work. This issue pertains to all levels of the education
system from school leavers to graduates.

19. Design education is a key example. Despite significant investment in fashion design education at
Further and Higher levels, there is still a significant incidence of skills shortages and gaps relating to design
roles within the sector.

20. This is because the quality of courses is highly variable in preparing students for employment in the
sector. Key concerns relate to the degree of employer involvement in curriculum design, assessment
processes and provision of placements; the integration of theoretical and practical elements within the
curriculum; and the varying degree of emphasis on student progression and employability.

21. In similar vein, only a fifth of sector employers perceive that courses from any external provider are
potentially relevant to the needs of their business, with training carried out in the workplace consequently
viewed as the key mechanism for developing the skills needed to drive productivity in the sector.

Funding of provision

22. The level of public investment in sector-related skills development through the Further Education
network is substantial. However, the majority of investment is linked either to textiles/fashion design
courses, which primarily prepare young people for design courses at HE level, or non-vocational courses of
study in hobby/craft subjects which lie outside the National Qualifications Framework. Only a small
proportion of recorded learning activity that falls in this category has a specific industrial focus. This
presents a strong case for the re-direction of this investment into areas of skills development that are more
directly linked to sector competitiveness.

23. This should mean a greater emphasis on developing companies’ in-house training infrastructures,
which are the main foundation of workforce development activity. This area currently receives limited
attention in terms of national policy.

24. In addition, we believe that it would be beneficial to target investment on the development of adult
skills at level three. Funded participation in apprenticeships is currently limited to young people aged 16-
24 but we believe that this oVers too narrow a focus. The sector covered by Skillfast-UK has the highest
proportion of workers lacking in formal qualifications of any SSC footprint. Although this does not directly
equate to a low level of workforce skills it does provide a basis for arguing that these workers should be
given the opportunity to further develop their skills through structured learning leading to accreditation.

25. There is a strong case for greater flexibility in funding arrangements for learners aged 25 and over.
The main focus is currently on support for the achievement of a first level two qualification. However, this
is out of kilter with the fact that employers are less able to attract recruits from a dwindling pool of young
people and increasingly reliant on an intake of mature adults seeking a change of career.

Role of the Sector Skills Council

26. As the culmination of an extended programme of work to develop a Sector Skills Agreement,
Skillfast-UK’s Stage five sets out a suite of 14 possible solutions which, going forwards, will form a basis of
more detailed discussions with employers and stakeholders in England and each of the Devolved Nations.
Advanced discussions are already taking place with a range of partners to develop more detailed
implementation plans for a number of our proposed solutions. The proposals are summarized below:
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Theme Proposal

Recruitment and retention “Intro”: An operative recruitment programme to assist employers in
drawing on diverse sources of labour, providing support for employability
skills and assistance for employers in providing an appropriate induction
and training infrastructure.

The proposal in action
Skillfast-UK is working closely with sector employers and key partners, including the Department for
Education and Skills, Learning and Skills Council and Jobcentre Plus, to develop a pilot programme that
will provide companies with tailored screening and referral of job candidates, a wage subsidy for recruits
taken from the claimant register and access to skills development support. The projected launch date for
the pilot is early 2007.

Graduate-level skills in “Walk the Talk—Design Recruits”: A sign-posting initiative to ensure that
design and technology FE and HE courses provide students with technical and commercial

preparation for employment in the sector
Design Advisory Service: An initiative to provide enhanced networking of
support for young and self-employed designers plus mentoring around
business skills for fast-growth design businesses
“Career Catalyst”: A fast-track apprenticeship programme to convert
science graduates into technologists with industry-specific skills and
knowledge

International trade and “Beyond the Border-line”: A sector-specific flexible training programme
the supply chain leading to a recognised qualification on issues pertaining to overseas

sourcing and international trading.

Supply of technical skills “Skills HQ”: UK-wide network of specialist centres oVering “blended
at operative and craft/ learning” (a combination of formal and workplace-based learning),
technician level utilizing both peripatetic and in-house trainers.

The proposal in action: Mulberry apprenticeship
Working with Bridgwater College, Learning and Skills Council Somerset and Bath Spa University,
Skillfast-UK has helped the luxury leathergoods company to put in place a leather production
apprenticeship programme. 20 young people will be recruited as apprentices with the support of
Connexions. Innovative aspects of the plan include the use of in-company “expert witnesses” to facilitate
the NVQ assessment process and the opportunity for other small businesses in the region to use
Mulberry’s premises as a specialist technical training hub.

“Flexi-Techs”: A programme to help textile technicians build a more
flexible range of skills, building on training provided by machine
manufacturers
“Text/Context”: A Foundation Degree combining contextual knowledge
on the textiles sector with technical skills, to build skill capacity for the
technical textiles industry at the operative level.

In-company training “Cascade”: A programme to build training infrastructure for the apparel
capacity and knitwear industries to make operatives productive using proven best-

practice techniques
“Lean Learning”: Paving the way for skills development linked to lean-
manufacturing techniques for increased productivity and competitiveness.

Qualifications “Mix and Match”: A programme to give employers the chance to build a
infrastructure customised S/NVQ qualification using modules from diVerent

qualifications
“Clean Break”: A new, publicly funded S/NVQ for the laundry and dry-
cleaning industry delivered by approved providers.
“Expert Witness”: Employers are given the option of nominating an
employee with expert knowledge as an internal assessor, reducing the cost
and burden of implementing NVQs.

Information, advice and “The Knowledge”: A programme of activity to deliver a realistic picture of
guidance the sector to teaching and careers professionals, providing a specific focus

on the opportunities available and employers’ skills requirements.

The proposal in action: The Knowledge — a one day conference
In May 2006 Skillfast-UK organised a one-day conference for more than 150 teaching and careers
professionals, focusing on topics such as sector labour market intelligence, careers in the sector, and
suggestions on classroom activities. Around three-quarters of delegates indicated that their view of the
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sector had changed as a result of their attendance at the conference.

Management and “Solutions 4 Business”: Activity to ensure that sector employers have ready
leadership development access to flexible management development solutions, including skills

development and mentoring, contextualised to the specific needs of their
industry, where appropriate.

27. Going forwards, in return for diverting public funding into workplace learning that employers do
want, Skillfast-UK will deliver increased employer investment in the skills that drive sector productivity.

28. Our consultations with employers indicate that, under a revised system, sector employers would
increase their contribution in the following areas:

— Curriculum and programme design and student assessment.

— Provision of student placements.

— Business mentoring.

— Recruitment of staV.

— Enhancement of HR infrastructure.

— Support for employees in undertaking accredited training.

— Development of staV to become industry trainers.

— Development of staV at management level.

— Release of surplus equipment and materials for training purposes.

— Investment in productivity techniques, such as lean manufacturing.

September 2006

APPENDIX 42

Memorandum submitted by the Skills for Business Network/Sector Skills Development Agency

I amwriting to you on behalf of the Skills for Business Network (SfBn) and in direct response to the third
inquiry you have launched concerning skill shortages and related issues under the general theme of “The
future of Manufacturing Industry in the UK”.

The SfBn welcomes the opportunity to contribute to this inquiry, believing it is both pertinent and timely
given the wider structural skills debate being stimulated by the Leitch Review and the five Sector Skill
Councils (SSCs) covering key parts of the UK manufacturing skills base have been consulted in drawing
together this response. For your information these five SSCs are: Cogent (Petro-chemical, nuclear fuel,
pharmaceutical manufacturing and polymer processing), Improve (Food technology and manufacture),
Proskills (Minerals & extractive processing industries), SEMTA (Aerospace, Automotive, electronic and
marine manufacturing) and Skillfast-UK (Apparel, footwear and textiles manufacture).

The manufacturing sector represents a large and significant part of the UK economy, however it is
misleading to consider “manufacturing” as a single group or industry. For example, within the Proskills
footprint alone, there are five diVerent industries, each with their own particular issues, culture and needs;
and this position is not unique across either the sector, or indeed the Skills for Business Network. It is clear
that variation exists between manufacturing industries, but SSCs are best placed to provide sectoral detail
within manufacturing, although their footprints may not be coterminous with all constituent industries
within the sector.

In the past 20 years employment in the manufacturing sector has declined significantly and this trend,
which means that recruitment is predominately driven by replacement demand for those who are retiring
or leaving the sector, is expected to continue into the future, albeit at a slower pace. Set against this broad
trend however, there are occupational patterns which can be particularly strong and each SSC has unique
aspects to its’ footprint which diVerentiate it fromother parts of themanufacturing sector. These can include
a workforce with unique age, occupational and qualifications profiles for instance, and an emphasis on
particular higher level occupations (Managers, professionals and associate professionals and technical
occupations). Higher level skills and qualifications are linked to higher levels of business performance and
studies have shown that top performers in UK manufacturing hired workers with, on average, an extra
qualifications level compared to the lower performers.

On the other hand, elementary occupations (skilled trades, machine and process operatives) are all
expected to experience continuing and large declines in their share and level of employment, whilst those
remaining in the sector need to up-skill from level 2 to level 3: And in both cases such changes all have a
corresponding eVect on the mix of skills, qualifications and experience required of workers in the
manufacturing sector, as well as upon levels of innovation, the adoption of more sophisticated production
processes and higher levels of productivity.
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The short appendix (five pages) supplied with this letter, provides details on qualification levels and
training indicators, the impact of skill shortages in manufacturing and an analysis of how skills and training
links to business performance and productivity in this sector. There are powerful factors that shape the level
and pattern of skill needs within the sector and positive responses such as introducing new technology,
reducing the cost base, specialisation and sub-contracting are each positive measures which are important
in increasing manufacturing output and productivity. However, greater growth is stifled by skill shortages
in the sectors workforce, whilst there also remains a scarcity of training.

This may suggest a paradox but the experience of some SSCs would suggest that where qualifications and
training provision does exist, particularly in the public sector, this does not match what the majority of
employers want. Indeed, the overwhelming response which is being captured as the Manufacturing SSCs
develop their Sector Skills Agreements, is that existing qualifications add little, or nothing to the employer’s
business.Whilst the overall impact on those businesses which do not have, or cannot find, adequately skilled
staV to meet their business objectives will be to become less competitive than other manufacturing firms.

These findings may be uncomfortable, but to paraphrase Lord Leitch, we all need to move outside the
comfort zone and address the real issues. The Skills for Business Network provides a powerful, employer-
led force, to both support and eVect real and lasting change. We believe that improving skills is also an
integral aspect of increasing the proportion of high performance workplaces in the economy, as well as
achieving a range of social goals, but the evidence suggests that the level of the dialogue between education
and training providers and sector employers is limited and that the eVectiveness of this dialogue when it does
happen, is patchy.

Playing to its significant strengths, the SfBn should focus on securing a new model of employer-led
workforce development, push for a greater emphasis on developing companies in-house infrastructures, and
work more closely with the funders and providers of publicly funded training across both the Further and
Higher Education sectors.

Based on the contents of this submission, the given complexities and the position of the Network, I would
like to oVer that a Skills for Business Manufacturing delegation appears before the Select Committee to
provide further evidence and answer any questions you may have first hand.

Manufacturing Skill Shortages

The Manufacturing sector represents a large and significant part of the UK’s economy. Whilst it is
possible to disaggregate it in to its component industries and present information for each of these
information is presented here for the sector as a whole to achieve brevity. However, in several places
information is presented to give an indication of the variation that exists between the Manufacturing
industries. Furthermore, although not co-terminus with these constituent industries, Sector Skills Councils
(SSCs) are best placed to provide the sectoral detail within Manufacturing.

According to oYcial sources, the number of firms in the Manufacturing sector amounts to just over
168,000 representing 8% of all firms in the UK (SSDAMatrix, 2006). As many of these firms are larger than
average the sector accounts for 13% (3.7 million) of UK employment (SSDA Matrix, 2006).

Over the last 20 years employment in the Manufacturing sector has declined significantly and is expected
to do so in the future, albeit more slowly. In 1984 Manufacturing accounted for just over 20% (5.3 million)
of all UK employment. This declined to 12% in 2004 and is projected to reach 10% (3.2 million) by 2014
(Wilson et al. 2006a). Comparisons of Manufacturing’s employment levels and shares of employment to
other broad sectors of the UK’s economy are presented below in Table 1.

Table 1

LEVEL AND SHARE OF EMPLOYMENT (UK) 1994–2014 BY BROAD SECTOR

1994 2004 2014
Level Share (%) Level Share (%) Level Share (%)

(000s) (000s) (000s)

Primary and utilities 840 3.1 610 2.0 514 1.6
Manufacturing 4,275 15.8 3,552 11.7 3,170 10.0
Construction 1,776 6.6 2,090 6.9 1,999 6.3
Distribution and other 7,745 28.7 8,830 29.1 9,237 29.5
services
Business and other 5,897 21.8 7,816 25.8 8,771 27.8
services
Non-marketed services 6,491 24.0 7,408 24.4 7,813 24.7
Whole economy (UK) 27,025 100 30,305 100 31,594 100

Source: Wilson et al. (2006a)
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Amongst the broad trend in Manufacturing for declining employment there are of course occupational
patterns and in this case they are particularly strong. It is the occupations which are the sector’s largest and
traditionally characterise the sector that suVer most. Skilled trades, Machine and transport operatives,
Elementary occupations are all expected to experience continued and large declines in their share and level
of employment. This is contrasted by the fortunes of higher level occupations (Managers and senior oYcials,
professionals and Associate Professional and Technical Occupations) which are either projected to remain
constant or increase slightly (Wilson et al., 2006a). Such changes will have a corresponding eVect on the mix
of skills, qualifications and experience required of workers in the sector.

Furthermore it is essential to acknowledge that even in sectors or occupations where employment levels
are expected to contract there will be an ongoing demand to fill job openings created by retirements,
occupational mobility and related reasons. This so-called “replacement demand” may be more significant
than any changes to employment levels and outweigh any projected declines. Therefore, a supply of skills,
qualifications and experience will still be required even in occupations projected to contract significantly. Of
course the same principal will apply to those occupations expected to grow resulting in a higher replacement
demand. A good example of this is provided by looking at the Skilled Metal and Electrical trade
occupations. The occupations, approximately two fifths of which are employed in theManufacturing sector
(LFS, 2005) are forecast to lose around 340,000 jobs by 2014 (Wilson et al., 2006a). However, a replacement
demand of 385,000 jobs is anticipated with associated skill needs.

The sector has low levels of qualifications compared to the average for the UK shown in Table 2. Within
the UK’s labour force 46% are qualified to S/NVQ level 2 and below compared to 51% within the
Manufacturing sector (LFS, 2005). Variations across Manufacturing industries are apparent with 66% of
the workforce in the Textiles industry being qualified to this level compared to 43% in Machine, electrical
and optical Manufacturing. There are also large proportions of the Manufacturing workforce which have
no formal qualifications at all (22% in Textiles compared with 8% of Printing and publishing) and despite
forecasts for an upward shift in the highest qualification held in line with the trend for the UK overall there
will remain a significant proportion of the sector’s workforce without formal qualifications (Wilson et al.,
2006b). This position of low qualification levels is critical when the link between business performance and
the skills of the workforce is considered below.

Table 2

QUALIFICATION LEVELS IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR

Manufacturing Whole Economy (UK)

S/NVQ 5 4% 7%
S/NVQ 4 21% 24%
S/NVQ 3 23% 22%
S/NVQ 2 29% 28%
S/NVQ 1 10% 9%
None 12% 9%

Source: SSDA Matrix 2006.

Productivity

Output from the sector has grown year on year since the mid 1980s and is forecast to rise by 17% over the
period 2004–14 to represent 15% of all UK output (Wilson et al., 2006a). At £44,000 a year per employee
Manufacturing productivity (Gross Value Added) is higher than the average for all UK employees (£30,200)
(SSDA Matrix, 2006). However, there are great variations between industries. For example productivity
levels in the Petro-Chemical industry are more than twice as high as those in the Textiles industry (£54,000
and £24,000 per employee per year respectively).

The productivity of the sector is also reflected internationally. The productivity gap between the UK and
the US since 1990 has not changed greatly but the sectoral composition giving rise to the gap has shifted
considerably. The gap has narrowed in sectors such as gas and water, in business services and in
Manufacturing. The share of the gap accounted for by Manufacturing has declined more than any other
sector since 1990 (GriYth et al., 2003). Notwithstanding this, UK Manufacturing productivity levels are
77% of those in the US (SSDA Matrix, 2006). On behalf of the Skills for Business network the SSDA
commissioned a review of the evidence linking skills, productivity and business performance and a flavour
of this evidence is given later.

Thus with the aid of technology, a reduced cost base, specialisation and sub-contracting positive trends
are evident inManufacturing output and productivity. However, greater growth is stifled by skills shortages
in the sector’s workforce.
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Skills shortages and training

Not only are current levels of qualifications generally low inManufacturing there are also important skill
shortages and a scarcity of training. Of all vacancies the proportion reported as hard to fill by
Manufacturing employers because they cannot find a suitable candidate with the required skills, experience
or qualifications (Skills Shortage Vacancy) in each of the four UK countries is higher than respective
national averages. In England and Scotland 29% of all vacancies in the sector are SSVs compared to the
national average of 25% (IFF, 2005 and FSS, 2004). The picture is worst in Northern Ireland with 33% of
all vacancies being SSVs compared to the average of 19% (DEL, 2002). The figures for Wales are 18% and
14% respectively (GFK NOP, 2005). The range of variation between Manufacturing industries can be
highlighted by looking at the situation in England where 46% of all vacancies in Basic Metals manufacture
are SSVs compared to 17% in the manufacture of Food, drink and tobacco (IFF, 2005). Within
Manufacturing as a whole SSVs are concentrated in two occupations; Skilled trades (37% of all SSVs) and
Process, plant and machine operatives (25% of all SSVs) (IFF, 2003). This serves to reinforce the earlier
point that even in declining occupations there remains a need to meet the demand for skills.

Almost all (96%) employers in England experiencing a SSV stated it was impacting negatively on their
business with the most commonly cited impact being increased workload for existing staV (81%). Around
half of employers with SSVs suggested they had lost business, endured delays to product development and
experienced diYculties providing required levels of customer service due to SSVs.

Nearly a fifth (18%) of establishments in the sector in England also report that one ormore of their current
workforce is not skilled suYciently for their current role (ie has a skills gap) compared to average of 16%
for all sectors in England (IFF, 2005). As a proportion of all employment in the sector skills gaps represent
6% which is equal to the all England average. In other countries of the UK skills gaps are no more acute in
the sector than each country’s respective average. The fact that the level of gaps are not significantly diVerent
from the national, all sector averages does not mean we can rest assured as three quarters of employers in
the sector with a skills gap in their workforce report they impact negatively on their business (IFF, 2003).
The most common impact cited by nearly half (47%) of all employers with a skills gap was increased
operating costs. Other impacts such as loss of business to competitors at home or abroad, delayed product
development, poor customer service and product quality levels, and diYculties introducing new working
practices were each cited as an eVect by at least one third of employers with a skills gap.

Training related activity in the Manufacturing sector falls behind UK average on all indicators. Table 3
presents these for comparison. Thus, on average, not only is the Manufacturing workforce more poorly
qualified, it receives less training. Again though, oYcial statistics suggest variations across Manufacturing
industries with only 11% of the Textile industry workforce having received training in the last 13 weeks
compared with 24% of those working in the Transport equipment Manufacturing industry (SSDA
Matrix, 2006).

Table 3

TRAINING INDICATORS

Manufacturing Whole Economy
Training Indicator UK England UK England

% of workforce participating in job related training in 20 28
last 13 weeks
% of establishments funding or arranging training for 59 65
employees in last 12 months
Number of days spent training in last 12 months 6.4 9
Average spend (£) per employee in the last 12 months 158 185
% of staV trained in last 12 months 60 81

Source: SSDA Matrix, 2006

Dearden et al (2000) analysed the impact of training on performance for a variety of measures including
value-added output, profits and wages for a group of British industries between 1983 and 1996. They found
connections between higher training and higher labour productivity across a number of sectors. In essence,
Manufacturing firms undertaking training were found to be more productive, to have higher capital
intensity, to conduct more research and development and have a more highly qualified workforce. They
concluded that the eVects of training on wages are only about half the size of the eVects on industrial
productivity and that it is misleading to ignore the pay-oV firms take in higher profits from training. For
instance, raising the proportion of workers trained in an industry by five percentage points (say, from the
average of 10% to 15%) was associated with a 5% increase in value added per worker and a 1.6% increase
in wages. They note that this level of increase has also been found by other researchers eg Blundell et al.
(1996) and Booth (1991).
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Linking skills, training, business performance and productivity

Overall, the impact is that those business which do not have or cannot find adequately skilled staV to meet
their business objectives are very likely to be less competitive than other Manufacturing firms. The growth
ofManufacturing productivity in theUK is therefore being held back because of this situation. The evidence
in support of this link between skills, business performance and productivity is provided by the Skills for
Business network in Skills Pay: The Contribution of Skills to Business Performance (Tamkin et al., 2004)
and is stronger for sectors such asManufacturing where outputs aremore easily quantifiable than for service
industries.

Higher level skills and qualifications are linked to higher levels of business performance. Haskel et al.,
(2003) have shown that the top performers in UKManufacturing hired workers with, on average, an extra
qualification level compared to the lower performers. They also found that higher skill levels support
innovation and more sophisticated production processes and were associated with the production of higher
quality products. Lynch and Black (1995) found that an extra year of education raised productivity by
between 4.9 and 8.5% in the Manufacturing sector and between 5.9 and 12.7% in services.

Perhaps some of the most influential work in this area has focused on a series of “matched plant” studies
by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research (NIESR) (Keep et al., 2002). The impact of
workforce skills and development on productivity was considered alongside a range of other factors such
as investment in capital equipment and maintenance practices. The studies have compared UK businesses
with similar firms in competitor countries within a variety of sectors including engineering, food, clothing,
chemical and furniture manufacture. A clear connection between higher skills and higher productivity has
been identified particularly at the intermediate skills level. All the studies found that the higher average levels
of labour productivity in firms in continental Europe were closely related to the greater skills and knowledge
of their workforces, especially intermediate skills. Within Manufacturing, lower skills levels in the UKwere
found to have a negative eVect directly on labour productivity and on the types of machinery chosen, the
ways in which machinery was modified in line with particular needs, the smoothness of machinery running
and the introduction of new technology. The proportion of employees holding a relevant vocational
qualification at the intermediate level in these establishments in the UK was well below that in Europe.

Altogether, the evidence suggests that business performance in Manufacturing is strongly linked to the
skill levels of its workforce with high skills contributing to high performance and low skills to low
performance. Manufacturing currently makes and stands to make a valuable contribution to UK plc in the
future but its potential performance will not be realised if action is not taken to address current and future
demand for skills in the sector and the low levels of qualifications and training. Furthermore and given the
wide disparities across Manufacturing industries in productivity, qualification levels, skill shortages and
training a blanket approach is unlikely to prove eVective.

October 2006

APPENDIX 43

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Sector Skills Development Agency

Please see the attached chart which provides a breakdown of income by SSC (anonomised) from theMay
2006 benchmark survey we carried out. As you will see, the percentage of income from employers varies
significantly between SSC, but on average (based on 20 SSCs) an SSC will receive 7% of income from
employers/TA’s and 3% from “commercial” income.

DTI does not provide the network with any funding via the SSDA. It may potentially directly provide
project funding to some SSCs for specific activities but we are not aware of anything and if it does, it is not
significant amounts.

In terms of academies, we don’t hold this information as it is LSC funded.
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APPENDIX 44

Memorandum submitted by the Society of British Aerospace Companies

1. Introduction

1.1 SBAC is the UK’s national trade association representing companies supplying civil air transport,
aerospace defence, homeland security and space. SBAC encompasses the British Airports Group and
UKspace. Together with its regional partners, SBAC represents over 2,600 companies, assisting them in
developing new business globally, facilitating innovation and competitiveness and providing regulatory
services in technical standards and accreditation

1.2 SBAC welcomes the House of Commons Trade & Industry Committee’s inquiry into the future of
manufacturing in the UK. SBAC and member companies have direct experience and views on the three
specific areas the Committee wishes to address, the marketing of UK plc, public procurement and skills
shortages.

1.3 Manufacturing has risen up the political agenda in recent years. Government produced its
Manufacturing Strategy in 2002 and this was updated in 2004. The Government established the
Manufacturing Forum to oversee the implementation and evolution of the strategy. It has focused
specifically on skills, public procurement and the image of manufacturing.

1.4 In addition Government has worked with a number of sectors to develop longer term strategies
through the innovation and growth team (IGT) process. These have been supplemented by a Technology
Strategy and more recently by a Defence Industrial Strategy. These have stressed the Government’s
commitment to supporting the development of high value manufacturing in the UK and identified the
aerospace industry as being of particular importance.

2. Industry Profile

2.1 Aerospace is a UK success story and remains the largest aerospace industry outside the USA. It
directly employs 124,000 people, has a turnover of £22.7 billion and has seen record levels of new orders,
£30 billion in 2005. UK aerospace manufacturing is globally competitive and exports 67% of its total sales.
UK companies also have a significant presence overseas, employing 43,000 people and generating sales of
£6.5 billion.

2.2 Aerospace manufacturing provides high value and highly skilled jobs. The latest data shows that 34%
of all employees in the sector hold a university degree or equivalent and is forecast to increase to 40% by
2010. Average salaries in the sector are £33,645, 43% higher than the UK average and 31% above the
manufacturing average. The industry is committed to improved training and skills development and
employs 2,719 apprentices.

2.3 Research, development and new technology are incredibly important for long-term competitiveness
in the aerospace industry. Whilst the sector is one of the most R&D intensive sectors in the UK economy
and invested £2.7 billion in 2005, up 31% on a year earlier, downward pressure on the R&T component of
this figure suggests that the UKwill struggle to maintain its advantage over time unless the trend is reversed.

3. Marketing UK plc: UKTI Strategy

3.1 SBAC strongly supports the priorities identified in the strategy unveiled byUKTI in July 2006. SBAC
had identified a number of areas of concern and was pleased to see most of these recognised within the
strategy document. These include:

— Providing suYcient resources for consistent and high quality marketing of UK strengths and
capabilities.

— Focusing resources on important sectors and technologies where the UK has a comparative
advantage.

— Tailoring its services to best support the companies in its target sectors.

— Stronger co-ordination of trade promotion activities undertaken by Regional Development
Agencies to focus resources and avoid unnecessary confusion amongst potential customers and
investors.

— Making greater use of the individuals in UKTI’s overseas posts and sharing the information they
gather with industry.

— UKTI undertaking and sharing market research on emerging markets.

— Bringing together the trade and investment parts of UKTI to provide a more coherent service.

— Ensuring more experienced exporters can access support to establish themselves in new markets.
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4. Moving Forward

4.1 The UKTI strategy does not give any detail of how the positive changes it outlines will be delivered.
SBACwould argue strongly that theUK aerospace industry should be seen as a priority sector. It is globally
competitive, highly R&D intensive and has a range of companies active in international markets. SBAC
would like to develop a strategy with UKTI to maximise the export opportunities and encourage new
investment into the UK aerospace industry.

4.2 SBAC would particularly like to see:

— Additional UKTI resources dedicated to maximising the impact and attractiveness of UK
companies at selected major international exhibitions.

— A specific focus on the Farnborough International Airshow as a showcase for UK aerospace
manufacturing.

— Specific assistance oVered to aerospace companies to assist their export eVorts. This is particularly
important for a range of mid-sized companies that currently miss out on any direct support from
Government.

— A closer and more strategic working relationship between UKTI, DESO and the Aerospace,
Defence and Marine Unit at DTI, to ensure political, financial and technical support for
companies is co-ordinated and focused.

— A closer working relationship between UKTI and SBAC on inward investment activities to
maximise support and sector specific knowledge.

4.3 SBAC enjoys a close working relationship with UKTI and is keen to support the organisation
through the implementation of its five year strategy. A strong and coherent presentation of UK
manufacturing strengths and capabilities in key markets is essential in helping companies win business and
attract investment. There is some concern that planned budget reductions will not allowUKT&I to progress
its plan as quickly as SBAC would like.

5. The Value of Aerospace Research and Development

5.1 SBAC has recently commissioned a programme of research assessing the economic importance of the
aerospace industry and identifying the public policy issues critical to its future well-being. This work has
been led by Sir Donald Mackay and been supported by Oxford Economic Forecasting (OEF). The results
emphasise that theUKaerospace industry is globally competitive, but faces challenges fromboth traditional
and emerging aerospace economies. It concludes that to remain competitive and a successful base for high
value manufacturing, it is essential to increase R&D investment.

5.2 The importance of raising levels of R&D investment is recognised byGovernment and it has a specific
objective of increasing R&D to 2.5% ofGDP by 2014. The research work undertaken byOEF has examined
the broader economic benefits associated with R&D investment, the mechanisms that facilitate them and
the sectors most likely to deliver them. This work demonstrates that the benefits to the economy from
increased R&D investment are large. OEF estimates that the social return on R&D investment in the
manufacturing sector as a whole is around 50%, however, the economy-wide social return from R&D by
the aerospace sector as a whole is considerably higher at around 70%.

5.3 The OEF research provides strong empirical evidence that there is a very large diVerence between the
private and social returns to investment in UK aerospace R&D. This imbalance, alongside the lower
profitability of UK aerospace companies in comparison to their international competitors, suggests that
total investment in aerospace R&D in the UK is lower than is economically desirable.

5.4 R&D intensity in the aerospace sector in the UK is less than half of that in Germany or France, and
lower than in the US. This suggests there is scope for a significant increase in the level of R&D investment
to the benefit of the sector and the wider economy. Sir Donald has concluded that without specific action
from Government to encourage higher levels of investment there will be sub-optimal R&D expenditure for
the industry and the UK as a whole. This could put at risk the global position of the UK aerospace industry
and undermine eVorts to meet the Government’s own 2.5% target.

5.5 Whilst the Government has put in place a number of support mechanisms, SBAC believes there
should be an explicitly industrial component to the allocation of Government R&D support to reflect the
social returns made by diVerent sectors. SBAC has shared the OEF work with various Government
departments and is keen to discuss with them how to achieve the substantial increase in aerospace R&D
required to maintain international competitiveness and raise the productivity and competitiveness of the
UK economy.
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6. National Aerospace Technology Strategy

6.1 The DTI Technology Programme is the mainstay of funding for the National Aerospace Technology
Strategy (NATS) and essential for the future competitiveness of our industry. SBAC recognises the huge
steps made to help co-ordinate funding for the NATS by the DTI, RDAs and devolved administrations.
After some excellent progress it now appears that the prospects for the sector are being undermined by a
lack of appropriate themes within the twice yearly project calls.

6.2 The NATS is a strategic approach to the research and technology demonstration needs of the
aerospace sector. The current piecemeal approach to project calls, despite some notable successes, is
beginning to fragment the coherence of the strategy and undermine its potential value.

6.3 The Aerospace Technology Steering Group (ATSG) has made a number of submissions to the TSB
on the themes thatwould best support theNATS, these appear to have been ignored. In addition, theATSG,
and industry generally, has not been allowed access to the TSB to explain the National Aerospace Strategy
or support its submissions.

6.4 There is growing frustration across industry that the Government’s policy support for high value,
high technology manufacturing sectors, like aerospace, is not being reflected in the approach being adopted
by the TSB.

6.5 The proposed move to an ‘arms length’ TSB increases our concern, particularly when there appears
to be no plans for further public consultation on the role and remit of the new body. It is essential that the
new body recognises the NATS as an essential component of the Technology Programme and reflects this
is in the themes chosen for project calls and in the continuity of funding for key programmes.

7. Public Procurement

7.1 The development and implementation of Defence Industrial Strategy (DIS) is the most significant
public procurement issue currently facing the sector. Industry had been urging the Ministry of Defence
(MOD) to develop a strategy since the publication of the Defence Industrial Policy in 2002. Industry was
encouraged by the energy and drive that was applied to developing and publishing the DIS. It was
particularly pleased by the significant engagement between MOD and industry which helped to inform the
strategy and to prepare industry for the new approach.

7.2 Industry gave a generally positive response to the strategy and welcomed the recognition of the idea
of “appropriate sovereignty” and the need to maintain industrial support in the UK for the Armed Forces.
It was also heartened by the MOD’s recognition of the need for a profitable defence industry, a more open
and transparent approach to future capability requirements, MOD’s willingness to adopt a variety of
procurement models oVering better value for money (including partnering and competition) and the
emphasis placed on Through Life Capability Management (TLCM).

7.3 Industry is keen to see DIS implemented. The National Defence Industries Council, its various sub-
groups and a range of other DIS specific groups are working closely with MOD to press for eVective
implementation. The recent publication of the review into Enabling Acquisition Change indicates MOD’s
determination to make the necessary changes to deliver TLCM.

7.4 For industry, the primary focus is to develop partnering arrangements in key sectors. Progress in
some sectors is good, the announcement of the partnering agreementwithAgustaWestland being an obvious
example. While in other sectors tough negotiations continue. Work on partnering agreements is proving a
real life test for the changes in culture and behaviours in MOD and industry heralded by the launch of the
Defence Values for Acquisition which underpin the DIS. It will also need to demonstrate that DIS deals
with the whole supply chain, not just the MOD/Prime contractor relationship.

7.5 The next six to twelve months are crucial for DIS and the future of the UK defence industry. As the
various strands of the MOD change programme are pulled together industry has been looking at how to
improve its engagement to provide even more constructive feedback. The membership of the Defence
Industries Council has been reviewed and newmembers have joined. IfMODand industryworking together
are jointly able to deliver against these goals DIS will be regarded as a success.

8. Skills Issues

8.1 Aerospace employs a highly skilled workforce which accounts for more than 25% of the total
workforce in the engineering sector. Employment in the sector increased by nearly 10,000 jobs during 2005
and is set to remain stable in the medium term. The industry has identified some key skills challenges
these include:

— Skills gaps at management, professional, craft and operator/assembler levels. There are
particularly acute shortages in technical engineering, CNC machine operations, Computer Aided
Design and Computer AidedManufacture. TheMaintenance Repair andOverhaul (MRO) sector
has reported diYculties in recruiting in technical areas including non-destructive testing
technicians and other technicians, instructors/trainers, aircraft tradesmen and avionics engineers.
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— In addition to these skills gaps industry is also concerned by the lower number of students studying
science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) in schools and universities and the
implication this has for the future talent pool.

— Employers are also finding that many students and school leavers enter the labour market without
basic employability skills. These can range from basic literacy and numeracy skills, a lack of
appreciation of the attitudes required in a modern business environment and a level of knowledge
that does not reflect the qualifications gained. These factors lead to companies investing
substantial time and resources in in-house training to ensure new employees can meet the needs of
employers and begin to add value to businesses.

— The aerospace sector needs more and better qualified engineers in electrical, electronic disciplines,
software and manufacturing. Emerging technologies will drive the requirement for skills in areas
such as:

— Software, systems and modelling simulation (technical, process and business)

— Electrical systems including power electrical and power dense systems

— Advanced manufacturing engineering, manufacturing science and simulation to support
increased focus on cost reduction.

— Smart materials, electrical and magnetic materials and lightweight, structural materials and
composites.

— Diagnostic and prognostic tools to support the growing importance of our services business.

9. Improving Manufacturing Skills

9.1 The aerospace sector oVers challenging, exciting and rewarding careers. It is an entrepreneurial and
wealth creating sector that has tremendous growth potential. Addressing skills issues is a long-term process
that requires a strategic approach and close co-ordination across industry, Government and other
stakeholders.

9.2 SBAC has established a close working partnership with the engineering Sector Skills Council,
SEMTA, and Amicus, the main trade union in the sector. Together we have developed a skills delivery
programme to ensure all aerospace companies are aware of the skills needs of the industry and how to obtain
support in addressing particular gaps.

9.3 SBACwould like to see greater eVorts made to make the teaching of science, technology, engineering
and maths more interesting and challenging. This should be accompanied by improved careers advice in
schools to provide an up to date view of the range of career opportunities within manufacturing generally
and aerospace in particular.

9.4 There is a broader need for the public agencies involved in the manufacturing and skills agenda to
help improve the public perception ofmanufacturing. Better co-ordination and communication across these
agencies would provide an opportunity to more eVectively promote engineering careers and a better
understanding of modern manufacturing.

10. Funding Systems for Work Based Programmes

10.1 Work based training programmes have traditionally suVered from being influenced by a range of
diVerent funding priorities and initiatives. Currently, funding is spread by level, type, age (Age
discrimination policies will influence the need to review and change current funding streams aligned to age
limits on apprenticeships, NVQs and Higher Education pathways and qualifications) and influenced by
funding body priorities and initiatives.

10.2 There is very limited funding for Vocational NVQ/ Apprenticeships, Higher Education and Further
Education for over 25s. Most funding currently comes through the Learning and Skills Council, although
Level 4 and above tends to come through Higher Education Funding Council. Regional Development
Agency’s help with special funding in support of major redundancy/retraining issues where potential local
“social costs” make this appropriate, although interpretation of their remit and priorities can vary from
region to region.

10.3 The current funding regime for work based training is a complicated environment to negotiate
through and is resource intensive with onerous audit and reporting requirements. Industry would prefer a
single source of funding and a single responsible body that industry can build a coherent relationship with.

10.4 Industry would like to see funding made available for trainees of all ages and this should reflect the
higher costs of training in the aerospace sector.
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11. National Manufacturing Skills Academy

11.1 Employers have some straightforward expectations of the education system. They want people with
the skills and attitudes to make a positive impact on business as soon as they start. They want eVective
training for their existing workforce and they want aVordable training, with clear guidance of where they
can to address their training needs.

11.2 A large number of bodies are involved in the coordination and provision of education and training,
which can be confusing and ineVective for businesses, particularly SMEs. Whilst clarity is emerging on the
roles of the various organisations, further work needs to be done.

11.3 SBAC is a major contributor and strong supporter of the National Manufacturing Skills Academy
(NMSA), an initiative being led by SEMTA which aims to streamline education and vocational training
provision and create an improved and simplified accreditation regime. This project brings together industry
and government in a bid to streamline courses and ensure the training that is available is in tune with
industry needs.

11.4 The NMSA is industry led and will focus on the ensuring that industry sends strong demand signals
to education providers on the type and content of courses, as well as creating a mechanism for validating
the quality of training on oVer. The NMSA should make it easier for companies, particularly SMEs, to find
the right courses, providers and sources of funding for their education and training needs.

12. Concluding Remarks

12.1 UK aerospace is a manufacturing success story, a globally competitive and successful industry
experiencing record growth and investing significantly in research& development. The future of the industry
is positive and their remains much to be optimistic about.

12.2 Aerospace companies operate in highly competitive global markets. To sustain the UKs position as
an attractive location for prime companies it is vital that the right Government creates a competitive
environment to retain and attract new investment into the sector. The key areas for the industry are the levels
of support and investment in research and technology and ensuring that the UK has the right skills base to
continue to add value to aerospace innovation and productivity.

12.3 Our industry makes an enormous contribution to the economy but cannot continue to thrive
without a rich pool of engineers and graduates. Joint initiatives between government, industry and the trade
unions such as the National Manufacturing Skills Academy have a significant contribution to make in
ensuring that training provision meets the needs of manufacturing. Wider initiatives to increase the uptake
of core science subjects are also important.

12.4 The aerospace industry recognises its environmental responsibilities and is committed to meeting
tough targets to improve fuel eYciency and reduce perceived noise. The National Aerospace Technology
Strategy clearly identifies areas where investment is crucial to meet these challenges and retain global
competitiveness. Although aerospace companies have been successful in winning DTI funding, there is
growing concern about the diYculties associated with the current system of support. The reorganisation of
the Technology Strategy Board provides an opportunity to address these concerns and ensure long-term
funding for important aerospace research projects.

APPENDIX 45

Memorandum submitted by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) Ltd

Following discussion with members of its Education and Development Committee91

Introduction

1. In June 2006, SMMTmade a comprehensive submission to the Trade and Industry Select Committee’s
inquiry into the reasons for success and failure in the UK automotive industry, including sections on skills.
We emphasised that the UK automotive industry is very diverse—a point which is equally relevant to this
current inquiry. The media and other observers tend to comment almost exclusively on the operations of
global brand vehicle manufacturers (and within this, chiefly passenger cars). The emphasis is generally on
perceived “bad news” stories, which not only creates a false impression of the true position of the sector’s
competitiveness, but also, as a result, makes recruitment into the industry appear to be a less attractive
option. Indeed, the negative image of manufacturing has been recognised as a serious threat to UK Plc in
the DTI’s 2002 Manufacturing Strategy.

91 The SMMT’s Education & Development Committee provides a forum for the discussion and formulation of broad
automotive industry positions on learning and skill development. Its membership includes representatives from vehicle
manufacturers, Automotive Academy, SMMT Industry Forum and SEMTA.
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2. However, recent economic data (figures from the OYce of National Statistics, ONS) highlights the
sector’s positive performance—in the first half of 2006 automotive sector exports were £11.7 billion, which
is 17% up on the first half of 2004, representing annual exports of some £120,000 for each person employed
in the sector. The industry’s manufacturing turnover is around £45 billion and it supports approximately
800,000 jobs in the UK (including retail).

3. “Stockturnover”, one of the seven key measures of Quality, Cost and Delivery (QCD) and a key
indicator of lean manufacturing, has been climbing steadily across the sector for over a decade, reflecting
the industry’s strong commitment to manufacturing best practice. Similarly the strong productivity
performance of the industry is highlighted in the latest regional value-added figures published in September
2006 by the ONS. These show that in several English regions, value-added in the automotive sector exceeds
labour costs by 100%, providing a good return on investment and strong cash flow to encourage new
investment and R&D. It is true to say that this performance is not seen to such an extent in all regions, but
leaders in those best-performing regions have an important role to play in showing what can be achieved
within the sector.

4. The UK is home to the most diverse range of global brand vehicle manufacturers in Europe, but we
also have particular strengths in premium and luxury vehicles, sports vehicles, motorsport, specialist
vehicles, automotive components, vehicle design, design engineering, and enginemanufacture. It is therefore
important that more attention should be focused on these assets and the attractive career options they oVer.

5. The positive performance of the competitive strength and achievement outlined above reflect the
sector’s sustained engagement with each of the five factors of productivity—competition, enterprise,
innovation, investment and skills, as outlined in Government’s Manufacturing Strategy. This submission
draws on these key issues, particularly from the experience of the Automotive Academy, a division of
SMMT, and SMMT Industry Forum, the business improvement arm of the organisation.

6. The Automotive Academy has consistently promoted skills improvement at all levels, from shop floor
right through to the boardroom. Its core programmes have concentrated on continuous improvement tools
and techniques for manufacturing in line with the priorities identified in the Sector Skills Agreement (SSA)
and the 2002 Automotive Innovation and Growth Team (AIGT) report. Its emerging priorities, shaped by
an on-going dialogue with the industry, extend to technical skills, leadership, management andmore general
business support programmes. Foremost amongst its current concerns is the quality of provision in the UK
vocational education sector.

7. SMMT Industry Forum was established in 1996 with the aim of achieving sustainable world class
operations in the UK automotive manufacturing and supply chain industry. The original focus was on
manufacturing process improvement in the automotive sector—based around its MasterClass product
delivered by specially trained engineers working with shop-floor teams. Industry Forum has also trained
engineers for other business improvement organisations in sectors such as aerospace, agriculture,metals and
ceramics, and also for the regional initiative, the North East Productivity Alliance. The current product and
service oVering includes lean assessment, team leader training, supply chain improvement, value stream
mapping and raising purchasing performance. Industry Forum has also designed and developed products
for the Automotive Academy and assisted the Academy in training trainers to strengthen the national
delivery capability.

To what extent are skills shortages hindering the development of manufacturing industry?

8. The industry has set out its skills agenda at international, national and regional level on a number of
occasions recently. At European level the trade association for the automotive supply chain, CLEPA, has
produced a White Paper on education, training and learning to increase competitiveness in the Automotive
Industry, which was presented to the European Commission in September 2005. GKN, the leading UK
automotive supply chain company took a major role in the production of the White Paper, which warns:

The issue of attracting and retaining employeeswith the right level of skills in the automotive sector
has long been a prime concern for the industry. The European automotive industry is losing
competitiveness, partly due to the lack of skilled labour to fill open positions. The imbalance
between the supply and demand in the educational system in many countries across Europe is
contributing to a mismatch in the labour market, which is also felt in the automotive sector.

White Paper on education, training and learning to increase competitiveness in the automotive
industry

CLEPA, September 2005

9. The UK automotive sector shares these concerns expressed by CLEPA at a European level. Graduate
recruitment into automotive manufacturing remains diYcult, especially into smaller companies. Recent
trends in the UK output of UK engineering graduates are not encouraging—a CBI survey has shown that
since 1994 the absolute number of students obtaining a first degree in engineering and technology has fallen
by 11%. It is clear that we face a challenge to ensure that young, bright employees are attracted to the sector
in suYcient numbers. And in terms of school pupils, SMMT Industry Forum is working hard to change the
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perception of the engineering sector through initiatives such as the annual Youth Engineering Summit
(YES). The aim of the YES is to raise awareness of engineering and its associated career options among
school children aged 12–14 years old through improved information and advice.

10. The issues of recruitment and retention are by far and above the most important for the UK
automotive industry going forward. However, there are several additional core priorities which need to be
addressed:

— raising the standard of basic skills: it is widely felt that government is not delivering the basic
literacy, numeracy and IT skills required by the automotive manufacturing industry. UK
businesses are being forced to remedy these failures internally and, as a result, are being placed at
a disadvantage in comparison to other European and emerging markets, not least because of the
productivity implications of an under / un-skilled workforce and the costs associated with having
to educate and train staV internally;

— improving the role of vocational education: the Government is committed to achieving parity of
esteem within education, in particular through the introduction of technical diplomas within the
14–19 education agenda. However, the UK’s investment in vocational education is weak when
compared with other European countries, such as Germany, where a co-ordinated national eVort
is underway to accelerate the national progress towards the needs of 21st century manufacturing;

— increasing the guidance available to young people about careers in the automotive industry:
SMMT Industry Forum research shows that young people have a very negative image of
manufacturing even when they have enjoyed direct exposure to automotive-based team activities.
They do not understand the full scale of interesting and rewarding careers which will be available
to them by developing technical knowledge and skills. There seems to be little coordinated eVort
within the education sector aimed at correcting this misconception;

— middle and senior management coaching and mentoring: industry leaders are aware that
leadership and management gaps appear further down the supply chain in smaller companies
where the infrastructure becomes leaner. Compared with larger global companies, long-term
strategic planning is weak in parts of the UK supply base with over 30% of businesses without a
business plan and 50% no documented and integrated business training plan. Industry leaders
appreciate that larger firms have a role to play in improving this situation.

What skills are needed—for both management and other workers?

11. The industry has undertaken detailed work to identify the key skills required for competitive success
beyond the core priorities listed above. In 2006, the West Midlands’ hub of the Automotive Academy,
Skills4Auto, identified 10 priorities through a special exercise with major firms led by Ricardo Strategic
Consulting. The priorities identified are:

— leadership and management;

— programme management;

— production and process engineering;

— continuous improvement;

— supply performance and logistics skills;

— new product innovation;

— technical skills;

— multi-disciplined working;

— customer service skills; and

— basic skills.

How eVective is the dialogue between industry and education/training providers?

12. The five factors of productivity identified at point 6 above (competition, enterprise, innovation,
investment and skills) form the basis of an excellent structure for the dialogue between industry and
providers, placing skills and workforce development in the context of overall global competitiveness and
firm strategy. However the diversity of the UK automotive industry means dialogue must cover a broad
range of needs, including for example:

— collaborative research projects between five star universities and major global automotive firms
spending hundreds of millions of pounds on R&D in the UK;

— the basic skills ability of new recruits to SMEs in the supply chain;

— persistent intermediate technical skills gaps in the UK systemwhere, for example, City andGuilds
are forecasting substantially increased skills shortages in the next decade. (A link to the City and
Guilds report can be found at the end of submission). When major international companies make
leading-edge investment in world class manufacturing facilities in the UK they expect to be able
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to discuss their advanced technical skills requirements with well-resourced technical education
institutions in the locality. Several such investments by Ford, Honda, BMWandNissan have been
announced recently.

13. The automotive industry is looking to the new National Manufacturing Skills Academy (NMSA)—
a Labour manifesto commitment in the 2005 election—to increase further the eVectiveness of the dialogue
with the education sector. The industry expects NMSA to build on the foundations laid by the Automotive
Academy, which it has supported since its recommendation in the 2002 AIGT report. Major figures from
the industry have been heavily involved in the preparation of the NMSA business plan which should be
approved shortly.

The role of the Sector Skills Councils

14. The industry has supported its Sector Skills Council, SEMTA, in a number of ways. For example in
2004, SMMT Industry Forum organised an Automotive Summit at the NEC in Birmingham where some
350 industry leaders came together to consider skills priorities and identify skills gaps and needs. At this
event 83% of participants agreed that lack of employee skills was aVecting their profitability; about half
reported that they experienced greater diYculty recruiting people with the right skills in the UK compared
with other countries. Subsequently SMMT Industry Forum has sought to establish closer links with
SEMTA, signing a Memorandum of Understanding and inviting the SEMTA CEO onto the Industry
Forum Board. SMMT has provided oYce space for the launch team of NMSA and, along with other major
engineering organisations, seconded staV to the team. Furthermore, theAutomotiveAcademy holds regular
update and dialogue events with the industry and training providers.

15. However, within the industry, there are concerns about the more general, overarching approach led
by central government and the fragmentation of the public sector policy/research interface—for instance,
DFES, DTI, Sector Skills Councils (SSCs), Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and Regional
DevelopmentAgencies (RDAs) each commission overlapping research.Whilst it is true that the formulation
of the 2003 Skills White Paper involved an eVective dialogue with the research community, since then there
has been less evidence of a co-ordinated approach to research and in the formulation of policy.

16. There are also concerns about the way the Skills for Business network is developing, namely:

— the confusing relationship between SSCs and professional institutes such as Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply (CIPS), The Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), and The
Institute of Mechanical Engineers (IMECHE). Professional recognition can be a key driver for
individuals to undertake up-skilling, acquire qualifications and develop their capabilities. The split
of responsibilities between Skills for Business and the professions can be confusing even for
insiders to understand and can only act as a deterrent to younger members of the workforce;

— the apparent lack of priority given to cross-cutting issues like supply chain management and new
product development and introduction which are critical to the sector’s competitive success. The
industry sees supply-chain management and development as the natural avenue for spreading best
practice from the major global companies to smaller firms and, as such, it is a vital tool for driving
the up-skilling of the UK workforce, not just in automotive but in manufacturing more widely.
Supply chain work is an important means of addressing some of the priority skills gaps identified
earlier in this submission;

— the complex relationship between the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA), Sector Skills
Development Agency (SSDA), SSCs and independent awarding bodies.How do various links in the
chain add value in terms of the creation of a clearly focused portfolio of qualifications consistent
with industry standard curricula, supported by high quality course materials, assessment and
reliable delivery capability? The industry is concerned about the ability of SSCs to influence
awarding bodies to ensure proper standards of assessment for qualifications are in place within
UK training provision. If substandard assessment persists then value for money in public
expenditure on training is compromised and employers who are initially drawn to public sector
training provision fail to appreciate the real benefits that can accrue from workforce
development—any promotional scheme like Train To Gain can rapidly become self-defeating on
this basis.

17. To help those designing curriculum and qualifications structures, the industry has frequently drawn
attention to some central features of its best practice manufacturing i.e. its adoption of seven key measures
of manufacturing competitiveness and its development and promulgation of a global quality standard for
the sector (TS16949) which covers most key aspects of firm strategy including training and workforce
development. The seven key measures of QCD under pin the DTI’s National Supply Chain Group
Programme. The TS16949 standard has been developed by the global industry at its own expense.

18. Our concerns on this are based, in part, on the experience of the Automotive Academy. In seeking
to involve public sector training provision in programmes to boost manufacturing best practice, the
Academy has found deficiencies in Further Education Colleges. In particular, these concerns come from
their underpinning knowledge of the latest lean tools and techniques, and a lack of recent industrial
experience in modern manufacturing.
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19. Employers aremost likely to engage with skills issuesmost thoroughly when training is linked directly
to a practical project within a business. This directly linked approach means that the business pay-oV comes
as the new competencies are more readily identified and remaining gaps more easily highlighted. This
approach also helps root the new capabilities more deeply within the business. In essence this means that to
make progress on the skills agenda, better links are needed between the skills dimension and other factors
of productivity. During the run-up to the 2003White Paper this message appeared to have been appreciated
by policy makers, but it is not clear since then that this important point has been taken forward in the design
of programmes.

20. With a proliferation of qualifications available to them, employers do not readily knowwhich of those
available will improve the capability of the business in a way which is relevant to their competitive needs.
In the face of this complexity the business case for training is very hard to make. Simply promoting
qualifications for their own sake presents firms with an unsolvable dilemma—which qualification out of the
vast number available best contributes to strategy? If qualifications are linked to and flow from
improvement projects, the selection process makes more sense and employer engagement in skills arises
more naturally. Without this, management will not appreciate the substantial returns that can be achieved
from changing their process and product management approach at all levels.

Co-ordination of provision within Government

21. The initial role of the Cabinet OYce Performance and Innovation Unit in the period leading up to
the 2003White Paper has beenmuch less evident to the industry since 2003. The complexity of the skills and
competitiveness agenda requires programme management and risk management in government especially
when so much change is happening concurrently.

22. There is plenty of evidence that the key qualification Levels for increasing competitiveness globally
in many manufacturing sectors are Levels 3 and 4 (middle management). However the rate at which this
message has diVused through the public sector has been painfully slow—not an encouraging sign when the
essence of global competition in coming decades will be a competition between the eVectiveness of diVerent
nations’ vocational training systems.

23. Government has been slow to realise that its productivity and competitiveness agenda can be
accelerated bymaking available targeted funding for key level 4 vocational qualifications outside theHigher
Education sector. Unfortunately the ad hoc institutional boundary in the UK—between Higher Education
and Further Education—falls exactly at a level which in terms of global competitiveness and capability is
critical to national success. This contingent factor seems to be developing into a major institutional hurdle
for the country in its pursuit of global competitiveness, particularly in manufacturing.

Conclusions

24. Improved skill levels are an important element in ensuring the continued competitive success of the
automotive sector—along with the other four factors of productivity. There is widespread concern at many
levels—including at the European level—that the dialogue between industry and providers needs to be
improved in order to meet the challenges of global competition. The UKmust urgently make progress with
getting better linkages between its skills programmes and programmes concerned with the other factors of
productivity. Messages of skills for skills’ sake or simply qualifications are good for you will not engage
employers. Ultimately, there has to be a business case to train—improved competitiveness, productivity and
added value come through improved skills.

25. The National Manufacturing Skills Academy, building on the Automotive Academy, is a major
opportunity to improve dialogue and secure better value for money through more focused provision. The
automotive sector has supported and will continue to support these initiatives in a number of ways. The
industry appreciates it must continue to develop its own strong record of supplier development using its
commercial and procurement relationships to leverage workforce development andmanagement upgrading
amongst smaller firms.

26. The challenges facing all stakeholders in making better progress with the skills agenda are severe and
should not be under-estimated. It is vital that technical and vocational upgrading is treated as an even higher
priority right across the public sector and that additional funding is properly focused so that better quality
provision and capability is reinforced, developed and expanded rather than routinely distributing funds
through the usual channels.

27. The industry is keen to work with Government and the public sector to raise the profile and
attractiveness of manufacturing, technical careers, and qualifications for young people as well as to help
shape the programmes that are currently being developed in this area. Improved technical and vocational
education that attracts the best candidates to rewarding careers in the automotive sector is clearly an
overriding and widely shared goal that needs to be supported by much more eVective action on all sides.
The UK automotive industry will continue to play a full and active role in this eVort.
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APPENDIX 46

Memorandum submitted by the South East England Development Agency (SEEDA)

INQUIRY ON UKTI’s FIVE-YEAR STRATEGY

Inward Investment

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion to your region?

Expenditure on inward investment, business intelligence and support for existing investor development
totalled nearly £2,515,000 in 2005/06 with 38.5 FTE staV, including £331,000 to cover the work of 8.5 FTE’s
overseas.

2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region (such as overseas
oYces, missions, information provision etc)?

The South East England Development Agency undertake a series of activities to attract FDI to the South
East of England.

In November 2005 the SEEDA International team oYcially merged with UK Trade and Investment
South East to develop a co-ordinated approach to trade and investment activities. The merger has provided
a joint delivery team that adds value to each others propositions and clients. SEEDA work with UK trade
and Investment South East to deliver a number of industry focused missions, where UK TI support
sectorally focused trade missions and SEEDA utilise the companies attending as ambassadors for the
regions technology base. A recent example includes a joint telecommunications mission that visited Hong
Kong and China. SEEDA and UK TI have developed a joint business plan, detailing the co-ordinated
approach to Trade and Investment promotion in the South East of England.

SEEDA targets key businesses working within specific sectors in priority markets (please see matrix
enclosed in Q4). SEEDA seek to attract high value, high growth and high technology businesses to the
region. The SEEDA Inward Investment activities are very closely aligned with the UK TI 5 Year strategy
in terms of its focus on high value investment and the proposition marketing undertaken with potential
investors. SEEDA provide a comprehensive project management programme to facilitate the introduction
of new investors to the South East of England, engage international investors with relevant business support
bodies, facilitates introductions between international clients and the regions academic base and works with
UKTI South East to enable international companies to trade in the European marketplace.

SEEDA also has overseas representatives covering the markets of Japan (Tokyo and Yokohama),
Australia (Sydney), China (Shanghai), France (Paris), and the USA (Boston, Chicago, Costa Mesa and
Palo Alto.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

The South East England Development Agency carries out its inward investment promotion directly.
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4. Which sectors and countries is the agency particularly focused on?
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Pharmaceuticals
Medical Devices
Biotechnology
Software
Telecommunications
Electronics/Hardware
High Tech
Manufacturing
Aerospace
Automative
Creative
Environmental
Technology
Nanotechnology
Logistics
Food and Drink
Financial Services

5. How many inward investment projects has the agency won in the last three years? How many of these have
created or saved jobs? In total, how many jobs have been created or saved?

In the last three years all 152 successful investments created or safeguarded jobs.

INWARD INVESTMENTS

Q1-Q3
2006/07
2005/06
2004/05
2003/04

Number of
Investments

To date 49
61
56
35

New
Jobs

2705
2776
2035
1196

Safeguarded
Jobs

1482
1198
1066
425

Total
Jobs

4187
3974
3101
1621

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects, which the region has
recently won, and how these have impacted on the region?

Guidance Software

US-owned technology company, Guidance Software, from California, the world leader in software for
forensic investigation into computer fraud, with clients including Scotland Yard, has recently chosen the
South East to site an expanded European headquarters in Slough. SEEDA, Thames Valley Economic
Partnership and UKTI helped with the development, which is expected to create 22 high-tech jobs, whilst
increasing the knowledge base of the region.

Boeing

US Aerospace and defence giant, Boeing, will soon be coming to the South East, following a competitive
pitch against other UK and European regions. SEEDA worked with the Farnborough Air Consortium to
persuade Boeing to open a product development simulation laboratory on the QinetiQ campus at
Farnborough and around 100 new jobs will be created. As Sir Roger Bone, President, BoeingUK says: “The
establishment of this laboratory is a sign of Boeing’s further commitment to the needs of ourUK customers.
We’re delighted to be located at Farnborough, a European centre of aerospace excellence, andwe’re grateful
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to SEEDA for its assistance in setting up this operation.” The investment will bring 100 high tech, high value
employment opportunities to the South East region and enhance the UK’s aerospace industry capabilities
in a globally competitive market.

7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new five-
year strategy?

SEEDA’s inward investment activities are closely aligned with UK Trade and Investments’ five-year
strategy in that SEEDA proactively targets high value, high growth and high technology companies to
South East of England, as an entry point to the UKmarketplace. It further places an enhanced emphasis on
the development of a coordinated approach to trade and investment activities and further seeks to develop
activities that promote and support the greater south east (south east of England, east of England and
London).

SEEDA are supportive of the UK TI five-year strategy. As part of the new R&D initiative, it is clear that
there are a great number of synergies between SEEDA’s Investor Development Programme and the R&D
strategy. We must ensure that SEEDA and UKTI take a joined up approach to client managing R&D
prospect companies that operate in the South East of England.

Trade Promotion

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

SEEDA’s International team merged with UKTI South East in November 2005, to provide a fully
integrated approach to trade and investment promotion.

2006–07

UK TI South East ran 14 trade missions

SEEDA played a role in three overseas missions

2005–06

UK TI South East ran 11 trade missions

SEEDA played a role in one overseas mission

2004–05

Due to the restructure of UKTI South East’s trade delivery structure it is not possible to provide these
figures on a comparable basis.

SEEDA played a role in three overseas missions

9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allow firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

The location ofUKTI SEmissions is primarily customer driven eg. by analysing previous year’s data from
market driven services UKTI SE isolate the top ten markets. This is thenmarried up again current customer
feedback from the ITAs, financial and political needs. This then formulates the overseas plan. For 2007–08
UKTI SE are endeavouring to integrate this plan with other UKTI regions to avoid duplication.

UKTI SE co-operate with other regional UKTI teams (London, South West), which in turn work with
their RDAs. The level of this relationship will vary dependant upon each region.

Mission promotion is usually targeted at South East companies, however the PR channels do span
regions, consequently UKTI SE have taken a variety of companies with them. UKTI SE target companies
that are interested in the market and those that are in the sectors that have opportunities in the market. The
main reasons for number restrictions on a mission are either financial or the number of companies the post
can deal with.

SEEDAwork proactivelywithUKTI SE on trademissions that have a focus upon technology sectors that
are of strategic importance to the region and that fit within our key geographic areas. SEEDA encourage
the development of collaborative activities between regions and the ‘Greater South East’ initiative seeks to
increase the development of collaborative activities between the South East, East of England and London.
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APPENDIX 47

Memorandum submitted by South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA)

QUESTIONS TO THE REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES

Inward Investment:

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on inward investment promotion to your region?

The SouthWest RDA has a dedicated overseas budget of £760,000 a year for overseas inward investment
promotion, investor development and sector development. This covers overseas oYces and staV in Japan
and China, two home-based workers in North America, contract delivery in Australia, UK based
promotional activity (duty tours, inward missions) and UK staV travel overseas.

There are eight overseas-based staV and one consultant employed through this £760,000 allocation. In
the SouthWest region there is a team equivalent to six people working on delivering investment promotion
and investor development activity to Foreign Direct Investment.

2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region (such as overseas
oYces, missions, information provision etc)?

We have a dedicated oYce in Japan (covering the Asia Pacific area) a representative oYce in Shenzhen
(China), a contract for delivery in Australia and home-based workers in North America. All of these
resources are there to develop market relationships with significant investors in the South West and to
provide briefing and support to the UKTI network on regional strengths and collaborate on promotional
and visit programmes.

The overseas teams also work to promote and develop the internationalisation of the SouthWest’s sectors
through Higher Education and industry visits out to market and by showcasing the best of the SouthWest.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

Directly in Japan, by a representative oYce in China and by consultants in Australia. A very modest
amount of European activity is covered from the South West region itself.

4. Which sectors and countries is the agency particularly focused on?

Sectors/propositions in Advanced Engineering (aerospace), ICT (wireless and semiconductor design),
Creative Industries (digital technologies), Biomedical, Marine, Environmental Technologies, Food &
Drink, and Leisure & Tourism.

Countries particularly focused on are North America, Canada, China, Japan, Australia.

The aim is to further target propositions to particular markets and as such we are currently reviewing the
South West oVer from certain sectors into particular markets.

5. How many inward investment projects has the agency won in the last three years? How many of these have
created or saved jobs? In total, how many jobs have been created or saved?

Between 2003 and 2006 using figures reported to UKTI the South West RDA has been involved in 64
FDI Successes resulting in 3,051 jobs created and 4,442 jobs safeguarded.

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects, which the region has
recently won, and how these have impacted on the region?
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Borders Books (Cornwall)

The South West RDA has worked with this company since 1999 helping with premises and available
workforce. Due to the lack of suitable accommodation in the area a 50,000sq ft building was directly
developed with expansion land surrounding. In 2004 they expanded by a further 50,000 sq ft Borders Books
are forecast to double their presence to 200 as a result.

Fine Tubes (part of the Superior Group)

The SouthWestRDAassisted in the diversification and expansion of their business from nuclear, oVshore
energy and aerospace tubing into medical. This investment helped secure 276 and created a further 36.

BG Technology

Manufactures cables on behalf of General Dynamics for communication equipment. This year they
increased their employees by 58 and safeguarded their existing 45 staV. They also expanded their
manufacturing space at the MOD site in Tewksbury.

Toshiba Research Laboratory

23 new research jobs in the laboratory which currently consists of two groups: the Wireless Systems
Group, researching communications technologies for high performance wireless and mobile networks, and
the Reconfigurable Systems Group, which investigates the architectures, frameworks and systems to
support such networks.

7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new 5-
year strategy?

The SouthWest RDA has initiated a South West review of its international activity whilst inputting into
the regional steering group for the national work. We have extended the current funding levels until
September 2008 whilst both reviews are delivered and the eVects implemented.

Trade Promotion:

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

The South West RDA does not explicitly promote trade missions. UK Trade & Investment SW (UKTI
SW) is the international trade arm of the South West Regional Development Agency and as such we work
together under the dual key agreement to deliver focussed trade services to the region’s priority sectors.
UKTI SW take the lead in promoting and organising missions and other overseas trade events but are
supported by the South West RDA through a close working relationship particularly in key sectors.

9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allow firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

The UKTI team in the South West work with various regional partners including the South West RDA-
supported sector focused organisations like WEAF and Marine South West to develop a regional
programme of overseas trademissionswhich are designed tomatch the region’s strengthswith opportunities
overseas and take advantage of any existing links that the region has overseas. UKTI organise a Market
Visit Scheme on a regional basis which enables the UKTI team in the South West to specifically focus on
regional opportunities. Each market visit/trade mission planned in the South West is open for companies
from any region to join, however, any funding for that company would come from their own region.

23 February 2007
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APPENDIX 48

Memorandum submitted by the TUC

1. Introduction

1.1 The TUC welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the House of Commons Trade and Industry
Select Committee inquiry into the future of manufacturing in the UK.

1.2 The TUC takes a long-standing interest in the manufacturing sector. Unions aYliated to the TUC
represent many thousands of members in a range of manufacturing companies. These include world-class
companies in sectors such as aerospace, defence, pharmaceuticals, motor cars, food and drink,
environmental technology andmany others. The TUC, along with three of our aYliates, represent the trade
union movement on the Manufacturing Forum.

1.3 The TUC looks forward to contributing to the various inquiries that will take place into the future
of manufacturing in the coming months. For this first inquiry, as requested, we will limit our input to the
three issues under scrutiny, ie public procurement, skills shortages and marketing UK plc.

1.4 In its press notice, the Trade and Industry Select Committee states that this inquiry will consider
public procurement, with the sub-heading: “The scope for government support for UK industry”.92 In a
modern economy, most government support will come through measures like public procurement, as well
as through pump priming new markets, such as renewable energy production and energy saving products,
via such mechanisms as the renewables obligation. Some of our European partners appear to have a more
direct approach to government support, through policies such as “strategic champions”.

1.5 The UK’s commitment to open markets is well-known. Moreover, European law makes it illegal—
even if it were desirable—to operate a modern-day “Buy British” policy. Nevertheless, we must be careful
not to portray a situation whereby the policy choices are: political interference in the economy on the one
hand; or allowing the market to act as “master” rather than “servant” of the economy on the other.

1.6 In general terms, manufacturing is a private sector activity and the role of the state is limited. Having
said that, there is a role for government support and intervention, through passive measures such as tax
credits for research and development, and, in certain circumstances, through measures such as the
recognition of strategic champions. The TUC acknowledges that other governments hold golden shares in
certain strategic companies (such as the French government’s 15.7% stake in Renault) and believe there are
certain advantages to such an approach. Furthermore, a central argument of our discussion paper, “An
Industrial Strategy for the United Kingdom”, published last year, was that, where a strategic company has
a demonstrable long-term future, but faces short-term diYculties, government assistance should be
available.93

1.7 We would ask that the government has a coherent approach to UK manufacturing, linking this to
other policies such as energy and transport. Adequate support must be provided by the UK government to
stimulate new markets in ways that assist UK manufacturers. The way that the Germans and Danes have
stimulated markets in wind and solar power is an example of how this might be done. In this way, the
Germans and Danes have enabled their wind and solar manufacturing companies to become world leaders.

1.8 However, our main concern is that, at a time when globalisation is putting manufacturing in richer
countries under pressure, the performance of France, Germany, Italy and Spain, especially regarding jobs
in manufacturing, is better than that of the UK. In such circumstances, it is incumbent upon the Trade and
Industry Select Committee, in carrying out this inquiry, to look at the ways in which competitor countries
support and enhance their manufacturing sectors, with a view to learning from their successes.

1.9 The section of this paper on procurement will therefore look at what can be done and is done by some
European countries in the field of public procurement. It will then briefly consider other types of government
support, including state aids and strategic sectors.

2. Public Procurement

Public procurement in context

2.1 It is estimated that the public sector, including central and local government, together with bodies
such as the Ministry of Defence and the National Health Service, spends £130 billion per year procuring
goods and services. The way in which that money is spent could be crucial to the long-term health of the
UK’s manufacturing sector.

2.2 This is recognised in the Warwick Agreement, which emerged from the Labour Party’s National
Policy Forum in 2004. This agreement, which set out a policy platform for a third-term Labour
Government, said: “Labour will promote a procurement strategy that safeguards UK jobs and skills as

92 Press Notice, “The Future of Manufacturing Industry in the UK”, Trade and Industry Committee, 24 July 2006.
93 “An Industrial Strategy for the United Kingdom”, TUC, December 2005.
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permitted by EU rules to ensure that British industry can compete fairly with the rest of Europe. We will
fight for industry and help ensure a level playing field. We will encourage public procurement contracts to
be given to UK firms within EU law, ensuring value for money for the public, and want UK based firms
and UK workers to benefit from orders and contracts.”94

2.3 The phrase “within EU law” is important. Article 3 of the Treaty of Rome 1957, which established
what is now the European Union, commits Europe to “an internal market characterised by the abolition,
as between Member States, of obstacles to the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital”,
together with “a system ensuring that competition in the common market is not distorted”.95

2.4 This has led to rules around what can and cannot be done with regard to procurement. In general
terms, it is illegal for Member States to discriminate against the goods and services of any other Member
State in their purchasing decisions. In theory, providers of goods and services from any country should have
the same chance of winning a procurement contract in any other country.

2.5 Whether this works in practice is another matter. In November 2004, the Wood Review,
“Investigating UK business experiences of competing for public contracts in other EU countries”, was
presented to the Chancellor.

2.6 This review, conducted by Alan Wood, Chief Executive of Siemens plc, reported that:

“Although we were asked to look in particular at the application of Single Market public
procurement rules, it became clear from the consultation that “the rules” in themselves (or their
application) are not seen as the key problem. Few examples of discrimination in clear breach of
SingleMarket public procurement lawwere provided for theReview.Most of thesewere anecdotal
and diYcult to substantiate . . .

“The problems are seen to be elsewhere, often described as “grey areas” where SingleMarket rules
are formally respected and yet national firms appear to be favoured.

“Many of the concerns expressed can be related to issues of industrial policy, including diVerent
approaches to state aid, market liberalisation and commitment to open competition.”96

This appears to confirm the stereotype that the UK complies with European rules more strictly than do
our competitors.

3. “Warlike” Equipment

3.1 Exemptions to the provisions of Article 3 do exist. For example, Article 296 of the Treaty of Rome
states that “any Member State may take such measures as it considers necessary for the essential interests
of its security which are connected with the production of or trade in arms, munitions and war material.”97

3.2 Community rules do apply in principle to the defence sector. The possibility of a derogation under
Article 296 cannot apply to either civilian goods or to those not intended for specific military purposes, even
if they are purchased by national defence ministries.

3.3 However, despite clarifications by the European Court of Justice, the low number of publications in
the OYcial Journal of the European Union appears to imply that some Member States believe they can
apply the derogation automatically. Since the concept of “essential interests of security” is not defined either
in Community Law or in the Case Law of the Court of Justice, in practice states allow themselves wide
discretion in determining which contracts could damage them.

4. Battledress Procurement

4.1 This issue caused political controversy inDecember 2004 when a contract for military textiles, known
as the “cut and sew tender”, was let to a company called Cooneen Watts and Stone. Companies based in
Lancashire had delivered this contract for many years. Had they retained the contract, the high-tech
element, the camouflage print andmaterial, would have beenmade in Lancashire.Under the CooneenWatts
and Stone bid, that work would be subcontracted to China.

4.2 This contractual decision provoked an unusual degree of concern, with MPs from the North West
vociferously expressing disappointment. This concern was based on factors including:

— Cooneen Watts and Stone bid for the contract, yet was not the company that would carry out the
contract;

— The factory in China that would produce the textiles was quoted as paying rates of just over £1
per day. Textile manufacturing in China is carried out in violation of the ILO Core Labour
Standards. No free trade unions are allowed in the Chinese factories;

94 “Britain is Working”, National Policy Forum Report, The Labour Party, 2004, p 31–2.
95 Treaty establishing the European Community, Rome, 25 March 1957, Article 3.
96 “Investigating UK business experiences of competing for public contracts in other EU countries”, OYce of Government
Commerce, paragraphs 1.2.1–1.2.3.

97 Treaty establishing the European Community, Article 296.
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— Many other EU countries classify military uniforms as “warlike”, which means they are not
covered by EU procurement rules, for reasons of national security;

— The Trade and Industry Secretary of the time, Rt Hon Patricia Hewitt MP, who represented an
East Midlands constituency that had suVered in the downsizing of the textile industry, had argued
that the UK’s future lay in the specialised area of technical textiles. Army uniforms are a prime
example of such specialised production.

4.3 The decision to change the contractor for the “cut and sew tender” was not reversed. The TUC
believes the government should learn the lessons of this decision and should support its manufacturing
workers in the same way as competitor countries do.

4.4 Similarly, the Military Afloat Reach and Sustainability (MARS) project is a high-profile MoD
programme that will be providing logistical support to Royal Navy vessels. The project is now at the end
of the concept phase and orders will be placed over the coming years. The trade unions have expressed
concern that the MoD will not class the order for these vessels as “warlike”, thereby opening it to Europe-
wide tendering.

4.5 An MoD order in 2000 for four Roll On-Roll OV ferries was similarly not classed as “warlike”, was
tendered across Europe and was won by a German shipyard, at the expense of UK shipyards and UK jobs.
This is contrary to the practices of other European states, which tend to use the “warlike” provision in
support of their own shipbuilding industries. The UK appears to be playing by a diVerent set of rules to
other European countries, resulting in our manufacturing capacity losing out.

5. Defence Industrial Strategy

5.1 In December 2005, the Government published its Defence Industrial Strategy. Whilst this was a
Ministry of Defence document, the fact that its foreword was signed my Ministers from the DTI and HM
Treasury, as well as theMoD, suggested that a cross cutting government agenda, based on theUK’s defence
needs but also the needs of its industry and the economy, was being addressed.

5.2 TheDefence Industrial Strategy provides for the transparency of our future defence requirements and
sets out those industrial capabilities we need in the UK to ensure that we can continue to operate in the way
we choose. The clarity provided by the Defence Industrial Strategy seeks to promote a dynamic, sustainable
and globally competitive defence manufacturing sector.

5.3 The strategy is also realistic, recognising that industry will have to reshape itself, to improve
productivity and to adjust to lower production levels once current major equipment projects have been
completed. However, in the words of the strategy, “by starting the process today, while workloads are high,
we can avoid facing a crisis in a few years time.”98

5.4 TheDefence Industrial Strategy recognises that theUKdefencemarket is the most open in the world.
All US defence orders must contain at least a 60% US component, which eVectively precludes manufacture
outside the US, while our European partners tend to submit military and military support expenditure
internally.

5.5 The TUC recognises that the defence sector benefits from Article 296 of the Treaty of Rome, which
exempts “warlike” equipment from normal public procurement procedures. Nevertheless, there are
principles here that would be valuable if introduced into procurement policy more generally. These include:
making a link between the needs of government procurement and the importance of a UK manufacturing
presence in certain key areas; identifying key sectors of manufacturing where the UK is world-class, and
using procurement policy to promote that sector as far as possible; and recognising future trends,
acknowledging that orders will fall in some sectors in years to come and planning for that now, so that no
surprises exist when that day arrives.

5.6 Furthermore, it is surely common sense to link the needs of industry with the benefits to the economy
of having a strong industrial presence in certain areas. There is no reason why we could not develop a
“healthcare” industrial policy, or a “transport” industrial policy, within EU rules. It is important to note
that the Defence Industrial Strategy is not a crude “Buy British” policy. Indeed, the strategy specifically
notes that “We also recognise the attractions of the US market, given its scale and high levels of investment
in research and technology”.99 There will be times when it is not in the interests of the MoD to buy British;
but the Defence Industrial Strategy will help to maximise those occasions when it is.

5.7 Finally, the trade unions have concerns that the MoD no longer regard the manufacturing of
platforms such as planes, helicopters, ships and submarines as high tech, high quality work. This type of
work is certainly of high quality and provides many skilled jobs and apprenticeships at NVQ levels two
and three.

98 Defence Industrial Strategy, Defence White Paper, Ministry of Defence, p 2.
99 ibid, p 6.
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6. Social Clauses in Procurement

6.1 A separate but related issue is that of social clauses in procurement. Under the new EU Public
ProcurementDirectives,Member States are allowed to invite tenders for the provision of goods and services
that include social, employment and environmental considerations. Recital 33 of the Directive lists some of
the issues that might be addressed, which include “on-site vocational training, the employment of people
experiencing particular diYculty in achieving integration, the fight against unemployment or the protection
of the environment”.100

6.2 The TUC believes this clause can and should be used to provide orders to Remploy, provided that
they are able to meet required standards. Such action would ensure that work is provided for the many
disabled employees and potential employees of this laudable company. It would also be in line with the
government’s policy of getting people back to work, especially those on long-term disability and
incapacity benefit.

6.3 Some commentators argue that the UK’s years as a manufacturing nation are behind us. The TUC
could not disagree with this more strongly, but we believe that our years of indulging manufacturing
companies that do not train their workforce, do not seek to work in innovative ways and try to compete on
the basis of “bargain basement” terms and conditions are most certainly behind us. If manufacturing is to
enjoy a healthy future in the UK—and there is no reason to believe that it cannot—it must do so on the
basis of high skills, high value and high quality. That in turn requires paying workers decent wages and
treating them with respect.

6.4 By inviting tenders that require companies to skill their workforces properly, or that develop the
talents of all their workers, male and female, young and old, black and white, public procurement can play
a modest but important step in driving up standards in our manufacturing sector. The best manufacturing
companies already behave in this way and have nothing to fear. If we are to succeed in the longer term, we
must invest for the longer term.

7. Sustainable Public Procurement—Industrial Opportunities

7.1 Sustainable public procurement, intelligently applied and led by Government, oVers the UK major
new opportunities to develop the UK’s green manufacturing and service industries.

7.2 The TUC was pleased to take part in the Government’s Sustainable Procurement Task Force, and
believes that its National Action Plan101 oVers the UK amajor opportunity not only to tackle the 20 million
tonnes of CO2 emissions which is attributed to public procurement activities, but to stimulate a wide range
of green manufacturing and service industries.

7.3 TheUKGovernment’s SustainableDevelopment Strategy, Securing the Future, (March 2005) set the
ambitious goal for the UK to be recognised as amongst the leaders in Sustainable Procurement, across EU
member states, by 2009. In setting that goal, the PrimeMinister recognised that the way in which the public
sector spends its money—13% of GDP—has a major impact and a great contribution towards delivering
sustainable development in the UK.

7.4 According to latest DTI-Defra statistics (a survey undertaken by the Environmental Industries
Unit),102the UK environmental industries sector is growing rapidly; in recent years it has grown from £16
billion employing 170,000 people, to £25 billion and employing around 400,000.

7.5 Procuring the Future identifies typical spend areas for procurement by all departmental groups,
including: £6.5 billion for oYce machinery and computers; £5.4 billion on transport (cars and business
travel); £4.2 billion on IT Services; £3.2 billion on food; and £1.7 billion on pulp and paper.

7.6 The report cites a number of examples103 of governments already actively driving markets through
public procurement, including successes in the US through the use of the Energy Star labelling scheme for
computers. In Japan, a combination of policy tools that included legislation on green purchasing, sales of
low emission vehicles have increased dramatically in recent years. For the national government the
proportion of low-emission vehicles in its fleet has risen from under 20% in 2001 to 100% in 2005.

7.7 With over £5 billion spent on transport procurement, clearly theUKGovernment has an opportunity
through its Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership to develop initiatives to support the sale and supply of low
carbon vehicles and fuels. Such spending power could help ensure that UK motor, fuel and related
businesses are best placed to capitalise on the opportunities in the low carbon markets of the future, as well
as contributing to the achievement of UK Government targets for road transport carbon reductions.

1002004/18/EC, Recital 33.
101“Procuring the Future”, Sustainable Procurement National Action Plan: Recommendations from the Sustainable
Procurement Task Force, July 2006.

102Mapping the UK Environmental Goods and Services Sector: The Environmental Industry Unit’s Analysis of the Sector in
2004, Mansfield T and Thomas D, February 2005; http://www.dti.gov.uk/sectors/environmental/index.html

103“Procuring the future”, page 28.
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7.8 A similar view has emerged from The Corporate Leaders Group on Climate Change. Its recent
submission to the Prime Minister104 oVered a critical assessment of current public procurement strategies.
“Many promising low carbon technologies such as fuel cells and energy eYcient LED lighting need further
investment to bring down costs and enable them to be commercialised. R&D is relatively cheap and leads
tomany prototype products, but frequently these do notmake it tomarket because the uncertainty of future
sales makes it too risky to invest in the expense of demonstration products and scaling-up production.
Private sector supply chain management techniques allow suppliers to make these investments by clearly
articulating future needs and providing a credible promise of future sales. Public sector procurement
currently fails badly in this respect [our emphasis] but has the potential to play a key role at little risk by
using the forward commitment procurement techniques common in the private sector.”

7.9 Conceptually the process is simple: a government department or agency oVers to buy in the future a
product or service which delivers specified carbon emission benefits at a defined volume and at a cost that
it can aVord. Once the product is available in the market place, normal market forces will determine
competition and price.

7.10 The Corporate Leaders Group also argued that the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) was
critically important for providing a central signal to business about the rising cost of carbon. But, “there is
a need to introduce policies capable of triggering step-changes in technology development in areas such as
carbon capture and storage, hydrogen storage, tidal and wave generation and new transport technologies.”
The TUC supports these views, and has argued that the UK is in danger of missing opportunities to develop
clean coal technologies in the UK, allied to carbon sequestration.105 As currently drafted, the DTI’s
approach to Phase II of the EU ETS will act as a disincentive to clean coal investments.

7.11 The TUC welcomes the initiative of the Corporate Leaders Group in encouraging Government to
act on the recommendations of the Sustainable Procurement Task Force, on how the proactivemanagement
of public supply chains can bring innovative low carbon products and services to market. “Such action will
create significant competitive advantages for the UK by helping to drive the commercialisation of low
carbon products and services”, the group suggested.

7.12 Procuring the Future identifies several key challenges for public sector procurers—to lead by
example, set clear priorities, and ensure that it builds capacity within the procurement professions—in order
to achieve the radical environmental objectives set by Government. The TUC believes that, consistent with
these environmental goals, sustainable public procurement oVers major opportunities for UK
manufacturing and services through an imaginative use of social clauses in procurement (para 6.1, above),
allied to a creative approach to Article 3 of the Treaty of Rome (para 2.3, above).

8. London 2012 Olympics

8.1 London’s success in winning the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic games provides an important
opportunity for UK manufacturers. Among the strategic objectives for the 2012 Olympics is “to maximise
the economic, social, health and environmental benefits of the Games for the UK, particularly through
regeneration and sustainable development in East London”. Among the sub-objectives is: “Maximise the
employment and skills benefits for Londoners arising from Games related business”.106

8.2 TheTUC is fullymindful of the need to complywithEUprocurement law. In particular, procurement
must be non-discriminatory. Procurement decisions cannot discriminate against tenders from non-UK
based companies. Nevertheless, the people of East London, one of the most deprived parts of the UK, have
a right to expect that preparations for London 2012, together with the Legacy that will follow, will provide
benefits for them. There is no reason why, through the use of social clauses and other mechanisms, the
Olympics cannot help to deliver one of the objectives of the Warwick Agreement, namely: “public
procurement contracts to be given to UK firms within EU law, ensuring value for money for the public, and
(for) UK based firms and UK workers to benefit from orders and contracts.”

9. State Aids

9.1 The concept of state aid is easily misunderstood. The term “state aid”, whilst being used by the
European Commission to describe a particular type of assistance, can be portrayed, either by accident or
design, as advocating a return to old-style interventionism, with the taxpayer propping up lame duck
industries.

9.2 In fact, the EC position on state aid is one of common sense. Since government interventions should
not be allowed to distort competition and intra-community trade, there is a general prohibition on state aid.
However, as government interventions are deemed to be necessary in some circumstances for a well-
functioning and equitable economy, there are exemptions. The trend in the EU, particularly in recent years,
has been to try to reduce state aid, while recognising its value in limited circumstances.

104Corporate Leaders Group on Climate Change, July 2006.
105“A Framework for Clean Coal In Britain”, TUC, 2006.
106Olympic Delivery Authority, Procurement Policy (draft for consultation), p 27.
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9.3 Traditionally, the UK has given very low levels of state aid. Our state aid was the lowest among the
EU15 in 2001. In recent years, this has changed slightly. Figures published by the European Commission
in Spring 2005 showed that the share of aid given to manufacturing in the UK has more than doubled
between 2001 and 2003.107 Furthermore, the UK has risen from last place, when aid is measured as a
proportion of value-added, to 12th place, among theEU15. The TUChas consistently campaigned for levels
of state support that match the European average. That hasn’t yet been achieved and we continue to seek
progress on this issue, but the improvement is nevertheless to be welcomed.

9.4 The TUC campaign for support for strategic manufacturing industries, such as defence, aerospace,
themotor industry and pharmaceuticals, continues andwill be described in greater detail below. In our view,
direct support should be available to help vulnerable companies within those sectors to restructure or
specialise. Seventy per cent of UK state aid goes to manufacturing, yet none of that is in the form of direct
sectoral aid. It would only take a small proportion of aid to be directed at strategic industries in order to
match the manufacturing strategies of France or Germany, whose manufacturing sectors are performing
better than that of the UK.

10. Strategic Sectors

10.1 In April 2004, the French Prime Minister, Jean Pierre RaVarin, said he was committed to a “truly
European industrial policy”.108 He added that France must play a strong role in a number of specific
industries and had chosen nuclear energy, aerospace and health as strategic sectors.

10.2 Sweden has a particular focus on engineering. Germany, long time home of industrial engineering,
is focusing on biotechnology. Wallonia in Belgium is in the centre of an automotive region that produces
more than two million vehicles a year at 12 manufacturing sites, comprising General Motors, Ford,
DaimlerChrysler, Renault, Nedcar, Toyota, Volkswagen and Volvo. Unsurprisingly, Wallonia’s regional
government has oVered investment incentives for motor companies seeking to locate there.

10.3 In “Globalisation and the UK: strength and opportunity to meet the economic challenge”,
published by HM Treasury alongside the Pre-Budget Report 2005, the concept of comparative advantage
is introduced: “Comparative advantage predicts that, when economies have the flexibility to adapt to more
openmarkets, labour-intensive, lower technology productionwill take place in countries with an abundance
of low cost labour, while advanced economies, where labour costs are higher but physical capital and
expertise are more prevalent, will concentrate on exporting more skill- and capital-intensive goods.”109

10.4 Regarding manufacturing, this suggests that the UK can compete in high-cost high-value
production, but low-cost, low-value production is likely to migrate to Eastern Europe or poorer parts of
Asia.

10.5 These two scenarios require very diVerent policy responses, yet the UK government is not prepared
to identify those industries where we can remain competitive and support them accordingly, and identify
those where we are bound to lose jobs in the medium to longer term, admit the fact and develop alternative
policies, to support those who find themselves laid oV. Any attempt at such identification is confused with
“picking winners”. Yet this is what our competitors do.

10.6 In the TUC document, “An Industrial Strategy for the United Kingdom”,110 we identified defence,
aerospace, motor cars and motor components, and pharmaceuticals, as strategic sectors for the UK. We
also called for recognition of the potential of environmental technology, enabling a positive and lucrative
development into “greenmanufacturing”.Denmark andGermany have alreadymade a strong start in these
latter areas. With government support, there is no reason why the UK cannot join them.

10.7 In this regard, the TUC is particularly concerned about the sale of BAe Systems’ 20% stake inAirbus
to EADS, Airbus’s Franco-German parent company. We accept that BAe Systems is a private company
and must do what it believes is in the interests of its shareholders. However, this decision does mean that
the UK will no longer have a place on the company’s board. As a result, there is no UK involvement in the
management of civil aviation manufacturing.

10.8 The TUC is further concerned that no long-term guarantees have been given to the UK workforce
by BAe Systems, EADS or the Department of Trade and Industry. Without a UK stake on the board, it is
much easier for production to be moved away from the UK as part of any order for aircraft.

10.9 As well as the words on public procurement quoted above, theWarwick Agreement states: “Labour
will be proactive to ensure manufacturing does not lose critical mass and disappear”.111 UKmanufacturing
has been losing jobs at the rate of about 100,000 per annum in recent years. If this continues, the day will

107State Aid Scoreboard, Spring 2005 update, European Commission.
108“European Comment: A dangerous game”, Financial Times, 26 April 2004.
109“Globalisation and the UK: strength and opportunity to meet the economic challenge”, HM Treasury, December 2005,
paragraph 2.20.

110“An Industrial Strategy for the United Kingdom”, TUC, December 2005.
111“Britain is Working”, p 30.
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comewhen our critical mass will be lost. If that day is to be prevented, it is time we recognised those strategic
sectors where the UK can, with political will, remain competitive in the future, and support them
accordingly.

11. Skills

11.1 This part of the TUC’s submission looks at skills and training issues in the manufacturing sector,
but very much within the context of the ongoing Leitch Review of Skills, which is due to report by the end
of this year. A recent TUC report112 set out a five-point plan for reforming the existing skills policy
framework, in order to achieve a step-change of the order required to achieve a world-class skills base by
2020. At the heart of this plan is the urgent need for Government to adopt a genuine post-voluntary skills
policy framework and to embed this at the sector level by strengthening the role of Sector Skills Councils.

11.2 This approach would be hugely beneficial for sectors such as manufacturing, because it would put
in place a sectoral skills system based on a clear balance of rights and responsibilities. A newmodel of Sector
Skills Councils involving a genuine social partnership approach would give employers and employees (via
the union role) more control over training provision and ensure that this complemented and boosted
business performance whilst alsomeeting the long-term employability and skills needs of themanufacturing
workforce.

11.3 However, this new sectoral approach on skills would need to be accompanied by policy reforms that
addressed the legacy of low skills and the need to increase the availability of amuch wider range of skills and
aptitudes in the manufacturing sector. The combined eVect of these policy reforms would be to incentivise a
much greater investment in training by manufacturing employers and also to empower more employees to
invest in their skills throughout their working lives.

12. Good Progress in Recent Years

12.1 There has been important progress on upskilling in the UK in recent years:

— The trade union movement is actively engaged in the institutional skills framework—the TUC is
a member of the Skills Alliance Social and Economic Partnership and trade unions play an
important role on a range of skills bodies.

— The TUC has welcomed the clear evidence of concrete progress on skills, especially the aim to
reduce the large number of people without the skills or qualifications generally expected of a school
leaver (eg five GCSEs at A–C or a NVQ Level 2).

— There is also evidence of concrete progress on measures to tackle skills gaps.

— In recent years trade unions have also played an increasingly important role in enhancing skills at
the workplace level and the Government is to be congratulated for providing funding and support
for this via the Union Learning Fund and more recently via the establishment of unionlearn.

13. But Much More To Do On Skills

13.1 However, in spite of recent progress, there is a broad consensus that major deficiencies in British
skills are hampering the national drive to improve productivity and competitiveness and to address key
social justice issues such as poverty and social mobility. There is also general agreement that by 2020, global,
demographic and technological change will place an even greater premium on the UK’s skills profile than
at present and that this is particularly the case in the manufacturing sector.

13.2 There was therefore widespread support for the Government’s decision in the 2004 Pre-Budget
Report to ask Lord Leitch to undertake an independent review on skills. Some of the key challenges
identified by the review in its interim report are as follows:

— compared to our international competitors, the UK has a serious legacy of low skills, is seriously
deficient at intermediate and technical levels (ie NVQ Level 3 or equivalent) and also likely to fall
behind at degree level and above;

— it is already proving diYcult to achieve the Government’s existing skills targets, never mind the
scale of what is envisaged in the interim report;

— our skills gap accounts for a fifth of the productivity gap with Germany and an eighth of the gap
with France and these countries have ambitious strategies in place to further improve their skills
base;

— the interim report estimates that nearly 18 million people will need higher skill levels than at
present in order to achieve a world class skills base by 2020;

— we cannot depend on our young people to solve our skills deficit as “over 70% of our 2020
workforce has already completed their compulsory education”;

112“2020 Vision for Skills”, TUC, 2006.
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— there is a clear need to achieve an “appropriate balance of responsibility between Government,
employers and individuals for the action required to meet this level of change”.

13.3 These last two bullet points go to the crux of the debate onwhat needs to be done to address the skills
crisis facing the nation. Demographic trends mean that there must be a much greater focus on upskilling the
existing workforce than there is at present and this is particularly the case in manufacturing, due to the age
profile of the workforce and the diYculties attracting young people into the sector. But it is increasingly
evident that there also needs to be a new “social partners agreement” on how to radically transform the skills
system to achieve a world class skills base by 2020.

13.4 In “2020 Vision for Skills” the TUC set out its action plan for achieving a skills revolution along
these lines and one of the central conclusions of this report is that there needs to be a new consensus on
establishing a post-voluntary skills policy framework. Simply tinkering with the existing wholly voluntary
approach is not an option whilst we are still in a position where over a third of employers do not train any
of their staV and two fifths of employees (8.5 million individuals) say that they do not receive any training
at work.

13.5 he need to focus on the adult workforce does not mean in any way that the Government should
lessen its eVorts to develop high quality vocational options for young people, for example, by ensuring that
high quality Apprenticeships are available in all sectors of the economy and that the academic/vocational
divide is tackled. As well as helping to meet the ambitions for 2020, this will be an even more important
issue over the longer term as the flow of young people into the labourmarket gradually displaces the existing
workforce.

13.6 Moving towards a post-voluntary system will also involve a major change to the system itself and
the TUC envisages that the sectoral route has the potential to drive forward a much more robust skills
strategy, that would support the central thrust of existing Government policy on skills as set out in the two
SkillsWhite Papers, published in 2003 and 2005. This involves significantly raising demand for skills among
employers and employees and ensuring that high quality, flexible provision is in place to meet this demand.

13.7 In the remainder of this submission we look at the skills challenge facing the manufacturing sector
in particular and how the TUC’s proposals for reform, set out in “2020 Vision for Skills”, would bring about
a step change in improving skills across the sector.

14. Skills Shortages and Skills Gaps in the Manufacturing Sector

14.1 The annualNational Employers Skills Survey (NESS) provides uswith amuchmore detailed picture
of skills shortages (ie shortages aVecting recruitment) and skills gaps (skills gaps among the existing
workforce). An analysis of these key trends from the NESS113 has highlighted the following issues:

— employers emphasise that skills shortages are most severe for skilled trades, associate professional
and technical occupations, and also operative staV;

— the biggest source of skill shortages are specific technical skills and that while generic skills are
important, such “employability skills are desirable but not suYcient for employer
competitiveness”;

— skills gaps tend to be concentrated in the following occupations: sales, machine operatives and
elementary occupations.

14.2 Importantly, this analysis stresses that “skills deficiencies tend to be highly concentrated in
particular sectors, especially related to manufacturing and construction”. Furthermore, it says that “the
problems are most severe where employment levels are declining, yet there will be productive employment
opportunities here for the foreseeable future and these sectors will remain fundamental to the well-being of
many local communities”. This is an important point in relation to manufacturing—oYcial forecasts of a
continued decline in employment in the sector also emphasise that the sector has a very high replacement
ratio (ie workforce levels required to replace employees leaving the sector in the coming years) due to its age
profile and related factors.

14.3 However, important as they may be to some individual employers, the issue of skills shortages need
to be seen in perspective, as the numbers involved are much smaller than the numbers attributed to skills
gaps. This is stressed in the interim report of the Leitch Review, which says that “skills gaps are a greater
problem for the UK than skill-shortage vacancies; they are reported by a greater proportion of employers
and aVect a greater proportion of employees”.

14.4 Lower-level occupational groupings in manufacturing are particularly in need of upskilling. The
findings of the interim report of the Leitch Review shows that over half a million manufacturing employees
have no qualifications and nearly a million lack qualification at the school leaving standard of Level 2 (five
GCSEs at grade C or above or the vocational equivalent).

113Skills in England 2005, Learning and Skills Councils, July 2006.
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15. The Low-skills Equilibrium

15.1 It is also important to note that while the data on skills gaps are challenging enough, the other side
of the coin is that many manufacturing employers will not be reporting skills gaps because they are content
to produce low-spec products that do not require them to upskill their employees. A recent analysis by the
Learning and Skills Council114 puts this rather bluntly as follows: “Shifting such businesses up the value
chain, whilst compelling from the perspective of raising national productivity, is much less attractive to the
individual employer who might be getting along quite comfortably (for the time being at least)”.

15.2 And even where the evidence shows that investing more in training would increase productivity, too
many UK employers remain unconvinced. Research shows that although the overall eVect of training as a
stimulus for productivity is estimated to be twice as high as the wage eVect,115 employer demand for skills
in the UK remains relatively weak. Research by influential academics such as Professor Ewart Keep
highlights how poor skills usually go with other organisational problems and that strategies to tackle the
former cannot be undertaken in isolation from the latter. Professor Keep contends that too many firms in
the UK are trapped in a “low-skills equilibrium” and that demand for skill is therefore limited by this.116

15.3 He argues that “if raising demand for skill is a policy goal, policy needs to find ways to encourage
more employers to raise their game in terms of their product market strategies”. Many firms that fall within
this category have poor workplace organisation and employee voice arrangements that are either non-
existent or very weak. It is also argued that the lack of investment in skills and innovation in theUK is partly
down to weaknesses in management and Nick Bloom of the London School of Economics has estimated
that diVerences inmanagement practices account for 10–15% of the gap in total factor productivity between
American and British firms.

15.4 Simply increasing and improving the supply of skills will not automatically lead to higher skill levels
across the workforce. To some extent the UK Government has recognised this and is developing a more
demand-led approach to skills policy, but it could do much more to drive up both employer and employee
demand as set out in the recommendations in “2020 Vision for Skills”.

15.5 The Government has also quite rightly acknowledged that improving skills is an integral aspect of
its aim to increase the proportion of high performance workplaces in the economy. We know that the
presence of a recognised trade union is positively associated with policies that contribute to high
performance workplaces and we also know that employees get more training when the issue is negotiated
with employers by unions rather than simply consulted on.117 Research studies demonstrate the positive
links between high performance workplaces, union recognition and the negotiation of training via the
collective bargaining system and the Leitch Review should be advocating policy reforms that would embed
this model in many more workplaces than at present.

15.6 The debate on skills also needs to be seen in the context of a number of key policy themes and, in
particular, that education and skills are an increasingly important contribution to achieving further
improvements in economic and social priorities. The globalisation agenda is at the heart of this debate and
the TUC’s recent submission to the Treasury118 prioritised improving skills levels to raise productivity.
However, the submission also emphasised that any skills strategy needs to be linked to an active industrial
strategy that addresses the opportunities of globalisationwhile protecting potential casualties. On this basis,
the submission included a number of proposals related directly and indirectly to skills policy, including a
new fund to provide training and job search support for employees who lose those their jobs due to major
changes in world trade.

16. Workforce Training in the Manufacturing Sector—The Latest Statistics

16.1 There are two key sources of quantitative data on skills in the manufacturing sector which provide a
fairly detailed picture of existing training provision. These are the annual National Employers Skills Survey
(NESS) commissioned by the LSC and the Government’s Labour Force Survey (LFS). The latest annual
data from the LFS showed an increase in the incidence of training among manufacturing employees during
the second half of the 1990s, but this has been followed by a decline in more recent years. Between 1995 and
1999 the proportion of manufacturing employees saying that they were in receipt of job-related training
during the past three months increased from 18.4% to 21.1%. However, by 2005 this had fallen to 20.5%
with most of the decline explained by fewer training opportunities for male employees (down from 21.6%
in 1999 to 20.6% in 2005). The latest data from the LFS also shows that 37% of manufacturing employees
had never been oVered training by their current employer, well above the economy-wide average of 29%.

114Skills in England, 2005.
115“The Impact of Training on Productivity and Wages”, L Deardon et al, Centre for Economic Performance, London School
of Economics, 2000.

116“Market Failure in Skills”, Ewart Keep, Sector Skills Development Agency, 2006.
117For a summary of recent research, see “High Performance Workplaces—Impact of Union presence and training
arrangements”, TUC, September 2006.

118“Globalisation and the Comprehensive Spending Review”, TUC, July 2006.
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16.2 The trends set out above clearly demonstrate that too many manufacturing employers are not
oVering their staV any training at all and that many of those that do provide training are failing to equip
their staV with the necessary qualifications for developing a high-skilled manufacturing sector.

17. A New Skills Offer for the Economically Inactive

17.1 Due to the age profile of the existing workforce and the limitations on a new pool of youth labour,
the manufacturing sector is especially dependent on attracting economically inactive people into the sector
over the coming years. The TUC has welcomed the fact that in Budget 2006 the Chancellor highlighted that
the Leitch Review is considering “whether and how to bring together at a local level, employment and
training services for not just the unemployed, but all seeking new skills”. The urgent need for a new approach
on skills for the economically inactive, especially those on Incapacity Benefit, was highlighted in a recent
TUC report.119 Many of these individuals are casualties of the two recessions that decimated the
manufacturing sector in the 1980s and 1990s and many of them would welcome the opportunity to reskill
in order to regain employment in the sector.

17.2 The TUC report showed that over one million 50–65 year olds who want to work can’t get a job
because employers won’t recruit older workers or retain the ones they already employ by investing in
training or making minor adjustments for disabilities. The interim report by the Leitch Review has
highlighted that 60% of the growth in the labour market by 2020 will be attributed to employees aged 50–65,
due to demographic trends. The TUC is recommending that the review’s final recommendations need to
acknowledge that as well as integrating welfare to work and skills provision, there needs to be a range of
new measures to ensure that employers are working with unions to eliminate age discrimination and retain
older workers. This is particularly important in manufacturing, a sector which can least aVord to lose any
more of its skilled workforce in the coming years.

17.3 However, there are also other key groups outside the labour market, and especially women, who
require additional support with upskilling to enable them to achieve sustainable employment. The TUC has
welcomed the proposals on skills by the Women and Work Commission and in particular the new skills
initiatives that are being taken forward at the sector level. Black and minority ethnic groups outside the
labour market also face “skills discrimination” which is limiting their potential to gain quality employment.
The TUC believes that the Government needs to do much more to address the skills barriers faced by
particular groups such as these. This is one of the key issues in our five-point plan. Another issue that we
are prioritising is the need for additional investment by Government and employers in upskilling adult
employees in order to address the fact that the Apprenticeship system cannot at present provide funding for
people aged over 26.

18. 2020 Vision for Skills

18.1 The recent TUC report, “2020 Vision for Skills”, set out five key priorities that we believe should
be at the heart of the final recommendations of the Leitch Review, which are due by the end of this year.
The five key recommendations are as follows:

Employers and Government must invest more in adult skills

18.2 The 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review should include more state funding for boosting
workplace skills for adults, including union learning initiatives. Government should also act as an employer
of best practice in relation to its own workforce and continue to use public procurement to embed training
obligations in contractual arrangements.

18.3 Employers must invest more in staV training that leads to formal qualifications and sustainable
skills, and a range of policy measures need to be introduced to achieve this end, especially at the sector level.

Unions must be real social partners in the Government’s skills strategies

18.4 There is a need to develop genuine social partnership arrangements on skills policy and delivery at
national, regional and sectoral levels in order to drive forward a genuine demand-led approach that reflects
the needs of both employers and individual employees.

18.5 The sector approach in particular requires a more robust social partnership approach as it has the
potential to deliver some of the key elements of a post-voluntary skills framework. Sector Skills Agreements
need to include a new regulatory dimension to drive up employer investment in training and to empower
employees to access quality training in the workplace.

119“Ready, Willing and Able”, TUC, August 2006.
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New legal rights to paid time oV to train are essential

18.6 Adult employees without a Level 2 qualification should have a statutory right to request paid time
oV to train from their employer to achieve this educational standard, in order to tackle those employers that
refuse to allow their staV to access state-subsidised paid time oV arrangements (ie via the Train to Gain
programme).

Positive action is needed at all levels to tackle skills discrimination

18.7 The Government should develop concrete proposals to tackle skills discrimination for a range of
specific groups, including black and minority ethnic workers, disabled employees and older workers, along
with further development of ongoing initiatives aimed at women. And Sector Skills Agreements should be
strengthened so that Sector Skills Councils are obliged to come up with initiatives for improving training
opportunities for all these groups of employees with clearly prescribed targets and outcomes.

Unions and workers must have an equal voice in workplace skills bargaining

18.8 Employers and unions should be incentivised to negotiate on training by including it as a collective
bargaining issue in the statutory union recognition procedure.

18.9 As agreed in the Warwick Accord, the Government should examine options to enable trade unions
to negotiate more collective arrangements such as Learning Agreements and Learning Committees.

18.10 The new Collective Learning Funds proposed by the TUC, which are to be trialled over the coming
year, oVer a huge potential for persuadingmore employers to work with unions to develop a genuine culture
of lifelong learning in unionised workplaces.

18.11 Underpinning this new post-voluntary skills framework would be a new “social contract” at the
sector level which would enable employers and employees in sectors like manufacturing to have a much
greater influence over the provision and delivery of state-subsidised training.

19. Institutional Skills Framework—A New Social Partnership Approach?

19.1 The TUC has continued to highlight that one of the factors contributing to the UK’s skills deficit
is the lack of a robust social partnership approach to skills, something that underpins arrangements inmany
of the European countries that continue to lead us on skills. The Leitch Review must address this central
issue if it is going to achieve a new consensus on building a post-voluntary skills framework. This will require
a change of approach in the formulation and delivery of skills provision at the national, regional, and
sectoral levels, giving trade unions a much stronger voice than at present.

19.2 For example, there is a need to raise the status of the Skills Alliance so that it is viewed as a national
social partnership body with real teeth that genuinely influences the direction of policy on skills. The TUC
also remains concerned that the Regional Skills Partnerships (RSPs), which are increasingly being given
more high-level functions, lack enough buy-in from employers and workforce representation via trade
unions. In its response to the 2003 Skills White Paper, the TUC stated that it was concerned that the
Government had decided it would “not prescribe a particular form of partnership in the regions” for the
RSPs, in spite of strong recommendations from the TUC that it was essential to give demand-side
representatives a leading role on these new bodies. And there remain concerns among both employers and
trade unions that they are not in a position to adequately influence the regional skills agenda through these
partnerships.

20. Sector Skills Councils

20.1 The TUC believes that the sectoral approach in particular has the potential to deliver some of the
key elements of a post-voluntary skills framework, but this would need to be accompanied by a much more
robust form of social partnership than simply obliging SSCs to have at least one union Board member.
Whilst it is true that some SSCs have gone beyond this minimal commitment by oVering two or three seats
to trade unions, the Government needs to send a clear message that all these sectoral bodies should have
high-level and wide representation from both sides of industry.

20.2 Such representation should be oVered on the basis that SSCs would be much more eVective at
tackling the skills agenda at the sector level if they adopted this approach. A recent report by the Sector
Skills Development Agency120 highlights the benefits of sectoral approaches in other countries entailing
more regulatory levers/fiscal incentives than in theUKbut also stronger employee voice to ensure “that both
the wider public functions of qualifications and the sector-specific needs of employees are met”. The reality
is that unions often have a much clearer grasp of the longer-term skill needs of the whole workforce than
employers, who tend to focus on providing informal workplace training to meet short-term business
strategies and to limiting substantive training opportunities to their more well qualified staV.

120“Lessons from Abroad”, Sector Skills Development Agency, 2006.
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20.3 If the sector skills approach in the UK replicated the model in some other countries, the TUC
believes that new Sector Skills Agreements being brokered by Sector Skills Councils could do much more
to deliver on the priority policy levers highlighted below (ie paid time oV to train, action on skills
discrimination, and building collective bargaining on skills at the workplace level). They could also examine
the potential of other policy measures to increase employer investment in skills, such as the extension of
Licence to Practice arrangements and the use of training levies in sub-sectors where it is evident that
voluntary arrangements are failing.

20.4 However, using the sector level to implement elements of a new post-voluntary framework on skills
along these lines will require the Government to address the growing dominance of an employer-led
approach to skills strategies and to replace it with an employment-led approach where unions have
equivalent influence. For example, it is not good enough for Government to argue that the new Skills
Academies should be left in the hands of employers to devise a flexible model that meets their business
needs—the workforce and trade unions need to be at the heart of these academies if they are genuinely going
to be demand-led agencies.

20.5 A recent report by the EEF (Learning to Change, 2006) has also recommended that theGovernment
should build on the sector skills approach and that other partnerships (eg Regional Skills Partnerships) need
to bemore demand-side orientated. However, while elements of this report chime with TUC concerns about
the demand side, it is diYcult to see how the EEF’s recommendations will achieve a step-change in skills
simply through institutional reform and without any new policy levers to drive up employer investment in
training and employee engagement in work-based training.

20.6 The TUC’s recent recommendations to the Leitch Review set out a twin-approach involving
institutional reform that would boost social partnership arrangements and thereby boost the impact of the
demand-side on skills provision. In particular, there is a strong case for developing this approach via the
sectoral route and also ensuring that state provision is delivering training that is relevant to the needs of
business and employees in each sector. If the Government adopted an approach along these lines, the
manufacturing sector would benefit enormously and many of the skills barriers in existence would be
addressed.

21. Marketing UK plc

21.1 The work of UK Trade and Investment (UKTI), in supporting exporters and encouraging inward
investment, is clearly a vital strand of the DTI’s work. The context of this work is described in the UKTI
document, “Prosperity in a Changing World”.121

21.2 Historically, the UK has proved highly successful in winning inward investment. There is probably
no single reason why this has been the case. Awell-skilled workforce, the UK’s place in Europe, and English
as the international business language, have probably all been factors in this success.

22. Positive Industrial Relations

22.1 The TUC would, naturally enough, wish to highlight the importance of good industrial relations.
No company would feel comfortable investing millions of pounds in a country where labour relations are
likely to cause problems.

22.2 The UK has a good record of inward investor companies working well with trade unions. This is
highlighted by the fact that, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, when a number of high profile Japanese
companies, including Toyota, Nissan andKomatsu, came to theUK, they chose to recognise a union. There
was no obligation on them to do so, yet rather than operate a non-union regime, they sought a positive
relationship with a trade union. None of them has sought to derecognise and anecdotal reports tell of a
positive industrial relations experience.

22.3 For this reason, the TUC is disappointed that “Prosperity in a ChangingWorld” does not make any
reference to trade unions and the positive role that they can play. An independent voice for the workforce
can mean that a company’s decision is challenged on occasions, yet such a challenge often leads to a better
final decision being made. Mature employers recognise this.

22.4 We also believe there is an important role for trade unionists to be included in trade delegations to
foreign countries that are undertaken by theDTI. This role has been largely ignored for a generation—trade
union leaders are rarely included in DTI missions, either by the DTI or by the businesses taking part,
although the TUC (along with aYliated unions) has participated in more policy-focused DTI delegations
to the USA, China and India, and to recent World Trade Organisation Ministerial meetings, and the TUC
has been developing some joint projects on labour law and labour market reform in Brazil and Tunisia with
the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce.

22.5 The role that unions can play in trade missions is to provide possible business partners and inward
investors with an understanding of industrial relations, labour standards and diversity and skills issues; and
to provide trade union organisations in other countries with an understanding of labour relations and

121“Prosperity in a changing world”, UK Trade and Investment, July 2006.
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workers’ terms and conditions in British companies. Two examples of the role that unions can play are the
work that the Transport andGeneralWorkersUnion (TGWU) did to persuadeChinese companies to invest
in Rover in 2005, and the regular briefings that TUC oYcials have given over the years to Japanese
companies considering inward investment. British trade unions have also advised trade unions in India and
Poland about British companies opening up in, or outsourcing to, their countries.

22.6 Unlike companies taking part in such missions, trade unions would clearly not be seeking to make
a profit out of their involvement, and their participation would need to be subsidised appropriately by
business or government.

23. Strategic Sectors

23.1 Earlier in this paper, we describe our support for the concept of strategic sectors in the UK. It is
therefore pleasing that, in “Prosperity in a Changing World”, UKTI appears to embrace this concept. In
the “Foreword”, signed by Ministers Gordon Brown, Margaret Beckett, Alistair Darling and Ian
McCartney, the document states:

“Focus—Government eVortswill be targetedwhere they canmake themost diVerence. Thismeans
focusing on important sectors and technologies where the UK has a comparative advantage, and
on the overseas markets which oVer the greatest opportunities. We must market our strengths.”122

23.2 This message is reinforced on page 14 of the document: “We will focus on specific sectors and
technology clusters where we can make the most diVerence . . . We will make targeted interventions with
high-value clients—whether they beUKowned companies or overseas-owned companies new to, or already
established in, the UK.”123

23.3 The TUC welcomes that emphasis. We support an industrial policy based on the concept of
comparative advantage and believe this emphasis by UKTI is a step in the right direction.

24. UKTI Focus

24.1 However, the TUC would question the focus of UKTI’s marketing activity being on the City of
London and the financial institutions of the UK.Whilst we have no objection to those sectors, their success
is well-known and it might be more valuable for UKTI to focus on areas of the economy, like UK
manufacturing, where there are important success stories that are not always understood. World-class
companies such as Rolls Royce, British Aerospace, Toyota and Nissan are highly productive and are well
placed to demonstrate just how good UK manufacturing can be.

25. Staffing in UKTI

25.1 On page 47 of “Prosperity in a Changing World”, the document states: “By March 2007, we will
have reduced posts in headquarters by some 40% since 2004. Some 90% of our people will be in the front
line overseas, in the English regions, or in customer facing service delivery in headquarters.”

25.2 It is necessary to repeat that cuts in public sector workers, whether in client facing or in so-called
“back oYce” jobs, should not be amatter of pride. Cuts in the workforce simplymean a poorer service being
delivered. We are sorry that UK politicians continually fail to recognise this.

26. Conclusion

26.1 In conclusion, UK manufacturing is at a crossroads. We are losing manufacturing jobs at a rate of
100,000 per year, putting a question mark over the “critical mass” of UKmanufacturing that was described
in the Warwick Agreement.

26.2 The TUC believes that urgent action is needed and welcomes this inquiry, which we hope will give
momentum to a drive across government to support the UK manufacturing sector.

26.3 Procurement policy is one important lever that can be used. Wemust develop a set of common rules
across Europe. It is unacceptable that other governments use derogations and caveats, which were
deliberately included in European treaties in order to safeguard and support industry, while our government
does not. We must also learn the lessons of the “battledress procurement” incident from 2004.

26.4 The Defence Industrial Strategy is important and oVers a model for other industries. Social clauses
in procurement should be utilised and the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games oVer a marvellous
opportunity to use procurement in support of the regeneration of East London, as well as to promote UK
manufacturing.

122Ibid, page 2.
123Ibid, page 14.
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26.5 Sustainable public procurement oVers major opportunities for UK manufacturing and services,
through an imaginative use of social clauses in procurement, allied to a creative approach to Article 3 of the
Treaty of Rome.

26.6 The UK should use state aid creatively and consider the role of strategic industries within
manufacturing, building on the UK’s comparative advantage.

26.7 With regard to skills, there is an urgent need for a genuine post-voluntary skills framework. The
TUC believes this should be embedded at the sector level by strengthening the role of Sector Skills Councils.

26.8 The legacy of low skills must be addressed, together with the need to increase the availability of a
much wider range of skills and aptitudes in the manufacturing sector. Good progress has been made in
increasing the UK skills base in recent years, but major deficiencies continue to hamper the national drive
to improve productivity and competitiveness. Key social justice issues, such as poverty and social mobility,
must also be addressed.

26.9 As well as increased investment by government and employers, unions must be allowed to become
real social partners in the government’s skills strategies. New legal rights to paid time oV to train are essential
and positive action is needed to tackle skills discrimination.

26.10 Finally, when marketing the UK abroad, the good news story of UK industrial relations should
be told. Manufacturing, along with the City of London and the financial sector, should be promoted to
would-be investors in the UK.

September 2006

APPENDIX 49

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the TUC

Future of UKManufacturing

Thank you for giving the TUC the opportunity to present oral evidence to the Trade and Industry Select
Committee on 12 December 2006, as part of your inquiry into the future of UK manufacturing. We found
this to be a very stimulating discussion and hope it was useful to you. There were a number of points that
we promised to follow up on.

Firstly, on procurement, we have made a number of submissions to the OYce of Government Commerce
(OGC), regarding the implementation of the new EUpublic sector directive, which was transposed into UK
law in January 2006. I enclose one of our submissions, which includes our main arguments. We believe the
new directive can be used to promote skills training and apprenticeships, as well as greater equality and
sustainability, in public sector purchasing of manufactured goods.

We strongly support a commitment to high quality skills training, positive industrial relations,
environmental responsibility, equal opportunities and fair employment in contracts let to deliver the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. We have made these points in our submission to the
consultation on the Olympic Delivery Authority’s (ODA) procurement policy. A copy of our submission
to this consultation is enclosed, together with a copy of the ODA’s draft procurement policy, which we feel
is much more positive than interpretations of UK and EU procurement law put forward by the OGC. We
look forward to continuing discussions with the various Olympic bodies in the run up to 2012.

On high performance workplaces, including trade union recognition, and the link to high productivity, I
mentioned that there are a number of studies into this issue. An example that we have found useful is a study
entitled “German multinational Companies in the United Kingdom: Employee Relations and Subsidiary
Performance”, one of whose authors, Professor Heinz-Josef Tuselmann of Manchester Metropolitan
University, presented his findings at a TUC seminar in 2005.

In the summary of main findings, this report states:

“German multinational companies’ sites in the UK that reflect the collective orientation of the
German model, taking the form of trade union recognition in a UK context, out-perform on
average their non-unionised counterparts in terms of labour productivity, whilst at the same time
recording no relative disadvantage in terms of financial performance compared to non-unionised
subsidiaries.”

On UK Trade and Investment, I have written to Rt Hon Ian McCartney MP, the Minister of State for
Trade, Investment and Foreign AVairs, regarding the inclusion of trade unionists on trade delegations to
foreign countries undertaken by the DTI, and regarding our two suggested additions to the six qualities of
the UK as a place to do business. A copy of my letter to Mr McCartney is also enclosed.

Mr Binley asked us about paying for training. Our document, “2020 vision for skills”, addresses this issue
on pages 14–16. Finally, I described a variety of materials that we have produced in support of
apprenticeships. A range of these materials is enclosed.
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I hope that covers all the issue that we said we would follow up. However, if you require any further
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

17 January 2007

APPENDIX 50

Memorandum submitted by UKTI

PROSPERITY IN A CHANGING WORLD STRATEGY UPDATE

Overview

UKTI is pressing ahead with implementation of its new Strategy. Work is progressing well on all key
workstreams. Delivery is overseen and monitored by a Strategy Implementation Board. Our new structure
is now also in place. ByMarch 2007 some 90% of our people will be in the front line overseas, in the English
regions, or in customer facing service delivery in our main London and Glasgow oYces. Whilst co-
ordinating and driving forward this strategy across Government, we continue to deliver to our existing
customers through a range of services and programmes including our flagship “Passport to Export”
Programme and Tradeshow Access Programme (TAP).

Strategic Marketing Exercise

As part of UKTI’s new Strategy, we committed to develop a new overarching proposition for the UK
economy. Drawing from the UK’s many strengths, our objective from the outset was to develop a new
framework that would join up our trade and investmentmessaging and showcase a fresh, dynamic, confident
and world-class proposition to our target audience. A launch is planned for March 2007.

City Strategy

The Chancellor’s High Level City group has endorsed UKTI’s City Strategy. This was developed in
partnership with leading financial sector bodies fromLondon, the devolved administrations and the English
regions. The new Financial Services Sector Advisory Board (FSSAB) met for first time on 11 December.
Progress to date includes:

— A promotional brochure and website, jointly produced with key stakeholders (ThinkLondon,
IFSL and the Corporation)—are on target for release late March/early April.

— Dedicated strategies for India and China will be presented to FSSAB for formal approval on 15
February.

— New diplomatic positions dedicated to financial services, have been created in Mumbai, Beijing
and Shanghai.

— In November 2006 International Financial Services London (IFSL) was nominated as UKTI’s
delivery partner for the City Strategy.

— The Advisory Board is likely to start developing specific lines of work, such as the creation of an
Islamic Finance sub-group and to devise a strategy for Islamic Finance.

Sectors

Similar strategies will be drawn up this year in a further four key sectors: ICT, Life Sciences, Creative
Industries and Energy. These strategies will illustrate UK sectoral strengths, gaps, key messages, channels
tomarket, activity plans, targets andmarketing and promotional initiatives. The strategies will be supported
by high quality promotional material, to target specific overseas business sectors and individual companies
on the basis of core messages about relevant UK strengths and to assist UK companies in selling themselves
overseas.

Ministerial Overseas Visits Committee

Businesses told us that they value the visits that Ministers undertake on their behalf. In order to ensure
that the UK derives maximum benefit from these visits, the Strategy committed UKTI to establish a co-
ordination mechanism for inward and outward visits. In mid-December, Ian McCartney chaired the first
meeting of the cross-Whitehall Overseas Ministerial Visits Coordination Committee, with representatives
from 15 Whitehall Departments. The committee agreed an outline mechanism to coordinate high level
outward and inward visits, by Ministers and senior government oYcials. The proposed mechanism should
ensure that future visits will:
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— allow for better targeting and timing in order to increase the impact for the UK economy;

— have greater continuity and linkage between visits, for example by recording follow-up actions and
outcomes after each visit and the dissemination of these actions to the next visiting Minister or
oYcial;

— ensure that each market has a standardised brief outlining Government priorities for that
market; and

— ensure follow-up actions from the previous visit are taken forward.

R&D Programme

As part of its five-year Strategy, UKTI is developing initiatives to attract more business R&D to the UK,
building on the UK’s undoubted strengths in this area and to help UK based R&D intensive companies to
internationalise. The evidence is that overseas companies view the UK positively as an R&D centre, but do
not have precision on the available opportunities, nor on how to enter the market. UKTI initiatives have
been set up to overcome this. We have now appointed private sector specialist support for several of our key
areas of work. This includes Sector Specialists, High Growth Markets, and our Global Partnerships &
Global Entrepreneurs programmes as well as the R&D Programme to identify R&D to help attract inward
activity; and UK based companies with which we can work. In addition, two R&D Programme pilot
projects are now underway, for targeting overseas companies.

High Growth Markets

Additional resources for the high-growth markets have been identified and the rollout of the additional
positions in Posts in these markets (including Mumbai, Shanghai and Beijing) is already underway.
Recruitment of 15BusinessAdvisors, to focus onmedium-sized companieswith potential to succeed in high-
growth markets, is also underway.

Joint Economic and Trade Committees (JETCO), or equivalents are delivering real progress. The India
JETCO has already delivered liberalisation of air services and the Indian Finance Minister has introduced
a Bill to raise the foreign investment cap in insurance to 49% (up from 26%). The Government of India have
agreed to provide a more targeted breakdown of project details for their approved US$350 billion
infrastructure schemes and invite UK participation. As a result of the Brazil JETCO a joint statement was
issued including 15 recommendations for future action including support for ratification of Brazil/UK
agreement on taxation of air transport and shipping. China’s recently announced banking regulations allow
foreign banks to incorporate locally and oVer full renminbi services throughout China. The China JETC
has also agreed to set up additional working groups on healthcare and logistics.

RDAs

We are working closely with the RDAs on the joint Reviews of the UK regions’ overseas presence and of
UKTI’s trade operations in the English regions. Our aim is to complete bothReviews earlier than theMarch
2008 Strategy commitment. The RDAs are also being involved in the development and implementation of
the R&D and High Growth Markets Programmes, City of London/Financial Services Strategy, and with
Marketing the UK. On 20 June we are planning the first annual summit with the RDAs (and the Devolved
Administrations’ development agencies) to review progress in delivering prosperity on the basis of the
Strategy.

UKTI’s New Structure

UKTI’s new structure is in place. It comprises five distinct Groups with the following areas of
responsibility:

Sectors Group—strategic and political assistance to UK business in key sectors in their pursuit of
overseas opportunities Business Group—UKTI’s new client facing group responsible for delivery
of our product portfolio across trade and investment using national and regional delivery teams.

International Group—policy on globalisation and high-growth markets and management of
UKTI’s resources overseas.

Marketing—overall responsibility for the marketing messages and materials.

Corporate AVairs—strategy, cross-cutting policy, business planning, performance management
and evaluation, financial management, human resources and IT systems.
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Proposed New Targets

We continue to deliver our existing Public Service Agreement (PSA) targets. We are in discussion with
Treasury on UKTI’s new set of high-level targets. These are due to be implemented from April 2007.

Evaluation and Performance Monitoring Programme

Through our Performance and Impact Monitoring Survey (PIMS), we now have in place a monitoring
survey that provides us with a robust economic evaluation of the services we provide. This is an
independently monitored client interview based system undertaken for UKTI by OMB Research, a market
research company specialising in business surveys.

We also continue to strengthen the evidence for the economic rationale for the work UKTI undertakes
and to assess value for money for the taxpayer. For example, research carried out during 2006–07 looked
at the work of UKTI’s Trade Advisers in the English Regions. Their report estimates that the services
provided by UKTI International Trade Teams produce a benefit cost ratio of 25:1. This represents good
value for money and compares favourably with the 17:1 benefit cost ratio demonstrated in the 2005Relative
Benefits Study, for all UKTI trade development services. The full report, along with a short document
setting out UKTI’s response to the evaluation recommendations, are publicly available on the UKTI
website.

Additionally, new research undertaken for UKTI found that 60% of productivity growth over the period
1996 to 2004 was achieved by UK exporters despite these being a minority of UK businesses overall.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

We have embarked on a significant IT programme to implement a central electronic CRM system to
improve customer service and give us better management information. Deployment of CRM is planned to
take place in a phased manner between December 2006 and Autumn 2007, initially to 48 overseas markets
with parallel rollout to the English regions and our service delivery staV in our main London and
Glasgow oYces.

UKTI’s Website

Wehave continued to develop theUKTIwebsite as ameans of providing our customers with personalised
information including sector and country profiles, event details, contacts for and advice to new exporters
and information about UKTI services. UK businesses can sign up to receive value-added Business
Opportunities and detailed sector-in-country reports. As at 15 January 2007 the website had over 16,000
active registered business customers.

January 2007

APPENDIX 51

Memorandum submitted by Professor Alison Wolf

Alison Wolf, Sir Roy GriYths Professor of Public Sector Management, King’s College London

This country has an extremely long history of governmental concern with actual or potential skill
shortages. In the following paragraphs I will attempt to extract the major lessons of this history. Most are
negative (though no less informative for that): but I end with a major positive lesson with some clear policy
implications.

The first large scale inquiry into possible shortfalls in skills training and technical/vocational education
took place in 1867 a period when the UK was still the clear world leader in industrial production but
becoming increasingly anxious about rising competition from Germany. (At this point, the country had a
smaller population than Germany or the USA—30 million compared to 41 and 38 million respectively.
Japan was just about to stage the Meiji restoration (1868), which set the scene for its rise as modern and
industrial power.)

This first inquiry was followed by a steady flow of similar inquiries and commissions, whose common
thread, was, interestingly, a preoccupation with the German economy and German competition, as well as
with technical and engineering skills, and with manufacturing industry. I list below the main such reports
for the period 1867–1969.Most led to, at most, a few changes to the system of part-time “further” education
or, in some cases, to short-lived experiments with technical schools and technical grammar schools.
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From 1969 onwards, Royal Commissions go out of fashion, but the pace of policy-making and the
number of reports increase (notably from such bodies as NEDO—the National Education Development
OYce, which existed from 1962 to 1992—and the CBI, as well as from central government. ) A full list of
these would stretch to pages (but for relevant discussions see Hodgson et al 2002;Wolf 2002;Wolf et al 2006)
Key policy innovations were the Industrial Training Boards, with compulsory levies, created in the 1960s,
active in the 1970s, and abolished in the early 1980s; and the Manpower Training Commission, established
in the early 1970s and highly active in the 1980s and early 1990s. New occupation—specific qualifications—
National Vocational Qualifications—were developed in the late 80s, covering 95% of all then-extant
occupations; and General National Vocational Qualifications, for use in full-time secondary and further
education, followed. (GNVQs were abolished last year, but NVQs remain. ) GNVQ titles/syllabuses
included Manufacturing and Engineering (as separate subject areas) but very few students ever took a
Manufacturing GNVQ.

In all cases, skill shortages and the need to upgrade the skills of the current as well as the future workforce
were the major justification for policy, and especial attention was focused on manufacturing industry. In
the case of the Manpower Services Commission, management skills were the concern of a large-scale
“Management Charter Initiative” which, in the early 1990s, developed management standards and a range
of NVQs in management, which were expected to achieve high levels of uptake and have a major impact on
management skills, especially in small and medium enterprises. (These have undergone two sets of major
revisions and are still available as formal qualifications.)

More recently, we have had the National Skills Task Force, which was established by David Blunkett
when Labour first took oYce in 1997, to address the perceived skills crisis, Its final report (“Skills for All”)
was published in 2000 and made 26 recommendations for governmental action, to form part of a new
National Skills Agenda. Some, though by no means all of these, have been implemented.

Most recently, we have had the Leitch report. (2006: “Prosperity for all in the global economy—world
class skills”) Much of the latter’s analysis, and emphasis on the need to “upskill” the workforce in response
to rising overseas challenges will be extremely familiar to anyone who has read the reports of the late 19th
century, let alone those of the 1970s. The major change is that, instead of Germany, the most recent reports
pay most attention to the rising power of China (and a lesser extent India), and the number of engineering
graduates being produced by these countries. However, Germany does still figure as an important point of
comparison, in the context of the qualification levels of the current workforce. Another point of continuity
between earlier reports and the most recent inquiries is the relative lack of attention paid to the United
States, even though the USA has been the world leader in innovation, productivity growth, and income per
head for well over a century.

What lessons can one draw?

The most important must be that government training and skills policy has rather little impact on the real
economy. During the period described, the UK economy grew by a rather constant, if rather unexciting,
average of around 2%, while, around it, other countries exhibited far greater gyrations.Most of the inquiries
held in the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries produced rather little action; and in the
1960s and 1970s, when the UK economy was performing very badly, a number of influential authors argued
that the failure to establish good technical education on the German model was a major reason for this
economic weakness. However, the economic turn-around of the 1990s, and the sustained success of the UK
economy in the last decade, have been achieved without any such technical education system being created.

Sir GeoVrey Owen’s superb analysis of the decline, and re-birth, of UK industry (Owen 1999) concluded
that, in all but one sector (mechanical engineering), the failure—or relative success—of apprenticeship and
on-job training was of veryminor relevance to the industry’s history. The great success story of the post-war
years, namely pharmaceuticals, was oV the radar of post-war education planners, who were preoccupied, as
usual, with engineering and manufacturing skills.

Suppose, however, that one adopts a counter-factual, and imagines a Britain in which a much larger
number of young people are trained in the skills required for manufacturing industry, and large sums are
alsomade available to such industry in order to sustain and improve the skill levels of the existing workforce.
Could this plausibly have increased our recent growth rates, and current prosperity? Or made us confident
of greater prosperity in future?

It is diYcult to imagine exactly how. The one economy in the developed world which remains heavily
dependent on manufacturing is Germany’s, and its strength is in highly specialised areas—notably machine
goods—for which world demand is high but not unlimited. It also enjoys a very distinctive apprenticeship-
based training systems which successive UK governments have tried, and completely failed, to imitate, but
which allows for highly flexible response by company trainers to changing markets and skill demands.

If this country had been determined to subsidise manufacturing of a less specialised type, it would have
been trying to preserve British competitiveness against countries- especially China—whose competitive
position in this area is overwhelming, but could not have been predicted thirty or even twenty years ago.
However skilled aWestern Europeanworkforce, it cannot, at anything like conceivable wage rates, compete
against the manufacturing facilities of low-wage successfully developing countries, which will be able, for
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the foreseeable future, to continue meeting world demand for consumer goods at prices far below those that
the UK could oVer. It is worth pointing out that, in 1980, or even 1990, not only did no-one foresee this
development. They also did not, and could not, foresee the explosive development of the internet, or
internet-related and -based industries and services. So a major training programme which trained people in
highly specific “manufacturing-related” skills on the basis of industry as it existed in 1980 or 1990 would,
in eVect, have been training them for redundancy.

In this respect, the British manufacturers of 1870 and 1884 turn out to have been highly prescient. Their
requests of government were rather diVerent from those made by many modern companies. They did not
request direct subsidies for either their training activities or for their labour force (through imported labour
or wage subsidies). On the contrary, witness after witness stated that they could manage their own business
now and in the future without government help or intervention. What they did want, however, was a better
educated population of school leavers, and especially one with more and a better scientific education. If we
recruit young people with a good, general level of scientific understanding, witness after witness informed
the commissions, we can then take care of the specific training we need for our particular businesses. But if
we do not have such well-educated young people, then we are indeed not in a position to compete with
German manufacturers who do.

More than a century later, the same analysis applies. It is not within government’s capacity to predict, or
provide, the specific training required by rapidly changing and highly diverse enterprises; nor should they
be subsidising existing companies at the expense of new and future entrants. They should, however, be
providing a good general education which includes a high level of scientific and mathematical literacy. One
of the ways in which the ICT revolution has genuinely changed the requirements of manufacturing industry
is in the demands it makes for employees to understand the underlying relations between parts of complex
processes, and interpret statistical and numerical information relating to these: and the more advanced the
manufacturing concern, themore true this becomes. (SeeHoyles et al and the recommendations of the Smith
Report, 2004) The continuing existence of a long, poorly educated “tail” among Britain’s school-leavers,
and the generally low levels of maths and science attainment, are the real issue for a government concerned
with manufacturing industry’s skill needs.

1867–68 Report from the Select Committee on Scientific Instruction
1872 Report from the Select Commission on Scientific Instruction (Devonshire Report)
1884 Report of the Royal Commission on Technical Instruction (Samuelson Commission)
1895 Report of the Royal Commission on Secondary Education
1906 Report of the Consultative Committee on Higher Elementary Education
1915–16 Report of Committee of Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
1918 Final Report of the Departmental Committee on Juvenile Education in Relation to

Employment after the War
1919 Labour Conditions and Adult Education. Ministry of Reconstruction
1926 Report of the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education on the Education of the

Adolescent (Hadow Report)
1927 Report of the Committee on Industry and Trade (Balfour Report)
1928 Report of the Committee on Education and Industry (Malcolm Report)
1937 Cooperation in Technical Education
1938 Report of the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education on Secondary Education

with Special Reference to Grammar Schools and Technical High Schools (Spens Report)
1945 Recruitment and Training of Juveniles for Industry. Joint Consultative Committee of the

National Joint Advisory Council (NJAC) to the Ministry of Labour
1945 Report of a Special Committee on Higher Technological Education (Percy Report)
1946 Report of Committee on Scientific Manpower (Barlow Committee Report)
1949 Report of Special Committee on Education for Commerce (Carr-Saunders Report)
1950 The Future Development of Higher Technological Education. National Advisory Council on

Education for Industry and Commerce
1951 Higher Technological Education
1955 Report on the Recruitment of Scientists and Engineers in the Engineering Industry
1956 Technical Education. Ministry of Education White Paper
1958 Training for Skill (Carr Report): NJAC Subcommittee, reporting to the Ministry of Labour

and National Service
1969 National Advisory Council on Education for Industry and Commerce: Haslegrave Report

(Report of the Committee on Technician Courses and Examinations)

1867–1969: Major Government Reports relating to vocational and technical education

October 2006
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APPENDIX 52

Memorandum submitted by Yorkshire Forward

INQUIRY ON UKTI’S FIVE–YEAR STRATEGY
QUESTIONS TO REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES

Inward Investment

1. What is your annual expenditure and staYng resource on Inward investment promotion to your region?

a. Please see attached summary sheet.

2. What activities does the agency carry out to promote inward investment into the region?

a. We have involvement with the North of England (NOE) Inward Investment Agency function with
NWDA and ONENorthEast as noted on attached sheet.

b. Yorkshire Forward has an oYce in Hangzhou in Zhejaing Province China.

c. We provide information to the UKTI oYces on request and have taken the opportunity to visit
countries and companies as and when needed in previous years rather than establish a permanent base.

3. Is the agency’s inward investment promotion carried out directly by the agency, or by another sponsored
body?

a. As on sheet attached we work together with NWDA and ONE in the NOE function which has
operations in USA/Canada, Japan and Australia. However Yorkshire Forward has taken the opportunity
to cancel the contract with theAmerica andCanada armof the functionwhich takes eVect as of 1April 2007.

b. We may well look to agencies in the future for certain markets as we are in the process of assessing
how best to tackle the markets identified by UKTI and other priority markets which are key purely to this
regions growth strategy.

4. Which sectors and countries is the agency particularly focused on?

a. Our interest currently lies with a physical presence inAustralia/Japan andChinawhich for themedium
term will continue.

b. We are considering Germany as an option to expand some of our activities. Yorkshire Forward is as
we speak looking at how we will implement our strategy for attracting foreign direct investment over the
next few months.

c. We will be looking at developing a marketing plan with regard to USA and Canada as we view this as
a good market place for investment. The level of opportunity we received from the previous route we felt
could be better hence why despite cancelling the NOE contract we are still going to focus on this market
place.

d. Currently our key clusters are as followed; Advanced Engineering andMetals, Chemicals, Creative &
Digital Industries, Environmental Technologies, Food andDrink,Healthcare Technologies andBioscience.

5. How many inward investment projects have the agency been involved in the last three years?

2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 to date

Projects 24 43 29 36
New Jobs 810 2,595 1,699.5 489
Safeguarded jobs 664 1,207.5 1,021 353
Total 1,474 3,802.5 2,720.5 842

6. Could the agency outline some examples of successful inward investment projects, which the region has won
recently, and how this has impacted the region?

a. GHD—Please find attached information—an Australian investment which created 30 new jobs.

b. Axiom based in Wakefield and a USA investor, specialise in sophisticated data management
developers, and maintain one of the largest databases in the world. The investment created 20 data architect
positions all in excess of £40k per annum.
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c. Toyoda Gosei—a key account company based in Rotherham and works in the supply chain for
Toyota. The Japanese company has been very successful in the UK and as such has chosen to ask for
assistance in expansion of its site in Rotherham. This lead to the creation of a further new 100 jobs and
investment of £4 million.

d. Xceleron Ltd—This York based Japanese company is a highly knowledge driven company. Xceleron’s
technologies have been proven to speed drug development and reduce attrition rates. They are recognised
world leaders in human microdose technology. The investment into the region created 15 positions.

7. What are the agency’s future plans for inward investment promotion, within the context of UKTI’s new
five-year strategy?

a. Yorkshire Forward is taking the steer from UKTI and will be focusing on those sectors and markets
that the have been identified by the UKTI in their research. We already have a presence in China and our
team work closely with the current UKTI personnel in China.

8. What trade missions to promote exports from the region has the agency organised or taken part in over the
last three years?

a. Yorkshire Forward have not organised trade missions directly but have provided joint funding with
UKTI to fund our partners such as Business Link and The Humber Trade Zone to organise trade missions
with UKTI at a regional and sub-regional level. The cluster teams from Yorkshire Forward have also
attended trade fairs both directly and indirectly with trade associations and have previously takenYorkshire
companies to these fairs.

9. How do you determine which missions to promote? Do you ever co-operate with other RDAs in promoting
joint missions? Do you encourage/allow firms from outside your region to participate in your missions?

a. Trade missions tend to be aligned with the regions strengths i.e. our clusters. The region will use UKTI
regional trade specialists to aid both international trade and in the future inward investment.

Yorkshire Forward Promoting and Supporting Foreign Direct Investment

All costs are based on the current year 2006–07 forecast. Average salaries have been compiled taken into
consideration those who have only worked part of the year within certain roles apportioned.

The average salaries do not include on costs such as T&S which are shown separately and are exact for
the last nine months and estimated for the next three months till the financial year end.

Overseas Promotion Project

This includes:
The following break down of staV, their travel, events, and promotion and oYce costs,
incorporating some costs incurred whilst hosting UK missions.
North of England—American oYces employing 14 full time staV £365,000.00
North of England—Australian oYce employing 1.75 full time staV £71,500.00
North of England—Japan oYce employing two full time staV £71,468.00

FDI Development Team

This team’s function is to deliver on inward investment enquiries received from various
partners (UKTI, DTI) and from the leads generated by the above activity and the
marketing functions of Yorkshire Forward
International Business Development Manager x 1
Inward Investment Account Executive x 2.6 (two full time and one three day a week) £125,877.00
Inward Investment Account Assistant x 1
Plus additional spend to cover expenses involved in activities** £12,639.03

Senior Management Activity £30,000

Marketing Spend on Overseas Promotion

Done through Northen Way £2.7 million over two year—2005–06 and 2006–07 for £ Nil
benefit of all three regions in the NoE

Partnership Programmes

RSY, York-England and Wakefield First however they do not participate in
international marketing

Total Direct Costs of FDI Promotion Incurred by YF (provisionally) £676,484.03

** the figures are for the financial year 2006–07 and as such there are assumptions as to expenditure levels
on the variable of expenses incurred in the carrying out the roles within the team.
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APPENDIX 53

Supplementary memorandum submitted by UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)

I was grateful to you and the Committee for the opportunity to give evidence on the Future of UK
Manufacturing: Marketing UK Plc, on Tuesday 27 February 2007. I was also pleased to be able to present
to the committee progress on implementing the UKTI Strategy, “Prosperity in a Changing World” and to
respond to your questions. In response to a few, I promised to send you notes specifically on the allocation
of resources in Brazil (Q485); international business specialists (Q501 andQ502); access to language training
for spouses (Q558); and comparative cost benefit analysis (Q566).

I was particularly appreciative of the commitment of the Committee to promoting Britain’s trade and
investment performance and hope to have the opportunity of giving further evidence at some further point.

Q485—Chairman: Resource allocation in Brazil and Mercosur

Resource levels across UKTI’s overseas network, including in Brazil, have in the recent past been aVected
by the requirement to:

(a) secure savings of £20 million in UKTI’s overseas network under Spending Review 2004
(SR2004); and

(b) reinforce resources in the emerging markets under the new UKTI strategy by reductions in other
parts of the network.

Following a review of our commercial resources in Brazil in response to SR2004 it was decided to close
UKTI’s operations in the regional oYces of Belo Horizonte and Curitiba in the autumn of 2005. There was
little demonstrable evidence that they were contributing significantly to UKTI’s Brazil network’s business
objectives and targets in support of UK customers. This resulted in the loss of four local jobs and
contributed to network savings required under SR2004.

Following the launch of theUKTI strategy in 2006, it was agreed, in recognition of the high growth nature
of the Brazil market, to increase resource as follows:

— two local inward investment posts in Sao Paulo;

— one UK based trade post in Brasilia to work primarily on the Joint Economic and Trade Council
(JETCO) with Brazil;

— one UK based trade post in Rio focusing on the oil and gas sector;

— oneUK based trade post in Sao Paulo to lead on the development of business opportunities across
the priority sectors of agriculture, aerospace, biotechnology, engineering and healthcare; and

— one local trade post in Rio.

In summary, there was a reduction of four posts as a result of the closure of the regional oYces and an
increase of six to take eVect over the period 2006–07 and 2007–08 as a result of the new strategy. Hence the
figures that appeared in the answer of the 6 February to Mr Peter LuV’s PQ are correct.

As far as reductions in other UKTI teams in Mercosur countries are concerned, day to day commercial
assistance in Paraguay was discontinued when the British Embassy in Asuncion closed as part of the
Spending Review in 2004. However, lobbying on behalf of UK companies is carried out on a case by case
basis from the British Embassy in Buenos Aires. As part of the resource redeployments in UKTI’s overseas
network under the 2006 strategy, the UKTI section of the Embassy in Montevideo (1.9 staV) is to be closed
at the end of March 2008. Lobbying for commercial purposes will still be carried out by the Ambassador
in Montevideo on a case by case basis. All other resources are as shown in the answer to Peter LuV’s PQ.

Q501—Chairman: Role of International Business Specialists

TheUKTI strategy “Prosperity in a ChangingWorld” commits UKTI to bring in to the organisation new
private sector skills to meet the requirements of our clients.

The International Business Specialist scheme is one way in which we were already making use of private
sector expertise to support our customers. We currently have 12 private sector secondees working in UKTI,
nine under the International Business Specialist scheme and three under the Short Term Business
Attachment programme.

In addition, we are now deploying 17 Sector Champions from the private sector through a third party
contractor. Together, our private sector secondees and the Sector Champions bring to the organisation
current business, market, technical and sector knowledge and a range of contacts within their field. They
work in front-line customer facing roles and support UKTI in delivering its objectives and meeting its
targets. They can play a leading role in helping UKTI to develop its overarching UK sector strategies and
in identifying priority sub-sectors, technology and overseas markets. They also support the organisation in
raising the UK’s profile overseas and marketing the UK’s strengths and areas of expertise. These private
sector individuals also bring industry best practice to UKTI and help bridge knowledge gaps.
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We are also deploying private sector skills under our new R&D programme and our High Growth
Markets Pilot Programme. The Research &Development (R&D) programmewill provide in-depth support
for innovative and R&D-intensive companies. This will involve 20 contracted R&D Technology Specialists
who will work with UKTI and other government staV in the UK and overseas to draw together teams from
their network of contacts to:

— promote the benefits of undertaking R&D in the UK to multinationals and overseas companies;

— help to collaborate with UK companies, universities and/or research organisations;

— help R&D intensive UK companies to penetrate overseas markets and multinational supply
chains; and

— support the sustainable internationalisation of new R&D intensive UK companies.

The High Growth Markets Programme will deploy up to 15 private sector Business Advisors who will
work with our UK clients to facilitate market entry and identify new opportunities in specific emerging
markets.

Q502—Chairman: International Business Specialists

Our International Business Specialists currently cover the following sectors:
Rail, Water, Environment, Education, Creative Industries, Oil and Gas, and Ports. Our Short
Term Business Attachments cover Aerospace and Water. If we include all the private sector
consultants delivering services for our customers, as mentioned in the answer above, we currently
have specialist sector or technology coverage in ICT, Creative Media, Life Sciences, Environment
& Energy, Water, Oil & Gas, High Performance Engineering, Aerospace, Ports, Rail, Financial
Services and Education & Training.

Q558—Rob Marris: Access to language training for spouses

StaV occupying UKTI positions overseas do so on the terms and conditions of the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce (FCO). The FCO is currently reviewing its Language Training Policy.

The FCO recognises the need of spouses/partners to obtain basic language skills in order to live safely and
comfortably overseas. As a result of consultation with spouses/partners and with the Diplomatic Service
Families Association, future training will be more flexible and accessible, in order to fit in with
individuals’ needs.

The FCO will oVer:

— Group courses at Post.

— Group part-time lunch and evening courses at the FCO or part-time courses at approved colleges
outside London.

— E-learning courses, CD-Roms, language cassettes and links to other on-line learning.

One to one classes will not however be available unless there are exceptional circumstances or the spouse/
partner needs the language for representational purposes on arrival or wishes to be considered under the
DDA.

Q566—Rob Marris: Comparative figures on cost benefit analysis

Comparative figures on cost benefit analysis are not currently available in the way the Committee has
requested. This is because diVerent organisations use diVerent evaluation methods. They are not, therefore,
directly comparable. To make an assessment of how others evaluate their interventions requires a detailed
study. Resources permitting, this is a project UKTI is keen to consider in the future. We will ensure that
Committee members are kept informed of developments in this area.

3 April 2007
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